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Preface 

B efore their historic assault on Byzantium in the seventh century, the 
Arabs had had seven centuries of close relations with both Rome on the 

Tiber and Rome on the Bosphorus. The history of Arab-Roman relations in 
these seven centuries awaits and deserves a satisfactory treatment if only be
cause it is the necessary prolegomenon for understanding the extraordinary 
events of the seventh century, when it was not the Persians, who lived in the 
military consciousness of the Romans as their principal antagonists in the 
East, but the Arabs who succeeded in dismembering the Oriental and African 
provinces of Byzantium and ushering in a new era in the history of the 
Mediterranean region and southwestern Asia. These seven centuries are clearly 
divisible into two periods each of which is a genuine historical period and not 
one bounded by two conventional dates. The first is the Roman period of four 
centuries which elapsed from the Settlement of Pompey in 63 B.C. to the 
reign of Diocletian, A.D. 284-305; the second is the Byzantine periodt of 
three centuries from the reign of Constantine in the fourth to that of Heraclius 
in the seventh. 

1 

The first period, the Roman period of four centuries, has been treated by 
the present writer in an interpretative essay2 written as a prolegomenon to the 
study of the Byzantine period. The present book, Byzantium and the Arabs in 
the Fourth Century, is the first in a series of three volumes which treats the 
Byzantine period of three centuries and which might be entitled "Byzantium 
and the Arabs before the Rise of Islam." The first volume begins with the 
reign of Constantine and ends with that of Theodosius the Great; the second 
volume deals with the fifth century from the reign of Arcadius to that of 
Anastasius and is entitled Byzantium and the Arabs in the Fifth Century; the 
third volume deals mainly with the sixth century and partly with the seventh 
from the reign of Anastasius to that of Phocas or Heraclius and is entitled 
Byzantium and the Arabs in the Sixth Century.3 These three volumes are an 

1Scill Roman, and Byzantine only in the sense chat the capital of the empire was Con
stantinople and its religion Christianity. 

'Rome and the Arabs (hereafter, RA). 
'These three volumes are abbreviated BAFOC, BAFIC, and BASIC respectively. The second 

and the third remain co be written, but research on chem is in a very advanced stage and 
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intensive and detailed treatment of Arab-Byzantine relations in these centuries. 
In addition to being a history of these three centuries, they are intended to be 
a prolegomenon to the study of the rise of Islam and the Arab Conquests in 
the seventh century. For this they are chronologically closer than Rome and the 
Arabs, which provides the remoter Roman background. 

2 

The Arabs who figure in this book are not the Arabs who had become 
Roman citizens in the Roman period nor those independent Arabs who lived 
in the Peninsula beyond the Roman frontier, but the groups that are termed 
foederati, the allies of Byzantium, who represent the new relationship that 
obtained between Byzantium and the Arabs after the end of the Roman 
period. 

Byzantium knew three such groups of foederati in the course of these 
three centuries: the Tanukhids of the fourth century, the Salil).ids of the fifth, 
and the Ghassanids of the sixth. Thus the three centuries are divisible into 
three periods, each roughly coinciding with one century during which flour
ished a dominant Arab group, the Tanukhids, the Salil).ids, and the Ghassanids 
respectively. The material on these three centuries cannot be presented clearly 
except in this way and in three separate volumes, since each of these three 
centuries witnessed the rise of a new dominant group of Arab foederati and it is 
only when the history of each of these dynasties and dominant federate groups 
is presented separately that their respective identities can be discovered. Thus 
the result is a diachronous treatment of three centuries of Arab-Byzantine 
relations which should enable the student of this period to view the succession 
of these three dominant federate groups not as Saracens, a general and vague 
term, but as Tanukhids, Salil).ids, and Ghassanids, three Arab groups each 
possessed of its own identity. The present book is the history of the first 
century of this Byzantine period, treating the history of the Tanukhids, the 
federates of Byzantium in the fourth century. 

The region where federate Arab history unfolded itself is the Byzantine 
administrative division known as the Diocese of Oriens. 4 The book is thus an 
ethno-regional history, that of the federate Arabs in the Diocese of Oriens. 
This is important to bear in mind. As has already been said, this series of 

some of the chapters are already written; hence the references to them in this book and the 
abbreviated forms. It is hoped that their composition will not take long after this present 
volume goes to press. 

'This extended from the Taurus to Sinai and included Roman Mesopotamia. Egypt, which 
also formed part of Oriens, was separated from it in the early years of the reign of Theodosius 
I around A.D. 380. For a study of the Arab presence in Egypt in pre-Islamic times, little 
known, see chap. 5 on the Notitia Dignitatum in RA. This presence has not been taken into 
account in studies of the Muslim Arab conquest of Egypt, but it does have some relevance to it. 
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books on Arab-Byzantine relations in pre-Islamic times is a prolegomenon to 
the Arab Conquests, and it is in this very region, Oriens,5 that the decisive 
battles of Islam against Byzantium took place; and so a study of the Arab 
element in the same region is obviously of much relevance to the study of the 
events of the seventh century. In that century, the Muslim Arabs attacked a 
region in which the Arabs were represented by two elements: the visible 
federate presence and the tangible layer of Arab Rhomaioi-a substrate that 
had been formed in the Roman period. The two elements interacted in pre
Islamic times and became a factor to be taken into account in the study of the 
Arab Conquests. Thus, in Arab terms, Oriens is an intelligible unit of study 
from the point of view of historical and political geography. 

Although it is Oriens and its federate Arabs that are the subject and 
main theme of this book, the treatment does not neglect other groups, and, 
indeed, it does place the fortunes and history of the foederati within the 
international context of the various political entities and communities of the 
Near East, namely, Sasanid Persia and its Arab clients, the Lakhmids of J::Iira, 
the Arabs of the Arabian Peninsula, J::Iimyar and Najran of South Arabia, and, 
across the Red Sea, Ethiopia. Nevertheless, it is sharply focused on the foederati. 
These were the shield of Byzantium against the Arabs of the Peninsula in the 
fourth and the following two centuries, and this tutelary shield functioned 
well in these three centuries. But when the Peninsular Arabs appeared in the 
seventh century as Muslims, the shield broke and crumbled. That it did so 
and did not ward them off is part of the answer to the large historical question 
of the Arab victory over Byzantium in the seventh century. Hence the impor
tance of the history of these foederati, on which these three volumes, BAFOC, 
BAFIC, and BASIC, focus and which they try to illuminate. 

These federate Arabs were soldiers in Byzantium's army of the Orient, 
and this explains the emphasis on their military history, especially as the book 
is partly a prolegomenon to the Arab Conquests of the seventh century. Yet 
the cultural life of the foederati is not neglected, and its most important facet 
relates to their involvement in Christianity and in ecclesiastical history. Thus 
the roles of the foederati are placed in the context in which they belong, the 
world of the Byzantine imperium and of the ecclesia, in the Diocese of Oriens 
and in the Patriarchate of Antioch, both of which roles are practically un
known to the historians of this period. And it is noteworthy that important 
matters pertaining to Arabic culture can be examined better when not the 
Arab Rhomaioi but these foederati are involved. Thus the book is a cultural as 
well as a political and military history of these federate Arabs in the fourth 
century. 

'In Arabic Islamic terms, Oriens was Biliid al-Sham, al-Jazira, and Mi~r, scene of the 
battlefields and victories of Islam against Byzantium in the times of the orthodox caliphs. 
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3 
The case for the appearance of this volume as the first in a series of three 

on Byzantium and the Arabs before '"he rise of Islam needs no pleading. These 
are the three lost or forgotten centuries in the history of Arab-Byzantine 
relations, as the following historiographical sketch will abundantly show. 

Of these three centuries only the sixth may be said to have been sub
jected to a scientific investigation. Noldeke's Ghassanischen Fiirsten is truly an 
epoch-making work in the history of the Arabs before the rise of Islam and of 
the Arab-Byzantine relationship. 6 But although it is philology at its best, the 
work is really a series of notes and footnotes rather than a history, and, what is 
more, it is a history of an Arab dynasty or kingdom rather than a historical 
study of Arab-Byzantine relations. Noldeke wrote as an Orientalist, not a 
Byzantinist; the Byzantine profile of Ghassanid history owes its appearance in 
his work to the fact that he had to depend on reliable Byzantine sources for 
working out the chronological framework of Ghassanid history, but he was 
not primarily interested in the Byzantine profile of Arab history. A. A. 
Vasiliev was, and he is, therefore, the father of Byzantino-arabica; his pioneer
ing work was carried on by a first-rate Arabist, Marius Canard. Both of them 
were interested in the Islamic period of Byzantino-arabica, but, regrettably, 
Vasiliev started with the late period of the ninth and tenth centuries rather 
than with the seventh, the century of the rise of Islam and the Arab Con
quests. However, toward the end of his life, he apparently developed interest 
in the pre-Islamic period and realized its importance to the Arab Conquests of 
the seventh century. 7 But the result of this interest was slight and was worked 
out posthumously by his colleague Canard. 8 N. Pigulevskaia dealt with many 
aspects of Near Eastern history in pre-Islamic times in various articles and 
volumes, the most relevant of which are two: Byzanz au/ den Wegen nach Indien 

and The Arabs on the Frontiers of Byzantium and Iran in the IV-VI Centuries.9 

'Die GhassaniJChen Fiirsten aus dem Hause Gafna's, Abhandlungen der kiinigl. Akademie der 
Wissenschaften zu Berlin (Berlin, 1887) (hereafter, GF). On the grandiose failure of his prede
cessor Caussin de Perceval to reconstruct the history of the Arabs before the rise of Islam, see 
the section on the sources, infra, pp. 1-4. 

7See Sirarpie Der Nersessian, "Alexander Alexandrovitch Vasiliev: Biography and Bibli
ography," DOP, 10 (1955), pp. 7-8. Of the pre-Islamic period, he wrote: "The more I delve 
into this period, the more I realize how important and how vital this pre-Islamic era is for the 
elucidation of the epoch of the amazing Arab advance . . . " (ibid., p. 8). 

•see his "Notes on Some Episodes concerning the Relations between the Arabs and the 
Byzantine Empire from the Fourth to the Sixth Century," DOP, 10 (1955), pp. 306--16. 

'Of the two, the former was translated from Russian into German and appeared in Berliner 
Byzantinistische Arbeiten, 36 (Berlin, 1969) (hereafter, Pigulevskaia, Byzanz). The latter, Araby u 
granits Vizantii i Irana v IV-VI vv., appeared in Moscow in 1964. I should like to thank Mr. 
P. Bienenstock and Mr. M. Flannick of the Russian Department, Georgetown University, for 
helping me with this Russian text. 
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Strictly speaking, neither work is Byzantino-arabica. The former is the better, 
much better, of the two; the latter is unfortunately a superficial compilation 
in which the prolific authoress did not do justice to herself or to the subject. 
The most relevant part of it treating the fourth century is especially inade
quate. 10 

Thus the ideal for writing the history of Byzantium and the Arabs before 
the rise of Islam is to combine the method of the German Arabist Noldeke 11 in 
treating the Arab profile with the conception of the Byzantinist Vasiliev in 
presenting the finished result as a contribution to the history of Byzantium. 
This is the principle that has guided the writing of Byzantium and the Arabs in 
the Fourth Century. With the exception of a perfunctory and unsatisfactory 
treatment by Pigulevskaia, the fourth century in Arab-Byzantine relations has 
had no historians. Its two most important documents, the Namara inscription 
and the literary accounts of Mavia, have so far been in the hands of the 
epigraphist and the ecclesiastical historian respectively. It is therefore hoped 
that this book on the fourth century will fill this vacuum by illuminating the 
first of the three forgotten centuries in the history of Arab-Byzantine relations 
and in such a way as to enable the general historian to have a better perception 
of the place of the Arabs in this century. 12 And it should, together with the two 
subsequent volumes BAFIC and BASIC, serve as a prolegomenon for the 
study of the Arab Conquests, which opened the Islamic period in Arab
Byzantine relations. 13 

4 

W. W. Tarn's work on Alexander the Great 14 in two parts has partly 
inspired the format of this book, which was to have been published in two 
volumes: volume one containing the synthesis and exposition; volume two 
devoted to the sources, to analyses, to topical studies, and to the extraction of 
the data from the various sources. Owing to the prohibitive cost of publica
tion in these hard times, the plan of publishing the work in two volumes had 
to be abandoned, but the format has survived in the structure of the present 
book, the single volume that it is. The first three parts answer to volume two 

10 A printed French version of it appeared as a short contribution which the authoress pre
sented to the Twenty-fifth Oriental Congress held at Moscow in 1960, Le.r arabe.r a la frontiere 
de Byzance au IV siec/e. 

110n Noldeke's method and technique, see the section on the sources, infra. 
12In standard works on the fourth century, such as A. Piganiol, L'empire chretien, and E. 

Stein, Histoire du bas-empire, vol. 1, hardly anything on the Arabs appears. 
13A new generation of talented scholars is working on this Islamic period, notably, Walter 

E. Kaegi and Ahmad Shboul. 
14W. W. Tarn, Alexander the Great, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1950-51): vol. 1, Narrative 

(1951); vol. 2, Sources and Studies (1950). 
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as originally planned, while Part Four answers to volume one. Part One deals 
with the Greek and Latin sources, Part Two with the Oriental. The sources 
had to be divided in this fashion in order to present to the reader a lucid 
account of them and of the problems which each of the two sets of sources 
presents. 15 Part Three consists of a series of topical studies not dependent on 
one set of sources to the exclusion of the other. Part Four represents the 
synthesis, necessary in a work of this kind, full of details, specialized studies, 
and appendices, which interrupt the sequence of the presentation. 

In addition to the customary section on the sources in the introductory 
part of this book, three more have been included: "The Problems and Major 
Themes," "Byzantium and the Arabs before the Rise of Islam," and "The 
Fourth Century." The case for the first is explained in the opening paragraph 
of that secion; the second has been included because BAFOC opens a series of 
three books on the pre-Islamic period in its entirety; hence a survey of these 
three centuries from the reign of Constantine to that of Heraclius becomes 
necessary; the third section on the fourth century is written as a synoptic view 
which will conduce to a better comprehension of Parts I-III that follow, 
consisting as they do of so many chapters that range over a wide variety of 
topics. 

DECEMBER 1981 WASHINGTON, D.C. 

"On this, see the section on the sources. 
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Introduction 

I. THE SOURCES 

T he sources of Byzantium and the Arabs in the Fourth Century are divisible 
into two major sets: the Graeco-Roman and the Oriental. Most readers 

will be familiar with one or the other of these two sets, so different from each 
other. But since this book is addressed to both the Arabist and the Byzantinist, 
since its arguments draw on both sets of sources, and since its conclusions are 
welded from data extracted from the two sets, the customary chapter on the 
sources assumes even greater importance. Of the two sets, it is the Oriental 
sources that need and deserve special attention because of their nature, their 
limitations, and the problems that they present to the historian who is using 
them for writing the history of Arab-Byzantine relations. 

The Greek and Latin sources, on the other hand, are well known to the 
Byzantinist and the medievalist and they have been intensively studied. How
ever, a few words on them in the _c::ontext of this book are desirable in order to 
demonstrate better their relation to the Oriental sources. 

1 

The Greek and Latin Sources 
These sources are many and belong to various orders of historical writ

ing. From this variety, three authors stand out as the major sources for the 
history of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century, namely, the secular 
Latin historian Ammianus Marcellinus, the Greek ecclesiastical historian So
zomen, and the biblical scholar St. Jerome. In addition to a minute analysis 
of their relevant works for the extraction of data, a chapter has been devoted 
to each of these three writers as a contribution both to historiography and to 
the theme of the image of the Arabs in the fourth century. Of the three, 
Ammianus receives the most detailed treatment.' 

'For these three authors, see the relevant chapters in this book. On the Greek and Latin 
authors drawn upon in this book, see K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur, 
2nd ed. (Munich, 1897); G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, 2nd ed., 2 vols. (Berlin, 1958); 
B. Altaner, Patrology, trans. Hilda C. Graef (New York, 1960); H. G. Beck, Kirche und theo
logische Literatur im byzantinischen Reich (Munich, 1959); J. Quasten, Patrology, vol. 3 (West
minster, Md., 1960); and H. Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, vol. 1 
(Munich, 1978). 
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The Greek and Latin sources for the history of Arab-Byzantine relations 
in the fourth century are extremely good. Many of them are primary and 
contemporary and they are relatively abundant compared to those on the fifth 
century. Besides, they illuminate all the reigns from Constantine to Theo
dosius I with the exception of that of Constantius which, however, they do 
indirectly. They leave many gaps in the reigns of each of these emperors, but 
they provide enough material for the thread of continuity to be traced and for 
making the diachronous treatment of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth 
century possible. Through this diachronous treatment, the historical evolution 
of the various institutions of the Arab foederati admits of being studied. The 
data which these sources provide are mostly on military and political history, 
and thus the position of the Arabs as foederati of Byzantium emerges clearly in 
the wars and politics of fourth-century Byzantium. These sources illuminate 
two other areas, namely, the extent of the Arab federate presence in the 
Diocese of Oriens and the ecclesiastical history of the Arab foederati. The 
Greek and Latin sources are the backbone of this book; but for them, and 
especially the sound chronological framework which they provide, no intelli
gible history of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century would have 
been possible. It is for this reason that the analyses start with them, and the 
reader is advised to read the analyses, composed of two sections, the Graeco
Roman and the Oriental, in this order. It is only in this way that the part on 
the Arabic sources can be profitably read by the Byzantinist and even by the 
Arabist as well. 

The Oriental Sources 
Of the various Oriental sources for the fourth century, the Arabic are the 

most important. 2 The Syriac and Sabaic come next. 
These Arabic sources are divisible into two sets, the epigraphic and the 

literary. The first is represented by the Namara inscription, the most important 
Arabic document for the Arab-Byzantine relationship in the fourth century. 
Indeed, without it, it is almost impossible to reconstruct this relationship 
during the reign of Constantine, the terminus a quo of this relationship in the 
fourth century and the subsequent centuries of the Byzantine period in its 
entirety. 

The second set, the literary sources, were written in later Islamic times. 
They are reliable sources such as TabarI, BalagurI, and Mas'udI. Most, if not 
all, of what they have to say on the federate and other Arabs of the fourth 
century derives from the work of Hisham al-KalbI. A special section has, 
therefore, been devoted to this chief Muslim historian of pre-Islamic Arabia 

'For the full range of these sources, comprising Arabic, Syriac, Sabaic, Ethiopic, Coptic, 
Armenian, and Pahlevi, see the list of sources in the Bibliography. 
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and the writer of a monograph on the federate Taniikhids of the fourth 
century. These Islamic sources are literary, historical, geographical, and 
genealogical. 3 

In view of the fact that these Arabic literary sources are late, it is 
necessary to discuss them, especially for the guidance of non-Arabists. These 
are sources that were written not in the fourth century but in later Islamic 
times. However, until and unless more pre-Islamic inscriptions are found, 
they will remain the only extant sources for the extraction of data of a special 
type on the Arab foederati of the fourth century, and so they cannot be 
ignored. Those unfamiliar with the problems of Arabic historiography may 
understandably raise questions about the use of Islamic sources for writing the 
history of the pre-Islamic Arab foederati. They should remember, however, 
that although late, these sources depend on a long isnad, or chain of authorities, 
which goes back to the distant past, 4 and sometimes they depend on written 
sources which themselves go back to early times, some possibly pre-Islamic, 
or close to it. So the floruit of the Islamic historians should not constitute too 
much of a problem. The section on Hishiim shows that that literary Muslim 
historian depended on pre-Islamic epigraphy for gathering data on the Lakh
mids of J::lira. l 

The Greek and Latin sources are specific in the data which they provide, 
especially on matters of chronology, but they are not so in other areas that 
pertain to the Arab-Byzantine relationship. The Arabs, for instance, all appear 
as Saracens, and it is the Arabic sources that give specificity to this general 
designation. It is they that describe the tribal affiliations of the various Arab 
groups in Oriens in the fourth century, a matter of considerable importance to 
understanding the history of these federate groups. Again, in the Greek and 
Latin sources, hardly any mention is made of the locations in which these 
foederati were settled. The Arabic sources contribute something specific to 
solving this problem too. 6 

3For the Arabic sources used in this book and for their authors, see C. Brockelmann, 
Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, vols. 1-2 and supplements 1-3 (Leiden, 1943-49) (hereafter, 
GAL); and F. Sezgin, Geschichte der arabischen Schrifftums (hereafter, GAS), of which vols. 1-2 
(Leiden, 1967-75) are the most relevant. 

4For Sir Hamilton Gibb's trenchant rejoinder to van Berchem's animadversions on one of 
'fabari's accounts, see Gibb, "Arab-Byzantine Relations under the Umayyad Caliphate," DOP, 
12 (1958), p. 226. 

'For epigraphic confirmation of some of the data included in these late Islamic literary 
sources, see infra, Chap. 10, note 90. The section on Hishiim in that chapter is basic not only 
to BAFOC but also to BAFIC and BASIC since it is from Hishiim that most that is known 
about the foederati of the fifth and sixth centuries is derived. 

"There are other instances of specificity whereby the Arabic sources complement the Greek 
and Latin sources. They pertain to such problems as the federate basileia and phylarchia and may 
be consulted in the relevant chapters of this book. 
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In addition to specificity in such areas as tribal affiliations and topon
ymy, there are other dimensions of the Arab-Byzantine relationship which the 
Arabic sources illuminate, namely, cultural matters. With the exception of 
Sozomen, who provides the precious data on the composition of Arabic poetry 
in the fourth century, it is only these Arabic sources that provide this type of 
cultural information, and this is illustrated in the chapters that deal with the 
foederati and Christianity, their involvement with Arabic poetry, and the 
problem of an Arabic Bible and liturgy in the fourth century. 

Finally, it is the Arabic sources (and also the Syriac), not the Greek and 
Latin, that describe the fortunes of the fourth-century Arab foederati, the 
Taniikhids, in subsequent pre-Islamic centuries and in the Islamic period, 
a matter of considerable importance to the Arab-Byzantine relationship in 
Islamic as well as pre-Islamic times. 

The Two Sets of Sources 
The two sets of sources may now be viewed synoptically. Unrelated as 

they may seem and hailing from two entirely different worlds, they are now 
related in this context in which they speak of the same century and contribute 
data on the same Arab foederati: 

( 1) The Greek and Latin sources take precedence over the Arabic in the 
establishment of the fundamental framework for the reconstruction of the his
tory of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century. This is why the first 
part of the series of analyses draws on them. The Arabic sources, especially 
the literary, are chronologically posterior to the Greek and Latin sources, and 
this is why they have been relegated to the second position. 

(2) In the data which they provide on the Arab foederati of the fourth 
century, the two sets of sources are complementary to each other, and the one 
is absolutely essential to the other. This should be clear from a perusal of the 
various chapters on the two sets of sources. Each explores dimensions of 
Arab-Byzantine relations that are different from the other; sometimes data 
from one set fills in the picture or the frame left vacant by the other with 
specific details. The two sets are also complementary in the process of drawing 
conclusions on certain problems. For instance, the cognomen of Constantine, 
Arabicus, attested in a Latin inscription, receives considerable illumination 
from the Arabic Namara inscription. The same may be said of the chapter on 
the Bible and the liturgy, in which conclusions cannot be drawn without 
laying under contribution data from both sets of sources. 

2 

It remains to discuss the method and technique employed in the utiliza
tion of the Oriental sources as the second of the two sets of sources on which 
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this book is based. It is partly a matter of apprising the reader, when he is a 
non-Arabist, of the methodology worked out by the German Arabist and 
Father of Byzantino-arabica in the pre-Islamic period, Theodor Noldeke, of the 
application of his critical method to the Oriental sources that treat the fourth 
century, and of the modifications that have been introduced by the present 
writer into Noldeke's technique. 

In his famous monograph on the Ghassanids, 7 Noldeke turned his back 
on the methodology employed by his predecessor Caussin de Perceval, 8 who 
depended uncritically on the Arabic sources for reconstructing the history of 
the Arabs before the rise of Islam, including that of Arab-Byzantine relations. 
"The serious aspersions he cast on the genealogical tables and the chronological 
sequences of the Arab historians-on which Caussin de Perceval had leaned so 
heavily, but which carried no conviction for Noldeke's critical acumen
undermined the groundwork on which his predecessor had rested his structure 
and thus caused it to collapse. In so doing, Noldeke transferred the emphasis 
from the Arabic to the Greek and Syriac sources, and thus revolutionised the 
methodology of reconstructing the history of Ghassan. "9 Thus Noldeke de
pended on the Greek and Latin sources for reconstructing the Arab-Byzantine 
past in pre-Islamic times and then, and only then, turned to the Oriental 
sources for more data, relying on the Syriac rather than on the Arabic sources 
for the history of the Ghassanids, at least in certain areas. The Syriac sources 
took precedence over the Arabic because they were written much before the 
Arabic ones. When Noldeke utilized the latter, he depended more on con
temporary Arabic poetry than on the later Islamic historians, whose recon
structions of the distant Ghassanid past did not always pass his tests. 

Noldeke's methodology has guided all those who have written on pre
Islamic Arabica for almost a century, including the present writer in his 
various articles on Byzantino-arabica, and it is this methodology that has 
basically guided the writing of this book. But in view of the fact that Noldeke 
wrote almost a century ago, it is only natural that certain modifications 
should be introduced into his method. The problems of the fourth century are 
not identical with those of the sixth; the fortunes of the Taniikhids are 
different from those of the Ghassanids; and the sources of these two centuries 
present different problems. Furthermore, advances have been made in both 
Byzantine and Arab history in this long period and new sources have been 
discovered. All this calls for some modifications of Noldeke's technique. 

'GF, which appeared in 1887. 
'Whose Essai sur l'histoire des arabes avant l'islamisme had appeared in 1847-48 in Paris 

in three volumes; now reprinted in Graz, 1967. 
9See the present writer in "Ghassan and Byzantium: A New terminus a quo," Der Islam, 33 

(1958), p. 232. 
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Observations on these modifications may be divided into two parts: (A) ob
servations of a general nature, and (B) specific ones that pertain to the fourth 
century. 

A 

These observations relate principally to the status of the Arabic sources 
vis-a-vis the Greek and Latin and also the Syriac. 

Although Noldeke's conclusions remain valid, namely, that precedence 
should be given to the Greek and Latin sources in certain areas, e.g., in 
chronology, the Arabic sources that happened not to be valuable for his 
purpose 10 in reconstructing the history of the Ghassanid dynasty turn out on 
closer examination to be not so unreliable for other periods. These sources 
have been examined for Byzantino-arabica in the fifth century, for the SalIJ:iids, 
and they turned out to be worthy of more consideration, much more than 
Noldeke had been willing to concede. Some tests have been applied for 
establishing the reliability of the Arabic accounts, u and two large questions 
have been raised, namely, "How to use the Arabic sources?" and secondly, 
"What to expect from them?" In an article on the SalIJ:iids, the present writer 
has concluded in answering the first question that the Arabic sources "contain 
much that is valuable and historical." The task of the student of these sources 
is "how to isolate the solid spots in them, by-pass the soft ones, resolve 
contradictions in them that are only apparent, and apply certain tests to 
establish their authenticity, thus penetrating eventually to the kernel of his
torical truth which they undoubtedly contain. "12 In answer to the second ques
tion, the same article has shown "that while the sources may not answer 
questions of one order or category they can and do answer questions of another 
order which in the last analysis may be even more important than the first. "13 

B 

The following departures from Noldeke's technique specifically pertain 
to writing the history of Byzantino-arabica in the fourth century: 

1. For the fourth century, the Arabic sources are more important than 
the Syriac, on which Noldeke depended heavily for writing on the sixth. 14 The 
latter have only limited usefulness, which consists mainly in the light these 
sources throw indirectly on the question of the involvement of the Arab 

100n what he was looking for when he discarded the Arabic sources, see the present writer 
in "The Last Days ofSali:f:i," Arabica, 5 (1958), p. 156. 

lllbid., p. 154. 
"Ibid. 
"Ibid., p. 156. 
"In the course of the thirty-five years that preceded the publication of his monograph on 

the Ghassanids in 1887, many Syriac sources important to the history of the Ghassanids were 
discovered; see Noldeke, GF, p. 3. 
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foederati in Christianity and of the later fortunes of the Tanukhids, in Islamic 
times. 15 

2. Arabic epigraphy was hardly an important source for Noldeke when 
he reconstructed Ghassanid history in the sixth century. But for the fourth 
century it is a major source. It is the Arabic Namara inscription that is the 
main source for the history of the Arab-Byzantine relationship in the reign of 
Constantine. Without it, it would have been impossible to make sense of that 
relationship for the reign of Constantine, which, moreover, happens to be the 
first reign and the terminus a quo for the Arab-Byzantine relationship in its 
entirety. That is why this inscription is discussed not in the context of its 
proper set of sources-the Arabic-but in that of the Greek and Latin, the 
sources from which were extracted the data for writing a diachronous history 
of Arab-Byzantine relations in the reign of each of the emperors of the fourth 
century from Constantine to Theodosius. 

3. The value of the Arabic literary sources for the history of the fourth 
century has already been commented upon. 16 They had not been very helpful to 
Noldeke in his reconstruction of Ghassanid history in the sixth century or 
what he was looking for in that history. But they are valuable for the history 
of the Tanukhids both in the fourth century and after. 

Thus the Arabic sources, both epigraphic and literary, are basic for 
writing the history of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century; they are 
the most important of all the Oriental sources. And this importance is likely 
to be enhanced with the lapse of time. The world of Arabian archeology, as 
well as that of the Arabic manuscripts, is opening up, and this is sure to yield 
some crucial data for reconstructing the history of the Arabs before the rise of 
Islam and that of the Arab-Byzantine relationship. 

One set of Oriental sources made available by Arabian archeology is now 
assuming crucial importance, namely, the Sabaic inscriptions from the distant 
Arabian South. These inscriptions have shed a bright light on the obscure 
Peninsular phase in the history of two of Byzantium's Arab foederati-the 
Tanukhids of the fourth century and the Ghassanids of the sixth. 17 Thus they 
represent a new set of sources for reconstructing the history of Arab-Byzantine 
relations in pre-Islamic times. 18 

1'For the Syriac authors, see A. Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur (Bonn, 1922). 
160n the use of Semitic epigraphy to validate the statements in the Arabic literary sources 

on the Tanukhids of the fourth century, see infra, Chap. 10, notes 69-70. 
1'For the inscription which makes that precious mention of Peninsular Taniikh, see ibid., 

note 69. For the equally precious inscription that mentions the Peninsular Ghassanids, see 
infra, Chap. 3, note 58. 

18They were unavailable to Niildeke when he wrote his monograph on the Ghassanids, and 
this vitiated his conclusion on one of the major problems in the history of these federates of 
Byzantium in the sixth century; see the present writer in "Procopius on the Ghassanids," JAOS, 
77 (1957), p. 86. 
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II. THE PROBLEMS AND THE MAJOR THEMES 

The range of problems and themes that this book both treats and relates to is 
extensive. Their synoptic presentation is, therefore, desirable as conducive to a 
better comprehension of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century and to 
a further probing of these problems in the light of new evidence that may turn 
up. Many of these problems persist in the fifth and the sixth centuries, and so 
their identification in this book on the fourth century lays a foundation for a 
diachronous treatment which will reveal their evolution and thus enable the 
history of Arab-Byzantine relations in pre-Islamic times to be written along 
genetic lines. These problems and themes may be divided into three main 
groups. 

1 

First are those that pertain to the fourth century itself, and a list of them 
may be found in the table of contents. 19 They may be grouped around a few 
major themes, which may be presented as follows: 

(1) Political, military, and economic: (a) Byzantium and the Eastern 
Question; (b) Byzantium and the Barbarians; a study of the process of Byzan
tinization; (c) the place and function of the Arab foederati in the Byzantine 
army and their contribution to the defense of Oriens and the Limes Orienta/is. 

(2) Cultural: (a) the involvement of the Arabs in Christianity and the 
ramifications of this involvement: the rise of an Arab Church in the fourth 
century within the Patriarchate of Antioch; the Arabic liturgy and the light it 
sheds on the search for the Arabic Bible in pre-Islamic times; (b) the composi
tion of Arabic poetry in Oriens in the fourth century; (c) the image of the 
Arabs in the mirror of Byzantine historiography. 

Finally, a major problem and a vexed question that involves the Arabs is 
that of heresies and national movements and their relation to the fall of the 
Roman Empire, a view associated with the name of the Oxford historian E. L. 
Woodward. 

2 

Of the many groups of barbarians who tried to breach the Roman Wall, 
only two succeeded-the Germans in the West and the Arabs in the East. The 
history of the German breakthrough in the West has been studied by genera
tion after generation of scholars, but the same cannot be said of the Arab 

"'The reader will not fail to note that social and economic problems do not figure promi
nently in BAFOC. The sources for the fourth century are silent on such topics as diet, means 
of subsistence, livestock, clothing, use of money or barter, and habitation. They are slightly 
more informative on some of these topics and on others, including the numbers of the foederati 
when the Ghassanids of the sixth century are involved. They will be discussed in BASIC. 
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breakthrough in the East. To make a contribution to this understudied area is 
one of the goals of this and the following volumes in this series, BAFOC, 
BAF IC, and BASIC, in which are presented the fortunes of the other group of 
barbarians that are involved in the empire's fall. This book should, therefore, 
be of special interest to the scholar who deals with the German profile of 
Byzantine history. The study of the history of the two peoples in this com
parative context is mutually illuminative, whether the study is conducted 
synchronously for the fourth century or diachronously for the fifth and the 
seventh centuries when the Germans and the Arabs effect their historic break
throughs respectively. For the concerns of this book, the comparative ap
proach is especially fruitful for the study of the federate experiment as applied 
to these two peoples: 

( 1) The history of the Visigoths who broke through the Danube line in 
the fourth century has been the subject of much research. The investigation of 
the history of the Arab foederati in Oriens in the same century has revealed the 
existence of another group of foederati similar to the Visigoths with whom 
these may be compared and contrasted for examining the conclusions that 
have been drawn on the Visigoths regarding such aspects of their federate 
history as their legal status, the terms of the foedus, and their settlement 
within the limes on Roman soil. 

(2) The Byzantine experiment with the Germans did not last long. After 
the major breakthrough at Adrianople in A.D. 378 in the fourth century, 
these brought about the collapse of the empire in the West in the following 
century. By contrast, the experiment with the Arabs lasted much longer, for 
three centuries, before the breakthrough of the Peninsular Arabs took place in 
the seventh century. Hence the importance of this experiment, this federate 
experiment with the Arabs, as one that endured so long, maturing in the 
sixth century and thus admitting of a close examination and evaluation. 

Thus the Arab problem in the East balances the German problem in the 
West through the historic roles of these peoples as two hammers that hewed 
down the imperial fabric of Mediterranean Rome. The fortunes of the two 
peoples are linked together within this historical framework and through their 
complementary roles in the work of destruction. But they are also linked in 
the subsequent work of reconstruction-the erection of the new imperial 
structures that each built on the old Roman soil: the Sacrum Imperium and the 
Islamic Caliphate. Thus the fruitfulness of the comparative approach extends 
beyond the limits of late antiquity. 

3 
The seventh century is a watershed in the history of Byzantium, and its 

character as such is due to the rise of Islam and the Arab Conquests. On the 
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one hand, the century witnessed the establishment of Arab ascendancy in the 
Near East and half of the Mediterranean region; on the other, it witnessed the 
amputation and loss to the Arabs of the Afro-Asian provinces and the conver
sion of Byzantium from an empire almost coterminous with the Mediterranean 
basin into a Balkan-Anatolian state. Thus, in addition to being a recovery 
of the past, the past of these three centuries, research on the fourth and 
the two following centuries acquires a new significance derivative from that of 
the seventh, since these three centuries emerge as the period of the gathering 
storm in Arabia, the period that witnessed the silent growth of a number of 
factors that finally went into the making of the great historic movement of 
Arab expansion and conquest in the seventh century. In this larger sense, 
research on Byzantium and the Arabs in the fourth and subsequent centuries 
before the rise of Islam becomes crucially related to the problem of the fall of 
the Byzantine Empire. 20 

The third group of major historical problems that the theme "Byzantium 
and the Arabs before the Rise of Islam" is related to pertains to the seventh 
century and may be specified as follows: 

( 1) The first is the rise of Islam in the second decade of the seventh 
century in Mecca in a region that had experienced a strong Byzantine presence 
in }::Iijaz, a large part of which had been the Provincia Arabia. J::Iijaz or 
Western Arabia, rather than Arabia in its entirety, is the true "Cradle of 
Islam." 

(2) The second is the Arab Conquests, the offensives which the Arabs 
mounted against Byzantine Oriens in the fourth decade of the same century 
and which resulted in the final loss of that diocese to the Muslim Arabs. A 
partial solution to the problem of the Arab victory is provided by the inves
tigation of the history of the Arab foederati of Byzantium and the failure of 
their protective shield to withstand the Muslim Arab onslaught. 

(3) Less known is the relevance of "Byzantium and the Arabs before the 
Rise of Islam" to Umayyad history, to the history of the mettlesome Arab 
state which wrestled with Byzantium in the seventh and eighth centuries, 
indeed was interlocked with it in a life-and-death struggle. The Umayyad 
state was in many important ways "Byzantium post Byzantium." Its rise, 
decline, and fall was intimately related to the history of the ajnad, the army 
corps in Umayyad Oriens/Sham, a considerable portion of whom had been 
former Byzantine foederati. These constituted the sinews of the Umayyad 
thrust against Byzantium, and in so doing they lived on for another century as 

"'That fall was not brought about by the Arabs, whose share consisted in the amputation 
of the Afro-Asian provinces. It was left to another Muslim people, the Turks, to bring about 
the eventual fall by their occupation of the Byzantine heartland, Anatolia and the Balkans. But 
this historic role of the Turks was made possible by the rise of Islam and the Arab Conquests. 
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ajnad after the collapse of the system to which they had belonged as foederati at 
the decisive battle of the Yarmiik in A.D. 636. Thus they formed part of the 
persistent heritage in the structure of the Umayyad state and represented one 
of the strong strands of continuity between Byzantine Oriens and Umayyad 
Sham. 

The extraordinary, even dramatic, events of the seventh century and the 
surprises with which that century abounds both for Arabia and for Byzantium 
become intelligible once the history of these three centuries has been eluci
dated. They are the background of Islam and the Arab Conquests and "Byzan
tium and the Arabs before the Rise of Islam" is the prolegomenon, logically 
and chronologically, to "Byzantium and the Arabs in the Seventh Century." 
The problems of this century will be better comprehended after the relevant 
features of their background in the three preceding centuries have been inves
tigated and after the roots of the historical process which culminated in the 
seventh century have been traced to this pre-Islamic period. This investigation 
by itself will not solve the problems of the seventh century, but it is indis
pensable to their solution. "Byzantium and the Arabs in the Seventh Century" 
can be most adequately studied only as the third part of a trilogy whose first 
part is "Rome and the Arabs from the Settlement of Pompey to the Reign of 
Diocletian" and whose second part is "Byzantium and the Arabs before the 
Rise of Islam, from the Reign of Constantine to that of Heraclius." 

III. BYZANTIUM AND THE ARABS BEFORE THE RISE OF ISLAM 

The period from the reign of Constantine to that of Heraclius is a genuine 
historical era and not a conventional one bounded by two arbitrary dates. 21 And 
it is such not only in the history of Byzantium, a fact which needs no 
laboring, but also in the history of the Near East, represented by the neigh
boring powers that are involved in the Arab-Byzantine relationship, namely, 
the Persians, the Abyssinians, and the Sabaeans. 22 

In the history of Persia, this period was opened by the reign of Shapiir II, 

who revived the Sasanid claims to the pars orientalis and the hopes for the 
fulfillment of the Achaemenid dream. In the history of Abyssinia, it was 
opened by the reign of 'Ezana, the Constantine of Abyssinia, who adopted 

21For a synthesis and exposition of the history of the Arabs in general before the rise of 
Islam in these three centuries, see the present writer in "Pre-Islamic Arabia," Cambridge HiJtory 
of /Jlam, vol. 1, chap. 1. It is a synthesis against which this Introduction on the Byzantine 
profile of Arab history may be profitably set. For conclusions on the Ghassanid/oederati included 
in this Introduction, see this writer's articles on Arab-Byzantine relations in the sixth century, 
a list of which may be found in the Bibliography, which also includes some articles on the 
fifth century. 

"The Sabaeans, or the l;Iimyarites, as the peoples of South Arabia were called in this 
period, are a differentiated Semitic group, related to the Arabs but quite distinct from them. 
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Christianity as the state religion and inaugurated a pro-Byzantine policy that 
continued for centuries. In the history of Arabia, it was opened by the reign of 
Shammar Yuhar'ish, the Sabaean king who about A.D. 300 united for the first 
time in their long history all the kingdoms of the Arabian South. The period 
was brought to an end by the Arab Conquests during the reign of Heraclius, 
which thus represents the terminus ad quern. 

In the history of Arab-Byzantine relations, these three centuries are 
flanked by four earlier centuries, from the first B.C. to the third A.D., and by 
four later centuries from the seventh to the eleventh. They form a middle 
period between the earlier Roman one that extended from the Settlement of 
Pompey to the reign of Diocletian and the later Islamic one that ·extended 
from the seventh to the eleventh century. The Roman period witnessed power
ful Arab kingdoms, which had risen as independent political entities even 
before Rome extended its rule to the eastern Mediterranean, and whose best 
representative was the Palmyra of Odenathus and Zenobia in the third cen
tury. The Islamic period began in the seventh century with the lightning 
conquests of Muslim arms, which established the political and military su
premacy of the Arabs in the Near East and completely reversed their relation to 
Byzantium from vassals to conquerors. It is not only for the sake of political 
and military history that this periodization has been made. The Arabs had 
eleven centuries or so of cultural relations with Rome on the Tiber and Rome 
on the Bosphorus and an even longer period of relations with Hellenism, 
whether directly through the Macedonians or through the mediation of Rome. 
The history of these cultural relations as one theme becomes comprehensible 
once the natural divisions of this long history have been recognized and 
characterized. The process of cultural exchange and assimilation in each period 
responds to the rhythms and contours of political life and history. 

The setting of this period within this long historical perspective of eleven 
centuries, between the military ascendancy of Palmyra in the third century 
and the Muslim supremacy in the seventh, clearly reveals its character as a 
period of eclipse in Arab history. A curious conjunction of events and circum
stances contributed to the eclipse of the Arabs in these three centuries: the rise 
of the Sabaean wall in the southwest, of the new system of frontier defense in 
the Byzantine northwest, of the Sasanid power buttressed by a powerful 
Arab frontier state in the northeast, all placed a term on the expansion of the 
Arabs in three directions. The Arabs were truly immured. The veritable hell 
on earth to the southeast known as the Empty Quarter had always been an 
impenetrable natural barrier. 

As a result of these constrictions on their political and military self
expression in this period, the Arabs led what might be termed a satellitic 
existence. They were surrounded by powerful political entities in whose shadow 
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they moved. In the northeast, there was Sasanid Persia; in the northwest, 
Byzantium; in the southwest, J::limyar. The Arabs became the clients of these 
three powers; such were Kinda for J::limyar, Lakhm for Persia, and Tanukh, 
SaHJ:i, and Ghassan for Byzantium. Furthermore, the Arabs were drawn into 
the wars of the great powers of this period, the Sasanid-Byzantine conflict in 
the north and a parallel conflict in the south between }::limyar and Ethiopia, 
which after the conversion of 'Ezana became politically aligned with Byzan
tium, just as J::limyar generally speaking was aligned with Persia. 

Just as the Arabs in this period led a satellitic political existence, so they 
did in the cultural sphere as well. These three centuries were a period of 
cultural domestication for the Arabs as they revolved in the orbits of the three 
powers that surrounded them, Byzantium, Persia, and J::limyar. And the most 
important borrowed cultural constituent in the life and history of the Arabs in 
these centuries was Christianity, which was most powerfully mediated by 
Byzantium. In fact, Christianity gave Arab history in these three centuries its 
distinctive character culturally. Before this period, most of the Arabs were 
pagan, and after it most of them became Muslim. Consequently, these three 
centuries are those during which the dominant and significant cultural current 
that influenced the life of the Arabs was the Christian one, and thus they 
represent the middle period in the spiritual journey of the Arabs, from pagan
ism to Christianity to Islam. 

The exploration of the historical dimensions of this period, the unity that 
characterizes it, and its relation to the Roman and the Islamic periods, has 
not only placed it diachronously as a middle period in the history of a long 
relationship but has also disclosed its centrality. Hence its significance and 
complexity. Its complexity is partly derivative from its relations to two major 
historical themes: (a) Byzantium and the Eastern Question, and (b) Byzantium 
and the Barbarians. Of these two themes, only what is relevant to and illum
inative of the Arab-Byzantine relationship will be treated in this introduction. 

A. The Eastern Question 

The military and the economic facets of the Arab profile of the Eastern 
Question are related to the most important encounter in the history of Arab
Roman relations, namely, the meteoric rise of Palmyra and its spectacular fall 
in the third century. Palmyra had been at one and the same time the capital of 
a vast commercial empire and of a powerful military organization. Under 
Odenathus, it saved for Rome the pars orientalis; under Zenobia, it annexed it. 
Aurelian razed it to the ground, thus completing the dismantling of the Arab 
military establishment in its entirety, a process which began three decades 
earlier with the fall of }::latra to Shapur and of Edessa to Gordian. The main 
features of the political and economic aspects of the Eastern Question that 
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emerge out of the Arab-Roman encounter in the third century and that affect 
the Arab-Byzantine relationship may be presented as follows: 

1. The elimination of Palmyra and the vacuum created by its fall brought 
the Romans face to face with the Persians, and the important military facet of 
the Eastern Question again became for Rome what it had always been and 
what it continued to be-a Persian problem. The Arabs ceased to have an 
independent existence for Byzantium. After they had been a factor in the 
shaping of Roman history in the third century, they became an element in 
Byzantium's scheme of things. 

2. In the economic sphere, the fall of Palmyra brought about that 
gradual shift of commerce from the Mesopotamian route to the West Arabian 
one-the historic via odorifera-a process which was consummated in the sixth 
century. Through this shift, Byzantium was brought into a new relationship 
with another Arab group, the city dwellers of West Arabia. But what Palmyra 
had united, namely, economic prosperity and military power, was now sepa
rated. The military groups in the north had no economic basis for their power 
but were entirely dependent on Byzantine subsidies. The Arab trading cities 
of western Arabia had no appreciable military power to match their economic 
prosperity. Neither was capable of any major military undertaking because 
the two complementary resources for such an undertaking did not obtain. 
Hence Byzantium's control of the Arab problem throughout this period. 

The military and the economic facets of the Eastern Question as it bears 
on the Arabs in the context of the Arab-Byzantine relationship may be briefly 
elaborated as follows: 

(a) The Byzantine solution of the Arab problem benefited from the lesson 
that the encounter of Rome with Palmyra had inculcated. Powerful indepen
dent caravan cities such as had characterized the Roman period were not 
allowed to develop or to be revived. With the elimination of the Arab client
states of the Roman period, especially Palmyra, a new structure had to be 
devised to fill the vacuum created by the fall of Palmyra and to meet the 
challenges posed by the Arabs and the Arabian Peninsula and which placed 
the Romans in a constantly reactive posture in defense of the imperium. This 
new structure was the work of Diocletian, who complemented the military 
victory of Aurelian over the Arabs by the construction of the Strata Diocletiana, 
which with its castra and caste/la reflected Rome's determination to take upon 
itself the defense of the Orient, or that part of it, previously undertaken by 
Palmyra. 

But the new defense system with its Limes Diocletianus and its Roman 
limitanei was not enough to deal with the challenges coming from the Arabs 
and the Arabian Peninsula. The limes rose and remained in a state of perma
nent tension between the desert and the sown, and this could only be resolved 
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or alleviated through the employment of Arabs to deal with the Arabs who 
were raiding the imperial frontier and the limitrophe provinces. The foederati 
were Byzantium's answer to the permanent challenges that were emanating 
from the Arabian frontier. The foedus, the treaty, was the convenient device 
which absorbed the shock of the Arab military groups who fought their way 
across the limes, and it made them technically allies of the empire, allowing 
them to settle on Byzantine territory and extending to them the annona, the 
annual subsidy in return for military service. For three centuries the foederati 
represented the new Byzantine experiment in Arab-Byzantine relations. 

(b) The shift from the Mesopotamian to the West Arabian route chimed 
well with the plans and interests of Byzantium. The Persians were astride two 
of the principal trade routes which connected the Mediterranean with the Far 
East. The goal of Byzantine diplomacy was the establishment of a series of 
alliances in the Red Sea area which would enable Byzantium to bypass the 
Persian obstacle, enter into direct commercial relations with the Far East, and 
revive the tradition of Roman trade which had slipped in the third century 
into the hands of foreign intermediaries. These endeavors brought Byzantium 
in touch with the Arabs of the incense route, and they explain the concerns of 
Byzantium over what otherwise might seem insignificant episodes, such as the 
military operations against the Arabs in the island of lotabe around A.D. 500, 
or the acquisition of an oasis in northern J::Iijaz, probably Tabuk, around 
A.D. 530, or the assiduity with which they cultivated the friendship of the 
phylarchs of Palestina Tertia in the fifth century. 

Just as the Persians were astride the Mesopotamian route, so were the 
Sabaeans astride the West Arabian one, and this fact presented a problem for 
Byzantium, although a less serious one than the Persian. Much depended on 
the goodwill of the Sabaeans, who were strategically located in control of the 
incense route. But they were anti-Byzantine ever since the ill-starred expedi
tion of Aelius Gallus during the reign of Augustus. Hence the function of the 
Arabs settled on the West Arabian route as an important link between Saba 
and Byzantium. They became the intermediaries of this transit trade and 
consequently reached a degree of economic prosperity which Mecca, the future 
city of Islam, fully illustrates in the sixth century. Mecca's services to Byzan
tium were complemented in the most adequate fashion by a sister city to the 
south, namely, Najran. Although situated in the Sabaean south, Najran was 
an Arab city. It was an important trade center, being the focus of a number of 
trade routes within the Peninsula; and it finally and indirectly rid Byzantium 
of the Sabaean problem. A joint expedition by Abyssinia and Byzantium 
brought about the downfall of the Sabaean kingdom, its occupation by the 
Abyssinians, its conversion to Christianity, and its amenability to Byzantine 
influence. The spice route in all its segments thus became safe for Byzantium. 
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To sum up: the displacement of the Mesopotamian route by the West 
Arabian one was a turning point in the history of the Arabs before the rise of 
Islam and in the history of their future relations with Byzantium. Of the 
many consequences that attended the fall of Palmyra, it was this economic one 
that turned out to be the most significant, since it enabled Mecca to rise to a 
position of dominance in Arabia and to perform against Byzantium what 
Palmyra had been unable to perform against Rome. From Palmyra to Mecca 
would be a suitable rubric for describing the story of this Byzantine period, as 
From Petra to Palmyra would be an equally suitable one for the earlier Roman 
period. By what they express and imply, these rubrics illustrate important 
aspects of the law of political generation and decay, or the rise and fall of 
political organizations in pre-Islamic Arabia: namely, that it was the sedentary 
element that shaped the history of the Peninsula and not the nomads, in spite 
of the latter's wide diffusion and numerical superiority, and that the changes 
and revolutions in Arab history were directly related to the replacements and 
displacements of the trans-Arabian routes. 

B. Byzantium and the Barbarians 

The history of Byzantium is inseparably linked with that of the three 
principal groups of barbarians who hammered at its northern and southern 
frontiers, the Germans, the Slavs, and the Arabs. All of these succeeded in 
erecting new political structures on former Roman and Byzantine territory and 
all of them had been drawn into the cultural orbit of Mediterranean Rome. 
The northern barbarians, the Germans and the Slavs, remained in that orbit, 
while the Arabs, after revolving for three centuries, suddenly and dramatically 
flew off, erected a new imperium sacrum of their own, the Islamic Caliphate, 
and themselves became the center of a new cultural orbit within which re
volved new groups of barbarians, the Turks and Mongols of central Asia and 
the Berbers of North Africa. Byzantium's was not the only cultural orbit in 
which the Arabs of pre-Islamic times revolved. There were two others, that of 
l:limyar in South Arabia and that of Sasanid Persia. But it was the Byzantine 
orbit that was the most powerful of the three in the life of the Arabs as a 
center of cultural radiation and it continued as such throughout these three 
centuries. The illumination of some of the obscurity that shrouds the process 
of Byzantinization among the Arabs in pre-Islamic times is, therefore, highly 
desirable as a complementary contribution to the study of the Slavic profile of 
the same process and the Germanic profile of the process of Romanization. 

Before examining this process, a few preliminary remarks and a number 
of distinctions and definitions are necessary: 

1. Of the three constituents of Byzantinism, namely, the Roman, the 
Christian, and the Greek, the Roman and the Christian are especially signifi-
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cant, and the Christian is the much more important of the two. It was the 
most vital and efficacious instrument of Byzantinization among the Arabs of 
pre-Islamic times. 

2. The agents of the process of Byzantinization are principally two: the 
imperial administration and the ecclesiastical establishment. The interests of 
the two do not necessarily coincide, except in areas of overlapping jurisdic
tion, but, generally speaking, their resources and efforts are complementary. 

3. The Arab beneficiaries of Byzantium are not homogeneous, but fall 
into four distinct groups of varying degrees of receptivity to the cultural 
process. A recognition of their heterogeneous social structure is essential for an 
accurate evaluation of the success or failure of the Byzantinizing process among 
them. The first group are the cives, the Rhomaioi, living in the Diocese of the 
Orient, to whom civitas was extended by the Edict of Caracalla in A.D. 212. 
The second group are the foederati, the allies settled on both sides of the limes. 
The third group are the nomads of inner Arabia. The fourth group are the city 
dwellers of the middle segment of the spice route in western Arabia. 

The first group, the cives, belonged to Byzantium, and their history is 
really part of Byzantine provincial history and not so much of Arab-Byzantine 
relations. They were the group in whom the process of Byzantinization was 
complete in all its elements, Roman, Christian, and Greek, and whose life 
and fortunes are intimately reflected in the Latin and Greek inscriptions of 
Syria. They were the Arabs of such client-states as Petra and Palmyra, who 
continued to live within the limes after the annexation of the first by Trajan 
and the second by Aurelian and who lived mainly in the eastern provinces of 
the Diocese of the Orient. They had settled in this area long before Rome 
extended its conquests to the eastern Mediterranean, and for this reason they 
had been subjected to the Greek influence for a much longer period than to 
the Roman or the Christian, having had three centuries of contact with 
Hellenism through the Seleucids and the Ptolemies. Although not strictly the 
concern of this book, they are relevant in three ways: 

(a) They determined the ethnic constitution of the eastern provinces and 
thus enabled the Arab foederati to function smoothly and efficiently in dis
charging their duties. 

(b) They became an element in the story of the Muslim conquest of these 
provinces in the seventh century, an element which, however, tends to be 
exaggerated; they also gave the Muslim occupation of Syria a quality of 
permanence and accelerated the process of Arabization in the former Byzantine 
provinces of Oriens. 

(c) Finally, they remained one of the most important links between the 
Old Order and the New and a strand of continuity in the Byzantine influence 
in Umayyad times. 
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The second group, the foederati, comes next to the Arab Rhomaioi in 
reflecting the success of Byzantinization among the pre-Islamic Arabs. Both 
the imperial administration and the ecclesiastical establishment work together 
in the transmission of the Roman and the Christian elements. The Christian 
element preceded the Roman, since conversion to Christianity was one of the 
terms of the settlement of the foederati and their alliance with Byzantium. The 
Roman element follows the Christian, mediated through their service in the 
Byzantine army. The influence of this Roman element is reflected in their 
adoption of Roman weapons and methods of warfare, but more so in the spirit 
of the Roman army, in its discipline and organization. Their commanders 
were given the title "phylarch," and it is the emergence of the phylarchate of 
the Orient, organized along Roman lines, that affords the best opportunity for 
inspecting the process of Romanization. The phylarchs were endowed with the 
ranks of the imperial hierarchy, including the gloriosissimate. The conferment 
of these high ranks is a telling indication of the importance of the foederati and 
the degree of their integration into the Byzantine system, and this integration 
is best attested in the sixth century. The gloriosissimate made the supreme 
phylarch equal in rank to the highest civil and military Roman officials in the 
diocese, the magister militum and the comes Orientis. But it was not only in 
purely military and administrative fields that the foederati revealed the degree 
of Byzantinization to which they had been subjected. Contrary to a widely 
held view, they were not rude soldiers or semi-nomads, but a sedentary group 
that contributed to the urbanization of Syria and to the stabilization of the 
frontier between the desert and the sown. From their f?iras, their military 
encampments, towns developed, and along the limes rose their castles and 
palaces, the desolate ruins of which are still standing. 

A more sensitive measure of the degree of Byzantinization that the 
foederati underwent is afforded by their involvement in Christianity, the most 
vital of the three constituents of Byzantinism. The sincerity and seriousness of 
their Christian confession are most sharply reflected in their stand against the 
Arian emperors of the fourth century and the Chalcedonian emperors of the 
sixth on purely doctrinal grounds, since none of their interests, material or 
other, could have been served by opposition to the empire on whose subsidy 
they depended. Through their involvement in Monophysitism, the foederati 
touched the deeper rhythms in the life of an empire whose mind was theolog
ical, and this involvement eventually brought about their downfall. 

The foederati turned out to be not only recipients of Byzantinism but also 
its middlemen to their countrymen in the Arabian Peninsula. Through their 
contacts with the groups they had to deal with militarily, politically, and 
diplomatically, they became indirect agents of the process of Byzantinization, 
supplementing the work of the imperial administration and the ecclesiastical 
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establishment, particularly in the propagation of Christianity in regions that 
were more accessible to them than to the Orthodox Byzantine Church. 

The third group, the nomads, was the group in whom the process of 
Byzantinization was least effective. The inaccessibility of the inhospitable 
regions where they roamed and their very nomadism were factors which 
militated against the success of Byzantinization among them. The element 
that could reach them was neither the Roman nor the Greek, but the Chris
tian, and when it did, it did not sink very deep. They were more the concern 
of the ecclesiastical establishment than the imperial administration. Of con
siderable interest, however, is the fact that the more important instrument of 
Christianization was the monastery, not the church. The anchorites and erem
ites of early Christian times found in the desert a congenial place of retreat, 
and so, where the church could not function for geographical and other 
reasons, the monastery could and did. But it remained a passive center of 
pietism and asceticism and not an active agent of evangelization. Neverthe
less, its influence was considerable. 

Of the cities of western Arabia which represent the fourth group, Najran 
in the Arabian South is the city that merits most attention. The agents of 
Byzantinization were neither the imperial administration nor the ecclesiastical 
establishment in Orthodox Byzantium. The process of Byzantinization was 
part of "the involuntary mission of Byzantium," carried out by non-Orthodox 
missionaries. The base from which these issued was Mesopotamia, whence 
they carried their activities into India, Central Asia, and the Far East, and 
part of this extensive evangelic movement was the drive to the southwest, to 
the Arab city of Najran; this was not the only region where the missionaries 
spread Christianity among the Arabs, but this was the most important and 
the most relevant for Byzantium. The Monophysites came not only from 
Mesopotamia but also from Abyssinia, Christian since the conversion of the 
famous king of Axum, 'Ezana. Najran became the great center of Christianity 
in the Sabaean South and the focus of international intrigues in which eco
nomics, politics, and religion were all entangled. Diophysite Byzantium, 
doctrinally opposed to the heretical form of Christianity prevalent among the 
Arabs of Najran, could not withhold its support of a center in that area of 
vital importance for its economic and political interests, namely, South Ar
abia. Hence the joint Byzantine-Ethiopian expedition in the third decade of 
the sixth century which made of South Arabia a Christian country for some 
fifty years and also a Byzantine sphere of influence. 

The Foederati 
Of the four groups of Arabs subjected to the Byzantinizing process in 

these three centuries and discussed in the preceding section, the second, the 
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foederati, deserve much attention because they are the concern of this book. 
These three centuries may, in fact, be justly and rightly called the period of 
the foederati in the history of Arab-Byzantine relations. They will, therefore, 
be singled out for a somewhat elaborate treatment in a more comprehensive 
context. 

1. Just as the term foederati distinguishes this new Arab-Byzantine rela
tionship in these three centuries, so does the term phylarchus. Although the 
foederati were ruled by their kings, the more distinctive term that describes 
their commanders is that of phylarchus, the title given to them and sometimes 
even to their kings. This period is, then, also the period of the phylarchs, as 
contrasted with that of the Arab rulers of such important centers as Petra, 
Edessa, and Palmyra in the preceding Roman period. The early history of the 
phylarchate in the fourth century is obscure, but it is clearest in the sixth 
century when it reached the climax of its development. The structure of the 
phylarchate then became complex, and it was pyramidal. At the apex stood 
the supreme Ghassanid phylarch and king with the rank of gloriosissimus, while 
at the base stood minor commanders with a lesser rank, such as clarissimus. 
Within this system, the supreme phylarch was the undisputed head of the 
other phylarchs whose relation to him was similar in rank and function to that 
of the various duces to the magister militum. 

2. The foederati of these three centuries are distinguished from the Arabs 
with whom Rome had had to deal in the third century, such as the Palmy
renes, in many important respects: 

(a) The Palmyrenes, as also the Nabataeans and the Osroenian Arabs, had 
been settled in the area even before Pompey appeared in the East, while the 
foederati of this period, such as the Tanukhids and the Lakhmids, were new
comers who crossed the limes in the fourth century and some possibly before, 
in the third. One of the most important differences between the new foederati 
and the Palmyrenes is that the life and history of the latter centered around 
their fortress city, Palmyra, as did the history of the Nabataeans around Petra 
and of the Osroenians around Edessa. It was from Palmyra and because of it 
that the Palmyrenes were able to pose a threat to the empire during Zenobia's 
revolt. In contrast with the Palmyrenes, the Nabataeans, and the Edessans, 
the foederati of this period are not masters of important urban centers in Syria 
whence their power could grow to the point at which they could pose a real 
danger to imperial authority. It was perhaps the bitter lesson of Palmyra that 
induced Byzantium not to provide her new Arab allies with the urban nuclei 
for the growth of an imperial and aggressive political and military structure. 
The new foederati have their military establishments, their ~iras and paremboles, 
and sometimes they are associated with an important center such as Anasar
tha, but they were not allowed to develop a major urban center. This fact, 
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possibly, has inter alia given rise to the false notion that these foederati were 
nomads. 

(b) Important as the differences are between the foederati and the Arabs of 
Palmyra, the most important differences, however, are to be sought in the 
cultural sphere. The conversion of the Arab foederati to Christianity consti
tuted the differentia between them and all the other Arab groups with whom 
Rome had had to deal in the Roman period. The foederati received the annona, 
and thus they were technically mercenaries, paid soldiers, and so the subsidy 
was the bond that united them, a bond that alone could not have induced in 
them a real sense of loyalty. Christianity revolutionized the relationship be
tween the foederati and Byzantium and added a powerful dimension to their 
loyalty. The old legal and technical bond of fides that had united Roman 
emperor and his Arab ally was now cemented by a common faith to which 
both Byzantium and her Arab allies were passionately devoted. The concept of 
/ides underwent a spiritualization that caused it to emerge even stronger and to 
be more meaningful as a bond. This was especially fortunate, coming as it did 
after the bloody encounter with Palmyra which resulted in its utter destruc
tion, perhaps reflecting Roman despair in future cooperation with the Palmy
rene Arabs. The result must have been an atmosphere of mutual distrust which 
was not easy to dispel, and it would have been difficult to find a formula of 
coexistence through which the Arab-Roman relationship could be restored to 
normality. Christianity solved this problem by uniting the two parties within 
its spiritual fold, and whatever disagreements developed turned round the 
correct interpretation of the same faith which they shared. But it was the 
community of this faith that mattered on the battlefield when they fought the 
fire-worshiping Persians and the idol-worshipers of Arabia. 

(c) There was yet another important cultural difference between the foed
erati of these three centuries and the Palmyrenes of the third. While Arabic 
was the first language of the Palmyrenes, these became, as a commercial 
community and a military power, so much involved because of their inter
national relations with Aramaic, the lingua franca of the East, that it is 
unlikely that written Arabic was ever used by them for any purpose. The 
language of their Semitic inscriptions was Aramaic. The foederati of these three 
centuries present a different spectacle in their relation to the Arabic language. 
Although they must have learned some Latin as the language of the Roman 
army of which they formed a part, and more Aramaic, yet Arabic was their 
principal language, and those of the fourth century had hailed from the region 
of the Lower Euphrates, in and around }:IIra, which probably witnessed one of 
the earliest outbursts of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry. It was through the me
dium of Arabic that the earliest attested Arabic poetry in Oriens was composed 
in the fourth century for these very foederati, thus preluding a long tradition 
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of Arabic poetic composition in Oriens associated with the foederati of the fifth 
century, the Salil:iids, and those of the sixth, the Ghassanids. The tradition of 
poetic composition associated with these foederati had extraliterary implica
tions, one of which was related to their strong sense of identity as Arabs. 
Unlike the other Arab groups of the Roman period who were assimilated to 
the Graeco-Roman and the Aramaic cultures of Oriens, these retained their 
Arabness in spite of the non-Arab influences to which they were subjected. 

3. These foederati and their phylarchi had an important place in the 
Byzantine army of the Orient, a function that developed throughout these 
three centuries until it reached its climax in the sixth. This place and the 
assignments and duties which went with it may be summarized as follows: 

(a) The new army of the Byzantine period was created by Diocletian and 
further developed with important modifications by Constantine, who strength
ened the mobile army of comitatenses at the expense of the limitanei and sep
arated the cavalry from the infantry, putting the former under a magister 
equitum. 

The place of the Arab foederati may be set against these innovations of 
Constantine and his exercitus comitatensis and the new qualities of mobility and 
horsemanship which characterized the new army. The Arab foederati were 
professional fighters, raiders and riders, in the Arabian Peninsula before they 
settled in both parts of the Fertile Crescent. Unlike their Nabataean and 
Palmyrene predecessors, they did not engage in trade or agriculture and thus 
were purely professional soldiers who, unlike the limitanei, were kept at a high 
level of military efficiency. Throughout these three centuries they functioned 
as mobile cavalry units in the army of the Orient and on occasion were drafted 
into the exercitus comitatensis, as happened in the reign of Valens when they 
accompanied the emperor to fight in the Gothic War in Thrace and where 
their cuneus equitum acquitted itself remarkably well in encounters with the 
Goths. 

As mobile cavalry units in the Byzantine army of the Orient, the foederati 
reach the climax of their development in this capacity in the sixth century, 
and more is known about the Ghassanid foederati of that century than about 
any other groups of foederati in this pre-Islamic period. To the army of the 
Orient they contributed numbers, mobility, and spirit. The Byzantine armies 
of the sixth century were relatively small armies and the Arab federate con
tingent formed a substantial portion of that army. In a war the battles of 
which were sometimes entirely cavalry engagements, the Arabian horse proved 
its mettle tactically and strategically. It was ubiquitous on the battlefield and 
in the pursuit. It coursed far and wide, crossed the Euphrates, and penetrated 
as far as Assyria and Armenia. Once it covered the retreat of Belisarius and 
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probably saved for Justinian the life of the magister militum who was to effect 
the reconquest of Africa from the Vandals and Italy from the successors of 
Theodoric. Hailing from a Peninsula where war was the national industry and 
from a heroic age in pre-Islamic Arabia, these foederati infused fresh blood and 
new vigor into the Byzantine army of the Orient throughout the three centur
ies of their employment in the imperial service. 

(b) The foederati had three main assignments in Oriens: the defense of the 
more outlying and exposed provinces against any threat from the Arabian 
Peninsula; the containment of the Lakhmids, the Arab allies of Sasanid Persia; 
and participation in the regular campaigns of the Byzantine army against the 
Sasanids. Each of these three assignments was a response to permanent chal
lenges and problems which obtained in the East. 

In spite of the rise of the Limes Diocletianus and the concentration of 
regular Roman troops along that limes in great numbers, the Arab foederati 
remained indispensable, especially for dealing with the Arabs of the Peninsula 
and with the Lakhmids of l:fira. The nature of the problem was such as to 

admit of only one solution-the employment of Arab troops as allies. Not 
static defenses, but mobile ones, could meet the threat of the Peninsular 
Arabs. The foederati thus stepped in to perform what static defenses could not 
perform. Thoroughly familiar with the principles of desert warfare, with the 
topography of the Peninsula from which they had come, and, above all, with 
its tribal groups and political alignments, the foederati could impose the will 
of Rome in the desert. The end in view was to impose a pax Romana in the 
desert, or that part of it which adjoined the Roman frontier, to enable the 
provinces of Oriens to develop peacefully and quietly without the alarms and 
raids of the Peninsular Arabs. That the foederati eminently succeeded in the 
discharge of this duty is amply clear in the case of the Ghassanids of the sixth 
century when there is ample documentation for this success. And the same 
holds true of the success of their assignment to contain the Lakhmid Arabs, 
the Arab allies of Sasanid Persia, whom their overlords, the Persian kings, 
used to unleash against the Byzantine frontier whenever it was convenient for 
them to do so. This threat was adequately met in the sixth century, whose 
foederati turned out to be more powerful than their Lakhmid adversaries and 
who succeeded in administering a check to their raids and in burning their 
capital, l:fira. 

The foederati were a military group, unlike some of their Arab predeces
sors in the Roman period, for instance, the Nabataeans, who were a commer
cial community. And yet they contributed to the economic well-being of 
Byzantium by protecting the caravans of the spice route in Palestina Tertia 
and in l:lijaz, by enabling the outlying provinces of Oriens to grow, unmo-
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lested by nomadic raids, by participating in military expeditions in the Penin
sula in support of Byzantine economic interests, and by engaging in diplo
matic activities on behalf of the empire in the world of the Southern Semites. 

After successfully warding off for three centuries the assaults of the 
Peninsular Arabs againt the limes and Oriens, the foederati could not withstand 
the assault of a new group of Arabs in the seventh century, united by the 
power of Islam, after some two decades of a series of strikingly unfavorable 
circumstances in Arabia which operated to the disadvantage of Byzantium. In 
A.D. 636 the federate shield irreparably broke at the decisive battle of Yarmuk 
in Trans-Jordan. 

Christianity 
Of the three constituents of Byzantinism and of the process of Byzantini

zation analyzed previously, namely, the Greek, the Roman, and the Christian, 
the one that affected and influenced the Arabs of pre-Islamic times most 
vitally was the last. For this reason it deserves some elaboration, especially as 
it is the cultural component that endows this period of three centuries with 
the unity it undoubtedly possesses, as the Christian period in the spiritual 
history of the Arabs, as indeed the golden period of Arab Christianity. It 
is also the cultural constituent which was officially sponsored for propagation 
by Byzantium, both the imperium and the ecclesia, within the confines of the 
empire and outside it in the Arabian Peninsula, and which affected so deeply 
the life and history of the foederati in the course of these three centuries. In 
this area as well as that of the army, the foederati attained full integration into 
the Byzantine system. 

(a) Just as Arabia and the Arabs revolved in the political orbit of three 
Near Eastern states, Persia, Byzantium, and }:Iimyar, so were they subjected 
to influences from three main Near Eastern religions, Judaism, Christianity, 
and Zoroastrianism. Arabia became the playground of these three religions, 
but what mattered was the first two and what might be termed the struggle 
for Arabia between the two monotheistic religions, Judaism and Christianity. 
The latter won the upper hand, and the tide turned decisively against Judaism 
in the sixth century. In addition to the rise of a strongly Christian Arab 
presence in Oriens in the shadow of the Christian Roman Empire in this 
period, there were two other great centers that radiated Christianity to the 
Arabs: }:Iira, the capital of the Lakhmids on the Lower Euphrates, and Najran, 
the Arabian martyropolis in the south. These three centers transmitted pow
erfully, converting the Arabs to Christianity in these three centuries, a 
process facilitated by the conversion of the pagan Roman Empire. Christian 
Byzantium remained not only the imperial Colossus for the Arabs but the great 
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Christian fortress that was protecting and propagating Christianity, especially 
in Oriens, in western Arabia, and in South Arabia. 

(b) How a religion of peace and humility was presented to and accepted 
by such military groups as these hardy desert warriors, hailing from the 
Arabian Peninsula, is not a mystery. Constantine had militarized the image of 
Christ, and the Cross became a symbol of victory carved on the shields of the 
Roman soldiers. The Arab foederati accepted this new image of Christ and 
Christianity, of a powerful, victorious Christ, who gave them victory in 
battle, and under that aegis they fought their wars and invoked his name in 
battle. Christianity converted the foederati into Crusaders, and as such they 
fought their wars in the course of these three centuries, whether they were 
fighting the fire-worshiping Persians or the pagan lakhmid and Peninsular 
Arabs. 

Their commitment to Christianity was also reflected in the religious wars 
of the period on the domestic scene in Byzantium itself, reflecting the ser
iousness with which they took their Christian confession in support of what 
they considered the correct theological position. Perhaps the most remarkable 
instance of this commitment and involvement was the role played by the 
sixth-century foederati in the history of the Monophysite movement. It was an 
Arab federate king, Arethas, who, resting on his military record in the 
Persian War and with the help of the Empress Theodora, was able to resusci
tate the Monophysite movement in Oriens. The federate kings assumed the 
role that the Byzantine emperors had assumed of presiding over church coun
cils and using their prestige to enforce uniformity of theological opinion when 
Monophysitism was rent by theological dissensions. Their role in the resuscita
tion of the Monophysite movement was important, as were the consequences 
of that revival among the Syrians, the Arabs, the Copts, the Ethiopians, and 
the Armenians. Thus, through their involvement in Monophysitism and its 
revival, the Arab foederati of this period contributed to the shaping of the 
fortunes of Christianity and of Christian history in Oriens and ensured for 
themselves a place in the history of Eastern Christianity. 

(c) These three centuries were the golden period of Arab Christianity in 
the sense that during this period the Arabs developed a fairly mature Christian 
culture. Only faint vestiges of some of the components of this Christian 
culture in these three centuries have survived: the ruins of some of the archi
tectural monuments, the churches and the monasteries, while whatever Chris
tian poetry or literature was composed has disappeared, with the exception of 
a few verses. Well preserved, however, is the memory of their saints and 
martyrs. Two of the saints of the Christian Church are Arabs of this period, 
St. Moses and St. Arethas, whose feasts fall on the seventh of February and the 
twenty-third of October respectively. 
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IV. THE FOURTH CENTURY: A SYNOPTIC VIEW 

The fourth century opens this middle period in the history of Arab-Roman 
relations, extending from the reign of Constantine to that of Heraclius, di
visible into three subdivisions or smaller periods, and roughly coinciding with 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries. 

1 

In the study of Arab-Byzantine relations in the pre-Islamic period of 
three centuries, a grasp of the history of the fourth century is fundamental 
since it was during its course that were laid the foundations of the Arab
Byzantine relationship and were born the institutional forms of Arab federate 
history that developed in the course of these centuries, reaching their climax 
in the sixth. Various constituents of federate cultural life also came into being 
in this century. These institutional forms and cultural constituents of Arab 
federate history in the fourth century may be summarized as follows: 

( 1) This was the century of the foederati and the phylarchi, representing a 
new type of relationship and alliance between Byzantium and the Arabs in 
Oriens. It witnessed the rise of what might be termed the phylarchate of the 
Orient. 

(2) The century also witnessed the rise of the twin institution that went 
with the phylarchate, namely, the Arab episcopate of the Orient. It is in this 
century that both Arab bishops and bishops of the Arab foederati are first 
attested. 

(3) In addition to the episcopate, the beginnings of an Arab Church also 
came into being in this century, since all the components that a church 
consists of may be said to have existed. This was the church of the Saracens, 
representing most probably the oldest roots of the Arab Church within the 
Patriarchate of Antioch. 

(4) All indications point to the conclusion that it was in this century that 
the rudiments of an Arabic liturgy came into being. 

(5) Although Cosmas and Damian of the Roman period were, according 
to a Greek hymn, considered Arab, it is to this century that belongs the first 
undoubtedly Arab saint of the Byzantine period, St. Moses. 

(6) The beginnings of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry are shrouded in obscur
ity, but the first attested composition of such poetry took place in this century 
in its latter half, during the reign of Valens, and possibly the earliest attested 
poetic expression of Christian religious sentiments. 

Thus, the century witnessed a highly organized Arab military, ecclesias
tical, and cultural presence in Oriens, which served as the foundation of all 
subsequent developments of federate presence until the seventh century. In 
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strictly Arab terms, the dominant Arab group among the foederati of this 
century were the Tanukhids, and the history of Arab-Byzantine relations in 
the fourth century is largely that of the rise, decline, and fall of this dominant 
group among the foederati and the first Arab client-kingdom of Byzantium, 
the Tanukhids. 

2 

The fourth is a tumultuous century in the history of Byzantine-Persian 
relations and of Byzantine-German relations, the climax of which was the 
Visigothic victory at Adrianople in A.D. 378. And so it is in the history of 
Arab-Byzantine relations, especially when contrasted with the fifth century, 
which was a century of relative peace on the eastern front. The course of 
Arab-Byzantine relations in this century becomes intelligible when set against 
the background of the policies initiated and pursued by the two historical 
personalities who dominated this century and left their mark on it. 

On the Byzantine side, this was the century of Constantine, as it wit
nessed the Christianization of the empire, the barbarization of the army, and 
the translatio imperii, all of which affected the Arabs and the Arab-Byzantine 
relationship. On the Persian side, it was the century of Shapur II, who lived 
so long (A.D. 309-79) and reigned so long (A.D. 326--79). It was not so much 
his longevity as his aggressiveness that mattered and that set the two world 
powers on a collision course. His aggressiveness was irredentist. The Persians 
considered the Diocletianic acquisition of the Mesopotamian and trans-Tigrine 
provinces a rape. Shapur II was thus determined to recover the lost provinces. 
And it was not until the latter half of the century and by the terms of the 
Peace of Jovian in A.D. 363 and of the Settlement of A.D. 387 that the 
Persians considered the wrong had been righted. 

Within the dynamics of the forces unleashed by the policies of these two 
sovereigns and their interaction, the place of the Arab foederati was assured in 
the history of this century, and they did make important contributions to the 
welfare of both the imperium and the ecclesia. 

(1) They took an active part in the Persian and the Gothic Wars. They 
participated in the wars of the house of Constantine against Persia; and of the 
Persian Wars of that house, it was Julian's in which their participation was 
most significant. After the conclusion of the Peace of Jovian in A.D. 363, the 
Gothic problem claimed the attention of the Emperor Valens, and it was his 
reign that witnessed the most substantial contribution of the Arabs to the 
Byzantine war effort. In that reign, the Arab foederati were withdrawn from 
their settlements and encampments along the oriental limes and dispatched to 
faraway Thrace, where they defended Constantinople itself and took part in 
the Gothic War before Adrianople and possibly also in that fateful battle. And 
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if lmru' al-Qays of the Namara inscription did indeed conduct his campaign 
against Najran in South Arabia, sponsored by the Romans in the reign of 
Constantine, then the two expeditions would represent the farthest limit of 
Arab participation in, and contribution to, the Byzantine war effort in the 
fourth century. 

(2) Between their participation in the Persian and the Gothic Wars, th._e 
foederati fought a war of their own against the imperial armies of the Emperor 
Valens in the last triennium of his reign, A.D. 375-78. In a sense, this was 
the most significant of all the wars of the century in which they participated. 
Unlike their participation in Julian's Persian War or Valens's Gothic War, this 
one was fought on purely doctrinal grounds, and this is what endows it with 
more than a merely military significance. The foederati fought it as an or
thodox group against the Arian Valens and won. 

It was an extraordinary military encounter between a group of Arab 
foederati, led by their queen, Mavia, and the imperial armies of Valens. In this 
century, the Arab foederati were the champions of orthodoxy and the faith of 
Nicaea against the Arian emperors of the century. Their soldiers fought for it, 
their saint, Moses, stood for it, and their queen, Mavia, negotiated for it. The 
foederati appear as the mailed fist of the Nicene party in Oriens who took upon 
themselves the defense of the true faith. Their relation to orthodoxy is espe
cially important since the image of the Arabs in the Byzantine ecclesiastical 
mirror was that of heretics, hallowed by the phrase Arabia haeresium ferax. 
This was true of the foederati of the sixth century, the Ghassanids, who veered 
toward Monophysitism, but not true of the federate Arabs of th€ fourth 
century, who were strictly orthodox. Their correct doctrinal persuasion in the 
fourth century indicates that their gravitation toward nonorthodox views was 
not a uniform pattern of response to doctrinal challenges. They appear in this 
century not only orthodox but also the defenders of orthodoxy against the 
imperial government itself. 

Their strict orthodoxy, however, did not save the foederati of the fourth 
century from imperial displeasure, since there were many grounds on which 
federate-imperial relations could founder, and they did. One of the ironies of 
the history of these orthodoxfoederati is that it was the very orthodox emperor, 
none other than Theodosius himself, that brought about their downfall in the 
first triennium of his reign. 
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I 

The Reign of Constantine 

I. THE NAMARA INSCRIPTION 

T he most important Arabic inscription of pre-Islamic times is undoubtedly 
the epitaph of Imru' al-Qays, the Arab king who was buried in Namara, 1 

in the Roman province of Arabia, in the year 328 of the Christian Era. Since 
its publication in 1902, 2 the Namara inscription has been the subject of a 
lively discussion, 3 and "the intensive study of this inscription has shed a bright 
light on many problems such as written Arabic and its script, on the tribal 
structure of the Arabian Peninsula in the fourth century, on the religious 
complexion of a fourth-century Arab ruler," and on a number of other prob
lems. 4 The French version of this inscription, that of Dussaud himself, in 
1903, reads as follows: 

Ceci est le tombeau d'Imru'lqais fils de 'Amr, roi de tousles Arabes, 
celui qui ceignit le diademe (2) qui soumit (les deux tribus) d'Asad, 
(celle) de Nizar et leurs rois, qui dispersa Ml:fDJ jusqu'a ce jour, qui 

1Between Bostra and Damascus; see R. Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique 
et medievale (Paris, 1927), p. 378, and A. Poidebard, La trace de Rome dam le desert de Syrie 
(Paris, 1934), pp. 61-63; also the earlier works of J. G. Wetztein, Reisebericht iiber Hauran 
und die Trachonen (Berlin, 1860), pp. 75-76, and W. H. Waddington, Inscriptions grecques et 
latines de la Syrie (Paris, 1870; reprinted Rome, 1968), p. 522. A legionary detachment from 
III Cyrenaica was stationed at Namara. On why this Arabic inscription is discussed in this 
first chapter of "Part One: the Greek and the Latin Sources," see supra, p. 7. 

'By R. Dussaud, "Inscription nabateo-arabe d'En-Namara," Revue archeologique, 2 (1902), 
pp. 409-21, and again in the following year in Mission scientifique dans /es regions desertiques de 
la Syrie Moyenne (Paris, 1903), pp. 314-22. 

'For bibliographical orientation, see Repertoire chronologique d'epigraphie arabe (Cairo, 1931), 
vol. 1, pp. 1-2; since then the inscription has continued to engage the attention of scholars. 
There are attractive discussions of it in all the volumes of F. Altheim and R. Stiehl's Die 
Araber in der a/ten Welt, 5 vols. (Berlin, 1964-68) (hereafter, AA W), to which may be added 
W. Caskel, "Die Inschrift von En-Nemara-Neu Gesehen," Melanges de l'Universite St. Joseph, 
45 (Beirut, 1969), pp. 367-79. For the latest discussions of this inscription, see A. F. L. 
Beeston, "Nemara and Faw," BSOAS, 42 (1979), pp. 1-6, and the present writer in "Philo
logical Observations on the Namara Inscription," JSS, 24 (1979) (hereafter, "Observations"), 
pp. 33-42. 

'"Observations," p. 33. Some scholars saw in Imru' al-Qays the builder of the famous 
Trans-Jordanian palace, al-Mushatta; see the bibliography in K. A. C. Creswell, Early Muslim 
Architecture (Oxford, 1969), vol. 1, part 2, pp. 604-6. 
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apporta (3) le succes(?) au siege de Nedjran, ville de Chammar, qui 
soumit la tribu de Ma'add, qui repartit entre ses fils (4) Jes tribus et 
organisa celles-ci comme corps de cavalerie pour Jes Romains. Aucun roi 
n'a atteint sa gloire, (5) jusqu'a ce jour. II est mort l'an 223, le septieme 
jour de Kesloul. Que le bonheur soit sur sa posterite. 5 

The problems that the inscription presents are numerous, but only those 
relevant to Arab-Byzantine relations will be discussed. These problems are 
important and deserve more attention than they have received, in view of the 
fact that (1) the king whom the inscription commemorates is buried in 
Namara, one of the military posts in the province of Arabia; (2) the inscription 
makes a pointedly explicit reference to the Romans; and (3) Imru' al-Qays was 
a contemporary and almost certainly became a client of Constantine. For 
Arab-Byzantine relations during the reign of Constantine, it is the most 
important extant document and consequently it calls for an intensive and 
careful analysis. 

1 

Imru' al-Qays is none other than the Lakhmid king of I::lira, mentioned 
by Hisham al-Kalbi, the chief Muslim historian of pre-Islamic Arabia. The 
epigraphic-literary confrontation is so complete 6 that there can be no doubt 
whatsoever concerning the identity of this "king of all the Arabs." But the 
same complete identification poses a problem, namely, why a king of I:fira, 
who was in a special relationship to Persia, was buried in faraway Namara 

'Dussaud, Mission, p. 314. The translation of this inscription has had many versions, 
which reflect differences in its interpretation. Dussaud himself changed his mind many times, 
for which see his Topographie, p. 373 note 7, and idem, La penetration des Arabes en Syrie avant 
l'Islam (Paris, 1955), p. 64; for more recent versions, see Caskel, "Die Inschrift," p. 374 and 
Beeston, "Nemara and Faw," p. 6. For Byzantino-arabica, the main problem occurs in line 4, 
where the Arabic word (f-r-s-w) has been interpreted by some as "horsemen" and by others as 
"Persians"; see infra, note 52. 

6His- name, his patronymic, and his being the second king of }:lira after his father, 'Amr 
ibn- 'Adi, all interlock with the data in the inscription, which is, however, understandably silent 
on the }:liran phase in his rule; Niildeke's suggestion in "Der Araberkiinig von Namara," 
F/orilegium Melchior de Vogue (Paris, 1909), pp. 463-66, that the Lakhmids starred in Syria and 
later went over to }:lira cannot be accepted. The publication of the Paikuli inscription after the 
appearance of the F/orilegium, and the publication of the Coptic Manichaean documents in the 
thirties, has established beyond doubt that the Arabic tradition represented by Hisham al-Kalbi 
is correct, since in these documents lmru' al-Qays's father, 'Amr, appears where the Arab 
historians have placed him, not in Syria but in Iraq, in the Persian sphere of influence. For the 
Iranian inscription, see E. Herzfeld, Paiku/i, vol. 1 (Berlin, 1924), pp. 118-19, 136--37, 
140-42; for the Coptic Manichaean papyri, see H. H. Schaeder's review of C. Schmidt and 
H.J. Polotsky, "Ein Mani-Fund aus A.gypten," in Gnomon, 9 (1933), pp. 344-45. These are 
basic documents for reconstructing the reign of Imru' al-Qays's father, the founder of the 
Lakhmid dynasty in }:lira, and all the more so in view of the fact that they came to light after 
Rothstein wrote his standard work on the history of that dynasty, Die Dynastie der Lahmiden in 
al-lf.fra (Berlin, 1899) (hereafter, DLH). 
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and, what is more, in Roman territory. The clue is furnished by Hisham 
al-KalbI himself, who mentions that Imru' al-Qays was the first of the Lakh
mid kings to adopt Christianity. 7 

In support of lmru' al-Qays's Christianity, it may be said that this was 
the period that witnessed the conversion of some Near Eastern rulers to 
Christianity, the most relevant of which was the conversion of the Armenian 
king, Tiridates, by St. Gregory the Illuminator, and of Constantine himself. 
The adoption of Christianity by an Arab king of 1:1Ira who was moving in the 
political and cultural orbit of Zoroastrian Persia provides an intelligible back
ground for the circumstances under which lmru' al-Qays severed his Persian 
connections, left 1:1Ira, and crossed over to the Romans, now ruled by a 
Christianized emperor. 8 The parallel case of Tiridates, also related to Persia as 
Imru' al-Qays was, is instructive. The political alignments of the two rulers 
are related to their religious complexion-the two contemporaries, Armenian 
Tiridates and Arab lmru' al-Qays, both turn to the Christian West, away from 
Zoroastrian Persia. 

Yet there is a dissonant note in the evidence that causes the foregoing 
reconstruction of the possible circumstances of the change of allegiance to be 
viewed with some suspicion. Although Imru' al-Qays was considered Chris
tian by Hisham al-Kalbi, there is not a single Christian formula or symbol in 
the inscription. This omission may be dismissed as insignificant,9 but it does 
call for an explanation, especially as the inscription is a funerary one. The 
difficulty may be negotiated as follows: (1) lmru' al-Qays died only three 
years after the Council of Nicaea, the first ecumenical council, had been 
convened. He had come from the area of heresies and theological nonconfor
mity, the land of the followers of Bardai~an and Marcion; his Christianity may 
have been doctrinally suspect, and so nothing was said about it; it was left 
conveniently implied by the mere fact of his burial in a church. (2) Perhaps 
Imru' al-Qays's Christianity was of the Manichaean type, completely unac
ceptable to those in Byzantium. His father, 'Amr, was the protector of Mani
chaeism in 1:1Ira in the period that followed the crucifixion of Mani, as the 
Coptic papyri have shown, 10 and it is pertinent to remark that his ancestor, 

'Tabari, Tarikh, ed. M. Ibrahim, 10 vols. (Cairo, 1960-69), vol. 1, p. 53. Noldeke was 
unable ro accept Hisham's statement on Imru' al-Qays's Christianity in his Geschichte der Perser 
und Araber zur Zeit der Sasaniden (Leiden, 1879) (hereafter, PAS), p. 47 note 2, since he wrote 
before the Namara inscription was discovered. 

•on the assumption that he changed his allegiance after Constantine became sole emperor 
in 324, which is likely. But he could have converted and changed allegiance at an earlier date 
too. 

9It could also argue for his Christianity, since pagan funerary inscriptions normally mention 
pagan deities; see Dussaud, Penetration, p. 65 note 1. 

10For these papyri, see supra, note 6. The information contained in these papyri on 'Amr's 
involvement with Manichaeism is invaluable as it sheds a bright light on the religious com-
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King Abgar VIII, had converted to Christianity and had been the friend of 
Bardai~an, whose doctrines were a formative influence on Manichaeism. 11 

Imru' al-Qays's Christianity, orthodox, heretical, or of the Manichaean 
type, may not have been the only feature of background that can explain his 
change of allegiance. There is an important piece of evidence in the literary 
sources that can easily be brought to bear upon this change of allegiance. It is 
Shiipur's famous campaign against the Arabs of the Peninsula. 12 It is perfectly 
possible that this harsh punitive expedidon brought him into conflict with 
Imru' al-Qays, who considered himself the king of all these tribes Shiipur 
punished, and that the campaign implied a complete disregard for his inde
pendent or autonomous position as king of }::lira and the Arabs. Shiipur's 
personal campaigning against the Arabs, ahd not indirectly through the Arab 
ruler of }::lira, could imply some sort of an attempt on the part of Shiipur to 
dispense with the services of Imru' al-Qays and establish direct Persian rule 
over the Peninsula. 13 This would have made the position of Imru' al-Qays, as 
the Arab king of }::lira, untenable. His change of allegiance thus becomes even 
more intelligible. 

The foregoing arguments will have provided sufficient background for 
the defection of Imru' al-Qays to the Romans, the argument for which is 
fortified by the parallel of other Arab figures in the history of Sasanid
Byzantine relations, such as Aspebetos in the reign of Theodosius II and a 
namesake of Imru' al-Qays in the reign of Leo I. 14 

It has been necessary to argue for Imru' al-Qays's change of allegiance 
and that he was a fugitive king partly because the question of the identity of 
the king in the Namiira inscription is closely related to this change of alle
giance, but more so because, without it, the inscription will lose much of its 
intelligibility and of its interest for reconstructing the political and cultural 
history of the Arabs and the Arab-Byzantine relationship in the fourth cen
tury. 

plexion of the founder of the Lakhmid dynasty and on religious currents in J::Iira as early as A.D. 

300; see W. Seston, "Le roi sassanide Narses, Jes arabes, et le Manicheisme," Melanges syriens 
offerts a M. Rene Dussaud (Paris, 1939), vol. 1, pp. 227-34. 

11'Amr's descent from the Abgarids of Edessa is almost certain, vouched for by the Paikuli 
inscription, which speaks of him as the descendant of the Abgars; for this inscription, see 
supra, note 6; see also p. 226 in U. Monneret de Villard's article, cited infra, note 20. On 
Abgar VIII and Bardai~an, see J. B. Segal, Edessa, 'The Blessed City' (Oxford, 1970), p. 70. 

12For Shapiir's campaign against the Arabs, see Niildeke's German version of 'fabari's 
account in PAS, pp. 55-57, and also the study of this campaign in AAW, vol. 2, pp. 344-56. 

13Alternatively, Shapiir's campaign against the Arabs may have been conducted with the 
participation of Imru' al-Qays as Shapiir's Arab client-king, but during the campaign dis
agreements might have developed between the two concerning its conduct, as was ro happen be
tween the Ghassanid kings and their Byzantine superiors in the campaigns of the sixth century. 

14For these two Arabs of the fifth century, see BAFIC. 
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In spite of the steady progress that has been made in the interpretation of 
this inscription in the course of the long interval since it was discovered, it 
still presents many problems, both philological and historical. Only what is 
relevant to Byzantino-arabica will be discussed in this section, luckily not so 
shrouded in obscurity and thus allowing the Byzantine profile of the inscrip
tion to emerge. 

Line One 
(1) The king of all the Arabs: Since Imru' al-Qays became Byzantium's 

client-king, this phrase acquires considerable importance for the problem of 
the Byzantine sphere of influence in Arabia. 

The claim of kingship over all the Arabs is not entirely an empty vaunt, 15 

although it may be exaggerated. The claim tallies with the evidence of the 
literary sources, 16 which speak of his dominion over the Arabs, partly inherited 
from his father, 'Amr. Imru' al-Qays enlarged his territorial patrimony by a 
campaign in western Arabia which took him as far as Najran. 17 Moreover, the 
general statement, "all the Arabs," is made very specific by the enumeration 
of the tribal groups Imru' al-Qays was king of, i.e., the two Asds, Nizar, and 
Ma'add. These indeed constitute almost "all the Arabs," or at least a very large 
portion of them. 18 The difficulty posed by what seems to be an exaggerated 
claim may be negotiated in the following manner: when he was in J:iira, 
Imru' al-Qays had ruled over the Arabs of the eastern half of the Peninsula, 
and when he changed his allegiance, he ruled over the Arabs along the 

1'After the destruction of I:Iatra and Palmyra, l:IIra became the main center of Arab poli
tical dominance, and its first two rulers could with some justification refer to themselves as 
kings of all the Arabs. It is noteworthy that the Muslim historian of pre-Islamic Arabia, 
Hisham al-Kalbi, wrote a monograph on the Lakhmid Mungir III of the sixth century, whom 
he described not as "king of the Lakhmids" but as "king of the Arabs"; the extent of Mungir"s 
dominion was practically the same as that of Imru' al-Qays; see Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 2, pp. 
104, 149, and Niildeke"s footnote written before the Namara inscription was found, PAS, 
p. 46 note 4 and p. 238 note 4. 

16See Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 2, pp. 53, 61. 
17Seen in this perspective, the claim over "all the Arabs'" becomes more intelligible: Jagima 

is described in the Umm al-Jimal Bilinguis as simply the king of Tanukh; his nephew 'Amr, 
Imru' al-Qays's father, who inherited Jagima·s kingdom, enlarged it by his numerous conquests 
(Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 1, pp. 627-28). What his official title was is not clear from the sources, 
but whatever it was, he was more than the king of Taniikh, itself a large confederacy. In this 
connection, cf. the discussion of the title of the Arab king of I:Iatra in Altheim and Stiehl, 
AAW, vol. 4, pp. 269-70. For the Umm al-Jimal Bilinguis, see E. Littmann, PPUAES, 
Division IV, Semitic Inscriptions (Leiden, 1914), p. 38; for 'Amr, see Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 
1, p. 627. 

1•Especially if Nizar is the large tribal group comprising Rabi'a and Mu9ar or at least 
Rabi'a in eastern Arabia, and if the two Asds are the Azds, another large tribal group; for 
a discussion of the tribal groups of the inscription and the interpretations they are susceptible 
of, see "Observations,"' pp. 35-38. 
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Arabian limes in the Orient Diocese and those in 1:fijaz. It is unlikely that 
from Namara he retained his effective kingship over the tribes of eastern 
Arabia, thus ruling both east and west simultaneously, and this may perhaps 
be implied epigraphically in the separation of"the two tribal groups of line 2 
from the group in line 3. 

The possibility that Imru' al-Qays participated in the Arabian campaign 
of Shapur (supra, p. 34) has to be taken into account in the interpretation of 
the Namara inscription. Imru' al-Qays's conquests and subjugation of so 
many tribes referred to in this inscription and in such remote parts of the 
Arabian Peninsula could become more intelligible if viewed as possibly part of 
a campaign by the Great King himself, in Arabia, in which the client-king 
participated. If so, most of the victories recorded in the inscription must have 
been scored while he was still in the Persian sphere of influence, reigning in 
1:fira. As he became a refugee in Roman territory, the funerary inscription 
understandably is silent on the Persian phase of his reign and presents the 
conquests as exclusively his. 

(2) He who assumed the crown: The language of the inscription is not 
decisive for deciding whether lmru' al-Qays's royal headdress was an Iranian 
crown or a Byzantine-Hellenistic diadem; 19 the verb asara could favor a diadem, 
while the noun taj indicates a crown. 

U. Monneret de Villard has argued that the crown in question represents 
not a Sasanid but a Parthian type, such as the ancestors of Imru' al-Qays, the 
Abgarids of Edessa, had worn a century before. 20 The conclusion does not 
necessarily follow, but it is extremely tempting. Against it, one may advance 
the following considerations: ( 1) Much had happened to the descendants of the 
Abgarids since the fall of Edessa: one of them, 'Amr, succeeded his maternal 
uncle, Jagima, king of Tanukh, and he may have acquired Jagima's crown; 
the same 'Amr is associated with the events that led to the downfall of 
Zenobia, 21 and he could have styled his crown on that of the Palmyrenes; or he 

19For a linguistic analysis of the two terms, see "Observations," pp. 34-35; for the latest 
on the etymology of taj ("crown"), see M. Mayrhofer, "Altpersische Spane," Orientalia, 33 
(1964), p. 85 note 4. Doubts have been case on whether the relevant word in the inscription 
is really taj, for which see infra, Chap. 10, App. 3. Taj, however, remains the most plausible 
reading. 

"See his "II Tag di Imru' 1-Qais," Atti de/la Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rendiconti. 
C/aJJe di Scienze morali, Jtoriche e filologiche, 8 (1953), pp. 224-29. The royal headgear of the 
Abgarids may be seen on their coins; for that of Abgar VIII, the Great, see Segal, EdeJJa, pl. 
28, b(i). 

21The Arabic sources completely ignore the fact chat it was Aurelian who overthrew Zenobia 
and captured Palmyra and concentrate on the purely inter-Arab aspect of the fall; what exactly 
the role of 'Amr was in these events is very difficult to determine; he may have joined the 
Romans during their campaign against Palmyra or acted independently in a small role exagger
ated in the Arabic sources. 
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may have adopted the Sasanid type instead of keeping that of their old 
enemies, the Parthians. So his son Imru' al-Qays could have inherited any of 
these crowns. (2) On his defection, Imru' al-Qays could conceivably have 
received from the emperor a diadem reflecting the new relationship of the 
two, or he may have himself changed the style from a Persian crown to a 
Byzantine diadem in order to reflect his change of allegiance in much the 
same way that the Nabataean Arab kings changed their Hellenistic diadems to 
laurel crowns after the Roman model. 22 (3) References in the Arabic sources23 to 
the royal headdress of Arab client-kings of later times indicate a pliable 
diadem rather than a solid crown, and a well-known passage in the Ecclesias

tical History of John of Ephesus explicitly states that it was not until the reign 
of Tiberius that the first Arab king received a crown instead of the diadem. 24 

While it is practically impossible to draw any definite conclusions as to 
exactly what type of crown or diadem Imru' al-Qays wore, it is clear that he 
was a malik mutawwaj, a crowned or diademed king, 25 who had that royal 
insigne on his head, a fact from which the political history of the period 
benefits. For a half century after the fall of Palmyra, it is unlikely that Rome 
had an Arab client-king of any importance until the arrival of Imru' al-Qays 
from l:fira. The reference to his taj, and it is a matter of detail what type it 
was, is a welcome and attractive detail for the history of these Byzantine 
client-kings of the fourth century. 

Lines Two and Three 

(1) And he reigned over the two Asds and Nizar and over their kings:26 The 
identity of these tribal groups is important for Imru' al-Qays's Byzantine 
connections, especially if these tribes were the ones affiliated with the Quc;la'a 
group, settled intra limitem in Oriens, rather than with the Nizar and the Azd 
in eastern Arabia, far from the Byzantine sphere of influence. If affiliated with 

22Dussaud, MiJSion, p. 317. 
230n l:larith, the Ghassanid king, there is the verse of Labid, for which see Sharl? Diwan 

Labid, ed. I. 'Abbas (Kuwait, 1962), p. 266, v. 50. The German translation by Huber is not 
precise enough; see Die Gedichte des Lebfd, ed. and trans. A. Huber (Leiden, 1891), p. 42, v. 
50. On Hawga, Persia's client-king, see 'fabarI, Tarikh, vol. 2, p. 169. 

"Monneret de Villard is aware of the difficulty posed for his views by this passage; see "II 
Tag," p. 229. On the other hand, it may be said that John of Ephesus had in mind the royal 
headdress of the sixth-century client-kings of Byzantium and not those of the distant fourth, 
of which he probably had no knowledge. 

"On the possibility that he was "King of Kings," see infra, p. 38. 
26It has been argued by the present writer in "Observations" that the Arabic word in the 

inscription, ma/aka, should be translated "reigned" and not "soumit" as in the French version, 
and that Asad could be read Asd, the large tribal group that emigrated from South Arabia and 
occupied large parts of eastern and western Arabia. It is better known as Azd but, as the 
lexicographers point out, Asd is the more correct form. For a detailed analysis of these tribal 
groups in this line, see "Observations," pp. 35-39. 
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Qu<;la'a, these tribes would afford a valuable glimpse into the structure of the 
Arab military presence in Oriens under Imru' al-Qays. The further statement 
that Imru' al-Qays ruled over their kings recalls the Arab reguli of the reign of 
Julian 27 and indicates that he considered himself, or was considered, not only 
"king of all the Arabs" but also "king of their kings." This description 
immediately recalls the Iranian Shahanshah, and it is perfectly possible that 
Imru' al-Qays's claim is an echo of the Iranian title. 28 

(2) Marj~ij-Najran-Ma'add: The sentence in which these three terms occur 
could imply that they are to be taken together, 29 a description of one undertak
ing involving the three of them. According to this interpretation, lmru' 
al-Qays would have put to flight Ma<_;ll:iij,30 then would have marched to the 
region of Najran, and finally, on his return, would have established his rule 
over Ma'add. 

The main problem is whether Imru' al-Qays had conducted the cam
paign against Najran while he was still in l:IIra, before he joined the Romans, 
or whether he conducted it from his base in the Provincia Arabia after his 
defection to the Romans. An allied problem is whether or not he conducted it 
on his own, unaided by the Persians or the Romans. No definitive answer can 
be given to any of these alternatives or questions, but the various possibilities 
should be explored and argued for: 

In support of a campaign conducted from l:Ifra, it may be argued that ( 1) 
the kings of l:Ifra did war with those of South Arabia, 31 and one of them is 
known to have visited that country;3' (2) even more relevant, because it pertains 

"For these, see infra, p. 107. On the other hand, it is quite likely that the tribes in 
question were those of eastern Arabia and that his reign over them was already a thing of the 
past after Imru' al-Qays changed allegiance from Persia to Byzantium; if so, the claim records 
the Persian phase in his career. 

"It is noteworthy that his celebrated predecessor in the service of Rome and in the same 
area, Odenathus, assumed the same title of "King of Kings," and so did his son Wahballat, 
for which see J. Starcky, Palmyre (Paris, 1952), pp. 55, 57. His own contemporary, Hanniba
lianus, Constantine's nephew, likewise assumed the title in the thirties, for which see the present 
writer in "The Iranian Factor in Byzantium during the Reign of Heraclius," DOP, 26 (1972), 
pp. 298-99. In the case of Odenathus and Hannibalianus, the significance and implication of 
the title are different, but the assumption of the title by all of them is related to Persia and 
its King of Kings, Shapiir I in the third century and Shapiir II in the fourth. 

29See "Observations," pp. 37-38. 
3"The reference to Magl_iij clinches the point that the Najran in question is the one in 

South Arabia and not the one in l:fawran (Auranitis). 
"But this took place much later, in the sixth century, and not in South but in central 

Arabia; for the campaigns involving the Lakhmid king Mungir in central Arabia against the 
South Arabian kings Ma'dI-Karib Ya'fur and Abraha, see G. Ryckmans, "Inscriptions sud
arabes," Le Museon, 66 (1953), pp. 307-10 and M. J. Kister, "The Campaign of l:fuluban," 
ibid.,, 78 (1965), pp. 425-36 respectively; Kister's article (p. 425) has a bibliography on the 
inscription set up by Abraha. 

320n Mungir in South Arabia, see the present writer in The Martyrs of Najran: New Docu
ments, Subsidia Hagiographica, 49 (Brussels, 1971), pp. 56, 86-89. 
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to the reign of Shapur II, is a statement in a Nestorian ecclesiastical work that 
Shapur II conducted a campaign against "bilad al-}::labashat," "the country of 
the Abyssinians," where he pillaged, burned, killed, and took captives.33 
Imru' al-Qays could have taken part in this campaign, which brought him 
close to Najran and during which he could have attacked the city. But it is 
almost certain that the statement in the Nestorian source confuses }::labashat 
with Arabia. 34 Less unlikely is that Imru' al-Qays's campaign against Najran 
was conducted as part of Shapur's campaign in Arabia. But this possibility, 
too, has its difficulties, in view of the fact that the South Arabian kings were 
on friendly terms with those of Persia and are known in later times to be 
allied with them against the common enemy, Rome.35 As for a campaign 
conducted by Imru' al-Qays on his own, it is difficult to believe that, power
ful as he was or might have been, he could have marched against a city so 
far away and, what is more, so impregnable as Najran was. 

A campaign conducted from }::1Ira is possible but does not seem very 
likely in view of the difficulties attending such a campaign. Alternatively, the 
campaign may have been conducted from the Provincia Arabia. It might be 
observed that this campaign is the penultimate in the list of the king's 
exploits enumerated in the inscription, indicating a military effort undertaken 
not long before his death and thus possibly falling within the Roman, not the 
Persian, phase of his clientship. Najran is closer to the Roman frontier than to 
the Persian, especially when it is realized that the Provincia Arabia comprised 
a generous portion of }::lijaz in northwest Arabia. 36 Furthermore, the traditional 
enmity between Rome and South Arabia could afford a more suitable back
ground for a campaign conducted by its client-king than by a Persian one. If 
lmru' al-Qays conducted his campaign from the Provincia, he is most likely 
to have been supported by the Romans since a campaign to distant Najran was 

"See Maris Amri et Slibae de Patriarchis Nestorianorum Commentaria, ed. H. Gismondi (Rome, 
1899), pars altera, p. 14. 

34The statement is not so incredible if by }::Iabashat is meant not Abyssinia in Africa but 
Abyssinia in South Arabia, for which see A. K. Irvine, "}::Iabashat," in El', 3, 9; even so, it is 
difficult to accept and may be construed as one that confuses }::Iabashat with Arabia: ( 1) a cam
paign against }::Iabashat is not attested elsewhere in the sources, which have much to tell about 
Shapur; (2) the text of the Nestorian work suggests a confusion of }::Iabashat with Arabia. The 
sentence in which this campaign against }::Iabashat is described is enclosed between two brackets 
and is followed immediately by an almost identical sentence that describes Shapur's campaign 
against al-maghrib, which in the Arabic script can easily be an error for al- 'arab. The first 
sentence may then be taken as a confused dittograph of the second. 

"In a well-known Sabaic inscription, it is now generally recognized that what is involved 
in a controversial reading is really an embassy sent by the South Arabian king, Shammar, to 
Ctesiphon; see J. Ryckmans, "Appendice," in Le Museon, 80 (1967), pp. 508-12. For the 
letter addressed by the South Arabian king, Yusuf, ca. 520 to the Persian king, Kawad, see 
the present writer in "Byzantino-arabica: the Conference of Ramla, A.D. 524," JNES, 23 
(1964), pp. 122-28. 

360n this, see infra, notes 37, 86. 
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far beyond the power of an Arab client-king to conduct single-handedly, even 
though he was styled "king of all the_ Arabs." 

In support of a campaign against Najran, possibly conceived by the 
Romans, a number of arguments may be put forward: 

(1) Rome did not lose interest in South Arabia after the disastrous 
expedition of Aelius Gallus in 27 B.C. during which Najran was captured. 37 

The annexation of the kingdom of the Nabataeans by Trajan in 106 and its 
conversion into the Provincia Arabia brought the Roman imperial frontier 
deep in the heart of l:Iijaz much closer to that of the I:Iimyarites of South 
Arabia and to Najran. A Roman-inspired expedition against a traditionally 
hostile neighbor, now not so distant, does not seem incredible. 

(2) Toward the end of the third century, the Roman monetary system 
had collapsed and trade with the Orient-India and the Far East-had slipped 
into the hands of non-Roman intermediaries-Arabs, l:Iimyarites, and Per
sians. Such was the unfavorable situation when Constantine was sole emperor. 
The autokrator who transferred the capital from Rome to Constantinople would 
have been even more interested than Augustus in Arabia, and the expedition 
against South Arabia could thus be viewed as remedial or restorative, an 
attempt to establish direct contact with the Orient. 38 

This Roman expedition may have been a joint Roman-Ethiopian expedi
tion against South Arabia, from the north and from the west. In the political 
alignments of the period and the region, Rome always sided with Ethiopia 
against South Arabia and Persia. The case for such a joint expedition involv
ing Ethiopia may be supported by the following considerations: 

( 1) The course of Ethiopian-Sabaean relations lends support to such a 
view. They were consistently hostile, and the Sabaic inscriptions speak of 
transmarine expeditions sent by the Negus against South Arabia. 39 Of particular 

"On the mission of Gaius Caesar and the attack on Aden there are conflicting views, for 
which see G. W. Bowersock, "A Report on Arabia Provincia," ]RS, 61 (1971), p. 227 and 
notes 55-56; and, more recently, T. D. Barnes, "The Victories of Augustus," ]RS, 64 (1974), 
pp. 22-23. 

'"This could shed new light on how Constantine tried to solve the economic problems of 
his reign. In addition to the possibility of reestablishing contact with the world of the Indian 
Ocean, there was Arabia itself, the wealth of which the emperor may have been after. The 
Arabian Peninsula was, after all, the El Dorado of the ancient world-the same region to 
which the first princeps, Augustus, had dispatched the ill-starred expedition of Aelius Gallus 
in search, inter alia, of Arabian gold. 

A fundamental source for the gold and silver mines of Arabia is Hamdani's Kitiib al
]awharatayn, recently edited and translated into German by Christopher Toll, "Die Beiden 
Edelmetalle Gold und Silber," Studia Semitica Upsaliensa, I (Uppsala, 1968); for the location of 
the Arabian mines, see pp. 137-51. See also H. von Wissmann, "Ophir und 1:fawila, das 
westarabische Goldland," in RE, Supplementbd. 12 (1970), cols. 906-79. On the Byzantine 
mines, see S. Vryonis, "The Question of the Byzantine Mines," Speculum, 37 (1962), pp. 1-17. 

39See Irvine, "l:fabashat," El', 3, 9-10. 
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importance and relevance is an inscription that speaks of both Ethiopia and 
Najran itself aligned against }:Iimyar. 40 The Ethiopians did not need much 
persuasion by the Romans for joining them in a military expedition against 

South Arabia. 
(2) Around A.D. 300, South Arabia produced the warrior-king Shammar 

Yuhar'ish, who united for the first time in their history all the kingdoms of 
the Arabian South and who conducted campaigns far and wide in the Arabian 
Peninsula. 41 This could understandably have alarmed both Rome and Ethiopia, 
and the result of this alarm may have been the joint expedition that nipped 
in the bud the emerging Arabian Empire of Shammar Yuhar'ish either dur
ing his lifetime or that of his successor. 42 Sabaicists have also suspected that 
the general of Shammar Yuhar'ish may have been on a diplomatic mission to 

Ctesiphon. 43 Such an alliance between South Arabia and Persia would have been 
sufficient to induce Byzantium to take action, as indeed it was to do two 
centuries later, during the reign of Justin (518-27), when it was faced with 
the same hostile alignment that called for a Byzantine-Ethiopian expedition 
against }:Iimyar and South Arabia. 44 

The case for a Roman expedition against South Arabia, possibly a joint 

40See inscription no. 5 77 in A. Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions from Mahram Bilqis ( Mdrib) 
(Baltimore, 1962), pp. 77-79. 

"The exact chronology of the reign of Shammar Yuhar'ish is controversial; some place him 
slightly before A.D. 300, while others place him slightly after that date. Ca. 300 may be a 
convenient dating for him; even if he was not alive after A.D. 300, his conquests, his enduring 
achievement in uniting the Arabian South is the relevant fact in this connection. For the 
controversy concerning the dates of Shammar Yuhar'ish's reign, see Jamme, op. cit., chap. 9, 
pp. 351-75. 

"Important for this reasoning is the explicit reference to Shammar in the Namara inscrip
tion in the phrase madinat Shammar ("the city of Shammar"), appositionally used after Najran; 
it is unlikely that Shammar in this phrase is a geographical name, for which see J. Ryckmans, 
"Inscriptions sud-arabes," p. 334. The appositional phrase may have been used either (1) to 
distinguish South Arabian Najran from Najran in l:fawran (Auranitis), and so to indicate that 
Imru' al-Qays's campaign was in the far south, not in a region close to Namara; but this 
depends on whether Najran in l:fawran already existed in the fourth century and was not a 
town that developed after the expulsion of the Najranites from the South Arabian city in the 
seventh century; or (2) to indicate that the victorious campaign was not conducted merely 
against an Arab tribe, MagJ:iij, but involved also a South Arabian ruler (Shammar himself or 
one of his successors) for whom MagJ:iij fought as his ally, a role for MagJ:iij attested in the 
Sabaic inscriptions, for which, see no. 665 in Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions, p. 169. The apposi
tional phrase madinat Shammar with its precious reference to the South Arabian king places the 
campaign of Imru' al-Qays in the context of a war chat involved South Arabia and probably 
Rome, thus giving it its international Near Eastern dimension. 

"See supra, note 3 5 . 
"One could add that the campaign of Shapur against the Arabs in the sixteenth year of 

his reign, 326, and his conquests in the Arabian Peninsula that brought him to l:fijaz and to 
the limes in Oriens must have alarmed the Romans; it is possible that in this campaign Shapur 
was aided by a South Arabian king; the answer to this alliance was the campaign against 
Najran and an Ethiopian thrust from the west. For the campaign of Shapur, see supra, note 12. 
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Roman-Ethiopian one, that may have resulted in the occupation of the coun
try for a period, not necessarily a long one, by the Ethiopians, may be 
supported by the following: 

(1) The royal titulature of the Ethiopian Negus in the fourth century was 
a long one that included the South Arabian titles of "King of l:Iimyar, 
Raydan, Saba', and Sall:_ien." This composite title has been somewhat of a 
puzzle and one of the explanations-the most natural one--can relate it to an 
Ethiopian victory over the Sabaeans of South Arabia, resulting in the acquisi
tion by the victorious Negus of the titles of his vanquished adversary, the 
Sabaean king. 45 

(2) The case for a joint Roman-Ethiopian expedition and, possibly, for an 
occupation of South Arabia, however short, by the Ethiopians may be sup
ported by references in the Byzantine sources relating to the reign of Constan
tine's son. Constantius sends an ecclesiastical mission to both Ethiopia and 
l:Iimyar in a way that implies a relationship of some sort in the previous reign 
and, what is more, suggests that the two countries were conceived by the 
autokrator as one region. 46 More important is one of his edicts regulating the 
travel of his political agents to those parts, in which he speaks of gentem 
Axumetarum et Homeritarum. The use of the singular, gentem, is significant; it 
implies that the two peoples were under one political domination. 47 

Najran. The inscription makes no mention of the Romans in connection with 
Najran, but its silence on a possible Roman participation in the campaign is 

"Sabaicists have withdrawn support for the theory of an Ethiopian occupation of South 
Arabia in the fourth century because of the extreme form in which it had been presented; 
see J. R yckmans, "Le christianisme en Arabie du Sud preislamique," Problemi attuali di scienza 
e di cultura, Quaderno 62, Atti de! convegno internazionale sul tema: L'Oriente cristiano nella storia 
delta civilta (Rome, 1964), p. 419. But the Ethiopian expedition need not have been followed 
by an occupation, or, if it was, the occupation may have been of short duration or a longer 
one maintained indirectly through Sabaean kings, who were allowed to keep their titles. In 
the sixth century, the relation of the f::limyarite king Sumayfa' Ashwa' to the Ethiopian Negus, 
Ella-Asbel].a, is instructive; although a vassal of the Negus, he was allowed to keep his ticulacure. 
On the Sabaic titles of the Ethiopian kings Ella 'Amda and his son 'Ezana, see J. T. Bent, The 
Sacred City of the Ethiopians (London, 1898), p. 254, lines 1-3, and journal des Savants (Oct.
Dec., 1970), p. 265, lines 6--8. 

"For this mission, see infra, pp. 86--93. 
47For this edict, see Cod. Theod., XIl.12.2. A Roman-Ethiopian expedition might, of 

course, have taken place in the reign of Constantius himself, but there is no echo in the sources 
of a Byzantine involvement during that reign as there is during the reign of Constantine, such 
as the reference to Najran in the Namara inscription. The Ethiopian Negus could, of course, 
have conducted the expedition alone, unaided by the Romans, either in the reign of Constantine 
after the death of Imru' al-Qays or in the reign of Constantius. The Ethiopian Negus 'Ezana 
was still a minor in the twenties after the death of his father Ella- 'Amda sometime between 
A.D. 320 and 325, for which see J. Doresse, L'empire du Pretre-]ean (Paris, 1957), vol. 1, p. 
138. Thus the most likely Negus to have conducted the expedition is Ella- 'Amda, since he had 
the South Arabian titles which his son 'Ezana presumably inherited. If so, the expedition would 
have taken place in the early twenties or even before. 
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consonant with the independent tone of the inscription, an epitaph under
standably emphasizing the role of the deceased king rather than that of the 
living autokrator,48 and also with the possibility that the Roman contribution 
was made not by land but by sea, as indeed it was to be two centuries later in 
the joint Byzantine-Ethiopian crusade against South Arabia in the reign of 

Justin I. 

Ma'add. Of all the tribes mentioned in the inscription, Ma'add is the one most 
relevant to the Arab-Byzantine relationship. The tribe appears in the pages of 
Nonnosus and Procopius 49 in the sixth century, in contexts that involve Byzan
tium and its imperial interests in Arabia. It is separated in the inscription 
from other tribes that most probably belonged to central and northeastern 
Arabia, Persia's sphere of influence. Procopius places Ma'add to the north of 
the l;limyarites of South Arabia, in l;lijaz and western Arabia. But Procopius 
wrote in the sixth century, and there is no way of telling where Ma' add was 
settled in the fourth. In the inscription it is mentioned immediately after the 
campaign of Najran, but its geographical location in Arabia depends largely 
on whether Imm' al-Qays conducted his campaign against Najran from 1;1Ira 
or from the Provincia Arabia. If he conducted it from 1;1Ira, Ma'add could have 
been settled anywhere on his way back from Najran to l;lira; but if he 
conducted the campaign from the Provincia, Ma'add is almost certain to have 
been settled where Procopius placed it, in l;lijaz-a matter of considerable 
importance to the extension of Rome's sphere of influence in western Arabia. 50 

Lines Four and Five 
Reference is made in these two lines to the king's setting up of his sons 

as chiefs over the tribes and their being horsemen (f-r-s-w) in the service of the 
Romans (r-w-m). 

This reference presents some problems,5 1 turning mainly round the word 
(f-r-s-w), 52 which has been interpreted as either "Persians, Persia" or "horse-

48 And so it is on the victories over the tribes listed in the inscription, which are presented 
as exclusively his; but, as has been argued before, they were possibly scored by Imru' al-Qays 
during Shapiir's campaign in Arabia; see supra, p. 36. 

49See the present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," BZ, 53 (1960), pp. 57-73, and "Pro
copius and Kinda," BZ, 53 (1960), pp. 74-78, and the references to Nonnosus and Procopius 
therein. 

50See infra, 2, B.2. 
' 10n these, see the present writer in "Observations," pp. 39-40. 
"The two words in Arabic meaning "Persia, Persians" and "horsemen, cavalry" lend 

themselves to confusion, deriving from the fact of non-synonymous homophonous roots. For 
those who believe that (f-r-s-w) means "Persians, Persia," see G. W. Bowersock, "The Greek
Nabataean Bilingual Inscription at Ruwwafa, Saudi Arabia," Le monde grec: Hommages a Claire 
Priaux (Brussels, 1975), p. 522, and Beeston, "Nemara and Faw," pp. 5-6. The present writer 
is on the side of those who believe the word is more likely to mean "horsemen, cavalry" than 
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men." Whatever the correct interpretation of (f-r-s-w) turns out to be, there is 
no doubt about the word that stands for the Romans (r-w-m), the most firm 
and explicit reference to the Roman connection 53 of Imru' al-Qays. 

This precious reference to the Romans calls for some comments on the 
crucial words, "his sons" and "the tribes." 

(1) His sons: Although the reference is general and does not give the 
names of these sons, it is valuable enough in that it clearly indicates that 
Imru' al-Qays did not die issueless but had sons, who, moreover, were in 
charge of the tribes and in the service of Rome. As his patronymic in the first 
line is valuable for establishing his correct genealogical affiliation, so is this 
reference to "his sons" for establishing the fact that Imru' al-Qays before his 
death had founded a dynasty, which served Byzantium in the reign of Con
stantine and presumably after. In the history of Arab-Byzantine relations, 
Imru' al-Qays emerges not as an isolated figure who got his quietus and made 
his exit in 328, but as a dynast whose sons have to be taken into account in 
reconstructing the history of the Arab client-kings of Byzantium in the fourth 
century. 

(2) The tribes: The question arises who these tribes were whom the sons of 
Imru' al-Qays were in charge of. They were either the Arab tribes in Oriens or 
the tribes outside the Roman limes such as the inscription enumerates, more 
likely the latter or some of them. 

Although certainty cannot be predicated of either of these alternatives, 
some likelihood attaches to the possibility that Ma'add was the tribal group of 
whom the sons of Imru' al-Qays were in charge. (1) Ma'add immediately 
precedes the sentence in which the tribes are mentioned, and this proximity 
suggests that "the tribes" could denote it. 54 (2) Ma'add was precisely the group 
of tribes over whom, two centuries later, lfirith, the king of Kinda 55 and an 
ally of Byzantium, put his sons, and it was the same group of tribes that were 
ruled in the sixth century by the Ghassanid kings, also allies of Byzantium, 
e.g., al-Nu'man. 56 (3) It has been argued in the preceding section that Imru' 

"Persians, Persia." Those who have argued for the latter do not take into account the fact that 
the king was a fugitive from Persia and would not have been anxious to advertise his former 
Persian connection. They are also influenced by the view of the "independent" position of Imru' 
al-Qays vis-a-vis the two powers, Persia and Rome, for which see infra, 2, A. 

"The fact of his burial in Roman territory in Namara, in the Provincia Arabia, only 
implies it. 

"Shu'iib, the word for "tribes," is plural, but this does not argue against the referent"s 
being Ma'add since this was a large group composed of many tribes. 

"For Kinda, see the present writer in "Kinda," El', s.v. For the various tribes of Ma'add 
under the sons of I:Iarith, the Kindite, see Ibn-I;Iab,b, al-Muqabbar, ed. I. Lichtenstadter (Hey
derabad, 1942; reprinted Beirut, n.d.), p. 369; and Ibn-Khaldun, '!bar (Beirut, 1956), vol. 2, 
p. 571. 

' 6See Noldeke, GF, p. 38 note 3. 
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al-Qays ruled over Ma'add possibly after his campaign against Najran, con
ducted from the Provincia; it is not unnatural to suppose that he followed up 
this military success with an administrative disposition such as the inscription 
describes-putting his sons in charge of those Peninsular tribes over whom he 
reigned as king from his base in the Provincia. The two sentences involving 
his sons and the tribes close the list of his achievements enumerated in the 
inscription. And it is possible that the campaign against Najran was con
ducted in his old age, shortly before his death, and that putting his sons at 
the head of the tribes was a delegation of authority called for by the infirmities 
of old age. 

The two sentences taken together give a rare glimpse of the complex 
structure of an Arab client-kingdom in the fourth century. The sons are at the 
head of the tribes, the tribes are horsemen 57 in the service of Rome, and both 
sons and tribes are under the rule of Imru' al-Qays, a king to his subjects and 
a client to Rome. 58 

2 

The career of Imru' al-Qays and the text of the Namara inscription raise 
some large and important questions for Byzantino-arabica that deserve to be 
singled out for a separate treatment. 

A 

The tone of the inscription carved for the king of all the Arabs raises the 
question of his legal position vis-a-vis Persia and Rome. The key to a correct 
understanding of this position is the realization that Imru' al-Qays first moved 
in the Persian and later in the Roman sphere of influence, but did not move 
in the two spheres simultaneously, as the intensive examination of his back
ground before his defection to Rome has amply shown. 

1. In the first phase, lmru' al-Qays must have been as independent as his 
father 'Amr b. 'Adi 59 had been, ruling the Arabs from }::Iira, not a Persian but an 
Arab foundation. Yet Hisham al-Kalbi describes him as a 'A.mil, 60 a viceroy, for 
Shapur over the Arabs. This might imply that the independence of the Lakh-

"Even if the controversial word (f-r-s-w) turns out to be "Persians." The case for its being 
"horsemen" rather than "Persians" is fortified by the historical fact that the Arab contingents 
in the Byzantine army of the Orient were indeed horsemen, equites, as is clear from the testimony 
of the historians and the Notitia Dignitatum, for which see the present writer in RA. 

"Partly paralleled in this respect by the Ghassanid phylarchate of the sixth century. 
"See the valuable passage on 'Amr b. 'Adi in Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 1, p. 627, where the 

historian makes explicit 'Amr's independence of the Persian kings. 
'"'fabari, Tarikh, vol. 2, p. 61. Also, Tarikh, vol. 1, p. 628, where 'Amr, his father, is 

also included among the Lakhmid 'Amils ('Ummal), viceroys of Persia over the Arabs of the 
Peninsula. 
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mids of l:fira was encroached upon by the aggressive Shapur II, and it is 
consonant with what is known of the history of Lakhmid-Sasanid relations 
throughout three centuries. Independent allies of the Sasanids as they were, 
the Lakhmids lived in the shadow of a world power and their independence 
was contingent upon the imperial mood of this or that Shahanshah. But 
generally speaking, the Lakhmids, allied neighbors of the Sasanids and living 
in their own city and territory, were more independent than the Arab feder
ates of Byzantium, who were settled in Roman territory, and the difference in 
status is reflected in the geographical positions of l:f1ra and Namara. 

2. In the second phase, the Roman, Imru' al-Qays would have been less 
independent than in the first. By going over to the Romans he joined the 
ranks of many a barbarian rex-basileus allied to Rome. It is impossible to 
believe that he was a truly independent king in view of the fact that he 
crossed the limes in the reign of a manu ad ferrum emperor such as Constantine 
and was buried in Namara, in the Provincia Arabia, the station of a legionary 
detachment of III Cyrenaica. 61 Imru' al-Qays was a foederatus, or symmachos, 
most probably in the pay of Byzantium, receiving the customary annona in 
return for services to the Romans. Thus, theoretically, lmru' al-Qays was or 
may have been an ally of Rome and an equal partner, but practically his 
relationship to Rome and to the autokrator was that of client to patron, in 
much the same way as that of the Ghassanid kings of the sixth century was to 
be. Less truculent than the Persians to their Arab client-kings, the Romans 
could on occasion be so with their Arab clients, as the Ghassanids were to 
experience in the sixth century. 62 

Imru' al-Qays was a client-king; the first term expresses his correct 
relation to the Byzantine autokrator; the second, his relation to the Arabs over 
whom he reigned. A term that can describe his position more concisely and, 
what is more, functionally is the phylarchate or the supreme phylarchate, 
which in the administrative terminology of the Later Empire became the 
regular and technical term in vogue in the fifth and sixth centuries. 

The foregoing paragraph has perhaps shown that Imru' al-Qays could not 
have been genuinely independent, as has recently been argued. 63 If his seat had 
been a locality in Inner Arabia outside the Roman and the Persian frontiers, 

61Poidebard, La Trace de Rome, pp. 61---62. 
"See Noldeke, GF, pp. 24, 28-29. Imru' al-Qays's own ancestors, the Abgarids of 

Edessa, experienced a taste of Roman imperial displeasure: Abgar VIII, the Great, spent his 
last days in a Roman jail, while the last of the Abgarids had to surrender his sovereignty to 

Gordian. Checkered indeed were the fortunes of the family of Imru' al-Qays as a result of both 
Roman and Persian imperial displeasure, moving as they did from Edessa to I:Iira to Namara 
and back to .!:lira again sometime in the fourth or fifth century. 

63See Caskel, "Die Inschrifr," p. 377. Th; section in this article entitled "Der Hinter
grund der Inschrifr von En-Nemara," pp. 377-79, is pure guesswork. 
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whence he ruled tribes in eastern and western Arabia, then he could have been 
independent of both, with treaty relationships with the two empires. 64 But 
there is no evidence that he ever ruled from Inner Arabia, the two seats of his 
power being well known, }::1Ira, not far from Ctesiphon, and Namara in the 
Provincia Arabia. There is no parallel or record of an Arabian power in the 
Byzantine period that was independent of both empires and at the same time 
treating with both of them. 65 

B 

The defection of Imru' al-Qays to the Romans and his accommodation in 
the Provincia Arabia raise the question whether this entailed any provincial 
administrative changes involving the structure of the Arab phylarchate in 
Oriens and in the Provincia Arabia itself. 

1. As far as the structure of the Arab phylarchate in Oriens is concerned, 
much depends on the position of Imru' al-Qays within that system. History 
knows of him buried in Namara in the Provincia Arabia, and it is certain that 
his jurisdiction over his Arabs was also in the Provincia. 66 But it is doubtful 
whether Byzantium had in the first half of the fourth century an Arab foeder
atus as powerful as the fugitive "king of all the Arabs," Imru' al-Qays. 
Whether or not he was also put in charge of other Arab foederati in Oriens is 
not clear, and that he was, must remain a possibility. 67 If so, the phrase "king 
of all the Arabs" takes on a new dimension, namely, that he was made the 
king of all of Byzantium's Arab foederati in Oriens, or most of them, 68 a 

64Such was Kinda in the fifth and sixth centuries, based in Inner Arabia. But it is doubt
ful whether even Kinda was an ally of both Persia and Byzantium simultaneously. The extant 
sources on its famous king, I:Iarith, suggest that he was treating at one time with Byzantium, 
at another with Persia; for Kinda, see the present writer in El' and in "Byzantium and Kinda." 

65As for Palmyra in the Roman period, the elder Pliny's phrase that it was an independent 
buffer state between the two world powers, inter duo imperia summa (NH, V.88), cannot but 
be an anachronism; see J. Starcky, P almyre, pp. 3 1-34. 

66Rather than in the northern portion of Oriens where the Tanukhids were in power (see 
infra, pp. 400-407) and where the Strata Diocletiana might have made less urgent the stationing 
of Arab federate troops, more needed in the more exposed southern part. On the other hand, 
if the last sentence in line 1 of the Namara inscription admits of some other interpretation, 
involving Tanukh, Imru' al-Qays could have had jurisdiction in the north, deriving from his 
supreme kingship over Tanukh itself; see infra, Chap. 10, App. 3. 

67A faint echo of this possibility may be heard in the famous Strata dispute in A.D. 

539 (Procopius, Wars, Il.i.1-11), when the Lakhmid king of J::IIra, Mungir, contended that the 
sheep-walk called the Strata belonged to him on the ground that the Arabs who pastured there 
paid tribute to him. The Strata, south of Palmyra, was far from Mungir's sphere of influence 
in 1:1Ira, but these Arabs could have belonged to the tribe of Lakhm, which had come to 

Oriens with Imru' al-Qays himself. If so, Imru' al-Qays could have had some "jurisdiction" 
over the Arabs in Phoenicia Libanensis. 

"For the supreme phylarchate and kingship of the famous federate Arethas in 529, see 
Procopius, Wars, l.xvii.47. 
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disposition that would have entailed important changes in phylarchal power in 
the Diocese. 

One change, however, that can be predicated with certainty of the struc
ture of Arab federate power in Oriens and which was occasioned by the 
defection of Imru' al-Qays is the emigration of the tribe of Lakhm, or part of 
it, the tribal group to which Imru' al-Qays belonged, to Oriens. Its presence 
in the Provincia is attested as late as the period of the Arab Conquests in the 
seventh century. This presence is anomalous in view of the fact that Lakhm 
was a Euphratesian Arab tribe; but it is explicable by lmru' al-Qays's change 
of allegiance, which brought with it Lakhm to Oriens, where part of it 
presumably stayed on in the service of the Romans, even after the return of 
the Lakhmids to rule in l:IIra, in the Persian sphere of influence. 69 

2. Related to possible phylarchal reorganization in Oriens is the more 
important problem of provincial reorganization in Arabia (and also in the 
adjacent province, Palestine), which went through four stages: (1) the conver
sion of the Kingdom of the Nabataeans into the Provincia Arabia 70 by Trajan in 
A.D. 106; (2) the reduction in the size of the Provincia; (3) the division of the 
Provincia, possibly the reduced province, into two smaller ones: a northern 
one, the capital of which was Bostra, and a southern one, the capital of which 
was Petra; (4) the incorporation of the southern province into Palestine. 

These four stages raise many problems: one is whether stages two, three, 
and four were sequent or concurrent; another is the chronology of these three 
stages; a third is the reasons that impelled the Romans to make these changes. 
No definite solutions have been given to these problems. What is relevant in 
this context is not the distant past of the Provincia in Trajanic, Hadrianic, 
and Antonine times, but the more recent past of the times of Diocletian and 
Constantine. For the purpose of this chapter, therefore, the discussion of the 
three last stages-two, three, and four-has been focused on the reigns of 
these two emperors, contemporaries of Imru' al-Qays, whether ruler in l:IIra 
or client-king in Namara, in the Provincia itself. 

The arguments for a Diocletianic or a Constantinian reorganization rest 
largely on the interpretation of the Laterculus Veronensis, 71 whether it reflects the 

69lt is not altogether impossible that Lakhm might have migrated into Roman territory 
in the third century after the reduction of independent Edessa and l;latra, where Arab dynasties 
had ruled. The Lakhmids, as has been pointed out supra, note 11, were descended from the 
Abgarids of Edessa. There is, however, no record in the sources of such a migration. For 
more on Lakhm in Oriens, see infra, Chap. 10, sec. IV, 1, A.1. 

"'The standard work on the Provincia is stilt R. E. Briinnow and A. von Domaszewski, 
Die Pr1Wincia Arabia, 3 vols. (Strasbourg, 1904-9); for Palestine, see F. M. Abel, Geographie de 
la Palestine, 2 vols. (Paris, 1938). In vol. 2, pp. 168-91 of the latter there is a discussion of 
changes and reorganization in both Arabia and Palestine which is stilt valuable. 

' 1And to a lesser degree on the Notitia Dignitatum, for which see RA. 
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administrative realities of the reign of Diocletian or of Constantine. 72 The 
arguments for the one or the other may be supplemented by drawing attention 
to some relevant material involving the Arabs. The Provincia Arabia was 
probably the most Arab 73 of all the provinces of Oriens, and it is almost certain 
that these rearrangements were at least in part related to the problems posed 
for Rome by its acquisition in A.O. 106 of a vast territory that involved Rome 
directly with the Arabs and the new world of the Arabian Peninsula, pre
viously watched over by its Nabataean client-kings. 

Diocletian divided many provinces into smaller ones and regrouped the 
provinces into large units, the dioceses, of which Oriens was one. It is natural 
to suppose that the provincial reorganization of Arabia was thus due to his 
initiative. 74 Moreover, Diocletian was heavily involved with the Arabs: (1) 

Malalas speaks of his construction of a fabrica75 in Damascus as a measure 
against the inroads of the Saracens;76 (2) a Panegyricus speaks of victis accolentibus 
Syriam nationibus, and these nationes could only have been Arabs; (3) the same 
Panegyricus speaks of oppressumque captivitatis vinculis Sarracenum. 77 The first two 
references clearly pertain to operations near Phoenicia and Syria Coele in the 
north, while the third, it has been argued, might refer to others conducted in 
or near Arabia and Palestine. 78 These three operations indicate that the Arabs 
were turbulent all along the limitrophe provinces from the Euphrates to Sinai. 
The administrative measures associated with Diocletian answer to the list of 
these perturbances: ( 1) the construction of the Strata Diocletiana in the north 
may be related to the inroads of the Arabs against Syria and Phoenicia; 79 (2) the 
withdrawal of the Tenth Legion, Fretensis, ca. 300, from Jerusalem to Ayla 
suggests that the legion was needed more against the Arabs and the Arabian 

"For bibliography on the two opposite views, see T. D. Barnes, "The Unity of the Verona 
List," Zeitschrift fiir Papyrologie und Epigraphik, 16 (1975), pp. 275-78. The author argues 
persuasively for the nonhomogeneity of the Laterculus and a pre-Constantinian dating (in or 
before 307) for the division of Arabia and the incorporation of its southern half into Palestine, 
on evidence supplied by Eusebius in The Martyrs of Palestine; see also the epilogue in Bowersock, 
"A Report on Arabia Provincia," p. 242. 

73Even as late as the sixth century, Justinian refers to the Provincia as the "country of 
the Arabs," TTJV 'Apa~wv '.)CWpav; see the prooimion to Novella 102 on Arabia. 

740n Diocletian and the Orient, see W. Ensslin, "Zur Ostpolitik des Kaisers Diokletian," 
Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Heft 1 (1942). 

"Ibid., p. 65. 
"See infra, "Constantinus Arabicus Maximus," pp. 56--59, on this and other raids con

ducted by the Arabs in the times of Diocletian and Licinius. 
"For these two references in the Panegyricus of Mamertinus on Maximianus, see Ensslin, 

"Ostpolitik," p. 15. 
"Ibid., p. 19 note 5. 
''The remoter and the more important, much more important, Arab background of the 

construction of the Strata was the destruction of Palmyra by Aurelian in 272 and the vast 
vacuum created by the destruction of the city that had been Rome's shield against the Persians 
as well as the Arabs of the Peninsula. 
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Peninsula than in Judaea. 80 Within this framework, it is not unlikely that the 
division of the Provincia Arabia could also be related to the Arab problem; 81 

perhaps the province was divided in order to weaken the spirit of its Arab 
inhabitants, 82 who might have risen against Rome and whose national con
sciousness might have welled up a few years earlier during the revolt of Arab 
Palmyra. 

For those who ascribe this reorganization to Constantine and date the 
Laterculus to the last decade of his reign, there are two sources that are relevant 
and should be taken into account. (1) Malalas (Chronographia, p. 319, lines 
19-20) expressly says that it was Constantine who created Palestina Tertia. 

"'This withdrawal would have left the Judaean part of Palestine, or possibly the whole 
of Palestine, without a legion, since Ayla belonged co the province of Arabia before the 
incorporation of the southern Arabian province into Palestine, and chis might have been a factor 
in the incorporation; for the view that the other legion assigned to Palestine, VI Ferrara, may 
still have been stationed in the northern part of the province, see Ensslin, "Ostpolicik," p. 57. 
The Notitia is silent on VI Ferrara in Palestine. 

"And so could the rise of the so-called Limes Palestinae. A plausible explanation for this 
limes is that it was a line of fortifications protecting Palestine proper, or what lacer became 
Palestina I, against the inroads of the Arabs from rhe southern desert and Sinai; see Bowersock, 
"A Report on Arabia Provincia," pp. 227-28. The presence of phylarchs in rhe area of rhe Limes 
Palestinae would fortify this view, since it always implies Arab raids, especially in the southern 
part of Oriens where a threat could have been posed only by the Arabs. The withdrawal of 
the Tenth Legion, Frerensis, from Jerusalem, which left the Judaean part of Palestine without 
a legion, could give further support ro this plausible explanation and also rip rhe scales in 
favor of a Dioclerianic daring for the limes. The construction of the Strata Diocletiana in rhe 
north by Diocletian would be a third supportive argument from analogy and both limites may 
thus be viewed as lines of fortifications constructed by the same emperor against the same 
people who raided his frontiers; for further derails on the Limes Palestinae, first discovered by A. 
Air, see M. Avi-Yonah, The Holy Land (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1966), pp. 118-21, where 
the author favors a Diocletianic origin for the limes. On M. Gichon's Herodian and Flavian 
daring, see G. W. Bowersock's review, "Old and New in rhe History of Judaea," ]RS, 65 
(1975), p. 183. In this footnote, the present writer has tried to argue for a Diocletianic origin 
for the Limes Palestinae by showing the relevance of fairly datable references, involving rhe 
Arabs, to the solution of rhe problem. 

"A possible parallel might be the division, late in the fourth century, of Palesrina I into 
two provinces, Prima and Secunda, the second province comprising Galilea, Gaulaniris, and 
part of the Decapolis. The earlier division of the province, enlarged by the incorporation of 
the southern part of Arabia, into Palesrina I and Saluraris is known ro have taken place in 
358. Why and when Secunda was separated from Prima have been unanswered questions. (a) 
Perhaps Byzantium wanted to weaken the power and resistance of Palestinian Jewry. Most of the 
Jews then lived in Galilea with Tiberias as their center, much more important than Caesarea, the 
other center in Palestina I. It was in Galilea that the great revolt ca. 350 against Gallus 
Caesar erupted and spread, whence it spilled over to Lodd. The separation of Secunda from 
Prima could thus have been motivated by a desire to isolate the Jews and contain them in 
the north, the better co rule them; for the revolt against Gallus Caesar, see M. Avi-Yonah, 
The Jews of Palestine (New York, 1976), pp. 176-81. (b) A statement in Malalas, which has 
not been noticed, credits Theodosius the Great with the creation of Palestina Secunda as a 
province, separate from what became Prima; Malalas, Chronographia, ed. Dindorf (Bonn, 1831), 
p. 347, lines 13-15. For Palestina II, see Abel, Geographie, vol. 2, pp. 170, 175-76. 
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This is certainly an error on the part of the chronographer, since the creation 
of Tertia took place in 358, when it was separated from the already enlarged 
Palestine. Nevertheless, the statement in Malalas does associate Constantine 
with what later became known as Palestina III, and it could be argued that 
Malalas, a careless writer, was not accurate in his statement but generally 
right in suggesting a connection between Constantine and Palestina Tertia, 
which had been the southern part of the divided Arabia. (2) More important is 
a section in John Lydus, De magistratibus, which speaks of Constantine and 
Oriens, 83 with references .to the organization of Syria and Palestine and the 
appointment to Oriens of a unapxoc;, all of which suggests that Constan
tine's share in the provincial reorganization of Palestine cannot be entirely 
ignored. 84 

Just as Diocletian's possible share in this provincial reorganization can be 
related to his involvement with the Arabs, so can Constantine's; and the 
involvement of the latter is perhaps more explicit in the sources, namely, the 
defection of Imru' al-Qays and the assignment of at least the Provincia Arabia 
to him and his foederati. The question naturally arises whether or not the 
provincial reorganization of Arabia was related, at least in part, to the sudden 
appearance of a powerful foederatus such as the "king of all the Arabs" was, 
especially as he must have brought with him his seasoned troops and as he put 
his own sons at the head of the Arab tribes, as equites to the Romans. It is 
possible that, welcome as his defection was, his power, prestige, and Arab 
self-awareness 85 might have caused some apprehensions; the Provincia Arabia, 
the former Nabataean Kingdom, again had an Arab king, a circumstance 
that might have led to a revival of Arab self-consciousness in the Provincia; as 
a result, the Provincia was divided and in part allocated to Palestine to keep 
the king's jurisdiction coterminous with a diminutive province. But what is 

83See John Lydus, De magistratibus, ed. R. Wiinsch (Leipzig, 1903), 111.33, p. 121. The 
crucial word in the passage is the verb c'xvaod!;ac;, which has for its object both Syria and 
Palestine. What exactly the verb means in this context of provincial reorganization is not 
entirely clear. The passage is relevant to the institution of the office of comes orientis, for which 
see G. Downey, A Study of the Comites Orientis and the Consulares Syriae (Princeton, 1939). 

"In the case of Constantine, a motive can be discussed for the incorporation of southern 
Arabia into Palestine. It included Sinai, which already in the fourth century was the object 
of Christian pilgrimages such as that of Egeria. Since it was in Old Testament terms a holy 
land, its incorporation into the Holy Land proper by the first Christian emperor, whose interest 
in the Holy Land is well known and whose mother is said to have made a pilgrimage ro Sinai, 
is readily understandable. This enlarged Holy Land contained all the loca sancta of both the Old 
and the New Testaments, but its unity was destroyed by the splitting of the provincia admini
stratively into three Palestines in the course of the fourth century, only to be reunited ecclesi
astically in 451, when according to the canons of the Council of Chakedon the three Palestines 
were converted into one patriarchate. 

"Reflected, inter alia, in the language of the Namara inscription, Arabic, not Aramaic
the first instance of the use of written Arabic in the Provincia Arabia. 
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more likely is that the kingship of Imru' al-Qays in the Provincia may be 
related not to these stages of the division and the incorporation, but to the 
reduction of the extent of the Provincia, especially if Ma'add, the large tribal 
group, was at this time in western Arabia, in J:Iijaz, and if his sons were 
appointed hipparchs in charge of Ma'add. The extent of the Provincia at the 
time of its creation was vast, almost coterminous 86 with Nabataea, difficult for 
Rome to control directly; but Imru' al-Qays could control for the Romans its 
outlying parts much better than the Romans themselves. Of all the four stages 
mentioned above pertaining to the history of the Provincia, it is the second, 
the reduction, that is likely to have been accelerated by the kingship of Imru' 
al-Qays in Arabia. That process could have started earlier than the reign of 
Constantine, but the appearance of Imru' al-Qays, the most powerful client
king in the Provincia since the days of the Nabataean kings, might have given 
some impetus to the process of reduction, possibly in J:Iijaz, which, however, 
would have remained a Roman sphere of influence, governed by their new 
client-king and his sons. On the other hand, if the reduction took place com
pletely before Imru' al-Qays crossed over to the Romans, his defection would 
still have had great relevance to the reassertion of Roman influence in the 
Peninsula in the part most vital to Rome, namely, J:Iijaz, adjacent to the 
Provincia Arabia. If the campaign against Najran was conducted from the 
Provincia and if Ma'add was then in J:Iijaz,87 Rome would have acquired a 
new, large sphere of influence indirectly through Imru' al-Qays or rather 
would have reasserted its political and military presence in J:Iijaz, 88 which had 

' 6Two newly found inscriptions have drastically changed the previously accepted view of 
the territorial extent of the Provincia Arabia: the first was found at Mada'in ~aliJ:i (al-.f:Iijr) 
in .f:Iijaz, the second at Dumat al-Janda! (al-Jawf), at the southern entrance to Wadi al-SirJ:ian, 
where legionary detachments from the Third Cyrenaica, the legion of Arabia, were stationed. 
For the first, see Bowersock, "A Report on Arabia Provincia," p. 230; for the second, see idem, 
"Syria under Vespasian," ]RS, 63 (1973), p. 139 note 57. On the new conception of the extent 
of the Provincia, see the section entitled "The New Province," in Bowersock, "A Report on 
Arabia Provincia," pp. 228-34. 

"It is important to remember that 'fabarI specifically speaks of Imru' al-Qays as the 'ami! 
of Shapiir over .f:Iijaz (Tiirikh, vol. 2, p. 53). The association of Imru' al-Qays's rule over .f:Iijaz 
with Shiipiir and the Persian phase in the king's career may have been the later Lakhmid version 
which Hishiim al-KalbI accepted. But the statement is welcome for establishing Imru' al-Qays's 
connection with .f:Iijiiz whether or not he conducted the campaign against Najriin from the 
Provincia. This overlordship over .f:Iijaz he would have retained even after his defection, and 
indeed he would have been closer to .f:Iijaz from Namiira than from .f:IIra. The association of 
the Lakhmids with .f:Iijiiz is referred to by 'f abarI in his account of the reign of their famous 
king Mungir in the sixth century, for which see AAW, vol. 5, pt. 1, pp. 361-65. 

"Indirect Roman political and military presence in I;Iijiiz is established beyond doubt in 
the sixth century, during which the Ghassiinid foeckrati of Byzantium spread their influence 
as far as Medina/Yathrib in the south, partly inhabited by their relatives, the two Azd tribes 
of al-Aws and al-Khazraj; the Ghassanid presence in .f:Iijiiz can now be even better established 
than in Noldeke's time; see GF, pp. 38, 40. 
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been part of the Provincia Arabia 89 for some time after the elimination of the 
Nabataean Kingdom in A.D. 106. 

II. VITA CONSTANTINI 

The Vita, 90 which as a source for the reign of Constantine has to be used with 
care, 91 contains references which could have some bearing not only on Imru' 
al-Qays but also on other Arab foederati of the fourth century, such as Taniikh 
(infra, pp. 366-72) and the l:limyarites of South Arabia. These references 
may be found in three chapters (1.8; IV.7; IV.50) which speak of the "In
dians," ol 'Ivbo(; although the Arabs and Arabia are not explicitly men
tioned, they are most probably denoted by, or subsumed under, this term. 

1 

(1) As used by the authors of the early Byzantine period, the term Indians 92 

denotes the Ethiopians or the South Arabians or the Indians proper, and 
sometimes all of them. In the idiom of the Vita, the term Indians is circum
scribed, since the Ethiopians are referred to as such and so are distinguished 
from the other Indians. The author wanted to demonstrate the extent of 
Constantine's dominion 93 in the four corners of the earth; for him, the Ethiop
ians represented the peoples of the south, while the Indians represented those 
of the east, and the two peoples are so presented in the Vita. This circum
scription leaves the term Indians to denote Arabia and India proper, since the 
South Arabians were to the east of the Ethiopians, and it is unlikely that the 
author would have jumped from Ethiopia to India and, at least without 

89 As the cradle of Islam, l;Iijaz eventually turned out to be Rome's Achilles' heel in the 
seventh century. Viewed from this perspective, the reduction of the extent of the Provincia 
acquires a new and more significant dimension as this extends from the context of Roman pro
vincial history to that of the Decline and Fall. 

' 0For the text, see F. Winkelmann, "Eusebius Werke," I, 1, GCS (Berlin, 1975). 
910n the problem of authenticity that haunts the Vita, see the select bibliography in F. L. 

Cross and E. A. Livingstone, eds., The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church (London-New 
York, 1974), s.vv. Eusebius and Constantine; see also]. Quasten, Patrology, 3 vols. (Westminster, 
Md., 1953-60), vol. 3, pp. 319-24. 

"For the two terms India and Indians, see Pigulevskaia, Byzanz, register, pp. 342-43; 
see also The Christian Topography of Cosmas, trans. J. W. McCrindle (London, 1947), p. 39 
note 2. 

93The terms ti\v apxiJv and xtfJcn v in I. 8 are rhetorical hyperboles and are not to be 
taken literally. There was no conquest or annexation in Ethiopia or India but only presence, and 
the Vita has preserved echoes of this (infra, note 102). Whatever military presence Byzantium 
might have had in those parts must have been only naval, as may be inferred from a statement 
in Philostorgius that Theophilus Indus was taken hostage on the island of Dibos in the reign 
of Constantine (infra, p. 96) and from the fact that in the same reign some Byzantine ships 
were captured near the port of Adulis in the Red Sea J. Doresse, Histoire de l'Ethiopie (Paris, 
1970), p. 21. 
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implying it, would have left out Arabia, lying medially as it was between the 
two countries. 94 

(2) The superlative terms which the author uses, such as "the most 
distant" of the Indians and the phrase npo~ av(oxovi:a ,f\ALOV, which recur, 
seem to exclude the Arabians and to denote the Indians proper. 95 However, a 
close examination of the style of the author reveals that these superlatives were 
used only to serve a rhetorical purpose, namely, to indicate the vast bound
aries of the dominion of Constantine by emphasizing the farthest limits. But 
the farthest limits imply the nearer ones; besides, the I:Iimyarite dominion in 
those days extended over the whole of South Arabia, reaching the straits of 
Hormuz, 96 and this extension brings Arabia close to India proper and the 
connotation of the superlatives. 

It is, therefore, quite likely that the Arabs and the Arabians are included in the 
term Indians.97 Constantine could not have left out Arabia from his calculations, 
so centrally and strategically located between Ethiopia and India; and the 
foreign policy of his son and successor Constantius in those regions, explicitly 
attested in the sources (infra, pp. 86-95), should give support to this view. 
That policy could have been an entirely new one on the part of Constantius; 
but it is more likely that it was a continuation of the policy of Constantine in 
those regions, a policy for which the Vita has preserved some evidence. 

2 

(1) Chapter 1.8 of the Vita speaks of Constantine's conquests and the 
submission of foreign rulers. 98 The terms toparchs and ethnarchs bring to mind 
the Arab chiefs who became the foederati of Byzantium in the fourth century, 
while satraps and kings immediately suggest Imru' al-Qays, who had moved in 

94The Indians evangelized by Pantaenus in Eusebius (HE, V.10) were for Philostorgius 
none other than the South Arabians; see Philostorgius, Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. J. Bidez, rev. 
F. Winkelmann, GCS, 21 (Berlin, 1972), II.6. The destination of an Egyptian missionary 
around A.D. 180 is not likely to have been the very distant India but the much nearer 
South Arabia, a biblical land associated in the minds of early Christians with the Queen of 
Sheba and Solomon, to whom there is a pointed reference in the Gospels (Matt. 12:42). See 
also infra, note 97, on a possible explanation for Eusebius's avoidance of the term Arabia for the 
Peninsula and his substitution of India for it. Piganiol clearly understood chat the "Indians" in 
the Vita were the Sabaeans of South Arabia; see A. Piganiol, L'empire chretien (Paris, 1972) 
(hereafter, EC), p. 62 and p. 62 note 2. 

"But roughly the same superlative terms of distance are used by Philostorgius to describe 
che South Arabians, xa0fptELV OE btl ,:ov t!;omhco 'Qxrnvov (HE, III.4, p. 32, lines 
13-14), which may be compared with the description of the Indians in Vita, 1.8, lines 32-33. 

96So understood by Philostorgius when he speaks of the churches Theophilus Indus built 
in the country of the I;Iimyarites, the third of which was built at the entrance to the Persian 
Gul((HE, III.4, p. 34, lines 21-23). 

97Perhaps Eusebius avoided the use of the term Arabia lest the Peninsula should be con
fused with the Provincia; as used by Eusebius in the HE, Arabia is always the Provincia. 

98Not to be taken literally of those in the south and the ease, in Ethiopia, South Arabia, 
and India proper; see supra, note 93. 
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the Persian sphere of influence before his defection, and also Hormisdas, 99 the 
Persian prince who, ca. 324, sought refuge with Constantine and served him, 
his son Constantius, and his nephew Julian. Constantine's use of the name of 
God in his communications 100 to these distant nations cannot be dismissed 
lightly, in view of Frumentius's missionary activity in Ethiopia and his special 
relationship to the Negus. 

(2) Chapter IV. 7 speaks of the barbarian ambassadors to Constantine, 
among whom the Arabs and South Arabians could have been included. The 
offering of crowns of gold recalls the ex auro corona offered Julian by the Arab 
chiefs (infra, p. 107), while that of vestments embroidered with gold could 
suggest a present from South Arabia, famous in those days for its luxury 
articles and textile industry; the reference to horses, long spears, bows, and 
arrows also suggests Arab chiefs, associated in the classical sources with all 
these weapons. IOI The terms ouµµa:x.m 102 and 'Pwµafa-talt; a;u:bµam 103 bring 
to mind the Arab foederati of the north, among others. 

"See RE, 8.2, col. 2410, s.v. Hormisdas (3). "Satrap .. could easily and inaccurately have 
been applied to Imru' al-Qays in much the same way "Sipahbad .. was applied to another Arab 
chief almost a cenrury later, Aspebetos, for whom see BAFIC. 

10°Cf. the letter of Constantius to the two rulers of Ethiopia, for which see Doresse, 
L'empire du Pretre-Jean, vol. 1, pp. 151-53, where the circumstances of its dispatch are discussed. 

101The mounted spearmen of Queen Mavia may be mentioned since they defended the 
City of Constantine itself against the Goths after the battle of Adrianople in 378, for which 
see infra, pp. 176-78. As for horses, it is relevant to mention that in the following reign 
Constantius sent the ruler of South Arabia, among other presents, two hundred Cappadocian 
horses, which might imply a previous present in kind by the South Arabian ruler (infra, p. 88). 
The Arabs were famous as sagittarii, especially the Ituraeans, who are arrested in the fourth 
century in the service of Byzantium. For Arab equites and sagittarii in the service of Byzantium, 
see chap. 5, "Notitia Dignitatum, .. in RA. 

' 02The more correct term than those used in chap. I.8 (supra, note 93) for expressing the 
relationship that obtained between Byzantium and these peoples during the reign of Constantine. 
There was a symmachia with the Arabs of the north. What the situation in South Arabia was 
and what relationship that country had to Byzantium is not clear, but it is in the case of 
Ethiopia, which witnessed the missionary activity of Frumentius and the introduction of Chris
tianity into the country during the reign of 'Ezana, Constantine·s contemporary. It is possible 
that the foedus between the two powers, which had been broken in the reign of Ella-Amida 
(died sometime between 32(}-25), was renewed during the reigns of 'Ezana and Constantine, 
especially if the consecration of Frumentius as bishop of the Ethiopians by Athanasius took place 
during the first period of Athanasius's patriarchate (328-36) before the death of Constantine 
in 337. The source for the mission of Frumentius in Ethiopia is Rufinus, HE, PL, 21, Liber 
I, Cap. IX, cols. 478-80. A clear chronological indication in Rufinus's account is the statement 
on Athanasius, nam is nuper sacerdotium susceperat, but the statement is included between paren
theses and is not to be found in the "Bononiensis liber. .. Jones must have accepted it as genuine 
since he placed the consecration shortly after 328; see A. H. M. Jones and E. Monroe, A History 
of Abyssinia (Oxford, 1935), p. 28. Doresse places the consecration later during the reign of 
Constantius between 341-46, but for this period, 339-46, Athanasius was an exile in Rome; 
see Doresse, L'empire du Pretre-jean, vol. 1, p. 150. The Byzantine presence in Ethiopia is 
relevant to the South Arabian-Byzantine relationship in view of the real possibility of an 
Ethiopian expedition against South Arabia in this period, but exactly when in this period the 
expedition took place is not clear; see supra, pp. 38-43. 
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(3) Chapter IV.50 is devoted exclusively to the embassy and the presents 
of the Indians. 104 The reference to precious stones and exotic animals suggests 
Southern Arabia as much as it suggests India proper 105 since Arabia, too, was a 

land of exotica. 106 

Perhaps the foregoing analysis of these three chapters has shown that the 
data they provide cannot be dismissed lightly and that the Vita may be taken 
seriously for the light it sheds on the Byzantine presence, at least by implica
tion, among the Arabs and in Arabia during the reign of Constantine. Vice 
versa, and at the cost of some circularity, this analysis might raise to a higher 
degree the reliability of the Vita as a historical source. 

Ill. CONST ANTINUS ARABICUS MAXIMUS 

Arabicus107 appears as one of the cognomina of Constantine in an inscription set up 
in 318-19 by Flavius Terentianus, the praeses ofMauretania. 108 The rarity 109 of this 

103The crown assumed by Imru' al-Qays and referred to in the Namara inscription must have 
been assumed by, or bestowed on, his son and successor after the farmer's death in 328. The 
succession of the son might have entailed a journey to Constantinople, visited by other Arab 
figures in this early Byzantine period for receiving imperial honors. 

""The embassy should be dated 336, as is clear from the preceding chapter, IV.49, which 
speaks of the thirtieth year of his reign, suggesting that Constantine was celebrating his tri
cenna!ia. 

w'For trade relations with the Orient, see Pigulevskaia, Byzanz, pp. 70-87; for India in 
particular, see the footnotes on p. 71; the authoress, however, did not notice the value of the 
Vita for relations with the Orient in the reign of Constantine. Reference should be made in 
this connection to the philosopher Metrodorus, who visited India proper, whence he brought 
some precious stones to Constantine; for this, see Ammianus Marcellinus, Res Gestae (hereafter, 
RG), XXV .4. 23, and Cedrenus, who dates this episode to the twenty-first year of Constantine's 
reign in 326-27: Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium, ed. I. Bekker, 2 vols. (Bonn, 1838-39), 
vol. 1, pp. 516-17. Metrodorus's journey to India was known to Rufinus since he refers to it 
in his account of the evangelization of Ethiopia by Frumentius (supra, note 102); the foedus 
mentioned in that account was not with the Indians proper, as in Piganiol, EC, p. 62, but 
with an African people, most probably the Ethiopians, as understood by Jones and Monroe, 
Abyssinia, p. 27; see also supra, note 102. 

106See infra, pp. 104-6, on a chapter in Philostorgius devoted to the fauna of the Orient, 
where it is argued that these were Arabian-Ethiopian as much as Indian, perhaps even more 
the former, and that the king of the Indians who sent an ape as a present to Constantius was 
probably either the ruler of the Ethiopians or the South Arabians. 

w'This study of Arabicus has benefited from a communication by Dr. J. F. Matthew of the 
Queen's College, Oxford, and from conversations with Professors]. F. Gilliam and Ch. Habicht 
of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton. 

10'For the inscription, see Corpus lnscriptionum Latinarum, VIII, no. 8412; and H. Dessau, 
ed., lnscriptiones Latinae Se!ectae, vol. 1, no. 696. For Flavius Terentianus, see A. H. M. Jones, 
J. R. Martindale, and J. Morris, The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire (Cambridge, 1971), 
vol. 1, p. 881. 

'°'First assumed by Septimius Severus; see Dessau, ILS, nos. 8916-17; it appears on his 
coins and in many inscriptions dedicated to him, some of which have recently been discovered; 
for these, see L'annee epigraphique, 1968, nos. 518, 520-24; 1969-70, no. 610. 
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cognomen and the implications of its assumption by Constantine for Byzantino
arabica make it necessary to subject this inscription to a careful examination. 

Since Aurelian's victory over the Arabs in 272-73 and his assumption of 
Arabicus, "0 no Roman emperor had assumed the title, and there is no record in 
the sources of any subsequent serious military engagement with the Arabs 
after 272- 7 3 and before 318-19, with the exception of raids during the reign 
of Diocletian, 111 which, however, do not seem to have been important enough to 
call for the assumption of Arabicus since the title does not appear among the 
cognomina of Diocletian and other tetrarchs 112 for the year 302. It does not appear 
among the cognomina of Galerius for the year 311 either, 113 and it may be safely 
assumed that no important military engagement with the Arabs took place in 
the period 302-11. Its appearance in CIL, VIII, no. 8412, in an inscription 
set up for Constantine in 318-19 poses a difficulty, 114 which may be negotiated 
as follows. 

(1) It is possible that there was a military operation against the Arabs in 
this period, 311-18, as a result of which Arabicus would have been assumed 
by the Augustus of the East, Licinius, and likewise by the Augustus of the 
West, Constantine. 115 Arabicus is not attested for Licinius, but this is not 
decisive, since this may only reflect the unsatisfactory state of the extant 
inscriptions. There are, however, in the sources echoes which may be related 
to this cognomen: 

(a) The most distinct echo is in Malalas (Chronographia, p. 313, lines 
16-19), where the chronographer speaks of the dispatch of "Maximus, also 
called Licinianus," to the Orient with a large army to guard it against the 
Persians and the raids of the Saracens, who had formerly ravaged it. 116 

ll 0Dessau, ILS, no. 576. Aurelian's Arabicus must be distinguished from his Palmyrenicus 
which appears in /LS, no. 579, and this distinction is important to the historian of his 
campaigns. It is significant that Wahballat, Zenobia's son, likewise assumed Arabicus, and this 
is of considerable interest to the self-image of the Arab Palmyrene royal house; see Dessau, 
ILS, no. 8924. P. von Rhoden was unaware of the fact that Aurelian assumed Arabicus; see 
RE, 2.1, col. 362. On Arabicus as a cognomen for Severus, Aurelian, and Constantine, see P. 
Kneissel, Die Siegestitulatur der rijmischen Kaiser (Gottingen, 1969), pp. 211-15, 240, 273. 

111See Malalas, Chronographia, pp. 307-8; these raids may be dated 296-97, since they are 
recorded in the account that tells, among other things, of the war against Persia (ibid., pp. 
308-10), which took place during these two years. 

112As is clear from Dessau, ILS, no. 642. 
"'These appear in the Edict of Toleration, for which see Eusebius, HE, VIII.xvii. 3. 
114If the date of the inscription were in the thirties, the cognomen would be comprehensible, 

since it would be related to the campaign of Constantine's nephew Hannibalianus against the 
Persians, in whose army there would, conceivably, have been an Arab contingent; on the Arab 
raids in Roman Mesopotamia, see E. Stein, Histoire du bas-empire (Amsterdam, 1968), vol. 1, 
p. 130. 

"'Just as the four tetrarchs assumed identical cognomina; see Dessau, ILS, no. 642. 
116In this passage in Malalas, the dispatch of Licinius to the Orient is attributed to Con

stantius Chlorus, mentioned by name earlier (Chronographia, p. 313, Jines 4-5). 
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Malalas may have confused this military assignment of Licinius against 
the Persians and the Arabs with the well-known campaign of Galerius against 
the Persians in A.D. 296-97 during the reign of Diocletian, since Licinius 
fought with distinction in that campaign with Galerius 117 and, moreover, Gale
rius's full name had in it "Maximianus," 118 which recalls the Maximus mentioned 
by Malalas. But this confusion is unlikely, since Malalas had mentioned the 
campaign of Galerius twice before (Chronographia, pp. 306, 308) and his 
account of Licinius's military assignment is quite different from that of Gale
rius in the Persian campaign of 296-97; furthermore, that one has no reference 
to the Arabs, while this one speaks more of the Arabs 119 than of the Persians. It 
is, therefore, quite likely that Malalas, whose interest in the Orient is well 
known, has given a true account of a military assignment for Licinius which 
has not been recorded in the other sources for this period. This assignment, to 
defend the Orient "with a large army" against the Arabs who had ravaged it, 
may have entailed a military operation that won him the cognomen "Arabicus," 
preserved only in the titulature of his western colleague, Constantine. 120 

(b) There are references in the Vita Constantini to Arabia in which Con
stantine is directly involved. 121 These relate to the period after he became sole 
emperor, and so would be irrelevant to Arabicus assumed in 318. But it is not 
impossible that the situation described in the Vita originated in the period 
during which Licinius was Augustus in the East and continued after Constan
tine became sole emperor. 

(c) More important than the Greek Vita is the Arabic Namara inscription 122 

of Imru' al-Qays, the "king of all the Arabs," who died in 328. The defection 
of Imru' al-Qays from Persia to Rome entailed the submission of a hostile 
Arab king and the accession of a vast territory over which he ruled to the 
Roman sphere of influence; Licinius and Constantine could have assumed 

117Eurropius, Breviarium, X.iii. 
118As he is known to Ammianus Marcellinus, who speaks of him as Maximianus when the 

historian remembers his role in the war of 297 with Persia (RG, XXV.7.9). The possibility 
of confusion in Malalas is facilitated by the fact that Maximus and its near homophones are 
common in the period of the tetrarchy. Diocletian's co-Augustus was Maximianus, whose son 
was Maxentius; Galerius was Maximianus and his nephew Daia was Maximinus. But Licinius 
had it not, his full name being Valerius Licinianus Licinius. 

119The statement on the Saracens, who "had formerly ravaged the Orient as far as Egypt," 
recalls a similar statement in Malalas, Chronographia, pp. 307-8, recorded for the period 296-
97. It was because of these raids that Diocletian constructed a fabrica in Damascus (ibid., 
p. 307). 

120 According to this interpretation of the historicity of this passage in Malalas and at the 
cost of some circularity in the argument, the cognomen Arabicus in CIL, VIII, no. 8421 and 
the passage in Malalas would be mutually corroborative. The inscription with its date 318-19 
would also afford a chronological terminus to the passage in Malalas. 

121For these references, see supra, pp. 54-56. 
122For a detailed analysis of this inscription, see supra, pp. 31-53. 
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Arabicus on that occasion. 123 Alternatively, the cognomen may have been assumed 
after the mysterious campaign against South Arabia mentioned in the inscrip
tion, especially if it was Roman-inspired. Both alternatives could encounter 
chronological difficulties 124 if the defection of Imru' al-Qays and the South 
Arabian campaign took place in the twenties rather than in 318. 

(2) It is perfectly possible that ARAB( icus) is nothing but an error") for 
another cognomen, namely, ADIAB(enicus): (a) the inscription 126 (or the copy) 
betrays traces of such errors: CAPP instead of CARP(icus) and COTH instead 
of GOTH( icus); (b) this particular cognomen, Adiabenicus, seems to lend itself 
to corruption, as is clear from a number of inscriptions. 127 Especially relevant is 
one where Arabicus is a dittograph, standing for Adiabenicus;128 (c) among the 
cognomina of the tetrarchs, Adiabenicus appears as part of a cluster of three 
cognomina collocated together, namely, Armeniacus, Medicus, Adiabenicus. In 
CIL, VIII, no. 8412, the first two appear but the third, Adiabenicus, is 
missing and instead Arabicus suspiciously appears. 

These arguments, especially (c), encounter a difficulty, namely, that the 
cognomina of Constantine are not a replica of those of the first tetrarchs. 129 If they 
had been, (c) in particular would have been decisive. 

IV. THE THREE DOCUMENTS 

Three documents for this chapter on Constantine and the Arabs have been 
analyzed: the Latin inscription found in Mauretania, the Greek Vita Constan
tini, and the Arabic Namara inscription. No definite conclusions can be drawn 
from the first two documents. The cognomen "Arabicus" in the first 130 may turn 

123It was on such an occasion that Arabicus was first assumed by Septimius Severus, 
namely, after Abgar VIII, the Arab king of Edessa, submitted to him during the Parthian 
campaign. 

124The Namara inscription becomes totally irrelevant if the campaign against Najran was 
undertaken before his defection to the Romans, while he was still in l:IIra. 

125Suggested by Dr. J. F. Matthew and implied by C. Ferrero, who lists CIL, VIII, no. 
8412 under Adiabenicus maximus; see E. de Ruggiero, ed., Dizionario epigrafico di antichita romane 
(Rome, 1895- ), vol. 2, p. 649, s.v. Constantinus I. 

126See the version in CIL, VIII, no. 8412. 
127lt appears misspelt as Aziabenico, Adiabin., Adiab. in Dessau, ILS, nos. 417, 7 32, and 

8942 respectively. 
128Dessau, !LS, no. 2007, an inscription of Severan date. 
129In this very same inscription, CIL, VIII, no. 8412, Persicus is omitted and Gothicus 

added; in another inscription, Dessau, ILS, no. 8942, Persicus is retained, Gothicus added, and 
both Armeniacus and Carpicus omitted. Adiabenicus could, therefore, have been omitted and 
Arabicus substituted for it in CIL, VIII, no. 8412. For both inscriptions, see Ch. Habicht, 
"Zur Geschichte des Kaisers Konstantin," Hermes, 86 (1958), p. 371. See also the appendix on 
the Baraqish inscription, infra, pp. 72-73. 

13°The study of this inscription, negative as the result may be as far as the reign of 
Constantine is concerned, has been necessary. In addition to guiding the student of the reign 
against using the cognomen as incontestable evidence for a victory over the Arabs, the section on 
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out to be an inscriptional or transcriptional error for "Adiabenicus"; the evi
dence from the second on Constantine's involvement with the Arabs and Arabia 
has only a high degree of probability. It is, therefore, the third, the Namiira 
inscription, that is the most solid document for drawing conclusions with 
absolute certainty. In view of the detailed nature of the analysis of these three 
documents, especially the third, it is well that a resume of the data that they 
yield be given. 

1 

The incontestable facts that emerge out of the analysis are from the 
Namiira inscription and may be summarized as follows: 

(1) It is established that in the reign of Constantine, Byzantium had an 
Arab client-king, probably a crowned one, installed in the Provincia Arabia, 
in the same region that more than two hundred years earlier the Nabataean 
Arab client-kings had ruled in the independent Arab kingdom of the Naba
taeans. 

(2) The king had been a dynast in l:fira and continued as such also in the 
Provincia, since his sons are attested in control of the tribes in the service of 
Rome. 

(3) The king's control of the Arab tribes through his sons ensured for 
Rome· either a new sphere of influence or the reassertion of its presence in 
areas formerly held by legionary detachments, probably in l:lijaz, a large 
portion of which had formed part of the Provincia Arabia. 

(4) The Diocese of Oriens acquired a new tribal group, Lakhm, which 
accompanied the king on his defection from Persia. 

2 

The resume given in the foregoing section should not carry the implica
tion that the remainder of the data provided by the Namiira inscription, the 
Latin inscription, and the Vita Constantini cease to be of value to Byzantino
arabica during the reign of Constantine. Because of the uncertainty that 
attends their correct interpretation, they have been separated 131 from the other, 
certain data, presented in the preceding section. Their analysis provides the 
student of the reign with a set of ready answers to the questions which these 
data raise or a framework for the fruitful discussion of these questions, now 
that these questions have been identified and the entire range of possibilities 
has been explored, supported by whatever relevant facts there are in the 

the inscription has assembled material for the reigns of Aurelian, Diocletian, Galerius, and 
Licinius, important as background for Byzantino-arabica in the reign of Constantine. 

" 1They have been largely banished from the synthesis; when they do appear, their status in 
the order of possibility or probability is indicated. 
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sources. 132 The correct answers can be given only as a result of a further confron
tation of these possibilities with new epigraphic and literary discoveries, as has 
been the case with the Namara inscription, the problems of which have been 
partially solved by new evidence supplied by the Pahlevi Paikuli inscription, 
the Sabaic inscriptions, and the Coptic Manichaean Papyri. 

Of all the various data provided by the three documents, the campaign 
against Najran mentioned in the Namara inscription is the most important 
one. If it turns out to have been conducted from the Provincia Arabia and if 
the Indians of the embassy that reached Constantine in the thirtieth year of his 
reign, mentioned in the Vita, turn out to have been Arabians, this will be the 
most important gain for Byzantino-arabica during the reign of Constantine, 
since this would have been a major historical event of international dimen
sions, possibly involving Byzantium, South Arabia, and Ethiopia. Such a 
campaign would shed a bright light on the theme "Constantine and the 
Orient," would document a revived Roman interest in South Arabia, and 
would make more intelligible the much better attested and incontestable 
Byzantine presence in the reign of Constantius. 

In spite of the uncertainty of the various interpretations of the campaign 
against Najran, it is well that what, in the opinion of the present writer, 
seems the most likely interpretation be given, both of the campaign itself and 
of the sequence of events preceding and following it: ( 1) The campaign of 
Shapiir against the Arabs of the Peninsula in 326 is a fact and an important 
one for the Arabs, for Persia, and for Byzantium. It was probably after this 
campaign that Imm' al-Qays joined the Romans. (2) The campaign against 
Najran followed that of Shapiir's in the Peninsula; it was conducted by Imm' 
al-Qays with the support of Byzantium or was possibly a joint campaign with 
the Ethiopians against a South Arabia that might have been hostile to Imm' 
al-Qays, to Ethiopia, and to Byzantium, especially as the South Arabian king 
of the time might have collaborated with Shapiir in his campaign against the 
Arabs, and thus was a potential ally of Persia against Byzantium. 133 (3) The 
embassy that reached Constantine during the celebration of his Tricennalia can 
have for its background this campaign, which entailed the movement of South 
Arabia in the Byzantine political orbit. 134 

132Cf. supra, note 63 on Caskel's efforts. Guesswork is justifiable when one is handicapped 
by the paucity or nonexistence of relevant material for a correct or definitive interpretation, 
but it should be presented as such. 

'·llOn South Arabian-Persian relations, see JUpra, note 35. 
1341n addition to the arguments advanced for the "Indians" of the embassy as South 

Arabians (supra, pp. 53-55), the campaign against Najran could serve as an additional argu
ment in that it supplies a relevant background for the dispatch of an embassy from the 
South Arabians rather than from the Indians proper. The pearls of Metrodorus cannot compete 
with this campaign as a background for the dispatch of an embassy from India; for the pearls, 
see supra, note 105. 
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V. CONSTANTINE AND THE ARABS 

The various data that have been extracted from the three documents may now 
be set against the course of Byzantine history in the last phase of the reign, 
when Constantine was sole Augustus, for (1) discussing the theme "Constan
tine and the Arabs"; (2) reexamining the theme "Constantine and the Orient"; 
and (3) raising the question whether Constantine had a well-defined and 
coherent policy toward that Orient. The Arabs were involved in all three 
areas. 

1. The Arabs 

The two main data for "Constantine and the Arabs" are undoubtedly ( 1) 
Shapur's campaign against the Arabs of the Peninsula in 326, and (2) the 
acquisition by Byzantium of a powerful Arab ally, who was installed in the 
Provincia Arabia, Imru' al-Qays, "the king of all the Arabs." Both are incon
testable facts and the two facts are, as has been argued, most probably related. 

(1) The occasion for Shapur's campaign was the raids that the Arabs of 
the Persian Gulf had conducted against his territory. Had Shapur limited his 
campaign to a punitive expedition in those Arabian regions adjacent to the 
Gulf, the campaign would have remained a Persian-Arab engagement. But 
Shapur pushed to Inner Arabia, reached l:Iijaz and the limes in Oriens, subju
gating all the Arab tribes of those regions not far from the Roman frontier. 135 

It is almost certain that the future warrior-king, whose plans for the aggran
dizement of Sasanid Persia at the expense of Rome are well known, meant the 
campaign to be a preliminary for more ambitious plans against Rome. He 
celebrated the attainment of his majority with a campaign that, without 
actually involving him with the Romans, gave him a great advantage over the 
southern flank of Oriens in the event of a war with them. The military 
implication of this campaign could not have been lost on the Romans. Even if 
it had been, the defection of two major figures from the Persian camp, 
Hormuz and Imru' al-Qays, who knew or must have known of Shapur's plans 
of self-aggrandizement, would have alerted the Romans to those plans. Thus, 
quite early in Constantine's reign as sole Augustus, a large portion of the 
Arabian Peninsula, and the one most strategically situated to inconvenience 
the Roman limes in Oriens, had become a Persian sphere of influence with 
Arab tribes under the rule, directly or indirectly, of Shapur. Persia had 
stepped into territory previously garrisoned by Rome when the Provincia 
Arabia had been coterminous with Nabataea, most menacingly in l:Iijaz and 
probably including the strategic Dumat al-Jandal, guarding the southern 

1"The first chapter in what might be described as "the struggle for Arabia" between 
Byzantium and Persia in the three centuries before the rise of Islam. The final chapter was 
the Persian occupation of South Arabia in 572. 
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entrance to Wadi-al-Sir9an. The campaign created for Constantine a new 
element of involvement with the Arabs as well as with the Sasanids. 

(2) The acquisition of Imru' al-Qays is the second important fact. It is 
related to the first, Shapiir's campaign, as has been argued earlier 136 when the 
Byzantine profile of his inscription was intensively examined. What remains 
to be discussed is lmru' al-Qays's position in the context "Constantine and the 
Arabs." 

In view of the threat that Shapiir's territorial acquisitions in the Peninsula 
had posed for Rome, the installation of Imru' al-Qays in the Provincia rather 
than elsewhere in Oriens becomes intelligible. As a fugitive from Persia, he 
would be a prospective ally against it in the event of a future war, and conse
quently one would expect him to be installed in a province in Oriens closer to 
the Persians. But the Persian front was nonoperational in the twenties, and thus 
it is possible to conclude that lmru' al-Qays was installed in the south, in the 
Provincia Arabia, less well defended against the Arabs of the Peninsula than 
Phoenicia and Syria, which were protected by the Strata Diocletiana, 137 but more 
importantly because from the Provincia he could watch J::Iijaz, parts of which 
had been Roman territory. An equally significant reason for his installation 
there would have been for mounting the campaign against Najran, which, as 
has been argued previously, was conducted most probably from the Provincia. 
Thus, for the time being, Constantine had stabilized the Arabian front and 
neutralized the effects of Shapiir's campaign and acquisitions by the employ
ment of a powerful Arab king, whose sons were at the head of the Arab tribes, 
and who thus could watch the Arabian limes against the raids of the Arab allies 
of Shapiir. 

The position of Imru' al-Qays thus emerges as central in Byzantium's 
Near Eastern involvement, not only vis-a-vis the Arabs of the Peninsula but 
also the secular enemy, the Persians. 138 The campaign of Najran, if conducted 

136Supra, pp. 59-61. 
137Possibly also because the other group of Arab foederati, the Taniikhids, known from the 

Arabic literary sources, were stationed in the north of Oriens; see infra, pp. 400---407. 
1"In receiving Imru' al-Qays and enlisting him in the service of Rome, Constantine may 

well have had in mind the example of Odenathus, the Arab prince of Palmyra, who in the 
century of the imperial crisis was in the service of Valerian and his son Gallienus and was 
pitted against the first Shapiir. The analogy is striking: both Arab figures were warriors, were 
contemporaries of the two most aggressive of Sasanid kings, the two Shapiirs, had had a Persian 
connection before their Roman one, were located in roughly the same area in Oriens, and were 
endowed with resounding titles. But while Odenathus was integrated into the Roman titular 
system, having been vir consularis, dux Romanorum, imperator, corrector totius Orientis, Imru' al
Qays, if his title in the Namara inscription is an indication, was not so integrated; besides, he 
died before the outbreak of Constantine's Persian War, while before his assassination Odenathus 
had reoccupied Syria and Mesopotamia for Rome, forced Shapiir to retreat across the Euphrates, 
and twice reached the gates of Ctesiphon. His title, rex regum, however, recalls that of Imm' al
Qays (supra, p. 35), which, as has been suggested, could have been given or assumed with the 
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from the Provincia, would have enhanced his value even more, as this would 
have involved him with the world of the Southern Semites, with whom 
Byzantium had important relations, commercial and other. Thus Imru' al-Qays 
was involved in the two parts into which the Orient may be divided: the 
Iranian Orient of Sasanid Persia-the rival world power-and the Semitic 
Orient of Arabia and Ethiopia. 

2. The Orient 

Unlike the two facts on which the foregoing section rests, the campaign 
against Najran and the embassy from South Arabia have only a high degree of 
probability. The campaign and the embassy have been analyzed above 139 as 
isolated episodes, and it remains to relate them to the theme "Constantine and 
the Orient," but with the reservation that their status is on a lower level of 
reliability than the two facts of the preceding section. 

The Southern Semites 

Byzantine relations with Ethiopia are better attested than with South 
Arabia during the reign of Constantine. The ecclesiastical historian's account 
of the conversion of Ethiopia's Negus, 'Ezana, is an established fact, and thus 
the embassy of the Ethiopians to Constantine can be predicated with cer
tainty, 140 and there are no good grounds for viewing it with suspicion. 

Byzantium had no expansionist policy in these regions; its main interest 
was economic-what the region produced and what it mediated in its transit 
trade. 141 The new significant fact in the history of Byzantium's relations with 
Ethiopia is the Negus's adoption of Christianity not much later than Constan
tine's own adoption of it. Constantine was not responsible for the Negus's 
conversion; but Constantine's bore one of its earliest fruits in Ethiopia as it 
had already done in Armenia with the conversion ofTiridates. 142 The new faith 

Persian title of rex regum in mind, just as Hannibalianus's title was. Odenathus put at the 
disposal of Rome Palmyra's famed archers and heavy mailed cavalry. Imru' al-Qays's contribu
tion is not entirely clear; he certainly brought with him his Lakhmid cavalry and enlisted the 
Arab tribes, also mounted, in the service of Rome; but whether his Lakhmid cavalry was mailed 
is an open question. It could have been, in view of his having been allied to the Persians, 
whose cavalry was mailed, and of the fact that the Lakhmids of later times in }:1Ira employed 
two celebrated cavalry squadrons, most probably mailed, called al-Shahba' and al-Dawsar; on 
these two, see Rothstein, DLH, pp. 134-36. 

139See supra, pp. 38--43, 56. 
·"The Ethiopians are clearly referred to as such in Vita, IV. 7, which also speaks of the 

"alliance" (symmachia). 
141For trade with Ethiopia and the Orient, see Pigulevskaia, Byzanz, pp. 70--87. 
1420n the Byzantine-Armenian alliance between the two Christian rulers Constantine and 

Tiridates, see R. W. Thomson, Agathangelos: History of the Armenians (Albany, 1976), pp. 
xii, 27. 
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common to both rulers was a spiritual bond that supported whatever foedus 
existed between the two. It is also almost certain that Constantine must have 
cultivated this new spiritual bond between him and the Negus, as his son was 
to do some twenty years later in his letter to the two Ethiopian rulers. 143 

It is therefore possible to conclude that the reign of Constantine wit
nessed the forging of a new bond between Byzantium and Ethiopia that was to 
last for centuries. 144 Less clear and not so well attested are relations with South 
Arabia since they depend on the controversial campaign against Najran and 
the embassy of the "Indians" mentioned in the Vita. 145 On the assumption that 
the interpretation of these two data undertaken above is correct, it may be 
said that Constantine was the first Roman emperor to draw South Arabia, a 
traditionally hostile country, into the Roman orbit. The immediate concern of 
the emperor was probably to break the possible alliance that obtained between 
Persia and South Arabia, which was becoming dangerous after Shapiir's cam
paign in the Peninsula, especially as the South Arabian king could conduct 
campaigns to the north on his own or as an ally of Persia at a time when 
Constantine was not ready for a war on the eastern front. But Byzantium's 
enduring interest in South Arabia was not unlike its interest in Ethiopia; it 
was in what South Arabia produced and what it mediated in transit trade. 
Unlike those with Ethiopia, relations with South Arabia must have been less 
intimate, since the country was not yet converted to Christianity, as is clear 
from the account of the mission of Theophilus Indus late in the fifties. 

This new relationship with South Arabia, well attested in the reign of 
Constantius, probably did not outlast the fourth century. Before its close, the 
tide turned against Byzantium in South Arabia, whose rulers turned away 
from Christianity toward a new religion, Judaism. 146 It was not until the third 
decade of the sixth century that South Arabia was truly Christianized and also 
occupied under circumstances that involved both Byzantium and Ethiopia. 

'43Eusebius, Vita, 1.8, states that he used to mention the name of God in his correspon
dence with foreign rulers, which must have been true in his correspondence with the Christian 
Negus. For the letter of Constantius that mentions God at the beginning and at the end, see 
Doresse, L'empire du Pritre-}ean, vol. 1, pp. 151-53. 

'"The highest point of cooperation between the two countries was in the reign of Justin
ian when the emperor sent his agens in rebus, Julian, ca. 530 to negotiate an alliance with 
Ethiopia, which also involved South Arabia, against the Persians. 

'"The reference to the "Indians" in Vita, IV. 7 is noteworthy. In the enumeration of the 
barbarians who came to Constantine, they are placed between the Blemmyes and the Ethiopians. 
In view of the proximity of the Blemmyes and the Ethiopians to the South Arabians rather than 
to the Indians proper, this could fortify the conclusion, already drawn, that the "Indians" in 
the Vita are the South Arabians; it is unlikely that the author would have used "Indians" in 
two different senses, and the superlatives used to describe the "Indians" in Vita, 1.8 and IV. 7 do 
not necessarily imply that they are different "Indians" from the South Arabians; see supra, pp. 
53-54 on how far South Arabia extended to the east. 

146See J. Ryckmans, "Christianisme," pp. 427-28. 
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Sasanid Persia 
Important as the Arabian-Ethiopian world was, that of Sasanid Persia, 

the secular enemy, was the much more important part of the Orient for 
Constantine. As the accounts of the war with Persia in the thirties are so 
sketchy and as Constantine died before he could engage the Persians, this war 
needs to be reexamined in the light of the new data extracted from the literary 
and epigraphic sources. 

( 1) The first stage of hostilities with Persia opens not in the thirties but 
in the twenties with Shii.pur's campaign against the Arabs of the Peninsula, 
which brought him to l:fijii.z and the Arabian limes and thus with one stroke 
changed the balance of power in the Peninsula and in the regions adjacent to 
the limes system of Diocletian, framed with a view to dealing with the threat 
of the Arabs, now made doubly dangerous by the power of the Sasanids. In 
view of the fact that Shii.pur did not actually attack Roman territory, it was 
difficult to construe the campaign as a casus belli, 147 and the defection of Imru' 
al-Qays, who probably bore the main brunt of the campaign with Shii.pur, 148 was 
a windfall for Constantine, who was busy with the Visigothic problem in the 
twenties and who must have seen in Imru' al-Qays an adequate defense for the 
frontier against any invasions that Shapur might have encouraged the Arabs or 
the South Arabians to undertake. Besides, Constantine would not have cared 
to fight Shapur in Arabia. 149 The campaign against Najran was quite adequate 
for the reassertion of Roman power in the Peninsula, and so was the alliance 
with the powerful "king of all the Arabs" and his sons. 

(2) The second stage opens when hostilities with Persia actually begin in 
the thirties. The unsatisfactory state of the sources, the uncertainties that 
attended its inception, and the sudden death of Constantine have all left this 
war badly documented, but it is safe to assume that the Arabs were included 
in the projected campaign. 150 Imru' al-Qays had died in 328, but his sons, 
attested in the Namara inscription, would have been available and especially 
valuable in a war against Persia, partly because of their former Persian connec
tion and partly because the Lakhmids had originally hailed from Mesopo-

147The statement in the Vita, IV.8, chat there was a peace treaty between Constantine 
and Shapiir is fortified by a statement in Tabari (Tiirikh, vol. 2, p. 58) chat at the begin
ning of his reign in the twenties Shapur had a peace treaty with Constantine; apparently both 
were not ready for coming co grips with each ocher in the twenties. 

148Tabari mentions chat the Persian contingent in Shapur's campaign formed only one 
thousand soldiers (Tiirikh, vol. 2, p. 57). 

'"The preparations in the thirties for the war against Persia were made in northern 
Oriens, in Mesopotamia; see the valuable passage in Lydus on Constantine's strategy against 
Persia, De magistratibus, III. 33-34. 

1'°For an account of this war and the sources, see Stein, HBE, vol. 1, pp. 129-30; 
reference co the only echo that the sources preserved of Arab participation in chis war relates co 
the raids of the Persian Arabs against Roman Mesopotamia; see ibid., p. 130 note 208. 
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tamia, the theater of the prospective war, and must have been familiar with 
both the topography and the ethnography of the region, inhabited by tribes 
related to them or known to them. 151 In addition to the Lakhmid allies of 
Constantine, there were the Taniikhids of the north, the other Arab allies of 
Byzantium, known from the Arabic literary sources. They too had hailed from 
Mesopotamia and had moved in the Persian orbit before they crossed over to 
Roman territory after disagreements developed with the Persians. 152 It is not 
until Julian's campaign against Shapur that the extent of Arab participation 
can be measured because it is reflected in a major historian's work that has 
been preserved. 153 

The important event in Arabia, in both the Peninsula and the Provincia, 
in the twenties, Shapur's campaign, in which the Arabs were heavily in
volved, now calls for a reevaluation of Constantine and his Persian War. 
Although there was enough provocation in the twenties and in spite of the 
inevitability of a conflict with Persia ultimately, Constantine postponed the 
campaign against Shapur from the twenties to the thirties. The reason for his 
doing so was the Visigothic problem on his hands on the Danube, a front 
already operational and closer to his new capital which was being built. It was 
not until he had pacified the Danube front by solving the Visigothic and the 
Sarmatian problems on the lower and the middle Danube respectively that he 
was free in 3 34 to turn his attention to Shapur. In so doing he demonstrated 
his grasp of military priorities, namely, that the Danube then was more 
important than the Euphrates and that war with the more advanced Persians 
needed his full attention and could not be waged successfully if he was 
fighting on two fronts. 154 

" 1See supra, "The Namara Inscription," on the Mesopotamian origin of the Lakhmids. 
According to 'fabari (Tarikh, vol. 2, p. 53), Mesopotamia was included in Imru' al-Qays's 
jurisdiction as Shapiir' s viceroy over the Arabs. 

1'2for the Taniikhids, see infra, pp. 366-72. 
1' 3Historians know of Hormisdas, not of Imru' al-Qays, because the Namara inscription 

was discovered only in this century, while Hormisdas is mentioned in well-known literary 
sources. Even after its discovery, the Namara inscription has remained mainly in the hands of 
Semitic epigraphists. The intensive study of the inscription in this book has been undertaken 
in order to make it available to the Byzantinist for writing the chapter on "Constantine and the 
Arabs." For the Arabs in the Res Gestae, see infra, pp. 107-24. 

1"Constantine must have had in mind th~ lessons of the Persian Wars of the third century 
when he worked out his strategy against Shapiir. The Roman disasters during the reign of the 
first Shapiir were incurred in the midst of the imperial crisis and of the assaults of the barbarians 
along the northern frontiers, which circumstance forced the Romans to fight on two fronts and 
often to disengage themselves from the Persians in order to face the Germans, especially the 
Goths. The principle of fighting on one front was appreciated by Justinian in the sixth century. 
He was able to bring about the destruction of the Germanic kingdoms, thereby effecting the 
reconquest of the Roman Occident, only after he had bought off the Persians with gold and 
concluded with them a peace treaty. 
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Ammianus would have the student of this period believe that Constan
tine went to war with Shapiir because he was living in bejewelled depression 
for some pearls which Shapiir is said to have pilfered and which had been sent 
him by the Indian king through the philosopher Metrodorus! 155 The foregoing 
paragraphs have suggested that Constantine was a patient and imperturbable 
strategist who resisted the temptation of going to war in the twenties when a 
major imperial interest was at stake in the Arabian Peninsula, that he went to 
war only when he was ready, and consequently that Ammianus's account of 
"the pearls of Metrodorus" as casus belli for Constantine's Persian War cannot 
be taken seriously. 

Constantine's conduct of his relations with Shapiir in the twenties as well 
as in the thirties provides a background for reevaluating the efforts of his 
mediocre son and his adventurous nephew against the same Shapiir: 156 the one 
violated the principle of fighting on one front, the other reversed the military 
priorities; 157 by contrast, a new dimension is given to Constantine's generalship. 

3. The Eastern Question 

It remains to ask whether Constantine's relations with the Orient were a 
series of responses that were forced on him by events as these developed, or 
whether he had a well-defined and coherent policy toward that Orient, em
bracing it in its two parts, Sasanid Persia and the world of the Southern 
Semites. 

The autokrator who had reunited the empire and had emerged from 
tetrarchal struggle as sole Augustus declared for the pars orientalis, whither he 
returned after so many years of absence in the Occident and where he fixed the 
site of his new capital. It is difficult to believe that one who was so oriented 
did not have a clear policy toward his two closest neighbors. The state of the 
extant sources, poor and exiguous as these are, justify such a conclusion. 

The Southern Semites 
As far as the world of the Southern Semites is concerned, it is possible to 

argue that Constantine wanted to establish firm amicable relations with this 
world, mainly for economic reasons. In support of this suggestion, the follow
ing may be advanced: 

( 1) The embassies that reached Constantine from those parts as recorded 

"'RG, XXV.4.23. Cedrenus assigns the affair of the pearls to the twenty-first year of 
Constantine's reign, 326-27; Cedrenus, Historiarum Compendium, vol. 1, pp. 516-17. 

"'And with it Ammianus's judgment on the three members of the house of Constantine 
involved in the same war with Persia, Constantine, Constantius, and Julian. The chapter 
opened by Constantine is closed by the Peace of Jovian in 363; see infra, p. 135. 

157Instead of attacking the Visigoths in 362, as some of his advisors had urged him to do, 
Julian chose to attack what seemed to him the worthier foe, the Persians! See RG, XXII.7.8. 
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in the Vita Constantini reflect more than a fleeting relationship with the 
emperor, as is clear from the sections in which they are discussed. The 
embassy of the Ethiopians is the best attested, since Ethiopian-Byzantine 
relations are certifiable independently of the Vita. Besides, the conversion of 
Negus 'Ezana to Christianity provided this relationship with a new bond, 
which apparently the emperor was aware of since, according to the Vita, he 
used to mention the name of God in his letters to the barbarian rulers, of 
whom the Ethiopian Negus was undoubtedly one. 158 

(2) Furthermore, Constantine's name is associated with many financial 
and monetary reforms, and it is natural to suppose that the same emperor 
would have exploited the spacious opportunities offered by his new relation
ship to the world that exported or mediated many of the trade items needed 
by the Romans. 159 The opening up of the trade routes in a large way was 
desirable in view of the situation that Constantine inherited from his predeces
sors: a hostile or potentially hostile Persia lay astride important trade routes, 
especially the silk route; South Arabia, too, on the Trans-Arabian route was 
traditionally hostile; Palmyra had performed a most useful commercial func
tion for Rome both on the Trans-Arabian and the Mesopotamian routes, but 
after its destruction by Aurelian, Rome had no important intermediary to 
perform a similar function. Diocletian's measures in the Orient were mainly 
military, designed to guard the Roman frontier; Constantine, on the other 
hand, inherited from the tetrarchs a stable and pacified Orient, and thus the 
pursuit of a vigorous trade policy with the Southern Semites was both possible 
and desirable. 

(3) Finally, in the reign of Constantius, Byzantium presents the spectacle 
of a power that had a clear, sure, and unified policy toward the world of the 
Southern Semites, as is clear from Philostorgius's account of the mission of 
Theophilus Indus in the fifties. 160 The clear implication of the account is that 
Byzantine influence and presence was already established in those countries 
and is the explanation for the success of the mission. This raises the question 
of when this influence in those regions was established. Constantius's reign 
was plagued from the very beginning with civil and foreign wars, and there is 
no record in the sources of any attempt on his part to cultivate relations with 
the Southern Semites prior to the mission of Theophilus Indus. In view of the 
references in the sources to Constantine's relations with that world, it is 
reasonable to assume that the foundation for that mission had been laid down 

'"Vita, I.8. This is even clearer in the letter of Constantius to the two rulers of Ethiopia, 
supra, note 143. The evidence of the Vita could suggest that Constantius might have imitated 
his father in so doing. 

" 9See supra, note 141; also J. Innes Miller, The Spice Trade of the Roman Empire (Oxford, 
1969). 

1600n Theophilus's mission, see infra, pp. 86--95. 
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in the reign of Constantine, who thus may be credited with having success
fully reopened the world of the Southern Semites for Roman trade. 

There is no doubt that Constantine's main interest in this world was the 
advancement of Roman trade. But indirectly and to a much lesser degree this 
world was not irrelevant to his political and military plans against Persia. The 
major thrust against Shapiir was to be directed from Oriens and from its 
northern part, where Mesopotamia would be the battlefield; but the mobiliza
tion of the Semitic Orient and its inclusion in the Byzantine sphere of influ
ence, and also Armenia in the north, testify to the circumspection and com
pleteness that characterized Constantine's strategy against the Persians. 161 The 
fact that these embassies reached him on his Tricennalia, when the prepara
tions for the Persian War had already been made, suggests that he might have 
taken them into account for his forthcoming war. In so doing he completely 
neutralized the victory scored by Shapiir in 326 when the latter conducted his 
famous campaign in Arabia and succeeded in disturbing the balance of power 
in that Peninsula. 

Sasanid Persia 
It is possible to argue that as far as Sasanid Persia is concerned, Constan

tine most probably wanted a decisive or "final" solution to the Persian Ques
tion, and in support of this the following may be advanced: 

(1) Unlike the barbarian tribes of the north, whom he could smash and 
finally did smash, Sasanid Persia was a world power, with which Rome had 
been warring for more than a century. Its kings had waged a series of aggres
sively successful wars during the imperial crisis of the third century. What is 
more, the Roman-Persian conflict in the third century was fought on ideolog
ical grounds. The Sasanids considered the Roman territorial gains in the 
Orient a usurpation of former Persian territory, which they were intent on 
recovering. Constantine, like many a Roman emperor, was aware of the 
ideological basis 162 of the conflict with the Neo-Persian Empire. 

(2) He himself first saw service as a military tribune in Mesopotamia in 

161The contribution of the Southern Semites to the war effort against Persia would have 
been indirect. The trade routes across Persia were certainly closed to Byzantium in the thirties 
after the outbreak of hostilities, but the Southern Semites were in a position to keep other 
trade routes open and possibly help in keeping some trade with India itself going. In the fifties, 
Constantius may in a similar light have conceived the function of the Southern Semites in 
the war effort against the Persians; see infra, pp. 89-90. It was not until two centuries 
later that Justinian invoked direct military assistance from the Southern Semites against the 
Persians ca. 530; for Julian's embassy, see the present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," 
pp. 61-66. 

162For this, see Ensslin in CAH, 12, p. 127. Shapur I assumed the significant title of 
"King of Kings of Iran and Non-Iran" (ibid., pp. 111, 133). Shapur II claimed Roman 
territories as far as Macedonia and the river Strymon; see Ammianus, RG, XVII. 5. 5. 
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the army of Galerius when the latter defeated the Persian King Narse in 297. 
Constantine witnessed the transaction that brought about the Peace of 297, 
which advanced the Roman frontier to the Tigris and gave Rome vast terri
torial gains in the East at the expense of the defeated Narse. The Peace, unjust 
from the Persian point of view and signed under duress, had left the Persians 
unreconciled to these territorial losses, especially as these were strategically 
located not far from Ctesiphon itself. Constantine must have been aware of the 
future implications of this unjust peace, that it spelled a resumption of the 
Roman-Persian conflict 163 in the future once Persia had a warrior king free from 
dynastic troubles to resume the struggle for the lost provinces; the lull in the 
course of Persian-Roman hostilities was due to Sasanid dynastic struggles and 
to the long minority of Shapii.r II, convenient for the Romans who themselves 
were busy with their own tetrachal struggles. 

(3) Such a warrior-king appeared when the namesake of the first Shapii.r 
(who had humiliated Rome by capturing Valerian in the third century) at
tained his majority in 326, which he celebrated with a resounding triumph 
for Persian arms in regions adjacent to the Arabian profile of Oriens and the 
limital network constructed by Diocletian. The victory constituted a potential 
menace for Oriens and its system of defense, designed as static against the 
Arabs of the Peninsula as well as the Sasanids. 

(4) In addition to the old irritants deriving from the fact that the hostile 
Sasanids lay astride the trade routes to Central Asia and the Far East, there 
was a new element that had not obtained before the reign of Constantine but 
which came to the fore because of him, persisting as a permanent cause of 
friction in the conflict between the two empires-Christianity. Constantine's 
conversion intensified the conflict and diversified its scope and nature. The 
Persians now started to suspect the Christians in their realm of being pro
Byzantine, owing spiritual allegiance to the Christian autokrator, and, con
sequently, they could persecute them on the ground of being disloyal to the 
state, while Constantine felt bound to come to the rescue of his embattled 
coreligionists not only in Persia but also in recently converted Armenia. 164 

(5) The few facts that have survived for the Persian War of Constantine's 

163 As indeed happened some forty years later. The conflict persisted until it was terminated 
by the Peace of Jovian in 363, which undid what for the Persians was the unjust Peace of 297. 

164The Christian profile of the Byzantine-Persian conflict became dominant in 334 when 
the Persians occupied Armenia and carried off into captivity its king, Tiran. This forced 
Constantine to take immediate action, which precipitated the war, since what was involved in 
the Persian occupation of Armenia was not only the fate of Christianity in the newly converted 
country but also that of a region of great strategic importance-Byzantium's northern outpost 
in the struggle with Persia; for the Byzantine-Persian conflict in Armenia, see Stein, HBE, 
vol. 1, p. 130 and his notes; on Constantine's strategy against Persia, see Lydus, De magis
tratibus, III, 33-34; see also W. E. Kaegi, "Constantine's and Julian's Strategies of Strategic 
Surprises against the Persians," Athenaeum (University of Pavia), 69 (1981), pp. 209-13. 
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reign confirm what has been said in the foregoing paragraphs. Although 
Shapi.ir's campaign in Arabia foreboded evil on the Persian front, Constantine 
deferred starting a war with Persia in the twenties, and his deferment of the 
war to the thirties, when he was free from the Visigothic problem, is a 
measure of the importance he attached to it. His preparations' 65 suggest that he 
wanted a "final" solution of the Persian Question: the reorganization of Oriens 
and the institution of the Comitiva Orientis; the installation of his eldest son 
Constantius at Antioch and his nephew Hannibalianus in Cappadocian Cae
sarea with the striking and significant title of Rex Regum; the enlisting of 
Hormuz, the Persian fugitive prince; and finally his taking the field in per
son, possibly as a commander-in-chief, to direct operations, leaving it to his 
son and his nephew to engage the enemy. 

The Persian War could have been the crowning achievement of his 
military career. He had eliminated all his rivals, pacified all the frontiers, and 
was himself at the height of his military experience-the emperor who never 
lost a single battle. The chances are that he would have beaten the young and 
still inexperienced Shapi.ir and would have settled for a long time to come the 
Persian Question in a way favorable to Rome. 166 His sudden and untimely death 
while en route to the front has deprived the student of this period of an 
exciting chapter in the military annals of the empire, in much the same way 
that Caesar's death before he could engage the Parthians has deprived the 
student of Republican times of an equally exciting chapter. 

VI. APPENDIX 

The Baraqish Inscription 

A bilingual Latin-Greek inscription 1 said to have been found in a cemetery near 
Baraqish, not far from ancient Ma'rib in South Arabia, is of great relevance to the 
study of the campaign of Imru' al-Qays against Najran in South Arabia, mentioned in 
the Arabic Namara inscription, and of Arabicus included among the cognomina of 
Constantine in the Latin inscription from Mauretania. 

"'Lydus, foe. cit. For more detailed studies of certain aspects of Constantine"s Persian 
War, see 0. von Seeck, Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken Welt (Stuttgart, 1911), vol. 4, pp. 
7, 24-26; N. Baynes, "Rome and Armenia in the Fourth Century," English Historical Review, 25 
(1910), pp. 625-43; W. Ensslin, "Zu dem vermuteten Perserfeldzug des rex Hannibalianus," 
Klio, N.F. 11 (1936), pp. 102-10. 

166His successors failed to solve the Persian Question. The Peace of Jovian in 363 ensured 
a long period of quiet on the Persian front, but hostilities started again in the reign of Anastasius 
early in the sixth century and continued till the reign of Heraclius in the seventh, which wit
nessed the climax of these hostilities. It was the Persian front that in the reign of Heraclius 
exhausted both empires and consequently made possible the Arab Conquests, which eliminated 
Persia entirely and dismembered the Oriental and African provinces of Byzantium. 

'See P. M. Costa, "A Latin-Greek Inscription from the Jawf of the Yemen," Proceedings 
of the Seminar for Arabian Studies (London), 7 (1977), pp. 69-72. 
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The inscription refers to a certain eques, a cavalryman, by the name of Publius 
Cornelius. The publisher of the inscription, Paolo M. Costa, has argued that the 
inscription was dedicatory and not funerary and that it "can be tentatively dated to 
the end of the III century or the beginning of the IV century A. o." He rested his 
conclusion on paleographic grounds but more on the way in which the Latin name 
"Publius" is spelled as "Publis" in the Greek version of the inscription. 

Costa could not find a historical context which would accommodate this in
scription since the expedition of Aelius Gallus against South Arabia in 27 B.C. was 
ruled out by his dating of the inscription some three centuries later. But the cam
paign of Imru' al-Qays against Najran in South Arabia, especially if it was Roman
inspired, could easily afford an obvious historical context. Apparently Costa was 
unaware of the Namara inscription and its relevance to his conclusion on the late date 
of the inscription found near Baraqish. 

Two years after the publication of Costa's article, G. W. Bowersock wrote a 
paper entitled "The New Bilingual Inscription from Baraqish," in which he joined 
issue with Costa. 2 He argued that the inscription is likely to have been funerary rather 
than dedicatory and that neither the paleography nor the Greek version of the Latin 
name "Publius," namely, "Publis," is a ground for drawing a conclusion on the date 
of the inscription as late third or early fourth century. He then proceeded to argue 
that a historical context within which the inscription will fit can determine its date, 
and he found that context in the expedition of Aelius Gallus against South Arabia in 
27 B.C. 

Bowersock's argument is eloquent and rests on the fact that Gallus's is the 
only Roman expedition against South Arabia that has been recorded in the classical 
sources. But Cassius Dio, who thought Gallus's expedition was the only one that 
Rome had dispatched to South Arabia, wrote before the fourth century, in which the 
campaign of Imru' al-Qays against South Arabia took place and which was probably 
Roman-inspired. This possibility weakens Bowersock's argument and relieves Gallus's 
expedition of its uniqueness and, consequently, of its being the only historical context 
that can be given to this bilingual inscription. 

If Costa's conclusion on the late date of this bilingual inscription turns out to be 
correct in spite of Bowersock's acute remarks, the relevance of this inscription to that 
of Namara becomes evident. It will tip the scales in favor of Imru' al-Qays's campaign 
in South Arabia as having been undertaken not from Persian but from Roman terri
tory-from the Provincia Arabia. As has been argued in connection with that cam
paign, it is unlikely that Byzantium contributed an army or a contingent to Imru' 
al-Qays's expeditionary force, but it might conceivably have sent with its client-king 
a few officers or soldiers, one of whom was this Publius Cornelius. The late dating of 
this bilingual inscription could also serve as ground for arguing that Constantine's 
cognomen "Arabicus" in the Latin inscription from Mauretania is probably genuine and 
not a corruption of "Adiabenicus." 

'Prepared for the Second International Symposium on Studies in the History of Arabia, 
held in Riyad, Saudi Arabia, in the spring of 1979. The Proceedings of the Symposium have 
not yet appeared in print, but the author's Roman Arabia has; see pp. 148-53. 



II 

The Reign of Constantius 

I. CONST ANTIUS AND THE ARABS 

1 

T he Arab participation in the Persian Wars of Constantius's reign is re
flected in only one explicit reference, in Julian's First Oration. 1 This is 

startling since the Arabs usually receive mention in the sources when Rome 
is at war with the Persians and in both the preceding and the following reigns 
their presence is established and for the latter abundantly attested. Two 
reasons may be suggested for the disappearance of the Arabs from the sources: 

( 1) The main historian for the wars of Constantius is Ammianus, but the 
extant books of the Res Gestae do not cover the long period from Constantius's 
accession in 337 to 353, when Book XIV begins with an account of the 
cruelty of Gallus Caesar. The lost books of the Res Gestae that covered the first 
Persian War which ended in 350 might have noticed Arab participation. But 
the books that cover the second war (359-61) are extant and detailed, and yet 
there is no single explicit reference to the participation of the Arabs. 2 

(2) It is possible that the Arab foederati, whether the Lakhmids in Arabia 
or the Tanukhids in Phoenicia and Syria, were left where they were, to watch 
the frontier against inroads from the Peninsula, rather than transferred to the 
north of Oriens in Mesopotamia, where the war was fought. This, too, is 
unlikely in view of the fact that Constantius's preparations for the war with 
Persia were considerable and entailed transferring the Tenth Legion, Fretensis, 
from Ayla in the south of Oriens to fight in Mesopotamia (RG, XVIII.9.3), 
where it defended Amida during its siege by Shapur in 359. Watching the 
frontier in the Provincia Arabia may explain the nonparticipation of the 
Lakhmid foederati, especially after the withdrawal of Fretensis, but does not 
explain the nonparticipation or inactivity of the Tanukhid foederati of the 
north, especially as the Arabs would have been particularly functional in 

'ju/iani imperatoris quae supersunt, ed. F. C. Hertlein, Bibliotheca Teubneriana (Leipzig, 
1875-76), vol. 1, p. 25, lines 9-11. The text of the Loeb edition of the works of Julian, 
prepared by W. C. Wright, is Hertlein's, revised and more accessible; see vol. 1, p. 52, lines 
25-29. 

'See infra, note 24. 
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Mesopotamia in terrain with which they were familiar and where their cavalry 
and scouts would have been invaluable against an enemy they knew so well 
and whom they had abandoned before they declared for the Romans. 

(3) The most likely explanation for the nonparticipation of the foederati is 
that they were discontented and possibly in revolt. In support of this view, 
the following arguments may be advanced: 

A 

1. In a paragraph that comes shortly before the reference to the participa
tion of the Arabs in Julian's First Oration (p. 24, lines 5-6), the author speaks 
of the achievements of Constantius in the year of his father's death (337) in 
the face of perils of all kinds, among which is mentioned the revolt of the 
allies, ouµµax,wv (lJtOITT<lOEW~. What follows elaborates this reference to 
the revolt and speaks of the Armenians, who had gone over to the Persians, 
and the Arabs, who had been conducting raids against the Roman frontier 
from Arabia. The technical term used, ouµµax,wv, and the preceding phrase,3 
not..11:fi~ Xa'tabpoµf}~, which speaks of the "many raids," makes almost cer
tain that the term ouµµax,wv includes the Arab allies, who were in revolt 
and who, moreover, had become hostile, making raids against the Roman fron
tier, a thought recast in more explicit terms further on (p. 25, lines 9-11), 
where Julian speaks of how Constantius reconciled them. 

2. Equally important is a reference in Ammianus (RG, XIV.4.1), a 
well-known sentence which speaks of the Arabs as Saraceni tamen nee amici 
nobis umquam nee hostes optandi, in connection with their raids in the year 353 
at the time the !saurians were also making similar raids. The significant term 
is amici, which in this context can only be the technical phrase, amici et socii 
populi Romani, and thus describes the Arabs as socii in revolt. Thus both 
Ammianus and Julian know of the Arabs during the reign of Constantius, in 

337-38 and in 353, as allies in revolt. 4 

B 

The ecclesiastical history of the period provides more evidence for the 
view that the Arab allies were indeed in revolt and, what is more, gives the 
reason-their involvement in the christological controversies that soured the 
last years of the reign of Constantine and the whole of the reign of Constan
tius. 

1. Even before their defection to the Romans, both groups of foederati, 

'Almost uniformly used in the sources for Arab raids against the Roman frontier. 
'For a more detailed analysis of the passage in Ammianus where this technical term 

occurs, see infra, pp. 83-84, and RG, XXIII.2.1, where the phrase amicos et socios occurs, 
analyzed infra, in the chapter on Julian, "The Arabs in the Res Gestae," p. 115 and note 34. 
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the Lakhmids of the south and the Taniikhids of the north, had been con
verted to Christianity ,5 and one of the two groups, possibly both of them, 
chose to abandon the Persians in favor of the Romans in order to remain 
faithful to their new religious persuasion. 

2. One of the subscriptions of the Council of Nicaea is that of Pam
philus, the bishop of the Arabs, who was orthodox and belonged to the 
Nicene party. 6 This precious subscription enables the course of Arab-Byzantine 
relations after 325, for the reigns of both Constantine and of Constantius, to 

be easily reconstructed. The last decade or so of Constantine's reign 7 after 325 
witnessed the deposition of the leaders of the Nicene party, a process almost 
complete in 335. Among the exiles was almost certainly Pamphilus (or his 
successor), the orthodox bishop of the foederati. 8 It is thus perfectly possible to 
assume that the Arab foederati were discontented in 3 3 5, and with the death of 
Constantine in 337 the symmachia most probably was not renewed with his 
successor. 9 The outbreak of the Persian War would have provided the foederati 
with an occasion for translating their discontent into open revolt, and such 
was the situation when Constantius acceded to the throne. 

3. A striking confirmation of this reconstruction of Arab-Byzantine rela
tions is afforded by the revolt of Queen Mavia in the reign of the Arian, 
Valens, a little later in the same fourth century. The revolt sheds a bright 
light which illuminates the obscurity that pervades Arab-Byzantine relations 
in the reign of Constantius. Mavia's Arabs are orthodox, they are in revolt for 
a purely doctrinal reason-the consecration of a bishop of their own kin and, 
what is more important, an orthodox one. They mount an offensive against 
the empire from Phoenicia to Egypt and are finally reconciled when their 
demands are met by Valens. 10 A pattern emerges in the history of Arab
Byzantine relations which corroborates the argument of this section. 

'For the stubborn attachment of the Taniikhids to Christianity before and after their de
fection, see the long chapter on the reign of Valens, infra, pp. 138-202, especially pp. 152-
58 and 169-75. 

60n Pamphilus, see infra, pp. 330-34. 
'For this, see B. J. Kidd, A History of the Church to A.D. 461 (Oxford, 1922), vol. 2, 

chap. 3, pp. 50-68. 
'The Arabs would also have heard of the banishment of the leader of the Nicene party, 

Athanasius, to Trier in 336, since the synod that decreed his exile was held in nearby Tyre 
in 335. On the refusal of Moses, the Arab bishop of Queen Mavia's reign, to be consecrated 
in Alexandria by the Arian Lucius who became patriarch after the death of Athanasius in May 
373, see infra, pp. 153-55. 

'The king of the foederati could also have died in the late thirties, and so the foedus 
would have been automatically dissolved, as happened in the reign of Valens when Mavia's 
husband, the Arab foederatus of Rome, died; see infra, pp. 140-42. 

10And so were discontented the Monophysite Ghassanids in the reign of Justin I (518-
27), when the Chalcedonian emperor exiled the Monophysite bishops and their patriarch, 
Severus of Antioch; they returned to the service only on Justin's death, after Justinian returned 
the exiles; on Ghassanid-Byzantine relations during the reign of Justin, see the present writer 
in "Djabala b. al-l;larith" in El' (Supplement). 
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Perhaps this section has thrown enough light on the problems of Arab
Byzantine relations during the reign of Constantius and the last decade of 
Constantine's to make possible an intensive analysis of the only explicit refer
ence to the Arab participation in the Persian Wars of Constantius, namely, 
the one in Julian's First Oration already referred to (supra, note 1). 1t In 338 
Constantius sends embassies to the Arabs and turns their marauding bands 
into allies of the Romans in the war against the Persians. 12 The reference to the 
Arabs is couched in terms that require a close examination for understanding 
who these Arabs were, and it repays a careful study for the light it sheds on 
some related problems. 

The marauding Arabs could, of course, have been tribes in northern 
Arabia not allied to the Romans, but this is only a very remote possibility. 13 It 
is much more likely that they were the Arab symmachoi of Byzantium who had 
revolted, and in support of this view the following arguments and observa
tions may be advanced: 

(a) The year of the agreement with these Arabs is 338, when Constantius 
marched from Pannonia and arrived in Syria (Julian, Oration I, p. 24, lines 
10-12), where his presence is attested in Antioch (Cod. Theod., XII.1.23) and 
in Emesa (ibid., XII. 1. 25), from which cities he issued edicts in the month of 
October. The Arabia mentioned in the passage in Julian thus could only have 
been the Peninsula, not the Provincia, 14 and the Arabs he dealt with will also 
have been located extra limitem to the east of the province of Syria and possibly 
Phoenicia. Now this is exactly the area where the foederati of the north, the 
Tanukhids, were settled. 15 

(b) Julian speaks of embassies (several, not one) that Constantius dis
patched to the Arabs before he won them over. This suggests that the emperor 
was not dealing with unorganized nomads or marauding hordes, but with an 
organized group with whom he could negotiate, and this suggests that he was 
dealing with the foederati, whose path he probably crossed five years earlier in 
333, when his father dispatched him to Antioch against the Persians. 16 

The word tpe"Pai; thus does not refer to Arabs unrelated to the empire, 

11,ml .oui; E~ 'Apaj3(ai; Ancrtai; Ertl toui; TtOA.Eµ(oui; taii; rtpwj3dmi; tpfajmi;. 
12The reference, short as it is, clearly shows that the Arabs of Constantius's reign were 

active and were mentioned in sources that are no longer extant. These must have been available 
to Julian in the West where he composed his First Oration and must have been quite reliable, 
since Julian was addressing the oration to the one who treated with the Arabs, sent them 
embassies, reconciled them, and finally turned them against the Persians. 

"This very remote possibility does not make the reference less important; the nonparrici
pation of the foederati in the wars of Constantius is more significant than their participation; 
see infra, pp. 81-82. 

14Since he was treating with raiding bands from his base in Syria, undoubtedly from 
Antioch itself. 

1'For the geographical location of the Tanukhids in Oriens, see infra, pp. 465-76. 
160n the Arab groups Julian dealt with after his arrival in Antioch, see infra, p. 132. 
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who had been raiding its territories but were now turned against the enemy. 
It refers to the Arab allies in revolt who were again made allies of Byzan
tium and were turned against the Persians. This is consonant with what the 
Taniikhid foederati must have done, as others were to do under Mavia in the 
reign of Valens, namely, they left Roman territory, which they had occupied 
as foederati, and withdrew into the desert, whence they raided the frontier. 
Constantius, according to this view, did not enlist the services of Arab groups 
unknown to the Romans but of Rome's former allies in revolt. 

(c) The question arises as to how Constantius effected this reconciliation 
with his former allies in 338. The key is supplied by the ecclesiastical history 
of this period at this juncture. On his accession, Constantius allowed the 
exiled bishops to return, 17 among whom must have been the bishop of the 
foederati, Pamphilus, or his successor. The situation is exactly paralleled by 
what happened to the Arabs of Ma via under Valens and the Ghassanid foederati 
at the accession of Justinian. 

How long this reconciliation lasted is not clear, but again the contours of 
political and military history follow those of ecclesiastical history and suggest 
some answers or solutions. The period may be divided into two parts: the 
first, 3 3 7- 5 0, extends from the accession of Constanti us to the end of the first 
Persian War; 18 the second, 350-61, extends from the death ofConstans, which 
made Constantius sole emperor, 19 till his death in 36 I and the end of the 
second Persian War, 359-61. 

(I) In 337 the foederati were in revolt for doctrinal reasons, which had 
become operative in the last years of Constantine's reign; his death in 337 
apparently dissolved the foedus, which needed to be renewed with the accession 
of the new emperor. 20 If the Arabs referred to in Julian's First Oration were not 
foederati, then there is no record in the extant sources that they were reconciled 
in this period; if they were foederati, as is much more likely, then they were 
reconciled in 338 and fought with Constantius against the Persians. Since 
then, Athanasius was again sent into exile in 3 39, and the Council of Dedica-

11As did his two brothers, Constantine II and Constans, for which see Kidd, History of 
the Church, vol. 2, p. 71. 

1'This period has a certain unity in that Constantius could not carry out his Arian policy 
as he may have wanted; he had the Persian War on his hands. His two brothers, Constantine 
II and Constans, belonged ro the Nicene party, and they warred with each other; Constantine 
was slain at Aquileia in 340; ten years later Constans was challenged by the pretender Mag
nentius and was killed at Helena in 350. 

1'The usurpation of Magnentius did not last long, since after his defeat by Constantius at 
Mursa in 351 he was but a fugitive and died on his own sword in 353. Thus Constantius's 
last decade could see the reestablishment of Arianism and its triumph; see chaps. 5-6 in Kidd, 
History of the Church, vol. 2, pp. 117-81. 

20See supra, note 9. 
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tion 21 was held in nearby Antioch in 341. Either of these two might have 
alienated the Arabs again, but no certainty can be predicated of their aliena
tion or continued reconciliation. In the period that follows, 343-51, Constan
tius continued to have on his hands both the Persian War and the civil war in 
350-51 against Magnentius, and so he "left events free to take their course ... 
without his control. "22 If the foederati were alienated by the exile of Athana
sius in 3 39 and the Council of Antioch in 341, then they would have left the 
service; but if they were not, then they would have continued in the service, 
especially as Athanasius returned to Alexandria in 346 to begin his "Golden 
Decade." The situation is obscure, with the loss of the relevant books of the 
Res Gestae for this period, and the other sources make no mention of the Arabs 
during the three sieges of Nisibis, in 338, 346, and 350, or in the battle of 
Singara in 348. 

(2) For the second period, 3 50-61, the Res Gestae is extant from 3 5 3 and 
describes in detail the second Persian War of 3 5 9-6 I-the fall of Amida after 
a heroic siege in 359 and the capture of Singara and Bezabde in 360 by the 
Persians. 23 There is no reference to the Arabs in the Persian War, and the only 
explicit reference24 is to their assaults upon the empire in 3 5 3 in the Res Gestae 
(supra, l, A.2). It is possible to conclude that the Arab foederati were in revolt 
in this decade. Their raids against the Roman frontier in 353 may have been 
due to the unenlightened policy of Gallus Caesar, who might have alienated 
them as he did the Jews, 25 who, too, revolted in 351; but in the case of the 
Arabs, the revolt is likely to have been due to the reestablishment of Arianism 
and its triumph in this decade. 26 If his cousin Gallus did not alienate them, 
Constantius would have done so in the fifties with his aggressively Arian 
policy, which reached out even beyond the frontiers of the empire to Abys
sinia. 27 

2 

The examination of the sources for the reign of Constantius with a view 
to ascertaining the extent of Arab participation in his Persian Wars provides a 

21For the Council of Dedication at Antioch, see Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, pp. 
77-82. At this council the sentence against Athanasius was also confirmed. 

"Ibid., p. 87. In this period took place the two sieges of Nisibis in 346 and 350, and 
Constantius's rout at Singara in 348. 

"The triangle of three fortresses that protected Nisibis since the days of Diocletian. 
24There may be an implied reference in RG, XVIll.8, where speculatores advise the Romans 

of the Persian preparations before Shapii.r's siege of Amida in 359. These scouts are possibly 
Arabs, probably recruited locally in Mesopotamia. 

"See Avi-Yonah, Jews of Palestine, pp. 176-81. 
' 6See supra, note 19. 
"See infra, pp. 86-93. 
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basis for treating three related problems: (A) general Arab participation in 
these wars and not only federate participation; (B) the involvement of the 
foederati in the christological controversies of the period; (C) the image of the 
Arabs in the works of Ammianus and Julian. 

A 

The fitful participation of the Arab foederati in the wars of Constantius 
and in those of the last years of Constantine may be summarized as follows: 
disagreements began to develop in the last years of Constantine and probably 
came to a head in 336 with the exile of Athanasius and with the death of 
Constantine, when the foedus was probably dissolved automatically on the 
death of the Byzantine autokrator and had to be renewed with his successor; 
the foederati are attested in revolt at the beginning of the reign of Constantius. 
It is a source of the reign of Constantius that finds the foederati in revolt and 
thus succeeds in throwing light retroactively on Arab-Byzantine relations, so 
obscure and poorly documented for the last years of Constantine. Constantius 
reconciled the foederati in 3 38, and the presumption is that they remained 
reconciled in the forties, but there is no record of their participation in the 
Persian Wars, and it is just possible that they revolted again; the loss of the 
relevant books of the Res Gestae for this period precludes drawing conclusions 
one way or the other. In the fifties, Ammianus finds them in revolt in 353, 
and the extant books of the Res Gestae, so detailed in their description of the 
Persian War (359-61), have no explicit reference to Arab participation. The 
presumption is that they did not fight, owing to the determined Arian policy 
of Constantius in the fifties. Constantius apparently fought his Persian Wars 
without federate Arab participation or, at any rate, without their effective 
participation. This nonparticipation may in part account for the unsuccessful 
wars he waged and, possibly, for some of the disasters, such as the rout at 
Singara in the first war and the fall of the military triangle-Amida, Singara, 
and Bezabde-that protected Nisibis in the second. 

In contrast with Constantius, Shapiir could count on many allies in his 
successful wars against Constantius, but the participation of the Arab allies of 
Persia is a matter of inference. In the graphic passage (RG, XVIII.20.22) in 
which Ammianus describes the army of Shapiir before the latter invaded 
Mesopotamia and laid siege to Amida, he enumerates the allies of the Persian 
king. After mentioning the Chionitae and the Albani, he says that Shapiir had 
as allies in his army various leaders, duces varii, of neighboring nations, ex 
vicinarum gentium. Almost certainly, the Arabs must have been included among 
these neighboring nations, since they answer the description. The reference to 
their leaders, duces, who are further described as auctoritate et potestatibus emi
nentes, brings to mind one Arab leader in the service of the Persians mentioned 
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by name in the Res Gestae (XXIV.2.4), namely, Malechus, of the reign of 
Julian, who thus in all probability took part in the famous siege of Amida. 28 

It would be extreme to maintain that Constantius lost because he failed 
to enlist effectively his Arab federates, while Shiipur won because he did, but 
there may be an element of truth in this contention; 29 in such a war, the Arabs, 
as has been pointed out before, would have been very functional and thus 
might have made Constantius's wars at least less disastrous. 30 

If the Arab foederati did not participate or actively participate in the 
Persian Wars, other Arabs did. Various military units in Oriens, listed and 
described in the Notitia Dignitatum, were Arab.3' That document reflects mili
tary dispositions in the Later Empire, including the fourth century; so several 
of its units that fought in these Persian Wars would have been Arab, not 
foederati but provincial Arabs who were cives, and this applies both to its 
legionary 32 and auxiliary units. 

B 

The revolt of the Arab foederati and their seeming nonparticipation in the 
Persian Wars are more significant than whatever participation on their part 
there might have been. Their revolt throws light on their involvement in the 
cultural life of the period and on an important factor in Arab-Byzantine 
relations, which remained operative throughout three centuries. 

1. Although this involvement is known for the reign of Valens later in 
the century, the examination of the reign of Constantius establishes the fact 
that this involvement started from the very beginning of the Byzantine pe
riod, in the reign of Constantine himself, the reign that witnessed the outbreak 

"On Malechus nomine Podosacis, see infra, pp. 119-23. Perhaps Ammianus omitted ex
plicit references to the Arabs during the siege of Amida and to their possible contribution toward 
its fall lest his judgment on the Arab federates and their value should be called into question. 

"'The contribution of Odenathus, the Arab prince of Palmyra, to the Roman war effort 
against the Persians comes to mind, and so does that of Queen Mavia's foederati during the 
defense of Constantinople (infra, pp. 176-78); closer, since it involves the Persians and occurs 
in the same century, is the contribution of the SalIJ:iids at the inception of their rise to power 
(see BAFIC). However, the most important contribution to the fortunes of Byzantine arms in 
the Persian Wars was not made until the sixth century with the advent of the Ghassanids. 

'°Compare the stand of Arethas, the Ghassanid king, against the Persians at the battle of 
Callinicum in 5 31 after the Roman army under Belisarius fled; for which, see the present writer 
in "Procopius and Arethas," BZ, 50 (1957), pp. 43-48, 55-56. On the other hand, compare 
the adverse effect of the Ghassanid withdrawal from the service on the course of the war that 
the Persian client-king Mungir waged against the limitrophe provinces of Oriens during the 
reign of Justin I (518-27); see supra, note 10 

310n the Arab units in the Notitia Dignitatum, see the present writer in RA. 
"Noteworthy is the case of the Tenth Legion, Fretensis, which was transferred from Ayla 

to Mesopotamia where it guarded Amida during its famous siege (RG, XVIII.9.3). In this 
period the legions were recruited locally, and since Fretensis had been in Ayla since ca. 300, the 
chances are not remote that most of its members were Arab. 
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of the Arian controversy. In the case of the foederati, the controversy was 
translated into military terms and became a source of friction between the 
Christianized Arab foederati and the Christian Roman Empire. 

2. The pattern of federate involvement in theological controversies and of 
consequent friction between lord and vassal persists. The reign of Constantius 
reveals it for the first time and illuminates it for the reign of his father. The 
change in the doctrinal persuasion or position of the autokrator entails discord 
with the conservative foederati, who would not change their position and who 
loyally follow their bishops, to whom they are attached. Synods and councils 
decree the deposition and banishment of nonconforming bishops, and imperial 
authority enforces both. The foederati do not accept this imperial high
handedness; they leave the service and sometimes actively engage in hostilities 
against their former lord and patron. They return to the service only when the 
autokrator relents and orders the return and reinstatement of their bishops. 

Constantine's adoption of Christianity rejuvenated the old empire, but 
theological controversies and the imperial enforcement of synodical and concil
iar decrees on depositions and banishments introduced new forms of tension in 
the fabric of the new Christian empire. When these tensions touched the 
military groups, such as the Arab foederati, they did not remain a battle of 
books but were translated into military terms, which sometimes neutralized 
the gains made by the Christianization of the empire. This neutralization 
can be amply illustrated from the course of Arab-Byzantine relations in the 
fourth and the sixth centuries. And it is especially important in the case of the 
Arabs, in view of the fact that it was the Arabs (not the foederati but a related 
group, similarly involved) that brought about the catastrophe of the seventh 
century. Thus the involvement of the foederati in theological controversies 
becomes relevant to the theme of the "Decline and Fall. "33 

C 

The similarity in Julian's and Ammianus's attitude toward the Arabs is 
striking and calls for a few observations, important for a better understanding 

33The relevance to E. L. Woodward's thesis in his Christianity and Nationalism in the Later 
Roman Empire (London, 1916) is obvious. Cf. A. H. M. Jones's rejoinder in "Were the Ancient 
Heresies National or Social Movements in Disguise?" ]TS, n.s. 10 (1959), pp. 280--98. The 
truth or falsity of chis thesis will become plain, as far as the Eastern Empire is concerned, 
only when each of the many ethnic groups in Oriens has been studied in detail throughout 
the three centuries from Constantine co Heraclius. The present book deals with one of these 
ethnic groups in Oriens, the Arabs, and one of its main concerns is the involvement of the 
Arabs in the theological controversies of the fourth century. BAFIC and BASIC will also deal 
with the same problem in the fifth and sixth centuries. The conclusions already drawn from 
these as yet unpublished researches make possible resetting Woodward's thesis and providing it 
with a new field of application chat will enable whatever elements of truth there are in it 
co emerge. 
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of Julian's relations with the Arabs and of Ammianus's chapters on Julian's 
reign. 

Julian. When first he has occasion to refer to the Arabs, Julian describes them 
as "robbers," 11.nm:ai;. This is a strong pejorative term, especially as the Arabs 
referred to are most probably not Peninsular nomads but diocesan foederati. In 
view of Julian's uneven relations with the Arabs during his Persian campaign, 
the description is significant: 

1. It is revelatory of his antipathies toward the Arabs even before he 
came in touch with them. The year is 355 when he was designated by 
Constantius to the Caesarship, and the element of prejudgment is manifest in 
his description as early as that date. 

2. The description is not purely acade;nic; panegyrist in the year 3 5 5, he 
became imperator in 361, and his antipathies, already pronounced in 355, shed 
light on his relations with the Arabs in the course of the Persian campaign, 
during which he maintained toward them roughly the same attitude in word 
and deed. His well-known response to them that imperatorem bellieosum et 
vigilantem ferrum habere, non aurum (RG, XXV. 6. 10) may not literally translate 
his 11.nai:ai; of the year 355, but it breathes its spirit of contemptuous arro
gance. These antipathies provide a key to understanding why he failed to enlist 
the Arabs effectively in his Persian campaign and why he finally succeeded 
only in alienating them, a matter which may turn out to be not entirely 
irrelevant to the manner of his death. 

Ammianus. The first mention of the Arabs in the extant books of the Res Gestae 
(XIV.4. 1) is equally pejorative. Indeed the whole of chapter 4 may be so 
described, both in its opening section, which describes their raids against the 
Roman frontier, and in its other sections, which describe their customs. The 
important section is the first, but the rest are relevant to a better understanding 
of Ammianus's views in the first section and are revelatory of the general 
attitude of the historian toward the Arabs. 

1. The first section in chapter 4, which describes them in 353 as rapa
cious hawks swooping upon the empire, has been noticed earlier (supra, p. 
75), but it deserves a more intensive analysis: 

(a) The section opens with an oft-quoted sentence, Saraeeni tamen nee 
amiei nobis umquam nee hostes optandi, which succeeds, or almost succeeds, in 
concealing the fact that the Arabs involved are the diocesan foederati of Byzan
tium in the fourth century. But they were in revolt, for reasons analyzed 
previously in this chapter. Their description as milvorum rapaeium similes would 
be true of the Tanukhid foederati in revolt, who must have retreated to the 
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desert, allied themselves to the Peninsular Arabs settled in northern Arabia, 34 

and mounted their offensive against the Roman frontier in much the same way 
that the foederati of Queen Mavia were to do in the reign of Valens. Ammi
anus's description of their attacks is undoubtedly correct as the description 
catches the Taniikhids in revolt. The fact that they were in revolt and engaged 
in hostilities against the empire helps Ammianus in presenting them as ma
rauding Arabs from the Peninsula and in obscuring the fact that they were or 
had been foederati. He repeats this when describing the Arabs defending 
Constantinople after the battle of Adrianople, undoubtedly foederati, by refer
ring to them not as such but as Saraceni.35 

(b) The use of the adverb umquam in the opening sentence of this sec
tion is significant, since it expresses a general dissatisfaction with the Arab 
foederati, not only for the year 353 or the reign of Constantius but for all 
reigns and periods in Roman history. This is, indeed, the attitude of Am
mianus toward the Arabs during the reign of Julian and the following reigns 
of Jovian and Valens when his history ends; it is almost certain that such was 
his attitude toward them also for the reign of Constantine and the years 
337-53 of the reign of Constantius, in the lost books of the Res Gestae. 

2. The ethnographic digression 36 which runs from sections 3 to 6 in 
chapter 4 is prefaced with section 2, which speaks of Ammianus's notices of 
the customs of the Arabs several times (aliquotiens) in various parts of his Res 
Gestae, now lost. The aliquotiens in it recalls the umquam of the first sentence 
in section 1 and suggests general dissatisfaction with the Arabs in all periods 
of Roman history, since he found their customs barbaric in all times. The 
ethnographic digression itself succeeds in enhancing the pejorativeness of the 
first section in the following manner. 

It describes the nomadic Peninsular Arabs known to the classical authors 
as Scenitae (tent-dwellers); the description is undoubtedly correct and also of 
considerable interest to the social anthropologist.37 However, in the structure of 
this chapter (4), the description is presented as though it were applicable to 
those Arabs mentioned in the opening sentence of section 1-the Saraceni
who, as has been argued, were not Scenitae but foederati. These were sedentary 

34Among whom the most powerful group was that of Kalb, which played an important 
role in the Arab-Byzantine relationship; on Kalb, see El, 4, pp. 492-94, and on the possibility 
that Queen Mavia belonged to that tribe, see infra, pp. 196--97. 

"Their character as foederati is attested by the ecclesiastical historians of the reign of 
Valens. This analogy with the foederati of Queen Mavia is a major point in favor of the view 
presented in this chapter, namely, that the Arabs in RG, XIV.4.1 were indeedfoederati. 

36For a useful commentary on this ethnographic digression, see P. de Jonge, Sprachlicher 
und Historischer Kommentar zu Ammianus Marcel/inus (Groningen, 1935; reprinted 1972), vol. 1, 
pp. 122-24. 

''For what it says rather than what it implies, since Ammianus was probably unaware of 
the societal and environmental exigencies that called for the rise of such customs as he describes. 
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or sedentarized Arabs in revolt who had withdrawn to the Arabian desert 
adjacent to the Diocese of the Orient and allied themselves to the Scenitae of 
the Peninsula; thus temporarily they became tent-dwellers, and in this sense 
they were not different from the Scenitae. Ammianus obliterates the distinc
tion between the two, the Scenitae and the foederati, and in this he was aided 
by Byzantine usage in the fourth century, to which he himself refers in the Res 
Gestae, namely, that the term Saraceni in the fourth century was applied to the 
Scenitae. 38 He enhances the nomadic character of the Arabs he describes by 
referring to them as gentes, while in Byzantine usage the foederati, who consti
tuted a part of the Arabs he is describing, are not referred to as such. 
Ammianus succeeded in speaking in identical terms of two entirely differen
tiated groups of Arabs who were temporarily united by a revolt. The unsus
pecting reader, unaware of the distinction between the two, will conlude that 
the foederati, and indeed all the Arabs, were Scenitae, whose customs justify 
Ammianus's final judgment on them in the last section of the ethnology as a 

natio perniciosa. 39 

Ammianus and Julian. There is a striking similarity between the attitude of 
Julian to the Arabs and that of Ammianus: 

From 354 to 357, Ammianus was on the staff of Ursicinus in Gaul and 
he, naturally, heard of Julian's Gallic exploits and must have read his writ
ings. It was in this period that Julian's First Oration was composed, in 355, 
and in that oration occurs the reference to the Arabs that describes them not 

"RG, XXII.15.2: et Scenitas praetenditur Arabas quos Saracenos nunc appel!amus; XXIII.6.13: 
et Scenitas Arabas quos Saracenos posteritas appel!avit. Ammianus is the only authority for what he 
says, namely, the equation in Byzantine usage of Scenitae with Saraceni. Unlike the first reference 
with its nunc, the second reference is rather vague with its posteritas, and leaves the question 
open as to whether this equation began to appear in classical usage in the fourth century or 
before. The term Saraceni has for a long time been a difficult term to explain and it poses many 
problems (see the present writer in RA, chap. 9); what is relevant in this connection is to 

observe that the equation of Scenitae with Saraceni is not precise or exact. Scenitae remained a 
well-defined term, its connotation being revealed and guarded by its etymology, tent-dwellers, 
while Saraceni was not; its etymology is obscure and has been a crux for some time. It became 
a capacious term that included Scenitae but was not always used interchangeably with it. In 
Byzantine usage, the Arab foederati are always referred co as Saraceni, bur these were not Scenitae, 
in spite of the fact that some elements recruited by them in Arabia or the Arabian limitrophe 
may have been. The Saracen foederati were sedentaries and the fact is incontestably reflected in 
the cultural life of these groups, the Taniikhids, the Sa!IJ;iids, and especially the Ghassanids, 
builders of churches, monasteries, fortresses, and palaces. In Islamic times, the Byzantine 
sources use the term Saraceni when they speak of the Umayyads of Damascus and the Abbasids 
of Baghdad, and these were certainly not Scenitae. 

"In spite of their division into many groups, extending originally from Assyria to the 
Cataracts of the Nile (RG, XIV.4.3), the Arabs presented to Ammianus and to the outside 
world the spectacle of being one people; the gentes of sec. 3 become the natio of sec. 7 in 
RG, XIV.4. 
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asfoederati in revolt but as "robbers," ATIO't<l(.;, raiding the Roman frontier. A 
close examination of the first reference to the Arabs in Ammianus's extant 
work reveals that it is an elaboration of the sentiments expressed by Julian in 
his First Oration. 

The word ATIITTU(.; is not used in RG, XIV.4, but its equivalent clearly 
is, in the remaining part of the section in the long simile of the rapacious 
hawks, milvorum rapacium similes. However, in a later book of the RG (XXIV. 
2.4), the exact term in its Latin form appears when Ammianus is describing 
an Arab ally of Persia who molested Julian's march and to whom he applies 
the term latro.40 Like Julian, who in his relations with the Arabs during his 
Persian campaign would not refer to, or treat with, the Arab foederati as such, 
Ammianus in this section presents the Arabs as Peninsular Scenitae rather 
than Diocesan foederati in revolt. 

It is difficult not to conclude that Ammianus's view of the Arabs as 
reflected in the Res Gestae was partly derivative from that of his hero Julian. 
Although their views on barbarians and Christians have been arrived at inde
pendently, the Arab image in the Res Gestae was directly influenced by that 
in Julian's First Oration, thus providing an additional dimension to the rela
tionship that obtained between the two close coevals, the one who wrote 
history and the other who made it. 

II. CONSTANTIUS AND THE SOUTHERN SEMITES 

1 

Constantius's relations with the Southern Semites-the world of Arabia, 
Ethiopia, and "India"-are documented in the following sources: (1) the third 
book of the Ecclesiastical History of Philostorgius, three chapters of which 41 

describe the embassy headed by Theophilus Indus to these regions ca. A.D. 
356; (2) the letter sent by Constantius to the two rulers of Ethiopia, 'Ezana 
and Saizana, concerning Frumentius, the bishop of Ethiopia; 42 (3) one of the 
edicts of Constantius addressed to Musonianus, the praetorian prefect, in A.D. 
356 or 357 concerning the travel of Byzantine agents to Axum-1:fimyar (Cod. 
Theod., XII.12.2); (4) a reference to the deputations of the Divi and Serendivi 43 

in Ammianus Marcellinus (RG, XXII. 7. 10). 

40None other than Malechus, for whom see supra, note 28. In the lost books of the RG 
which covered the early years of Constantius's reign, Ammianus no doubt gave an account of 
Constantius's relations with the Arabs in the year 338, mentioned in Julian's First Oration. The 
loss of the relevant book is regrettable; if it were extant, it would be possible to collate the 
two accounts and examine the dependence of Ammianus's account on Julian's. The chances are 
that he would have referred to them as !atrones or Saraceni. 

"The three relevant chapters are in Book III, chaps. 4-6. 
42Athanasius, Apologia ad Constantium Imperatorem, PG, 25, cols. 636--37. 
43The deputations from these distant parts were undoubtedly sent to Constantius, not to 

Julian, as was noticed by Gibbon a long time ago. In the RG they appear as though they 
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By far the most important of these sources is the Ecclesiastical History of 
Philostorgius; it is the central piece of evidence, and the three other sources 
are auxiliary as they relate to this or that aspect of Philostorgius's account. His 
account in three chapters turns round the mission of the ecclesiastical dip
lomat Theophilus Indus to South Arabia, Ethiopia, and Indice, and the mis
sion deserves a close examination. 44 

A 

The most detailed and valuable of the three chapters is the one that tells 
of the mission of Theophilus to South Arabia. It is invaluable for the history 
of that region, of Byzantine-Arabian relations, of Byzantine-Sasanid relations, 
and of the introduction of Christianity to the Arabian peninsula: 

1. Philostorgius's conception of the ethnography of South Arabia is 
biblical and consists in the application of the concept of the Family of Nations 
.to the peoples of that part of the Near East as he derives the Sabaeans (or the 
J:Iimyarites, as these came to be called) from Abraham and Keturah. 45 

2. He draws an accurate picture of the religious complexion of the 
country at the time Theophilus arrived. Apart from the large Jewish commu
nity in South Arabia, the country was in the embrace of paganism, of an astral 
religion and the worship of the native divinities. 46 The rite of circumcision was 
also practiced. 

3. His account clearly indicates that the country had not been converted 
when Theophilus arrived. This implies that the mission of Pantaenus a cen
tury and a half before had not produced any appreciable or permanent results 
for Christianity, even if the area of his ministry was Najran, further to the north. 47 

had been sent to Julian, who received them while he was at Constantinople. See Gibbon, 
The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. J. B. Bury (London, 1897), vol. 2, p. 480 
note 6; p. 481 note 7. 

"The account of the embassy in Philostorgius comes immediately after the chapter that 
describes the expulsion of Athanasius from his see in Alexandria in February 356. Internal 
evidence enables the embassy to be dated more precisely between February 357 and October 
358, the period of the episcopate of George the Cappadocian in Alexandria, for which, see 
infra, notes 6 5---66. 

"His view that Saba is the capital of the region is mistaken, since Saba is the gencilic 
term, the tribe, never a city. This mistake is repeated by Philostorgius elsewhere in HE, II.6. 

"'These religious forms or pagan religious practices lingered into the sixth century, as 
is clear from the Book of the Himyarites and the Martyrium Arethae, for which, see the present 
writer in "Byzantino-arabica," p. 126 note 43. 

47Previous missions to Sourh Arabia are shrouded in obscurity and uncertainty: they con
sist of the mission of St. Bartholomew, who according to Philostorgius, HE, II.6, preached 
in South Arabia, and of the mission of Pancaenus late in the second century, for which see 
Eusebius, HE, V.x. The Oriental sources speak of a nun who carried Christianity to South 
Arabia, for which see The Chronicle of john of Nikiou, ed. and trans. R. H. Charles (London, 
1916), p. 69, and of a holy man, Fimyun, who converted the city of Najran. For Fimyun, 
possibly nmµriv, and other accounts of the introduction of Christianity to Najran and South 
Arabia, see J. Ryckmans, "Christianisme," pp. 416ff, 440ff. It is not impossible that Fimyun 
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4. The presents sent by Constantius to the ruler of South Arabia are of 
special interest: the two hundred Cappadocian horses were an imaginative and 
appropriate present to a people that prized the horse;48 the other presents can 
only be conjectured. They are described as marvelous and splendid gifts, 
bwpou; ... µEyaAo:rtpE:rtE<JL, possibly Byzantine artifacts or works of art. 49 

Perhaps they included church decorations such as those referred to at the be
ginning of chapter 5, the ones Theophilus used for decorating the churches he 
had dedicated. It is also natural to suppose that a portion of the ~a<JLALXWV 
avaAwµa,:wv brought by Theophilus to South Arabia to defray the cost of 
building these churches was gold solidi, 50 the new currency created by Con
stantine. 

5. The ruler 51 of South Arabia is of special interest. He is naturally the 
prime object of the embassy, sent from one ruler to another; the ruler's 
conversion would entail the conversion of his people. It is noticeable that he is 
not referred to as king, ~a<JLAE'IJ~, but as E0vap?(T]~. This fortifies the view that 
he was not on an equal footing with the Ethiopian Negus or the Neguses, 52 to 
whom he was probably subordinate, and this in turn could imply that the 
country was under the rule of the Ethiopians directly or indirectly, a supposi
tion inferable from the assumption of the South Arabian titulature by the 
Ethiopian Negus of the period. 53 

is none other than Pantaenus. In the Arabic script Pantaenus with very moderate corruption 
could be read as F fmyiin. 

48The Cappadocian horse may have added a new strain or infused new blood into the 
Arabian, the celebrated equus cabal/us. 

"Possibly statues and mosaic cubes, among other things. One is tempted to think of the 
Bronze Horse of Dumbarton Oaks in this connection; see A. Jamme, "Inscriptions of the Sabaean 
Bronze Horse of the Dumbarton Oaks Collection," DOP, 8 (1954), pp. 315-30, and J. 
Ryckmans, "The Pre-Islamic South Arabian Bronze Horse in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection," 
DOP, 29 (1975), pp. 275-303. For Byzantine gifts to Grod and Vladimir on their conversion, 
see Pigulevskaia, Byzanz, p. 74. 

'°For Byzantine coins in Indice, see E. H. Warmington, The Commerce between the Roman 
Empire and India, 2nd ed. (London, 1974), pp. 123-24. The South Arabians must have 
wondered at the Byzantine coins just as the Ceylonese were to do in the sixth century; for 
the anecdote of Sopatros, see Cosmas Indicopleustes, Topographie chretienne, ed. and trans. 
W. Wolska-Conus, Sources chretiennes (Paris, 1968-73), vol. 3, Book XI.17-19. The admiration 
of the Arab poets for Byzantine coins is reflected in extant pre-Islamic poetry. For a literary 
reference to the solidus in South Arabia, see the Leges Homeritarum attributed to St. Gregentius, 
PG, 86, col. 587, where Law XV speaks of gold nomismata. On the problem of the authenticity 
of these Leges, see the present writer in "Byzantium in South Arabia," DOP, 33 (1980), 
pp. 33-35. 

' 10n the identity of this South Arabian ruler, see J. Ryckmans, "Christianisme," p. 419, 
and infra, Appendix 1, p. 100. 

"For the two Neguses, his contemporaries, see infra, p. 91. 
"See supra, p. 42. When Nonnosus visited Ethiopia and South Arabia ca. 530, the latter 

was a dependency of the former; on the mission of Nonnosus, see the present writer in "Byzan
tium and Kinda," pp. 57-73. 
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6. The miracles performed by Theophilus during his m1ss1on in South 
Arabia went a long way toward converting the South Arabian ruler. The 
zealous missionary was armed with the gift of the thaumaturge, 54 especially 
efficacious as an instrument of conversion among the barbarians. 55 It is notewor
thy that his thaumaturgy displayed itself during what must have been a 
dialogue with the Jews of South Arabia, who according to Philostorgius 
opposed Theophilus's mission. 56 

7. The three churches Theophilus built are especially important for the 
ecclesiastical map of Arabia in the fourth century. The one built in Zafar was 
for the I:Iimyarites in the capital and for the ruler himself; it was the first of 
many churches built in Zafar. 57 The second in Aden was mainly for Byzantine 
traders and others who came out of Roman territory and landed in South 
Arabia. The importance of Aden emerges clearly as an emporium for Byzan
tine trade with the Orient and a central station between the Red Sea and the 
Indian Ocean. 58 Most significant is the location of the third church, built near 
the mouth of the Persian Gulf. 59 Although it was to serve as a post for the 
spread of Christianity in eastern Arabia, its choice must have been determined 
by imperial interests also. A Byzantine post in that strategically located region 
could easily be interpreted as one chosen with a view to watching the Persians 
to the north and guarding commercial interests with India, and the two were 
interlocked. Thus the Byzantine presence in South Arabia seems to reflect a 
desire on the part of the autokrator not only to lock the Persians out of the Red 
Sea but also to lock them in the Gulf that carried their name, or at least to see 
to it that imperial Roman interests were not affected by a Persian naval 

"He healed the Empress Euesebia, Constantius's wife, as recounted by Philoscorgius, HE, 
IV.7. 

"Compare the healing powers of St. Euthymius and St. Simeon the Stylite, who converted 
many of the Arabs of the north in the fifth century. 

"The two features of this section in the chapter on the conversion of South Arabia, 
namely, the miracles he performed in the course of the dialogue with the Jews, are repeated 
some two centuries later in the accounts that describe the mission of St. Gregentius co South 
Arabia. 

"For Christian churches in Zafar in the sixth century, see The Book of the Himyarites, ed. 
and trans. A. Moberg (Lund, 1924), pp. cv-cvii; the Martyrium Arethae, ASS, Occobris Tomus, 
sec. 38; and the present writer in Martyrs, pp. 226-27. 

"This reference co Aden recalls the well-known one in the Periplus on the destruction or 
subjugation of Aden by the then Caesar. Much had happened since the days of the Periplus, and 
Rome now had a church in the South Arabian port. 

"Qana' on the South Arabian coast co the east of Aden has been suggested as a possi
bility; see Doresse, L'empire du Pretre Jean, vol. 1., p. 151. But Qana' does not answer to 
the description of Philoscorgius as an emporium close co the mouth of the Persian Gulf since 
it is situated far from it. The exact location of this emporium is difficult co determine. What 
is more important is its description as being close co the mouth of the Persian Gulf, so far 
co the east. On a coponym in the present-day Sultanate of Oman, called Diba al-BI'a, "Diba of 
the Church," see infra, note 85. 
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blockade. 60 The building of a church in itself would not have effected that, but 
the conversion of the ruler of South Arabia to Christianity would have con
tributed to the amenability of South Arabia to Byzantine influence and thus 
indirectly to aligning it against Persia in the event of a war, especially since, 
as is clear from Philostorgius's account, the dominion of the South Arabian 
ruler extended to the east as far as the Persian Gulf itself. 

B 

From South Arabia, Theophilus crossed over to his own island, Dibos, 
clearly not part of the Arabian mainland, being an island and described as part 
of Indice, whence he went over to other parts of Indice. 61 

This short chapter on his activities in his native island and in Indice has 
some interest, partly for the background of Theophilus himself and partly for 
the fact disclosed in this chapter, namely, that while Christianity had not 
reached South Arabia when Theophilus arrived, it had already done so when 
Theophilus arrived in Dibos and the other parts of Indice. This is natural, 
since an island such as Dibos was more accessible to missionary activity than 
the Arabian mainland, under powerful rulers for whom conversion to Christi
anity would have carried implications other than a change in religious persua
sion. More important is Theophilus's "correction" of Christian religious cus
toms in Indice, such as reading the Gospels in a sitting posture, and the 
assertion that in doctrine they needed no correction inasmuch as they believed 
that the Son is different in substance from the Father. This could imply that 
the Christians of those southern seas had received that form of Christianity 
before the Council of Nicaea. 62 

C 

After putting in order the ecclesiastical affairs of Indice, Theophilus goes 
to the Axumites. Chapter 6, in which Philostorgius describes the mission of 

60A striking parallel in modern times is that of the Portuguese, who both occupied 
Hormuz and burned Aden with similar designs against the Ottoman Turks. 

"lndice in this context may mean Barbary, in East Africa, a view that could derive sup
port from the sequence of Theophilus's visits: South Arabia-Dibos-Barbary (Indice)-Ethiopia. 
The proximity of Barbary to Ethiopia, of an island such as Socotra, or Perim, to Barbary, and 
of both to South Arabia could suggest that Theophilus's travels and missionary activities were 
perhaps mainly in South Arabia and East Africa. Alternatively, Indice could be the Nubian 
region, and in this case Dibos would be an island in the Red Sea. It is relevant in this connec
tion to mention that Gregory of Nyssa describes Theophilus as a Blemmyan, which description 
assigns him to one of the ethnic groups of Nubia; see Gregory of Nyssa, Contra Eunomium, PG, 
45 (2), col. 264, line 3. On still another possibility for the location of Dibos and Indice, see 
infra, note 84. 

62The attestation of an Arian form of Christianity in the Arabian Peninsula in the fourth 
century may be of importance to the religious map of Arabia before the rise of Islam and 
possibly also to the Qur'anic conception of Christ. 
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Theophilus in Ethiopia, is a curious chapter. The historian says much about 
the geography of the Red Sea and the ethnography of Ethiopia but very little 
on Theophilus's activity as a missionary, and this contrasts sharply with his 
account of Theophilus's activity in South Arabia. 

1. The ethnographic digression is more valuable than the geographical, 
especially as it attests the existence of a Syrian community in Ethiopia sent 
there, according to Philostorgius, by Alexander. 63 It was still there in the 
fourth century A.D., speaking its own native tongue. The attestation in Eth
iopia of a Semitic-speaking community other than the Ethiopian has obvious 
linguistic and cultural implications for the history of Ethiopia in the Axumite 
period. 64 

2. The activity of Theophilus as a missionary in Ethiopia and among 
the Axumites is a curious one. Philostorgius dismisses it in two subordinate 
clauses, i:oi:c; Ausouµf:tmc; OE Jtapay1oyovwc; xal ta €X€LO€ XataCJtl]
CJaµ1ovoc;, and these say next to nothing on what Theophilus did in Axum. 
They are couched in extremely general terms, contrasting sharply both with 
the account of Theophilus's activity in Indice and also with the detailed 
account of his mission in South Arabia. This could not have been accidental. 
Even without external evidence, it is possible to conclude that Philostorgius 
was not anxious to dwell upon Theophilus's activity in Axum, and the pre
sumption is that it was crowned with failure. Fortunately, there is extant a 
piece of evidence that both corroborates this presumption and also gives a very 
detailed account of what Theophilus had wanted to accomplish. It is preserved 
in Athanasius's Apologia (supra, note 42), and it is a primary source of the first 
importance for the history of Ethiopian Christianity and of theological con
troversies during the reign of Constantius. It is an official imperial letter 
sent by Constantius to the two rulers of Ethiopia, 'Ezana and Saizana, in which 
he tries to sell them the Arian version of Christianity and specifically recom
mends recalling the orthodox Frumentius (who had been consecrated bishop of 
Ethiopia by Athanasius) and sending him to George the Cappadocian, the 
intrusive bishop of Alexandria (February 357-0ctober 358), for reinstruction 
and reconsecration. 65 

61According to Philostorgius, it was Alexander the Great; but this is unlikely, and some 
other namesake of the Macedonian may have been the one who sent them there, possibly 
Alexander Gennaeus, who vanquished the Samaritans. Perhaps the success of Frumentius, him
self from Tyre, in those parts may be explained in part by the presence in Ethiopia of this 
Syrian community. 

641n the sixth century, another "Syrian" community possibly appeared in Ethiopia, the 
Samaritans, sold in those parts after their revolt in Palestine in A.D. 529, for which, 
see Malalas, Chronographia (Bonn), pp. 445--47. The chronographer speaks of their being sold 
in the Persian and Indian parts, and the latter could be construed as Ethiopia. 

65For the dates of the episcopate of George the Cappadocian in Alexandria, see Kidd, 
History of the Church, vol. 2, p. 137. 
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This letter was carried by Theophilus; it is almost certain that he carried 
it as part of his mission to the world of Axum-1:fimyar-Indice, described by 
Philostorgius. 66 The letter makes clear that ( 1) Christianity had already reached 
Ethiopia when Theophilus arrived, thus confirming the accounts of Rufinus 
on Meropius and the consecration of Frumentius as the first bishop of the 
Ethiopians; (2) Ethiopian Christianity was Nicene and Athanasian; and (3) not 
only was Christianity practiced in Ethiopia but that the two rulers most 
probably were also Christian. 67 

Philostorgius's curious account of Theophilus's mission to Axum be
comes crystal clear. He carried to its two rulers a letter, the contents of which 
obviously did not appeal to them. They, therefore, disregarded the imperial 
recommendations and left Frumentius at his episcopal see. 68 Hence the silence 

66The chronology of Conscantius's letter and Theophilus's mission is so close that it is 
almost certain that it was Theophilus who carried the letter. Constantius refers to the episcopate 
of George the Cappadocian (357-58), and Philostorgius situates the mission of Theophilus 
(chaps. 4---6) immediately after he has recounted in chap. 3 the expulsion of Athanasius (Febru
ary, 356) and the election of George. Doresse's view (L'empire du Pretre-)ean, vol. 1, p. 151) that 
the mission may be dated slightly before 356 cannot be accepted since the mission took place 
after the expulsion of Athanasius (February, 356). His further view that Theophilus carried the 
letter to the two rulers while on a second mission to Ethiopia is untenable; it is inherently 
improbable that Theophilus would have been sent twice within such a short time to a distant 
country such as Ethiopia; besides, not long after his return from his mission he was banished 
by Constantius to Heraclea in Pontus, in the spring or early summer of 358, for which see 
Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, pp. 161-62. Strangely enough, Pigulevskaia, Byzanz, 
p. 213, dates the embassy between 340 and 346. 

"Doubts on 'Ezana's Christianity have been completely dispelled with che discovery of the 
long Greek inscription which unequivocally declares it; see journal des Savants (Oct.-Dec., 
1970), p. 265, lines 6--8. 

68The career of Frumentius in Ethiopia-his consecration by Athanasius, Constantius's 
attempt to recall him, and the refusal of the Ethiopian rulers to send him back-are all relevant 
to the theme of Christianity and national movements in the Later Roman Empire. The Ethiopian 
facet of that theme in this period calls for the following observations. The achievement of 
Frumentius was the organization of the Ethiopian Church, the most important feature of which 
was the link he established between chat Church and the Coptic See of Alexandria. The ecclesi
astical dependence of the Ethiopian Church on the Patriarchate of Alexandria has remained 
firmly established throughout the centuries, and the doctrinal position of the former has always 
followed that of the latter, which circumstance explains why present-day Ethiopia is Mono
physice. Frumentius apparently avoided being consecrated by the then Arian patriarch of Antioch 
and instead went to Athanasius in Alexandria. But, had he gone to his native Syria and been 
consecrated in Antioch, Axum would have followed Antioch in its theological position there
after, and the doctrinal position of Ethiopia would have been different. The Ethiopians and the 
Copes are two entirely different peoples with distinct national identities, and, what is more, 
in the fourth century the former were a sovereign people, while the latter were Romanized 
provincials, and yet the former followed the latter doctrinally and were dependent on them 
ecclesiastically. All chis has co be taken into account before general and final conclusions can 
be drawn on the relationship between heresies and national movements in the Later Roman 
Empire. On Woodward's work and the present writer's observations on approaches to a re
examination of this work, see supra, note 33. 
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of the Eunomian historian on the mission of Theophilus to Axum and his 
dismissal of it in his uninformative subordinate clauses. Theophilus perhaps 
had contemplated failure for his mission to Axum, and this may explain why 
he chose to commence his missionary effort by going to the yet unevangelized 
South Arabia. As South Arabia was most probably an Ethiopian dependency at 
that time, failure in Ethiopia would have been detrimental to his contem
plated mission to South Arabia; hence he began with the latter. 

2 

In its conception, execution, and choice of the leading ambassador, the 
mission of Theophilus Indus to the Southern Semites must be adjudged a 
major diplomatic as well as missionary effort on the part of Constantius. 

A 

The emperor chose well when he picked for the mission to the world of 
the Semites one who hailed from it 69 and who had already proved himself a 
successful figure in negotiating the secular as well as the ecclesiastical affairs of 
the reign. 70 Theophilus was personally known to Constantius, whose relations 
with his cousin Gallus he had satisfactorily regulated 71 and whose wife he had 
healed. But it was his mission to the Southern Semites that turned out to be 
the most significant of all his achievements, and it is owing to this mission 
that he has survived in the consciousness of most modern historians. 

The primary or the ostensibly primary object of the mission was the 
spread of Christianity in its Arian version. But other motives are discernible 
and inferable from the account, skeletal as it is in Photius's epitome: 72 

1. As a missionary effort, the conversion of South Arabia, however 
ephemerally, to Arian Christianity is its most signal triumph. Theophilus 
emerges as the first absolutely historical figure in the story of the conversion 
of Arabia to Christianity, 73 and the effort reveals the origin of South Arabian 
Christianity in the fourth century. It was Byzantine and, what is more, 
imperial, an act of conversion sponsored by the autokrator himself from Con-

69For the possible Semitic origin of Theophilus, see infra, sec. 3, pp. 96-100. 
' 0Perhaps it was owing to his general success as a diplomat that Theophilus was not given 

the charge of an episcopal see (Philostorgius, HE, III.6) but was kept as roving ambassador at 
large to be called upon when the occasion arose. 

' 1Although he ultimately could not save Gallus (Philostorgius, HE, IV.1). The influence 
of Theophilus on Constantius was appreciated by J. Bidez; see La vie de l'empereur Julien (Paris, 
1965), p. 36. 

"Philostorgius was an ecclesiastical historian and ecclesiastical history was his main con
cern. It is thus possible that he did not care to include in his account of the mission non
ecclesiastical matters; but these are implied in chat account. 

73The truth about earlier missions to South Arabia is not established; see supra, note 47. 
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stantinople. 74 There is no doubt that the mission was part of the ecclesiastical 
policy of the reign, the defense of Arianism; this is certainly true of the 
mission to Ethiopia, while the mission to South Arabia envisaged the con
quest of a new province for Christendom. 

2. But the mission bears other interpretations, and this is especially true 
of the one to South Arabia, namely, that it was meant to serve imperial as 
well as ecclesiastical interests. It cannot have been entirely coincidental that in 
A.D. 356-57, the same year in which Theophilus was sent on his mission, 
Coostantius issued an edict to Musooiapus, the praetorian prefect, 75 concerning 
the travel of his agentes in rebus to Axum and J:Iimyar (Cod. Theod., XII.12.2). 
Theophilus himself headed a group of envoys, who were not necessarily cler
ics, when he went on his mission. But these imperial interests are also easily 
discernible from an analysis of the details of Philostorgius's account. They 
may be divided into two main parts: (a) commercial and (b) political-military. 

(a) The commercial interests of Byzantium are clearly involved in the 
references to two emporia for Roman merchants (Aden and possibly Diba), 
strategically located near the mouth of the Red Sea and of the Persian Gulf 
respectively, guarding the exits to the Indian Ocean and forming stations on 
the long trade artery that extended from Egypt to India. 76 Establishing com
mercial contact with the world of the Southern Semites and Iodice would 
have been especially urgent at this juncture, in the late fifties, in view of the 
fact that the overland routes leading to the Orient were most probably closed 
by Shapur. 

(b) lo the immediate background was the secular enemy, Persia, to which 
Coostaotius had lost his first war a few years before and with which _another 
war was inevitable in the near future. The mission was sent during the truce 
period with Persia which had obtained since 350, but the truce was fragile 
and uneasy, dependent on the preoccupation of the two powers with problems 
other than their conflict with each other; it was made even more fragile by the 
imprudent initiative of Musooiaous, the very same praetorian prefect to whom 

74Constantinople may thus be added to the other Christian centers that sent missions for 
the conversion of the Arabian Peninsula-Alexandria, Axum, l;IIra, and Jabiya. The struggle for 
winning these regions to one theological position against another, Arian against Nicene, is 
reminiscent of a similar struggle in the reign of Justinian between the Monophysites and the 
Chalcedonians to win over Nubia, for which, see John of Ephesus, Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. 
E. W. Brooks, CSCO, Scriprores Syri, Seria Tertia, Tomus III, versio, Liber IV, Cap. vi-vii. 

"Further on the relevance of Musonianus, see infra, note 77. 
"The embassies of the Divi and the Serendivi (RG, XXII. 7. 9) must have had, at least for 

their partial background, the successes of Theophilus in his native Dibos and in the other 
parts of Indice. Contact with the other side of the Indian Ocean is documented by a papyrus, 
a tax-receipt of the year 359, studied by H. I. Bell, for which see Piganiol, EC, p. 112 note 5. 
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Constantius's edict on the travel of the agentes in rebus was addressed. 77 To this 
same period (March 358) belongs Shiipur's arrogant letter to Constantius, 
laying historic claims to Byzantine territory as far as the river Strymon, but 
contenting himself with the recovery of Armenia and Mesopotamia (RG, 
XVII. 5) ! It is, therefore, almost certain that the mission of Theophilus carried 
political and military implications in the context of the Byzantine-Sasanid 
conflict; 78 and this is especially true with regard to South Arabia which ex
tended to the Persian Gulf itself and which of all the countries washed by the 
Indian Ocean was the one most strategically located in the event of a war with 
Persia. The strategic location of the locality, situated near the mouth of the 
Persian Gulf, where Theophilus built his third church, emerges clearly as a 
potential outlying Byzantine post, especially when it is realized that Shiipur 
evinced unusual interest in developing Persian naval power and must have 
used a fleet when he transported his troops across the Persian Gulf for his 
Arabian campaign. The rise of a Byzantine post, ecclesiastical as it was, at the 
mouth of the Persian Gulf could reflect a bold and imaginative attempt on the 
part of Constantius to watch the enemy from its own backyard. 79 

B 

Constantius's casting about for allies among the Southern Semites inevi
tably raises the question of the status of his Arab foederati in the north and 
their place in this southern diplomacy. As has been pointed out in the 
preceding section, these foederati were in revolt for doctrinal reasons; perhaps a 
nexus of some sort can be established between their revolt and Constantius's 
search for allies further to the south. 80 

77For the background of the outbreak of this Second Persian War and the part played 
by Musonianus in it, see ibid., pp. 111-12. The author is aware of the relationship that obtained 
between the imminent outbreak of the Persian War and the dispatch of Theophilus on his 
mlSSJOn. 

78The chronology is striking and points to no other conclusion; in the midst of some 
humiliating negotiations with Shapur, which boded ill for the stability of the Persian front, it 
is inconceivable that Constantius would have chosen ro divert himself by sending a mission of 
such ambitious objectives to the Southern Semites without its being related in some way to 
the dangerous situation he had on his hands in the north, created by the increasingly aggressive 
Shapur. 

''Reminiscent of his father's strategy of waging war against the Persians in their own 
territory, as stated by John Lydus, for which see Jupra, p. 71 note 164. 

'°It is more than likely that Theophilus approached the foederati for a reconciliation, and 
he would have been the ideal ambassador to the Arabs in view of his probable Southern 
Semitic origin. Besides, one of the areas of his activity was Oriens and the Patriarchate of 
Antioch (Philostorgius, HE, IX.18), in the shadow of which lived the Arab foederati. It is 
almost certain that if he was sent to them to win them over to Arianism, their reactions would 
have been the same as that of the two Neguses, to whom Theophilus was sent on a similar 
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Of the three sons of Constantine, it was Constantius who fell heir to his 
father's policies in the Orient-the promotion of the cause of Arianism, the 
prosecution of the war against Persia, and the cultivation of friendly relations 
with the Southern Semites. His ecclesiastical policy in behalf of Arianism 
ultimately failed, in spite of all outward appearances; 8 ' his wars against Sasanid 
Persia were disasters; only his mission to the Southern Semites was crowned 
with success, a bright spot in an otherwise cheerless reign. 

3 
The head of the embassy that scored some signal successes among the 

Southern Semites has not fared well with historians of the reign of Constan
tius, who treat him rather unceremoniously. 82 But Theophilus deserves better; 
he was a remarkable figure who played an important role in the history of the 
reign, and that role ranged from theology to thaumaturgy to diplomacy at 
home and also abroad among the Southern Semites. His mission to that world 
has been analyzed in the preceding section, while his role in the theological 
controversies of the period has been noticed, however casually, by ecclesias
tical historians. It remains to analyze the few references in Philostorgius to his 
background since these shed light on his mission to the Southern Semites. 

(1) Philostorgius (HE, III.5) speaks of his having been sent by the 
Divaeans as a hostage to Constantine when he was very young (VEC.OtatO(;). 

What the background of this transaction was that sent an "Indian" boy to 
Constantinople can only be conjectured. Hostile Byzantine naval presence in 
the Red Sea is attested during the reign of Constantine (supra, p. 53, note 93), 
and if the island of Dibos, whence he hailed, was a Red Sea island or some
where near it, Theophilus could have been a war hostage. The question why 
it was Theophilus that was sent as a hostage is more important, and it sug
gests that he may have been a son or relative of the ruler of that island. There 

mission. That such would have been their reaction may be guessed from their flat rejection of 
the overtures of Arian Valens. They waged a relentless war against him and finally succeeded 
in having an orthodox holy man of their own consecrated their bishop; for Mavia, see infra, 
Chap. 4, pp. 138-202. The failure of Constantius's policy toward the Arabs of the north was, 
however, counterbalanced by his success with the Armenians, with whom he renewed the 
alliance, in 357; see Piganiol, EC, p. 111. 

"See chap. 6 in Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, with its title, "(b) the outward 
triumph, but inner disintegration, of Arianism, 356--361," and also p. 181. 

"The historian who is the chief source for Theophilus's career happened to be a Eunomian, 
continually referred to by his Orthodox epitomizer, the Patriarch Photius, as "the impious 
Philostorgius." The theological position Theophilus defended, Arianism, had no sympathizers 
after it was swept away, and its figures remained, in the consciousness of later historians, 
living under a cloud. The Oriental profile of Byzantium is little researched by Byzantinists; 
all this has contributed to a certain Jack of interest in such a figure as Theophilus Indus. 
Pigulevskaia has a short account of Theophilus's mission in Byzanz, pp. 72-74. 
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are parallels to this in the history of the region, and, what is more, a parallel 
that involves Byzantium. After the Byzantine diplomat Abram of the reign of 
Justinian negotiated in 528 with the Kindites of central Arabia, he took with 
him to Constantinople a prince of the royal family, Mu 'awiya, as hostage to 
Constantinople. 83 Theophilus, then, most probably came from the ruler's house 
in the island of Dibos, and the house was, conceivably, known to other rulers 
of the region, a fact of some relevance to his dispatch as an ambassador to that 
region and possibly to his successes there. His noble origin may also explain 
some personal traits he displayed throughout his career, a certain self-assurance, 
most likely derivative from his princely background. 

2. Even more important is where in the "Indian" world his island, 
Dibos, was located. Many answers have been given to this question, ranging 
from Ceylon to Socotra to an island in the Red Sea. 84 But no certainty has been 
attained, perhaps because no serious attempts have been made to locate it. 

The case for its being a Red Sea island is stronger than for its being 
Ceylon or Socotra and may be supported as follows. In relating the circum
stances under which Theophilus became a "Byzantine," Philostorgius men
tioned that he was sent as a hostage from the Divaeans to Constantine. This 
could easily imply a Byzantine military operation and immediately recalls the 
campaign of Imm' al-Qays against Najran (supra, pp. 38-43). The Byzan
tine participation in that expedition would have been naval, the providing of a 
fleet for the transportation of an Ethiopian expeditionary force across the Red 
Sea, exactly as was to happen two centuries later during the reign of Justin I. 
The island could have been Perim in the Strait of Aden or some other island 
nearby. There is, however, no island that carries the name Dibos or one 
reasonably near it in the Red Sea. 

''On this, see the present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," pp. 59-60. Not long before 
528, Caleb, the Ethiopian Negus and conqueror of South Arabia, took back with him to 
Ethiopia princes of the South Arabian royal family as hostages, for which see The Book of the 
Himyarites, p. cxlii. 

84Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, p. 161; vol. 3, p. 429, declares for Ceylon; Warm
ington, Commerce, p. 103, favors Socotra or a Red Sea island; Bury, History of the Later Roman 
Empire, vol. 2, p. 322, is for Socotra, as is Pigulevskaia, Byzanz, p. 73. Bury (foe. cit.) makes 
the glaring mistake of saying "an Arian named Theophilus was appointed bishop of the new 
churches in Abyssinia, Yemen, and the island of Socotra." Doresse, L'empire du Pretre-jean, 
vol. 1, p. 151, is for a Red Sea island. Ceylon may be ruled out completely since it is clearly 
distinguished from Dibos by Ammianus (RG, XXII. 7), who speaks of embassies that reached 
Julian in Constantinople from the Divi and the Serendivi. The latter are certainly the Ceylonese 
since their island is known to have been called, among other names, Serendib. The fact that 
Ammianus speaks of the Divi and the Serendivi in one sentence does not argue that they were 
ethnically (or even geographically) related to each other; he speaks of the Armenians and peoples 
from beyond the Tigris together, in the very same passage, and these were certainly not related 
ethnically or linguistically. Ammianus placed the Divi and the Serendivi together for purely 
geographical reasons, as peoples representing the East, just as the Moors, for instance, in the 
same passage, represent the South. 
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The Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman have not been explored as a 
possible region where the island of Dibos was located. And yet the detailed 
maps that are nowadays available show two toponyms that are phonetically 
very close to Dibos, the last letter of which is only the Greek terminal sigma. 
They are ports, one of which is a tripolis composed of Diba al-Bi 'a (Diba of the 
Church), Diba al-}::li~n (Diba of the Fort), and Diba al-Ghurfa (Diba of the 
Chamber); it is on the Gulf of Oman. The other is Dubayy (diminutive of 
Diba) on the Persian Gulf. 85 

These are modern toponyms, but they are certainly survivals of ones 
that existed in ancient times. Diba is attested in the seventh century, since 
Muhammad communicated with Diba in Oman and sent the tribal group the 
Azd/Asd of Oman a letter, in which the group is referred to as "Azd Diba," 
"the Azd of Diba. "86 Three centuries earlier, in the same century in which 
Theophilus lived, the Expositio totius mundi et gentium refers in section XV to 
the people of Diva, a country which, in the author's list of countries he was 
enumerating, comes before India Maior, identifiable with India proper. 87 This 
Diva close to India thus belongs to the world of the Persian Gulf or Southeast 
Arabia and could very well be the fourth-century attestation of the Diba of the 
seventh century located in the region where three Dibas nowadays are to be 
found. 

The striking phonetic correspondence between these toponyms and Dibos 
of Philostorgius (the name is very rare), suggests that the island of Dibos was 
one of the islands in or near the Persian Gulf. 88 The narrative of Philostorgius 
on the sequence of Theophilus's journeys gives support to this view: (1) he 
crossed over to Dibos after he had dedicated the third and last church in South 

"The two toponyms are clearly shown on the detailed map issued in 1973 by the Emirate 
of Abu-Zabi for the whole of the United Arab Emirates. Of the tripo!is, Diba al-Bi'a is in the 
Sultanate of Oman, while Diba al-1;:Ii~n and Diba al-Ghurfa are in the United Arab Emirates. 
The Persian word dibii comes to mind as the possible etymology; the word means "silk" and 
the three places may have acquired that name from the language of the country that mediated 
silk in ancient times and may themselves have been engaged in that trade. 

86For this, see M. I;:Iamidullah, Majmii'at al-Watha'iq al-Siyasiya (Cairo, 1956), pp. 99, 
260. 

"Expositio totius mundi et gentium, ed. J. Rouge, Sources chretiennes, 124 (Paris, 1966), p. 
150. On India Maior and India Minor, see the notes on sections XVI and XVIII, pp. 228-229. 

"The fact that nowadays there is no island with that name in or near the Persian Gulf 
should present no insuperable difficulty for the identification of Dibos with one of its islands. 
The existence of three toponyms that carry the name Diba in that area is striking and suggests 
that there might have been in it an island with that name to which in later times another name 
was given. The islands of BaJ:irayn provide a parallel; in ancient times, Manama was Tylos, 
while Maharraq was Arados. Perhaps that part of the Arabian Peninsula witnessed the rise of 
a state called Diba which also controlled some of the islands of the Gulf, one of which was 
called Diba. The Sultans of Oman once ruled the distant island of Zanzibar; Algeria (Arabic 
al-Jaza'ir, "islands") derives its name from the al-jaza'ir, the islands off its coast, as possibly 
Diva of the Expositio derived its name from some island called Diva. 
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Arabia near the mouth of the Persian Gulf; it is natural to suppose that the 
island was not far from the mouth of that gulf; (2) after visiting Dibos, 
Theophilus made his way to the other parts of Indice, which in this context 
could very well be India proper or its western coasts, the natural country to 
visit after having been to South Arabia, eastern Arabia, and the Persian Gulf 
area; (3) it is noteworthy that he traveled to Ethiopia, the country of his last 
mission, not directly from Indice, but from South Arabia, and after the 
completion of his mission in Dibos and Indice; this implies that he was 
coming from the east and visited South Arabia again in order to cross over to 
Ethiopia, all of which implies that Dibos was far to the east of South Arabia. 
If it had been to the west of South Arabia, an island in the Red Sea or Socotra, 
Theophilus would have gone directly to Ethiopia without having had to come 
back first to South Arabia. 

3. The ethnic background of Theophilus is not clear, being shrouded in 
the obscurity of the all-embracing term Indus. The answer to this question is 
closely bound up with the identity of the island he hailed from, the mysteri
ous Dibos, which, as has been argued, was possibly or probably an island in 
the Persian Gulf. This should provide some ground for suggesting that he was 
possibly not an Indian proper but a Southern Semite. 

The arguments for Theophilus's being an "Indian" and those for his 
being a Semite can be reconciled by the realization that his birthplace was not 
part of the mainland, but an island: (1) Theophilus was an "Indian" only 
insofar as he hailed from an island situated in the all-inclusive term Indice; the 
ecclesiastical historian, aware that Theophilus did not come from the main
land of the 1:fimyarites or the Axumites, naturally could not call him either, 
and so he found it convenient to describe him as "Indian," a correct enough 
description; the islands of those regions are many and their inhabitants belong 
to various ethnic and linguistic groups. The ecclesiastical historian probably 
did not know how to allocate Theophilus ethnically and linguistically, and so, 
quite scrupulously and properly, he chose to designate him by the safely 
capacious term Indian. 89 

The implications of his ethnic affiliations with the Southern Semites to 

his dispatch as an ambassador to their world are clear. Theophilus probably 
retained knowledge of the language of his South Arabia, and possibly more 
than South Arabian; the inhabitants of the islands are exposed to many lan
guages, and it possible that Theophilus spoke more than one of these lan
guages (not difficult to acquire since they are so closely related) in much the 
same way that the present-day inhabitants are bilingual or trilingual. His 

890n the possibility that the term Indians means Semites in the phrase "king of the Indians" 
in Philostorgius, HE, IIl.11, see infra, p. 105. 
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dispatch as ambassador was consonant with perceptive Byzantine diplomacy of 
sending to the barbarian world Romanized barbarians related to that world. 90 

APPENDIX I 

Christianity in South Arabia 

The introduction of Christianity to South Arabia by Theophilus Indus during the 
reign of Constantius has been much discussed by Sabaicists. In a fundamental article 
on Christianity in South Arabia in pre-Islamic times, J. Ryckmans examined the 
problem and concluded that the l:Iimyarite ethnarch mentioned in the Historia Ecclesi
astica of Philostorgius was indeed converted to Christianity, and he identified him as 
Malkikarib. 1 Ryckmans rested his conclusion on the explicit and clear account of 
Philostorgius and on Malkikarib's use of the phrase "lord of heaven" (Sabaic mr'lsmyn) 
to describe God (Sabaic Rahman-an), the same phrase used in admittedly Christian 
Sabaic texts of the sixth century and which contrasts with the earlier fifth-century 
phrase, b' !/ smyn, employed in Jewish texts. 2 

A 

Of late, A. F. L. Beeston has contested the conclusions of Ryckmans in a paper 
delivered to the Second International Symposium on Pre-Islamic Arabia held in Riyad, 
Saudi Arabia, in 1979. 3 The present writer shares the views of Ryckmans on this 
problem, but those of Beeston deserve to be examined. 

Beeston's chief difficulty• in accepting Ryckmans's conclusion derives from the 
fact that in his inscription Malkikarib refers to God simply as "the Merciful, the lord 
of heaven," without any reference to Christ, and he does not find Ryckmans's obser
vation on this omission satisfactory. The latter had argued that the omission is 
explicable by the fact that the Christianity preached to South Arabia by Theophilus 
was of a heretical type-Arian-in which prominence is given not to the Second 
Person of the Trinity but to the First. 

The text of Philostorgius is clear and explicit, and Ryckmans's observation surely 
should carry conviction on this point. Beeston's difficulty in accepting this observa-

90Diplomatically, his mission to the Southern Semites recalls that of Nonnosus, most 
probably a Semite, who also went on a similar mission to the J:Iimyarites and the Ethiopians 
in the reign of Justinian; on Nonnosus (the account of whose mission was also preserved in an 
epitome by Photius), see the present writer in "Byzantino-arabica," p. 116 note 4. On his mis
sion, see the present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," pp. 57-73. 

'J. Ryckmans, "Christianisme," supra, note 51. For the part that deals with the mission 
of Theophilus Indus, see ibid., pp. 416-20. 

'On these two phrases, see ibid., pp. 432-36. 
'Entitled "Himyarite Monotheism." It will appear in the Proceedings of this symposium. 

Beeston's views on the mission of Theophilus are to be found on pp. 1-3 of the typescript 
supplied to the participants of the symposium. The paper discusses also other problems such as 
Judaism in South Arabia and the pre-Islamic Arabian monotheistic tradition called al-J:Ianafiya, 
but only the Byzantine profile of the paper, Theophilus's mission to South Arabia, will be 
examined in this Appendix. 

'Beeston does not discuss the significance of the shift from b'llsmyn to mr'lsmyn. 
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tion can be negotiated by drawing attention to the most important and relevant 
document of this period, namely, Arian Constantius's letter to the two tyrannoi of 
Ethiopia.' There is not a single reference to Christ in the letter addressed by the 
Christian Emperor Constantius to the Christian rulers of Ethiopia, 'Ezana and Saizana. 
The letter speaks only of God and it mentions him five times, but never once does it 
mention Christ. This important document decisively invalidates Beeston's objection, 
expressed strongly as follows: "It is to me axiomatic that no formula which fails 
to mention Christ can be Christian." The letter not only confirms Ryckmans's posi
tion on the reality of the conversion of the South Arabian ethnarch but also bears 
him out in detail in his explanation of why there is no mention of Christ in the 
Sabaic inscription; Malkikarib's Christianity was of the Arian type, as indeed is clear 
from Philostorgius's account. 

Beeston sees in the Ge'ez (Ethiopic) and the Greek inscriptions of Negus 'Ezana a 
confirmation of his views on the religious complexion of the South Arabian ethnarch. 
As the monotheistic Ge'ez inscription does not refer to Christ while the Greek one 
does use a Christian trinitarian formula, Beeston concluded that 'Ezana was conveying 
one message to his pagan people and another to Christian Byzantium, and applied this 
conclusion ro the South Arabian ethnarch's church-building activity, viewing it as 
"political manoeuvre" and the location of the churches as "intended for foreign visit
ing merchants rather than for native Christians." 

The use of the two different religious formulae by 'Ezana certainly admits of 
interpretations other than the ones suggested by Beeston. What is relevant here to the 
South Arabian situation is to state that Constantius's letter, just discussed, disposed of 
the view that the Ge'ez inscription, silent on Christ, is a pagan one, while the erection 
of a church in the capital, in Zafar, located in the interior of the country, and not 
only in Aden or Hormuz, ports frequented by Byzantine merchants, suggests that the 
ethnarch could not have had in mind only foreign visiting merchants and not native 
Christians. 

The discussion of Beeston's paper provides an occasion for making a few more 
observations on the Byzantine Christian mission to South Arabia in the fourth cen
tury. 

( 1) The converted South Arabian ruler is referred to only as ethnarch by Philo
storgius. In view of the very real possibility of Ethiopian control of South Arabia in 
this period,6 it is possible that the South Arabian ruler was in a position of dependence 
on his Ethiopian overlord, and indeed in the letter of Constantius to the two Ethio
pian rulers these are referred to as tyrannoi. 

(2) The identity of the converted South Arabian king has been discussed. Ryck
mans suggested he was Malkikarib, while Beeston in "Himyarite Monotheism" sug
gests that since Malkikarib was alive ca. A.D. 378 he would have, accordingly, been 
ruling for some twenty years around this date and consequently the converted South 
Arabian ethnarch might have been his predecessor. This is possible, but it is not even 

'For this letter, see supra, note 42. 
'On the implication of the use of the singular (gentem) in the edict of Constantius ad

dressed to Musonianus, see supra, p. 42. 
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a remote possibility that this predecessor could have been 'Ezana, as suggested by 
Beeston. 

(3) The mission of Theophilus dates the introduction of Christianity to South 
Arabia with great precision. The implication as well as the explicit text of Philostor
gius on the practice of paganism in that country when Theophilus arrived suggests that 
the Ethiopians, who, according to one view, had invaded South Arabia in the first 
half of the fourth century, did not carry with them the Christian mission to the 
conquered territory. But this may be the impression which Eunomian Philostorgius 
wanted to convey, and the possibility must be entertained that the Ethiopian occupa
tion of South Arabia, at least during the reign of Christian 'Ezana, witnessed the 
introduction of a Chalcedonian form of Christianity. Whatever the truth about the 
history of Christianity in South Arabia before the mission of Theophilus may turn out 
to be, that religion did not endure for long in South Arabia but persisted only toward 
the end of the fourth century. Thus both the short-lived conversion of South Arabia to 
Christianity and the equally short-lived Ethiopian control of the country are consonant 
with the incontrovertible evidence from Philostorgius and from the Ethiopian im
perial titulature respectively. There should be no difficulty in accepting both as facts 
as long as extravagant claims are not made for the longevity and diffusion of both 
Christianity and Ethiopian control. 

B 

Arguments can also be advanced against the views of Christian Robin on the 
embassy of Theophilus Indus. These appeared a year after the Riyad Symposium in an 
article' the distinctive feature of which is its exclusive dependence on epigraphy and 
archeology. The article is welcome as it conveniently and carefully assembles this 
evidence and interprets it, but that part of it which deals with the embassy of 
Theophilus has, unfortunately, to be rejected: 

1. The major objection is the author's handling of the epigraphic "evidence" for 
invalidating what the literary source, Philostorgius, has to say. The evidence of 
epigraphy alone is notoriously deceptive, and the author himself has collected epig
raphic evidence that could give the coup de grace to his own conclusion. No one will 
deny the historicity of the extraordinary events that shook Oriens Christianus ca. A.O. 

520 related to the South Arabian persecutions, martyrdoms, and invasions, so well 
and amply documented in the literary sources-the Book of the Himyarites, the Marty
rium Arethae, and the Letters of Simeon ofBeth-Arsham. 8 And yet, what does epigraphy 
have to offer in the way of information or confirmation? Three documents, or even 
two, are adduced by the author to evidence autochthonous Christianity in South 
Arabia, an ensemble of crosses and a graffito with the name 'Abd al-Masil,i; what is 
more, according to the same writer, these may even belong to the Islamic period! If 

'See his "Judai:sme et christianisme en Arabie du Sud d'apres !es sources epigraphiques et 
archeologiques," Proceedings of the Seminar for Arabian Studies, 10 (1980), pp. 85-96; the parts 
that deal with the embassy of Theophilus and the problem of Christianity in South Arabia in 
the fourth century occupy pp. 89-94. 

'For all these, see the section on the sources in the present writer's Martyrs, pp. 277-81. 
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the student of South Arabian Christianity has to depend on epigraphy, he will not be 
able to conclude that there was any serious spread of that religion in South Arabia in 
the sixth century. This is what Christian Robin, following Beeston, says about 
Christianity in South Arabia in the fourth century, looking at it from the exclusively 
epigraphic perspective. Compared to the extensive and successful propagation of Chris
tianity in South Arabia in later times, that carried out by Theophilus Indus in the 
fourth century appears as a modest effort; but if the former has survived epigraphically 
in only three insignificant documents, no wonder then that the latter has left no 
epigraphic traces of itself, or if it did, these have either disappeared or not yet come to 
light. To draw conclusions on the Christian presence in fourth-century South Arabia 
from purely epigraphic data without taking into account what the reliable literary 
source explicitly states is unsound. 

2. When the literary sources are reliable, they should be the guides for such a 
problem as the introduction of Christianity into fourth-century Arabia. Such is the 
account of Philostorgius; it is not a short, ambiguous statement that admits of being 
misinterpreted or misunderstood. It is a trustworthy source written by one who lived 
not long after the mission of Theophilus Indus; moreover, the account is full of 
details that carry the stamp of authenticity.9 This account should then be the guide 
for the Christian presence in fourth-century Arabia even if no indubitable Christian 
inscriptions have been found to support it, just as the three literary documents re
ferred to in the foregoing section served as the guide for the history of Christianity 
even before the long historical Sabaic inscriptions of the same century were discovered. 
Discriminating and perspicacious scholars such as Noldeke, Dillmann, and Guidi 
accepted the authenticity of these literary sources even without the benefit of con
firmatory epigraphy. This should be the case with Philostorgius's account of the intro
duction of Christianity into South Arabia in the fourth century. And the discovery of 
inscriptions confirmatory of this literary source cannot be ruled out entirely. 

3. Finally, the epigraphic evidence adduced by Christian Robin does not affect 
the crucial reign in this discussion, namely, the reign of Malk1karib, whom J. 
Ryckmans thought was the king converted by Theophilus. The author leaves his 
religious affiliation undetermined and reflects this by a question mark in the chart. 10 

Moreover, as has been said in part A of this Appendix, the converted king could have 
been Malk1karib's predecessor. Consequently, the epigraphic "evidence" cannot be 
said to have invalidated the account of the literary source on the introduction of 
Christianity into South Arabia in the fourth century. 

The preceding chapter on the reign of Constantius has carefully analyzed the 
account of Philostorgius and has also provided a framework within which the mission 
of Theophilus and its limited success can be understood, as stated in the last paragraph 

9Eunomian Philostorgius is not above reproach in his omissions, and in this he is not 
unlike orthodox historians-Rufinus, for instance. Philostorgius leaves out the exploits of ortho
dox Mavia and her bishop, Moses, while Rufinus leaves out the mission of Arian Theophilus 
and that of Ulphilas to the Goths. But Philostorgius, Eunomian though he was, would not have 
fabricated the account that tells of the success of the mission of Theophilus in South Arabia. 

10See Robin, op. cit., p. 92. 
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of section A of this Appendix. What has been said in the Synthesis on the imperial 
Byzantine attitude toward South Arabia in the second half of the fourth century may 
also in this connection be brought to bear on this problem. The Byzantine emperors 
after Constantius did not follow up the successes of the latter, being involved else
where, while the Ethiopian occupation of South Arabia in the fourth century was of 
short duration. Thus the two foreign powers who were behind the Christian mission 
and its propagation in South Arabia withdrew from the South Arabian scene not long 
after the introduction of Christianity into that country in the fourth century. 11 

APPENDIX II 

Philostorgius, HE, IIl.11 

After his account of the mission of Theophilus Indus, Philostorgius indulges in a 
geographical digression on the Orient (Ill. 7-11) along biblical lines. Chapter 11 is 
entirely devoted to the fauna of the region, with the exception of the last part on the 
nuts and gold of Arabia. It is a valuable account of the fauna of the Orient in the 
fourth century, or at least those parts of it that interested a Byzantine such as 
Philostorgius. 1 He enumerates some ten kinds of animals and birds: elephants, ser
pents, unicorns, camelopards (giraffes), varieties of apes, as well as the phoenix, the 
zebra, parrots, and other painted birds. Of particular interest are animals he testifies 
to having seen himself in Constantinople, i.e., the ox-deer, the skin of huge serpents, 
the apes, the parrot, and the unicorn, of which, he says, a picture was to be seen in 
Constantinople. 2 It is relevant to note that these animals are more typical of Ethiopia 

l!Christian Robin returned to the theme of Christianity in South Arabia in 1981; see his 
article, "Le chriscianisme dans la peninsule arabique d'apres J'epigraphie et J'archeologie," 
Travaux et memoires, 8, pp. 45-61. He cursorily treats the mission of Theophilus on p. 46, 
reiterating his position expressed in the previous article, but wording it more guardedly. Of 
the embassy he writes, "celle-ci n'avait guere eu de suite"; in support of his view he says chat when 
the persecution was unleashed in A. D. 518 by the J:limyarice king Yusuf, there is no 
mention in the sources of indigenous Christian communities in the J:limyarite heartland, but 
only in the oases which bordered on the desert-Najran, Ma'rib, and l:fadramawt. 

Surely chis is strange reasoning; more than a century and a half separate the mission of 
Theophilus from the reign of Yusuf, and it is well known chat South Arabia in the fifth 
century had a new religious affiliation that was not favorable co the propagation or persistence 
of Christianity or whatever Christianity had been propagated in the preceding century. And the 
last paragraph in section B of this Appendix, involving Ethiopia and Byzantium, has thrown 
new light on why Christianity did not and could not survive Jong in fourth-century Arabia. 
Thus, the nonsurvival of Christianity in J:limyar around A.D. 518 is not a cogent or valid 
argument that it had been introduced in the fourth century. 

1It is of interest to compare chis chapter in Philostorgius with another in Cosmas lndico
pleusces (Book XI), which describes the fauna and flora of "India" and of the island of Taprobane 
(Ceylon). The comparison is instructive: ( 1) Cosmas occasionally states that a particular animal 
is a native of Ethiopia alone and not India proper, e.g., the giraffe; (2) he uses the adjectival 
form derived from India as a comprehensive term to include both India proper and the Afro
Arabian part of the oriental regions, while he uses the substantive India to describe India proper. 

'HE, III.11, p. 40, line 15. The picture is txn'.mwµa, a figure in relief. Cosmas men
tions the unicorn in his digression (Book XI, pp. 319-20), and it is of interest to note that 
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and Arabia than of India, and some of them, such as the giraffe, are native to Ethiopia 
and not to India. 

In the course of his digression on the fauna, Philostorgius incidentally mentions 
that an ape of the variety called "Pan" (Ilav) was sent by "the king of the Indians" as a 
present to Constantius, that the ape died on the way, but was embalmed and brought 
to Constantinople. It is of some interest for the history of diplomatic relations be
tween Byzantium and the Orient to determine whether the "king of the Indians" who 
sent the ape was an Indian, an Ethiopian, or an Arabian. 

(1) It is unlikely that the "Indians" are the Indians proper: (a) transport of animals 
by sea was not practical and only land routes were used for that purpose; unlike 
Arabia and Ethiopia, India was separated from Byzantium by an ocean, and indeed 
the author of the Periplus nowhere mentions the exportation by sea of any animal from 
India, and his Digest-list contains no reference to Indian animals;3 (b) the ape sent to 
Constantius is described as so ferocious that it had to be enclosed in a cage; this 
suggests that it was either a gorilla or a chimpanzee, not natives to India but to 
Africa. 

(2) Although the term Indians is used by the authors of this period to refer to all 
those oriental nations in general, Philostorgius uses it specifically in describing the 
inhabitants of the island of Dibos, the birthplace of Theophilus. The "king of the 
Indians" could have been the king of the island of Dibos. Now these Divi, it is 
noteworthy, did send an embassy with gifts to Constantius, as recorded in Ammianus 
(RG, XXII. 7. 10). It may well be that the dona referred to in Ammianus as sent by 
the Divi to Constantinople consisted among other things of this ape "Pan" described 
in Philostorgius. 4 

(3) It is not improbable that the "king of the Indians" was either the Ethiopian 
Negus or the South Arabian king. Both qualify as "king of the Indians" in the idiom 
of Byzantine writers, and both would have had apes to send as presents to the Roman 
autokrator. The case for the king's being the Ethiopian Negus may be somewhat 
weakened by the fact that in this period Ethiopia seems to have had a dyarchy, as is 
apparent from the letter of Constantius to the two rulers of Ethiopia, 'Ezana and 
Saizana.' The case for the South Arabian ruler may be weakened by the fact that he is 
called by Philostorgius "ethnarch," but this is counterbalanced by the fact that dip
lomatic contact between Constantius and South Arabia is attested in Philostorgius 
himself-in the account of the mission of Theophilus to South Arabia and, what is 

he too speaks of this animal represented in art-Ethiopian art; he saw brazen images, <TtTJA.U~, 
of four of these unicorns in the four-towered royal palace of the Negus of Ethiopia, presumably 
one in each tower. 

30n this, see Warmington, Commerce, pp. 146-47. 
4The Divaeans could have easily transported it from their island to the mainland and 

thence sent it over the land route. The choice of this gift was inauspicious since both ape and 
autokrator died almost simultaneously, the one following the other. 

'But Saizana could have been only a junior partner, a son or a brother of 'Ezana, chosen 
by the latter as an associate and possible heir. 
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more, by the fact that in that m1ss10n certain presents are involved that are of 
particular relevance to this discussion. Among other things, the emperor sends a gift 
of two hundred Cappadocian horses to the ruler of South Arabia. This gift of animals 
very conceivably called for a reciprocation in kind, the dispatch of the exotic ape Pan. 6 

The identity of the Indians whose king sent an ape to Constantius as possibly 
Ethiopians or South Arabians fortifies the view put forward in the preceding section 
II. 3 that Indus in Theophilus Indus could mean Semite. 

'The baboon is known to South Arabia; see D. L. Harrison, The Mammals of Arabia 
(London, 1964), vol. 1, pp. 185-90. The close relations that obtained in this period between 
Ethiopia and South Arabia enabled Ethiopian animals and products to be easily ferried from 
Ethiopia across the Gate of Lamentation to South Arabia; African elephants are attested in 
South Arabia in the sixth century. It is therefore perfeccly conceivable that the king of South 
Arabia acquired a gorilla or a chimpanzee from Ethiopia and sent it to Constantius in much the 
same way that Harun al-Rashid is said to have sent an animal not native to Iraq-namely, 
an elephant-to Charlemagne; on Abu al-Abbas, Harun's elephant, see F. W. Buckler, Harun' 
I-Rashid and Charles the Great, Medieval Academy of America, Monograph No. 2 (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1931), p. 31 and appendix 3. 

Postscript: Constantius, not Constantine, was the emperor to whom the ape Pan was sent, 
but it is the latter whose name appears in connection with Pan in C. Mango, Byzantium: The 
Empire of New Rome (New York, 1980), p. 179, surely a misprint or an oversight. 



III 

The Reign of Julian 

I. THE ARABS IN THE RES GESTAE 

R eferences to the Arabs and their participation in Julian's Persian campaign 
are many. The main source is Ammianus Marcellinus; others, such as the 

ecclesiastical historians and Libanius, are important mainly to the examination 
of the Arab involvement in Julian's death. The Res Gestae provides valuable 
material for examining such problems as the nature and extent of the Arab 
contribution to Julian's campaign, the causes of friction between Julian and 
the Arabs relevant to the problem of his death, the identity and legal status 
of the Arabs in Julian's army, and other related problems, such as Julian and 
the Third Temple. 

1 

References to the Arabs m the Res Gestae fall into two categories: (A) 
explicit and (B) implicit. 

A 

There are seven explicit references to the Arabs in the pages of the Res 
Gestae, the last two of which are included in the chapters that describe Jovian's 
retreat after Julian's death. 

1. On 28 March 363, while Julian was encamped in an outpost not far 
from Callinicum, the Saracen kinglings, Saracenarum reguli gentium, came to 
pay homage. 1 They offered him a golden crown, ex auro corona, and he in turn 
received them gladly (XXIII. 3. 8). 

2. The auxilia, provided with great willingness by the Saracen reguli on 
28 March near Callinicum, march with Julian, and about 1 April they reach 
Circesium at the confluence of the Kha.bur and the Euphrates (XXIII.5.1). 

3. After the fall of Anatha, the Saracens bring to Julian some enemy 
skirmishers, procursatores, they had captured. The emperor was pleased, 
gave the Saracens rewards, and sent them back to resume such activities 
(XXIV.1.10). 

'On this important passage, see infra, sec. 4. 
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4. Two days after the burning of Ozogardana 2 in May, a Perso-Arab force 
was commanded on the Persian side by Surenas and on the Arab side by 
"Malechus Podosacis nomine, "3 an Arab chief in the service of Persia who had 
long harassed the Roman frontier territory (XXIV.2.4). 

5. In June, during its retreat from Ctesiphon along the Tigris and before 
it reached Hucumbra, the Roman army was followed by the Persian Saracens, 
who first retreated, then joined with the main body of the Persians, 4 trying to 
carry off the Romans' baggage, but their attempt failed (XXV. 1.3). 

6. On 1 July, the Roman army reaches Dura on the Tigris, where a 
group of Arabs surrounds the Roman cavalry, tired and marching in the rear, 
but the Roman light-armed cavalry, expeditiores turmae (possibly Arab), saves 
them (XXV. 6. 9). These Arabs had fought with Julian but were later alienated 
after Julian denied them their salaria and munera5 (XXV.6.10). 

7. At some spot near the Tigris and before the Romans reached }::latra, 
the Arabs appear for the last time in Ammianus's account of Julian's Persian 
campaign. 6 They or the Persians cut down or carry away those Roman soldiers 
who crossed the Tigris; but it is not clear whether these Arabs were acting 
independently or conjointly with the Persians (XXV.8.1). 

B 

In addition to these explicit references, there are a number of passages 
that may imply Arab participation in Julian's campaign. This is suggested by 
the employment of such terms as procursatores, excursatores, applicable to the 
Arabs, who did function as auxilia in Julian's army. 7 The other group of 
auxilia mentioned by Ammianus are the Goths, but those are mentioned only 
once, 8 while the Arabs receive explicit mention many times; besides, unlike 
the Goths, they were native to the region and were familiar with its to-

'Between Diacira and Macepracta; see map V. 
'For this Arab chief, see infra, sec. 6. 
'This Arab-Persian assault is recorded by Zosimus, HN, III.27. 
'For a detailed analysis of this important passage, see infra, sec. 3. 
6With the possible exception of a reference to the procursatores in RG, XXV.8.4. 
'Clearly so designated in RG, XXIII.5.1. 
'RG, XXIII. 2. 7, where they are referred to as Scythians in conformity with the pre

vailing classicism that identified them with the Scythians of Herodotus. This solitary reference 
to the Goths in the RG conflicts with an explicit reference in Libanius's Epitaphios on Julian 
(Oration XVIII. 169) delivered in 365. In that oration, Julian is lauded for his refusal to invoke 
the aid of the Goths. Perhaps the conflict may be resolved by another solitary reference to the 
Goths in the RG, pertaining to the reign of Constantius (XX.8.1), in which the emperor asks 
the Goths to join him, while he was still in Constantinople. The Gothic contingent in Julian's 
army may thus have been the one that had joined Constantius and was in the East when Julian 
arrived to take the field against the Persians. As for the Armenian auxilia under Arsaces, those 
operated away from Julian across the Tigris and did not march with him along the Euphrates 
against Ctesiphon; see RG, XXIIl.3.5. 
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pography, and Julian had received them gladly ut ad furta bellorum appositi 
(XXIll.3.8). It is possible, therefore, even likely, that the following auxiliary 
units, mentioned in the Res Gestae without indication of their ethnic origins, 
were Arab: 

1. In March while at Carrhae, scouts, procursatores, report to Julian a 
successful enemy raid (XXIII.3.4). 

2. In April, between Zaitha and Dura on the Euphrates, Julian marched 
in order of battle,9 lest he should be entrapped by ambuscades, and arranged 
for fifteen hundred mounted scouts, excursatores, to watch against any sudden 
attack (XXIV.1.2). 

3. Near Macepracta on the Euphrates and the banks of Naarmalcha, the 
Persians attacked the Roman cavalry while these were crossing Naarmalcha, 
but the auxiliares pursued the Persians and struck them down (XXIV.2.8). 

4. Three squadrons of scouting cavalry, procursatorum partis nostrae tres 
turmas, 10 were attacked by the Surenas after the fall and burning of Perisabora 
(XXIV.3.1). 

5. Julian leads a band of light-armed skirmishers, procursatores, near 
Coche/Seleucia (XXIV. 5 .4). Shortly after, three cohorts 11 of light-armed skir
mishers engage the Persians (XXIV. 5. 5). 

6. In the battle of Ctesiphon, 12 Julian is at the head of light-armed 
auxiliaries, levis armaturae auxilia (XXIV.6.9); and it is the light-armed skir
mishers, procursatores, that open the battle by casting their javelins, missilia 
(XXIV.6.10). 

7. During the retreat and after leaving Hucumbra, the legions com
plained that the "cavalry troops of the Tertiaci," Tertiacorum equestris numerus, 13 

'For this order of battle and tactic, see R. Grosse, RomiJche Militdrgl!Jchichte von Gallienm biJ 
zum Beginn der byzantiniJchen Themenverfasmng (Berlin, 1920) (hereafter, RM), p. 255. 

100n the turma, see ibid., p. 48, and on the foederati and their auxiliary units and role, 
pp. 80-88, 280-83. G. L. Cheesman's Auxilia of the Roman Imperial Army (Oxford, 1914), old 
as it is, has not entirely outlived its usefulness. 

110n the cohon, see Grosse, RM, pp. 42-45. 
12The possible Arab participation in the battle of Ctesiphon is confirmed by TabarI's 

account of that participation, explicitly stated, for which see infra, sec. 5 .A. The use of 
javelins, miSJi/ia, by the procursatom, who opened the battle, could fortify the possibility that 
these were indeed Arab. 

"This numeruJ was presumably protecting the flanks of the legions; on the numeruJ, which 
was normally composed of barbarian troops, see Grosse, RM, pp. 25-29. On the ductor of this 
numeruJ, see infra, sec. 5. B. 

Who these Tertiaci were has been a problem; possibly they were the Tertiani of the Notitia 
Dignitatum or the "Equites tertii clibanarii Parrhi," as suggested by D. Hoffman, DaJ JpdtromiJche 
Bewegungsheer und die Notitia Dignitatum, 2 vols., Epigraphische Studien, 7 (Diisseldorf, 1969-
70), vol.1, pp. 275-76 and their notes. If true, this will answer the question of what happened 
to III clibanarii Parthi; see J. W. Eadie, "The Development of Roman Mailed Cavalry," ]RS, 
57 (1967), p. 171 note 58. 
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had given way while they (the legions) were attacking, and thus demoralized 
the army (XXV. l. 7). 

8. After crossing the Tigris and before they reached }:Iatra, the procursa
tores inform the Romans that the Persians were constructing a bridge across the 
river (XXV.8.4). 

These explicit and implicit references pertain not only to the Roman but 
also to the Persian Arabs. All of them provide material for examining impor
tant problems in the Byzantine-Arab-Persian relationship which will be exam
ined in the course of the following sections. The conclusions of these sections, 
however, will be drawn mainly from the explicit references to the Arabs and 
from one implicit reference, namely, XXIV.6.9-10, on the battle of Ctesi
phon, since, as will be argued, this almost certainly involves the Arabs. 

2 

The references to the Roman Arabs m the Res Gestae are valuable for 
assessing the extent and nature of the Arab contribution to Julian's Persian 
campaign: 

(1) The maps 14 show the range and extent of Arab participation and the 
places at which or near which the Arabs take part in the military engagements 
of the campaign. Explicit references find them at Callinicum, Circesium, and 
Anatha. The most natural presumption is that they continued to serve as 
auxilia, at least until the siege of Ctesiphon, 15 since disagreement with Julian 
developed during his retreat after the battle of Ctesiphon. 16 The implicit refer
ences support this presumption; these references find the Arab auxilia in 
Julian's army at the following places before Ctesiphon: between Zaitha and 
Dura, near Macepracta, near Perisabora, near Coche/Seleucia, the last of which 
is important because Julian himself leads the band of procursatores. The climax 
of their participation is the battle of Ctesiphon, when they open the attack, 
led by Julian himself. During the retreat, the Roman Arabs are attested after 
Hucumbra (Symbra). Thus, they would have marched with Julian along the 
Euphrates, fought at Ctesiphon, and retreated with him along the Tigris until 
his death at or near Sumere. 

(2) The nature of their contribution is clearly defined from the very 
beginning; they join Julian as auxilia and function as such throughout the 
campaign, acting as guides and scouts in terrain familiar to them and as 

"See maps V and VI. 
"Especially as the last explicit reference to the Roman Arabs after the fall of Anatha (RG, 

XXIV.1.10) clearly indicates that Julian was pleased with their performance and there is nothing 
in the RG that even suggests any dissatisfaction on the part of Julian with his Arabs before 
the retreat from Ctesiphon. If there had been, Ammianus would have mentioned it. 

16After the last explicit reference to the Arabs at Anatha, RG, XXIV.1.10. 
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protective cover to the legions. As mounted lancers, they belong to the 
cavalry arm of the expedition. Implicit references in the Res Gestae suggest 
that they formed such units in the Roman army as the numerus and the turma, 17 

and the same references also suggest that, in spite of their subordinate role as 
auxilia, they took part in the battle of Ctesiphon led by Julian himself. This 
was probably due to Julian's satisfaction with their performance 18 and possibly 
to his realization that they were more efficient than the legions themselves, 
especially in such hot climate and forbidding terrain. 

The relative importance of the Arabs in Julian's campaign may be mea
sured by a comparison with that of the other two auxiliary groups involved in 
the campaign, the Goths and the Armenians. The first are mentioned only 
once, 19 while the second failed to appear or participate in the campaign. This 
importance is also reflected in the general strategy of Julian's campaign and 
the Arabs' place in it. That strategy envisaged a pincers movement along both 
the Tigris and the Euphrates with Ctesiphon as the target. The Tigris arm of 
the pincers was under the direction of Procopius and Sebastian, who were to 
effect a junction with the Armenian auxilia under their king Arsaces. But 
from the very beginning, Procopius's assignment was secondary, and the 
Euphrates arm represented the main thrust of the pincers under the personal 
command of Julian himself. Furthermore, the pincers movement did not work 
since Arsaces failed to make an appearance, and consequently Julian marched 
along the Euphrates, reached his destination, and fought the battle of Ctesi
phon alone, without effecting a junction with the two commanders. 

The relatively important role of the Arabs is reflected in the fact that, 
unlike the Armenians, they were assigned to the much more important arm of 
the pincers, the Euphrates one, and are attested at various junctures during 
the march, including participation in the battle of Ctesiphon. 20 

3 
The disagreements that developed between Julian and the Arabs are 

important to examine for their relevance to the fortunes of his campaign and 
to the question of Julian's death: 21 

17However, the possibility must be entertained that the Arabs who formed or might have 
formed such units belonged not to the auxilia under discussion but to the regularly enlisted 
Arabs in the Roman army; for these, see chap. 5 on the Notitia Dignitatum in RA. The assess
ment of the Arab contribution in its entirety must also take into account those units listed in 
the ND. 

"See RG, XXIV.1.10 for Julian's satisfaction with the Arabs after the fall of Anatha. 
19It is pertinent to remark in this connection that the Arab auxilia were to beat the Goths 

before the walls of Constantinople shortly after the battle of Adrianople in 3 78 and in terrain 
and climate more favorable to the Goths; see infra, pp. 176-78. 

2°For which, see TabarI's account, infra, sec. 5.A. 
21See infra, pp. 124-32 and 132-35. 
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(1) The explicit reference to the disagreement is in RG, XXV.6.9-10. A 
group of Arabs surround the Roman cavalry after these had reached Dura on 
the Tigris during Jovian's retreat. Julian had denied them their munera and 
salaria, and their complaint at this denial only elicited from him the haughty 
reply, imperatorem bellicosum et vigilantem ferrum habere non aurum. 

(a) The quarrel with the Arab auxilia must have taken place after the 
battle ofCtesiphon, during the retreat. 22 Julian's coffers were low. 23 Even as early 
as the fall of Perisabora he had offered a donativum of a hundred pieces of silver 
to each of his regular soldiers, but the smallness of the amount roused the 
soldiery to a mutinous uproar (RG, XXIV.3.3). Julian was opposed to em
ploying the services of auxilia in principle (RG, XXIII.1.2). He had paid 
them when he needed them, but now, after he had declined the siege of 
Ctesiphon and was beating a retreat, he thought he no longer needed them; 
for Julian, the Arabs had outlived their usefulness. 

(b) Ammianus makes clear that their defection was not inspired by treach
ery, 24 and he gives the reason for their defection-) ulian' s denial of the Arabs 
their munera and salaria. The Arab auxilia were mercenaries, and if his own 
regular troops almost rebelled after the fall of Perisabora for a similar reason, 
it is understandable that the mercenaries, not Roman citizens, should have 
deserted when the bond that united them with Julian, namely, the subsidies, 
had been cut off. 25 

(c) Important in this reference is the mention of munera et salaria. Al
though it is implied that the auxilia received subsidies in return for their 
services, this explicit reference is valuable for a better understanding of the 
terms of the alliance with the Arabs and the whole problem of the new type of 
foederati in the fourth century. 26 The further phrase, ad similitudinem praeteriti 

22See supra, sec. 2. 2. 
''In his speech to the troops, Julian complained that the Romans became impoverished as 

a result of the practice of paying gold for peace with the barbarians (RG, XXIV.3.4). This 
sentiment clearly indicates that Julian was, in principle, opposed to paying money ro non
Romans, including the Arabs. 

24In this he compares favorably with Procopius; for his views on Arab prodosia, see the 
present writer in "Procopius and Arethas," pp. 39-67, 362-82. The episode of Arsaces and his 
failure to effect a junction with the two Roman commanders in Assyria is instructive; Ammianus 
does not comment on the fact but merely records it without expressing or implying that the 
Armenian king betrayed the cause of the Romans; cf. what Procopius says on Arethas, the 
Ghassanid king, and his role in the Assyrian campaign of 541; Procopius, Wars, II.xix. 15-49. 

"How Arab-Roman relations could disastrously deteriorate as a result of not honoring 
the terms of the foedus on the part of Rome is amply evidenced by the events of A.D. 630 in 
southern Palestine, when the Romans denied the Arab foederati their annona; Theophanes, 
Chronographia, 2 vols., ed. C. de Boor, Bibliotheca Teubneriana (Leipzig, 1883-85), vol. 1, 
pp. 335-36. An imperial novel for the year 443 had uttered warnings against abstracting or 
withholding anything from the annona of the Arab foederati; see Cod. Theod., Novella 24. 

"'On the status of Julian's Arabs as foederati, see sec. 4, infra, pp. 113-14. For the terms 
munera and salaria, see Th. Mommsen, MGH, AA (Berlin, 1877-1919), vol. 9, p. 186, 
s.v. dona. 
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temporis, that the pay that was denied them had been extended to the auxilia 
in the past, is also informative. It can refer both to the immediate past-to 
Julian's campaign-and to the remoter one of the previous reigns, and thus 
could document the view that the fourth-century Arab auxilia in the service of 
Byzantium were paid as part of the terms of the alliance and not only allowed 
to settle on Roman territory. 

(2) There is or may be an implicit reference to the Arabs that involves 
discontent on their part with Julian. It has been argued before that the 
equestris numerus27 of the Tertiaci mentioned during Julian's retreat could have 
been Arab. In the following section, Ammianus relates how Julian accepted 
the accusation of the legions that the numerus failed them in battle, and so he 
inflicted a humiliating punishment on the members of the numerus; he had 
their standards taken from them and their lances broken and forced those who 
were thought guilty to march with the packs and the prisoners. 

Since both these episodes took place close to each other, the one at Dura 
on the Tigris, the other not far from Hucumbra, it may be concluded that 
Julian's relations with the Arabs remained good throughout the campaign and 
that they deteriorated only after Ctesiphon, during the retreat. 

Of these two references, the first is the much more important. In addi
tion to being explicit, it is more informative on both the possible Arab 
involvement in Julian's death and on the larger problem of the terms of the 
Arab foedus with Byzantium. 

4 

A 

The question must now be raised whether these auxilia were the foederati 
of Byzantium who were in revolt during the reign of Constantius. In spite of 
the fact that Arab groups other than the foederati are or may have been 
involved in these references, it will be argued that the auxilia with whom 
Julian treated were the foederati of the previous reign. 28 In support of this 
contention the following can be adduced: 

1. The most detailed reference in the Res Gestae for establishing that the 
auxilia who joined Julian at Callinicum were foederati is to be found in 
XXIll.3.8. Julian had encamped not far from Callinicum and it was there 

"On this numerus, see supra, p. 109 and note 13. 
"For the foederati of Constantius's reign, see supra, pp. 74-79. This is the most impor

tant group ro examine since a major goal of this investigation is ro recover the hisrory of the 
foederati in the fourth century and present a continuous narrative of their fortunes in each reign. 
The RG is the locus classicus for recovering their history in the reign of Julian. The identity 
of their tribal affiliations must remain an open question. They could have been the Lakhmids of 
the house of Imru' al-Qays or the Tanukhids of the north, or a combination of both. See 
the section on Tabart's account, infra, sec. 5.A, and also infra., p. 126 and note 88 on the 
possible Tanukhid involvement in Julian's death. 
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that Saracenarum reguli 29 gentium, genibus supp/ices nixi, oblata ex auro corona, 30 

tamquam mundi nationumque suarum dominum adorarunt, suscepti gratanter, ut ad 
furta bellorum appositi. 

The passage leaves no doubt that these were not Peninsular Arabs unfa
miliar with Roman customs but Roman Arabs acquainted with the presenta
tion of the aurum coronarium or corona aurea, which in this case was certainly 
not a tax but a symbolic expression of respect or loyalty, such as was custom
ary on occasions that called for such expressions. 31 Julian's accession to the 
throne and his appearance in the Orient for the Persian campaign was clearly 
the background of this presentation, which took place on 28 March 363 near 
Callinicum. 32 

2. The antecedents of this scene near Callinicum are fortunately de
scribed in Julian's own letter to Libanius, which corroborates the view that 
these Arabs were Roman Arabs.33 Around 10 March while at Hieropolis and on 
reaching that city after a five-day march from Antioch, Julian says that he 
sent out ambassadors to the Saracens suggesting that they could come to him, 
if they wished. These Arabs who received embassies from Julian must have 
been known to the Romans as their Arabs with whom they had established 
relations in the previous reigns. 

3. Another passage in the Res Gestae not only furnishes the background 
for Julian's letter to Libanius dispatched from Hieropolis, but also clinches the 
argument that these were Roman Arabs and foederati. In XXIII.2.1, Am
mianus relates how legationes, embassies from the nations, reached Julian, 
offering aid for the forthcoming campaign but that the emperor gallantly 
declined their aid on the ground that it was not fitting for Rome to defend 
itself by such aid, but rather that it should itself protect its amicos et socios 
when necessary. Julian was then at Antioch in Oriens and, consequently, the 
legationes gentium or most of them that offered aid must have been Arab; these 

29 Ammianus confirms che Arabic accounts char the Roman Arabs were indeed ruled by 
kings; cf. the various categories of reges, regales, and reguli in RG, XVIll.2.13. 

3°For material extremely relevant co chis presentation of the corona aurea, see the fourth
century edicts, including one by Julian himself, in Cod. Theod., XIl.13. The Arabs offered 
their corona aurea voluntarily, and this must have pleased Julian, who stated at the beginning 
of his edict of 20 April 362 (Cod. Theod., XII. 13.1) aurum coronarium munus est voluntatis. 

"See Cod. Theod., XII.13.4 for the offering of golden crowns on the occasion of imperial 
successes, rebus prospere gestis; and ibid., XIl.13.6, where the crown is offered pro devotione, quae 
Romano debetur imperio. 

120n his accession, Julian received golden crowns (Libanius, Oration XVIII.193). Although 
the offering of these crowns was differencly inspired from the Arab one, it is relevant to men
tion that Julian would not accept crowns of more than seventy solidi since he valued the offering 
as an honor, tLµY). 

"See The Works of the Emperor Julian, tr. W. C. Wright, Loeb ed. (London-Cambridge, 
Mass., 1913), vol. 3, Jette"!' 58, pp. 206f. 
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gentes are described as amici et socii, and so the Arabs among them could only 
have been the foederati of the fourth century. 34 

B 

The three passages analyzed above, the two from the Res Gestae and the 
one from Julian's letter to Libanius, make clear that Julian was treating with 
the Arab foederati. These were the same foederati of the reign of Constantius, 
whose fortunes, examined in the preceding chapter, illuminate all these trans
actions in Julian's reign. Just as Constantius had negotiated with them at the 
beginning of his reign, 35 so does Julian negotiate with them at his accession and 
with the same end in view-participation in his Persian campaign. 

It has been argued that these foederati had revolted in the reign of 
Constantius on grounds that have been explored, and this raises the question 
why they joined Julian, who was from their point of view even worse than 
Constantius, a pagan and, what is more, an apostate. It is possible that the 
orthodox foederati had not yet heard of his apostasy. But the more probable 
reason is that in spite of this and of his championship of paganism, Julian's 
short reign began with a proclamation of religious tolerance and with an edict 
that recalled all the bishops banished in the reign of Constantius. Thus the 
Nicene bishops to whom the Arab foederati were attached returned 36 from exile, 
and this was sure to make the Arabs flock again to his standard. His anti
Christian measures, such as forbidding the Christians to teach or study the 
liberal arts, would have been of only remote concern to the Arab foederati, 
perhaps of no significance whatsoever. 37 

5 
Two sections m the Res Gestae raise questions which call for a separate 

treatment. 

34The amicos et socios of RG, XXIII. 2 .1 is a major piece of evidence that the status of these 
auxilia was indeed that of amici et socii. On how Ammianus obscured this status of the Arabs 
in the reign of Constantius, see Chap. 2, "The Reign of Constantius," supra, pp. 83-85. 
The phrase amici et socii is of course elliptical, the full phrase being amici et socii populi Romani. 

"A transaction Julian was aware of while Caesar in Gaul, as is clear from his panegyric 
on Constantius, for which see supra, p. 75. 

36Athanasius returned to his Alexandrian see in 361, although he had been hiding in the 
city from 356 to 361; he was exiled again in 362. That the Arab foederati in Oriens were not 
unconcerned about the patriarchal see of Alexandria and the theological position of its incumbent 
is clearly indicated by the encounter that took place in Alexandria itself in the reign of Valens 
between their own orthodox bishop, Moses, and the Arian Lucius, for which see infra, pp. 153-
15 5. More relevant to the foederati would have been the return of their own orthodox bishop, 
possibly the Theotimus who appears in the list of the Synod of Antioch convened in the reign 
of Jovian, for which see infra, pp. 334-35. 

370n Julian's religious policy, see Bidez, La vie de l'empereur Julien, pp. 225-35, 300-
304, 310-14. 
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A 

The first section, XXIV.6.9-10, bears on the battle of Ctesiphon and 
possible Arab participation in it. It has been argued that the auxilia who took 
part in the battle were probably Arab. This conclusion could derive support 
from the Arabic History of Tabari, which has a fairly detailed account of the 
battle of Ctesiphon and of Arab participation in Julian's campaign. 38 The 
relevant important features of this account are the following: 

1. The Arabs formed a substantial portion of the army of Julian, but the 
numbers are fabulously exaggerated. 39 What is important, however, is not their 
numbers but the fact of their participation in Julian's campaign, which can be 
checked with Ammianus's account, implicit as it is in its reference to the 
Arabs. 

2. The Arabs were eager to join Julian; their eagerness derived from their 
animosity toward Shapur, engendered by the latter's brutal campaign against 
the Arabs in 326 when he sought them and beat them in various parts of the 
Peninsula and the Fertile Crescent. 40 The Arab eagerness to join Julian may be 
interlocked with RG, XXIIl.2.1 and XXIII.5.1, and thus supplies the back
ground for Ammianus's account of their willingness to join him. That these 
were not Peninsular but Roman Arabs is clearly indicated by a statement in 
Tabari's account, namely, that Julian recruited "those of the Arabs who were 
in his kingdom." This statement is valuable: it interlocks (a) with what has 

"TabarI, Tiirikh, vol. 2, pp. 58-59; see also Noldeke's translation and notes in PAS, 
pp. 59-61, and idem, "Uber den syrischen Roman von Kaiser Julian," ZDMG, 28, pp. 263-
92, esp. pp. 291-92. 

Tabari's account cannot be dismissed so lightly, as the above analysis will show. Noldeke 
did not pay too much attention to the Arab-Byzantine relationship in the fourth century nor 
did he analyze Ammianus's account in the RG of Arab participation in Julian's campaign. 
Besides, he published PAS in 1879, and much progress has been made in the course of the 
century that has elapsed since his work was written, and some of his views and conclusions have 
to be reexamined. Such for instance is his footnote (note 2 on p. 60 of PAS) on Tabari's 
inclusion of the Khazars as a contingent in Julian's army. Just as Ammianus calls the Goths 
Scythians, so does TabarI call them Khazars; as Julian's army was indeed composed of Romans, 
Arabs, and Goths, Tabari's statement that it was composed of Romans, Arabs, and Khazars is 
not open to much questioning; thus Noldeke's judgment that the inclusion of the Khazars is 
eine Zuthat des arab. Bearbeiters is unjustified. 

Tabari was well informed about Julian's reign, and his account of that reign, with the 
exception of some patently erroneous statements, is basically correct; he was a Persian writing 
in the eastern half of the Islamic Empire and was naturally interested in the history of the 
Persians and their relations with the Romans and the Arabs and was careful to use reliable 
Persian and Arabic sources. For an evaluation of both Tabari and Noldeke, see the present 
writer's review article of PAS in IJMES, 8 (1977), pp.117-22. 

3'The use of the plural, reguli, in RG, XXIII.3.8 suggests that the Arabs who joined 
Julian near Circesium came to him in considerable numbers. 

400n this campaign and the possible involvement of Imru' al-Qays in it, see supra, pp. 
62-64. Tabari's statement that the Arabs who joined Julian did so because they wanted to 
conduct a war of revenge against Shapiir could suggest that Imru' al-Qays's defection may be 
related to this campaign rather than to his Christianity; but it could be related to both. 
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been said on the Arab contingent in the preceding section, namely, that they 
were foederati, and (b) with what has been said about the two groups of 
foederati in Rome's service, the Lakhmids of the Provincia Arabia, the descen
dants of Imru' al-Qays, and the Tanukhids 4 ' of the north, namely, that they 
fled Persian territory after their quarrel with the Sasanids. 

3. The Arab contingent in Julian's army won a resounding victory over 
Shapur before the walls of Ctesiphon. There is no record of this in RG, 
XXIV.6.9-10; there is mention only of auxiliary participation, and it has 
been argued (supra, sec. 1.B.6) that this is or may be a reference to Arab 
participation. The two accounts may be reconciled; 'fabarI grossly exaggerated 
the Arab achievement, while Ammianus, not partial to the Arabs, obscured it 
or left it implied. The truth seems to lie between 'fabarI's overstatements and 
Ammianus's understatements. 

Less important than 'fabarI's account is another that may be found in 
DinawarI's Al-Akhbar al-'(iwal. 42 It is, however, not devoid of interest since it 
contains references to the Ghassanids both in Persian and in Roman territory. 
DinawarI states that the Ghassanids took part in Julian's campaign against the 
Persians; that a Ghassanid king penetrated Mesopotamia during the minority 
of Shapur II, who upon reaching his majority besieged the Ghassanid I;)ay
zan in his city on the Euphrates, captured it, and killed him. The account and 
DinawarI's sources have been analyzed by Noldeke and dismissed as untrust
worthy, 43 yet there is the tantalizing reference to the Assanite Arabs in Am
mianus during the campaign of Julian, and the possibility that after all the 
Ghassanids may have been already in those regions in the fourth century. 44 

B 

The second section in the Res Gestae that needs a specialized treatment 
is XXV. 1. 7, the episode of the ductor of the T ertiacorum equestris numerus, 
who fought bravely while his numerus gave way. An examination of this section 
could yield the conclusion that he was possibly an Arab phylarch, and this 
conclusion could corroborate the view already argued for-that the numerus 
under his command was indeed Arab. 

The argument for the ductor's being an Arab derives partly from that 
advanced for the numerus's being Arab (supra, sec. 1.B, note 13), namely, 
that the numeri were normally composed of barbarian troops; furthermore, the 
members of the numerus carried lances that Julian broke in order to disgrace 

41For the Taniikhids and the Lakhmids, see infra, pp. 366--72 and 383. 
"DinawarI, Al-Akhbiir al-1;iwiil, ed. A. 'Amir and J. Shayyal (Cairo, 1960), pp. 48-49. 
43See Niildeke's evaluation of this work as inferior and deriving from Nihiiyat al-Irab, in 

PAS, pp. xxv-xxvi and p. 36 note 1. 
44For this, see infra, sec. 6. In Ammianus's account, however, the Ghassanid chief 

Podosacis is on the Persian side, but the large group may have divided itself between the Persians 
and the Romans, or some of them may have been acting independently. 
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them, and the Arabs carried lances as part of their regular accouterment. The 
details given by Ammianus on the ductor himself suggest also the following 
further observations on the Arab origin of the ductor: 

1. The ductor is left anonymous, while Ammianus usually goes out of his 
way to mention by name individual commanders who distinguish themselves, 
as the ductor of this numerus did. 45 This could suggest that the name was so 
foreign to Ammianus that he found it difficult to pronounce it or transliterate 
it, a difficulty already experienced by Strabo, who omitted mentioning the 
names of Arab tribes along the Euphrates because of the difficulty of pro
nouncing them. 46 

2. After he had disgraced the numerus, Julian gave the ductor the com
mand of a turma whose commander had disgraced himself. The turma was 
usually composed of barbarian troops, and these could have been Arab; this 
may explain why the ductor was assigned to the turma, whose members could 
understand the language of their newly appointed ductor, who, as has been 
argued, could have been an Arab. 47 

3. The title that describes the leader could point in the same direction. 
Ductor is not a technical term in Roman military terminology, and this 
suggests that the holder of that title did not have a regular appointment in 
the Roman army but was the leader of barbarian auxilia. 

The last point raises the question whether this ductor was a phylarchus, the 
title used to describe the commander of the Arab foederati and which was used 
later, in the fifth century, and attained its widest vogue in the sixth. 48 Am
mianus uses the term only once, appiying it to the Arab chief who com
manded the Persian Arabs (RG, XXIV.2.4), clearly in the nontechnical sense 
of chief For the Arab chiefs he uses the term reguli, as in RG, XXlll.3.8. 
Perhaps Ammianus did not want to use phylarchus to describe the ductor 
because it had not then become a technical term, 49 or he did not wish to 
disclose the Arab origin of the ductor,50 possibly the former. 

45He even gives the names of those who did not distinguish themselves, as, for instance, 
in RG, XVIII.6.12, which mentions a fleeing tribune whose name, Abdigildus, he gives. 

46Strabo, Geography, XVI.4.18. 
47The Arab foederati of the fourth century probably did not understand Latin, the language 

of the Roman army. 
480n this, see Procopius, Wan, I.xvii.46. 
''The reluctance of classical authors to use the term phylarchus for Arab chiefs in the 

service of Rome may derive from the fact that phylarchus in the Roman military termi
nology translated tribunus, and this would have made the military and legal status of the Arab 
phylarchus ambiguous, as it would have confused him with the Roman tribunus. The former was 
not civis, while the latter was. On Niildeke's view why the term was not used, see GF, p. 13. 
See also infra, pp. 520-21. 

' 0If proved Arab, the bravery of the ductor invites comparison with that of Arethas at 
Callinicum in 531; he, too, stood his ground while the other phylarchs fled; see the present 
writer in "Procopius and Arethas," pp. 43-56. 
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6 

A most informative section in the Res Gestae as far as the Arabs are 
concerned is XXIV.2.4, which involves not the Roman Arabs but a joint 
Perso-Arab operation that took place in May, two days after the burning of 
Ozogardana, and which contemplated the capture of Hormisdas, the fugitive 
Persian prince. The Persian force under the Surenas was accompanied by an 
Arab force under the command of Malechus Podosacis nomine, phylarchus Sara
cenorum Assanitarum. It is the most detailed and specific reference to the Arabs 
in the pages of Ammianus, and, in spite of the fact that it refers to the Persian 
Arabs, it is of great importance and relevance to the entire Byzantine-Arab
Persian relationship. 

A 

The problem that this reference poses is the identification of the three 
proper names-Malechus, Podosacis, and Assanitarum-a problem well known 
since the days of 0. Blau: 51 

1. Malechus may be the Arabic title king, and it recalls the reguli who 
joined Julian near Circesium. Alternatively, it could be a proper noun, the 
Arabic personal name Malik, and it has been persuasively argued that his full 
name was "Malik, the son of Podosacis," the last word being a patronymic. 52 

2. Podosacis presents a much more difficult problem: (a) It could be a 
Persian name or title with which the Arab chief or his father was endowed in 
view of his association with the Persians, to which there are parallels in the 
history of Arab-Persian relations. 53 The closest Persian title to Podosacis is 
Bidhakhsh.54 (b) Alternatively, and more probably, it is an Arabic proper name, 

>tSee his "Arabien im sechsten Jahrhundert," ZDMG, 23 (1869), p. 577; see also R. 
Aigrain, "Arabie," DHGE, 3, cols. 1190-91. 

"See AA W, vol. 2, pp. 325-26. 
53Some of the Arabs living in or near the Persian sphere of influence assumed Persian 

names, such as Bistam and Qabus. The Persian title Sepahbad was assumed by an Arab chief 
in the fifth century, Aspebetos, the friend of St. Euthymius, for whom see BAFIC. This title 
applied to Arab chiefs is also known to classical Arabic lexicographers. On Sepahbad, see A. 
Christensen, L'lran sous /es Sassanides (Copenhagen, 1944), p. 104 note 1. 

"On this Persian title, see ibid., pp. 22-23, 137. The title is known to Ammianus, who 
spells it vitaxa (RG, XXIII.6.14); chis Latin spelling of the tide does not necessarily argue 
against its identification with Podosacis. By the time it reached the ears of Ammianus, it had 
been transformed by the Arabs and adapted to the phonology of Arabic; Ammianus could have 
recranslicerated it unaware chat he was transliterating the same title he had rendered as vitaxa. 
Consonantally, Podosacis (the lasts is that of the genitive) and Bidhakhsh are mutually reducible 
to each other; the third and the fourth consonants, sand c, have possibly experienced metathesis, 
a common face chat befalls words chat cross these linguistic frontiers; the final consonant in 
Persian (sh), as always, becomes an s in Greek and Latin. If Podosacis turns out to be really 
Persian Bidhakhsh, this would be a remarkable application of the term to an Arab figure in 
view of the importance of the title in the Persian hierarchical order. Bue as in the case of 
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the nearest to which is Arabic Fadawkas'' (the young fox). His full name would 
have been "Malik, the son of Fadawkas" if, as is probable, Podosacis is to be 
construed as a patronymic. This would be a gain genealogically, since the 
father's name is thus recovered,)6 and the father, too, most probably ruled his 
Saracens and was in the service of Persia. 

3. More important than his name and patronymic is his tribal affiliation; 
this is rarely mentioned by classical writers when relating the fortunes of Arab 
historical figures. It is almost certain that the Saracenorum Assanitarum to 
which he belonged were none other than the Ghassanids, who became the 
foederati of Byzantium in the sixth century. 

In support of the identification of the Assanitae with the Ghassanids, the 
following arguments and observations may be advanced: (a) It is the most 
natural identification on phonological grounds,5 7 and the tribal group for whom 
this name stands must be the well-known Ghassanids, the future foederati of 
Byzantium. (b) Aigrain had declared against this identification on the ground 
that the Ghassanids appeared only later, and so this reference would be too 
early for them; recent epigraphic discoveries, however, have invalidated this 
view. A Sabaic inscription, recently discovered, clearly proves that the Ghas
sanids already in the third century had moved from South Arabia and were 
somewhere in the north. ' 8 It is, therefore, quite likely that in the fourth 
century their wanderings took them to northeast Arabia and the Euphrates 
region, in the Persian sphere of influence. (c) The literary sources also know of 
the Ghassanids in l;IIra itself, and this gives even more precision to their 

Aspebetos in the fifth century, the title was probably loosely applied. If he was Persia's client
king over the neighboring Arabs and their regions, the title would have been applied with some 
appositeness. For an alternative explanation of Podosacis as an Iranian title, see AA W, vol. 2, 
p. 326. 

"On Fadawkas, see Ibn-Durayd, AI-Ishtiqaq, ed. 'A. Hariin (Cairo, 1958), p. 338. In 
view of the almost certain Ghassanid affiliation of this Arab chief, it is pertinent to remark 
that a major figure in Ghassanid history also carried the name Fox, although it is a different 
Arabic word, Tha'laba, that designates him. On the Ghassanids as the "House of Tha'Jabah," 
see the present writer in "Ghassan and Byzantium: A New terminus a quo," Der Islam, 33 
(1958), pp. 232-55. 

;;In much the same way that the patronymic given to the famous Arethas, "son of Jabala," 
by Procopius is valuable; Procopius, Wars, I.xvii.47. 

"In spite of some difficulties noted in AA W, vol. 2, pp. 327-28. The transliteration of 
Arabic words into Greek does not follow strict rules and they appear quite distorted. 

It has been suggested chat Ammianus may have written not Assanitarum but Muscenitarum, 
the Syriac term for "tent-dweller"; see P. Peeters, "Bulletin des publications hagiographiques," 
AB, 44 (1926), p. 396. This is to be wholeheartedly rejected since it violates the rules of 
transcriptional probabilities. Besides, Ammianus is informed about the Arabs who were tent
dwellers, the scenitae, and indeed he is one of the main sources for the identification of Saraceni 
with Scenitae. Saracenarum Muscenitarum would be absurdly tautological. Peeters wrote at a time 
when the history of the Ghassanids in its peninsular stage was still obscure. 

"W. Miiller, "Ergebnisse neuer epigraphischer Forschungen im Jemen, ZDMG (1977), 
Supplement III, 1, p. 732. 
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whereabouts, in the Persian sphere of influence. 59 (d) The old view that the 
Ghassanids reached the Roman frontier from the south, from J:Iijaz, has 
militated against the identification of the Assanitae of the Res Gestae with the 
Ghassanids. But this view is now open to question and the probabilities are 
that, in spite of their connection with the Azd of Medina, the Ghassanids 
reached the Roman frontiers and became Rome's allies after their association 
with the Persians. 60 This fortifies the conclusion that the Assanitae, whom 
Ammianus finds along the Euphrates and in the service of Persia, are indeed 
the Ghassanids. 

B 

The correct identification of this figure is of considerable importance to 

the history of the Romans as well as the Persians and to the interrelationship 
that obtained among the Arabs, the Persians, and the Romans. 

1. He appears as a powerful ally of the Persians, important enough to be 
associated with the Surenas61 himself in military operations. He had long 
harassed the Roman frontier as a dedicated foe of the Romans, and this implies 
that he took part in the Byzantine-Persian war of the previous reign, that of 
Constantius. He thus could have been included in the phrase duces varii 62 with 

' 9For the Ghassanids in l:IIra, their Christianity, and their church, and for an Azd colony 
settled in Naarmakha, not far from l:IIra, see lbn-1:Iazm, Jamharat Ansaba al-'Arab, ed. 'A. 
Hartin (Cairo, 1962), pp. 374-75; also, al-Mas'iidI, who speaks of their kings in l:IIra; see 
al-Tanbih wa al-Ishraf, ed. 'A. al-~awI (Cairo, 1938), p. 158; on the Ghassanids in the Persian 
sphere of influence in this period, see the account of DinawarI, summarized JUpra, sec. 5 .A. 

It is also pertinent to note that the mother of the Lakhmid king of l:IIra (lmru' al-Qays) 
who went over to the Romans was an Azdite, and that his wife, the mother of his son 'Amr, 
was a Ghassanid princess; see I:Iamza, Tarikh (Beirut, 1961), p. 86; and Mas'iidI, Muriij 
(Beirut, 1966), vol. 2, p. 223. This indicates or at least implies that the Ghassanids were in 
the fourth century in or around l:IIra. These genealogical data on Lakhmid-Ghassanid marriage 
relationships cannot now be lightly dismissed; they are consonant with what has been inde
pendently argued for on the Ghassanid presence in the eastern part of the Fertile Crescent in 
the fourth century. 

Rothstein's view that the Ghassanids of l:IIra are not the same as the well-known group 
who became the allies of Byzantium in Oriens has now to be rejected. Rothstein wrote in 1899 
and under the influence of Noldeke; see Rothstein, DLH, p. 68 note 2. 

6"The course suggested here for the movement of the Ghassanids from Persian to Roman 
terrirory is illustrated by the career of Imru' al-Qays, the adventurous phylarch of the reign of 
Leo, whose Ghassanid affiliation has been argued for by the present writer in still unpublished 
research and who will be discussed in the second volume of this work, BAFIC. For the time 
being the reader may consult the published article on him, which, however, leaves out the 
problem of his tribal affiliation; see "On the Patriciate of Imru' al-Qays," The World of /Jlam 
(Studies in Honor of Philip K. Hitti), eds. J. Kritzeck and B. Winder (London, 1959), pp. 74-82. 

6 '0n the Surenas, see Noldeke, PAS, p. 438 note 4. 
62It is almost certain that the Arabs, who were native to Mesopotamia, formed part of 

the army of Shapiir, but their role was unnoticed by Ammianus or obscured by him. See the 
preceding chapter on the reign of Constantius, pp. 74-86. For Ammianus, Podosacis was a 
latro. 
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which Ammianus describes the military allies of Shapur before the siege of 
Amida in 359 (RG, XVIII.6.22), all of which is reflected in the fact that 
he became known to the Romans by name, rank, and tribal affiliation, an 
unusually detailed description of an Arab chief in classical literature. 

2. The reference to his tribal affiliation as a Ghassanid is more important 
than his name. The obscurity that pervades the history of the Ghassanids in 
the Peninsular stage before they joined the Romans in the sixth century is 
partially dispelled by the precious reference in the Res Gestae with its precise 
geographical and chronological indications. Thus, the Res Gestae is an impor
tant document for Ghassanid history in the fourth century, coming as it does 
between the Sabaic inscription in the third and Malchus's 63 fragment in the 
fifth; the three documents give a reasonably clear chart of their wanderings 
until they joined the Romans during the reign of Anastasius, ca. 500. 

The Persian connection of Podosacis is of great relevance to the history of 
Byzantine-Ghassanid relations. It indicates that before they became the foederati 
of Byzantium in the sixth century they had been in alliance with the Per
sians, and that the course of their wanderings to the Roman limes has to be 
recharted; they appear to have wandered from the eastern to the western part 
of the Fertile Crescent rather than from the south (1:fijaz) to the north, the 
Provincia Arabia. 64 

3. The position of Podosacis among the Persians and his Ghassanid 
affiliations raise questions pertaining to the history of 1:fi"ra in this period and 
the relation of the Ghassanid Podosacis to it. 

It is possible that Podosacis was the head of a Ghassanid group in the 
service of Persia based somewhere along the Euphrates, but it is more likely 
that he had some connection with 1:fi"ra, the history of which is confused and 
obscure at this time after the defection of Imm' al-Qays, the Lakhmid, and 
his migration to Roman territory. 65 It is precisely in this period that 1:fi"ra is 
said to have been ruled not by Lakhmids but by a figure with the name of 
Aws ibn-Qallam. According to Aghani, he belonged to the tribe of al-1:farith 
b. Ka'b, 66 the well-known South Arabian tribe, which ruled Najran in the 

63See supra, note 60, on Imru' al-Qays of Leo's reign. 
64A possible course for their wanderings from che Euphrates region co the West, co the 

Roman frontier, is that some of chem went directly co the Romans, represented by the group 
of lmru' al-Qays of the reign of Leo, while others went to northern l:fijaz where they were 
associated with the two tribes of Medina, al-Awas and al-Khazraj, both, like the Ghassanids, 
belonging co the large Azd group. It is also possible that the connection of Medina with the 
Eastern Ghassanids may go back co the time and group of lmru' al-Qays, who established a 
contact with the Byzantines before the lacer and more important contact was established ca. 
500 in the reign of Anascasius. 

65See Rothstein, DLH, pp. 64-65. le is possible chat Ghassan reached l:fi:ra as part of 
Taniikh, which counted among its members the Azd, ro whom Ghassan belonged. 

66See Noldeke, PAS, p. 78 note 1. 
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sixth century. 67 But this tribe was South Arabian, as were the Ghassanids 
and their chief. This fortifies the conclusion that Podosacis was connected 
with }:IIra. He may have been an ally of Aws or his general, or even the 
ruler of }:IIra68 at this time of confusion, but his name did not reach the Arab 
historians, or if it did, it has not survived. 

7 

The examination of the references to the Arabs in the Res Gestae for the 
reign of Julian calls for some general comments on Ammianus's account of 
Arab participation in Julian's Persian War: 

( 1) He had left vague the status of the Arabs for the reign of Constantius, 
and he has done the same for the reign of Julian. The fact of their being 
foederati has had to be reconstructed from his own narrative and from other 
contemporary sources (supra, sec. 4). 

(2) Although his account includes references to their active participation 
in the campaign, the examination of the implicit references suggests that the 
range of their participation was probably much more extensive than Am
mianus has chosen to include (supra, sec. 1). 

(3) The nature of their participation too may have been obscured. Al
though the Arabs were certainly adapted for guerilla warfare, it has been 
argued that they were much more than that, and that they took an active part 
in the battle of Ctesiphon commanded by Julian himself (supra, sec. 5). 

The foregoing conclusions or comments receive confirmation from the 
manner of the Arabs' appearance in the classical sources in the reign of Valens, 
so shortly after the death of Julian. They appear so well organized and so 
powerful that this must have been the case also in the previous reign. 69 Thus 
'fabarI's account of active and substantial Arab participation in Julian's cam
paign receives some additional support, while, on the other hand, Ammi
anus's account for both the reigns of Constantius and Julian suggests that the 
historian did not tell the story of their participation in its entirety. 

Nevertheless, 'fabarI's account, in spite of arguments in its favor, re
mains a later Arabic one, written in Islamic times, and, consequently, is not 

67It is not entirely clear whether the tribe had occupied Najran in the fourth century 
or whether it was still somewhere in its vicinity. 

68This could derive support from the genealogical data of Lakhmid-Ghassanid marriage 
relationships referred to supra, note 59. Perhaps there was a Ghassanid interregnum in the 
history of l::lira after the defection of Imru' al-Qays to the Romans, as there was to be a Kindite 
interregnum in the sixth century. 

"On the Arab foederati in the reign of Valens, see infra, Chap. 4. The reference to the 
onovba( between the Romans and the Arabs, dissolved by the death of the latter's king, is 
decisive. It represents a link with the immediate past and establishes the fact that the Arabs 
were, indeed, foederati. 
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as decisive as contemporary classical sources would be for evaluating Ammi
anus's account. Fortunately, those classical sources are available for the follow
ing reigns and will form the basis for passing a judgment on Ammianus. 70 

II. THE DEATH OF JULIAN 

The sudden death of Julian during his retreat from Ctesiphon raised in the 
minds of contemporaries the question of whether he was accidentally killed or 
struck down by the lance of an assassin. 71 The question also involved the 
identity of the killer, whether he was a Christian, a Roman legionary, a 
Persian, or a Saracen. 

The views that implicate the Arabs in the death of Julian are two: (1) 

Li bani us, 72 the pagan friend of Julian, argues that the assassin was an Arab in 
the Roman army and in the employ of some group. (2) On the other hand, 
the ecclesiastical historian Philostorgius 73 asserts that the Saracen who hurled 
the lance at Julian was in the Persian army and does not express or imply that 
there was a plot behind his death. Two other ecclesiastical historians, Sozo
men and Theodoret, include a reference to an Arab as one of the possibilities, 
but only passingly. 74 

A 

Of all the authors who discussed the death of Julian, Libanius is the most 
engaged and concerned. This was natural since he was a teacher, friend, and 
admirer of the emperor whose reign witnessed the climax of his career. Fur
thermore, after 353 he lived permanently in his native Antioch, the base 
whence Julian marched against Persia and whither Ammianus, the primary 
souce for that campaign, retired after the death of Julian. Thus Libanius was 

700n chis, see the section enticled "Ammianus and the Arabs," infra, pp. 239-50. 
71For a critique of the sources, see Th. Buccner-Wobsc, "Der Tod des Kaisers Julian, eine 

Quellenscudie," Philologus, 51 (1892), pp. 561-80. On the Eunapian tradition as a source for 
the death of Julian, see G. W. Bowersock, "Gibbon and Julian," Gibbon et Rome (Geneva, 
1977), pp. 207-10. 

"See Oration XXIV.6. The Julianic Orations have been conveniencly collected by 
A. F. Norman in vol. 1 of his Libanius: Selected Works, in the Loeb Classical Library (London
Cambridge, Mass., 1969). 

73HE, VIl.15. John Lydus adds a picturesque detail, namely, char the Saracen who killed 
Julian did so after recognizing him by his purple mancle and shouting in his native language, 
MaA:x:av; see Lydus, De mensibus, ed. R. Wunsch, Bibliocheca Teubneriana (Leipzig, 1898), 
IV. 75. According co Philoscorgius, the Saracen was attacked by one of Julian's bodyguard, who 
cue his head off. 

74Sozomen refers co him as a "Saracen," Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. J. Bidez, GCS, 50 (Berlin, 
1960), Vl.1, while Theodorec calls him "one of the nomads who were called Ishmaelites," 
Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. L. Parmentier, GCS, 19 (Leipzig, 1911), IIl.20. 
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in a favored position to know much about that death, and his thoughts on it 
deserve to be carefully analyzed. 75 

Libanius discusses Julian's death in four different orations: XVII, XVIII, 
I, and XXIV. The first was composed in 364/65, the second in 365, the third 
in 374, and the fourth in 379, some fifteen years after the first one, and 
addressed to the emperor Theodosius. Thus the problem was on his mind for a 
number of years, and his views on the identity of Julian's murderer went 
through important changes. 

1. In Oration XVII (Monody), he speaks of the Assyrians (sec. 6) and 
later of an Achaemenid 76 (sec. 32) as the killers of Julian. Thus he assumes that 
the emperor fighting in Assyria against the Persians was killed by one of his 
adversaries. In this account he may have been reflecting the views of Am
mianus Marcellinus (RG, XXV.3.6-7), whom he undoubtedly met after the 
latter's return to Antioch and who in the version he was later to write of 
Julian's death did not suspect any plot or foul play. 77 

2. In Oration XVIII (Funeral Oration), Libanius returns to the question 
of Julian's death and devotes to it two sections (274-75). He had reflected on 
the manner of his death since writing the Monody and had come to the 
conclusion that Julian was killed not by a Persian but by a Roman hand 78 in the 
employ of a Christian group. He does not mention the Christians by name, 
but they are so clearly implied, and the implication was understood by other 
writers such as Sozomen, 79 who quotes this very passage. 

This shift in Libanius's position may be due to the circulation of a new 
version of the death of Julian, such as the one Ammianus later incorporated in 

"They were discussed in Biittner-Wobst's analysis of the sources for the death of Julian 
(pp. 569-71), for which see Jupra, note 71. But that article appeared in 1892, and in addition 
to not noting the references in Orations XVII, I, and XVIII, the author did not accept the 
reading crucial for the present analysis, namely, Tct"i"r1v6~ tL~, since then accepted by R. 
Foerster, ed., Libanii Opera, Bibliotheca Teubneriana, 11 (Berlin, 1963), vol. 2, p. 517, line 4. 

16The Sasanids of Libanius's time derived their descent from the Achaemenids. The use of 
the term Achaemenid for Pmian is an archaism, not startling coming as it does from the 
Atticising Libanius, who may have chosen it seduced by the proximity of his reference to the 
Achaemenids Cyrus and Cambyses and to Alexander in the same section 32. Even so, it is 
£'.lither incongruous since the Achaemenids were only the royal house or the ruling dynasty; 
Achaemenid and PerJian are not interchangeable terms. 

11For his desire to be informed by eyewitnesses on the Persian campaign, see Libanius, 
letters 1220, 1434, Libanii Opera (Teubner), vol. 11. 

"He rests his argument on the assumption that the assailant received no reward from the 
Persian king, who issued a proclamation on this point inviting the killer to come forward, 
but no one did. This argument may be answered by reference to Philostorgius's account, 
according to which the killer was beheaded by one of Julian's bodyguard. Ammianus does not 
record this incident, but he may have suppressed it Jest his hero should appear a fool who, in 
the land of Parthian arrows, fought without wearing his armor. 

79Sozomen thinks Libanius was probably right in his suspicion and, what is more, has a 
good word for the Christian soldier who is said to have killed Julian. 
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his Res Gestae (XXV.6.6) where Roman responsibility is suspected by the 
Persians who were informed of it by a group of deserters. As for the further 
statement that the killer was in the employ of a Christian group, this could 
have been inspired by manifest and undisguised Christian satisfaction or jubi
lation over Julian's death, and the pagan sophist thus easily accepted the 
thesis of Christian guilt or complicity. 

3. In Oration I, his autobiography, written in 374, some ten years later, 
Libanius makes a reference to Julian's death but limits himself to saying that a 
spear pierced his side. 80 On the identity of the killer and the Christian group 
who, according to his previous Oration XVIII, inspired the killing, Libanius 
is silent. 

His silence was probably a course of prudence that he pursued as a result 
of his being accused in the years after 365 of complicity in conspiracies against 
Valens, an accusation that could gain credence in view of his avowed pagan
ism and friendship with the anti-Christian Julian. 

4. But it is in Oration XXIV, On Avenging Julian, addressed to Emperor 
Theodosius I, that Libanius goes beyond speaking in general terms of Julian's 
death at the hands of a Roman inspired by a Christian group (secs. 11, 21) 
into specifying that it was Ta'il'jv6; ·n;, 81 an Arab, that killed Julian (sec. 6): 
Ta'il')v6; 't'L; tvrnA~v JtAl')p&v tcj'> mp&v m'lt&v apx,ovtL. This section, 
with its precious reference to Ta'(l'jv6; tL;, poses a number of problems and 
calls for some observations: 

(a) The first problem is the peculiar term used to describe the Arab 
assailant as T aienos. Originally the term signified a member of the tribe of 
Tayy and later came to be applied by the Aramaic-speaking peoples of Assyria 
and Babylonia to the bedouin Arabs, who were called Saracenoi by those in 
Syria and Egypt. Although the term is known to Byzantine writers 82 not only 
in the restricted sense of bedouins but also in the wider generic sense of 
Arabs, 83 its use by Libanius is somewhat odd since it was far from being a 

' 0See Libanius' Autobiography, ed. A. F. Norman (Oxford, 1965), sec. 133. On the dating 
of the Autobiography and the part within which sec. 133 falls, see p. xiii of the introduction. 

81This reading, Tail']v6i:; ni:;, had been rejected by Biittner-Wobst, who suggested ,:cov 
T\µETEpwv ni:; instead; see p. 570 note 24 of his article cited supra, note 71. Bur 0. Crusius 
accepted it, following Reiske, and argued for it in his "Tail']v6i:; ni:; als Morder Julians," Philo
logus, 51 (1892), pp. 735-38. This reading has been accepted for the standard text in the 
Teubner series (supra, note 75). It could derive some additional support from a later passage in 
the same oration (sec. 29), where the word tent, mtl']V~, is used twice, for which see infra, 
note 89. 

"Such as Uranios, who locates them to the south of the Saracenoi. For the Taienoi, see 
E. Honigmann, "Tail']VOL," RE, 4, A.2, cols. 2025-26. 

83lts use in Eusebius and the Acts of the Council of Nicaea is of special importance 
since both are fourth-century attestations; see infra, pp. 330-34 and notes. Eusebius dis
tinguishes the Taienoi from the Sarakenoi; the conciliar reference is even more important, since 
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common term for the Arabs, and one would expect him to use either Arab 84 or 
the term which was in vogue in the fourth century, namely, Saracenos. Few, if 
any, of Libanius's readers would have understood what Taienos meant. The 
employment of this term, therefore, calls for an explanation: (1) Libanius may 
simply have recorded what he had heard from one of his countrymen who 
spoke Syriac and for whom the Arabs were called Taienoi. 85 (2) It is just 
possible that the killer of Julian may have belonged to the Taienoi in the very 
restricted sense of one Arab group, the 'fayy tribe, and so the term would 
have been appropriate and accurate; but there is no evidence that the tribe 
had, in the fourth century, moved from Inner Arabia into Oriens. (3) Perhaps 
Libanius wanted to be deliberately obscure, as he also was in his concealed 
reference to the Christian plotters. He may have been afraid of the Arab 
foederati, who were at this juncture powerful and influential owing to their 
record in the war against Valens and in their defense of Constantinople, in 
addition to the fact that one of their princesses, Queen Mavia's daughter, was 
married to an influential functionary in the imperial administration, none 
other than Victor, the magister militum, who resided in Antioch itself; 86 so 
instead of using the term Arab or Saracenos he used the much less common 
T aienos for security reasons. ( 4) It is not altogether impossible that the word 
used by Libanius stands not for 'fayy but for Tanukh, the Arab foederati of 
Byzantium in the fourth century, who must have taken part in Julian's 
campaign. 87 One of the many variant readings in the apparatus criticus is ta°Lx
v6s; tLs;, which, with some metathesis involving the kappa and the nu, rather 
common in the transliteration of Arabic words, could be read as Tanukh. 88 

(b) It is not entirely clear who the ttj'J apx;ovtL in the phrase ttj'J ocp&v 

if this group were the foederati of Byzantium, the two terms Taienoi and Sarakenoi must have 
been used interchangeably in this case; on an alternative explanation of the conciliar use of 
Taienoi, see infra, p. 331, d. 

84lt is interesting to note that Libanius's own son was called Arabios! Perhaps this may 
have disinclined him to use Arab. 

"See Th. Niildeke, "Tairiv6~ n~," Philologus, 52 (1894), p. 736. Libanius's use of this 
unusual term to designate the Arabs cannot be compared to his use of Achaemenid for Persian, 
since in the latter case Libanius could count on a cultured readership familiar with the term 
in Herodotus and Xenophon; furthermore, he had drawn attention to the Achaemenids by his 
reference to Cyrus and Cambyses. 

860n Mavia and her fortunes, see infra, Chap. 4. 
87Since they were the dominant Arab federate group in the fourth century. 
88How the name of this tribal group was mutilated in Greek may be examined in the 

Umm al-Jimal inscription of Jagima, described as the "king of Tanoukh or Tanukhites," 
BamAEU~ 0avourivwv; see PPUAES, p. 38. Ta'ixv6~ does not seem too improbable a read
ing for Arabic Taniikh. If the word is truly Taniikh, the reading Taienus in some of the MSS may 
possibly be due to a copyist to whom this term Taniikh must have sounded strange and who 
consequently changed it to Taienus, which is to be found in classical Greek writers, is at least 
twice attested in the fourth century, and with which the copyist was presumably familiar. 
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ain:&v apxov-tt is or what the antecedent of mp&v avt&v is. Biittner-Wobst 
(op. cit., p. 570 note 24) had argued that what is involved in both is not the 
Arabs but the Romans, suggesting xal tpoooac; t&v ftµEtEpwv ttc;, while 
Crusius (op. cit., p. 373), who cogently stated the case for Ta"(riv6c; nc;, 
argued that the archon would consequently be an Arab chief or commander 
under whose instructions the Taienus acted; the Arab archon would be a 
phylarch in the service of Rome who, in turn, acted in the interests of others, 
presumably the Christian group that Libanius mentioned in Oration XVIII 
and to whom he refers again in section 21 of this very one, XXIV. 

The acceptance of the reading Ta"t:riv6c; ttc; naturally tilts the scales in 
favor of ttj') apxovtt being an Arab chief or commander, and this involves 
the Arabs even more in the question of Julian's death and also in the inter
pretation of this passage. So far it has been assumed that two groups were 
implicated in Julian's assassination-the Christian group that plotted his 
death and the Arab group that executed the plot. But in the discussion of 
this problem it has not been realized that the Arab foederati of Byzantium 
were Christianized, and, as the history of Queen Mavia shows, they were 
zealous Christians. In the light of these facts, the distinction between the 
Christian plotters and the Arab executors involved in Julian's death may have 
to be discarded, since the plotters could very well have been Arabs, Christian 
Arabs. This could derive some support from section 29, which speaks of the 
plotters, and where a term usually associated with the Arabs, 89 namely, the tent 
(OXY]V'Yj), is used. Section 21, which likewise speaks of the plotters with the 
clear implication that they were Christians, could according to this interpreta
tion refer to Christian Arabs. 90 

The question arises as to why Libanius, who had been almost silent on 
Julian's murder and Christian complicity in Oration I and on the Arabs in 
Orations XVII and XVIII, suddenly becomes expansive in 3 79 and specifically 
mentions an Arab as Julian's murderer. 

His expansiveness may be related to the accession of Theodosius, whose 
reign, coming after that of Valens, may have represented for him a period of 
emancipation, during which he could express himself freely and boldly for a 
pagan revival. As for the reference to the Arabs, it was also in this period that 
they became prominent in the ecclesiastical and military annals of the empire 
as a result of the successful revolt of Queen Mavia against Valens. If it was an 

89So much so that they were referred to often as Scenitae, "Tent-dwellers." The term CTXT)VT] 

could, of course, mean not the tent of the Arabs but the military tent of the Roman general, 
the praetorium. 

90In this section (21) occurs the statement that the death of Julian turned out to be to 
the good fortune of the plotters or somebody else, and the somebody else is taken to be Jovian. 
This could recall the events of a century or so before, when another Roman emperor, Gordian, 
was killed during the Persian campaign, and the conspirator involved was allegedly an Arab, 
Philip, who reigned after him. 
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Arab group that was responsible for Julian's death, they could have circulated 
the report 91 on their responsibility themselves, just as the Arabs of Queen 
Mavia boasted of their victory over Valens in songs that were still recited in 
the fifth century. Libanius, the Antiochene, conceivably heard this report in 
the seventies 92 and thus could give credence to a version of the death of Julian 
that associated it with the Arabs. 93 

B 

It is not impossible that Julian was killed by an Arab. If so, the follow
ing observations are pertinent, since the Arab involvement in Julian's death 
has not been carefully studied in spite of much that has been written on this 
topic. 

In the sources, the Arab presumed to have killed Julian is presented 
either as a soldier in the Persian army who killed him without any motive or a 
soldier in the Roman army who was not endowed with a motive other than 
that of reward. The analysis of the passage in Libanius just undertaken enables 
one to examine more closely the question of motives in connection with Arab 
complicity in Julian's death. Such an examination must take into account 
Arab involvement in the ecclesiastical and military annals of the fourth cen
tury and Arab relations with Julian during the Persian campaign. 

1. It is perfectly possible that Julian's Arab killer might have been 
inspired by a religious motive. The record of the Christian Arabs in taking 
action when their religious susceptibilities were touched is instructive: (a) the 
career of Imru' al-Qays of the Namiira inscription and the history of Tanukh's 
defection from the Persians to the Romans because of their loyalty to their 
Christian faith are of obvious relevance;94 (b) so is the career of Queen Mavia 
who, because of the dispute over the consecration of an orthodox rather than 
an Arian bishop, declared war on the empire and finally forced it to accept 
her own terms; 95 (c) the same pattern unfolds in the sixth century with the 
Ghassiinids and the close relationship that obtained between their religious 
convictions and their military record. 96 

91Examples are not lacking of Arab kings killed by unruly tribesmen, who conceived of 
the kings as tyrants; such are the sixth-century Lakhmid 'Amr, son of Hind, and the Kindite 
}:Iujr, son of al-}:Iarith, both known to the Romans. Arab poets extolled the regicides, and even 
in the Islamic era the Christian poet al-Akhtal of Umayyad times took pride in the fact that 
his ancestors were regicides; see EI2 , vol. 1, pp. 451-52, s.vv. 'Amr b. Hind and 'Amr b. 
Kulthi.im; also Rothstein, DLH, pp. 100-102. 

92Either directly from the Arabs or indirectly from others; cf. supra, note 77. 
930n why he was not very explicit, see supra, p. 127. 
940n this, see supra, pp. 32-35 and infra, pp. 370-71. 
9'0n Mavia, see infra, Chap. 4. 
96This will be discussed at length in BASIC; for the time being, see Noldeke, GF, pp. 

24-27. Even closer to the problem of killing an apostate emperor for religious motives is the 
case of the martyrs of Najran, a group of Christian Arabs in the sixth century who chose to 
die rather than apostasize. 
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2. It is more likely that the motive behind killing Julian was not 
religious but related to the concept of revenge, Arabic tha'r, 9' which figures so 
prominently in the ayyam, the battle-days of pre-Islamic Arabia. Views about 
a religious motive can be advanced only by analogy and a priori, but a motive 
related to revenge can be discussed with reference to the actual course of 
Julian's relations with the Arabs in the Res Gestae and the deterioration that 
took place in these relations. 

The crucial passage is RG, XXV.6.9-10, analyzed above, 98 which tells 
how Julian withheld from the Arabs their munera and salaria and how the 
Arabs then left the service and molested the Roman army during its retreat 
after Julian's death. It is not difficult to see how, against this background 
of deteriorating relations, an Arab soldier, and a mercenary, cheated of his 
pay, could have decided to kill Julian. This group of discontented Arabs had 
already signaled their chagrin by deserting Julian and possibly joining the 
Persians. 

Set against this episode, the other references in the sources to Julian's 
Arab killer can be shown to be coherent and reconcilable. The account of 
Philostorgius that he was in the Persian army becomes intelligible, and so 
does the account of John Lydus that the Saracen recognized Julian by his 
purple mantle and shouted "Malchan," "the king!" The Saracen, having been 
on the Roman side before and having seen Julian, was thus able to recognize 
him when he saw him. 99 

A final remark may be made on Ammianus's account of Julian's death. 
He dispatches it with the utmost brevity (RG, XXV.3.6). It is possible that 
he was convinced that it was a stray lance that had killed Julian and that there 
was nothing more to say. Nevertheless, his laconic incertum unde is striking in 
view of the fact that he was writing a detailed account of the campaign, that 
he accorded lesser matters so much space in his history, much more than the 
death of one who was his hero, that some rumors were circulating to the effect 
that Julian was not accidentally killed but was murdered by a group that had 
deliberately plotted the murder, 100 and that these rumors were expressed in 
many contemporary writers, some of whom, such as Libanius, Ammianus 

9'0n tha'r, see R. A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs (Cambridge, 1907), pp. 
93-100. 

98See supra, sec. 1.3. It has been argued also that the numerus humiliated by Julian (RG, 
XXV. l. 7) could have been Arab. If so, a member of that numerus could have been Julian's 
killer, and in this case the concept of revenge would be related not to munera and salaria but 
to honor. 

99A Roman emperor would have been recognized by his royal dress, as indeed Julian him
self was before the walls of Ctesiphon, RG, XXIV.5.6. But he would have been even more 
unmistakably recognized by one who had seen him and fought with him. 

100He refers very briefly and in passing to only one such rumor (RG, XXV.6.6), and it 
is significant that he relegates it to the chapters that describe Jovian's retreat. 
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certainly knew. All this calls for an explanation or at least for a comment. His 
apparently studied silence could fortify the view that it was an Arab who 
killed Julian. Ammianus's attitude to the Arabs has been examined for the 
reign of Constantius. 101 For the reign of Julian, it was at best an ambivalent 
attitude and at worst one that resulted in a series of suppressio veri and suggestio 
falsi. 102 It is, therefore, just possible that Ammianus suspected it was an Arab 
who had killed Julian, one of those whom the latter had alienated by his 
arrogance, and consequently his admiring historian was loath to discuss a 
report which would only have reflected on the judgment of his hero in 
handling the Arab foederati and with it the whole conduct of the campaign, 
and, what is more, would have drawn attention to the ethnic group that was 
associated with a death that changed the course of Byzantine history in the 
fourth century. 

C 

If Julian was killed by an Arab, and, furthermore, if the killing was not 
accidental, this would involve the Arabs more intimately in the structure of 
Byzantine history. But more important than the identity of the one who 
killed him is the fact of Julian's death itself. The question has been raised as 
to what might have happened if the thirty-one-year-old emperor had not died 
only eighteen months after his accession. Idle as speculation is, yet in this case 
it may be permitted, at least within a modest range, in the wake of one wave 
of speculation that has not spent itself. It is almost certain that if the young 
Julian had lived in the purple to a ripe old age, he would have continued his 
assault on Christianity. He might not have been able to suppress it but he 
would have dissolved the union of church and state, as he did during his reign, 
and this alone would have had far-reaching consequences; Christianity would 
have remained in his reign only a religio licita, unsupported and unprotected 
by the Roman state. 

It is within this context that one of Julian's efforts admits of a reflection, 
even though it is in the framework of a historical might-have-been that has 
been expressed in the following terms: "undoubtedly Julian could have turned 
Jerusalem into a Jewish city and could have had the Temple rebuilt as the 
symbol of its freedom. "103 If this had taken place, the Umayyad Arabs would not 
have been able to build their two monuments, the Dome of the Rock and the 
Aqsa Mosque, since the site would have been occupied by the Third Temple 

101See supra, pp. 83-85. 
' 02See supra, pp. 123-24. 
"'Thus, inter a/ia, has an imaginative Jewish historian argued concerning Julian and the 

Jews. For him, "the spear of the Christian Arab which put an end to Julian's life deflected 
the course of history"; see Avi-Yonah, The Jews of Palestine, p. 204. 
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and they would not have pulled down what to them was Mil;irab Dawiid, 104 an 
area well remembered in the Qur'an and for Muslims made even holier by 
Muhammad's Nocturnal Journey. As it happened, the Muslim Arabs appeared 
on the stage of Near Eastern history in the seventh century, conquered Pales
tine, and occupied Jerusalem only to find the Temple Mount in ruins. It was 
in this way that they were able to build their two sanctuaries on the very site 
of the Second Temple and in so doing opened the third chapter in the history 
of Jerusalem as a Holy City. 105 

III. JULIAN AND THE ARABS 

The analyses undertaken in the preceding sections now make possible the 
drawing of some general conclusions on Julian's relations with the Arabs and 
on his conduct of the Persian War. 

1 

A close examination of the evidence reveals that these relations were not 
steady but checkered, passing through many stages-indifference, coopera
tion, deterioration, and hostility: ( 1) on his arrival in Antioch he turns his 
back on the embassies that reached him from his allies, and it has been argued 
that the Arabs were represented by some of those embassies; (2) at Hieropolis 
he changes his mind and sends for the Arabs, asking them to join him if they 
wanted to; (3) at Callinicum on the Euphrates the Arabs join him and they are 
enlisted by him as auxilia; (4) they march with him along the Euphrates until 
he reaches his destination, Ctesiphon; (5) after the battle of Ctesiphon and 
during his retreat disagreements develop, and at least some of them desert 
him; (6) after his death they attack his army, commanded by Jovian. 

Julian's ambivalent attitude to the Arabs may be explained as follows: it 
was consonant with his attitude to the barbarians 106 in general, reflected in a 

'°'They did not pull down the Church of the Resurrection built on the site of the Cruci
fixion, which the Qu'ran rejects. 

'°'This carries to its farthest limits the consequences of the historical might-have-been 
associated with Julian and explored by Avi-Yonah. 

106Julian's letter to the king of another group of auxilia, the Armenians, is illuminating. 
It reveals in a detailed fashion the real attitude of the Roman to the barbarian who, in this 
case, was also Christian. This must have been also his attitude toward the Arab auxilia, which 
may be reconstructed from the scattered references in Ammianus. The letter has been suspected 
as spurious but it was known to Sozomen, although in a somewhat different version that 
included "blasphemies against Christ" (HE, Vl.1). In any case, it is the kind of letter Julian 
would have written to one who was at one and the same time barbarian and Christian; and it 
is just possible that Arsaces· failure to appear with this auxilia may be related to his fear or 
displeasure after receiving such a humiliating letter, which might have inclined him ro think 
that he was better off with the Fire-worshiper than with the Apostate. His nonparticipation 
in Julian's campaign could be a forceful argument for the authenticity of the letter, for which 
see The Works of the Emperor Julian (Loeb), vol. 3, letter 58. 
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well-known passage in the RG, XXIII.2.1, and it was enhanced in the case of 
the Arabs because of their Christianity. In his First Oration (Panegyricus) in 
honor of Constantius, he conceived of them as "robbers. "I0 7 Thus even as Caesar 
and before he came in contact with them as emperor, Julian was ill-disposed 
toward them. 

2 

In view of the fact that the campaign ended disastrously both for Julian 
and for Roman arms, the question arises as to what extent Julian's attitude 
toward the Arabs contributed to the disaster. His relations with the Arabs, 
marked by vicissitudes, are of some importance to an appreciation of Julian's 
generalship and the manner in which it affected the course of the campaign. ros It 
will be argued that Julian did not take a correct measure of Arab war poten
tial. He gave them a subordinate role, whereas he could have mobilized Arab 
manpower more extensively and effectively for his campaign. In support of 
this position the following arguments may be given: 

(1) Julian arrived in the East with preconceived ideas about how to fight 
his Persian campaign, namely, that he must depend on Roman soldiers, not 
on allies and auxilia. But the legions in the fourth century had lost much of 
their fighting qualities, and the Arab auxilia, as mounted lancers, were most 
probably much more mettlesome than the legionaries. More important are the 
facts of geogr~phy. Julian and his Gallic legions had fought in the cold 
climate of Western Europe and in terrain quite different from the flat and 
desert lands of the Tigris and the Euphrates with their oppressively high 
temperatures; they were utterly inexperienced in, and unfamiliar with, the 
conditions of desert warfare. The new theater of war, the Land of the Two 
Rivers, both in Assyria and in Babylonia, presented conditions that made 
more dependence on the Arab auxilia imperative. Julian does not seem to have 
appreciated these conditions presented by the new theater of war and, what is 
more, by the new adversary, not barbarians in Gaul but Sasanids in the East, 
and thus failed to effect the necessary changes and adjustments, the most 
important of which might have been the fuller exploitation of Arab manpower 
and expertise. The Arabs were the only fighting force in the whole empire 
that was perfectly at home with the terrain and climate of the new theater 
because they were native to it. 

(2) The strategy of Julian's campaign points in the same direction. 
Trajan had made Armenia his base of operations whence he descended against 
Ctesiphon along the Tigris, leaving only a secondary detachment to march 

1070n this, see supra, p. 83. 
10'This has not been taken into account by historians of Julian's Persian campaign just as 

the positive Arab contribution has not been either. 
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along the Euphrates. Constantine himself had also contemplated a descent 
upon the Persians from the mountainous regions of Colchis. Julian departed 
from this plan and reversed the line of advance against the Persians by making 
the Euphrates line the main arm of the pincers. In so doing he may have had 
good reasons, and he certainly seized the military initiative and kept the 
Persians in the dark as to whence the main thrust of his offensive was to come; 
it was only after Ozogardana that the Persians established contact with the 
Roman army and knew that they were being attacked from the Euphrates 
front. But the choice of the Euphrates and not the Tigris might have sug
gested to him a fuller dependence on Arab resources at his disposal. Although 
there were Arabs along the upper Tigris and in Mesopotamia, they were far 
more numerous all along the Euphrates, where they lived from ancient times, 
a fact known to classical writers. 109 The Euphrates was also closer to the vast 
ethnic reservoir in the Arabian Peninsula. 

(3) The Persian War was unpopular with many groups. His courtiers had 
advised Julian against it and suggested that instead he should attack the 
unreliable Goths (RG, XXIl.12.3). Even after he had opened the campaign 
and was at Circesium, Sallustius, the praetorian prefect of Gaul, sent him 
litteras tristes, begging him to give it up (RG, XXIII.5.4). The Antiochenes, 
too, were against it. His Gallic legions, loyal as they were, must have had 
their loyalty tested by the harsh climate and terrain of those regions. 

The Arabs were the only ones who were truly enthusiastic about the 
war, and this for two reasons: (a) Shapur had conducted his brutal campaign 
against them in the twenties, and thus they would have welcomed the oppor
tunity of serving under Julian in a war of revenge; (b) the Arab foederati of 
Byzantium, whether the Lakhmids in the south or the Tanukhids in the 
north, both had their brushes with the Persians before their defection to the 
Romans, and they, too, would have welcomed participation in a campaign 
against their old adversary. 110 

A measure of what Arabs, both capable and willing, could achieve in the 
service of Rome is reflected a few years after Julian's death in the exploits of 
the Arab foederati of Queen Mavia, in fighting the imperial armies of Valens in 
Oriens and, after Adrianople, in the defense of Constantinople against the 
Goths, in climate and terrain more clement and more familiar to the Goths 
than to themselves. 111 

A larger and more apposite measure of Arab achievement in the service of 
Rome is provided by the events of almost a century before, when Rome was 

109See Strabo, Geography, XVI.i.26-28. 
110] ulian not only failed to exploit their enthusiasm to the full but also alienated them 

after he had enlisted them in his service by refusing to pay them their salaria and munera. 
'"For the Arabs of Queen Mavia, see infra, Chap. 4. 
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fighting the same enemy in a perilous war in which a Roman emperor, 
Valerian, died in captivity. Gallienus did better than Julian when he allowed 
the Arab prince of Palmyra, Odenathus, a free hand in the conduct of the 
Persian War, which virtually became an Arab war effort and won the Palmy
rene, who beat the first Shapiir back to the walls of Ctesiphon, the title 
Restitutor Orbis. It is not suggested here that the fourth-century Arab foederati 
of Byzantium possessed anything like the might of third-century Palmyra. It 
is suggested, rather, that a more substantial and effective participation of the 
Arabs in Julian's Persian campaign might have made its outcome less dis
astrous both for the honor of Roman arms and for Julian himself. 

3 
Julian's death terminated a chapter that might be entitled "The House of 

Constantine and the Arabs." The policy of Constantine and Constantius toward 
the Arabs and the Orient in general has already been examined, and it has 
been argued that Constantine laid the foundation of a sound comprehensive 
policy toward both. His son continued his policy toward the Orient and the 
world of the Southern Semites but alienated the Arab foederati. Julian's career 
reveals departures in his policy toward both; the world of the Southern 
Semites he apparently had no interest in or no time to court; his absorbing 
concern was a direct assault upon the secular enemy, Persia. While Constan
tine had perfected the experiment of surrounding himself with allies for his 
prospective campaign against the Persians, Julian, in spite of letters to the 
Armenians and the Arabs, adopted a different style. He fought his Persian 
War without the effective participation of the Arabs, whom he first be
friended and then alienated by his arrogance. The war ended disastrously both 
for Rome and for Julian. Although the defeat does not seem to have broken 
the ties of the Christianized Arabs to the Christian Roman Empire (since the 
former appear again as foederati in the reign of Valens), it affected the reputa
tion of Roman arms among the Arabs of the Peninsula and those in the 
Persian sphere of influence. Shapiir's victory must have enhanced his prestige 
in the same Peninsula in which he had campaigned successfully in the twenties 
and which was a bone of contention between the two world powers. It also 
must have convinced the Arab rulers of l:IIra, Persia's clients, of the superior
ity of the Persian king over his Byzantine counterpart. 

IV. APPENDIX 

Libanius, Autobiography, Sec. 138 

In section 138 of the Autobiography there is a tantalizing reference to an ClV~p BapBapo~ 
who tried to incite the new emeperor, Jovian, against Libanius for having continued 
to lament the fate of Julian. The orator goes on to say that as a result Jovian wanted 
to kill him but that a Cappadocian friend of his interceded and saved his life. 
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This aviJp Ba.pBapo~ has been identified as a military officer1 and could very well 
have been a Saracen foederatus; he is described as a barbarian, but there were not many 
barbarian groups in the army of Julian, which Jovian took over, other than the Arabs;' 
besides, the scene is laid in Antioch, 3 in a region where the Arab foederati were to be 
found. 

This identification becomes even more plausible when related to the open accusa
tion in Oration XXIV, addressed to Theodosius in 379, that it was a Taienos who 
killed Julian, acting on orders from an archon. The reference to an archon, who, as has 
been argued, was an Arab one, 4 could be identified with this military officer, the aviJp 
Ba.pBapo~. Furthermore, being an archon in the army he would have been close to 
Jovian, whether as emperor or as domesticorum ordinis primus before his elevation; thus 
he answers to the description' of the aviJp Ba.pBapo~ in the Autobiography as one 
who had access to the emperor. 

The course of federate-imperial relations during the reign of Jovian could easily 
be reconstructed, and the reconstruction would illuminate both this section, 138, 
of the Autobiography and the plausibility of the identification of this barbarian officer 
with an Arab foederatus. 

(1) The Arab foederati had left the service of Julian after he denied them their 
sa!aria and munera, and the last explicit reference to them in the Res Gestae6 describes 
them as harassing the Roman army in retreat after the death of Julian and now under 

Jovian. 
(2) Just as the Persians immediately heard of the death of Julian, so would the 

Arab foederati have heard, and they would have been pleased with the choice of a 
Christian successor to Julian. 7 Consequently it is reasonable to suppose that they would 
immediately have joined the army of Jovian and returned to their allegiance. As will 
be argued later, they did fight with Valens against the pretender Procopius in 364, 
and this implies that they had returned to their Roman allegiance after the death of 

Julian. 
(3) The emperor, who was forced to conclude his peace with Persia for security 

reasons, would have been glad to receive the foederati back. 
This must have been the situation during the few months when Jovian was in 

'See Norman"s note on the identification of the ClVT)p ~ap~apoi; as a military officer and 
on Libanius"s dislike of the barbarization of the army; Libanius, Autobiography, pp. 188-89. 

'The Armenians did not participate in Julian's Persian campaign, while the Goths are 
referred to only once; see supra, p. 111. 

'Whither Jovian came after concluding his peace with Persia; he resided in Antioch from 
October 363 till early in 364 when he set out for Constantinople. 

'See supra, "The Death of Julian,"' pp. 124-32. 
'The reference not to many but to one individual in the Autobiography and in the Oration 

is noteworthy; it could give additional support to the identification of the ClVT)p ~ap~apoi; of 
the former with the apxwv of the latter. 

6See supra, p. 108. 
"And what is more, an Orthodox one. Jovian received Athanasius at Edessa where the 

latter presented a Confession of Faith and then probably accompanied the emperor to Antioch; 
on the possible sensitivity of the Arab foederati to the expulsion of the Nicene bishops, including 
Athanasius, in the reign of Constantine, see supra, p. 76. 
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Antioch before his departure for Constantinople in the winter of 364: Libanius laments 
the death of Julian, and the Arabs, close to Jovian and probably involved in the death 
of Julian, would have frowned on the rhetorician's lament as incriminating to them, 
hence the attempt of the "barbarian" to incite Jovian against him. The emperor's 
sympathetic reaction to the barbarian's demand also becomes intelligible: he was 
happy to see Caesar buried in Tarsus but not praised in Antioch; avenging a pagan 
emperor was not congenial to the Christian one; and ordering an inquest would not 
have served the imperial interest, especially when his own position was not yet quite 
secure.• This, then, may be the explanation for Jovian's curious reaction to Libanius's 
lament over the death of Julian. 

Although this section of the Autobiography is primarily relevant to the problem of 
Julian's death, it can incidentally throw some light on the course of Arab-Byzantine 
relations during the reign of Jovian if the av~p ~ap~apoi; turns out to be an Arab 
foederatus and the archon of Oration XXIV. These relations are attested by one solitary 
reference in the Res Gestae, and this section of the Autobiography could enrich this 
reference by suggesting that the Arabs returned to their allegiance almost immediately 
after the death of Julian. This may be inferred from their participation in the cam
paign against Procopius in 364, but this section adds some intimate details on the 
relationship of one of their officers to Jovian and how close he was to him. Who this 
av~p ~ap~apo~ was must remain open to question, but it is just possible that he was 
none other than the federate Arab king of the time, left anonymous in the sources, 
but known as the husband 9 of Queen Mavia of the reign of Valens. 

8His position was not secure with possible rivals and pretenders, such as Procopius, who 
had been marked out as a successor to Julian even before the latter's death. 

'See infra, pp. 140--42. 



IV 

The Reign of Valens 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1 

T he reign ofValens is surprisingly well documented for the history of Arab
Byzantine relations; the sources yield data from which may be drawn 

conclusions that illuminate the poorly documented preceding and following 
reigns, thus making more intelligible the course of Arab-Byzantine relations 
in the fourth century from Constantine to Arcadius. The checkered history of 
the Arab foederati in the preceding reigns has had to be pieced together from 
sporadic references, and the very fact of their federate status has had to be 
argued for. The opposite is true of the reign of Valens. The fortunes of the 
foederati are described in clear enough terms and the main features of their 
relationship with Byzantium emerge clearly from the sources: they are loyal to 
Byzantium but revolt when they become involved in the theological contro
versies of the period; they are Christian; and once reconciled they fight for the 
empire and acquit themselves remarkably well. 

Their relations with Byzantium turn round the figure of Queen Mavia. 
The sources speak of her revolt after the death of her husband and the 
dissolution of the foedus, ca. 375; her successful war against the Romans; the 
peace treaty on her own terms, which included the choice of an Arab holy 
man, Moses by name, as the bishop of her foederati, and his consecration not 
by the Arian Lucius of Alexandria but by orthodox ecclesiastics; her contribu
tion of a cavalry contingent that fought in the Gothic war and defended 
Constantinople in the aftermath of Adrianople. 1 Mavia's wide-ranging presence 
during the triennium (375-78) is reminiscent of that of another Arab queen 
well known to the Romans almost a century before, namely, Zenobia of 
Palmyra. 2 

'On the chronology of Mavia's reign, see infra, App. 1, pp. 183-84. 
'Unlike Zenobia's, her fortunes are hardly ever mentioned in modern works on the fourth 

century, and when they are, the account is quite inaccurate and altogether unsatisfactory; see, 
e.g., Piganiol, EC, pp. 158, 169 note 102. 
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2 

While the sources for the Arab foederati during the reign of Julian are 
limited to one, or almost one, secular source, namely, Ammianus, they are 
relatively abundant for the reign of Valens, and they are both secular and 
ecclesiastical. 

(1) The main ecclesiastical historians are four: Rufinus, Socrates, Sozo
men, and Theodoret. 3 Rufinus is the earliest; furthermore, he was a con
temporary author, having come to the Orient ca. 3 71, where he lived in 
Alexandria and Jerusalem. The other three come slightly later, and their 
histories may be assigned to the first half of the fifth century. Two of them, 
Sozomen and Theodoret, were born in Palestine and Syria respectively 4 and so 
lived not far from the scene of Mavia's activities. 5 

(2) The secular historians are two, Ammianus and Zosimus. 6 The first was 
a contemporary, while the second wrote later. Both limit themselves to infor
mation on the Arab contribution to the defense of Constantinople; Zosimus 
describes that contribution before the battle of Adrianople and Ammianus 
after it. 

The ecclesiastical historians are much more important than the secular 
ones. They are essentially in agreement with one another and they virtually 
tell the same story; 7 but each of them has details and features peculiar to 
himself, and consequently all of them have to be taken into account in writing 

3Rufinus, Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. Th. Mommsen, GCS, 9 (Leipzig, 1908), pp. 1010-12; 
Socrates, Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. R. Hussey (Oxford, 1853), vol. 2, pp. 564-66; Sozomen, 
HE, pp. 297-300; Theodoret, HE, pp. 261-62. For the three Greek historians, see G. F. 
Chesnut, The First Christian Histories, Theologie historique, 46 (Paris, 1977) and the bibliography, 
pp. 13-29; for Rufinus, see Appendix 7, infra, pp. 197-201 and notes 1 and 5. 

4Sozomen finally settled in Constantinople where he wrote his History. 
'A valuable account of the Arab foederati in this period appears in the Ecclesiastical History 

of the late medieval Byzantine historian Nicephorus Calliscus, ca. 1256-ca. 1335. le is based 
on the accounts of all of the four ecclesiastical historians mentioned above and thus includes 
almost all the data furnished by them. Nicephorus mainly follows Sozomen, bur unlike him 
he divides his account into two separate chapters, the first devoted to Queen Mavia and the 
second to the religious history of the Arabs and to the conversion of the phylarch, Zokomos. 
If the four ecclesiastical historians had not survived, Nicephorus would have been of great value 
as he would have been the source on Mavia and the only source on Zokomos, an important 
figure for reconstructing the history of the foederati in the fifth century; see Historia Ecclesiastica, 
PG, 146, cols. 732-36; on Nicephorus Calliscus, see Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen 
Litteratur, pp. 291-93; Moravscik, Byzantinoturcica, vol. 1, pp. 259-60; G. Gentz, Die Kirchen
geschichte des Nicephoros Callistus Xanthopulos und ihre Quellen. Nachgelassene Untersuchungen, 
iiberarbeicec und erweitert von F. Winkelmann, TU, 98 (Berlin, 1966); further on Nicephorus, 
see infra, p. 194, D. 

'For an evaluation of Ammianus, see infra, pp. 239-74; for Zosimus, see RA, chap. 8, 
"Zosimus and the Arabs." 

'Theodorec is the least important of the four; see infra, App. 2, pp. 184-85. 
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the history of Mavia's exploits. 8 However, the most important is undoubtedly 
Sozomen, and it is, therefore, chapter 38 of Book IV of Sozomen's Historia 
Ecclesiastica,9 so crucial for the history of the Arab foederati in the reign of 
Valens, that will be the object of an intensive analysis in the following 
sections. 

II. THE ANONYMOUS KING 

(1) The reference in Sozomen to the ruler of the Saracens, who died about A.D. 

375, is valuable. He is described as BaatAEU~, and this chimes well with the 
title "king" assumed by Imru' al-Qays in the Namara inscription and with the 
Saracen reguli of Julian's reign in Ammianus (RG, XXIII.3.8), thus docu
menting the persistence of the tradition of kingship among the Arab foederati 
of Byzantium in the fourth century. Even more important is the reference to 
the onovba( ("treaty") that makes the king foederatus; this reference provides 
testimonial evidence that after the death of Julian the federate relationship 
between the Arabs and Byzantium continued to obtain in the sixties and the 
seventies, during the reign of Valens, especially valuable since the secular 
sources hardly ever mention the Arabs during this reign or the fact of their 
federate status. 

(2) The implication of the statement on the death of the Saracen king 
and the dissolution of the treaty between Byzantium and the Arabs is that the 
treaty had remained in force as long as the king had been alive and that for 
it to remain valid it had to be renewed by his successor. 10 This provides an 
insight into the inner working of this imperial-federate relationship, which 
for its continuance depended on the person of the federate king rather than 
on the federate institution. 

(3) That the deceased king was succeeded by his wife calls for an expla
nation. Since there is no mention of a male issue in Sozomen's account but 
only a daughter, two possibilities are open: (a) the king had no sons, and as 
his wife happened to be an extraordinary woman she succeeded him, in much 

'For the confused accounts of later historians such as Theophanes and Michael the Syrian, 
deriving from Theodorus Anagnostes, see infra, App. 5, p. 194. 

9Sozomen crowded in one and the same chapter his valuable account of Queen Mavia, of 
the religious development of the Arabs as Ishmaelites, and of the rise of the Zokomids, the Arab 
phylarchs of Byzantium who succeeded the Tanukhids toward the end of the fourth century. 
This has proved confusing to those who have used Sozomen as their source. The fortunes of 
Mavia are, therefore, separated in the present work from those of the Arabs as Ishmaelites and 
from those of the Zokomids. Each of these three themes needs and deserves a separate treatment. 

10So did Shapur II consider the foedus and pax with Byzantium null and void after the 
death of Jovian; Ammianus, RG, XXVI.4.5. The ruffled course of Arab-Byzantine relations 
early in the reign of Theodosius may pardy have for its background the dissolution of the foedus 
with the death of Valens and its nonrenewal immediately by Theodosius after his accession in 
January, 379; see infra, p. 203. 
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the same way that a century before another Arab queen, Zenobia, succeeded 
her husband, Odenathus; (b) the king may have left a son who was still a minor 
when his father died and Mavia simply acted as guardian during his minority, ll 

an historical situation paralleled in Palmyrene history by the guardianship of 
Zenobia over W ahballat. 12 

(4) The detail in Socrates on Mavia's having a daughter old enough to be 
married to the magister equitum Victor in the late seventies suggests that the 
deceased king had reigned for some twenty years before his death, and so was 
king at least as early as ca. 360. He then must have been the federate king (or 
one of them) in the reigns of Constantius 13 and Julian, one of the reguli with 
whom Julian treated, as stated in the Res Gestae (XXIIl.3.8). 

(5) It is unfortunate that Sozomen left the king anonymous. If he had 
given him his name, 14 as he did in the case of his wife or that of the first of the 
Salil)ids, Zokomos, he would have made an important contribution toward 
disentangling some important problems in the history of the Arab foederati in 
the fourth century. His identity and that of the group to which he belonged 
remain a matter of inference. He could have been either (a) a Lakhmid, a 
descendant of Imru' al-Qays of the Namara inscription, 15 or (b) a Taniikhid, 
more likely the latter, and if so, he would have been the last of the three 
kings of Taniikh mentioned in the Arabic sources. 16 

11A supposition that may derive some support from the use of the participle EltttpOJtEU
ouoa, which expresses the notion of trusteeship or guardianship. In addition to being a 
romantic episode, the succession of a queen rather than a king could throw light on, or 
provide a context for, understanding the transference of power from one group of foederati, the 
Taniikhids, to another, the Sa!IJ:iids (infra, pp. 214-16), in the last quarter of the fourth 
century. It is nor easy to reconstruct with precision what exactly happened, but the curious 
fact of the accession of a queen, interrupting the line of male succession, supplies just enough of 
an anomalous situation to make the struggle for power between the two groups, the Taniikhids 
and the Sa!IJ:iids, intelligible, a struggle that ended with the victory of the latter and their 
emergence as the new foederati of Byzantium. 

12For the relevant material on Zenobia, see Starcky, Palmyre, p. 57, and H. Mattingly, 
"The Imperial Recovery," CAH, 12, p. 302; for the latter, "Zenobia is one of the most 
romantic figures of history." 

"This inference provides indirect evidence for the foedus between the Arabs and Byzantium 
in the reign of Constantius, for which, see supra, p. 80, sec. 2.A. 

"As Tacitus had given the name of Boudicca's husband, Prasutagus; Annals, 14.31. The 
Briton king left no male issue; unlike the Arab one, his widow was scourged and his daughters 
violated. 

"According to }:lamza al-I~fahani, Imru' al-Qays's mother was an Azdite called Mavia; 
see }:lamza, Tarikh, p. 86. 

160n the last Taniikhid king, al-}:lawarI, see infra, pp. 378-79. The Lakhmids and the 
Taniikhids are the two Arab groups mentioned in the Arabic sources, epigraphic and lit
erary, as clients of Byzantium in the fourth century. Mavia's husband must have belonged to 
one or the other of the two groups. But as the two were related in more than one way, it 
is possible that they united (and possibly intermarried) after the defection of the Lakhmid 
Imru' al-Qays and his emigration to Byzantine territory. On this relationship, see infra, pp. 
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(6) The Lakhmid/Tanukhid affiliation of the deceased king may be sup
ported by references in the sources to the provinces that became the battlefield 
of the federate-imperial conflict. These clearly point to some northern 17 prov
ince in Oriens: (a) Sozomen, who gives the most precise account of the war, 
speaks of the main battle as involving both the hegemon of Phoenicia and the 
magister utriusque militiae, whose seat was Antioch; (b) the Arab foederati with 
whom Julian treated were assembled in the north, where they met him at 
Callinicum; (c) a Greek inscription that most probably refers to Mavia or her 
daughter was found in Anasartha in Syria; 18 (d) it was in the limitrophe of the 
three provinces, Arabia, Phoenicia, and Syria, that the main Arab foederati of 
Byzantium, the Lakhmids and the Tanukhids, were settled. 19 

The revolt spread throughout Oriens, as might be inferred from the refer
ences of a general nature in the sources. 20 Rufinus speaks of Palestine and 
Arabia, and Sozomen speaks of Phoenicia, Palestine, and Egypt. But the main 
thrust, which involved Mavia's army, came not from the south in Palestine or 
Egypt but from the north, in or near Phoenicia, and this confirms that the 
deceased king's tribal affiliation must have been Lakhmid/Tanukhid. 

Ill. THE REVOLT AND MAVIA's OFFENSIVE 

( 1) The death of the Saracen federate king was immediately followed not only 
by the dissolution of the foedus but also by the revolt of his widow, Queen 
Mavia. Two questions inevitably arise: why Mavia chose not to renew the 
treaty and why she revolted. A close examination of Sozomen's account does 
not reveal any grievance 21 nursed by the Arab foederati other than the one related 
to the doctrinal position of the ecclesiastic who was to become their bishop; if 
there had been other grievances, the ecclesiastical historians would have men
tioned them since they gave a detailed account of Mavia and her revolt, and 
one of them, Sozomen, digressed into military details that fell outside his 

412-15. The possibility that Mavia's husband was Obedianus, the Arab chief who ruled in the 
desert of Pharan in Sinai and mentioned in the Ammonii Monachi Relatio, has to be ruled out; see 
de Perceval, Essai, vol. 2, p. 218 note 2. For the Arabica in the Relatio, see infra, pp. 297-308. 

17Not to Sinai in the far south where Obedianus of the Relatio ruled. It is impossible 
to conceive that the widow of a petty chief in faraway Sinai would have acquired such power 
as to wage a war of the description given in the ecclesiastical sources, let alone that she would 
have crossed the Gulf of Aqaba or marched overland through Palestina Salutaris and Arabia to 

engage in combat the hegemon of Phoenicia. 
18For this inscription, see infra, pp. 222-27. 
190n localities associated with the Taniikhids and Lakhmids, see infra, pp. 395--407. 
20For this, see the following sec. III, pp. 142-50. 
21Such as withholding the annona, as happened in the reign of Julian, for which see supra, 

p. 112. Normally the foederati were loyal and satisfied with the privileges conferred on them by 
the terms of their foedus with Rome. 
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immediate interests as an ecclesiastical historian. The doctrinal position of the 
prospective bishop was clearly the issue to which the revolt must be related, 
and this is consonant with the previous record of the foederati. 22 It is true that 
the king's death automatically dissolved the foedus and that with his death the 
state of peace that had obtained between the two parties no longer existed. 23 

But this could have been only a technical reason or pretext for the revolt. The 
real cause must be sought in the ecclesiastical history of the period, specifi
cally, Valens's "persecution" of the orthodox bishops to whom the foederati 
were attached and possibly his attempt co impose on them an Arian bishop. 

One of the implications of Mavia's insistence on the consecration of none 
other than Moses could be that the bishop of the foederati had died or had 
become unacceptable. This could have been the circumstance that precipitated 
the revolt of the foederati, already discontented in the sixties (see infra, p. 171) 
by the Arian policy of Valens but now directly affected by the question of 
consecrating a bishop acceptable to them doctrinally and otherwise. This 
reconstruction of the casus belli on doctrinal grounds can be supported by 
being related to a reference in Socrates (Book III, chap. 25) to a "Theotimus 
Arabum," who with other bishops assembled at Antioch had signed a homoou
sian declaration addressed to Jovian in 363 (infra, pp. 334-35). This Theo
timus was possibly the bishop of the foederati whose death, probably in the 
seventies, brought matters to a head between Mavia and Valens. His death 
could have taken place at roughly the same time as that of Mavia's husband. 
The death of the latter dissolved the spondai, and its dissolution enabled Mavia 
to go into a war she had been predisposed to on doctrinal grounds without 
violating a treaty. 

Mavia's revolt is unintelligible without a grasp of the background of 

22Mavia's revolt and her war with Byzantium for purely doctrinal reasons would thus 
throw light on the revolt of the Arab federates during the reign of Constantius. It has been 
argued (supra, pp. 81-82) that the latter had also for its background doctrinal reasons; and 
now that it has been shown that Mavia's husband was most probably reigning in the fifties, 
that argument receives fortification by being related to Mavia's revolt. The wife followed in the 
footsteps of her husband; as Orthodox Christians, both husband and wife fought against the two 
Arian emperors, Constantius and Valens. Mavia's revolt invites comparison with that of the 
Ghassanids in the sixth century, who during the reign of Justin I (518-27) revolted for purely 
doctrinal reasons and after Justin had persecuted the Monophysite bishops; see the Arabic 
Chronicle of Bar-Hebraeus, Mukhta5:ar Tiirikh al-Duwal, ed. A. ~alJ:iani (Beirut, 1958), p. 87. 

''Why the deceased king did not revolt against Valens in the seventies may be related 
to purely fortuitous circumstances; he may have died just as Valens started his last and severe 
persecution against the homoousians in 3 75. However, the possibility must be entertained that 
he was won over to Arianism; the history of the Ghassanid foederati in the sixth century affords 
an illuminating parallel in the case of some of the sons of the federate king Arethas, who were 
won over to the Chalcedonian position; see Niildeke, GF, pp. 27, 30. On possible federate 
Arab participation in the wars of the decade 365-75, preceding the revolt, see infra, pp. 169-
75, and p. 171 note 124 .. 
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theological controversy and imperial intervention in ecclesiastical matters. 24 

And it is this background that gives the revolt its significance in the history 
of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century. 

(2) It is clear from the accounts of the ecclesiastical historians that after 
her revolt Mavia withdrew extra limitem to the desert regions adjoining the 
oriental limes, whence she mounted her assaults against the outlying provinces 
of Oriens. 25 Only two of the ecclesiastical historians, Rufinus and Sozomen, 
make reference to specific provinces. Rufinus speaks of her assaults against 
two provinces, Arabia and Palestine: Palaestini et Arabici limitis oppida atque 

urbes. 26 In this period, Palestine consisted of Prima and Salutaris; part of 
Salutaris, which included Sinai, lay across the Gulf of Eilat and Wadi 'Araba, 
geographically a continuation of the province of Arabia. Since the two prov
inces, Arabia and Palestine, are joined together in Rufinus's phrase that 
describes the assaults of Mavia, it is natural to suppose that by Palestine is 
meant the eastern, non-Sinaitic part of Salutaris, which would have been the 
part exposed to an assault mounted by Arab federates who had retreated to the 
eastern desert extra limitem. 27 

(3) Rufinus also speaks of vicinas provincias attacked by Mavia. The prov
inces adjacent to Arabia and Palestina Salutaris were Phoenicia and Egypt; 

"It is necessary co point this out for an additional reason, namely, the views of some 
modern historians, going back ultimately co a confusion in Theodoret, that Mavia's Christianity 
was recent and that she was converted by Moses after his ordination! For a detailed discussion 
of this and related matters, see infra, App. 4, pp. 189-90. 

"This is very clearly implied in Rufinus's use of the term limes. The term clearly indicates 
that Mavia had withdrawn extra limitem and that the thrust of her offensive was directed against 
the frontiers or frontier territories of Oriens. That she could occasionally penetrate deeper into 
the interior cannot be excluded, and she probably did, as will be clear in the course of this 
chapter. 

"G. W. Bowersock has persuasively argued that the limeJ ArabicuJ was a frontier territory; 
see his "LimeJ ArabicuJ," Harvard StudieJ in ClaJJical Philology (1976), pp. 219-29. 

"Palestina Prima could hardly have been meant in Rufinus's phrase. Mavia was attacking 
the frontier territories of Oriens, and Prima was far from these limitrophes and not within 
striking distance from Mavia's forces, which were deployed extra limitem. The northern part of 
Prima, however, was not so inaccessible, since it was partly Trans-Jordanian (the future Palestina 
Secunda), but Rufinus's phrase does not seem to imply it. He uses the term limeJ in the 
singular, and this implies a continuous line involving Arabia and Palestine, which latter 
province must be Salutaris in its eastern, non-Sinai tic pare. The same singular use excludes the 
so-called LimeJ PaleJtinae in the Negev. This limn does not link up with the Limn ArabicuJ, 
and so the singular would not have been appropriately used if it had been employed to denote it. 

However, the northern part of Palestina Prima, which was partly Trans-Jordanian, could 
have been reached by Mavia's troops, as might possibly be inferred from Sozomen's account 
(infra, pp. 150-52). The two ecclesiastical historians are reconcilable: Mavia, according to 
Sozomen, mounted many offensives and engaged in many operations; Rufinus remembered or 
chose to remember those that were directed against Arabia and Palestina Salutaris, while 
Sozomen, who left a more extensive and detailed description of the war, included an account 
of an operation that involved both Phoenicia and the Trans-Jordanian part of Palestina Prima. 
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that these were the provinces implied in Rufinus can be confirmed by Sozo
men, whose account of Mavia's military operations is the most valuable and 
preose. 

The Phoenicia mentioned by Sozomen must have been Phoenicia Liba
nensis, not Phoenicia Maritima, which was far removed from the eastern 
borderland. 28 The Arab element in Phoenicia Libanensis was strong, since the 
days of Arab Palmyra a century before, and thefoederati, or part of them, were 
probably quartered in Phoenicia, 29 whence after their revolt they would have 
withdrawn east of the limes to desert regions which must have become their 
base of operation. 

In describing the battle in which Mavia was victorious, Sozomen speaks 
of the commander of the troops in both Phoenicia and Palestine, and the 
phrase is repeated twice. The Palestine in question could only have been 
Prima, adjacent to Phoenicia, and the curious phrase could imply that Mavia's 
troops penetrated the limes and reached the Trans-Jordanian part of Palestina 
Prima, where the boundaries of Palestine and Phoenicia met. The region had a 
strong Arab ethnic complexion, especially the Gaulanitis, and was not far 
from Namara, the seat of the Lakhmid federate Arabs, all of which would 
have made Mavia's advance to those regions feasible. 30 Alternatively, the phrase 

"R. Devreesse suggested that <l>mv[xwv in Sozomen's tac; <l>mv[xwv ... rtOAEL<; 
should be translated "Palmiers," the palm-groves, the oases, rather than the Phoenicias or the 
Phoenicians. This has to be wholeheartedly rejected: (1) the rerm cities, JtOAEL<;, would be 
inappropriately used of desert oases since it suggests a more densely inhabited region with an 
urban establishment such as Phoenicia was; (2) three of the four oases he enumerates were in 
Palestine (Tertia); it does not make much sense to say that Mavia ravaged the cities of Palestine 
and of the oases, since the larter were part of Palestine; (3) morphologically, cJ,OLVLXWVWV 

would be required as the genitive of cJ,OLVLXWV, the date-palm oasis; <pOLVLXWV could be the 
genitive of <pOLVLl;, the date-palm, not the oasis, but in this context does not make much sense; 
(4) the phrase tov t'jyEµ6va tWV f,V <l>mvlxn xal IlaAmotlvn OtpatLWtWV (lines 19-20) 
is decisive. <l>mvlxn can mean only Phoenicia, clearly indicating that what is involved is Phoe
nicia and not date-palms or date-palm oases; see R. Devreesse, "Le christianisme clans la penin
sule sinai'tique, des origines a l'arrivee des musulmans," RB, 49 (1940), p. 206, and idem, "Le 
christianisme clans le sud palestinien," RSR, 3-4 (1940), p. 239, where he repeats this view 
and suggests that the oasis was El-Nakhl. 

Devreesse's erroneous conclusions are serious because what is involved in them is not only 
Mavia, but also the Relatio of Ammonius; his rejection of the authenticity of the account on 
Obedianus is based on his conclusion that Mavia and her husband belonged to Sinai and that 
the hagiographer fabricated a story, guided by analogy; on the Relatio, see infra, pp. 297-308. 
Even more serious are Devreesse's views on the most important Arabic document for the history 
of the foederati in the fourth century, namely, the Namara inscription; he identified the fourth
century Lakhmid king with Qays, the Kindite chief of some two centuries later mentioned by 
Nonnosus! See Devreesse, Le patriarcat d'Antioche (Paris, 1945), p. 263 note 3. 

290n the Saracen units in Phoenicia, mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum, see RA, chap. 5. 
' 0Almost a quarter of a century before, the Jews revolted in Palestine against Gallus 

Caesar and the center of the revolt was the northern part of Palestina Prima. It is not impossible 
that they rose up again at the news of a general Arab revolt in Oriens against Byzantium Jed 
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may not imply any such penetration by Mavia's forces; it may simply be 
related to purely military matters pertaining to the Byzantine strategy of 
containing Mavia's advance and beating her back. 31 

(4) Sozomen is our only source for the extension of the war so as to 
include Egypt.32 And the Egypt reached by Mavia's troops was the region east 
of the Delta, the so-called Arabian Ladder. Rufinus's account of Mavia's attack 
against the Palestinian limes becomes intelligible. Access to Egypt for a land 
army such as Mavia's could only have been through Palestina Tertia. 

The extension of the theater of war to Egypt calls for the following 
comments: (a) An examination of Mavia's field of operations reveals that she 
was avoiding the extreme north, Syria and the Trans-Euphratesian provinces 
in Oriens, militarily understandable since she probably did not want an 
encounter with the magister militum in Antioch and the heavy concentration of 
regular Roman troops in those provinces and also the possibility of involve
ment with the Persians or the Persian Arabs so close to her rear. (b) But as she 
wanted the revolt to spread as widely as possible and press the Romans hard, 
that region, Palestina Tertia and the Arabian Ladder in Egypt, offered a very 
good chance of doing so militarily. It was not so well defended as the Eu
phrates region; it was mostly desert country in which the Arab presence was 
very strong, 33 and on this presence Mavia could count. Although she herself 
may have penetrated into these regions, the chances are that the penetration 
was effected by Arabs in Sinai or in the Palestinian limitrophes, to whom she 
was related ethnically 34 and who probably shared her doctrinal position.35 (c) 

by Mavia and chat Byzantium found itself fighting both the Jews and the Arabs in the same 
area, where the boundaries of Palestine and Phoenicia met. That Jewish revolts in Palestine 
were often in response co the news of a hostile army advancing against Rome from the Ease is 
an established face, also true of some of the Samaritan revolts in Palestine. On chis and on the 
Jewish revolt against Gallus, see Jupra, p. 79 and note 25; on the creation of Palescina Secunda 
by Theodosius I, see infra, p. 215. le is not inconceivable chat Mavia's revolt and penetration 
as far as Palescina Prima might also have been a factor in the creation of the new province; 
and it is pertinent co remark in chis context of administrative changes in Palestine in response 
co events in Phoenicia chat at the outset of his reign Justinian ordered the stationing of fresh 
troops in Palmyra and involved the dux of Phoenicia, stationed in Emesa, in the defense and 
protection of Palestine; Malalas, Chronographia, p. 426. 

"For a further treatment of this possibility, see infra, p. 150. 
32Mavia's operation in Egypt recalls chat of Zenobia. le is unlikely chat Mavia was imi

tating the exploits of her more famous predecessor; her invasion of Egypt was dictated not by 
a historical precedent but by ocher considerations. Memories of Zenobia, however, muse have 
been fresh in chose same regions where the Palmyrene queen had reigned only a century before. 

33Amply attested for the fourth century in such a document as the Relatio. The Arab king 
Obedianus (Ubayd/Ubayda?) mentioned there could have taken pare in the expedition against 
Egypt. On the Arab presence in Sinai and Egypt, see infra, pp. 295-329. 

"If Mavia belonged to the tribe of Kalb, as is possible or even likely (infra, pp. 196-
97), she would have been in an advantageous position to attack Palescina Tercia, since the 
powerful Kalb was seeded over a wide area in northwestern Arabia, including the regions 
immediately to the ease of Tercia. 

"The Christianized Arabs in Sinai were certainly orthodox. Such was Obedianus, con-
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Since this was a war of religion, it is quite possible that Mavia wanted her 
armies to reach those regions for a reason connected with orthodoxy. It was to 
those regions that many of the orthodox bishops were exiled and so Mavia may 
have wanted to reach them, 36 as indeed she did, possibly conceiving of herself 
as the military arm of orthodoxy in the revolt against Arian Valens.37 

(5) Noteworthy is the reference to Mavia's assaults on oppida atque urbes 
and JtOAEL; in the accounts of Rufinus and Sozomen. Even in the sixth 
century and after two centuries of association with the Romans and Roman 
fighting methods, the Arab foederati, according to Procopius, 38 were incapable 
of besieging cities and fortresses. Exaggerated as this may have been, the large 
fact remains that it was not in siegecraft that the Arabs were at their best. 
Mavia is explicitly referred to as engaged in assaults on the urban establish
ment in Oriens. Some of these cities must have been walled and defended by 
regular Roman troops, especially as they were located in the limitrophe of 
Oriens, and it is unlikely that Mavia was possessed of the paraphernalia of 
siegecraft. The explanation for her plan to attack cities may perhaps be sought 
in the background of this revolt and the casus belli that has been referred to 

before, the theological controversy between the Arian and the Nicene parties 
and the persecution launched by Valens, including the exile of the orthodox 
bishops. 

If orthodox Mavia waged her war within this framework, she naturally 
would have carried it into the cities; in those days, Christianity was an urban 
religion, and it was in the cities that the Church establishment was to be 
found. Into these cities Mavia carried the war to make her orthodox presence 
felt. She clearly did not conceive of herself as a desert queen whose life and 
interests were unrelated to those of the faithful in Oriens, but wanted to reach 
the centers of the faith she was defending. Her self-image apparently was that 
of fidei defensor. 39 

(6) In discussing Mavia's strategy, a distinction may be drawn between 
her attacks against the towns and cities of the oriental limes and the pitched 
battles in which she engaged the Romans. The first type must represent the 
native Arab ghaziit, the raid, the swift assault, which may be described as "hit
and-run" tactics. Conceivably, Mavia would attack suddenly and do so with a 

verted by the solitary Moses, of the monastery of Rhaithou, for whom see infra, pp. 299, 301; 
and so were the Arabs of the Negev, for whom, see infra, pp. 288-90. 

36In this way, she also made her revolt felt in Alexandria, not far from the Arabian 
Ladder, where Lucius the Arian was the incumbent of the Patriarchal See of Alexandria. On 
Lucius and the Arab holy man Moses, see infra, pp. 153-56. 

"Egypt at this time formed part of the Diocese of Oriens and remained so until it was 
detached by Theodosius I about 380-82 and made a distinct diocese; it is not improbable that 
its detachment was partly due to Mavia's revolt. 

"Wars, II.xix, 13. 
"Not unlike that of another group of foederati in the sixth century, the Ghassanids, who, 

however, defended Monophysitism. 
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great concentration of horse, 40 and then would retire quickly into the desert. 41 

But more remarkable are her victories against the Romans in pitched battles, 
one of which is described in detail by Sozomen. In that battle, she beat first 
the hegemon of the Phoenician and Palestinian troops and then the strategos of 
Oriens himself. Her success in this type of warfare suggests a high degree of 
sophistication in the conduct of the war, no doubt explicable by the associa
tion of the foederati with Rome and their assimilation of Roman methods and 
techniques. She was thus able to combine the traditional Arab ghazat with 
more advanced methods of Roman warfare. 

(7) The ecclesiastical sources are agreed that Mavia won the upper hand 
in her war against the Romans. The tense international relations of Rome 
could partly explain the Roman defeats; nevertheless, Mavia's victories remain 
striking and consequently require some explanation: (a) Mavia's foederati were 
seasoned cavalry units; indeed they formed part of the cavalry arm of the army 
of the Orient stationed against the Persians and the predatory Arabs of the 
Peninsula. The sudden reversal of their role from a spearhead against the 
enemy into one directed against Rome must have confronted the provincial 
commanders with grave technical problems. (b) Then there was their base of 
operations deep in the desert zone east of the oriental limes whither her troops 
could retreat. Unlike Zenobia's Palmyra, which could be besieged and razed 
to the ground, Mavia's troops were inaccessible to the reach of Roman arms. 
(c) In a war that was waged mainly in desert terrain the mobility of the 
Saracen horse must have been a decisive factor both in offensive operations and 
in the retreat. (d) It is noteworthy that in the major battle described by 
Sozomen Mavia commanded her troops in person and this must have been 
especially inspiring to Arab troops. (e) Mavia's religious zeal in behalf of 
orthodoxy could also be predicated of her troops, and this too must have been 
an important factor that needs to be taken into account. 42 

These factors can offer only a partial explanation for Mavia's victories, 
which now must be placed against the background of the ecclesiastical and 
military picture of the reign of Valens for a more adequate one: (a) as a result 
of Valens's Arian policy, which expressed itself in various ways, one of which 
was the exile of orthodox bishops, there was considerable dissatisfaction in 
various parts of Oriens, and thus Mavia could count on friendly orthodox 

'°The mettle of this Saracen cavalry was tested again in the defense of Constantinople 
against the Goths shortly after Mavia came to terms with Valens (infra, pp. 176-78); and it 
was the Arab cavalry that was to win the battles of Islam against Byzantium in the seventh 
century. 

41Cf. what Procopius says on the tactics of the Lakhmid Mungir, Wars, I.xvii.46. 
42The operativeness of this factor in the case of another group of foederati, the Ghassanids 

of the sixth century, admits of no doubt and is attested in contemporary Arabic poetry. It is, 
of course, clearest in the case of the Muslim Arabs. 
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sentiment in the cmes she attacked; 43 (b) the delicate political and military 
situation, involving both the Persians and the Goths, especially the latter, 
must have been the most important factor that could explain her successes. 
Valens was preoccupied with these two problems and could not commit more 
troops than was deemed necessary for dealing with the threat posed by Mavia 
in the southern sector of Oriens. 

(8) Mavia dominates the scene of operations in what the ecclesiastical 
historians choose to describe not with the familiar €Jttbpoµa(, raids of the 
Arabs, but with the term war, JtOAEµo~. As has been indicated earlier, this 
scene extended from Phoenicia Libanensis through Arabia and Palestina Salu
taris and reached Egypt. The two facts, Mavia's dominating figure and the 
extent of the theater of war, raise the question of whether or not the Arab 
federate organization in Oriens was centralized. 44 The question admits of two 
answers: (a) Imru' al-Qays, of the Namara inscription, is described as "king of 
all the Arabs," and it has been argued that, among other things, this could 
refer to his being put in command of all the federate Arabs in Oriens. Only 
some fifty years separate the death of Imru' al-Qays from Mavia's revolt, not 
too long an interval for a centralized federate organization to persist and for 
Mavia to inherit. If so, this could be an argument that Mavia is related herself 
or through her husband to the Lakhmid Imru' al-Qays or the Lakhmid
Tani.ikhid federate group, a supposition fortified by the fact that her field of 
military operations roughly coincided with that area in Oriens where Imru' 
al-Qays had ruled rather than the Euphratesian and Trans-Euphratesian areas. 
(b) Alternatively, Mavia's may have been the dominant group in Oriens, or 
one of them, made more dominant by the appearance of a figure with extraor
dinary qualities of leadership. This group would have allied itself with the 
other groups in Oriens 45 and led them in the revolt that thus spread over this 
large area encompassing the four provinces. These other Arab groups would 

43In much the same way that the Muslim Arabs in the seventh century were able co count 
on dissatisfaction among the population of Syria as a result of imperial ecclesiastical policy. 
It is also not inconceivable chat the regularly employed Arab units (the non-foederati) in the 
limicrophe province of Oriens sympathized with Mavia and did not cake their duties seriously 
during this war; on these units as listed in the Notitia Dignitatum, see RA, chap. 5. 

44The only explicit statement in the Byzantine sources daces the centralization co ca. 5 30 
and it comes from Procopius (Wars, l.xvii.47), the implication being chat chis centralization 
had not obtained before the sixth century. Oriens had had a number of Saracen groups federated 
with the empire, quartered in the various provinces and each commanded by its own phylarch 
who was subordinate co the Roman commander of the province. But a close examination of the 
federate organization in the fourth century shows chat chis may not have been entirely true of 
chis century. 

"One of these tribes in the southern pare of the province of Arabia must have been 
Jugam. An old and important Arab tribe, it was most probably even in chis period settled in 
the area and was one of the main tribal groups co which the Lakhmids of Imru' al-Qays must 
have been affiliated; on Jugam, see infra, pp. 383-84. 
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have joined them, being related to them ethnically. Furthermore, the specta
cle of ecclesiastics, in the words of the holy man Moses, comprising "bishops, 
presbyters, and deacons," languishing in exile in Arabia and Palestina Salu
taris would have been a further inducement for them to join the revolt, being 
already predisposed to do so by their doctrinal opposition to Arian Valens. 

IV. THE ROMAN COUNTEROFFENSIVE 

The Roman counteroffensive against Mavia is limited in the sources to the 
description of one major pitched battle; that description, however, is suffi
ciently detailed to explain the threat posed by Mavia to Oriens and merits 
Socrates' and Sozomen's conception of Mavia's military operations as a war 
(JtOAEµoi;) and not simply a series of raids. 

( 1) The Romans who fought Mavia are described as Palestinian troops com
manded by i:ov flyeµ6va i:&v tv <l>otvfxn xal IlaAmo,:fvn 01:panwi:&v. 
Phoenicia and Palestine were two distinct provinces and to each was assigned 
a dux, and yet their troops appear united under the command of one hegemon. 46 

This might imply that Mavia's offensive could not be contained by the troops 
of one of the two provinces and that as a result troops from the neighboring 
province were called upon; 47 in this sense the hegemon of one of the two prov
inces could be described as commander of the two different groups of provin
cial troops. 48 Alternatively, the two provinces may at this juncture have been 
commanded by one dux or, more probably, were under one comes rei militaris 
whose jurisdictions extended across provincial boundaries and to whom the 
duces were subordinated. 49 

It is unlikely that the battlefield was in Palestina Prima; it probably has 
to be sought either in the area where the two provinces met or, even more 
likely, in Phoenicia proper, possibly the eastern part of the province where the 
terrain was more suitable than Palestine for the deployment of Mavia's cav
alry. Besides, Phoenicia was closer to the magister militum at Antioch, whose 
aid was invoked by the hegemon. 50 

46Who this hegemifn was who commanded in Phoenicia or Palestine and possibly in both 
is not clear; the list of duces and comites rei militaris for these two provinces is not complete, 
and the names of the duces for the last triennium of Valens's reign are missing; see PLRE, 
vol. I, pp. 1118-21. 

47 As happened when troops from Arabia crossed over to Palestine to help the dux of the 
latter province quell the Samaritan revolt of 529, for which see the present writer in "Arethas, 
Son of Jabalah," JAOS, 75 (1955), pp. 207-9. 

48This supposition could derive some support from the shift in the description of the 
command of this hegemifn in Sozomen from tov fiyEµ6va tCOV ev «l>mvtx.n x.al TiaA.auntvn 
cnpattwt&v to tou fiyEµ6vo~ t&v TiaAawttvwv x.al «I>mvtx.wv atpattwt&v. 

49For the extended jurisdiction of the duces and the comites rei militaris, see Piganiol, EC, 
p. 332. 

' 0In an account that describes a Saracen invasion involving Phoenicia and Palestina Prima, 
a contiguous province, Arabia, is rather conspicuous by its absence; in 378 the Goth Mun-
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(2) Mavia's offensive must have been especially strong in view of the fact 
that combined troops of both Phoenicia and Palestine were inadequate to 
contain it and that the hegemon was forced to appeal to the magister equitum et 
peditum per Orientem for help. The latter will have been the Julius 51 who held the 
magisterium of Oriens from 3 71 to 3 78. With some temerity the magister 
decided to engage Mavia single-handed and ordered the hegemon, who had ap
pealed to him, to stay away from the combat. But he was worsted by Mavia, 
who commanded her troops in person, and was with difficulty rescued by the 
hegemon, whose turn it was now to disobey the magister and rush to his rescue. 
This he did by effecting a junction with the magister's troops; he covered the 
retreat of his superior, himself yielding ground, and at the same time shoot
ing arrows at the Saracens to ward off their assault. The swift action taken by 
the hegemon and his resorting to bowmanship extricated the magister and made 
the defeat less disastrous. 

The ruse employed by the hegemon of Palestine and Phoenicia for extricat
ing the magister and saving him from utter defeat suggests that he had at his 
disposal mounted archers such as those listed in the Notitia Dignitatum. 52 The 
same ruse could suggest that Mavia's troops used other weapons, such as 
swords and spears, which would be consonant with what is known about their 
squadron of mounted spearmen which defended Constantinople after the bat
tle of Adrianople. 

(3) That the battle was considered both a major military operation and a 
defeat for the Romans is clear from Sozomen's account. This is confirmed by 
the final comment of the historian, who, writing some seventy years after the 
event, says that the battle was still remembered by the inhabitants 53 of those 

derichus was appointed dux limitis Arabiae, and it is not impossible that Mavia's troops might 
have overpowered the Arabian dux in much the same way that late in the sixth century, during 
the Arab revolt, the Ghassanid federates occupied Bostra itself, for which see Noldeke, GF, 
pp. 31-32. 

"For Julius, see PLRE, vol. I, p. 481, where his battle with Mavia does not form part 
of the prosopographical entry. For the magisterium in the reign of Valens, see A. Demandt, 
"Magistri Militum," RE, Supplementbd. 12, cols. 710-26. 

"It is noteworthy that some of the mounted archers in the ND, the equites sagittarii in
digenae, are listed as serving under the dux of Phoenicia, not of Palestine. This might suggest 
that the battle took place in Phoenicia, but this depends on whether or not the ND units 
serving in Phoenicia were also in that province in the reign of Valens. Among the ND units 
stationed in Phoenicia were two Equites Saraceni, and it has been argued in RA, chap. 5, that 
these were not regular Roman troops but foederati. If so, this, too, could suggest that Phoenicia 
was the province in or near which the battle took place, as Mavia would have been operating 
against a province that was not terra incognita to her and her foederati. 

"Sozomen's statement that Mavia's vicrory was remembered by many, tauta be JtoAAol 
tWV tflbE JtpOOOLXO'UVtWV Ei<JEtL vuv <'moµvljµOVEU01JOL, clearly indicates that the battle 
was fought not in a desert or deserted area but in one that was inhabited, probably, as has 
been suggested above, within the confines of Phoenicia. Sozomen visited some of the provinces 
in Oriens and his statement could imply that this information was gathered on the spot. The 
contrast between the two terms, JtpOOOLXOUVtWV, the inhabitants of the region where the 
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parts where it was fought and was celebrated in songs by the Saracens of his 
day.s4 

After the defeat inflicted on the Romans by Mavia, the former sued for 
peace. Remarkable as the successes of Mavia had been, the desire of the 
Romans for the employment of diplomacy to terminate the Saracen War could 
not but have been related to the Gothic problem, which had by then reached 
menacing dimensions and which had diverted the attention of Valens. 55 

V. THE HOLY MAN MOSES 

The revolt of Mavia would lose much of its interest were it not for the bright 
light shed on it by the career of the holy man Moses. It is his career that 
relieves the revolt from being only an outstanding military operation and 
relates it to another, more significant, context, namely, the ecclesiastical 
history of the period and its theological controversies. The interrelation of 
secular and ecclesiastical history so characteristic of the fourth century is 
reflected in the history of Mavia's Arab foederati. Their involvement in theo
logical controversy is a measure of the degree of acculturation that the Arab 
foederati of the fourth century had attained. 

The section on Moses, therefore, deserves a careful analysis in view of the 
important problems it raises, especially in the ecclesiastical history of the 
Arabs. 

battle took place, and the ~apax.rivoi~, who remember it in songs, suggests that the former 
were not Saracens. Thus the battle must have been fought well within the Roman limes at a 
locality inhabited by Rhomaioi. 

54But much more significant for Arab culture before the rise of Islam is his statement that 
the battle was celebrated in his days (before 450) in cb6ai~, songs, by the Arabs. This is the 
earliest certain attestation for the composition of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry (around 375) and for 
the continued transmission of this poetry for at least seventy years after its composition. For the 
Arabs, this would have been one of the Ayyam, their battle-days, celebrated in Arabic heroic 
poetry. Unfortunately these songs on Mavia's victory have not survived; if they had, they might 
have solved the problem of where the battle was fought, since it was customary to mention 
place-names in such songs. In contrast, a poetic fragment that commemorates the defeat of 
the Salil;iid foederati in the fifth century has survived and with it the name of the locality where 
the battle took place, roughly in the same area that has been suspected for Mavia's victory 
either in Phoenicia or where the boundaries of Phoenicia and Palestine met, in the Trans
Jordanian pare of Palestina Prima. This poetic fragment will be discussed in vol. 2 of this 
series, BAFIC. 

"And possibly the resumption of hostilities with Persia in the event of a Gothic war. 
On Valens's awareness of the Gochie peril at this juncture, see Sozomen, HE, VI.37, and also 
Socrates, HE, IV.35. Valens's willingness not only to make peace, but also to accept the 
consecration of Mavia's orthodox holy man, Moses, may likewise be related to the Gothic 
problem. His persecution of the homoousians ceased in 377 with his departure for Constan
tinople to meet the Gothic peril, for which see Socrates, HE, IV.35, and Sozomen, HE, VI.37. 
The revolt of Procopius early in the reign (365), which also made Valens abate his first perse
cution, affords a parallel and unfolds a paccern; see Sozomen, HE, VI. 7. 
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(1) The identity of Mavia's holy man and where in Oriens he had lived 
before he became known to history as Mavia's bishop are uncertain. Rufinus 
and Sozomen speak of his having lived in a neighboring desert, while Socrates 
speaks only of a desert. If Mavia's camp was in Phoenicia/Arabia, as has been 
argued, this neighboring desert must have been near these two provinces. 
Theodoret is the only historian who is more specific; he expressly states that 
his abode was on the confines of Egypt and Palestine; but Theodoret's account 
is open to question (infra, pp. 184-85). 

Much precision, both concerning his identity and his habitation, could 
be attained if Mavia's Moses was the Moses mentioned in the Ammonii Monachi 
Relatio as a monk of the monastery of Rhaithou in the oasis of Pharan in Sinai. 
Something could be said for this view, but no certainty can be predicated 
(infra, pp. 299-300). 

(2) More important than his identity and habitation is the fact that 
Moses was neither a deacon nor a presbyter but a holy man, a real eremite 
living in a desert. It is this category of holy men, a new type of Christian, 56 

that was of particular importance in the conversion of the Arabs in these three 
centuries from Constantine to Heraclius. 57 The Arabs must have been impressed 
both by the fact that these holy men left the cities and came out to the same 
inhospitable 58 desert in which they themselves lived and, furthermore, that they 
were possessed of miraculous powers. These holy men were predominantly 59 

non-Arab, as the names of the major figures who converted the Arabs indi
cate---St. Hilarion in the Negev, St. Euthymius in the Judaean desert, and 
St. Simeon in Syria. When an Arab, Moses, appeared in the desert as a holy 
man and performed wonders, he must have immediately attained celebrity 
among the Arabs of Oriens. This explains the prominence given to Moses in 
the ecclesiastical accounts of Mavia's revolt and possibly explains or partly 
explains Mavia's insistence that he rather than anyone else should be her 
bishop. 

(3) The scene in Alexandria and the dialogue, which degenerated into an 
altercation, between Lucius and Moses give an intimate glimpse into the 

' 6The standard work on the holy man is Peter Brown's "The Rise and Function of the 
Holy Man in Late Antiquity,"JRS, 61 (1971), pp. 80-101. 

"Vouched for by Sozomen himself in the passage that describes the conversion of the 
Arabs in this chapter (HE, XXXVIII.34.11; p. 291, lines 7-10). An account of holy men in 
the deserts of Oriens that makes clear the category of holy men to whom Moses belonged may 
also be found in Sozomen, HE, VI.28-34. 

"Especially as the raids of the Arabs from the desert co the sown implied that they were 
rejecting the very same desert that the holy men had chosen, while these holy men were 
voluntarily renouncing the world of the sown that the Arabs coveted and were crying to 

penetrate. 
"Some of the names of these holy men were Semitic and could have been either Aramaic 

or Arabic. Abdaleus, mentioned in Sozomen, HE, VI.33, is likely to have been an Arab. 
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passions aroused by the theological controversies of the period. 60 More impor
tantly, it throws light on Moses himself and clarifies some aspects of Mavia's 
revolt: 

(a) It is clear from Socrates that Lucius wanted to give Moses some 
instruction first before consecrating him. He spoke of "the principles of reli
gion," which confirms that Moses was only a holy man with no place in the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy, a fact perhaps implied by Moses' own statement that 
he was unworthy of being ordained bishop. Presumably Lucius wanted to be 
correct; before ordaining him he wanted him to be instructed in doctrine, 
and, naturally, this would have been an Arian doctrinal position. Mavia's 
bishop was thus eventually consecrated, perhaps uncanonically, without first 
serving in the lower ranks of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, another indication of 
how the hands of the Arian imperial government were forced in the ecclesias
tical matters that pertained to Mavia and her bishop. 

(b) Moses' reply to Lucius clearly betrays the practical bent of mind, 
uninstructed in theology; he argues that it was not matters of faith that were 
in question but deeds and practices, with reference to what counted with him 
most, namely, the expulsion of the orthodox bishops, their banishment, and 
the hardships inflicted on them during their exile. The spectacle of bishops 
expelled from one province and banished to another in Oriens would have 
impressed upon the minds of the Arab foederati the seriousness of the chris
tological controversy, which otherwise would have remained remote and theo
retical to them. It is this that must finally have induced Mavia to revolt, 61 

especially as some of the bishops might have taken refuge with her foederati, 62 

while her ranging far and wide in Oriens was possibly inspired by a desire to 
reach the various provinces where these exiled bishops were to be found. 

(c) Moses was taken for consecration to Alexandria and not to Antioch, 

60It was these passions and controversies chat interested the ecclesiastical writers rather 
than the secular hisrory of the Arab foederati, and it is precisely owing ro chis interest chat 
history knows of the Saracenissa, Queen Mavia, and the chapter she wrote in the history of 
Byzantium in the fourth century, which otherwise would have been consigned co oblivion. le 
was in the wake of his account of the Arian persecution, especially in Alexandria, chat Rufinus 
chose to record his account of Mavia, and his interest in her is mainly through the dialogue 
between Lucius and her holy man Moses. This leads one co observe chat much secular Arab 
federate history muse have been left unrecorded in chis age of ecclesiastical historians and chat, 
consequently, the Arab presence in Oriens muse have been much more extensive than these 
historians suggest. As for the major secular historian of the century, Ammianus, and the 
skeletal account he gave of the Arab foederati, see infra, pp. 251-68. 

61A parallel situation obtained in the sixth century when the Ghassanid foederati were 
engaged against Justin I after he had banished the Monophysice bishops, for which see supra, 
p. 134 note 22. 

"Pelagius, bishop of Laodicaea, was banished co Arabia in 367, for whom see Theodoret, 
HE, IV.12. In the sixth century, the Monophysice bishop, the famous Jacob Baradaeus, cook 
refuge with the Ghassanid foederati of Arabia. 
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and this could suggest that he lived not far from Egypt. The evidence, 
however, admits of other interpretations: (1) Just as Mavia avoided in her 
military operations Antioch (and Syria in general), so was she loath to send 
her holy man to the same city. Moreover, at this time, Valens was himself at 
Antioch and the consecration he did not want would have been humiliating to 
him if it had been celebrated there. (2) Sozomen mentions (HE, Vl.37) that it 
was at this time that the Arian patriarch of Antioch, Euzoius, died; some time 
might have elapsed before the new patriarch was elected and consecrated, and 
so the see of Antioch might have been vacant at the time with no patriarch to 
perform the consecration. 

In his reply to Lucius, Moses speaks of exiled ecclesiastics suffering in the 
mines. This could suggest the mines of Phaeno, south of the Dead Sea 
between Petra and Zoara. But no conclusions can be drawn on whether or not 
this indicates the place where Moses had lived before he was consecrated. The 
statement occurs only in Sozomen with no indication whether the reference to 
the mines was a result of autopsy on the part of Moses; even if it was, the 
question remains open whether Moses saw the ecclesiastics languishing at 
Phaeno as a traveler to Alexandria or as a resident in the neighborhood. The 
reference to the mines is more likely to be an evocation of the time of the 
Great Persecution when Christians were sent to the quarries and the mines. 
This is confirmed by the reference in Socrates to Christians being committed 
by Lucius to the beasts and to the flames, all of which must be rhetorical 
exaggeration called for by the heated argument with Lucius. Most probably 
Moses only heard 63 about the hardships inflicted on the exiles, which must have 
been common knowledge among the orthodox in Oriens. 64 

(4) The sequel to Moses' encounter with Lucius was his consecration not 
by Lucius but by the orthodox bishops in exile. Socrates adds the significant 
detail that this was done at "the mountain," "tO opo~. This immediately brings 
to mind the "tO 'Apa.~LOV ... XA(µa mentioned by Sozomen65 as that region in 
Egypt into which Mavia carried her war against Byzantium. Presumably it 
was an area inhabited by Arabs, 66 whither had been sent ecclesiastics exiled 

63Ic is difficult co believe chat a desert solitary such as Moses would have seen the exiles 
committed to flames and beasts, unless he was an itinerant solitary. 

64Early in the reign of Valens, Eusebius of Samosaca, together with ocher bishops, was 
expelled and banished from his see. Theodorec's account of him is instructive on how knowledge 
of what happened co the orthodox bishops could easily spread in Oriens. Theodoret records how 
he traveled in Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine after his expulsion, working for orthodoxy; see 
Theodorec, HE, IV.12. 

"Also the 'Apa~LKOV opo~ ofDionysius of Alexandria; PG, 10, col. 1305. 
660n the Arabs in Egypt, see chap. 5 on the Notltia Dignitatum in RA. Dionysius of 

Alexandria knew the Arabs as Saracens who sold Christians into slavery, but since his time 
the process of conversion among the Arabs had made some good progress. 
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previously 6' and whither also were sent some of the exiled bishops of the reign 
of Valens. 68 If so, this could explain why it was included in the range of Mavia's 
offensive despite the fact that, as has been argued before, her base of operation 
must have been a more norther! y province, Phoenicia/ Arabia. 

(5) After his consecration, Moses, now a bishop, goes back to the Sara
cens, and his return signals the end of what Socrates chose to call 6 Lapa
XfJVWV .•. JtOAEµo~.69 Moses returns in the capacity of an ecclesiastical 
diplomat and reconciles the Saracens to Rome; the former resume their status 
as foederati, return to the service immediately, and participate in the Gothic 
War. 

According to Sozomen, Moses engaged, after his return to the Saracens, 
in missionary activities and converted many of them. The two more primary 
sources, Socrates and Rufinus, are silent on this point. Socrates says absolutely 
nothing on his activities as a missionary among the Saracens, while Rufinus 
testifies only to his being steadfast in his orthodox doctrinal position, fidei 
catholicae custodivit intemerata consortia. 

It is necessary to analyze Sozomen's statement because it could be mis
leading on the question of the beginning of Christianity among the Arabs. 70 

Unlike the two other historians, Sozomen was interested in the process of 
conversion among the Arabs and wrote a most valuable section on this ques
tion. His statement, therefore, is likely to be only a reflection of some 
thinking on his part on what a holy man would have done after his return to 
the people whose bishop he had just been consecrated. He rightly assumed 
that not all the Arabs had by then been converted and that Moses gave an 
impetus to the process. Consequently, the statement that he converted many 
of them would not be incorrect, since this would apply to many who were still 
pagan, and so would his further statement that he found few who shared his 
beliefs. 

That Sozomen had in mind the Saracens in general, not Mavia's Arabs, is 
confirmed by the opening of the paragraph immediately following, where he 

67Such as Chaeremon, bishop of Nilopolis. 
68The spectacle of the exiled bishops seeking refuge no doubt made a direct appeal to the 

Arabs of "the mountain," who must have readily responded by extending jiwar, "protection," 
to these bishops. The Ghassanid foederati of the sixth century were also to accord jiwar to 
banished ecclesiastics, for which see supra, note 62. On the institution of jiwar, an important 
constituent of Arab ethos before and after the rise of Islam, see J. Lecerf, "Djiwar," EI, 2, 
pp. 559-60; on a celebrated instance in Arab history of its extension to a refugee, see Nicholson, 
A Literary History of the Arabs, pp. 84-85. 

69That Mavia waged a war, JtOAEµo~, rather than raids, the familiar embpoµa(, brings 
to mind Tacitus's phrase describing the Germanic tribe, the Chatti: alios ad proelium ire videas, 
Chattos ad bellum; rari excursus et fortuita pugna (Germania, 30). 

' 00n this, see infra, App. 4, pp. 188-90. 
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speaks of the same Saracens he had referred to in connection with Moses' 
missionary work as Ishmaelites, descended from Abraham. 71 Mavia and her own 
foederati, on the other hand, were already Christian, and it was probably other 
groups of foederati and Saracens, settled or roaming along the Roman limi
trophe and in touch with Mavia's foederati, Ishmaelites, not yet Christianized, 
that were the object of Moses' missionary activities. 72 

(6) Two large problems remain to be discussed, perhaps more important 
than all the preceding ones in this section: Socrates' statement that Moses was 
ethnically a Saracen, ~apax:r1voi; to y€voi;, and Sozomen's that he was their 
first bishop. Both problems, especially the second, belong more properly to 
the chapter on the ecclesiastical history of the Arabs in the fourth century (see 
infra, pp. 335 ff.); therefore only the political profile of the two problems will 
be discussed in this section as they relate to the career of the queen who 
brought Moses into prominence. 

Sozomen's statement can be true only in the sense that Moses was the 
first Saracen bishop of the Saracens, 73 since a close examination of the ecclesias
tical history of the Arabs in the fourth century reveals that they had had over 
them bishops before Moses (infra, pp. 33{}-34). Socrates' statement that Moses 
was a Saracen by birth thus makes intelligible what otherwise would have 
been a startlingly erroneous statement on the part of Sozomen. 

Mavia's insistence on having Moses consecrated as her bishop raises the 
important problem of the nascence of an Arab national church 74 in the last 
quarter of the fourth century and of the self-image of the foederati, a group 
possessed of a high degree of Arab self-awareness. 75 But Mavia's insistence could 
admit of other interpretations: ( 1) it may simply derive from the fact that 
Moses was a holy man who had performed miracles and who had been known 
to her and to her Arabs; he had attained the stature of the other holy men who 
were non-Arab and so he was deemed worthy of the episcopate; his Arab 

"This may be reflected even in his idiom. Of the Arabs in general in this passage he 
uses the term qruAov, meaning the race, the people in general, while when talking about a 
particular Arab tribe, that of Zokomos, further in the same section, he uses the term (J)1JA~. 
Although both words could be used interchangeably, his idiomatic shift could suggest that he 
used the first, (J)tlAOV, in the larger sense of a race, people, and the other, (J)1JA~, in the re
stricted sense of a tribe. 

"Such as the Arabs of Sinai, for which see infra, pp. 292-308. Asia Minor itself, the 
Byzantine heartland, still had many pagan pockets even in the sixth century, and it was left 
to John of Ephesus to convert them. 

73The denotation of Saracens may even be narrowed down to Saracen foederati. 
"That a discussion of this intricate problem in this distant past is at all possible is due 

to the precious reference in Socrates to the ethnic origin of Moses. 
"The choice of Arabic, not Greek or even Aramaic, as the language of the Namara in

scription (supra, pp. 31-53) is indicative. The use of Greek by the Arabs in religious in
scriptions is understandable (infra, pp. 222-38). 
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origin would thus have been accidental; 76 (2) Mavia's insistence that he rather 
than someone else be her bishop may have been due to his strict orthodoxy 
rather than to his Arab origin, which thus can turn out to be of secondary or 
no significance; (3) it may have been due to some practical consideration; 
Mavia probably found it easier to treat with a bishop of Moses' description 
than with a Greek coming from Antioch, closely associated with Valens and 
the Arian patriarch of Antioch; and, possibly, Valens or his patriarch had 
tried to impose on the foederati an Arian bishop or one who had such leanings. 
The evidence seems to yield uncertain and conflicting conclusions, but what 
emerges with certainty is that Mavia stood for orthodoxy in ecclesiastical 
matters, and once the issue of an orthodox bishop for her foederati was re
solved, she returned to the Roman fold. 

The Moses episode in Mavia's career makes possible the drawing of some 
conclusions on the question of federate acculturation. Mavia's foederati were, 
legally, not Rhomaioi; 77 they remained Arabs aware of their national ethos and 
mores. They and their queen participate in the religious and military life of 
the empire both on their own terms and on terms which chime well with the 
welfare of an empire ruled not by an Arian emperor but by an orthodox one. 

If Mavia was the founder of an Arab national church, the nascency of that 
church was perhaps natural after half a century of association with Rome 
and of Christianity championed by the foederati. But this church was not 
separatist; 78 on the contrary, Mavia considered she was in the same camp as 
the persecuted orthodox majority of the empire and distinguished herself by 
making Valens bend the knee to her demands. Once her orthodox Moses is 
consecrated bishop, she returns to the service, as the ideal foederata, 79 sends a 
contingent of cavalry to participate in the Gothic War, and cements her recon
ciliation by the marriage of her daughter to none other than the magister 
equitum, Victor. 

VI. MAVIA'S DAUGHTER 

After the termination of the Saracen War, Mavia gave her daughter in mar
riage to Victor, the Master of Horse in the Orient, thereby fortifying the foedus 

76Cf. the efforts of the Ghassanid federate king Arethas in the sixth century in behalf of 
a Syrian bishop, Jacob Baradaeus, not an Arab; but Theodorus, the other bishop consecrated 
with the help of the Empress Theodora, may, in spite of his name, have been an Arab; see 
Ni:ildeke, GF, p. 20. 

"For Socrates, her foederati were an ethnos, the Ishmaelites of the Bible, who were, as is 
clear from Sozomen's phrase, under her direct rule, TT)V l)yEµoviav TOU £0voui; E:l'tLTpO
l'tE"IJOUOa, thus forming vis-a-vis Byzantium a little imperium in imperio. 

"The ecclesiastical policy of Mavia as it turns round the figure of Moses is thus of 
obvious importance and relevance to a major theme, the discussion of which was opened by 
E. L. Woodward in his Christianity and Nationalism in the Later Roman Empire. 

79The sequel to Mavia's revolt may be contrasted sharply with that of Zenobia a century 
earlier; Christianity made the difference. 
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that had just been concluded between Byzantium and the Arabs. 80 The marriage 
of a princess who must have been very young at the time and, what is more, a 
Saracenissa to one who was none other than the sexagenarian 81 magister equitum 
and, in spite of his Sarmatian origin, a Rhomaios, must be adjudged unique. 82 It 
raises important issues and their discussion throws light on many aspects of 
Arab-Byzantine relations and others as well. 

1 

It may be inferred from Socrates' statement that it was Mavia who took 
the initiative in this transaction; that she followed up the foedus with a 
marriage in order to cement the former with the latter-it was the most 
personal and intimate way of expressing her fides83 that had just been reflected 

"'This precious datum is recorded only by Socrates, and it is as important as the other 
one in his History on the ethnic origin of Moses: ~apaXl]Voc; 'tO ytvoc;. 

"He must have been around that age, since he retired a few years later. 
82Well-known instances of intermarriage between Romans and non-Romans normally in

volve a Roman woman and a barbarian prince or chief, for which see the present writer in 
"The Iranian Factor in Byzantium," p. 310 note 66. The case of Victor and Mavia's daughter 
was different; it was that of a Roman commander married to a barbarian princess, and so it 
was a rare case, an instance of the old Roman conubium cum peregrinis mulieribus. But more 
important and relevant is the fact that it was in violation of a Constitution, De nuptiis 
gentilium, issued by Valentinian and Valens only a few years before, prohibiting such inter
marriages under threat of capital punishment (Cod. Theod., 3.14). Only the foedus with the 
Saracens, which Valens desiderated, can explain this unusual marriage between his magister 
equitum and the barbarian princess, coming as it did only a few years after he himself had 
issued his Constitution, and thus Victor must have entered into that marriage by special 
permission of the emperor. This matrimonial transaction must be adjudged unique; instances 
cited as parallel to it are not really so since they involve not a barbarian woman and a Roman 
citizen but a barbarian chief and a Roman lady. Such is the case of the Lazic chiefs and the 
Roman ladies of senatorial families, for which see Procopius, Bel/um Persicum II, 29; Bel/um 
Gothicum IV, 9. On the false parallel that refers to these Lazic chiefs, see R. Mouterde and 
A. Poidebard, Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie (Paris, 1939) (hereafter, IGLSYR), vol. 
2, pp. 169-71; this erroneous view is echoed in Piganiol, EC, p. 169 note 102. On the other 
facet of this unique marriage, see infra, note 85. 

The case of Fravitta, the Gothic chief of the reign of Theodosius I, is illuminating; he, 
too, married a Roman lady by special permission of the emperor, presumably because at the 
time he was not a Roman citizen. The marriage proved as politically fruitful as that of the 
barbarian Saracen princess to the Roman Victor; to this marriage must be attributed at least 
in part Fravitta's pro-Roman sympathies that ranged him against another Goth, Eriulph, the 
chief of the anti-Roman faction, whom he killed in the midst of a heated argument on whether 
the Goths should destroy or defend the Roman Empire; see Eunapius, FHG, IV, frag. 60; 
Zosimus, HN, IV.56.1-3. 

"This is clear from the context within which Socrates records the information on this 
marriage, namely, that Mavia observed the terms of the foedus so scrupulously that she gave her 
daughter in marriage to Victor (supra, note 80). Her son-in-law must have become known to 
Mavia during his long magisterium over the Roman horse or during the negotiations that resulted 
in the foedus. 
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legally by the conclusion of the foedus. 84 The context makes it clear that it 
was a political marriage, although the romantic element in it should not be 
excluded (see infra, note 87). 

In choosing Victor for her son-in-law, Mavia clearly was operating within 
the concept of what later in Islamic times was to be known as kafa'a, 85 

the equality in social rank that was expected to obtain between the parties in 
the marriage transaction. She must have deemed him in rank equivalent to her 
princess daughter. 

In marrying her daughter to Victor, Mavia must have considered the 
marriage desirable for the continuance of the foedus and for her good relations 
with Rome, since the son-in-law was the magister equitum. As Master of Horse, 
Victor was directly involved with Mavia's soldiers who were horsemen, and as 
his seat was in Antioch, where Valens resided for a long time, this would have 
ensured that the foederati had a friend in the capital of the Orient who would 
be sympathetic to their cause and an intermediary with the imperial adminis
tration. 86 

As important as marrying her daughter to one so high in the imperial 
hierarchy must have been the fact that he was not only a devout Christian but 

84A much more attractive way of reflecting /ides than the giving of hostages in the sixth 
century; the Arab chieftain Qays sends his sons 'Amr and Mu'awiya as hostages to Constan
tinople after Abraham concludes a foedus with him; see the present writer in "Byzantium and 
Kinda." Completely erroneous is the view that Mavia had to give her daughter in marriage 
to Victor for the preservation of the peace and that the marriage was a hostageship; see M. 
Waas, Germanen im romischen Dienst im 4. Jh. n. Chr., Habelts Dissertationsdrucke, Reihe Aire 
Geschichte, 3 (Bonn, 1971), p. 112. Socrates (cited supra, note 80) does not bear this view 
out nor do the facts of Mavia's relations with Byzantium analyzed in this chapter. The marriage 
rook place not after but before the Gothic War and the battle of Adrianople, and this is 
important to bear in mind; as has been shown in this section, it was a marriage that carried 
political implications and was related to the course of events that took place immediately after 
the Gothic War and the battle of Adrianople. 0. Seeck reverses the date of the marriage and 
places it in the period that followed the Gothic War; Seeck, Die Briefe des Libanius, TU 
(Leipzig, 1906), p. 313. 

"On kafa'a, see J. Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford, 1964), p. 162 and 
bibliography on chap. 22:2, p. 278. The willingness of an Arab queen to marry her daughter 
to a non-Arab was most unusual, and this makes the matrimonial transaction doubly unique 
(supra, note 82). Al-Nu'man, the last of the Lakhmids of l:fira, the Arab client-kings of Sasanid 
Persia, refused to marry one of his daughters to his Persian overlord Chosroes Parvis, with 
disastrous consequences; see Tabad, Tarikh, vol. 2, pp. 202, 204, 206; Niildeke, PAS, pp. 
325-32. 

86The marriage arranged by Mavia crowns the series of successes that attended her relations 
with Byzantium-the revolt, the military victories, the consecration of her choice, Moses, and 
the foedus. Having won the war, Mavia apparently was anxious to give the peace a firm 
foundation, and the marriage of her daughter to the magister was the most imaginative means 
of securing that foundation. How right in her calculations she was is evidenced by the course 
of Arab-Byzantine relations after the retirement of Victor and his disappearance from the 
administrative and military scene, for which see infra, p. 213. 
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also devoutly orthodox. Mavia's revolt was motivated by a desire on her part 
to see the orthodox position assured among her foederati; Victor's orthodoxy 
and his efforts in its behalf would have been known to Mavia, who, having 
insisted that her bishop should be orthodox, would have been anxious that her 
son-in-law should also be so. 87 

2 

At the time of his marriage to the very young Saracen princess, Victor, 
presumably a bachelor or a widower, must have been around sixty. Although 
romantic elements cannot be entirely excluded, it is almost certain that other 
considerations must have weighed with him as they must have weighed with 
Mavia. They are worth exploring because they relate to the special position of 
the Arabs in Oriens, to the career of Victor himself, and to Roman imperial 
interests. They make almost certain that it was Victor who was most instru
mental in persuading Valens to conclude a peace with Mavia. 

A 

Victor was not magister peditum but magister equitum, and he endured 
remarkably long in that magisterium, which he held for some twenty years, 
363-82 (?). The Arab foederati of Mavia were part of the cavalry arm of the 
army of the Orient, directly related to his assignment as Master of Horse. They 
were, therefore, of special interest to Victor, particularly in a period when the 
cavalry arm in warfare was asserting itself. As a professional soldier, he must 
have judged that the Arabs were worth courting for maintaining the efficiency 
of the Roman army in the Orient. 

Furthermore, Victor was entrusted with important assignments during 
the reign of Valens. He negotiated with both the Goths and the Persians, and 
he knew well that he could not afford to have the Arab horse against him at a 
critical juncture in 3 77 when only an uneasy truce obtained with Persia and 
the war with the Goths in Thrace was imminent, especially after Mavia's horse 
had proved its mettle in the war against Rome in the triennium 375-78. It 
must have been Victor, the magister equitum, rather than Julius, the van
quished magister utriusque militiae, that recommended the conclusion of a peace 
with Mavia and, what is more, the enlistment of a Saracen squadron for the 
war with the Goths in Thrace. 

"The princess most probably rode horses as her mother did; if so, her marriage to Victor, 
himself a horseman, would have been especially appropriate! Horsemanship and Orthodoxy, 
but more the latter, would relieve the marriage of being an entirely political one and would 
inject into it a romantic element. Where in Oriens the marriage was celebrated is not recorded; 
more likely than Antioch is Anasartha, in view of some inscriptions found near it which might 
involve both Mavia and her daughter; see infra, pp. 222-38. 
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That he followed the conclusion of the legal foedus with a marriage could 
easily be related, at least in part, to a desire to ensure the smooth working of 
the foedus and to reflect sincerity on the Roman side. The course of Arab
Byzantine relations in the previous reigns afforded precedents for how these 
relations could go sour as a result of bad faith. Victor marched Julian's army 
from Constantinople to Antioch and took part in the military operations of 
Julian's Persian campaign. He certainly came into contact with the Arab 
foederati in the course of that campaign 88 and appreciated the role of the Arab 
horse in it. What is more important, he witnessed the deterioration of Julian's 
relations with the Arabs during that campaign as a result of the emperor's 
arrogance and bad faith. 89 The breaking of the foedus by Julian alienated the 
Arabs and turned them hostile, and all this must have been fresh in the mind 
of the Arabs, who in the reign of Valens had fallen out with the emperor, this 
time on doctrinal grounds. Victor must have drawn a lesson from Julian's 
campaign; his marriage to the Saracen princess could very well have been a 
gesture on his part designed to allay the suspicions of the foederati on the 
durability of the foedus and to convince them through this union that Rome 
would honor its terms. 

B 

In addition to being the Master of the Horse in the Orient, Victor was a 
devout Christian and a zealous Orthodox. Especially important is his role as 
mediator between the orthodox ecclesia and the Arian imperium throughout his 
career, during which he always tried to serve the interests of orthodoxy and to 
protect it against the aggressive ecclesiastical policy of the Arian Valens. He 
appears as an influential orthodox officer on many occasions in various parts of 
Oriens-in Thrace, in Constantinople, in Cappadocia---defending the orthodox 
cause and promoting its interests by his proximity to the seat of power, 
Valens himself. 90 

It is likely that in the course of the Saracen War the sympathies of the 
Master of the Horse were with Mavia, who shared with him his orthodox 
position. He must have seen in Mavia's foederati the orthodox army of the 
Orient 91 that was trying to do by force of arms what he himself was trying to do 
by persuasion. On the ground of his orthodox position, it is even possible to 
suggest one of the reasons for the defeat of Roman arms by Mavia's forces. As 

"If, as has been argued before, Mavia's husband was then alive and was one of the 
Saracen reguli that met Julian at Callinicum, then Victor could have met his future father-in-law. 

89For Julian and the Arabs, see supra, pp. 132-35. 
900n Victor's Christianity and services to the Nicene party, see infra, pp. 165-69. 
91In much the same way that the Monophysites of the sixth century saw in the Ghassanid 

foederati the Monophysite army of the Orient. 
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Victor and Mavia shared the same doctrinal position, it is possible that the 
former was lukewarm in the prosecution of the war against the latter, and this 
may be a partial explanation for what otherwise seems strange--the repeated 
defeats of the Roman army at the hands of a Saracen queen. 92 

What has been said above on the role of Victor in bringing about the 
conclusion of peace for military reasons may with equal truth be said of it in 
this context of religious controversies. As he was for the orthodox "their man 
in Antioch," Victor must have pleaded Mavia's cause with Valens and pre
sented her in a favorable light, 93 that of a loyal foederata who revolted only 
because she was alienated by his aggressive Arian policy, in much the same 
way that, a little later in Thrace, he was to support the protests of his 
colleague, the orthodox Trajan, who protested the policies of Arian Valens 
and brought them to bear on the reverses suffered by Roman arms at the 
hands of the Goths. 94 

Victor's marriage to the Saracen princess thus admits of being placed 
within this religious, doctrinal context. The two were united by their ortho
doxy, and the spirtual bond that united them fortified the legal bond of 
marriage, assuring the orthodox Saracens that the high-ranking officer in the 
imperial administration at Antioch allied to them by matrimonial ties was, 
like them, orthodox. 

C 

The incidental statement in Socrates on Victor's marriage to the Saracen 
princess has proven to be exceptionally valuable. The preceding analysis has 
shown that it is not merely a colorful detail but also a most valuable statement 

"The scene before the campaign of Adrianople, in which Victor was involved, provides 
an insight into his real feelings and how in his consciousness military matters were entangled 
with doctrinal ones. He supports his fellow officer Trajan, who protested to Valens that the 
latter's persecution of the orthodox bishops had alienated God's favor and given victory to the 
enemy; Theodoret, HE, IV.30. The scene in the Orient, where Valens had persecuted and 
exiled the orthodox bishops and where his armies had been beaten by the Arabs, provides a 
parallel and can be easily evoked. 

''Victor must have been for the orthodox Arabs in the fourth century what Theodora was 
to be for the Monophysite Arabs in the sixth. For what he might have done to keep Cappadocia 
and its Church Father, St. Basil, from being inconvenienced by Valens's designs in the early 
seventies, see infra, pp. 165-67. 

''See supra, note 92. What is relevant here is Theodoret's further statement on Victor 
that he implored Valens not to take offense at Trajan's reproaches, and presumably succeeded. 
Victor would have pleaded the case of Mavia and her Arabs in a similar fashion as soldiers who 
were faithful servants of the emperor, but who could not disobey their conscience in religious 
matters. Victor must have been influential with Valens who apparently found him congenial 
as a magister praesentalis and capable as a soldier-statesman. Otherwise, it is difficult to believe 
that he would have retained him, the staunch orthodox that he was, throughout the whole of 
his relatively long reign. 
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for extracting data that throw light on the course of Arab-Byzantine relations 
in the second half of the fourth century. 

Victor emerges as one of the few, very few, officers in the whole course of 
Arab-Byzantine relations who were friendly with and sympathetic to the Arab 
foederati, and what he achieved shows how important it was for Rome to have 
such officers. Victor started with a number of affinities with the Arabs. 
Although he was a Roman citizen, 95 he was ethnically a Sarmatian barbarian; 
furthermore, he was a horseman who must have admired Arab horsemanship; 
and finally, he was orthodox, as the Arabs were. He was familiar with the 
course of Arab-Byzantine relations for some twenty years, having served under 
four emperors, Constantius, Julian, Jovian, and Valens; and he witnessed the 
deterioration of relations with the Saracens, especially in the reigns of Con
stantius and Julian. His opportunity came in the reign of Valens, and it is 
Victor who must be credited with the termination of the Saracen War and the 
normalization of federate-imperial relations. The foedus enabled Rome to have 
a quiet front against Persia and to enlist the service of a squadron of Saracen 
cavalry for participation in the Gothic War (infra, pp. 175-83). It also 
strengthened the arm of orthodoxy by returning to the service the foederati 
who were its soldiers in Oriens. Thus a new dimension may be added to the 
career of Victor, both in the service of the imperium and the ecclesia. 

For Arab-Byzantine relations and the history of the Arab foederati in the 
fourth century, these last years of the reign ofValens, dominated by the figure 
of Victor, represent the climax and the ideal of what these relations should 
always have been. The technical bond of fides that had united Roman emperor 
and Arab chief through the formal foedus was fortified spiritually in the fourth 
century by the conversion of both the empire and the foederati to the same 
faith, Christianity. The marriage of the Roman Master of the Horse to a 
federate Arab princess crowned this bond and represented the most perfect 
moment in the checkered history of the Arab foederati and their relations with 
Byzantium, which had floundered previously and was to do so subsequently 
because Roman officers of the stamp of Victor were not in abundance. 96 

VII. MAVIA's SoN-IN-LAw 

Mavia's son-in-law, Victor, magister equitum praesentalis, was one of the most 
distinguished officers in the second half of the fourth century, serving both 

950n this, see supra, note 82. 
%Such as Richomer who was a pagan and who moved in circles unfriendly to the Arabs, 

for whom see infra, pp. 210-14. Such also was Maurice in the sixth century even before he 
became emperor and while still general; it was his unsympathetic attitude to the Arabs and 
their king, Munc;!ir, that finally brought about the disintegration of the Ghassanid phylarchate 
as a centralized organization. Arab-Byzantine relations during the reign of Maurice will be 
treated at length in the third volume of this series, BASIC; for the time being, see Noldeke, 
GF, pp. 27, 29, and P. Goubert, Byzance avant /'Islam (Paris, 1951), vol. 1, pp. 249-60. 
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the imperium and the ecclesia. In view of his importance in the Arab-Byzantine 
relationship, his career calls for an evaluation. 97 

1 

Two features distinguish his career as an officer in the Roman army, his 
acceptability and his durability: (a) although a staunch orthodox Christian, he 
was acceptable to two Arian emperors, Constantius and Valens, to a pagan 
one, Julian, and to such eminent pagans as Themistius and Libanius; (b) he 
endured in the service through the reigns of no less than six emperors
Constantius, Julian, Jovian, Valens, Gratian, and Theodosius. 

In the military annals of this second half of the fourth century, he took 
an active part in its two most important wars, the Persian War of Julian and 
the Gothic War of Valens, distinguishing himself in both: (a) he marched 
Julian's army from Constantinople to Antioch, was assigned a leading role in 
the various stages of the campaign, distinguished himself in the battle of 
Ctesiphon, and received a wound before its walls; (b) he counseled Valens 
against offering battle before the arrival of his nephew Gratian; after trying in 
vain to rescue Valens, he was able to ride out of the battlefield with his own 
troops intact and reached Pannonia, where he broke the news of the disaster of 
Adrianople to Gratian. The two epithets applied to him by Ammianus, 
cunctator and cautus (RG, XXXI.12.6), are indeed applicable to him in the 
complimentary connotation, and he displayed both qualities in these two 
wars. If his counsel with Valens had prevailed, the issue of Adrianople might 
have been different. 

Evidently, he was more than a mere soldier: he was a soldier-statesman 
who on various occasions left his mark on the course of some important 
historical events. After Julian's death, he was instrumental, together with 
Arintheus, in the choice of Jovian, and in so doing he returned the purple to a 
Christian emperor. He was entrusted with important diplomatic tasks involv
ing negotiations with the Goths on two occasions and on three with the 
Persians, and he held the consulship in 369 together with Valens's young son 
Valentinian. 

2 

He appears in the sources as a genuinely pious Christian and a very 
zealous Orthodox. Two church fathers, St. Basil and St. Gregory of Nazian
zus, corresponded with him and invoked his aid, and St. Isaac of Constanti-

"The documentation for this section may be found in PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 957-59. Waas 
took a correct measure of Victor's worth: see his Germanen, pp. 130-33. However, he did not 
use the Vita lsaacii, an important source for the final stage of Victor's career, in either the 
1965 or the 1971 edition of his work; J. Matthews did use this source in Western Aristocracies 
and Imperial Court A.D. 364-524 (Oxford, 1975), pp. 120-21, 130-31. 
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nople had close relations with him. Favorable contemporary evaluation of the 
magister equitum comes not from the secular military historian of the period, 
Ammianus, 98 but from the two church fathers. 

(1) In the early seventies, he crosses the path of St. Basil, who addresses 
to him two letters (152-53), the more important of which is the first. 99 In 
this letter he speaks in glowing terms of his piety, his righteousness, and his 
walking the path of orthodoxy; he thanks him for his services in behalf of the 
ecclesia and refers to him as one who surpasses in honors all the inhabitants of 
the oikoumene. 

With all due allowances for exaggeration inspired by gratitude and ad
miration, there can be no doubt that this contemporary view of Victor is 
substantially correct. But more important is the background of this eulogy. 
As the letter is dated 3 7 3, that background must be sought in the ecclesias
tical history of the period immediately preceding 373, and this can only be 
the biennium 371-72 during which Valens tried hard but in vain to win over 
Cappadocia to the Arian position. 100 In his capacity as magister praesentalis, Victor 
was very close to the emperor. He wielded great influence with him, and the 
latter trusted him and kept him in his position for the entire reign. Before the 
battle of Adrianople he remonstrated with Valens concerning his Arianism, 
which was alienating God, and interceded in behalf of Trajan, at whose re
marks Valens had taken offense. Valens's giving up all attempts to interfere 
in the religious life of Cappadocia may in part be attributed to the good 
offices of Victor, and it is this that Basil must have had in mind when in his 
letter he acknowledges his services to the Church. Thus Victor contributed to 
the triumph of orthodoxy in Cappadocia, so important to the final triumph of 
orthodoxy against Arianism in the fourth century, and this alone could give 
him a place in the ecclesiastical history of the period. 101 

9'0n the image of Victor in the RG, see infra, pp. 268-74. 
990n the letters of Basil, see Quasten, Patrology, vol. 3, pp. 220-26; for editions, trans

lations, manuscript tradition, and studies, see pp. 221-22. The standard edition is by Y. 
Courtonne, Saint Basile: Lettres (Paris, 1961); for the two letters addressed to Victor, see vol. 2, 
pp. 77-78. 

1000n this, see Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, pp. 242-43. 
101Valens prepared orders for the banishment of Basil but never issued them. Gwatkin 

suggested that "perhaps the influence of Terentius and Arinchaeus is enough to explain the 
unexpected mildness of Valens"; and in this he was followed by Kidd; see H. M. Gwatkin, 
Studies of Arianism (Cambridge, 1882), p. 243 note 2; Kidd, History of the Church, p. 243. 
The two could have exercised their influence in behalf of Basil, together with Victor. But the 
case for Victor rests on much stronger grounds: (1) Terencius was comes et dux in faraway 
Armenia, while Victor was much closer to Valens as magister praesentalis and so was in a 
more advantageous position to help Basil and the embattled Nicene party in Cappadocia; for 
Terentius, see PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 881-82; (2) as magister peditum, Arinthaeus was closer than 
Terentius to Valens, but Basil's letter to him (179) does not suggest any services he rendered 
to Basil or to orthodoxy in Cappadocia during the crises; for Arinchaeus, see PLRE, vol. 1, 
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(2) In the early eighties, another Cappadocian Father, Gregory of Nazian
zus, addressed two letters 102 to Victor (133-34); the first, dated the summer of 
382, is the important one, in which Gregory asks Victor to give his support 
toward bringing order and peace to the Church. 103 The occasion is the synod of 
382 in Constantinople, in which Gregory had no faith and in which he did 
not participate. 104 

Although the empire had been returned to an orthodox emperor and 
although Theodosius had, the year before, convened the Council of Constanti
nople, which ensured the triumph of orthodoxy, yet Gregory found it necessary 
to write to Victor and invoke his aid. 105 Less important than Basil's letter, 
nevertheless, Gregory's is a document relevant to the prestige and influence of 
Victor in ecclesiastical affairs, even in the aftermath of the Second Ecumenical 
Council. He is referred to in the letter as a distinguished member of the 
ecclesia. 

The letters of both church fathers 106 testify in no ambiguous terms to the 
large figure Victor had cut in the affairs of the Church and in the service of 
orthodoxy. In this he was advantaged by his strategic position so close to the 
seat of imperial power as magister praesentalis. His magisterium is roughly coter
minous with the priesthood of Basil and with his episcopate in Caesarea. 107 

During this period, Victor was the ecclesia's best friend, helping from within 
the imperium the work of Basil, the leader of the Nicene party, for the final 
triumph of orthodoxy. 

102-3. None of the letters addressed by Basil to powerful officials in the imperial administra
tion rivals his Letter 152 to Victor in reflecting profound gratitude for substantial services and 
in suggesting that what was involved was nothing less than the fate of orthodoxy in Cappadocia 
itself. 

1020n the letters of Gregory of Nazianzus, see Quasten, Patrology, vol. 3, pp. 247-48. 
For these two letters, see P. Gallay, ed., Saint Gregoire de Nazianze: Lettres (Paris, 1967), 
vol. 2, pp. 22-23. 

103For the ecclesiastical and theological disputes of the period involving the Ecumenical 
Council of 381 and the Synod of 382, see Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, pp. 282-88, 
291-94. 

1040n this, see his letter in Kidd, Creeds, Councils, and Controversies, ed. J. Stevenson 
(London, 1966), pp. 150-51. 

10'He no doubt remembered Victor's role in the Cappadocian crises of Valens's reign in 
which Gregory too played a role when he agreed to be consecrated bishop of Sasima by Basil. 
And he must have met Victor in Constantinople when he preached there in the Church of the 
Resurrection in 3 79-81 and also during the sessions of the Council of Constantinople, which 
elected him bishop of the capital. 

106Victor was not the only magister who received letters from the two church fathers; 
others, such as Arinthaeus, also did, but he is not addressed in such terms as Victor is (supra, 
note 101). 

101Basil was ordained priest ca. 364 and was elected archbishop of Caesarea in 370; he 
died in 379. Victor's magisterium extended from 363 to ca. 382. When exactly he retired is 
not clear; see infra, pp. 213, 2 3 1. 
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(3) In addition to the patristic letters of the two Cappadocian Fathers, 
there is the Vita Isaacii, the Life of St. Isaac of Constantinople, 108 which has 
many references to Victor's activities as a pious Christian and zealous Orthodox 
in Constantinople shortly before and after the death of Valens. 

Together with Saturninus, 109 another magister, Victor plays a leading role in 
the life of St. Isaac and in his relations with both Valens and Theodosius: (a) 
after Isaac's encounter with Valens, the latter orders the two magistri to arrest 
Isaac and keep him in custody until his return from the campaign against the 
Goths (Vita, 247 F); (b) Valens dies, Theodosius accedes, and the two magistri 
lead the saint to the latter, who had heard much about him and his prophecy 
against Valens (Vita, 249 D); (c) after the triumph of orthodoxy at the Council 
of Constantinople, in which Isaac took part, 110 the saint wants to go home to his 
desert in Oriens, but the two magistri persuade him to stay in Constan
tinople (Vita, 251 F); (d) finally, they provide him with a dwelling; Victor 
offers his property at Psamathea, 111 a suburb of Constantinople, and builds for 
Isaac a structure that Isaac, however, declines to accept, in favor of a modest 
cell built for him by Saturninus (Vita, 251 F, 252 A). 

Thus the Vita Isaacii is an important source for the last phase of Victor's 
career, sporadically documented in various sources. In addition to its provid
ing a background for a fuller understanding of other sources 112 for Victor's 
career, the Vita presents a picture of the activities of Victor, not the soldier 
but the Christian in the service of the ecclesia. These activities are alluded to in 
other sources, but the Vita speaks of them explicitly and exclusively and, what 
is more, adds to them a new dimension. Together with Saturninus, Victor 
persuaded the saint to stay in Constantinople and provided him with a dwell
ing. Although Isaac chose the modest cell Saturninus had built for him, Victor 
did collaborate in persuading him to stay in the capital and continued to 
cultivate his friendship, seeing him every morning before he would go to the 
palace to see Theodosius (Vita, 252 A). From this modest cell developed the 
monastery of St. Dalmatus, known as the Dalmatian monastery, said to be the 

108For St. Isaac, see BHG, vol. 2, p. 43. For the Vita, see ASS, 20 Maii, Tom. 7, pp. 
243-55. 

109For Saturninus, see PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 807-8. 
' 10Vita, 250 A-B; he must have participated unofficially as a holy man since his name 

does not appear among the subscriptions of the council. 
1110n this, see PLRE, vol. 1, p. 959. 
112Such as the patristic letters discussed in this section. These presuppose an influential 

presence for Victor in the capital and elsewhere, and this becomes clear from his picture in the 
Vita, so close as magister praesentalis to both Valens and Theodosius. On the relevance of the 
Vita to a possible solution of some problems in a Greek inscription involving the Arabs, see 
infra, pp. 230-31. 
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oldest monastery in Constantinople. ' 13 If so, Victor would have contributed to 
the rise of monasticism in Constantinople, brought thither from the lands of 
the Semitic Orient by one of its holy men, Isaac. "4 

3 
These two profiles of Victor, who represents the new type of Roman 

commander in the fourth century, present him in his true light as a fully 
integrated barbarian in the Roman system, a Christianized and Romanized 
barbarian who probably belonged, when still very young, to the Sarmatian 
group that had been settled within the imperial frontiers by Constantine. " 5 He 
must be adjudged the ripest fruit of Sarmatia and a witness to the success of 
the Constantinian experiment. 

The role that Victor played in the Arab-Byzantine relationship in the last 
triennium of Valens's reign has been discussed. That role becomes clearer 
when set against his career with its two profiles analyzed in this section. He 
was orthodoxy's man in the imperial court, the liaison between the ecclesia and 
the imperium. Since Mavia's revolt involved both, little doubt is left that it 
was, indeed, the magister equitum praesentalis Victor that composed the differ
ences between Byzantium and her Arab foederati, crowning his achievement by 
his marriage to Mavia's daughter. 

VIII. THE DECADE 365-75 

The sudden appearance of the Arabs, powerful and effective in their revolt 
against Valens in the last triennium of his reign, clearly implies that they had 
been Byzantium's foederati in the years that preceded that triennium. Their 

113Callinicus, Vita Hypatii, ed. G. J.M. Bartelink, SourceJ chritienneJ, 177 (Paris, 1971), 
p. 74; and the editor subscribes to this view. On this monastery, see R. Janin, La geographie 
eccleJiaJtique de /'empire byzantin. 3.1: LeJ eglim et /eJ monaJtereJ (Paris, 1953), pp. 86-89. For 
traces of the development of monasticism in Constantinople before the reign of Theodosius, see 
G. Dagron, "Les moines et la ville: le monachisme a Constantinople jusqu'au concile de 
Chalcedoine (451)," Travaux et Mbnoim, 4 (1970), pp. 229-76. 

'''According to the Vita, 246 B, Isaac hailed from Oriens, and it is possible that he had 
lived in its arid zones as did those holy men who appear in the ecclesiastical histories of 
the period. His ethnic origin does not seem to have been Greek but Semitic, either Aramaean 
or Arab: ( 1) to Valens, he looked physiognomically a stranger (Vita, 246 C); (2) his assumption 
of a biblical Semitic rather than Greek name could also suggest a Semitic origin; the Semites 
of the Orient found the Semitic names of the Bible closer to their own; (3) he appears as a 
strong character who seized the bridle of Valens's horse twice while rebuking him for his 
Arianism and his persecution of the orthodox (Vita, 246 C, 274 D); and he is probably the 
same Isaac who had an encounter with John Chrysostom (Sozomen, HE, VIII.9). These char
acter traits could ally him to another Semitic holy man of the period, Mavia's Moses, who also 
appears fearless in his altercation with Lucius of Alexandria; see JUpra, pp. 153-55. 

rnAnonymous Valesianus: Pars Prior, 6.32. 
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presence as foederati fighting for Rome is also attested in the reign of Julian. 
They could not, therefore, have disappeared from the military scene 116 in the 
decade or so that elapsed between their participation in Julian's Persian cam
paign and their revolt against Valens in 375. The revolt itself, which broke 
out late in his reign, could suggest that before that date the alienation of the 
Arab foederati from Valens and his Arian policy had not reached the point of 
open revolt and that they had still been in the service. 

The major secular historian of the period is silent on the whereabouts of 
the Arab foederati in this decade, but Ammianus's silence does not necessarily 
imply Arab nonparticipation in the wars of the period. He maintained com
plete silence on their military activities in the triennium 375-78, and these 
have had to be recovered from the ecclesiastical historians. 117 His account of the 
reign must therefore be examined for possible implied references to the Arabs, 
and, indeed, there are two sections in the Res Gestae that may contain such 
references. 

1 

There are two possible references to the Arab auxilia in the Res Gestae 
during the rebellion of Procopius: 118 

(1) When Valens had returned to Ancyra, news reached him that Lupici
nus was approaching with considerable reinforcements: comperissetque Lupicinum 
ab oriente cum catervis adventare, non contemnendis (XXVI.8.4). Lupicinus was not 
only magister equitum but also commanded in the Orient. The oriental com
mand of the magister equitum was trans Taurum, and this makes certain that the 
Arab mounted foederati were under his general jurisdiction and would have 
marched with him in such a military operation as the one against Procopius. 119 

1"1The references to possible Arab participation in the wars of this decade, 365-75, are 
exiguous as well as implicit; it is, therefore, more fruitful to examine them after the explicit 
references to their presence in the triennium 375-78 have been collected and discussed. With
out these and the data they provide, the case for Arab participation in the decade would not 
be strong, based as it is on implicit references. Hence in this chapter on the reign of Valens, 
the decade 365-75 is treated after the triennium 375-78. 

1171n addition to what has been said earlier in detail about Ammianus's silence on the 
Arab foederati in the triennium 375-78 (infra, pp. 251--68), attention may be drawn to a 
statement in RG, XXX.2.6, that for the prosecution of the war against Shapiir in 377-78 
Valens had to recruit mercenaries from among the Scythians (Goths), ideoque auxi!ia festina 
celeritate mercante. That Valens was forced to recruit Goths and not Arabs, who were closer to 

him, clearly implies that these were unavailable and must have been ill-disposed. It is only 
the ecclesiastical historians that solve the problem of the whereabouts of the Arab foederati in 
this triennium and disclose that they were alienated by the Arian policy of Valens. 

"'It lasted from September 365 to May 366; see Piganiol, EC, pp. 154-55. 
119For Lupicinus, see PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 520--21. He was promoted magister equitum per 

Orientem by Jovian, for which see RG, XXVI. 5.2. The command of Julius, the magister utriusque 
militiae in the Orient, was also Trans-Taurine; RG, XXXI.16.8. 
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The term used by Ammianus to describe the force is catervae; in military 
language, this means barbarian auxilia in contrast to legiones. If it does mean 
this in this context, then it is almost certain that these catervae were the Arab 
foederati or partly Arab. 

(2) Later in the course of the rebellion, Valens was joined by Lupicinus 
with a strong band of auxiliaries: juncto sibi Lupicino cum robustis auxiliis 
(XXVl.9.1). The term used, auxilia, is clearer in connotation than catervae 
and less uncertain in the possibility of its application to the Arab foederati. 
Whether these auxilia were Arab remains an open question, but the chances 
are that, as the catervae of RG, XXVI.8.4, they were Arab or partly Arab, and 
for the same reasons stated in the preceding paragraph. 

For the decade that elapsed between the rebellion of Procopius and 
Mavia's revolt in 375, there is no explicit reference to the Arab auxilia in 
hostilities against the Persians in Armenia and Iberia. The theater of war may 
have been too far for Arab participation; 120 moreover, the war is not well 
documented, 121 and as Ammianus usually does not go out of his way to record 
the contribution of the auxilia, it is difficult to draw conclusions on the 
degree of Arab participation in the wars of this period. 

However, the examination of the course of Arab-Byzantine relations in 
the reign of Constantius (supra, pp. 74-86) provides a guide for the pattern 
of their participation. Basically, they were ill-disposed and alienated because 
of Valens's Arian policies, but they would join his forces when he would relax 
the severity of his anti-Nicene policy. This may be illustrated during the 
rebellion of Procopius when, in spite of his order of May 365, he was forced 
for political considerations to amnesty Athanasius 122 and possibly others as well, 
such as Meletius of Antioch and Eustathius of Sebastea. 123 Under these circum
stances the Arab foederati could have fought with Valens against Procopius, as 
suspected above. The same might apply to the period 367-71 when there was 
a truce 124 in what is known as "the second Arian persecution." Thus their fitful 

''°Although in the sixth century the Ghassanid foederati fight in Armenia under their 
king Arethas; see Zacharia Rhetor, Historia Ecclesiastica, CSCO, ser. iii, tom. vi, textus, p. 97 
(no. 84); versio, p. 67 (no. 88). 

121For references to this war in the RG and a succinct account of it, see Piganiol, EC, 
157-58. 

122Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, pp. 228-29. 
123See Gwatkin, Studies of Arianism, p. 239 note 1. 
1"Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, p. 231; the possibility that Mavia's consort was 

won over to Arianism (supra, p. 143 note 23) must also be entertained to explain the possible 
participation of the Arab orthodox foederati in the wars of the Arian Valens, just as their 
nonparticipation may admit of explanations other than the one offered above or additional to it, 
namely, discontent deriving from friction with the Romans, possibly concerning the annona 
(supra, p. 142 note 21). Whether data yielded by the epigraphic evidence can be related to 
Arab military activity during the reign of Valens is not entirely clear; for construction work in 
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appearance on the military scene in this decade must be related to their 
doctrinal position, and it is this that makes their military record significant 
because it allies it to the cultural history of the period. 

2 

Of an entirely different nature is Ammianus's account of what he calls a 
group of grassatores acerrimi, called Maratocupreni, who dwelled in a village by 
the same name not far from Apamea in Syria and who ravaged the region until 
they were crushed and rooted out completely in 369 by the imperial army 
(XXVIIl.2.11-14). 

The account is strange both in its details and in its place in Ammianus's 
narrative, which before this account was on Valentinian and the West and 
which immediately after reverts to the West with an account of the activities 
of the elder Theodosius in Britain. Ammianus tries to justify this digression 
in the opening sentence of the account by relating it to similar acts of 
brigandage which took place in Gaul and which he has just described. Yet the 
digression is curious 125 since it violates the principle of treating the reign of 
Valens not chronologically, but topographically. This and the details of the 
account raise some important questions. 126 

From Ammianus's account, it is clear that these Maratocupreni belonged 
to the Semitic population of Oriens, and so must have been either Aramaeans 
or Arabs or a mixture of both. This is clear from their name, Maratocupreni, a 
recognizably Semitic-sounding word, a compound composed of two elements, 
the first of which must mean "cave," while the second admits of a number of 
interpretations. 127 

the province of Arabia in chis period, see such inscriptions as may be found in Revue archeologique 
(1933), p. 413 (no. 178 at Dibin), and Dessau, ILS, vol. 1 (no. 773 at Umm al-Jimal), 
in the second of which Julius, magister utriusque militiae, is involved. 

"'le is also noteworthy chat it is surprisingly much more detailed than his account of 
brigandage in Gaul, which resulted in the death of Valentinian's relative, the tribunus stabuli 
Constantianus (RG, XXVIII. 210). 

126Noc answered by Honigmann or Dussaud; see E. Honigmann, RE, 14.2.1, cols. 1435-
36; Dussaud, Topographie, p. 205. 

127Ammianus says chat the Maracocupreni dwelled in a vicus of the same name. The name 
of the village muse be Maracocupren, the terminal vowel being the i of Latin plural nouns. The 
terminal consonant could, of course, be part of the Latin adjectival suffix enus, but it is 
more likely chat it is part of the second element of the Semitic compound word. (a) The first 
element is undoubtedly Syriac m'arta, or Arabic magharat, meaning "cave." The vowel o could 
be the West Syrian pronunciation of the aleph in m'arta, or it could be the terminal vowel of 
Arabic magharat in the nominative case. (b) The second element in the compound is possibly 
Syriac kafra, meaning "village," which appears in the region as a coponym, or is the diminu
tive of it, kafriina; the latter possibility would account for the consonant u in the second element. 
Alternatively, it could be an Arabic word, either qabr, "grave," or qafr, "wilderness," in the 
dual, which would account for the consonant n in chis second element, the dual being common 
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Their village is described as being in the vicinity of Apamea, and this, 
together with their name, could suggest they might be Arab. The area was 
heavily Arab in ethnic complexion, as is clear from a description of it in the 
first century B.C., and the presumption is that in the fourth century A. D. its 
Arab population, Romanized as they came to be, had not entirely lost their 
Arab identity. 128 

More important is to determine whether these Maratocupreni were just 
brigands who went on a rampage or whether their activities admit of inter
pretations other than the one Ammianus gives. Their possible Arab origin and 
their rising in the reign of Valens, who alienated the orthodox Arabs, could 
suggest that possibly they rose in sympathy with the general dissatisfaction of 
the orthodox Arabs in Oriens with the Arian policy of Valens. If so, Ammianus 
understandably would not have cared to discuss this or to reveal the springs of 
their action, and thus his silence on this matter does not rule out this 
possibility. He was silent on the Arab foederati of Mavia throughout the entire 
reign of Valens, and when he mentioned them during the defense of Constan
tinople he presented them as rude, nude, and bloodthirsty mercenaries. 129 Had 
it not been for the ecclesiastical historians, no reader would have concluded 
that these were none other than the orthodox Christian foederati, fighting for 
the Christian empire and defending the capital. Thus, although there is no 
reason to doubt the truth of what he says about the activities of the Mara-

in the name of toponyms in the region. A last possibility for interpreting the second element 
in the compound is to derive it from Syriac kfar or the Arabic kafara, "to apostasize" or "to 
deny"; the second element would then be a nomen agentis of the verb in the plural, meaning 
"the apostasizers." As will be argued further on in this section, it is possible that these Mara
tocupreni were orthodox Christians who rose against Arian Valens, and the term would have 
been applied to them from the viewpqint of the Arian party. For a detailed map of the region 
of Apamea, see Dussaud, Topographie, Map 8, opposite p. 232. 

'"The locus classicus is Strabo, Geography, XVI.2.10. This section and others as well 
document the extensive and intensive presence of the Arabs in Oriens in the first century 
B. c. Especially important is what he says in the following section (XVI. 2. 11) on the two 
regions east of Apamea which he calls Parapotamia and Chalcidice, inhabited for the most part 
by the Arab Scenitae. The chances are that these two regions kept their ethnic complexion for 
centuries to come, including the fourth. If so, the fact is relevant to the wide diffusion and 
signal success of Mavia's revolt. The river involved in "Parapotamia" is likely to be the Orontes 
rather than the Euphrates. 

'"This account of the Maratocupreni understandably reflected the official attitude of the 
central authorities toward a resistance movement, and thus could not, in tone, have been dif
ferent; it was also bound to be drawn in even darker colors by a historian who happened to be 
not only nonorthodox but also pagan and anti-Christian. 

Whether or not these Maratocupreni were such as has been suggested in this section 
remains an open question; but Ammianus's inclusion of an account of their activities shows how 
curiously selective he was in the choice of material in these last six books when he completely 
left out an account of Mavia's revolt, much more important in itself and more relevant to his 
interests as a military historian; on his selectiveness and silentium in these books, see infra, 
pp. 251-68. 
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tocupreni and the extent of their destructive raids, yet there is a chance that 
he concealed their identity, motives, and affiliation beyond recognition. It is, 
therefore, possible that these Maratocupreni were dissatisfied orthodox Arabs 
who might have risen because of a local problem concerning a persecuted or 
deposed bishop or might have been sympathizers of the Arab foederati, whom 
Valens had alienated. 130 

If these Maratocupreni turn out to be Arabs in revolt, this would be 
valuable in documenting the responsiveness of the Arab Rhomaioi of Oriens to 
the Arab foederati, who ca. 370 might well have withdrawn from the service 
for doctrinal reasons. Furthermore, the rising of the Maratocupreni could shed 
light on the events of a few years later in the reign-on the success of the 
revolt of Mavia ca. 375 and its extensive range throughout Oriens both in the 
limitrophe and in the cities of the interior, as described by the ecclesiastical 
historians. The Arabs in all these provinces could easily respond favorably to 
Mavia's revolt, especially if they shared her doctrinal position. 131 

The truth about this account may turn out to be otherwise, unrelated to 
any ecclesiastical policy or Arab discontent. Even so, the reference to the 
toponym, the vicus by the same name-Maratocupren-will remain a most 
valuable one, in view of the complete silence of the classical sources on the 
seats of the Arab foederati in the fourth century, the Tanukhids. It is only the 
Arabic sources that inform on them, and one of these seats is Ma'arrat al
Nu'man (infra, p. 405), located in exactly the same region of Apamea as 
Maratocupren of Ammianus. If Ma'arrat al-Nu'man was indeed the seat of the 
Tanukhids as early as the fourth century, 132 what has just been said on the 
reasons behind the rising of the Maratocupreni could receive some confirma
tion, since these would have been so close to the orthodox Tanukhids of 

" 0It is noteworthy that he does not use the term latrones when describing them but 
grassatores (RG, XXVIII.2.11), which seems to imply that they were rioters rather than brigands. 
The term conjurati (RG, XXVIII.2.12) in this context can mean those who banded themselves 
together by oath and not only conspirators, and thus could suggest a more complex situation 
than that of mere brigands. It is noteworthy that a locality with this name sent a bishop to the 
Council of Constantinople, Menna, in 536. If this Maratocupren can be identified with it, then 
the case for the religious basis of the rising receives some fortification. 

"'Even as late as the seventh century, the Arab element in Oriens acted responsively to 
the Muslim Arabs during the period of the Conquests. 

"'Important in Strabo's account (Geography, XVI.2.10) is the reference to Apamea and 
the region as a place for the royal stud of the Seleucids under Seleucus Nicator and for instruc
tors in the arts of war. The region must have retained its character as one suitable for breeding 
and rearing horses, and it brings to mind the Gaulanitis in the sixth century, the seat of the 
Ghassanid foederati and their horses. As will be discussed further on (infra, pp. 405-6), 
Ma'arrat al-Nu'man was one of the seats of the Tanukhids according to the Arabic sources, 
where presumably in the fourth century one of their encampments or settlements was located 
close to regions suitable for pasturing their horses. On Apamea, see A. H. M. Jones, Cities of 
the Eastern Roman Provinces, 2nd rev. ed. (Oxford, 1971), pp. 241-43, 259-61, 267-69. 
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Ma'arrat al-Nu'man. And it is not altogether impossible that the two names 
stand for one and the same locality, the recognizably Arab one, Ma'arrat 
al-Nu'man, having been given later to Maratocupren. 133 Ammianus does mention 
that the houses of the Maratocupreni were destroyed (XXVIIl.2. 14), and thus 
the Arabic name might have been given to it after the reconciliation of the 
foederati with Valens and the resettlement of the town. The fact that the name 
Maratocupren has not survived while so many others in the same region have 
points to this conclusion, and if so, Ammianus would have presented the 
original name of the vicus which has survived in later times as Ma'arrat al
Nu'man. 

IX. THE GOTHIC w AR 

The marriage of Victor to the Arab princess crowned the regularization of 
Arab-Byzantine relations after the composition of ecclesiastical and political 
differences between Mavia and Valens and set the stage for the last mention of 
the Arab queen in the ecclesiastical historians, namely, the contribution by 
the formerly rebellious foederata of a contingent to the Roman army, which 
fought the war against the Goths in 378. 

Just as Victor must have been the one who was instrumental in nego
tiating the foedus with Mavia, so it must have been he who arranged for the 
participation of the Saracen contingent in the forthcoming campaign against 
the Goths in Thrace. His assignments during the entire reign of Valens 
confirm this. He had been engaged in negotiations not only with the secular 
enemy in the East, Persia, but also with the new one in Thrace, the Goths. 
Besides, he was not magister peditum but magister equitum, and consequently he 
could professionally evaluate the Arab horse, which had proved itself in the 
war against Valens, and could appreciate its prospective role in the war with 
the horsemen of the north. 

The ecclesiastical historians have short, identical statements on this con
tribution of the Arab foederati to the Gothic War, namely, that the Saracens 
took part in the successful defense of Constantinople against the Goths who 
advanced against the city after their victory at Adrianople. 134 In spite of their 
brevity, these accounts are invaluable in that they establish that the Saracens 
who took part in the defense were foederati and, what is more, were those of 
Mavia, two facts left unmentioned by the secular historians who noticed the 
Arab contribution, Ammianus and Zosimus. The ecclesiastical historians thus 
make possible the tracing of the strands of continuity in the fortunes of 

133The phenomenon is common in the Syrian region where Semitic and Hellenistic names 
were given to the same locality, sometimes simultaneously, sometimes successively; see the 
chapter on Syria in Jones, Cities, pp. 226-94. 

134Socrates, HE, V.1; Sozomen, HE, VII.1.1. 
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Mavia's foederati after the conclusion of the foedus with Valens, and this leads 
to a better comprehension of the problem of their fall in the reign of Theodo
sius (infra, pp. 203-14). On the other hand, the secular historians provide 
details that are precious because they are precise and informed, coming as they 
do from one who was a professional military historian and another who was 
writing in Constantinople itself, not far from the scene of the Arab exploit 
against the Goths, and who must have had access to reliable sources. 135 These 
details throw retrospective light on the events of the preceding triennium, 
during which Mavia's foederati scored victories over the Romans, and make for 
a better understanding of the secret of those victories. 

The Arab contribution to the Gothic War has been understood to be 
limited to their defense of Constantinople after Adrianople, described by the 
ecclesiastical historians and by Ammianus. The account of Zosimus, which 
refers to another contribution before Adrianople, has been identified by modern 
historians with that described by Ammianus. 136 But, as will be argued in the 
course of this section, the two accounts of Ammianus and Zosimus are not to 
be identified with each other but must be differentiated, while possible Arab 
participation in the battle of Adrianople is inferable from implicit references 
in Ammianus. Thus the Arab contribution to the Gothic War may be divided 
into three phases-before, during, and after the battle of Adrianople--and 
each phase needs a separate treatment. Since the account of the first phase has 
been identified with the third, and since the second is not explicitly docu
mented, it is desirable to start with a treatment of the third phase, which is 
documented and which admits of no doubt. 137 

1 

Ammianus's account is the most informative (RG, XXXI.16.5-7). He 
explains the Arab contribution to the Byzantine victory over the Goths outside 
the walls of Constantinople not by their collective effort, which, according to 
him, failed to break the power of the Goths, but by the action of a single 
Saracen who killed his Gothic adversary and sucked his blood. As a result, the 
Goths were terrified and lost confidence; besides, they were overawed by the 
fortifications of the impregnable city. 

Despite his omission of the fact that these Saracens were Mavia's foederati 
and that his interpretation of the cause of the defeat of the Goths contains 

"'On Zosimus and his sources, see RA, chap. 8. 
136Gibbon, Decline and Fall, vol. 3, p.116 note 100; Piganiol, EC, pp. 168--69. 
137This phase belongs strictly to the reign of Gratian; but since only a few days separate 

the second phase, the battle of Adrianople at which Valens fell, from the third, the advance 
of the Goths to the walls of Constantinople, the treatment of this third phase is included in this 
chapter which deals with the reign of Valens. 
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some incredible elements, 138 his account is valuable because of some important 
military details he incidentally throws into it: (a) he refers to the Arab unit as 
a turma, 139 and this reference gives the Arabs their correct position in the 
composition of the Roman army and the order of battle; (b) their further 
description as a cuneus throws more light on their function as a tactical unit 
fighting in wedge formation. The latter description gives a glimpse of how 
Mavia fought or partly fought against the Romans, employing advanced 
tactics. 140 More revealing details come from Zosimus (infra, pp. 178-81). 

The ecclesiastical historians 141 Socrates and Sozomen speak in general terms 
of the contribution of the Arabs, but they are not so grudging in their 
evaluation of the nature of that contribution; for Sozomen, the Arabs were of 
great service. Both of them, however, describe the Arabs as few in number, 
OA(ym, and this description calls for the following comments: OA(ym does 
not necessarily imply that the Arab auxilia initially sent by Mavia were such. 142 

The term describes only those who took part in the defense of Constantinople 
and who were quartered within the city walls, and these would necessarily 
have been relatively few in number, especially when contrasted with the 
city population referred to in Sozomen's account. '43 Ammianus's phrase recens 

'"For an analysis of Ammianus·s account of the Arab defense of Constantinople, see infra, 
pp. 252-57. 

'"Ammianus describes the Arab turma as Orienta/is. This, of course, refers to the fact 
that it had formed part of the army of the Orient where it had been stationed before its 
transference to Thrace for taking part in the Gothic War. The term Orienta/is could be of 
relevance to those who argue that the Anatolikon theme of later Byzantine times received its 
name under partly similar circumstances that obtained in the seventh century, namely, when 
Heraclius transferred what remained of the army of the Orient after the Persian victory to 
Western Asia Minor, which thus was designated the Anatolikon theme; on the origin of the 
term Anatolikon as a description of the theme, see J. B. Bury, History of the Later Roman Empire 
(London, 1889), vol. 2, pp. 347-48. 

" 0This precious reference to the cuneus could establish a link of some sort between the 
armies of the two Arab queens of the third and the fourth centuries, Zenobia and Mavia. One 
of the Arab units in the Notitia Dignitatum is the cuneus equitum secundorum clibanariorum Pal
minerorum, most probably enlisted in the service of Rome after the fall of Palmyra; see chap. 5 
on the Notitia Dignitatum in RA. It is perfectly possible that the Palmyrene method of fighting 
in wedge formation survived regionally among the Arabs and was taken up by the foederati of 
Mavia in the fourth century or was recommended to the foederati by the Roman commanders; on 
Jabala, the Arab federate king of the sixth century who fought in the Roman manner, see the 
present writer in Martyrs, p. 276 note 1. 

141Socrates, HE, V. 1; Sozomen, HE, VII. l. 
1"Theodorus Anagnostes speaks of an army, Otpat6c;, sent by Mavia: Mau(a OE ft t&v 

l:apaxriv&v ~aOLAlc; ntµ'/)aaa l:apaxrivwv otpat6v; Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. G. C. 
Hansen, GCS, 54 (Berlin, 1971), p. 75. On this sixth-century ecclesiastical historian, his 
Historia Ecclesiastica, and his account of Mavia, see infra, pp. 190-94. 

'43Ammianus also speaks of the vast population of Constantinople: incolentium plebem ... 
immensam (RG, XXXI.16.7). He does not, however, describe the populace as participating 
actively in the defense of the city but only acting as a deterrent. 
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illuc accersitus, 144 describing the Saracen turma, confirms this; it was only a 
detachment of the Saracen contingent, called in from its quarters somewhere 
in Thrace at that juncture expressly to ward off the Gothic peril. On the other 
hand, the ranks of the Arab contingent must have been thinned after their 
losses at the battle of Adrianople, in which, as will be argued later (infra, pp. 
181-83), the Arabs most likely participated, and the term OA.tyOL would 
thus refer to the survivors. 

While the ecclesiastical historians speak of the successful defense of Con
stantinople as having been conducted both by the Arabs and by the city 
populace, Ammianus speaks only of the former. The account of the ecclesias
tical historians on the participants in the defense is the more satisfactory one; 
it is more accurate and comprehensive and supplies important details on the 
contribution of Valens's wife, the Empress Dominica. The truth must lie 
between the two accounts: Ammianus, a military historian, noticed the pro
fessional contribution to the defense and expressed it in strict military terms 
involving the Arab turma and cuneus, but he neglected the contribution of the 
populace, which was that of a militia and which must be taken into consider
ation for an adequate understanding of the deliverance of the city from the 
Goths in 378. 

2 

Zosimus has a valuable account (HN, IV.22) that records the contribu
tion of the Arabs to the first phase of the Gothic War before the battle of 
Adrianople. The account is important for both some significant military de
tails that it provides and for the view that the Arab contribution was much 
more extensive than has been believed. 

The account describes a military operation conducted by the Arabs against 
the Goths not far from Constantinople. These vanquish the Goths, and spe
cific reasons are given to explain their victory: the unconquerable thrust of 
their pikes, the long pikes with which they transfixed their adversaries from a 
distance; the speed and agility of their horses; and the skill of their riders in 
fighting on horseback. In short, it was a combination of horse, rider, and 
weapon that won the day for the Arabs. Even during tactical retreats, the 
fleetness of their horses advantaged the Saracens. Such was the slaughter 
among the ranks of the Goths that they preferred to recross the Danube and 
surrender to the Huns rather than be wiped out by the Arabs. Zosimus is 
more sober and informative than Ammianus, the avowedly military historian 
of the fourth century; he describes the Arab victory over the Goths in precise 
military terms. More important than his testimony to the mettle of the 

' 44RG, XXXI.16.5. For more on this phase, see infra, note 152. 
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Arabian horse and to the skill of its rider, which are well known, is his 
reference to the armor of the foederati, namely, the pike 145 (xovtoi;); coupled 
with the reference to the cuneus in the Res Gestae, enough details are thus made 
available on both tactics and armor 146 to explain the series of victories scored by 
Mavia's foederati against the imperial armies during their revolt. 

It has been assumed that Zosimus described the same engagement that 
Ammianus had described, 147 namely, the defense of Constantinople after the 
battle of Adrianople, but that he erroneously transferred it to the period 
preceding the battle. This is possible, but only remotely so; it is much more 
likely that the two historians were describing two different engagements: 
Zosimus the one before Adrianople and Ammianus another one, after the 
battle. In support of this contention, the following may be advanced: 

(1) Zosimus was well informed about the Gothic War and the battle of 
Adrianople, and he supplies important details, missing in Ammianus. 148 Be
sides, he wrote in Constantinople not long after these events had taken place, 
and thus he was in a privileged position to ascertain such details as affected 
the deliverance of the city in which he lived. Moreover, his account of the 
Gothic War is not very long, and yet he devotes almost one quarter of it to 
this one exploit of the Saracens, with whom he must have been impressed; thus 
it is quite unlikely that Zosimus would have made such a mistake as to 
misdate and misplace that exploit. Furthermore, this account is followed by 
his description of the achievement of Sebastian, and both accounts come 
before those of the second stage in the campaign when the tide turned against 
the Romans. Zosimus is thus clear about the two stages of the Gothic War, 
and this suggests that there is no reason to suspect an error on his part in 
assigning a military operation to the first stage. The detailed nature of the 
account itself points in the same direction; he is expansive on the first stage 
when the Romans were victorious but treats the second stage summarily, as if 

'"As mounted spearmen, the Arabs are also known to Joshua the Stylite; see The Chronicle 
of Joshua the Stylite, trans. W. Wright (Cambridge, 1882), p. 54. 

146Thus the Arabs appear in the Gothic War not as bowmen or swordsmen, but as spear
men. As horsemen, the spear rather than the sword would naturally have been their weapon. 
Whether they were also mounted bowmen as the Iruraean Arabs and the equites sagittarii of the 
ND is not clear. Apparently they were not, judging from the fact that the hegemon of Phoenicia 
and Palestine was able to extricate the magister utriusque militiae from their charge by bringing 
into action his bowmen; for Mavia's battle with the magister described in Sozomen, see supra, 
pp. 150-52. 

147See supra, note 136. 
'"Both make no mention of the fact that these Saracens were foederati or Christian or 

Mavia's. All these affiliations are supplied by the brief account of their contribution in the 
ecclesiastical historians. However, Zosimus's informative account of the Saracens is not open to 
question since he cannot be accused of too much partiality toward them. On the attitude of 
the two historians toward the Arabs, see infra, pp. 239-68 for Ammianus and RA, chap. 8, 
for Zosimus. 
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he is reluctant to dwell on Roman reverses and defeats, and this also suggests 
that the detailed account that describes the Arabs belongs on stylistic grounds 
to the first stage. 

(2) Zosimus's account contains topographical and chronological indica
tions which leave no doubt that he knowingly assigned it to the first phase of 
the Gothic War. The beginning of chapter 21 speaks of Valens as arriving in 
Constantinople from Antioch and then proceeding to Thrace to meet the 
Goths. The beginning of chapter 22, which describes the Arab exploit, speaks 
explicitly of his sending the Saracens ahead to encounter the Goths in Thrace, 
which these were ravaging. At the end of the chapter, he speaks of the Goths 
as leaving the vicinity of Constantinople and recrossing the Danube for fear of 
the Saracens, which circumstance enabled Valens to move his troops forward. 149 

All these details clearly point to the phase of preliminary operations before 
Valens moved in person to meet the Goths at Adrianople. 

(3) Zosimus explicitly states that these Saracens were brought along by 
Valens himself when he marched from Antioch to Constantinople. An opera
tion such as the one Zosimus describes on the morrow of their arrival is quite 
consonant with the fact of their having been brought along at the beginning of 
the Gothic War, while their assignment is also consonant with their expertise 
in this type of warfare. Otherwise, one has to assume the adoption by Valens 
of the most improbable of courses, namely, that instead of hurling the Arab 
against the Gothic horse, he locked up the Arab foederati, horsemen adapted to 
mobile warfare, within the walls of Constantinople, where they remained 
inactive, to be exhibited only after the campaign was over, in the aftermath of 
the battle of Adrianople, and fight in an engagement such as the one Am
mianus describes in the final stage of the war. 

(4) Finally, a close examination of the accounts of the two engagements 
reveals that in spite of superficial similarities 150 involving Gothic and Arab 
horsemen fighting not far from Constantinople, they are quite distinct from 
each other. The accounts of the two engagements have been analyzed
Zosimus's sober one and Ammianus's, the horror story-and the analysis 
shows that the two cannot be compared but can only be contrasted, and this 
suggests that the two accounts describe two different engagements. Zosimus 
describes the first operation in which the Saracens engaged on their arrival in 
Thrace, and that operation rolled the Goths back across the Danube, while 
Ammianus describes their last operation against the Goths, after the battle of 

149The Arab victory over the Goths was thus tactically important. 
1'°Fully accountable by the fact that the Arab foederati, having marched from a distant 

region, fought their first battle with the Goths on their way out to Thrace and the second on 
their way back home. 
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Adrianople which eventually drove them back across the Balkan provinces 
as far as the foot of the Julian Alps (RG, XXXI.16. 7). 

The Arab victory over the Goths described by Zosimus before the battle 
of Adrianople may be identified with one of two operations of the Gothic War 
as described in the Res Gestae: (1) the operation conducted by Sebastian against 
the Goths at Beroea (RG, XXXl.11.2-5); this is close to the Danube, which 
the Goths are said to have recrossed after their defeat by the Arabs, but, on 
the other hand, Sebastian led only legionary troops, not auxiliaries andfoederati; 
(2) the preliminary operation described in RG, XXXl.12.1-3. This is the 
likely one, in view of the fact that it was conducted by Valens himself, that 
his troops·were not only legionaries but included varying elements, mu/tip/ices 
copias, that he dispatched against the Goths an equitum turma, and that the 
Goths were fifteen miles from Constantinople. But Zosimus may have de
scribed an engagement unnoticed by Ammianus, or if it was, the Arab con
tribution in it was left unmarked. 151 

3 
If the Arabs fought before as well as after the battle of Adrianople, it is 

natural to suppose that they also fought during that battle. 152 The main source 
for the detailed history of the campaign is Ammianus. It is, therefore, to the 

151Thus the identification of the operation described by Zosimus as distinct from that 
described by Ammianus increases the data for the Gothic War and enables the course of its 
first phase to be charted with more accuracy. Gibbon was partly responsible for the unfavorable 
judgment of historians on Zosimus. It is noteworthy that his well-known animadversion on 
Zosimus, "whom we are now reduced to cherish," was made while he was saying of him, in 
connection with this operation, that he "misplaces the sally of the Arabs before the death of 
Valens"; accordingly, Gibbon fused the two accounts of Zosimus and Ammianus and assigned 
them to the last phase. In this he was followed by others, including Piganiol, whose text 
reflects this fusion so loyally that the name of Zosimus (from whom comes the information on 
the Saracens carrying back into the city the heads of the Goths as trophies) does not appear in 
the footnote that documents Piganiol's text, only that of Ammianus does. See Gibbon, Decline 
and Fall, vol. 3, p. 116 note 100; Piganiol, EC, pp. 168-69 and note 102. 

1"Also inferable from the fact that the engagement Ammianus describes (RG, XXXI. 16.5-
7) took place only a few days after the battle of Adrianople: on 10 August, the day following 
the battle, the Goths try to storm Adrianople; on the 12th they give up and march to Perinthus, 
whence they advance against Constantinople. Otherwise one has to assume that while the battle 
of Adrianople was raging against the Gothic horsemen, the Arabs, who were enlisted specifically 
for a field encounter with the Goths, were lefr inactive in Constantinople. The Arab turma that 
fought before the walls of Constantinople at the end of the Gothic War must then have been 
part of the one-third .of the imperial army that had survived the battle of Adrianople. A 
realization of this and of the fact that on! y a few days elapsed between the battle of Adrianople 
and the siege of Constantinople by the Goths fully explains the adverb recens in Ammianus's 
phrase that describes the Arab turma before Constantinople, namely, recens itluc accersitus (RG, 
XXXI.16.5-7). 
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Res Gestae that one must turn for recovering more of the contribution of the 
Arabs to the Gothic War. 

(1) Ammianus's sections on the immediate antecedents of the battle 
(XXXI. 12. 1-3) could contain some references to Arab participation: (a) He 
speaks of the mu/tip/ices copias that Valens commanded and adds that they were 
nee contemnendas nee segnes because they were joined by the veterani. This sug
gests the presence of such troops or contingents as barbarian auxiliaries and 
foederati, which the Saracens of Mavia were. 153 (b) The use of such terms as 
exploratio and procursatores suggests activities with which the Saracens were 
associated. (c) The dispatch against the Goths of an equitum turma recalls the 
term used by Ammianus in describing the Arabs in their defense of Constan
tinople after the battle. (d) The fear on the part of the Goths of a sally against 
them, eruptio, could suggest the Arab sally from Constantinople described by 
Zosimus and which the Goths presumably remembered. 

(2) In describing the opening phase of the battle-the Roman disposi
tions and their line of battle-Ammianus speaks of the movements of the 
cavalry on the right wing (XXXI.12.11) and on the left wing (XXXI.12.12). 
At another phase of the battle, he describes the charge of the Gothic horsemen 
who decimated the Roman left wing, which, according to Ammianus, was 
deserted by the rest of the cavalry, a reliquo equitato desertum (XXXl.13.2). As 
horsemen, the Arabs could have taken part in these operations that involved 
the cavalry arm in the Roman army; his reference to desertion' 54 could confirm 
their participation, thus left pejoratively implied. 

(3) After the turn of the tide in the battle, when the infantry was 
surrounded and cut to pieces and when the rest of the cavalry fled, Ammianus 
tells how Valens took refuge with the lancearii and mattiarii (XXXI.13.8). 
Trajan cries that the emperor should be protected by his foreign auxiliaries, 
princeps saltem adventicio tegeretur auxilio; although Victor hastened to invoke the 
aid of the Batavi, the phrase adventicium auxilium could easily refer to or 
include the Arabs, who qualify as such. '55 

1"The terms in which his thoughts are couched, not reflecting much respect for the 
fighting quality of the multiplices copias, suggest even more that the Arabs formed a part of these 
copias; for his views on the Arabs, see infra, pp. 239-68. According to him, the procursatores 
misled Valens into thinking that the Goths numbered only ten thousand (RG, XXXl.12.3). If 
these were Arab, as is possible, Ammianus may have wanted to imply chat the faulty intelligence 
supplied by these brought about the disaster of Adrianople. 

1"Compare the charge of desertion leveled by Procopius against the Arab federate horse 
during the battle of Callinicum in 531, for which see the present writer in "Procopius and 
Arethas," pp. 43-48, 55-56. 

"'The participation of Victor in the battle and, what is more, as one of the principal 
officers close to Valens could also argue for the participation of the Saracens, now his in-laws. 
The magister equitum who, as has been argued, must have been instrumental in bringing the 
Arabs to fight in the Gothic War, is not likely to have left them behind to perform garrison 
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This is all that can be extracted from the pages of the Res Gestae on the 
possible participation of the Arabs in the battle of Adrianople. They were the 
contingent whose previous exploit against the Goths before Adrianople Zosi
mus described, and it was their remnants that must have taken part in the 
defense of Constantinople described by Ammianus. 

Thus their participation in the Gothic War was extensive, as they fought 
in its three phases; it was triumphant twice, once before Adrianople and 
another time after it. What their performance was during the battle of Adri
anople itself is not recorded; their very participation as cavalry is left implied 
by Ammianus, who, moreover, evinces a tendency to praise the Roman infan
try at the expense of the cavalry. If they performed creditably before and after 
Adrianople, the chances are that they performed similarly also in the battle' 56 

but were outnumbered and overwhelmed by their adversaries. However, since 
some of them fought the Goths afterwards near Constantinople, they could 
not have been entirely annihilated; some of them survived the battle, evi
dently not intimidated by the Goths, since they issue out of the city and beat 
them back. 

APPENDIX I 

The Chronology of Mavia's Revolt 

The chronology of Mavia"s revolt is important to determine; the revolt has been 
variously dated' and the dating ranges from 370 to 374. This is erroneous, and the 
need for correction is all the more called for in view of the fact that the chronology of 
Mavia's rule over the Saracens and her revolt has been brought to bear on the dating of 
the Expositio totius mundi. The ediror argues that the work was published toward the 
end of 359 or the beginning of 360 and sees in one of the statements of the Expositio 

on the Saracens, namely, et mu!ieres aiunt in eos regnare, a reference to Mavia. The 
reference may well be to Mavia, but the editor's chronology and his conception of the 
various stages of Mavia's career are not borne out by the primary ecclesiastical sources, 
which have been intensively analyzed in this chapter on the reign of Valens. Unac-

duties in Constantinople; rather, he would have taken them along with him to engage in field 
operations and active combat. 

1"The enthusiasm with which the Arabs fought the Goths, as recorded by Zosimus and 
Ammianus, calls for an explanation. As orthodox Christia~s they had just won a war against 
Arian Valens, waged along doctrinal lines. The realization that they were again fighting for 
orthodoxy, this time against the Arian Goths, may have been an element in the enthusiasm 
they showed in their two victories over the Goths recorded by the secular and the ecclesiastical 
historians. Their enthusiasm may also be related to the enhanced loyalty engendered by the 
curious circumstance that the magister equitum under whom they served had just married their 
princess, a matter that must have carried weight with the Arabs. 

1Aigrain dates it 373 or 374 ("Arabie," col. 1191); Piganiol gives no date but his para
graph on Mavia immediately follows the one on the !saurians, dated 368 (EC, p. 158); J. 
Rouge dates it 370 in his edition of the Expositio totius mundi, Sources chretiennes, 124 (Paris, 
1966), pp. 24-25. 
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ceptable are such views as (1) that Mavia had been a Christian slave (see infra, p. 190); 
(2) that after her husband's death she gradually extended her rule over most of the 
Arab tribes; (3) that her holy man, Moses, was an Egyptian; (4) that her husband died 
in the fifties, in the period 355-58; and (5) that her revolt took place around 370. 

There is no doubt whatsoever that the revolt broke out in the last triennium of 
Valens's reign, and this dating is determined by references in the ecclesiastical sources 
that provide the terminus ante quern and the terminus post quern. The first occurs in 
chapter 37 in Sozomen, which precedes the one that tells the story of the revolt, and 
it speaks of the departure of Valens for Constantinople in the spring of A.D. 378, 
which date thus provides the first terminus. The second is provided by Rufinus, who 
says that Mavia's revolt began (coepit) during Lucius's incumbency over the see of 
Alexandria, which according to Socrates fell between 3 7 3 and 3 77. Thus the revolt 
could not have started before 373 nor after the spring of 378. When exactly it started 
during this quinquennium can be determined with reasonable accuracy. Valens's last 
residence in Antioch' took place in the period 372-78, but it was in 375 and after the 
death of Valentinian that he intensified his Arian stand against the non-Arians in the 
Orient and started what from the point of view of the homoousians was a persecution. 
Since Mavia's revolt was related to the ecclesiastical discord of the period (it was that 
of an orthodox queen against an Arian emperor), the quinquennium may be narrowed 
down to the triennium of 375-78. 

APPENDIX II 

Theodoret 

The four ecclesiastical historians who are so informative on the Arabs and Arab 
Christianity are not of equal reliability. Valuable as Theodoret is in various ways, he 
is inaccurate on Mavia and Moses. A close examination of the more primary histor
ians, Rufinus, Socrates, and Sozomen, reveals a number of inaccuracies in his account, 
and these need to be pointed out since they have misled modern historians of Arab 
Christianity: 

(1) that Mavia made a truce with the Romans before the consecration of Moses; 
(2) that she was converted to Christianity at that time; 
(3) that Moses lived somewhere between Egypt and Palestine; 
(4) that Moses was sent to Lucius in Alexandria because it was conveniently near 

Moses' abode or habitation; 
(5) that Lucius wanted to kill Moses after their altercation; 
( 6) that he refrained from so doing lest the war that had come to an end be 

rekindled; 
(7) that Moses was consecrated in Alexandria itself whither Lucius ordered or

thodox bishops to consecrate him. 
Of the above list, numbers (1), (2), (5), and (7) are plainly erroneous statements; 

in addition to what has been said on numbers (1), (2), and (7) in the course of this 

'On Valens in Antioch, see G. Downey, A History of Antioch in Syria (Princeton, 1961), 
pp. 399-403. 
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chapter, one might say on number (5) that the picture of Lucius drawn by the other 
three ecclesiastical historians is rather the contrary of that drawn by Theodoret; he 
appears almost attractive by his moderation and restraint, but it is possible that 
Theodoret confused Lucius of Alexandria with another Lucius, the Arian bishop who 
usurped the see of Samosata, for whom, see Theodoret, HE, chap. xviii. 

Numbers (3) and (4) are presented as facts, but it has been shown that they are at 
best only possible conclusions intelligently drawn and that the evidence admits of 
other interpretations and conclusions (supra, pp. 152-58; infra, pp. 185-87). As 
categorically stated by Theodoret, they could be misleading. 

The least inaccurate is number (6). The war had not come to an end; only 
hostilities had ceased and a truce had obtained. It was only after Moses' consecration 
and return to Mavia's camp that peace was concluded and the war was terminated, 
Moses being instrumental in both. 

APPENDIX III 

Moses 

Mavia's bishop, Moses, has been erroneously identified as an Ethiopian and a Carme
lite! 1 More plausibly, he has been identified with the Moses of the Ammonii Monachi 
Relatio.' In view of Moses' importance in the history of Arab Christianity in this 
period, it is necessary to examine this last identification and see what can be said for it 
and against it. 

A 

What must have made this identification attractive are the following: ( 1) the 
identity of name, Moses; (2) that he was Arab; and (3) that he lived in Sinai. But all 
three of these could have been entirely coincidental, especially the identity of name; in 
this century of holy men, the Semites among them were inclined on their conversion 
to adopt Old Testament names. 

More detailed arguments may be propounded against this identification: (1) In 
the Relatio, Moses appears as an eremite associated with the monastery of Rhaithou 
near Pharan, while Mavia's Moses appears as a holy man living in a neighboring desert 
unrelated to any ecclesiastical establishment. (2) Unlike the identity of name and 
ethnic origin, the Sinaitic habitation is far from certain in the case of Mavia's bishop 
(supra, pp. 152-58). (3) Furthermore, if the two had been one and the same person, 
Rufinus and Sozomen would certainly have mentioned the fact. Sinai was not un
known to the Christians of the fourth century and was considered as part of the 
Greater Holy Land. Rufinus lived in Palestina Prima and the chances are that he 
would have known about Moses' background in Pharan if this had been the case. (4) 
More important is Sozomen's silence on Moses' background. Sozomen goes out of his 
way to emphasize the importance of Palestine, his birthplace, as the Holy Land and 

'ASS, Februarii Tomus Secundus, p. 45. 
'L. Duchesne, Eglises separees (Paris, 1896), p. 340 note 2; Aigrain suspends judgment in 

"Arabie," col. 1192. On the Relatio and for further reference to Moses, see infra, pp. 297-308. 
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gives it much attention in his History. If Moses had been a monk at Rhaithou near 
Pharan, which belonged to Palestina Salutaris, this would have come to his knowl
edge and he would have recorded it, especially as he went out of his way to investigate 
many details in the career of Mavia and Moses remote from his concerns as an 
ecclesiastical historian. The background of one who to him was the first bishop of the 
Arabs would have attracted his attention. 3 

The identification of the two Arab holy men must then remain only a possi
bility. Besides, the accounts of each come from two different orders of sources, the 
one from a solid ecclesiastical history, the other from a hagiographic work, whose 
authenticity has been in question. The precious firm data supplied by ecclesiastical 
history should not be confused with data hailing from an inferior source, although 
in the opinion of the present writer the Arabica in the Relatio can be entertained 
seriously (infra, pp. 297-308). It would indeed be pleasant if the two Moseses 
turned out to be one and the same person since this would enlarge the little prosopog
raphy of Moses, Mavia's bishop. In that case, the time spent by Moses at Rhaithou 
must antedate his connection with Mavia, and one has to assume that the fame of the 
solitary of Rhaithou spread over Oriens until it reached Mavia's camp in the north. 
Time spent at Pharan and with Mavia must then represent two different phases in his 
career. 

All this is possible and can be entertained. What cannot be entertained is 
another identification that has been made and which concerns Obedianus, the petty 
Arab chief of Pharan whom Moses the monk of Rhaithou converted to Christianity. 
This chief has been identified with Mavia's consort, the deceased king, and the 
identification has had to be wholeheartedly rejected (supra, p. 141 note 16). These are 
two different Arab figures of the fourth century; if the two have any relation to each 
other at all, this relation must derive merely from the possibility that Moses con
ducted his activities as a holy man among the two Arab groups, that of Obedianus, 
whom he converted, and that of Mavia, whose bishop he later became. 

B 

One of the popes of the eighth century, Gregory III (731--41), made a pointed 
reference to this Saracen bishop-saint in his dialogue with St. Willibald, the nephew 
of St. Boniface, the apostle of Germany. Willibald was remonstrating with the pope 
against the latter's desire to send him to Germany to help his uncle St. Boniface in his 
missionary work when Gregory presented Moses as a model for Willibald. 4 

'See also J. M. Sauget's article on Moses in Bibliotheca Sanctorum, 9 (1967), pp. 650-52. 
The author shares with Tillemont the view that the two holy men are not to be identified with 
each other. He also subscribes to the view propounded and argued for by the present writer 
that Mavia was already a Christian when she treated with the Romans about the consecration 
of Moses. 

As to the spot where Moses had been a hermit before he was consecrated bishop, the desert 
of Chalcis might be suggested as a possibility to be added to Sinai. Chalcidice had a strong 
monastic and eremitic community and also a strong Arab complexion; see "The Tanukhids and 
Chalcidice," infra, pp. 465-76. 

'Accounts of the wanderings and of the pilgrimage of the first English traveler to the 
Holy Land, St. Willibald, have been preserved in two versions, the Hodoeporicon and the Itiner-
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Why the pope should have chosen this Saracen saint to persuade the English 
monk to undertake the German mission may be answered as follows: 

(1) Pope Gregory III, like two of his eighth-century predecessors, Popes Sisinnius 
(708) and Constantine (708-15), was of Syrian origin. Thus he would naturally have 
been interested in the saints of his native Syria, and, as he was a learned man who 
knew both Latin and Greek, he must have been familiar with the ecclesiastical 
histories of the Greek Orient on Moses and the Latin history of Rufinus. Indeed, in 
referring to the Saracens he uses the same term that Rufinus had used to describe 
them, gens ferocissima.' 

(2) St. Willibald himself was not unaware of the Saracens. He had made his 
pilgrimage to a Holy Land the new masters of which were the Saracens, and he had 
also been detained in a Saracen prison in Syria during his pilgrimage. 6 Thus the model 
of a fourth-century Saracen saint who belonged to the very same ethnic group that had 
both conquered the Holy Land and had detained him would have made a strong 
impression on Willibald. 

(3) Gregory's lifetime coincided with the period of the great Arab conquests in 
the East and in the West. Like his countryman and contemporary St. John of Damas
cus,' he must have been aware of the great historical revolution brought about by the 
Arab/Muslim conquests in the eastern and western parts of the Christian Mediter
ranean. What is more, the European continent itself was invaded and Christendom 
was deprived of the Iberian Peninsula, which the Arabs invaded successfully in 
A.D. 711. 

(4) It was in the second year of his pontificate that one of the decisive battles in 
the long history of Christian-Muslim encounters was fought, namely, the battle of 
Poitiers in A.D. 732. Surely the pope, the Syrian pope, was aware of the danger to 
Wes tern Europe from the people who invaded the Iberian Peninsula in 711 and only 
two decades or so later were fighting the Franks across the Pyrenees. One year before 
his dialogue with St. Willibald in A.D. 740, he wrote to the victor of Poitiers, Charles 
Martel, trying to involve him in the affairs of Rome in order to ward off the Lombard 
peril. 

These facts and relevant features of background should make intelligible the 
interest of the bishop of Rome in the bishop of the Saracens. And it is not difficult to 
believe that when the pope invoked the example of the Arab to the prospective 
English missionary to the Germans, he had or must have had in mind the eventual 
failure of the Christian mission to the Saracens and the dire political and military 
consequences of this failure in the seventh century. He surely nourished hopes that 
the mission to the Germans would not meet with the same failure as its predecessor to 
the Saracens but that it would win over the vigorous people of the north as the 
protectors of Christianity and the defenders of Christendom. 

arium. For the English translation of this earliest English travel book by W. R. Brownlow, 
see Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, vol. 3 (London, 1891). The dialogue with Pope Gregory 
appears on pp. 32-33 of the Hodoeporicon and pp. 51-53 of the Itinerarium. The latter is the 
much fuller account and the one in which St. Moses is mentioned. 

'In the English version it appears as "that most fierce nation," ibid., p. 52. 
'Ibid., pp. 42-43. 
'Who in his writings supported Gregory's attack on Byzantine iconoclasm. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Mavia's Christianity 

It is clear from a careful examination of the primary sources, Rufinus, Socrates, and 
Sozomen, that Mavia was not a pagan but already Christian when the revolt broke out 
and so involved in Christianity that the issue between her and Valens was the 
doctrinal position of her bishop-to-be. And yet in the literature that has appeared on 
Arab Christianity, including standard works on church history, there is some confu
sion on this point, 1 which needs to be disposed of since it is also related to views on 
the rise of Christianity among the Arabs. 

The source of this confusion has to be sought partly in the account of one 
ecclesiastical writer, namely, Theodoret, who rather inaccurately' incorporated in his 
Ecclesiastical History the accounts of the earlier ones. But Sozomen himself may also be 
responsible for this erroneous view partly because he crowded in one and the same 
chapter too much history of the Arabs and, what is more, discussed the involvement 
in Christianity of two different groups among them. It is not difficult to see how 
modern historians have been confused by Sozomen because the possibility of confusion 
is already inherent in his narrative. 

A 

It has been argued before (supra, pp. 156-57) that Moses' m1ss10nary work 
among the Arabs after his consecration must have involved not the circle of Arabs 
immediately surrounding Mavia, who like her were already Christian, but others, and 
that the short digression on Moses' missionary activity most probably expressed only 
the view of the ecclesiastical historian, who was interested in the peoples of the 
Byzantine borderland and the process of Christianization among them and thus was 
talking in general terms. If the immediate circle of Mavia was involved in his 
missionary activity, that activity must have been directed toward bringing back only 
those who may have backslided from orthodoxy to Arianism. Such a view could derive 
some support from the possibility that Mavia's husband may have been won to 
Arianism and with him presumably went over some of his Arab foederati. More 
support could derive from Rufinus's statement on Moses (supra, p. 156), which makes 
no reference to missionary activity but to his remaining firm in his orthodox doc
trinal position: fidei catholicae custodivit intemerata consortia. 

B 

But in the following section in which Sozomen treats of another group of Arabs, 
the Zokomids, there are statements that could be misleading on this point. After trac
ing the religious history of the Arabs as sons of Ishmael and their association first with 
paganism and then with Judaism, Sozomen describes their conversion to Christianity 

'E.g., A. Fliche and V. Martin, eds., Histoire de l'Eglise (Paris, 1950), vol. 3, pp. 496-
97; moreover, the writer of the chapter, J. R. Palanque, draws a false analogy between Mavia 
and another queen, Fritigil of the Marcomanni. 

'On his inaccuracies, see supra, App. 2, pp. 184-85. 
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and states that some of them were converted "not long before the present reign," 3 

attributing their Christianization to the holy men who lived in their deserts. Refer
ence to the conversion of the Saracens in such a context and in such terms could of 
course mislead and give the impression that this was their first taste of Christianity. 
After this general reference to their conversion at the hands of desert holy men, 
Sozomen relates the story of a chief, Zokomos, who was converted to Christianity by a 
holy man "about this time," 4 which must be related to the adverbial phrase he had 
used earlier concerning conversion, namely, "not long before this reign." 

The first statement on conversion is general, while the second is specific, as it 
relates to a particular tribe, the Zokomids. It is almost certain that Sozomen was 
thinking primarily of the conversion of this tribe when he spoke of the conversion of 
the Arabs in general terms. But the conversion of this particular tribe cannot be the 
first instance of Arab conversion since inter alia this tribe appears as foederati on the 
scene of Roman history after the Tanukhids or the Arabs of Mavia, who were by then 
already Christianized. It is probably a lapsus calami on the part of Sozomen, who 
transferred his attention from the Saracens of Mavia to those of Zokomos and in so 
doing may have forgotten that he had just finished giving an account of another group 
of Saracens, Mavia's, who were already Christianized. 

Sozomen includes in his account a chronological indication of the "first" conver
sion of the Arabs, namely, the adverbial phrase "not long before this reign" (supra, 
note 3). The reign could be either that of Theodosius II, under whom he was writing 
his History and to whom he dedicated his book, or that of Valens, the emperor whose 
reign he was describing when he included in Book VI this chapter on the Arabs. If 
the first, then "not long before," which could be the reign of Arcadius (395-408) 
or the last years of Theodosius I, would refer to the conversion of the Zokomids, who 
are known to have followed the Tanukhids and the Saracens of Mavia late in the 
fourth century, and so it would fortify the conclusion that Sozomen was indeed 
thinking of the Zokomids when he talked about the first conversion of the Arabs; if 
the second, then either the reign of Constantius or that of Constantine could be 
meant, and this would refer to the Arabs of Mavia or of Imru' al-Qays whose 
Christianity goes back to the first half of the fourth century. In that case, the 
statement would be correct not of the Zokomids but of the earlier group of foederati, 
represented or partly represented by Mavia. It is only in this way that Sozomen can be 
relieved of a seeming contradiction. 

Arab groups had been converted to Christianity as early as the Roman period, 
the most notable of whom were the Abgarids of Edessa. This past was too remote for 
Sozomen, and he may not have been aware of the Arab origin of the Abgarids. 
Moreover, Sozomen was writing his Ecclesiastical History within a chronological frame
work, as a continuator of Eusebius. His concern was therefore the fourth and fifth 
centuries. It was in this period, in the fourth century, that the first conversion of the 
Arabs took place in the shadow not of the pagan but of the Christianized Roman 

3Sozomen, HE, p. 299, lines 20-21: ou rcpo rtOAAOU CE tfi~ rcapOUO'l'J~ ~amAELa~ 
xal XPLcrtLav(tELv i\p~avto. 

4Ibid., lines 24-25: MyEtaL CE tOtE. 
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Empire, and those involved were the Arabs of the Byzantine borderland, mainly the 
foederati of Byzantium in the Diocese of Oriens;' it is these that were the concern of 
Sozomen. In spite of some vagueness in his narrative and some potentially misleading 
statements, he remains the most informative of all ecclesiastical historians on the 
Arabs of the Byzantine limitrophe in the fourth century. 

APPENDIX V 

Mavia's Ethnic Origin 

It is clear from the accounts of the three ecclesiastical historians, Socrates, Sozomen, 
and Theodoret, especially the first two, that Mavia was not only a queen of the Arabs 
but also an Arab queen. 1 The point would need no laboring were it not for the fact 
that a different view appears in the work of Theodorus Anagnostes,' who speaks of her 
as a Roman prisoner of war with whom the Saracen king fell in love and whom he 
subsequently married. This view, to be found in the third book of his Historia 
Tripartita, is expressed as follows: <pTJOL c>E Ott f] Mau(a XplO'tlUVTJ 'flV, 'Pwµa(a 
bt YEVOU£, xat AT]<p0ei:oa cuxµaA(l)t0£ 'flpEOE ()l(J. xaAA.0£ tcj) ~aOlALOXq:> t&v 
LUpUXTJVWV xat tcj) xp6vq:i El£ ~UOlA.tc>a :rtpofa01pe.3 

The ethnic origin of Mavia is important to the study of Arab-Byzantine relations 
in the reign of Valens and to understanding its course. Th. Anagnostes' view must 
therefore be thoroughly examined, especially as it has been repeated by Theophanes in 
his Chronographia and in modern works on the fourth century (infra, note 22). 

A 

Th. Anagnostes is a later ecclesiastical writer who avowedly compiled his history 
from the works of his three predecessors.4 It is, therefore, these three, especially 
Socrates and Sozomen, that have to be consulted on the ethnic origin of Mavia. 

(1) Socrates and Sozomen wrote a fairly extensive account of Mavia's revolt, 
replete with colorful details. It is inconceivable that they would have omitted this 
feature of background, which is even more colorful than the details they included.' 

'Only this context can relieve Sozomen's last sentence that concludes his chapter on the 
conversion of the Arabs from being misleading or plainly erroneous; ibid., p. 300, lines 7-9. 

'For the Arabic material on Mavia, see infra, pp. 194-97. On the possibility of a refer
ence to Mavia's Arab origin in a Greek inscription, see infra, p. 234. 

'An early sixth-century author who wrote two works, the Historia Tripartita, compiled 
from the works of Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, and the Historia Ecclesiastica, continuing 
the first work and covering the period from 439 to the accession of Justin I in 518; see 
Hansen, ed., Theodoros Anagnostes: Kirchengeschichte. 

'The first two books of the H istoria Tripartita have survived in Marc. Gr. 344 (ibid., 
pp. XI-XVI); the third and fourth books have survived as part of an Epitome made by an 
anonymous author who carried the Historia Ecclesiastica down to the year 610 (ibid., pp. XVI, 
XXXVII-XXXIX). His view that Mavia was a Roman appears in book 3 and thus is preserved 
in the Epitome; hence (l)l'JOL which introduces the above quotation in Greek, inserted by his 
epitomator; see Hansen, Theodoros Anagnostes, p. 69, lines 14-16. 

'See his dedicatory epistle, ibid., p. 1. 
'And, what is more, especially apposite, in view of what Socrates says on another 

romance, the marriage of Mavia's daughter to Victor. The "romance" between Mavia and her 
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(2) Names in this period are significant. If Mavia had been a Roman, she would 
have had a Roman name. But her name is not Roman; it is recognizably Arab, 6 and 
this is telling because in this period of acculturation it was the Arabs who were 
adopting Roman and Christian names and not vice versa. 

(3) Mavia did not remain inactive after the death of her husband. She waged a 
war against Rome which was ferocious and which lasted long. If she had been a 
Roman, the two historians would certainly have mentioned the curious fact of a 
Roman lady leading Saracen troops in person against an empire of which she had been 
a citizen. 

(4) Her insistence on the ordination of a specifically Arab bishop could also point 
in the same direction, as could the employment of such terms as genti suae in Rufinus 
and tou obtELOlJ E0vou~ in Socrates. 

Thus the accounts of the primary sources clearly imply that Mavia was an Arab 
and there is not an inkling that she was not. Furthermore, these ecclesiastical authors, 
especially Sozomen, go out of their way to discuss the Arabs ethnologically, and one 
of them, Socrates, specifically mentions the Arab origin of Mavia's holy man, Moses. 
If Mavia had been a Roman cives turned Arab foederata, they would certainly have 
mentioned the fact. 

B 

Th. Anagnostes' view on the ethnic origin of Mavia cannot, therefore, be taken 
seriously since his own sources on which he is entirely dependent do not bear him out. 
The "Roman" origin of Mavia must therefore be rejected and adjudged an embroidery 
to be included in the same category of additions, alterations, and liberties that 
epitomators indulge in. 7 Nevertheless, his view must be examined for what it is, 
especially as his editor is inclined to entertain it. 

(1) Hansen has himself noted that the account which speaks of a prisoner of war 
by whose beauty the Saracen king was smitten and who succeeded him after his death 
sounds romanhaft. But he states that the rule of a bedouin tribe by a foreign princess is 
not entirely rare, and thus the account cannot be dismissed without further ado. As he 
fails to give examples of this" and as there is no record9 of such a precedent in Arab 

deceased husband would have been of the same stuff as that of her daughter with a Roman, 
Victor, and consequently would have been mentioned by the historian who went out of his way 
to record the latter. Perhaps Th. Anagnostes was inspired by Socrates' account to provide 
Mavia's Arab daughter with Roman blood through a fictitious Roman origin he ascribed to her 
mother. This motive may have been partly operative with Th. Anagnostes when he fabricated 
the story of Mavia's Roman origin; for more on his motives, see infra, pp. 192-93. 

6The name is Mawiya or Mawiyya, not Mu'awiya, as in Hansen, Theodoros Anagnostes, 
p. XVI; on her Arabic name, see infra, pp. 194-96. 

'On these, see Hansen, Theo®ros Anagnostes, pp. XII, XV, XXXIX. 
'It is rather strange that he does not substantiate his statement on this point in view 

of the fact that his argument depends on it. But even if there is an example of an Arab 
tribe that was ruled by a foreign queen, it will not validate his argument since the evidence 
from Sozomen and Socrates is decisive; it will only be an example of a false analogy. 

'If there is, the fact is unknown to me. 
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history, Hansen's judgment on the value of Th. Anagnostes' account has to be 
rejected. 

Since the romanhaft element in the account constitutes most of it, not much of it 
remains other than that Mavia was a Roman; but this is inherently incredible, besides 
the fact that there is no record of a non-Arab queen and, what is more, a Roman lady 
leading an Arab tribe in a war against her former countrymen. Thus both parts of the 
account on Mavia's background collapse: the Roman and the romanhaft, the latter 
apparently concocted to give credibility to the former. 

(2) The accounts of Socrates and Sozomen are relatively long. In the Historia 
Tripartita they are compressed into some twelve lines, into which the statement on 
Mavia's Roman origin is injected. Admittedly, Th. Anagnostes is an epitomator, who 
is not expected to reproduce the accounts of his predecessors. Yet in this case the 
compression of the longer accounts seems designed to give verisimilitude to his state
ment on the Roman origin of Mavia, since his incorporation of the entire original 
account with such significant details as the Arab origin of Moses would not have 
supported his view on Mavia's Roman origin and would not have carried conviction to 
the reader. 10 

(3) Queens and warrior-queens are a barbarian rather than a Roman phenomenon: 
among others, one may mention Boudicca, the Briton queen, Gaatha, the Gothic 
queen, and Fritigil, the queen of the Marcomanni. More important and relevant than 
all these is Arab Zenobia, who flourished a century before Mavia in the same region 
and among the same ethnic group that was not unaccustomed to matriarchal systems. 11 

Th. Anagnostes' entire account of Mavia's background may, therefore, not only 
be described as romanhaft but also dismissed as such. 

C 

More important than impugning the credibility of Th. Anagnostes is to explain 
why the author drew on his own imagination and fabricated a Roman background for 
Mavia. 

The dedicatory epistle" at the beginning of the Historia Tripartita provides the 
key: Th. Anagnostes wrote in exile while he was at Gangra, whither, it has been 
suspected, he had fled from Euchai'ta, where he had been with the Chalcedonian 
patriarch Macedonius, deposed in 511 by the Monophysite emperor, Anastasius. His 
account is colored by hatred toward Anastasius; hence his one-sidedness and misrep
resentations. 13 

10Contrast the work of a much later ecclesiastical historian, Nicephorus Callistus (ca. 
1256--1335), who like the anonymous writer of rhe Epitome carried his history down to the 
death of Phocas in 610; on Nicephorus, see infra, p. 194 and also supra, p. 139 note 5. 

uon Boudicca, see infra, p. 263 note 63; on Gaatha, see E. A. Thompson, The Visi
goths in the Time of Ulphila (Oxford, 1966), pp. 159-60; on Fritigil and St. Ambrose's cor
respondence with her, see Kidd, Creeds, Councils, and Controversies, p. 143. On the Arabs and 
the matriarchal system, see R. F. Spencer, "The Arabian Matriarchare: An Old Controversy," 
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 8 (1952), pp. 478-502. 

"Hansen, Theodoros Anagnostes, p. 1. 
130n all this, see ibid., p. X. 
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The point of view from which the Historia Tripartita was written, that of a 
staunch Chalcedonian in exile for his doctrinal position, could explain his curious 
account of Mavia's background. It was in the very same reign, that of Anastasius, that 
the Ghassanids finally established themselves as the new foederati of Byzantium. 14 Like 
the emperor, they were staunch Monophysites and anti-Chalcedonians, associated with 
figures hateful to the Chalcedonians, such as the emperor himself, Anastasius, and the 
patriarch of Antioch, Severus. Their image in Chalcedonian historiography was that of 
heretics; and they fought or revolted in the sixth century along doctrinal lines," exactly 
as Mavia had done, with the difference that Mavia was orthodox while the Ghassan
ids, from the viewpoint of the Chalcedonians, were not. Th. Anagnostes, used to the 
Arabs as heretical Monophysites, probably could not conceive of the same ethnic 
group as orthodox 16 in the fourth century, fighting . under an Arab queen. Conse
quently, he relieved the accounts of Socrates and Sozomen of their two Arab figures, 
Mavia and Moses; he Romanized the ethnic origin of the first and eliminated any 
reference to that of the second. 17 

This rounds off the argument for the spuriousness of the account of Mav:ia's 
Roman background by explaining how it was possible for an ecclesiastical historian to 
indulge in such a fabrication. But Th. Anagnostes' account, unhistorical as it is on 
the ethnic origin of Mavia, remains valuable for a more important topic, namely, the 
image of the Arabs in sixth-century literature. 18 

140n this, see the present writer in "Ghassan and Byzantium: A New terminus a quo, 
pp. 232-55. 

1'This topic will be fully treated in BASIC. 
16As Th. Anagnostes or his epitomator most probably could not reconcile orthodoxy with 

ethnic affiliation, another Greek writer, Malchus of Philadelphia, could not conceive of the 
Saracen chief Imru' al-Qays of the reign of Leo (457-74) as Christian, although it is practically 
certain that he was. Malchus chose to say that his Christianity was only an allegation on the 
part of Leo. For Imru' al-Qays and Leo, see FHG, vol. 4, pp. 112-13; and the present 
writer, "On the Patriciate of Imru' al-Qays," pp. 74-82, in which only the question of his pa
triciate is discussed; his career will be fully treated in Vol. 2, BAFIC The Arabs in the sixth 
century were associated with Monophysitism in much the same way that the Goths were with 
Arianism. 

170n his other alterations, additions, and liberties, see supra, note 7. Especially relevant 
in this connection are the changes in the text he effected on doctrinal grounds, for which, see 
Hansen, Theodoros Anagnostes, p. XV. 

There is a passage on the Arab phylarch Mungir in Th. Anagnostes, Historia Ecc/esiastica 
(Hansen, op. cit., p. 147), in which the Arab phylarch is referred to as orthodox. The passage 
has been the subject of much controversy. What is relevant here is to point out that it does not 
conflict with the view put forward in this chapter on Th. Anagnostes' conception of the Arabs 
as heretics. The passage is clearly included in order to embarrass the archenemy of the Chalce
donians, Severus, by going to the extreme of showing that his doctrinal position seemed 
ludicrous even to a barbarian phylarch. Besides, if Mungir was converted to Christianity at 
some point in his career, the conversion is likely to have been to Nestorianism and not to 
Chalcedonian Christianity. On these points, see the present writer in Martyrs, pp. 269-72. 
Hansen's footnote (ibid.) that Mungir could not have been the Lakhmid of }:IIra cannot be 
accepted in view of the recent researches on the religious complexion of Mungir in his early 
career. 

"'This will be treated in the third volume, BASIC. 
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D 

The work of Th. Anagnostes was influential, however indirectly, both in the 
Latin West and the Greek East throughout the Middle Ages, and his romantic 
account of Mavia found its way into such works as the Chronographia of Theophanes 
and the Chronicle of Michael the Syrian. 19 It is a tribute to the critical judgment of 
Nicephorus Callistus that although he used the work of Th. Anagnostes through the 
Epitome'0 it was to the primary sources for the history of Mavia-Socrates, Sozomen, 
and Theodoret-that he went back for giving that detailed account of Mavia and the 
Arabs, which, as has been argued (supra, p. 139 note 5), included all the details that 
would interest the historian of this period and which would have been an accurate 21 and 
valuable guide even if these three historians had not survived. Significantly, he did 
not include Th. Anagnostes' account of Mavia's background, and the clear implication 
is that he rejected it. 

Those who have written on Mavia in recent times have also succumbed to the 
temptation of using Th. Anagnostes rather than his sources, with the result that in 
some standard works on the fourth century the Arab queen is still conceived of as she 
had been in the sixth century by Th. Anagnostes. 22 

In spite of these animadversions on Th. Anagnostes' account of Mavia, there is 
one valuable solitary datum that he provides, namely, that the ceremony of circumci
sion among the Arabs took place at the age of thirteen. 23 Contrary to what he or 
possibly his epitomator says, it is not to be found in Sozomen, and it is of some 
importance for reconstructing Arab social and religious practices in pre-Islamic times. 24 

APPENDIX VI 

On the Name "Mavia" 

The name of the Saracen queen, familiar to the Byzantinist from the pages of the 
ecclesiastical historians, has survived only in its Greek form, Mav(a. 1 It has generally 
been recognized that this is the Arabic proper name Miiwiya, or Miiwiyya, 2 but in view 

19Theophanes, Chronographia, vol. 1, p. 64; Michael the Syrian, Chronique, ed. and trans. 
]. B. Chabot (Paris, 1899), vol. 1, p. 294. On these two authors and the derivation of their 
accounts from Th. Anagnostes through the Epitome, see Hansen, Theodoros Anagnostes, pp. 
XXIX-XXX; XXXIV-XXXV. 

'°Hansen, op. cit., pp. XXXIII-XXXIV. 
21He seems, however, to have followed Theodoret's inaccurate account concerning Mavia's 

conversion. 
"E.g., Piganiol, EC, p. 169 note 102; Rouge, Expositio totius mundi, p. 24; Ensslin, 

RE, 14.2, col. 2330. 
"Hansen, op. cit., p. 69, line 17. 
24This will be treated in the second volume, BAFIC. 
1For a different spelling of the name which appears in a Greek inscription found near 

Anasartha in Syria, spelled with an omicron between the alpha and the upsilon, see infra, p. 222. 
'On the confusion in de Perceval between "Mawiya" and "Mariya," another famous Arab 

princess of the pre-Islamic period, who was a Ghassanid, see his Essai, vol. 2, pp. 220-21, 
and Noldeke's correction of de Perceval's error in GF, p. 23 note 2. The confusion of Mawiya 
with Mariya was repeated by Ensslin; see RE, 14.2, col. 2330, s.v. Mavia. 
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of the fact that this identification has been questioned it is necessary to discuss this 
onomastic problem and also a related one, namely, Mavia's tribal affiliation. 

A 

There can be no doubt whatsoever that the Arabic form of the Greek Mavia is 
Mawiya or Mawiyya:3 

(1) The name is a well-established one in pre-Islamic times and appears as the 
name of some distinguished women in the history of the Arabs before the rise of 
Islam. 4 Although the fourth-century queen remained unknown or almost unknown to 
the Arab historians, one particular account does refer co a Mawiya who was a queen. 5 

The account is confused, but the reference could suggest that chis was a distant echo 
from the fourth century. 

The etymology of the name is uncertain,6 but it is noteworthy chat a masculine 
form of it, MawI, may now be presumed co be epigraphically attested. 1 

(2) The suggestion chat the Mau(a of the Greek sources is Arabic Mu'awiya 
cannot be accepted:" 

(a) Mu'awiya is a man's name in Arabic, not a woman's, and there is no recorded 
instance of the application of chis name co a woman in the Arabic onomasticon. 

(b) The view chat Greek Mau(a is Arabic Mu'awiya could have been erroneously 
suggested by the almost identical orthography in Greek of Mawiya, Mauta, and 
Mu'awiya, Mautai;, the only difference being the terminal sigma attaching to the 
latter. 9 

(c) One of the etymologies given to Mu 'awiya may have given rise co this view, 
namely, "a bitch in heat. "10 This is certainly a possible etymology and can explain the 

'Noldeke (GP, p. 23 note 2) seems to think that Mawiyya rather than Mawiya is the 
correct or more correct form; but this form may be due to metrical exigency, and both forms 
of the name are co be found in Arabic verse. 

'See Ibn-J:Iabib, A/-Mul?abbar, index, p. 709, and W. Caskel, Gamharat an-Nasab: Das 
Genea/ogische Werk des Hifam ibn Mul?ammad al-Ka/bi, 2 vols. (Leiden, 1966) (hereafter, GN), 
vol. 2, p. 405. According co J:Iamza al-I~fahani (Tarikh, p. 86), the mother ofimru' al-Qays of 
the Namara inscription was called Mawiya; noteworthy is the fact that two of the martyrs of 
Najran in the sixth century were called by that name; whether these two Christian martyrs 
were called after the famous fourth-century Christian queen is not entirely clear. For the two 
martyrs, see The Book of the Himyarites, p. xcii. 

'The Mawiya in question is the wife of }:Ia.rim al-Ta'I, the well-known poet and sayyid 
of the Christian tribe of Tayy; for the account, see Diwan Shi'r ljdtim, ed. 'Adil S. Jamal 
(Cairo, 1975), pp. 335-39. 

'According to Ibn-Durayd it means mirror or is related co water; see A!-Ishtiqaq, pp. 
40-41. 

'As restored by J. Pirenne in "The Incense Port of Moscha (Khor Rori) in Dhofar," The 
Journal of Oman Studies, 1 (1957), p. 86. 

'See AA W, vol. 2, p. 328. 
9Both names appear in Theophanes, Chronographia, vol. 1, pp. 64, 345. Another Mu

'awiya, the Kindite prince of pre-Islamic times, appears in Nonnosus, FHG, vol. 4, p. 179. 
Even in Arabic, the orthography of the two different names is almost identical; for "Mawiya, 
daughter of Mu'awiya," see Ibn-J:Iabib, A/-Mul?abbar, p. 458. 

10"Die (bri.instige) Hiindin, die die Hunde anheult"; AAW, vol. 2, p. 328. 
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application of the term not to a man but to a woman as a proper name. 11 But either of 
two alternative etymologies for Arabic Mu'awiya can explain why Mu'awiya is mascu
line in gender and a man's name in the Arabic onomasticon: Mu'awiya can be the 
nomen agentis standing for kiliib (plural of kalb), "dogs," or rji'ab (plural of rji'b), 
wolves, meaning howling dogs or wolves;12 and it may possibly be the nomen agentis 
standing for the singular kalb, "dog," or qi'b, "wolf," the final ta being intensive, as 
in ralJIJalat, 'alliimat. 13 

B 

Mavia's tribal affiliation is of some importance in itself and for its possible 
relevance to the decline of the Tanukhids as Byzantium's foederati toward the end of 
the fourth century and their replacement by the Salil:_iids. 14 

The Arabic sources refer to a number of distinguished Mavias in pre-Islamic 
times. 1' The reference to two of these is noteworthy inasmuch as one belongs to the 
tribe of Banu-al 0 Qayn while the other belongs to Kalb. Both tribes were settled in the 
limitrophe regions of Oriens facing the Arabian Peninsula and were most likely allies 
of Byzantium. 16 The Tanukhid king whose death left Mavia a widow and made her a 
celebrity in the military annals of the reign of Valens could have married into either of 
these two tribes, Banu-al-Qayn or Kalb, but the probabilities are in favor of his 
having married into Kalb: (a) There is a group within the tribe of Kalb known as 
Banu-Mawiya, 17 "the sons of Mawiya"; the genealogists say nothing about this Ma
wiya's being a queen, and they provide Mawiya with sons and descendants 18 without 
any reference to a Tanukhid consanguinity or a Roman connection, but the term 

"For such names as al-Ka/ba, "the bitch," and Banu-al-Ka/ba, "the sons of the bitch," in 
the Arabic onomasticon, see Ibn-Durayd, A/-Ishtiqiiq, pp. 20, 319-20. The term bitch in 
Arabic does not carry quite the same connotation that it does in English. 

12Kilab is a well-known masculine proper name in Arabic. It could be a noun, the plural 
of ka/b, "dog," or the verbal noun; see Ibn-Durayd, AI-Ishtiqiiq, p. 20. It is noteworthy that 
Kilab and Mu'awiya appear as the names of father and son respectively (ibid., p. 296). Ibn
Durayd relates "Mu'awiya" not to dogs or wolves but to human beings, to warriors challenging 
one another to combat; see A/-Ishtiqiiq, p. 7 5. 

The Arabs used the names of faithful or ferocious animals as proper names and so did 
the Arab tribes, many of whose names are those of animals, such as Kalb (dog), Asad (lion). 
Against the view that this betrays the influence of totemism, see the remarks of Ni:ildeke in 
his review of W. Robertson Smith's Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, in ZDMG, 40 
(1886), pp. 156ff; see also Ibn-Durayd, op. cit., pp. 4-7. 

1'Another derivation relates the name to the "young of the fox," the tha'/ab; see al-ZabidI, 
Taj a/-'Arus (Beirut, 1966), vol. 10, p. 259. Any of these derivations-"fox," "howling wolf," 
"howling dog"-are appropriate for the name of the Umayyad caliph who almost brought about 
the collapse of the Byzantine state in the seventh century. 

1'0n this, see supra, p. 141 note 11. 
1'See supra, note 4. 
' 6See infra, pp. 384-85. 
"Matrilineal descent was a distinctive feature of the tribe of Kalb. In addition to Banii

Mawiya there were twenty-one other such groups within Kalb; see Caskel, GN, vol. 2, p. 76 
note 2. 

"Ibid., p. 405, s.v. B. Mawiya. 
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Bam7-Mawiya is striking and could suggest the fourth-century queen since there is 
nothing in the Greek sources that militates against this identification. In these sources 
only her daughter is mentioned, who was married to Victor, the magister militum, 
but she could have had sons on whom the Greek sources are understandably silent. 
On the other hand, the genealogical account in Arabic which provides her with sons 
may not be accurate on the identity of her descendants. (b) Kalb was the much more 
important and powerful tribe in the limitrophe, and it is, therefore, natural to assume 
that it was within this tribe that the Taniikhid king must have contracted a marriage, 
which in the context of inter-Arab tribal politics would have been a political expe
diency or even a necessity. 19 

Mavia's Kalbite affiliation, perhaps, could explain the fact that while the Taniikh 
were stationed in the north of Oriens, near the Euphrates, Mavia was able to wage a 
war against Rome on a front extending from Phoenicia to Egypt. 20 As it is not certain 
whether the kings of Taniikh had actual jurisdiction over all the Arab foederati of 
Oriens, the natural explanation for this is that Mavia could and did count on the 
military support of her own tribe, Kalb, which was encamped in the steppes from 
Palmyra to Tabiik in northern J::lijaz21 and thus could help Mavia mount her offensive 
against Rome. In addition to this there is the conflict between the tribe of Kalb and 
the kings of Sam:i in the fifth century. Sali}:i wrested power from Taniikh .after the 
death of Mavia and emerged as the dominant military group offoederati in Oriens, and 
if the last Taniikhid king married a Kalbite, this would understandably have allied 
Kalb with Taniikh and naturally disposed her against those who had wrested power 
from her new relatives. 22 

Postscript: "Mavia," the name of the Christian Arab queen of the fourth century, 
seems to have had a remarkable diffusion among the Arabs as a Christian and a royal 
name in pre-Islamic times, and this may have been due to the fame of the Christian 
Arab queen. Two of the women martyrs of sixth-century Najran in the far Arabian 
South carried the name Mawiya, as did the wife of the last Lakhmid king of 1;:1Ira, on 
the lower Euphrates, Christian al-Nu'man. For the first, see The Book of the Himyarites, 
p. xcii; for the second, see Chronicum Edessenum, trans. I. Guidi, Scriptores Syri, Series 
Tertia, Tomus IV, Chronica Minora, CSCO, versio, p. 18. 

APPENDIX VII 

Rufinus 

The preceding chapter and appendices on Mavia and on the Arab profile of the reign 
of Valens have depended heavily on Socrates and Sozomen among the four major 
ecclesiastical historians for the reign. Theodoret has been left out. He is not a safe 

1'An Umayyad caliph, none other than Mu'awiya himself, found it politically expedient 
to marry a Kalbite woman, Christian Maysun, the mother of his son and successor, the Caliph 
Yazid. 

'°On this, see supra, pp. 142-50. 
21And elsewhere, in biidiyat al-Samawa. 
"The fall of Sali]:i and the Kalbite involvement in it will be fully discussed in Vol. 2 

of chis series, BAFIC. 
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guide to the history of Mavia and her bishop Moses since he has committed so many 
inaccuracies, and these have been pointed out in a special appendix devoted to them. 
Rufinus, although the earliest of the four ecclesiastical historians, is not expansive on 
Ma via, and his account is skeletal. However, he remains the earliest of these four 
ecclesiastical historians to report on Mavia and Moses, and as he has figured prom
inently in two articles that have appeared since this chapter and its appendices were 
written in 1977 and, what is more, has been the subject of a doctoral dissertation 
exclusively devoted to him, it is only appropriate that this appendix should present a 
brief discussion of these three works which also treat Mavia and her bishop Moses, the 
protagonists in the story of Arab-Byzantine relations in the reign of Valens. 

A 

In a doctoral dissertation presented to the University of Paris/Sorbonne and 
defended in June 1978, Fram;oise Thelamon has, in the opinion of those who exam
ined her during her soutenance de these, rehabilitated Rufinus, reintegrated him into the 
scream of Christian historiography, and demonstrated his documentary value. 1 What is 
most relevant in chis Appendix is co discuss briefly the resume given of her interpreta
tion of the Byzantino-arabica in Rufinus for the reign of Valens. 2 

(1) The authoress analyzes correctly the events associated with Mavia and Moses, 
the independence of the Saracens within the Roman alliance and within the Christian 
ecclesia, observing that in this case Romanization and Christianization are not neces
sarily linked. In discussing the rise of the "Eglise des Saracenes," she rightly draws 
attention to the new image of the Arabs as orthodox defenders of the true faith. She 
draws some important conclusions on Rufinus's universalistic conception of the 
Church, not current in his day, and relates them to her views on the Christianized 
barbarians and their relations with the empire. She analyzes foedus, [ides, and solum 
barbaricum in religious terms, gives them new connotations, and concludes that the 
barbarians now have a new image and a new role as they are not only the instruments 
of divine punishment directed against the heretical emperor but also are the guardians 
of orthodoxy, the defense of which they assume. The kingdom of God is no longer 
reducible co the dimension of the imperium romanum. 

(2) Dr. Thelamon's comprehension of the place of Mavia and her Arabs in 
ecclesiastical and secular history is admirable. There are, however, two points in her 
presentation chat need co be commenced upon: 

(a) Like many of those who have written on Mavia's Arabs, she speaks of their 
conversion. It has been pointed out in Chapter IV and in Appendix IV chat Mavia and 
her Saracens were already Christian when the war broke out. The following observa
tion may now be added in chis context. If Mavia and her Saracens had been converted, 
Rufinus would certainly have said so in no ambiguous terms and would have de
scribed it in terms similar to the ones he had used when he had described the 

1The dissertation is entitled "Rufin-Histoire Ecc/esiastique: Recherches sur la valeur his
torique de l'Histoire Ecdesiastique de Rufin d'Aquilee." See the notice of it in Revue des etudes 
augustiniennes, 26 (1979), pp. 185-91. 

'Ibid., pp. 186-87. 
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conversion of Ethiopia and which Dr. Thelamon herself cites on p. 185, namely, 
semina fidei prima. Having examined the conversion of Ethiopia and Georgia, the 
authoress was led into thinking that this was also true of the third group of barbarians 
whom she was viewing synoptically in Rufinus's narrative, namely, the Arabs; fur
thermore, Sozomen misled her by his description of Moses as the first bishop of the 
Saracens, a description which significantly enough is not found in Rufinus, the 
earliest of these ecclesiastical authors who reported on the reign of Valens and on the 
first conversion of the Ethiopians and the Iberians. 

(b) It is very arguable whether the territory of Mavia's Saracens could be de
scribed as solum barbaricum. They were foederati, and if they were the Taniikhids, then 
they lived intra limitem. 3 But in view of the uncertainty that attends the exact location 
of their territory, it is possible that they lived partly extra limitem. Thus there is an 
element of truth in the description of Mavia's Arab territory as solum barbaricum, and 
Dr. Thelamon's analysis of the three Latin terms referred to above--/oedus, fides, and 
solum barbaricum--or the conclusion she draws from this analysis is not affected mate
rially, while her analysis of the two terms foedus and fides remains firm. 

B 

In 1980 appeared an important article devoted exclusively to Queen Mavia by 
G. W. Bowersock. 4 It ranges over many problems of which the following are the most 
relevant to discuss here: 

(a) The author devotes some four pages (478-82) to the problem of the sources, 
or rather "the source of the sources," in which Rufinus figures prominently. To the 
old question whether Rufinus derived his information for Books X and XI of his 
Ecclesiastical History from Gelasius or vice versa, 5 he gives the answer that Gelasius of 
Caesarea in Palestine was the Greek source "upon which Rufinus himself relied in 
composing his last books ex maiorum traditionibus," and that "the ecclesiastical writers 
of the fifth century, notably Socrates and Sozomen, have therefore to be seen as owing 
what they have in common with Rufinus to Gelasius" (p. 481). In reaching these 
conclusions the author brought to bear on the problem the evidence from Mavia, and 
he also concluded "that the lost history of Gelasius of Caesarea included a full account 
of Mavia." 

These conclusions are important and attractive. The credibility of Rufinus is 
vindicated, but it is also argued on p. 486 that "it will no longer do to appeal to 
Rufinus for anything as the basic source for the fifth-century Greek historians (Socra
tes and Sozomen)." These, too, have used Gelasius and drew on him more amply 
than Rufinus had; hence the details that they include and that Rufinus does not have. 6 

'On the territory of the Taniikhids, see infra, pp. 400---407 and 465-76. 
'See his "Mavia, Queen of the Saracens," Studien zur antiken Sozialgeschichte; Festschrift 

Friedrich Vittinghoff, Koiner historische Abhandlungen, 28 (Cologne, 1980), pp. 477-95. 
'On this question, see also F. X. Murphy, Rufinus of Aquileia: His Life and Works, Studies 

in Medieval History, 6 (Washington, D.C., 1945), pp. 16<H54. 
60n Sozomen's independent researches, e.g., the odai associated with the Saracens of 

Mavia, see the sections on Sozomen, infra, pp. 276, 443-48. 
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The credibility of these historians is thus enhanced since their accounts derive from 
one who lived in Caesarea not far from the scene of Mavia's activities and, what is 
more, was a contemporary. 

(b) The rest of the article is devoted to a variety of problems, some of which may 
be commented upon as follows: 

(1) The author adopts the view that the Arabs of Mavia were nomads,' a view no 
longer tenable and against which arguments have been advanced in the course of this 
book. Their "nomadism" is related to the application of the term Saracens to Mavia's 
Arabs and to the equation of the term Saraceni with Scenitae (pp. 482-83). 

(2) The author undertakes to reconstruct the Arab-Roman relationship in terms 
of confederations. This reconstruction rests on the etymology of the term Saracen 
suggested by D. F. Graf, which in the view of the present writer is erroneous. 8 

(3) The author subscribes to a widely held view that Mavia was a convert to 
Christianity (p. 482). It was Sozomen who confused scholars concerning Mavia's 
Christianity when he talked about Moses as the first bishop of the Saracens. This 
problem has been examined in detail earlier in this book. The statement in Sozomen 
would document not the conversion of Mavia's Saracens but the inception of a Saracen 
episcopate among them as part of, or the climax to, a process, namely, the rise of an 
ecclesiastical hierarchy among them, not their conversion. 

(4) It is suggested that the Mavia mentioned in the Anasartha inscription of A.D. 

425 is not related to the queen (p. 490). His conclusion rests on the ground that 
"Mavia was not all that rare a name." But it is also not that common. Besides, the 
author has placed Mavia's territory in southern Syria, whereas it has been argued in 
this book that it is likely to have been in the north, in Chalcidice, 9 not far from the 
same Anasartha near which the inscription was found. 

(c) The author also discusses the Umm al-Jimal and the Namara inscriptions and 
assumes that the Arab king Jagima mentioned in the first is the predecessor of Imm' 
al-Qays mentioned in the second (p. 484). The present writer has been reluctant to 
draw such a conclusion. The inscription speaks primarily not of the king, Jagima, but 
of his tutor, Fihr, and there are other difficulties. Only future epigraphic discoveries 
can throw light on Jagima and his relations with the Romans, and until such time it 
is difficult to give an interpretation of the Arab-Roman relationship based on the 
Umm al-Jimal inscription. 

It is for this reason that this famous document was not used by the present writer 
in his book Rome and the Arabs for drawing any significant conclusions on the Arab
Roman relationship in the third century. Nor was it used to suggest a strand of 
continuity between Jagima of the third century and Imru' al-Qays of the fourth, 
which witnessed the rise of a new system of foederati and phylarchi, so characteristic of 
the Byzantine period. No doubt the roots of this system went back to the Roman 
period, during which the Romans formed alliances with this or that local chief, but it 
was in the Byzantine period that this system was fully developed and became the basis 

'Sometimes described as semi-nomads, as on p. 485. 
'See the intensive analysis of this etymology in RA. 
90n this, see infra, pp. 222-38 and 465-76. 
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of the Arab-Byzantine relationship, contrasting with another system that had obtained 
in the Roman period that had witnessed the rise and fall of powerful Arab client
kingdoms and caravan city-states, the last of which was Palmyra. 

In spite of these criticisms, this article is a remarkable contribution toward a 
better understanding of the complexities of Arab-Roman relations in the fourth cen
tury. 

C 

In the same year, 1980, appeared the second of the two articles on Mavia, this 
one by Philip Mayerson, 10 who has written extensively on the Saracens in Sinai and 
southern Palestine in the early Byzantine period. His attitude and conclusions are 
negative both on the historicity of the events associated with Mavia and on the 
credibility of the ecclesiastical sources. These he dismisses as untrustworthy and falls 
back on the earliest of them, Rufinus, but only to declare for his unreliability. 

Perhaps he may be excused this extreme scepticism in view of the fact that the 
only detailed analysis of the history of Mavia in the reigns of Valens and Theodosius, 
the one undertaken in this book, had not been published when Mayerson wrote his 
article, while his central thesis involving Rufinus would have received much modifi
cation had he been aware of Thelamon's dissertation and Bowersock's article, espe
cially the latter's study of the Rufinus-Gelasius problem. These works and the pre
ceding sections of this Appendix should lay to rest Mayerson's doubts, and they do 
make superfluous a systematic examination of the sceptical views expressed by the 
author. 

The subtitle of his article, "a cautionary note," however, may be applied to the 
conclusions of A. Musil on the presumed Zokomos-Mavia filiation and on his "recon
struction of the events recorded by Sozomen," 11 which Mayerson rightly rejects. That 
Mavia's revolt took place after the death of Zokomos is impossible to accept. 

APPENDIX VIII 

E. L. Woodward 

The Arabs are associated in the minds of ecclesiastical historians with heresy, and the 
phrase "Arabia haeresiumferax," "Arabia, the breeding ground of heresies," speaks for 
itself. In his well-known book, the Oxford historian Woodward argued early in this 
century that Christian heresies championed by the barbarians and the Oriental peoples 
of the Near East contributed to the decline and fall of the Roman Empire. This view 
had, and still has in some circles, a wide vogue, but it suffered a reverse in 1959 
through an article which appeared in the journal of Theological Studies by the Cam
bridge historian, the lace A. H. M. Jones. 1 His theory took into account the Arab 
foederati of the sixth and seventh centuries, who were Monophysites when Byzantine 

10See his "Mavia, Queen of the Saracens-A Cautionary Note," Israel Exploration Journal, 
30 (1980), pp. 123-31. 

11Ibid., pp. 129-30. 
1For Woodward's book and Jones's article, see supra, p. 82 note 33. 
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Oriens fell co the Muslims but not those of the fourth who were very orthodox. 
Nevertheless, these fourth-century foederati of Queen Mavia did throw a challenge co 
the central imperial government of the Emperor Valens during the Gothic crisis in the 
seventies, and religion was an issue in the conflict. The question that arises in their 
case is whether their adoption of orthodoxy was a reflection of an aggressive national 
sentiment and whether this had a counterpart in political separatism or tendencies 
toward it. 

The answer to this question is a categorical no. A careful examination of the 
accounts of the three major ecclesiastical historians, Socrates, Sozomen, and Theo
doret, clearly shows that theirs was far from being a rebellion or an expression of 
separatism. The foederati of Queen Mavia were staunchly orthodox. Although they 
themselves understood little of the theological controversies of the period, their queen 
probably did, as did their priests, and it was their loyalty toward these that made 
them stand fast by the orthodox position and fight for it. They were known for their 
intransigence in such matters since their Mesopotamian days when they fought with 
their Zornastrian Persian overlords and before they crossed the limes and went over to 
Byzantium, according to the Arabic sources. 

The negotiations that were conducted between the rebellious orthodox Saracens 
and Arian Valens confirm this. The ecclesiastical historian is interested in the theo
logical dimension of the dispute and thus may have privileged the religious clause 
of the treaty, which stipulates that the bishop must be the Arab Moses, but it is 
perfectly clear from the sequel that the Saracens returned immediately to their Roman 
allegiance and rallied to the empire's support during the biennium or so of the Gothic 
peril by their participation in the Gothic War and the defense of Constantinople. 
They formed part of the comitatus of the imperial army and were transferred to Thrace 
to fight in the Gothic War. 

Thus, these Arab foederati of the fourth century do not answer to Woodward's 
view of heretical barbarians who were bringing about the collapse of the imperial 
fabric through the marriage of heresies co nationalist movements. These Arabs were 
orthodox, not heretical, and they exhibited no separatist tendency but engaged in 
what they considered a holy war in defense of orthodoxy. 



V 

The Reign of Theodosius I 

I. THE FALL OF THE T AN0KH1DS 

A fter their reconciliation with Valens and their contribution to the Gothic 
War and the defense of Constantinople, the Taniikhids might have re

mained the dominant group among the Arab foederati of Byzantium; but they 
did not. According to the Arabic sources,' they were superseded by a new 
group, the Sali:l).ids, and their fall is confirmed by a Latin source that, to
gether with other sources, furnishes the details not to be found in the Arabic 
ones and that can give some precision to the chronology and manner of their 
fall. 

The Taniikhids of the fourth century were the first group of Arab foederati 
in the service of Byzantium, to be followed by the Sali:l).ids and the Ghassanids 
of the fifth and sixth centuries respectively. The examination of the manner of 
their fall and the circumstances that attended it is, therefore, all the more 
important since it gives a glimpse of how the course of Arab-Byzantine 
relations could be ruffled and thus provides material relevant to the examina
tion of the larger problem of the rise, decline, and fall of the three Arab 
client-kingdoms in the course of these three centuries. 

The reconstruction of the course of events that led to the fall of the 
Taniikhids involves not only the political and military aspects of the relation
ship that obtained between Byzantium and her Arab foederati but extends 
further into such matters as the working of the imperial administration in the 
context of the innovations introduced by Theodosius I and their immediate 
results in the Orient. Some well-known figures in the reign are involved in 
this work of reconstruction, such as the new magister, Richomer, and Libanius 
himself, and with them the vexed question of Julian's death, which the latter 
revived with a vengeance as soon as Theodosius was elevated to the purple. 

II. THE LATIN SOURCE 

A precious reference2 in the Panegyricus of Latini us Pacatus Drepanius, brief as 
it is, could be considered the testimonial evidence for the fall of the Taniik-

1For these, see infra, p. 367, 370. 
'XII Panegyrici Latini, ed. R. A. B. Mynors (Oxford, 1964), p. 99, lines 29-30. 
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hids early in the reign. The discourse was delivered in 389, sometime between 
13 June and 1 September, when Theodosius was in Rome. 3 The reference 
occurs in section 22 of the Panegyricus: dicam a rebellibus Sarracenis polluti 
foederis expetitas? From it the following data may be extracted: 

(1) The reference to the Saracens may be dated A.O. 383 since it comes in 
the middle of an enumeration of the exploits of Theodosius involving the 
Goths, the Scythians-Albans, and the Persians; 4 the preceding reference is 
clearly to the Settlement of Theodosius with the Goths in 382, while the 
following one points to the arrival in 384 of a Persian embassy 5 in Constan
tinople announcing the accession of Shapur III (383-88). 

(2) These Saracens can only have been those of Mavia-the Tanukhids
since they are not just another group of Saracens who were assaulting the 
imperial frontiers but are described as foederati, whose defeat was deemed 
important enough to be mentioned in the context of a series of victories 
involving other well-known adversaries. 

(3) Decisive for the identity of these Saracens as Tanukhids is the testi
mony of the Arabic sources; 6 according to these it was exactly in this period 
that the Tanukhids fell and were superseded as the dominant federate group 
by the Salil).ids of Zokomos, a figure luckily mentioned by Sozomen7 and 
chronologically assigned by him to this very period. 

The orator speaks only of the defeat of the foederati, and this leaves the 
question open whether the revolt began and ended in the same year, 383, or 
whether it had begun at some earlier date. 

As the foederati were defeated in 383, their revolt must have broken out 
sometime between this date and the end of 378, since they were then still 
fighting for Byzantium shortly after Adrianople (9 August) before the walls of 
Constantinople. But unlike the first revolt, the causes of this second one are 
not stated, and so its inception can only be inferred since it cannot be related 

'On the date of the Panegyricus, see E. Galletier, Panegyriques Latins, Bude (Paris, 1955), 
vol. 3, pp. 51-52; on the historical value of the discourse, see ibid., pp. 52-59. 

'Strangely enough, Galletier conceives of it as "episode de la fin du regne de Va/ens (3 78)" 
(ibid., p. 89 note 3). This is impossible to accept: (a) the discourse is addressed to Theodosius, 
not to Valens; (b) the reference comes after one to the Goths, namely, the Settlement of 382, 
which was concluded four years after the death of Valens; (c) the revolt of Mavia against Valens 
does not answer to the description of the revolt in the discourse; the first was a success, the 
second a failure. The reference is correctly dated 383 in A. Guldenpenning and J. Ifland, 
Der Kaiser Theodosius der Grosse (Halle, 1878), p. 121, and in RE, Supplementbd. 13, col. 863. 

'There are two datable references to the Persians in the discourse; the first begins with 
Persis ipsa, the second with denique ipse i!!e rex, for which, see Mynors, op. cit., p. 100. As the 
second reference is to the embassy of 389 which came to announce the accession of Bahram IV 
and which reached Theodosius while in Rome, the first must refer to the earlier one in 384, 
which announced the accession of Shiipur. For these embassies, see EC, pp. 250-51; see also 
Baynes's note on the second embassy in CMH, vol. 1, p. 240 note 1. 

'Infra, pp. 367-72. 
'Infra, pp. 274-75. 
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to datable facts in this period, as can that of the first revolt. However, as will 
become clear in the course of this chapter, the seeds of discontent must have 
been sown in the triennium or so that had preceded the revolt, which most 
probably had smouldered for three years and broken out in the fourth year of 
Theodosius's reign in 383. An exploration of possible causes of the revolt in 
the first triennium of the reign is thus imperative. 

III. THE BACKGROUND OF THE REVOLT 

1 

Constantinople: A. D. 3 79-82 

When Theodosius acceded as emperor on 19 January 379, the Arab contin
gent that had fought in Thrace and had defended Constantinople might still 
have been there. The foedus between the Taniikhids and Byzantium had lapsed 
with the death of Valens, as it had done with the death of Mavia's consort in 
the seventies. 8 The accession of a strong soldier who had been recalled from his 
retirement in Spain and to whom the Saracens were an unknown group could 
easily have created difficulties between the new emperor and the foederati, 
proud of their record in the Gothic War and of their successes against the 
armies of Valens. It is, therefore, conceivable that disagreements developed 
while the two parties were negotiating the new foedus. 

What the grounds of disagreement in this triennium were or could have 
been can only be guessed. 

( 1) The Arab foederati were uncompromisingly orthodox and in this re
spect were intransigent, possibly even truculent, in their relations with the 
imperial government, as the events of the last years of Valens's reign ade
quately show. 9 The situation in the capital during the short period preceding 
the Council of Constantinople was such as to provide cause for disagreements. 
The city was torn by theological dissension and, what is more, Theodosius 
saw fit to invite the Arian bishop of the Goths, Ulphilas, to the Council of 
Constantinople. 10 He also invited the chief of the anti-Christian faction among 
the Goths, Athanarich, and treated him royally. 11 All this could have irked the 
orthodox Arabs. Some of them may have stayed on in Constantinople after 
378 and conceivably had brushes with some influential figures in the capital, 
perhaps with the emperor himself. 12 

'Supra, p. 140. 
90n the encounter between their bishop Moses and Lucius of Alexandria, see supra, pp. 

153-55. 
10See EC, p. 384. 
11For Athanarich, see Jones, PLRE, vol. 1, s.v. Athanarichus. 
12The brushes between the oriental holy man and the Roman emperor are best illustrated 

in this period by St. Isaac and Valens (supra, p. 169), but they may have occurred not only 
with the emperor but also with the populace, to which the events of a few years later (A.O. 400) 
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A telling indication of the possibility that the Arabs were discontented 
might be the fact of their nonparticipation in the Council of Constantinople in 
381. After their wars in behalf of orthodoxy and their victories over the Arians 
both in Oriens and in Thrace, it was expected that they would send a repre
sentative to the council, 13 which, moreover, was composed almost exclusively of 
the Oriental bishops; but they did not, and the name of a bishop of the 
Saracens does not appear among the signatures. 14 The council was held in 381, 
and this could suggest that already in 381 they were discontented. 

(2) The Arab foederati were good orthodox Christians who had success
fully fought for orthodoxy against Arian Valens and fought for the state 
against the Arian Goths. They must have considered that they had claims on 
the attention of the new emperor with whom, unlike Valens, they shared the 
same doctrinal persuasion and, consequently, expected more recognition and 
participation in imperial affairs. It is not difficult to imagine how disap
pointed they must have been to see that they were left out of the calculations 
of the new emperor who, moreover, favored the heretical Goths. In more con
crete terms, their discontent in this area might be related to their being 
excluded from Theodosius's appointments to the various magisteria. 15 The em
peror may not have increased the number of magistri, 16 but he did appoint new 
ones, many of whom were Germans, 17 belonging to the same ethnic group that 
the Arabs had fought against in the Gothic War and had beaten before the 
walls of Constantinople. Especially vexatious might have been their appoint
ment to the regional command in Oriens, where the Arab foederati were 
encamped. 18 

involving the Goths in Constantinople afford an illuminating parallel. In this case they developed 
into a tumult that ended with the extermination of the Goths; see Bury, History of the Later 
Roman Empire, vol. 1, pp. 133-34. 

BAs a bishop of the Taienoi/Saracens had participated in the Council of Nicaea, for 
whom, see infra, pp. 330-34. 

14Perhaps the signature has not survived, or St. Isaac, known to them through Victor, a 
common friend ro both parties, might have been considered by the foederati as their repre
sentative. This is possible, but it is more likely that they refused to participate, and thus their 
nonparticipation was significant and indicative of an incipient alienation. 

1'If not ro the magisterium praesentate, at least ro the regional magisterium orientate; for the 
magistri mititum of Theodosius, see Demandt, "Magistri Militum," cols. 710-26, and A. Lippold, 
"Theodosius I," RE, Supplementbd. 13 (1973), cols. 937-42. 

16For an analysis of a well-known passage in Zosimus (HN, IV.27), on the military reform 
of Theodosius, see Demandt, op. cit., cols. 720-22, and Lippold, op. cit., cols. 938-39. 

1'Five of them: Modares, Hellebich, Richomer, Stilicho, and Butherich, four of whom 
were appointed early in the reign; this is in contrast with his predecessor Valens, none of whose 
newly appointed magistri were German; RE, Supplementbd. 12, col. 709. 

1'These appointments to the magisterium orientate affected them directly, and, as will be 
shown later in this chapter, it was in this area that friction between the foederati and the 
imperial administration must have taken place before the revolt broke out; infra, p. 209. 
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(3) More probable as a cause for the revolt is the Settlement 19 of 382. It 
was very favorable to the Arian Goths in every way, and the orthodox Arabs 
would certainly have heard about it. They had fought loyally for Byzantium 
and triumphed over the Goths before Constantinople, and consequently they 
expected, and probably demanded, better terms for their foedus with Theodos
ius, at least as good as those granted by the emperor to the Goths. This is the 
most likely background for the revolt and is chronologically attractive since it 
comes just before the revolt broke out the following year. 

Theodosius's apparent coolness toward the Arabs is explicable when 
viewed in the context of the historical situation that obtained in this first 
triennium of his reign. The emperor fell heir to all the problems of the 
previous reign, and paramount among them was the Gothic problem. He 
embarked on a policy of pacification directed mainly to the conciliation of the 
Goths and finally accommodated them comfortably by the terms of the Set
tlement of 382. Viewed in this context, his irresponsiveness to the Arabs and 
their demands becomes more intelligible. 

( 1) Their status as noncitizens may have militated against the appoint
ment of Arab foederati to the magisterium. But exceptions were made during 
the reign, both before and after the Arab revolt. Although Theodosius was not 
expected to appoint an Arab after the revolt, the question may be asked why 
he did not make such an appointment before it, in view of the undoubted 
orthodoxy of the Arabs and of their military competence, demonstrated in wars 
against the Romans and the Goths, and in view of the fact that the emperor 
apparently did not suffer from any racial prejudice. 20 The answer to this ques
tion may be sought both in the Germanophile policy of Theodosius and in 
the anti-Gothic sentiment among the Arabs. The emperor courted the Visi
goths after Adrianople, accommodated them with the foedus of 382, and ap
pointed them to high positions in order to induce in them a sense of loyalty to 
the state. 21 In view of the animosity between the Arabs and the Goths, Theo-

1'For the Settlement, see Jones, LRE, vol. 1, pp. 157-58 and vol. 2, p.1099 notes 
46--47, where the sources of the Setclement are discussed. An examination of the terms of the 
Settlement with the Goths could be very fruitful for ascertaining more facts about the status of 
the Arab foederati. One could only guess that they pressed for the same terms that the Goths 
had been given. Among other things, they may have wanted more of their fellow tribesmen 
settled within the Roman frontiers, increase of the annona, and possibly more independence in 
military matters. They had succeeded in extracting from Valens ecclesiastical independence, and 
this could give an indication of the trend that might have prevailed among them for more of 
the same kind in other areas. 

' 0He appointed to the various magisteria other barbarians who were non-Germans: there 
was the Persian, Sapores; Addaeus, who was probably an Aramaic-speaking Semite; the Iberian 
king, Bacurius; and the Mauritanian prince, Gildo; for all of whom, see PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 
803, 13, 144, 395-96 respectively. 

21And the Goths fulfilled his expectations; he was to win the two wars against Maximus 
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dosius may have decided that the appointment of an Arab would not have been 
conducive to a harmonious relationship among his magistri. His nonretention of 
Julius, the magister utriusque militiae per Orientem, possibly for having butchered 
the Goths in Asia aftel" Adrianople, might be illuminating. 22 

(2) Of all the demands that the foederati conceivably made, the most 
likely must have been the modification of the terms of their foedus on lines 
analogous to that concluded with the Goths in 382. And it was this one that 
must have been distasteful for Theodosius to grant. It was humiliating enough 
for him to accept on the Lower Danube an autonomous federate state of 
barbarians, virtually a civitas foederata within the limes; understandably, he 
could not tolerate the spectacle of a second23 along the Euphrates in Oriens. The 
historical circumstances and the imperial posture at the time justified his 
decision both to grant the Goths their federate state and to deny the Arabs 
theirs, in spite of the latter's loyalty, of which he was probably not so sure. 24 

Having inherited the problems of the previous reign after the Gothic victory 
at Adrianople, he could not help making that great concession to the victors. 
In the case of the Arabs, the situation was entirely different; since these did 
not pose a threat to the empire, especially with the Persian front quiet, he 
decided that they were dispensable. 25 

This reconstruction of the possible causes of friction between Theodosius 
and the Arabs must now be set against the background of the personality of 
the new emperor and the image of the Arabs in his court, which could not 
have been favorably disposed toward them. Theodosius hailed from the far
thest part of the Roman Occident, Spain, and so was quite remote from the 
Arabs of the Orient; unlike all his predecessors, from Constantine to Valens, 
he had not fought or resided in the East and thus saw no military service with 
the Arabs, who consequently remained strangers to him. 26 Perhaps more impor
tant is their image at the time. They had revolted against his predecessor 
Valens, and although their revolt was in behalf of the doctrinal persuasion 
Theodosius belonged to, they must have been viewed by the central govern
ment as rebels against the state. Furthermore, an influential rhetorician of the 
period tarnished even further their image in the eyes of the new emperor. In 

and Eugenius with the help of his Gothic foederati. On the loyalty of his Gothic magister
Fravitta, see PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 372-73. 

"On the nonretention of Julius, see Demandt, "Magistri Militum," cols. 710-11. 
23Possibly a third one, if Gratian settled the Ostrogoths in Pannonia and Upper Moesia 

even before Theodosius did the same in Lower Moesia; see CMH, vol. 1, p. 254, and EC, 
p. 214. 

"Infra, p. 210. 
"Infra, pp. 211, 213. 
26Even Julian could express some appreciation for their services because they fought with 

him in the Persian campaign; supra, p. 107. 
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Oration XXIV addressed to the emperor on his accession in 379, the orator 
raised hue and cry: he called on Theodosius to avenge the death of Julian and 
came out with the open accusation that it was the Arabs who, sixteen years 
before, had murdered an emperor in the purple. 27 

2 

Antioch: A. D. 383 

Important as the relations of the foederati with the emperor himself in 
Constantinople might have been in explaining the background of the revolt, 
their relations with the Roman commanders in Oriens must be adjudged the 
immediate cause for the rapid deterioration of imperial-federate relations and 
the breaking out of discontent into an open revolt. 

(1) A well-known passage in Zosimus, referred to above, 28 has probably the 
most immediate relevance to the Arab revolt. The historian speaks not only of 
the increase in the number of the magistri but also of the subordinate com
manders; especially relevant in this context are the cavalry wing-commanders, 
ll,apxat. Such measures may have created some friction between the newly 
appointed commanders and the Arab cavalry contingent of the foederati. But 
far more important is his reference to the huckstering, X.UJtY)AELU, of the 
m:pa'tUD'tLX.a en 'tY)pEcna. If the Roman stratiotai suffered from such malprac
tices, it is certain that the Arab foederati suffered even more. The statement in 
Zosimus on the military provisions rings true since it can be paralleled before 
the reign of Theodosius and after; it is a recurrent theme in federate-imperial 
relations. 29 

(2) The foederati had no friends in the magisterium orientate at this time. 
Victor, their only friend in the ranks of the imperial administration, had 
departed from Antioch in 378 and most probably had retired in the summer 
of 382. Who the magister militum per Orientem was when the revolt actually 
broke out is not entirely clear. For the period 378-81 there was the Persian 
Sapores, but how well- or ill-disposed he was toward them cannot be ascer
tained. 30 In the year of the revolt, 383, it was either Richomer or Hellebich, 

27/nfra, App. 1, pp. 216-19. 
"Supra, note 16. 
29This had been a cause of friction with Julian, who had denied the Arabs their salaria 

and munera, for which see supra, p. 112. For the annona as an issue which could ruffle Arab
Byzantine relations in ocher reigns (Theodosius II and Heraclius), see supra, p. 112 note 25. 

"'The whereabouts of Julius, the ex-magister, in chis period are nor known. After his 
retirement, he might have remained in Antioch or elsewhere in Oriens and, if so, his presence 
would nor have helped the cause of the foederati. In addition to his having been beaten by them 
in the first revolt, he was a Roman who was probably averse to barbarian infiltration of the 
army and muse have viewed the Arabs in much the same way that he viewed the Goths, whom 
he had ruthlessly massacred in Asia after Adrianople; see supra, note 22. 
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both Germans and pagans 31 and almost certainly not well-disposed toward the 
Christian Arab foederati. 32 

The first part of this section has analyzed the possible causes of disagree
ment between the Arab foederati and Theodosius in the first triennium of his 
reign, and it has been suggested that the most important cause must have 
been the negotiation of a new foedus on the analogy of the one concluded with 
the Goths. The second part of this section has examined the situation in the 
Orient, and it has been suggested that the immediate cause of the revolt has 
to be sought in that region and must have been the administration of the 
annona. When the revolt broke out in 383, it was a case of grievances 
accumulating throughout the triennium but sparked by malpractices locally in 
Oriens. There was no Victor to plead their cause, and the Arabs had to deal 
with an unsympathetic administration, from the emperor in Constantinople to 
his commanders in Antioch. The imperial mood had changed, and it was 
against the background of a Germanophile court unsympathetic to the Arabs 
and a magisterium half of which was staffed by Germans that the Arabs first 
aired their grievances and then revolted. Unlike their first revolt, this one 
could only have ended in a crushing defeat. 

IV. THE REVOLT 

While much is known about the first revolt, precious little is known about 
the second. Luckily there are references in the sources, from which some facts 
may be extracted: 

The statement in Pacatus, the only explicit source for the revolt, is brief 
but informative: the Saracens revolted; but they were crushed and also pun
ished for their revolt. This bare outline may be enriched as follows: 

1. The commander who quelled the revolt must have been the Frank 
Richomer, 33 the new magister of Theodosius: 

(a) Letters 34 addressed to Richomer by Libanius clearly suggest that he was 
in Antioch in 383, the very same year that the revolt was quelled. Since he 
was magister, it is certain that he was at least involved. 

(b) One oflibanius's letters 35 speaks of a successful campaign conducted by 

31Richomer·s paganism is undoubted, while Hellebich's is not certain; for the latter, see 
Waas, Germanen, p. 86. 

''There is some disagreement on the sequence, dates, and function of these magistri in the 
service of Theodosius, but it does not affect the argument on the deterioration of the position 
of the Arab foederati in this period. On Hellebich and Richomer, see Waas, op. cit., pp. 85-
86, 101-3; PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 277-78, 765--66; and Demandt, "Magistri Militum," cols. 711, 
718-19. 

"Correctly identified in Giildenpenning and Ifland, Kaiser Theodosius, p. 121. 
"For these and for his stay in Antioch in 383, see PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 765--66. 
"For this letter (no. 390), see Foerster, ed., Libanii Opera, pp. 106--7. 
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Richomer in the region, and it is natural to suppose that it was directed 
against the Arabs who had revolted. Although the sources speak of the Tzanni 
and of the Persians, these two groups could not have been the object of 
Richomer's campaign referred to by Libanius: 

(1) According to Malalas, 36 the Tzanni, after ravaging the provinces of 
Cappadocia, Cilicia, and Syria, went back whence they had come, and there is 
no mention of a campaign against them. 

(2) More important are the Persians: the year 383 witnessed the death 37 of 
one Persian king, Ardashir II (379-83) and the accession of another, Shapiir 
III (383-88), and it is unlikely that in the midst of a transitional period, 
difficult for the Persians internally, these would have decided to resume 
hostilities with Rome. That they had no intention of doing so is confirmed by 
the fact that they sent in the following year a friendly embassy 38 to Constan
tinople to announce the accession of the new king, Shapiir III. It is of course 
possible that Richomer was dispatched to Antioch so that he might watch for 
a possible resumption of hostilities with Persia, 39 but as it turned out these 
were not resumed in 383 and no campaign was conducted against Persia; 
consequently, Libanius's congratulatory letter to Richomer on a successful 
campaign could not have been a reference to a victory over the Persians. 

Conceivably, Richomer might have been dispatched to the Orient with a 
triple assignment-to watch the Persian frontier, to deal with the Tzanni, and 
to quell the Arab revolt. As the Persian front remained quiet, the victorious 
campaign referred to by Libanius could have been conducted against either the 
Tzanni or the Arabs or both. There is no mention of a campaign against the 
Tzanni, but there is of one conducted against the Arabs, clearly implied in the 
language of the Latin orator. Even if Malalas forgot to mention or was un
aware of a campaign against the Tzanni, these cannot replace the Arabs as the 
object of Richomer's campaign but may be added to it. Thus the reference to 
Richomer's victorious campaign must be to the Arabs40 and can include the 
Tzanni only as a possibility, 41 but the important assignment must have been 
the quelling of the Arab revolt. 

16Chronographia, p. 347. 
37Lippold, "Theodosius I,"" col. 863, with references to Ni:ildeke's works on the Persians. 
"See EC, p. 250. 
"Waas, Germanen, p. 102; Demandt, "Magistri Militum," col. 718. 
40Baynes brought the Arab revolt and Richomer's campaign together, but as the fortunes 

of the Tanukhids and the detailed course of Arab-Byzantine relations were unknown to him, 
the careful English scholar expressed himself guardedly: "the nomad Saracens had broken their 
treaty of alliance with Rome, and Richomer had marched on a punitive expedition" (CMH, 
vol. 1, p. 238). 

"It is tantalizing to think that the Tzanni of Malalas are none other than the Tanukhids. 
As they are mentioned only once in the Chronographia, it is not impossible that Malalas 
transliterated "Tanoukhoi" as TsaVVOL. The name of the Tzanni appears also transliterated 
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Richomer was then dispatched by Theodosius to deal with unfavorable 
developments in the Orient, both potential and actual, but of the triple 
assignment the Arab revolt must have been the principal one, since the Arabs 
had revolted a few years earlier in the reign of Valens and memories of their 
dangerous revolt must still have been fresh. That Richomer did not tarry in 
Antioch for more than a year and did return to Constantinople to enter his 
consulship in 384 suggests that he was dispatched there not to stay but to 
deal with an emergency situation 42 such as the one just described. 

(c) A reference in Libanius's Oration I may give further support to the 
view that it was Richomer who smashed the Arab revolt. 43 In that oration, 
Libanius, no friend of the Arabs, is not only a source but possibly a partici
pant, however remote, in the deliberations that led to the quelling of the 
revolt. 

2. Where the theater of war was is not clear. Malalas44 speaks of provincial 
reorganization in Oriens, involving the division of Phoenicia into two pro
vinces, Maritima and Libanensis, the separation of Palestina Secunda from 
Prima, and of Egypt from Oriens. These administrative changes may be 
related to the revolt. It is possible to conclude that these were the provinces 
that were exposed to Saracen attacks, and that it was this or partly this that 
induced the emperor to reorganize them for their better defense. This could 
derive some support from the fact that it was against these very provinces 45 that 
during the first revolt Mavia had directed her attacks and that the Saracens, 
encouraged by their successes in the first revolt, attacked the same provinces 
in the second. These thrusts against the three provinces suggest that the base 
of operations for the Arab foederati in the second revolt was the province of 
Arabia, 46 as it probably had been in the first. 

T~aVLXXOL, a form that brings it even closer to Tanoukhoi. The names of these two groups 
seem to have been variously transliterated; for the Tanukhids, see supra, p. 127 note 88, 
and infra, p. 332; for the Tzanni, see under "Makrones," RE, 14.1, col. 815. The reading 
"Tanukhid" (ta°Lxv6i; w;) has been suspected in one of Libanius's orations (supra, p. 126), and 
if the Tzanni of Malalas turn out to be the Tanoukhoi, this will be a welcome addition to the 
attestations of the Tanukhids in the Greek sources. 

42Ensslin argued that Richomer's magisterium was at the time praesentale rather than per 
Orientem; see his "Zurn Heermeisteramt des spatromischen Reiches," Klio, 24 (1931), p. 138; 
but see Demandt, "Magistri Militum," cols. 718-19. 

"See infra, p. 217. 
"Chronographia, pp. 345, 347. 
"See supra, pp. 142-50. 
"The strategic position of the province as a base whence both Palestine and Phoenicia, 

and possibly Egypt, could be attacked may have been appreciated by the Romans after these 
revolts, and this may explain the presence of the two Saracen units listed in the ND not in 
Arabia but in Phoenicia (see chap. 5 on the Notitia Dignitatum in RA). This could imply 
that the Romans transferred whatever federates there were in Arabia to Phoenicia, which in the 
ND appears as the center of Arab federate power. 
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3. The contrast between the signal success of the first revolt and what 
apparently was the dismal failure of the second is fully accountable: 

(a) The Arabs were able to score a victory against Valens because of a 
favorable international situation that then obtained, namely, the preoccupa
tion of Byzantium with both the Persians and the Goths. This time, in 383, 
the Settlement with the Goths had been effected the previous summer, while 
the Persian front was quiet. 

(b) As has been suggested above, the foederati possibly directed their 
thrusts against the same provinces they had attacked in the first revolt. If so, 
they would have repeated their strategy and tactics, encouraged by their 
previous successes, but in so doing they would have played into the hands of 
the Roman commanders, who must have remembered the lessons of the first 
revolt and were thus well prepared to meet the second military challenge. 47 

(c) The Arab foederati in 383 must have been much weaker than they had 
been in 378. They had fought in the Gothic War, and although they survived 
the massacre at Adrianople, their ranks must have been considerably thinned. 

4. Pacatus speaks not only of their defeat but also of punishment in
flicted on them. It is, of course, possible that this was in return for their 
having ravaged the provinces during the revolt, which they had done in the 
first one. Yet the infliction of punishment rather than the normalization of 
relations after the revolt suggests that relations had gone sour. The foederati in 
the last year of the reign of Valens had returned to their loyalty and had 
fought for Byzantium, and thus the explanation for what apparently was a 
severe punishment must be sought in the new imperial mood. During the 
reign of Valens, Victor was magister, and he did his best to restore relations 
and normalize them. In 383 he had retired, and the Arabs had to deal instead 
with a new imperial administration that was unsympathetic to them. 

It is, of course, not impossible that the punishment meted out to the 
foederati did not reflect so much imperial displeasure in Constantinople as it 
did a local one in Oriens, where memories of the first revolt were still fresh in 
the minds of Roman officers who had been worsted in its battles. It is also 
possible that Richomer was responsible for it; a dedicated soldier, 48 he might 
have overreacted in his revenge. Furthermore, he was not a Christian as the 
foederati, but a pagan who received letters from such eminent pagans as 
Symmachus and Libanius. Consequently he might have conducted his cam-

47The hegemon of the troops in Palestine and Phoenicia mentioned in Sozomen's account 
of the first revolt as the one who extricated Julius from his military predicament may still 
have been in command in the eighties. If so, his experience in the first revolt would have been 
at the disposal of Richomer in quelling the second. 

48He fought against his own people at Adrianople, and before the battle had offered his 
own person as a hostage to meet Fritigern's demands; see PLRE, vol. 1, p. 765. 
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paign against the Christian Arab foederati with relish, while his close connec
tions with Libanius in particular might also suggest that he was doing what 
Libanius had suggested to Theodosius in Oration XXIV-avenging Julian. 49 

5. It was only five years before that Mavia had led her troops in person 
against the Romans; it is therefore natural to suppose that she also led them in 
the second revolt. This may be inferred from Libanius's short panegyrical 
letter to Richomer, which is silent on the identity of the vanquished adver
sary. The silence is probably studied; an orator who likened himself and his 
hero Richomer to Homer and Agamemnon respectively would not have cared 
to divulge the fact that the victory he trumpeted was scored against a woman. 50 

What happened to Mavia after the defeat is not known. If a Greek 
inscription found outside Anasartha 51 in Syria refers to her, the queen survived 
her defeat in the second revolt and spent the rest of her life as a pious widow, 
possibly a cloistered one. 

V. THE AFT ERMA TH OF THE REVOLT 

It is almost certain that the defeat of the Tanukhids, coming as it did after 
two revolts, both of which had probably spread far and wide in Oriens, 
entailed some changes in the structure of Arab federate power, in federate
imperial relations, and in the administration of the diocese. 

(1) The powerful and dominant group among thefoederati, the Tanukhids, 
were no longer so. After their military efforts in two revolts and in the Gothic 
War, they must have been considerably weakened and reduced in numbers. 

(2) The Arab tribal structure in Oriens most probably experienced some 
important changes. After their defeat and their disappointments with the 
Romans, it is possible that part of the Tanukhids returned to Persian 52 territory 
whence they had come as a result of their quarrel with Shapur. Most impor
tant is the return of the Lakhmids of the South, the group of Imru' al-Qays or 
part of them, to Persian territory. After what was probably a Ghassanid 
interregnum in J:Iira, they reappear as the rulers of that city; the fall of their 
allies, the Tanukhids, in Oriens and complications in their relations with the 
Romans must be the most plausible explanation of their return. 53 

49See infra, App. 1, pp. 216-19. As a pagan and a friend of Libanius, he might also 
have been a posthumous admirer of Julian. 

'°On the be!!um contra feminam involving a Roman and another Arab queen, Zenobia, see 
"Aurelian," HA, XXVI.3. 

' 1See infra, pp. 222-27. 
"Cf. what the Ghassanids were co do late in the sixth century after their revolt during 

the reign of Maurice when some of them crossed over co the Persians; see Noldeke, GF, p. 31. 
"Exactly when they regained control of J:Iira is not clear, and some of chem may have 

returned even before the Arab revolt during one of the crises in federate-imperial relations in 
the fourth century. After their return co J:Iira, the Lakhmids seem co have kept some contact 
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(3) In spite of the possibility that some of the Taniikhids crossed over to 
the Persian side, they did not completely disappear from the scene of Arab
Byzantine relations, and some of them stayed on as part of the Arab federate 
group until the seventh century. 54 They did so in much the same way that the 
Saliq.ids after their fall stayed on with the new dominant group of the sixth 
century, the Ghassanids. In so doing, they made the tribal structure of the 
Arab federate group even more complex. 

(4) The fall of the Taniikhids signaled the rise of a new Arab group to a 
position of dominance in the service of Byzantium-the Saliq.ids. But the 
threat they had posed in the first revolt and their successes in the Gothic. War 
must have convinced the Romans that the development of a powerful group in 
Oriens was undesirable, 55 valuable as that group had been in wars against the 
Goths and the Persians. This probably explains why the next dominant Arab 
group of foederati in the service of Byzantium, the Saliq.ids of the fifth century, 
were not so powerful or centralized as the Taniikhids, and the Romans appar
ently had no trouble with them throughout the century. It was only as late as 
5 29 that Justinian revived the concept of a centralized and powerful federate 
Arab group in Oriens, 56 only to be abandoned some fifty years later in the reign 
of Maurice. 

(5) The provincial reorganization of Oriens by Theodosius may be re
lated, at least in part, to the revolt of the Taniikhids. It was in this period 
that the emperor separated Egypt from Oriens and created two new provinces, 
Phoenicia Libanensis and Palestina II, separating them from Phoenicia Mari
tima and Palestina I respectively. It was exactly these provinces that felt Arab 
federate thrusts during the first revolt and, as has been suggested above, also 
during the second. 57 

(6) In 387 Theodosius concluded with Persia a peace treaty ,58 and in so 

with Byzantium, which may be illustrated by the relations of their fifth-century king Nu'man 
with such military figures as Antiochus and with St. Simeon. Their fourth-century association 
with Byzantium through Imm' al-Qays is one plausible explanation for such curious contacts; 
on the Lakhmids, see the present writer's articles, "Lakhm" and "Lakhmids" in El', vol. 5, 
pp. 632-34. 

"See infra, pp. 455-57. 
"In much the same way that in the third century they must have decided that the rise 

of a powerful city-state such as Arab Palmyra was undesirable. The end of the two Arab political 
entities, Palmyra and Tanukh, in the third and fourth centuries respectively was alike, once 
they had encountered imperial displeasure. 

"See the present writer in "Arethas, son of Jabalah," pp. 205-16. 
"For this, see Jupra, p. 213, 3b. 
"Theodosius was forced to settle with Persia and agree to a peace treaty whereby Persia 

received four-fifths of Armenia while Byzantium received only one-fifth. In so doing he con
tinued the work of Jovian. Both emperors have been condemned by modern historians for these 
concessions, but the long peace with Persia, which lasted until the reign of Anastasius, justified 
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doing he made the militant and unruly Taniikhids even more dispensable. 
The treaty stabilized the eastern front and ensured for the empire a long peace 
that lasted well over a century. 59 It is this long peace that must be considered 
the most important key for understanding the course of Arab-Byzantine rela
tions toward the end of the fourth and throughout the whole of the fifth 
century. With the Persian front quiet, these relations remained harmonious, 
and the fall of the Salil:iids toward the end of the fifth century was not like 
that of the Taniikhids, the result of a federate-imperial war, but was the result 
of an inter-Arab one that brought about the rise of the Ghassanids as the new 
Arab foederati of Byzantium in the sixth century. 

The Greek literary sources are silent on the fortunes of the Taniikhids 
after 383, but it is just possible that they were noticed in two Greek inscrip
tions discovered near Anasartha in Syria. 60 

APPENDIX I 

Libanius 

Ammianus has his incertum unde concerning the lance that killed Julian in A.D. 363, 
and the student of Arab-Byzantine relations might express in similar terms his puz
zlement over the fall of the Taniikhid client-kingdom in A.D. 383, so shrouded in 
obscurity and so striking after its record in the preceding years. The foregoing 
sections have perhaps dispelled some of the darkness that surrounds its fall, and it 
remains to examine the possible involvement of Libanius. 

A 

Although the orator was aware of the tasks awaiting the newly elevated emperor 
in 3 79 after the disaster of Adrianople, yet in Oration XXIV, dated 3 79, he chose to 
single out the death of Julian, which occurred sixteen years before, and suggest it as 
an assignment for Theodosius to attend to.' The call on the emperor to avenge Julian's 
death is sustained throughout the oration, wherein he develops the theme that Julian's 
death was murder and that the murder was perpetrated by the Arabs. 

Four years later, in A.D. 383, the Taniikhids fell after a campaign not conducted 
by Theodosius himself but by one of his magistri, the Frank Richomer, and the 
question immediately arises as to whether or not Libanius was involved. When one 
remembers that Libanius had in his oration instigated the emperor himself against the 

the humiliating peace conditions. Whether Theodosius would or could have reacted differencly 
to Shapiir's invasion of Armenia if he had had a powerful Arab client-kingdom such as that of 
the Taniikhids must remain an open question; the war with Maximus in 387 was more vital 
to his interests and security than the retention of Armenia, and the war with Eugenius in 
392 further confirmed his judgment; for the Peace with Persia in 387, see EC, pp. 250-51. 

"With the exception of two minor wars, which did not last long, during the reign of 
Theodosius II. 

'°See infra, pp. 222-38. 
'For a detailed analysis of this oration, see supra, pp. 126-29. 
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Arabs, that he was specific in pointing his finger at them as Julian's murderers, that 
in A.O. 383 Richomer appears in Antioch as Theodosius's magister, that Libanius 
addresses to his pagan friend a congratulatory letter' on a victorious campaign in the 
very same years that the Taniikhid Arabs fell, it is difficult to resist the conclusion 
that Libanius was in some way involved in their fall. Richomer did not set out from 
Constantinople to avenge the death of Julian, but avenging Julian may have been an 
element in his thinking, especially after he reached Antioch and established contact 
with Libanius. The severity with which he meted out punishment for the revolt could 
also suggest that he might have been influenced by the orator. 

Libanius's Autobiography, Oration I, has been examined earlier for data on the 
question of Julian's death, but it was the Autobiography in its original form dated to 
374, during Valens's reign, that has been examined. 3 The addenda to this original form, 
written in the period 374-92, have some material relevant to the possible involve
ment of Libanius in avenging Julian's death during the reign of Theodosius. 4 

Most important is his description of the arrival of Richomer in Antioch as 
magister and the latter's anxiety to be counted among his friends (sec. 219). Especially 
relevant is his saying that Richomer not only became his friend but also was ill
disposed toward those who were not his friends: yEvoµevri~ OE i]µiv <ptA.La~ i:oi~ o'O 
<pLA.O'UOtV i]µa~ <'tvtapa~. Those who were not friends ofLibanius could, of course, be 
fellow Antiochenes or others in the imperial administration, but it is quite possible 
that this is an implied reference to the Arabs, whom he accused of murdering Julian 
and who must have been aware of the orator's campaign against them and were thus 
dedicated enemies of his. A reference in an earlier section of the Autobiography could 
give some confirmation to this view. In section 138 he says that an <'tv~p BapBapo~ 
tried to rouse the emperor against him for his having continued to lament the death of 
Julian and that as a result Jovian tried to kill him. Now the barbarian could easily be 
an Arab foederatus' who was one of the Taniikhids. These were still around Antioch in 
383, and thus it is quite possible that it was they who were the object of Richomer's 
displeasure. 6 

In section 220 Libanius speaks of Theodosius's admiration for him; thus four 

'For the letter, see supra, p. 210 and notes 34-35. It is noteworthy that in this letter 
Li bani us is not explicit in his reference to the Arabs as the target of Richomer' s campaign, 
whereas in Oration XXIV he had referred to them by name, accusing them of murdering 
Julian. What mattered to him now was the fall of Julian's murderers and not advertising his 
complicity; furthermore, he might have been afraid of retaliation against himself; see infra, 
note 6. 

3For this, see supra, p. 126. 
'For the chronology of the various parts of the Autobiography, see Norman, Libanius' Auto

biography, pp. xii-xiv. 
'For an analysis of this section of the Autobiography involving <'.tv~p ~6.p~apoi;, see Chap. 3, 

App., supra, pp. 135-37. 
'Section 138 thus makes even clearer why Libanius is reluctant to be explicit about the 

Arabs in the Autobiography and in his congratulatory letter to Richomer; he was afraid of 
retaliation, and his experiences with Jovian had remained fresh in his memory. On his melan
choly, neuroses, and concern for his health as "the most significant factor in his life," see 
Norman, op. cit., p. xi. 
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years after he composed his Oration XXIV, addressed to Theodosius, Libanius was 
still in the good graces of the latter, and this triangular relationship, involving 
Theodosius, Richomer, and Libanius, documented in secs. 219-20, could point to 
the involvement of Libanius in the fall of the Arab foederati, who for him were Julian's 
murderers. Jovian had turned a deaf ear to his appeals and even had tried to kill him, 
and Libanius had had to wait a good sixteen years before a new emperor acceded who 
was receptive to his appeals for revenge. 7 

Julian's death was thus an issue in the reign of Theodosius and not only a theme 
in oratorical literature. The campaign of revenge conducted by the influential rhetor
ician over the years finally bore fruit and became an element in the fall of the 
Tanukhids. If, according to Libanius, Julian's death was an assassination, one may 
wonder whether the fall of the Tanukhids may not also be described, at least partly, 
in similar terms. 

B 

A few years after the death of Theodosius, an anti-German reaction set in. 
Around A.D. 400 Synesius set out from Cyrene and stayed in Constantinople for some 
three years, during which he delivered a speech before Arcadius, Ilepl Ba0t11.e(ac;, in 
which he lamented the fact of German dominance in the army and in the capital and 
urged its eradication. 8 It may be extravagant to assume that the deliverance of Con
stantinople from the Goths and the termination of the Gothic dominance in the East 
were the result of a speech; but it is reasonable to suppose that it was an element in 
the process. 

Bury described Synesius's speech addressed to Arcadius as an anti-German mani
festo;9 Libanius's, too, addressed to Theodosius, may also with some measure of truth 
be called an anti-Arab manifesto. Addressed to father and son, the two speeches were 
an element in the fall of the Arabs and the Goths respectively. Thus the two docu
ments have a certain affinity; but while that of Synesius has long been recognized for 
what it was, Libanius's has not, since it had been plagued with a textual obscurity 10 

that has militated against the recognition of the anti-Arab sentiment in it. As a 
result, this oration has been studied as a rhetorician's call for revenge and for ascer
taining what happened to Julian when he died sixteen years before the accession of 
Theodosius. The establishment of the crucial reading involving the Arabs has now 
shown the importance of the speech for the reign of Theodosius himself. Certain pas
sages in the Autobiography and in Libanius's congratulatory letter to Richomer can now 
be related to the speech, which thus becomes an important document for the possible 

'In 363, it was an CXV'Yjp f3apf3apoi; who had instigated the Emperor Jovian against Libanius; 
in 379, it is Libanius who is instigating the Emperor Theodosius against the Arabs. Thus the 
relevant passages in the Autobiography and in Oration XXIV establish a strand of continuity in 
the story of Julian's death and in the campaign of revenge conducted by both parties. 

'For the speech, see PG, 66, cols. 1053-1108; for a commentary on it, see A. Fitzgerald 
in The Essays and Hymns of Synesius of Cyrene (Oxford, 1930), pp. 183-210. 

9See Bury, History of the Later Roman Empire, vol. 1, p. 129. 
10For a discussion of this, see supra, pp. 126--29. 
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involvement of Libanius in the process that finally brought about the downfall of the 
first Arab client-kingdom of Byzantium, the Taniikhids. 

APPENDIX II 

Victor's Retirement 

A 

The Vita lsaacii is a valuable source on the whereabouts of Victor in the first trien
nium of Theodosius's reign and on the question of his retirement, which had been 
discussed without reference to it. The Vita makes clear that he was still employed and 
stationed in Constantinople. 1 This may be inferred from his close association in the 
service of Theodosius with one who had certainly not retired, namely, Saturninus, the 
two sharing almost identical assignments. 

However, Victor did retire early in the reign of Theodosius but exactly when is 
not entirely clear. The only hint that he did so comes from one of the letters (134) of 
Gregory of Nazianzus: NLXWV yap toi~ O:rtA.Ol~ tot)~ :rtOAEµ(ou~, EW~ e~ijv, xat 
vuv :rravi:a~ VLX<)~ XP'tJOTOT't]TL. But even this does not necessarily imply that he had 
actually retired; the second part of the sentence, xat viiv :rravi:ai; VLX<)~ XP'tJITTOT't]TL, 
could mean that he was not engaged in field operations, in contrast to the first, which 
refers to his active military career. The letter is dated to the second half of the year' 
381, but is more likely to have been written in 382/83, since it comes after letter 133 
datable to 382, and most probably it does allude to his retirement. The other letter 
(134) addressed to Victor invokes his aid in behalf of orthodoxy at the Synod of 
Constantinople which met in the summer of 382, and thus suggests that Victor had 
not retired by then. 

Perhaps October 382, the date of the Settlement with the Goths, might serve as 
terminus. Saturninus alone is mentioned in that connection; but Victor was a veteran 
diplomat who had negotiated on many occasions for Rome, and twice with the very 
same Goths, and, what is more, has been associated with Saturninus at the battle of 
Adrianople and afterwards in Constantinople in the service of Theodosius. His non
participation in the Settlement of 382 could suggest that he had by then retired. 3 In 
the summer of the same year was held the Synod of Constantinople with reference to 
which Gregory addressed his appeal to Victor, and the latter's response to that appeal 

1Bur possibly not on active duty owing to his advanced age. It should also be remem
bered that his magisterium was praesentale, and this explains the nature of the duties he performed 
and which are referred to in the Vita. 

'According to the editor and translator of his letters, Paul Gallay; see his Saint Gregoire 
de Nazianze: Lettres, vol. 2, p. 23. 

'For a discussion of Victor's magisterium under Theodosius and the question of his retire
ment, see Demandt, "Magister Militum," cols. 712-13. He argued cogently against Waas for 
the retention of Victor by Theodosius on the strength of Gregory's two letters. However, he 
did not use the Vita lsaacii, which, unlike the two letters of the church father, explicitly 
links Victor to Theodosius himself. The Vita does not give his military rank; both he and 
Saturninus are described as tvbol;oi:a-toi;, but Gregory's letter (133) is addressed to Victor as 
m:patl'jA<ltl']i;. Thus the Vita and the letter fortify each other and argue for his magisterium 
under Theodosius. 
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may well have been his last act in public life, which he chose to be in the service of 
the ecclesia. His retirement 4 may thus be narrowed down to the short interval that 
elapsed between the synod and the Settlement, the summer of 382. 

In addition to providing evidence for his retention by Theodosius, not to be 
found elsewhere in the sources, the Vita provides data on Victor that are intimate and 
revealing, especially on the religious strand in him that was growing stronger.' This 
must be added to his advanced age as background for his retirement. 

B 

In spite of the fact that advanced age or religiosity may be considered as grounds 
for Victor's retirement in the summer of 382, they are not entirely convincing. His 
colleague Saturninus 6 must have been then at least as old as he was since he had been 
in the service for more than thirty years and was to endure until A.D. 400. Besides, 
Victor's nonparticipation in the negotiations for the Settlement with the Goths 
cannot be ascribed to old age. He is attested in Constantinople for the year 382, still 
active as magister praesentalis in the service of Theodosius, and a diplomatic mission 
such as that to the Goths would not have been a strenuous assignment. Thus, one 
would have expected the veteran soldier-diplomat to have participated in the famous 
Settlement of October 382. 

It is therefore possible to conclude that disagreements developed between him 
and Theodosius and that these drove him to resign. The Germanophile policy of the 
emperor could not have been a factor, since Theodosius had retained him for some 
three years, and in spite of the dominance of the Germans in his high command, there 
were many non-Germans. Coming as it did just before the Settlement with the Goths 
in 382 and before the Arab revolt in 383, Victor's retirement may then be profitably 
set and discussed within this context. 

It has been argued that it was in this very period that the Tanukhids must have 
pressed their claims for more favorable terms of their foedus with Rome, based on their 
record in the Gothic War and on their orthodoxy. Theodosius was understandably 
reluctant to see the rise of a second civitas foederata within the limes, in Oriens, and near 
the Persian border, after the first in Lower Moesia on the Danube. He was as distant 
from the Arabs as Victor was close. As their friend in the imperial administration and 
one who understood the value of the Arab horse in the wars of Byzantium, Victor 
would have championed their cause and the acceptance of their terms, which he would 
have judged reasonable and less dangerous than those of the impending settlement with 

'The exact date of Victor's retirement is of importance not on! y to the history of the 
magisterium under Theodosius I but also to the discussion of Arab-Byzantine relations, which 
foundered in the early years of Theodosius's reign. 

'This gives some support to the view expressed above that Victor chose to retire after 
his contribution to the welfare of the ecc!esia at the Synod of Constantinople. For a Greek 
inscription that might possibly refer to him, see infra, pp. 227-38. 

6For Sacurninus, see PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 807-8. 
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the nonorthodox Goths, and, moreover, he may have been opposed to that settlement. 
All this would have been unacceptable to Theodosius; hence the disagreements be
tween the emperor and his magister praesentalis, which resulted in the resignation of 
Victor and his nonparticipation in the Settlement of 382. 



VI 

Two Greek Inscriptions 

I. ANASARTHA: MARTYRIUM EXTRA MUROS 

0 ne of the two Greek inscriptions that may be relevant to the history of 
the Taniikhids was found outside the city limits of Anasartha in Syria, 

not far from the Euphrates:' 

[ + f]uvmxdai; qruoEwi; Maou(a [0auµao-] 
[t]ov (?) a[y]aAµa, owcppoouvrii; tE x[al EtJOE~-] 
[E] (ai; m'Jtfii; xal cp(tA)avbp(ai; x[Mrn; (?), fa-] 
[tt] OEV ay(ou µaptUpLOV 0wµa t[outO, x,p-] 
[ 6 ]voti; lvbtxttwvoi; t' tou lA'l)J' [ihoui; + ] 

The inscription is dated A.D. 425 (737 of the Seleucid Era) and the 
honorand is an Arab lady by the name of Mavia. In addition to the enumera
tion of her virtues, the inscription commemorates her erection of a martyrium 

dedicated to St. Thomas. 

1 

The main interest of the inscription is the identity of the Arab lady. The 
editor of the text argued that she must be related to Queen Mavia' and 
suggested she was her granddaughter born of the marriage of Mavia's daughter 
to Victor. This is a possible identification, based primarily on the date of the 
inscription and what the editor considers the improbability of Mavia's being 
alive in A. D. 425. But there is no evidence that Mavia had a granddaughter 
through the marriage of her daughter to Victor, or that the presumed daugh
ter was named Mavia, or that she was as described in the inscription. The 
editor is right in affirming the Mavian connection of the honorand; however, 
the difficulty he had in entertaining an identification with the queen on 

1See Mouterde and Poidebard, Le limes de Chalcis, vol. 1, rexte, pp. 194-95. 
'Which indeed must be true, as will be evident in the course of this section; besides, 

the name "Mavia," although not uncommon, is restricted to some famous women among the 
Arabs in pre-Islamic times; on this name, see supra, pp. 194-97. 
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chronological grounds is not insuperable and is indeed negotiable, while the 
praises of Mavia recited in the inscription, when set against the aftermath of 
the second Arab revolt in the reign of Theodosius, could point to the honor
and's being Mavia herself rather than her granddaughter. 

( 1) Mavia could have lived to a ripe old age3 and could have been alive in 
the twenties of the fifth century. As she was vigorous enough to lead her 
armies in person in A.D. 378, she could have been at that time 35 to 40 years 
old, 4 and thus it is not inconceivable that she lived to be in her eighties, 
outliving the termination of her first revolt by some forty-seven years. 5 

(2) The praises of Mavia sounded louanges hyperboliques to the editor, and 
indeed they would when applied to a lady about whom nothing is known, 
such as the one whose existence was posited by the editor. But they do not 
sound so when applied to Mavia herself, since this is exactly the tone of the 
accounts of the ecclesiastical writers who recorded her exploits in the first 
revolt and who were, indeed, struck by her virtues in war and in peace, by 
what the inscription refers to as her aw<ppOCTUV'l'} and E'UCTEBna. 6 Sozomen 
explicitly mentions that her victories over the Romans were still remembered 
in songs of the fifth century, and it would indeed be remarkable if the Greek 
inscription remembered Mavia in similar or identical terms, thus reflecting 
some of the sentiments expressed in the Arabic poems that have not survived. 

(3) Although the career of Mavia fully corroborates the epigraphic refer
ence to her awcppoaUVY] and E'UaEBna, yet these, or at least the latter, may 
be considered conventional virtues, and so they are nondistinctive, the kind 
that would be included in a commemorative inscription. However, one among 
her virtues, the last, qJLAavbp(a, is not so conventional. Mavia's conjugal love 
brings to mind an item in the ecclesiastical accounts, namely, that she was 
widowed. The implication of her qJLAavop(a is that she did not remarry and 
remained faithful in her love for her husband after his death; thus the virtue of 

'To have led the Arab revolt in person, she must have been possessed of a strong constitu
tion; thus her longevity is not so surprising, especially since she retired early in the reign of 
Theodosius and lived a quiet life. It is of interest to mention that one of her fellow tribesmen, 
Zuhayr ibn-Janab al-Kalbi:, an important historical figure in pre-Islamic Arabia, lived to an 
almost legendary age; see Abu-J:::latim al-Sijistani:, Kitiib al-Mu'ammarin, ed. 'Abd al-Mun'im 
'Amir (Cairo, 1961), pp. 31-36. On the Kalbite affiliation of Mavia, see supra, pp. 196-97. 

'Arab girls are nubile at a very early age; thus it is perfectly possible that Mavia married 
as a teenager and thus could have had a daughter who was of marriageable age when she herself 
was in her late thirties. 

'Not fifty-three as stated by the editor, who followed others in dating Mavia's revolt to 
A.O. 272/73. 

6These two terms are not actually used by the ecclesiastical historians, but their accounts 
of her exploits in the first revolt could easily be summed up in these two terms since these 
accounts speak of her competence in directing the war and of her strict doctrinal position in 
insisting on an orthodox bishop. 
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(j)LAav6p(a could imply a widowed state, and this brings the Mavia of the 
inscription very close to the widowed queen. 7 

(4) The location of the martyrium that she erected is also noteworthy; it is 
extra muros. If the honorand had been the daughter of Victor, she would have 
been the daughter of a Roman citizen, and consequently a citizen herself. She 
would not have found it difficult to have a martyrium erected within the city 
walls, as indeed the one referred to in the second of these two Greek inscrip
tions was. But the martyrium of St. Thomas was erected extra muros and this 
suggests that the benefactor was a noncitizen such as Mavia, the foederata, 

was. 
(5) That Mavia is not referred to in the inscription as ~a<JLALO<Ja is only 

natural. 8 Even if, after the revolt, she continued to be queen, at least among 
her own people, she would have ceased to be such in her eighties. The 
chances, however, are that after the failure of the second revolt she renounced 
the world and led a private and sequestered life, possibly a cloistered one. 9 

Thus the unusual name, Mavia, the location of the inscription outside 
the walls of Anasartha, 10 and the striking correspondence between the virtues 
recited in the epigraphic and the literary sources all point to the fact that the 
honorand in the inscription is most probably none other than the queen of the 
literary sources. 

2 

The dedication of the martyrium to St. Thomas raises some important 
questions in the history of Arab Christianity in this period and of Taniikhid 
Christianity in particular. As has been pointed out by the editor, the saint in 
question could not have been the Apostle's namesake, the Syrian monk who 
died in A.D. 551. The saint can only have been the Apostle Thomas, and the 
dedication of the martyrium to him rather than to another saint is likely to be 
significant. 

The Taniikhids hailed from the Land of the Two Rivers where they had 
wandered from }::Ura to Mesopotamia before they crossed over to the Romans 
and became their foederati. But the cult of St. Thomas was widespread in 
Mesopotamia and the Apostle had a martyrium dedicated to him at Edessa, as 

'Cf. the qnAavbpia of the Arab martyr Ruhayma of the sixth century; see the present 
writer's Martyrs, p. 57. 

'See infra, p. 226, (3). 
'Cf. the fortunes of the SalIJ:iid Dawud (David), the Arab client-king of Byzantium in the fifth 

century, and those of the Ethiopian Negus, Caleb, in the sixth; the first will be discussed in 
the second volume of this series, BAFIC; for the second, see the present writer in "The Kebra 
Nagast in the Light of Recent Research," Le Museon, 89 (1976), pp. 166-72. 

100n the association of the Arabs and, what is more, a Kalbite king with Anasartha, see 
infra, p. 405 note 218; see also supra, note 3. 
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mentioned by Socrates and Sozomen, and visited by Egeria late in the fourth 
century. 11 The Tanukhids, who had been in those regions, would certainly have 
carried with them their veneration for St. Thomas when they left the service 
of the Persians and went over to the Romans. The translation of his relics to 

Edessa in A.D. 394 would only have added an impetus to the cult of St. 
Thomas in the region; 12 thus a martyrium dedicated to him some quarter of a 
century later near Anasartha seems explicable. 

There was another reason for the veneration of the Tanukhid Arabs to St. 
Thomas, related to their Mesopotamian origin. Edessa, the great center of 
Christianity in that region, had been ruled for a long time by an Arab 
dynasty, the Abgarids, evangelized by Thaddeus, one of the Seventy, who had 
been sent by Thomas, one of the Twelve. 13 The Tanukhids, like all the Arab 
tribes of Mesopotamia, must have looked up to the Abgarids and their capital 
as the main Arab and Christian center in the region, and it is more than likely 
that even when they emigrated and settled in Syria they continued to look up 
to Edessa rather than Antioch as the fount of their faith. The saint, so 
venerated in Edessa, the city of the Abgarids and the great center of the 
Semitic Christian Orient, would thus have continued to be venerated among 
the Tanukhids, who were in a special relationship to the Abgarids as Arabs, 
the Arab patrons of Christianity in the Roman period. 14 

Thus the dedication of the martyrium to St. Thomas is in all probability 
significant; it reflects the continuance of the spiritual bonds that united the 
Tanukhids to Mesopotamia, to Edessa, and to the Abgarids. It could also 
suggest that St. Thomas may have been their patron saint in much the same 
way that St. Sergius was to be that of the Ghassanids in the sixth century. 

3 
Whether the Mavia of the inscription is the queen or one of her descen

dants is a matter of detail, which does not affect the value of this precious 
inscription, from which the following general conclusions may be drawn. 

(1) The main value of the inscription consists in its being the only Greek 
source that indicates the area where the Tanukhid foederati were settled. The 

llQn this, see H. Delehaye, "Les origines du culce des martyres," Subsidia Hagiographica, 
20 (Brussels, 1933), pp. 212-13. 

12The reputed relics of St. Thomas were translated to Edessa from India and were trans
lated again to the island of Chios, and thence to Ortona. 

13This tradition was already current early in the fourth century and was popularized by 
Eusebius, who apparently accepted it as true: Eusebius, HE, I.xiii. 

1'The memory of the Abgarids must have remained green for some time after their fall, 
especially among the Arabs of the region. Egeria saw their palace in Edessa which was still 
standing in the fourth century. The assumption of the name Abgar by some of the bishops of 
that century may also be indicative; see infra, p. 345. 
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literary sources have not a word on this point, while this source, a solid 
epigraphic one, places them in Chalcidice. The confrontation of the Arabic 
literary sources with this Greek epigraphic one yields the same conclusion; for 
it is in this very region that the former place the Taniikhids, and thus the 
confrontation incidentally testifies to the essential authenticity of the Arabic 
sources. These speak of Beroea (Aleppo) and Chalcis (Qinnasrin) as the camps 
of the Taniikhids in the province of Syria, close enough to Anasartha; the last, 
however, is not unremembered as a possible location for the Tanukhids since 
the geographers Yaqiit and Bakr1 have a few details that suggest an Arab 
settlement in or near Anasartha in pre-Islamic times. 15 

(2) The location of the martyrium of St. Thomas outside the walls of 
Anasartha is noteworthy. It brings to mind Sergiopolis, outside the walls of 
which the Ghassanids erected a martyrium for St. Sergius, also extra muros. 
These erections clearly indicate that the foederati were not quartered within the 
cities but outside them, in the vicinity. This is paralleled by the sites of their 
military camps, also outside the cities, the parembolae of the Greek sources and 
the ~iyar of the Arabic sources, which are explicit on the point. 16 

(3) The inscription sheds some light on the spiritual life of the Taniikhid 
royal house which may also be gathered from and is consonant with the 
accounts of the ecclesiastical historians. In section 1 above it has been argued 
that the Mavia of the inscription is the queen, and according to this analysis 
the inscription is informative on the last years of her life and probably also on 
her fortunes after the failure of the second revolt, when the literary sources, so 
informative on her during the reign of Valens, become suddenly silent. In the 
inscription she appears as a devout woman whose last act after an active career 
in the reign of Valens was the erection of a church in honor of the Apostle 
Thomas. 17 In so doing, she may have been the first Arab queen to engage in 
such an activity, in which she was followed by others. 18 

(4) The language of the inscription is also revealing. Almost a hundred 
years before, Imru' al-Qays's commemorative inscription at Namara had been 
written in Arabic, but Mavia's is in Greek. 19 Although the subject matter of 

"For the Arabic sources, see infra, p. 405. 
16/bid. 
170n the monastery of I;Ianna erected by the Tanukhids in l;Ifra, see Yiiqut, Mu'jam al

Buldan, 5 vols. (Beirut, 1955-57), vol. 2, p. 507. On their churches mentioned in the Arabic 
and Syriac sources, see infra, pp. 425, 431, and 433-35. 

18Such as Hind, the Kindite princess and wife of the Lakhmid MunJir, the Arab client
king of Persia in the sixth century. She built a monastery, "Dayr Hind," which survived at 
least until the days of Harun al-Rashid, as did her inscription written in Arabic, which after 
the Namiira inscription is the most important document for written Arabic in pre-Islamic times; 
see Yiiqut, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 542-43. 

19Cf. Hind's inscription in the previous note. The Lakhmids continued to write their 
inscriptions in Arabic since the time of Imm' al-Qays. l;IIra was an Arab foundation, outside 
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the inscription could explain the choice of Greek rather than Arabic, it is 
possible to conclude that after a hundred years of association with Byzantium, 
the process of acculturation had made good progress among the foederati. But 
it is certain that Arabic remained the language of the rank and file among 
them, while Greek was spoken among the higher echelons and was used 
precisely on such occasions as the dedication of a martyrium. 20 

(5) Finally, both the inscription and the erection indicate that the Arab 
foederati of Byzantium in the fourth century were neither nomadic nor unlet
tered. The misconception that they were such has arisen because their history 
has been obscure and unattended to and its students had not assembled the 
evidence from the inscriptions and from the literary sources, especially the 
Arabic, and confronted these two sets of sources with each other. Further
more, the foederati were a mobile striking force and their mobility was con
fusedly equated with nomadism. It is evident, however, that they were not 
nomads but were sedentaries who had their own permanent establishments 
outside the big cities. Far from being a nomadizing and unsettling element, 
they were the watchmen of the imperial frontier against the inroads of the no
mads from the Arabian Peninsula, and as builders of castles, palaces, churches, 
and monasteries, they were active participants in the development of settled 
life in the Byzantine limitrophe. 21 

II. ANASARTHA: MARTYRIUM INTRA MUROS 

The second of these two Greek inscriptions was found within the walls of 
Anasartha: 22 

[M]aptUOLV E'(J'lJµVOLOL JtOA'\JA.A.ltoV UV0Eto Vl]Oµ, 
[Jt]onov im' a'leou~, o~WL xal EpXEOLV EUXtLtov ©OE 
[11.a]µJtp6tato~ LLMav6~, a.El xpmtwv tv 'EpEµ6ol~· 
[Jta]vta b' im' fVVEOll]OlV Ct.JtOLX,OµEVlj~ 0Eto Jtmb6~, 

5 [Jta]vtOll]W' 6.pEt~LOLV Ct.OLO<Lµ>otatlj~ XaoLOa0lj~ 
[6.]µcpl CJJUA.UpX,Ol <ol>ov bi~ ~V~EUSUV UVUXtE~. 
['Q~ x]al JtEV00~ EJtUUOE to JtatplOV . OU()' im' o['(wL tE] 

the range of Greek and even of Persian. There is no record of a Persian inscription in l;Iira, 
although the city was within the range of Persian cultural influence. The foreign language that 
could have been used in inscriptions at l;Iira would have been Syriac. 

"'The poems composed to commemorate Mavia's victory ca. A.D. 380 were written in 
Arabic and were still recited in the fifth century, according to Sozomen; see infra, pp. 443-
48. 

21Most clearly illustrated by the Ghass~nids of the sixth century; on the Tanukhids, see 
infra, pp. 395-407, 418-35, and 465-76, which have materials on this aspect of Tanukhid 
history. 

"See Jalabert and Mouterde, IGLSYR, vol. 2, pp. 168-69. 
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[xm]p&L, U<p' a'lµam<~> ev-d Aax,dv y€prn;, oux,[L ofowtm ?] 
[oon~] ooov '\jJaAµOLOLV bt' EUX,WAUL~ tE xo[pfo0ri ?], 

10 [a.AA' o~] 0ELOtatriLm ypa<paL~ EX,E µEta [vofJom ?]. 

The inscription consists of ten hexameters and may be divided into three 
parts: 

( 1) The first three lines speak of a certain Silvanus who erected a shrine 
for the celebrated martyrs (lines 1-3). 

(2) In doing so, he acted on the suggestion of a young girl celebrated for 
her virtues, by the name of Chasidat (lines 4-6). 

(3) The third part consists of ethical and pious statements: glory is at
tained by sacrificing one's own blood; salvation is attained not by recitation 
of psalms and prayers but by a genuine change of life according to the Holy 
Scriptures (lines 7-10). 

1 

The inscription is of great historical importance to Arab-Byzantine rela
tions; unfortunately it is undated, and some crucial words are effaced or 
mutilated. The main problem it raises is that of identifying the two person
ages mentioned, namely, Silvanus and Chasidat. The inscription has been 
commented upon twice 23 and both commentaries are gallant attempts at solving 
the problem of identification. The attempts, however, must be adjudged 
unsatisfactory, and before a fresh attempt is made, criticism must be brought 
to bear on the old identifications. 

The First Commentary 
( 1) The editor suggests that Silvanus was dux Arabiae on the ground that 

he is described in line 3 as toujours puissant parmi /es Arabes. But the Arabs 
were to be found not only in Arabia but in other provinces of Oriens, and so 
the use of the gentilic does not justify an identification with dux Arabiae. He 
also suggests that he could have been the dux Phoenicis and this too is unjusti
fied. The inscription was found not in Phoenicia but in the province of Syria 
where Anasartha was located, and this, too, militates against his first identi
fication of Silvanus with dux Arabiae. 

(2) The girl Chasidat is identified as a princess whom perhaps the Ghas
sanid phylarchs gave in marriage to Silvanus. There is no evidence whatsoever 
that the strange name Chasidat is a Ghassanid name or that a Ghassanid 
princess was married to a Roman officer; furthermore, there is the fact that 
this dates the inscription to the sixth century, while, as the editor himself is 
aware, the inscription should be dated earlier on paleographic grounds. 

"Ibid., pp. 169-71; and Mouterde and Poidebard, Le limeJ de ChalciJ, vol. 1, pp. 193-94, 
where Mouterde returned to the inscription which he had commenced upon six years earlier. 
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More serious than his identification of the phylarchs in the inscription 
with the Ghassanid ones is his view that "le mariage d'un officier byzantin et d'une 
fille des grant/es tentes n'est pas un fait isole." This has been disputed earlier in this 
book, where it has been shown that, as far as is known, it happened only this 
once, namely, in the case of Mavia' s daughter and Victor. 24 

The Second Commentary 
The editor comes to closer grips with the problem of identification by 

suggesting some Roman commanders who carried the name "Silvanus" and 
tries to identify the Silvanus of the inscription with one or two of them. 

(1) The first is a Silvanus who was dux limitis et comes Silbanus, in whose 
honor a Latin inscription was engraved at Khan al-Abyac;l on the route from 
Damascus to Palmyra. This is impossible to accept. Silvanus of the Greek 
inscription is a Christian, while Silvanus of the Latin one is clearly a pagan. 
Khan al-Abyac;l is in Phoenicia Libanensis quite far from Anasartha in Syria. 
The sentiments of the Khan al-Abyac;l inscription, Latin and pagan, are en
tirely different from those of the Greek Christian inscription of Anasartha. The 
actions of the two Silvani are also different, although the editor thinks they 
were identical. The one builds a martyrium, the other a castrum for the conve
nience of the wayfarer in the desert. This identification, therefore, cannot be 
entertained at all. 

(2) The editor himself is aware of the difficulties involved, and thus he 
tries to identify him with another Silvanus, one of the ancestors of Rufinus, 
magister militum per Orientem in 514/15. According to Procopius, Rufinus was 
the son of Silvanus and his ancestors were known to Kawad, the Persian king 
to whom Rufinus was sent on a fruitless embassy by Justinian in 527. The 
editor concludes that the Silvanus of the Latin inscription of Khan al-Abyac;l 
could have been the ancestor of Silvanus, the father of Rufinus, and that the 
Silvanus of the Greek inscription could have been a member of the family 
whose genealogical line extended from Silvanus of Khan al-Abyac;l to Rufinus 
the magister militum of the reign of Anastasius. Thus he is both a descendant of 
Silvanus of Khan al-Abyac;l and an ancestor of Rufinus. 

This is pure guesswork replete with hypothetical statements, without 
any evidence whatsoever to support this reconstruction, and this is true of 
both the genealogical as well as the functional part, according to which three 
members of this long line of Silvani united the function of the ducatus limitis 

"See supra, p. 159 note 82. The same mistake is repeated in the second commentary, 
where marriages of the Umayyads with the daughters of the tribal chiefs are instanced. These 
are entirely different marital transactions which belong co a different world, that of Islam, but 
what is more important is that these marriages were contracted between two parties that were 
both Arab, which thus sharply distinguishes them from the one referred to in the inscription. 
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with being great proprietors of lands along the Euphrates and, furthermore, 
were united by marriage alliances to the great families of the nomadic Arabs. 

It is not difficult to see why the editor reasoned the way he did. Starting 
from the assumption that the marriage of a Roman officer to an Arab lady was 
common, he looked for Roman officers in the region whose names were or 
could have been the same as that of the officer mentioned in the inscription 
and then made his identifications. He did not realize that these marriages are 
unattested except in one solitary case, and so he was misled into a conclusion 
which has no support whatsoever in actual fact and which, as has been 
indicated, rests on a false assumption. An entirely new approach to the study 
of the inscription is therefore necessary. 

2 

The intensive examination of the course of Arab-Byzantine relations in 
the reigns of Valens and of Theodosius I will now serve as a background for 
unlocking the secrets of this inscription, 25 and its contents will be the chief 
guide for identifying its Silvanus. 

The striking datum in the inscription is that the Roman officer was 
married to an Arab girl; as has been indicated, this is an isolated and unique 
case, the only instance on record being that of Victor, the magister equitum 
praesentalis, marrying the Saracen princess, Mavia's daughter. The process of 
identification will then proceed from this confrontation of the literary and 
epigraphic sources, and the result will show that it is perfectly possible, 
almost certain, that the Silvanus of the inscription is none other than Victor 
himself and that Chasidat is none other than Mavia's daughter. As to how 
Victor appears in the inscription as Silvanus, this will turn out to be a 
perfectly negotiable difficulty. 

Not only does the fact of his marriage to Mavia's daughter, an Arab 
princess, commend the identification of Victor with Silvanus but also all the 
other data about him in the inscription: 

(1) The first and most important is line 3, which reads: 11.aµ:rtp61:m;o~ 
LLA~av6~ ClEL xpai;fo)V £V 'EpEµ~o'i~. This is the magister praesentalis who 
composed the differences between Mavia and Valens, married her daughter, 
and secured the contribution of a contingent of Arab cavalry for the Gothic 
War. 26 

"The relevant features of the careers of Victor, Mavia, and her daughter as studied in the 
two preceding chapters on the reigns of Valens and Theodosius I are essential for following the 
arguments presented in this section for the proposed identifications. 

26Aaµ:n:p6ta-toi; is most probably used not as a technical term but as a literary locution, 
reflecting his fame and prestige. He is addressed by Valens as magnifica auctoritas tua (Cod. 
Theod., VII.4. 12), and in the Vita Isaacii he is referred to twice as tvbo~6tatoi; (p. 249 D; 
p. 251 F). In this period, Aaµ:n:p6tatoi; would have been sufficient to describe him as magister, 
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(2) He appears as a pious man who builds a shrine for the martyrs; he 
had engaged in a similar activity when he donated his own property at 
Psamathea, a suburb of Constantinople, for accommodating St. Isaac m a 
monastery. 

(3) The pious reflection" in the inscription (lines 8-10), namely, that 
salvation can be achieved not by reciting the Psalms and prayers but by a 
change in the course of life according to the Holy Scriptures, is consonant 
with the image of Victor early in the reign of Theodosius as reflected in the 
Vita Isaacii. 

Thus the unique case of a Roman officer married to an Arab girl, forti
fied by many striking details, points to Victor. And no officer in the annals 
of Arab-Byzantine relations answers to this description other than he. 

It remains now to solve the onomastic problem that involves the identi
fication of Silvanus with Victor: 

( 1) The assimilated Sarmatian presumably assumed the tria nomina of the 
Romans. Only two of his names, his praenomen and cognomen, have survived, 
namely, Flavius and Victor respectively. 28 His nomen could very well have been 
Silvanus, his full name being Flavius Silvanus Victor. 

(2) The inscription is composed in hexameters, and the one in which his 
name appears, line 3, cannot scan with either Flavius or Victor. Thus a 
metrical exigency probably determined the choice of Silvanus and the rejection 
of Victor as his name in the inscription, just as it most probably explains the 
use of 'EpEµBo( rather than "ApaBE; or LapaxrivoL 

(3) The choice of Silvanus rather than Victor, or possibly the assumption 
of a new name, such as Silvanus, is also consonant with the image of Victor as 
reflected in the Vita Isaacii and what has been said above on the strengthening 
of the religious strand in him in the early years of Theodosius's reign. The last 
pious sentiment in the inscription could corroborate this. He changed the 
course of his life from magister to a simple private citizen, and he might have 
thought that the high-sounding and pretentious name Victor was inappropri
ate to a man who had renounced the world. Already his Latin name, Victor, 

but most important as a consideration that might have weighed with the one who composed 
the inscription in hexameters is the fact that it is the only honorific title that makes the 
hexameter scan; the others do not. It is also the most modest title, and thus the one more 
consonant with the image of the new Victor, for which see supra, pp. 168-69. 

"This describes Silvanus more appropriately than the commemorated martyrs to whom 
the ethical reflection in lines 7-8 may refer. As noted by the editor, the pious reflection in 
lines 8-10 is an echo of Matt. 7:21, but it also could be an echo of Matt. 19:21, and if so, 
it is even more applicable to Victor as a pious donor. If it is an echo of Matt. 7:21, it will 
be a valuable autobiographical note related to his determination to retire from public life, for 
which see supra, pp. 219-21. 

"See Waas, Germanen, p. 110. 
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had been the subject of a pun by Gregory of Nazianzus, whose letter might 
have suggested the thought of changing his name at this juncture. 29 

( 4) He may have reflected this onomastic change in the hexameter through 
a paranomasia, involving xpa'tEWV; thus ad xpa'tEWV ev 'EpEµj3oii; may be 
translated "always Victor to the Arabs!" 30 

Chasidat-Mavia's Daughter 
Just as Victor's is the only recorded case of a Roman officer married to an 

Arab girl, conversely, the only recorded case of the marriage of an Arab girl to 
a Roman officer is that of Mavia's daughter. The Chasidat mentioned in the 
inscription as married to a Roman officer will thus be Mavia's daughter. This 
is, of course, a corollary of the identification of Silvanus with Victor, whose 
Arab wife was Mavia's daughter, but identifying Chasidat can also proceed 
independently of Silvanus's identification with Victor, and the data in the 
inscription on Chasidat are corroborative: 

(1) She is referred to in line 4 of the inscription as Jtaii;, and this fits in 
very well with the age of Mavia's daughter. The mother must have been 
herself a relatively young lady when her daughter's marriage took place, and 
so the description of the daughter as naii; is appropriate. 

(2) That she should also have died so early is striking. Her death may 
have been due to natural causes. But her association with the martyrs in the 
inscription suggests an alternative to this explanation. As her mother had led 
the first Arab revolt against Valens, so might she too have participated in the 
second and died as a result, but not before expressing a wish for the erection 
of a shrine for the martyrs. 

The Martyrs-Arab Foederati 
Striking is the fact that the shrine was dedicated not to one but to many 

martyrs and that these were left anonymous. This suggests that it was dedi
cated not to an Apostle, as Mavia's was to St. Thomas, or to well-known 
martyrs who had died before the Peace of the Church in A.D. 313, but to 
recent ones, a conclusion that may derive support from the fact that it was 
erected in obedience to the wish of one who was herself about to die. These 
martyrs could very well have been local ones who had only recently died and 
to whom the dying Chasidat was in some way related. Set against the back
ground of the Arab revolt, the identity of these martyrs ceases to be a puzzle. 
They were probably the foederati who died in the first or the second revolt in 
which Chasidat herself might have participated. 

''Thus the employment of 1.aµ:rtp6tato~ rather than E:vbo~6tato~, discussed supra, note 
26, would have been appropriate for this reason too. 

30The employment of ad may also argue for a paranomasia; it sounds too emphatic, but 
in the context of the paranomasia suggested, it is not. 
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If these martyrs were Arab foederati, then the two questions raised about 
them admit of answers: (a) they were not one but many; hence the reference to 
them in the plural; (b) their names are not mentioned because it would not 
have been practical to give a long list, and thus they were referred to collec
tively. Moreover, their anonymity may have been due not only to practical 
but also to prudential considerations, since they would have been considered 
rebels by the authorities against whom they had risen. 

The Two Inscriptions 
Not only do the references to Silvanus in the inscription point to Victor 

but also those to Chasidat and the martyrs point to Mavia's daughter. Thus 
the two personages in the second inscription could be identified independently 
of each other, although one identification implies the other, since according to 
the literary source, Socrates, the two were united in marriage. It is therefore 
practically certain that they are Victor and Mavia's daughter. 

These identifications have been made without reference to the first in
scription, which now may be drawn upon for confirming these identifications. 
The first one is explicit in its reference to Mavia, who, as has been argued, 
must be the queen or someone related to her; it is impossible to believe that 
two inscriptions belonging to roughly the same period, one found outside the 
walls of Anasartha, the other inside its walls, written in Greek and Christian 
in sentiment and both referring to Arab personages and important ones, are 
not related. The Mavian connection of the second inscription, arrived at 
independently of the first, derives considerable support from the testimonial 
evidence in the first for the fact that Mavia was still remembered in the 
region, and thus clinches the argument that the two inscriptions relate to each 
other and that they involve mother and daughter. 

A final remark pertains to the difference in the legal status of Mavia and 
Chasidat and how this is reflected in the location of the two inscriptions. As a 
foederata, Mavia was a noncitizen, and so she could erect her martyrium only 
extra muros, but her daughter was a citizen or became one after her marriage; 
so the martyrium erected at her instance could be built intra muros. Even if her 
status was not clear, her husband, Victor, who erected the martyrium, was a 
Roman, and thus he could build within the city walls. In spite of the fact that 
the martyrs were rebels, they had been allies of Rome and had fought its wars 
against the Goths only recently; this as well as Victor's prestige as an ex
magister fully explains the erection of the martyrium intra muros. 31 Thus even the 
location of the two inscriptions may be added to the list of the correspon-

31Cf. the existence of a church at Anasartha, presumably erected by a group of exiled 
Monophysites; see Mouterde and Poidebard, Le limes de Chalcis, p. 195. The pathos of the 
invocation inscribed on the lintel is worthy of the Psalmist who wrote super flumina Babylonis. 
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dences that have been noted between what the ·literary sources say on the trio 
Victor, Mavia, and her daughter and what the epigraphic sources say on 
Silvanus, Mavia, and Chasidat, to justify concluding that it is almost certain 
that the identifications suggested above are correct. 

3 
The series of identifications proposed in the preceding section calls for a 

return to the text of the inscription. It has not been satisfactorily edited and 
the following improvements may be suggested: 32 

(1) In line 2, a'l0oui;, O'Y)LOL should certainly be read as one word, 
al0ouo[ o ]nm, and be translated notle soleil but" colonnades, corridors, cloisters." 

(2) In line 4, 0Ei:o nmb6i; should be read not as two words but as one, 
0n6nmboi;, "the given child" (given to Silvanus). 

(3) In line 6, avaxi:Ei; is the only word that presents no problems; all 
the preceding words do, as is evident from the editor's difficulty in restoring 
the line and commenting on it. 

(a) The first step toward restoring the line is to divide ~VSEU);av into 
two words, ~v seu1;av, which must be the correct reading. 

(b) aµcp( may be an adverb meaning in this context "around, in the 
region, on all sides," and may go with the virtues of Chasidat referred to in 
the preceding line, indicating that they were well known everywhere, or it 
can go with the word following it, cput-.ap'.)(OL, meaning "the phylarchs of the 
region or the neighborhood." 

(c) cput-.ap'.)(OL has been taken by the editor as a noun in the nominative 
going with avaxi:Ei;, but what comes after it is not clear. For the ov tf}i; 
of the edited text, VE'l'li; has been suggested, 33 and this goes well with the 
description of Chasidat as a young girl in line 4, but this leaves the line 
unmetrical and leaves unsolved its morphological, syntactical, and semantic 
problems. 

Instead of what the editor has proposed, [ a)µcpl cpuA.ap'.)(OL <oi'.>ov tf}i; 
~vseu1;av avaxi:ei;, the following may be suggested: aµcpl cput-.ap'.)(ELOlJ 
yevef}i;, ~v seu);av avaxi:ei;. The verse continues the description of Chasidat 
in the preceding one and may be translated "on both sides descended from 
phylarchs, whom lords and kings gave in marriage" (to Silvanus). In support 
of this reading, the following may be adduced: 

1. The line is a hexameter, and according to this reading it scans, but 
it does not scan according to the others that have been suggested. 

2. What has been said of the Khan al-Abya<;l inscription may with 

321 am grateful to Dr. Donald A. F. M. Russell for uniting what the editor had separated 
in line 2, namely, ai'.0oU£, m'ttoL, and for separating what he had united in line 6, namely, 
ijv1;Eu~av, and to Prof. N. Oikonomides for suggesting 0EtOJtaLOO£ instead of 0EtO Jtm00£ 
(line 4), all of which must be correct. 

"Suggested by Dr. Russell. 
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appositeness be quoted in this connection: "the vagaries of spelling, declension, 
and of syntax may be passed over cheerfully; they are not worse than those of 
the Greek inscriptions in this land. "34 But only one of these animadversions is 
applicable to this line, namely, spelling, which justifies reading <pUAUpXELO'U 
YEVE'fl~. 

3. The verse makes better sense. In its immediate context it continues 
the praises of Chasidat in the preceding line by indicating that she was of 
noble lineage on both her father's and her mother's side. 35 According to this 
reading of the verse, <'lµ<p( may still go with the description of Chasidat in 
the preceding line, but much more likely it is to be construed with the two 
words following it in line 6. It may remain an adverb meaning "on both sides," 
or it may be the suffix of a compound word consisting of it and the word 
following, <pUAapxdou, or separated by tmesis from YEVE'fl~. 

4 

History is silent on Mavia's daughter after the first and last mention of 
her in the ecclesiastical source, Socrates, but this precious inscription gives her 
name as well as informs on the manner of her death and on her last wish before 
she died or was cloistered. It also informs both on Victor, who disappears 
from the sources after the year 382, and on the fallen among the foederati, 
to whom there is a solitary reference in a literary source datable to A.D. 383 
expressing imperial displeasure. The new identifications and improvements in 
the text of the inscription make necessary a return to it for a historical 
commentary. 

( 1) The shrine is dedicated to µapt'UOL Eiruµvoun (line 1), and, as has 
been argued above, most likely these are the fallen among the Arab foederati: 

(a) The use of the term martyrs to refer to the fallen is significant. It 
reflects the self-image of the foederati as soldiers of the Cross and of Ortho
doxy.36 This is consonant with what is known about the Taniikhids both while 
they were in Persian territory before they went over to the Romans and 
throughout their association with Byzantium in the fourth century. 

(b) The term E'Duµvowt may well mean not only celebres, as the editor 
translates it, but also what it literally means, "celebrated in many hymns." 
This is corroborated by Sozomen's reference to the cµ<'>a( that celebrated the 

34W. K. Prentice, Greek and Latin Inscriptions, PPUAES, Part 3, p. 283. In the first 
inscription, which hails from the same region as this one, ct>IAANAPIAC is spelled ct>HA
ANAPIAC; see Mouterde and Poidebard, op. cit., p. 194 note 2. 

"This answers to the Arabic phrase mu'imm mukhwil, "noble on his father's side, noble on 
his mother's side." 

"Almost a century and a half later, the Arabs of Najran in South Arabia were to provide 
the Church with a large number of martyrs. This time their names were recorded in a long 
list, and one of them became a saint of the universal Church, St. Arethas; see the present 
writer in Martyrs. 
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victories of Mavia over the Romans a few years earlier and is consonant with 
the facts of the Arabic literary tradition pertaining to the composition of 
elegies in verse on the fallen in battle, a poetic genre well attested in pre
Islamic Arabic poetry. 37 So the fallen among the Arab foederati apparently did 
not die unsung. 

(2) The martyrium is described as JtOAAOV on:' al0oua[ a]nm (line 2), 
extensive with colonnades, or corridors, or cloisters, and is further described 
as EpXE<JLV E'UX't'L'toV, well-built with walls. The two references thus consti
tute a brief ekphrasis of some architectural features of the memorial shrine built 
in honor of the martyrs. This brings to mind the structure that Victor had 
built for St. Isaac but which the latter had declined to accept since it was not 
modest enough for an ascetic. 38 

(3) The reference to the 'EpEµ~o[, (line 3) is noteworthy. This is the latest 
attestation of this Homeric term for the Arabs, used not by an antiquarian 
writing about the distant past but by a contemporary of the people he was 
referring to and who clearly considered they were identical with the Arabs. 39 

(4) Three hexameters (lines 4-6) are devoted to the praises of Chasidat, 
and from them the following data on Mavia's daughter, left anonymous m 
Socrates, may be extracted: 

(a) The name of the young lady appears in the Greek inscription as 
Xamba0T] (line 5). This is clearly a Semitic name, 40 not a Greek or Latin 
one, and the most plausible Semitic name for the Greek form is not an Arabic 
but a Syriac one, namely, l:fasidta, the epithet applied to the Virgin Mary in Luke 
1:28, meaning gratia plena,41 xexaprtwµEVT]. This is particularly apposite for 

371t is not entirely clear whether these hymns were composed in Greek or Arabic. Some 
may have been composed in Greek, as the three hexameters on Chasidat in the inscription (lines 
4-6), but it is almost certain that most were composed in Arabic, as those on Mavia's victories 
a few years earlier had been. If so, these hymns on the fallen may be added to the war songs 
on Mavia, mentioned by Sozomen, as testimonial evidence for the composition of Arabic poetry 
as early as the fourth century. They would thus constitute a welcome new dimension to the 
cultural history of the foederati. While nothing of this poetry on the fall of the Taniikhids in 
the fourth century has survived, two fragments have on the fall of the Sa!If:iid foederati in the 
fifth century, or rather on the fall of their king, Dawiid, one consisting of a single verse 
composed by his daughter and another consisting of three verses composed by the Kalbite 
regicide who felled him. These fragments will be discussed in the next volume in this series, 
BAFIC. 

380n this, see supra, pp. 168-69. 
"On the 'EpEµf30(, see Tkac, in RE, 6, cols. 413-17, and the discussion of the term 

in Strabo (Geography, XVI.4.27). The term is also attested in Menander Rhetor, and the 
attestation is of some importance for the relation of the Arabs to the Romans in the third 
century; see L. Spengel, Rhetores Graeci, Bibliotheca Teubneriana (Leipzig, 1894-96), vol. 3, 
p. 387, line 26. I am grateful to Dr. Russell for drawing my attention to this reference. 

"'The South-Arabian name Kasd suggested by the editor is most unlikely. 
"For which see Thesaurus Syriacum, vol. 1, col. 1329; it is the term used in Versio Novi 

Testamenti Hark!ensis. 
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a pious girl of the description given in the inscription. In this period Syriac, 
not Arabic, was the language of the Semitic Christian Orient, and the Chris
tian Arabs assumed Syriac names. 42 The process of acculturation among the 
Taniikhids, reflected in Mavia's employment of Greek for her inscription, is 
thus also reflected in the assumption of names from the Syriac Bible. 43 

(b) Chasidat is referred to in line 4 as anmx,oµEVfli;, which can mean 
"departed" as well as "dead." Without the Mavian background against which 
this inscription has been set, the term would almost certainly mean "dead," 
and it probably does even with this background. But the possibility may be 
entertained that Chasidat had not yet died but had departed from the region, 
probably disappointed at the deterioration of Arab-Byzantine relations early in 
the reign of Theodosius and the inability of her magister husband to help the 
cause of the Arab foederati. If so, she would either have retreated to a limitrophe 
region whither the Taniikhids after the failure of their revolt might have with
drawn or possibly she would have chosen a cloistered existence. 44 

(c) The reference to Chasidat in line 4 as 6Ft6Jtmboi; is revelatory. In 
addition to its being a reference to the fact that she was married very young 
to an elderly husband, it may imply that the marriage was not really con
summated but was a spiritual one. This view is defensible because of the 
disparity in age between Chasidat and her husband, because of the fact that 
immediately after the marriage Victor departed in order to take part in the 
Gothic War, and finally because of the vogue of asceticism and spiritual mar
riages in this period. But most important is the evidence of the inscription it
self. Line 7 speaks of ['Qi; x ]al Jt£V6oi; EJtaUOE i:o mhpLOV, which the 
editor translates: Ainsi cessa le deuil de la contree. In so doing, he clearly under
stood JtCl"tpLOV to be an adjective of Jta"tpti;/Jta"tpa, rather than JtU"trJp, and 
he must have been led to this interpretation by the fact that Silvanus was her 
husband, not her father. But it is doubtful whether the derivation of the 
adjective Jtai:pwv from nai:p(i;/nai:pa is correct, or whether the concept of 
patria was applicable in this case, and, indeed, it sounds alien in this context. 
The sentence may then be translated: "Thus, he put an end to a father's grief," 

42Cf. the Ghassanid name Mariya, not Mary but Syriac Marta, meaning "lady, mistress," 
for which, see Ntildeke, GF, p. 22 note 3. 

43A like-sounding name appears in PO, vol. I, pt. 3, p. 323 note 4, but it is very 
doubtful whether she would have been remembered even as a local saint in the Orient. 

"The last four lines of the inscription (lines 7-10) could throw much light on Chasidat 
and Silvanus if the referents of the ethical and pious reflections in them were clear. The pious 
reflection in lines 8-10 has been understood to refer to Silvanus (supra, note 27), but it could 
refer to Chasidat. If so, the change in the course of her life would certainly be more appropriately 
spoken of a girl who had renounced the world rather than of one who had died. It is also 
perfectly possible that the first reflection (lines 7-8) on the attainment of glory through 
shedding one's own blood may refer to Chasidat, who thus could have participated in the second 
revolt and died as a result; see supra, p. 232. 
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and mii:pLOV may thus be translated "fatherly." This would be consonant with 
the reference to Chasidat as 0E1:0Jtmboc; in line 4 and with the self-image of 
a husband who was pious, retired, and so much her senior in years, and who, 
consequently, would have regarded his bride as his daughter rather than as his 
wife and who would have conceived of her as 0Ei:6Jtmboc;, a child spiritually 
entrusted to him. 

(d) The phylarchal affiliation of Chasidat (line 6) is certain whether the 
second word in the line, cpu11.apxm, is to be taken as a noun in the nominative 
or an adjective in the genitive, as suggested above and argued for. The con
jectural emendation describes her descent as phylarchal on both her mother's 
and her father's side. According to the ecclesiastical sources, she was the 
daughter of the king of the foederati, who was succeeded on his death by his 
wife, Mavia. But the sources say nothing on her mother, Mavia, before the 
king's death or on her tribal affiliation. The Arabic sources, however, suggest 
that she belonged to the powerful tribe of Kalb. 45 The emendation, which 
describes her maternal lineage as also phylarchal, suggests that the Kalb tribe, 
too, was in phylarchal federate relation to Byzantium. This may be inferred 
from the area where the tribe was settled and from its possession of the 
strategic fortress of Du.mat al-Jandal, 46 but the information from this epi
graphic evidence is welcome as it supports the inference on Kalb's Roman 
connection drawn from other sources. 

(5) The employment of the term cpuAapxOL in line 6 is noteworthy. In 
the literary sources for the fourth century the term kings (~a<JLA.Ei:c;, reges, 
reguli) is used to describe the chiefs or rulers of the Arab foederati, including 
Mavia's husband. The epigraphic attestation could suggest that the literary 
sources reflected by their employment of the term king the legal status of the 
Arab chiefs of the foederati vis-a-vis their own people and not their technical 
or correct status vis-a-vis the Romans. Thus, in an inscription engraved by a 
Roman officer and set up in a Roman city, the term ~aCJLAEi:c; could not have 
been used, but only the term cpu11.apxm, which probably reflected their real 
status vis-a-vis the Romans. 47 

"On this see supra, pp. 196-97. 
"Where a Latin inscription was found, of obvious importance in determining the extent 

of Rome's sphere of influence in northern Arabia, for which see supra, p. 52 note 86. 
47avaxn;c; in the same line is a poetic, imprecise word and so is nonsignificant, but it 

is emphatic and it adds to the praises of Chasidat, namely, that it was lords or masters who 
gave her in marriage. Who these were is not clear; they must have been the Arab chiefs, 
including Mavia herself, who acted as her guardians after her father's death and gave her away 
at the marriage ceremony; these "lords" may have included some high-ranking Roman officers 
in Oriens and possibly Valens himself, who, after the reconciliation with Mavia, might have 
participated. Roman emperors engaged in such activities as arranging political marriages, for 
which see supra, p. 159 note 82. On the term phylarch as applied to the chiefs of the Arab 
foederati, see infra, pp. 514-18. 
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Two Historians: Ammianus and Sozomen 

I. AMMIANUS AND THE ARABS 

T he many references to the Arabs in the pages of the Res Gestae in various 
contexts call for a general evaluation of these references, which principally 

relate to the two areas of ethnology and military history. Having lived in 
Oriens, Antiochene Ammianus knew the Arabs personally in peace and in 
war, 1 and for this reason his observations are valuable. Their evaluation is all 
the more called for in view of the fact that these references, especially the 
military ones in military contexts, have not received due attention from those 
who have written on Ammianus Marcellinus. 2 This evaluation will bring out 
from the contexts in which they lie obscure important data for the Arab
Byzantine relationship and the Arab image in the fourth century and will 
throw more light on the major secular historian of the fourth century. 

Ammianus and the Scenitae 
The Arabs are referred to by a number of designations: (1) Scenitae, (2) 

Saraceni, (3) Arabes beati, (4) Nabataei, (5) Palmyreni, and (6) anonymously, 
veteres and incolae, when those of the Provincia Arabia are spoken of. 

1 

By far the most important reference to the Arabs ethnologically is section 
XIV.4 of the Res Gestae, entirely devoted to them. The Arabs described in this 
section are the Saraceni, the Arab group who are Ammianus's main concern and 
who come into prominence in his narrative during the reign of Julian. These 

'As a soldier on the staff of Ursicinus and in Julian's Persian campaign. Furthermore, 
there is the explicit statement in RG, XIV.4.6: et plerosque nos vidimus frumenti usum et vini 
penitus ignorantes. 

'The Arabs hardly receive mention even in specialized books and monographs on Ammi
anus: infra, p. 251 note 43. But see W. Seyfarth, "Nomadenvolker an den Grenzen der 
spatromischen Reiches: Beobachrungen des Ammianus Marcellinus i.iber Hunnen und Sara
zenen," in Das Verhaltnis von Bodenbauern und Viehziichtern in historischer Sicht, Deutsche Akademie 
der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Institut fi.ir Orientforschung (Berlin, 1969), pp. 210-13. The 
author is mostly occupied with the custom of temporary marriage referred to by Ammianus and 
its relation to the mut'a of later Islamic times. 
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are the Arabs who, as Ammianus states elsewhere (XXIl.15.2; XXIII.6.13), 
had been called in the sources Scenitae, but later writers and those of the fourth 
century called them Saraceni. These statements define them clearly and make 
them recognizable--they are the nomads, the tent-dwellers among the Arabs. 

Ammianus's judgment is unfavorable,3 although not as severe as that on 
the Germans or the Huns and the Alans, 4 who fare even more badly than the 
Germans. In spite of its tone and some misunderstanding on his part of Arab 
customs, the section is valuable 5 as it ranges over their mobility and destruc
tive raids, their wide geographical diffusion, 6 their dress, their mounts-swift 
horses and slender camels-their lack of taste for agriculture, their lawless 
existence, their marriage customs, and their food and drink. 

The chapter calls for two main observations, related to the substance7 of 
the ethnology and to its place in his narrative: 

1. The disapproving tone of Ammianus is to be expected from a city 
dweller who has a natural dislike for the nomad, and there is no need to 
doubt the general truth of the ethnology as a description of the Scenitae Arabs. 
However, his disapproving tone suggests that he was unaware of the social 
and geographical factors that gave rise to these mores, while some of his 
statements are not likely to be entirely true 8 or accurate. 9 It is, nevertheless, 

'Summed up at the end of the section by the phrase natio perniciosa. The only redeeming 
feature of the Arab ethos is their martial spirit, omnes pari sorte sunt be/latores. 

40n the Huns and the Alans, see RG, XXXI.2.1-24; on the Germans, see infra, p. 266 
and note 82. 

'It takes its place alongside his sections on the Huns and the Alans, who made their first 
appearance on the stage of Roman history during Ammianus's lifetime and about whom nothing 
has been written before; E. A. Thompson, The Historical Work of Ammianus Marce/linus (Cam
bridge, 1947), p. 119, speaks of the account as "one of his most valuable disquisitions." 

'According to Ammianus, their original abode, exordiens initium, extended from Assyria 
to the Cataracts of the Nile and the frontiers of the Blemmyae. The term used by Ammianus 
in connection with this wide geographical diffusion, exordiens initium, may suggest that in his 
time the Arabs no longer lived in those regions, especially Assyria and Egypt. Chapter 5 on 
the Notitia Dignitatum in RA and two of the maps clearly indicate an important Arab presence 
in both these regions in this early period. What the Latin phrase of Ammianus could imply is 
that the Arabs extended the area of their diffusion from their original abode to sectors that had 
not lain within that abode, namely, across the Roman limes, a fact known independently of 
Ammianus and implied by him since the section on the Saracens comes in the wake of a 
description of barbarian inroads into Roman territory. This is confirmed by what he says in 
RG, XIV.8.5 on the Saracens who live to the left of the Euphrates and the Nile. The point 
is relevant to the study of the ethnic constitution of Roman military units stationed in Egypt 
and Assyria as analyzed in chap. 5 in RA. 

'For P. de Jonge's commentary on this ethnology, see supra, p. 84 note 36. 
8That they are sine legibus is a Roman-centered view that regards the nomads as lawless; 

but of course the pre-Islamic Arabs had their own laws, quite elaborate and strict, though 
unwritten. 

9Ammianus states that many Arabs, plerosque, were unfamiliar with wine. It is possible 
that some isolated Arab group might have been unfamiliar with wine, but it is certainly untrue 
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welcome inasmuch as it is a contemporary account, portions of which appar
ently were based on personal observation. 

2. Its place, however, in the narrative is unnatural. The chapter comes 
as part of Ammianus's account of the career of Gallus Caesar, whom he de
tested and whose rule in the Orient he drew in dark colors as a period during 
which disasters encompassed the region, among which were the inroads of 
the !saurians and the Saracens, but the context shows that the ethnology has 
no place in the course of the narrative, 10 especially as he does not give a similar 
description of the other group, the !saurian barbarians, 11 and more so as he had 
already mentioned the mores of the Saracens before. This is confirmed by 
the apologetic tone of the opening statement that introduces the ethnology 
(XIV.4.2), and it gives the impression that Ammianus anticipates surprise on 
the part of the reader at the digression. 

The above analysis of the place of the ethnology in the structure of book 
XIV confirms what has been said earlier when Ammianus's handling of the 
status of the Arab foederati in the reign of Constantius was being discussed, 
namely, that he presented them not as foederati but as Scenitae. 12 Thus the 
ethnology as such remains valuable, while its deliberately unnatural place in 
book XIV is equally valuable for the larger problem of Ammianus and the 
Arabs. 13 

of the pre-Islamic Arabs in general, especially of those living not in Inner Arabia but in the 
Fertile Crescent and the Roman limitrophe, the ones Ammianus met. A distinction must be 
drawn between unfamiliarity with wine and reluctance to drink it. It is well known that 
drinking wine is prohibited in the Qur'iin; but wine was certainly well known in Arabia both 
in Muhammadan and in pre-Islamic times and is, indeed, one of the motifs of Arabic poetry 
in this early period. Apparently the pre-Islamic Arabs found wine too intoxicating, and as it 
affected their manners and behavior they considered drinking the beverage unbecoming; a 
number of pre-Islamic Arabs are known to have given up drinking wine for this reason, on 
which see the chapter in Ibn-}::Iabib, AI-Muf?abbar, pp. 237--41. 

Syme compares this passage in Ammianus with another one in the HA, "Pescennius 
Niger," VII.8, involving the Saracens who drink water; R. Syme, Ammianus and the Historia 
Augusta (Oxford, 1968), p. 64. An examination of the context suggests that these were Saracens 
near the Nile, not the Euphrates; also, the preceding section does not say that the Egyptians 
were unfamiliar with wine but that they found the Nile so sweet that it was superfluous to ask 
for wine. It cannot be concluded from this that the Egyptians or the Saracens in Egypt were 
unfamiliar with wine. What could be inferred is that the Saracens did not customarily drink 
wine or drink it with their food; they drank milk instead, as Ammianus himself mentions. 

10He speaks in the preceding chapter (XIV.3) of a Persian plot, and in the following one 
(XIV.5) of Constantius and his torturing of the followers of Magnentius. 

"Whose military operations he discusses at great length while he hardly says anything 
about those of the Saracens, but writes mostly on their mores, a noteworthy omission coming 
from an avowedly military historian. 

12See supra, pp. 83-85 on the analysis of the political and military implications of the 
ethnology. 

13See infra, pp. 245--48. 
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2 

In addition to the Scenitae, Ammianus included accounts of the Arabs of 
the Provincia Arabia and of Arabia Felix: 

1. Section XIV.8.13 is devoted to the :Provincia Arabia and its inhab
itants. He speaks with some admiration of the wares, fortresses, and cities of 
the Provincia. Its inhabitants are left anonymous; he speaks of them twice, 
once in connection with the castles and fortresses they erected, and refers to 

them merely as veteres in the phrase sollicitudo previgil veterum, and again in 
connection with the reduction of the country into a provincia by Trajan, refer
ring to them simply as incolae in the phrase incolarum tumore saepe contunso. 14 

The first reference, veteres, is complimentary, while the second is not, as it 
implies that the inhabitants were turbulent and lawless before they were 
brought to live under Roman law by Trajan, obtemperare legibus nostris. 

The use of the terms veteres and incolae cloaks the ethnic complexion of 
the provincials after whom the Provincia was named Arabia. They are none 
other than the Arabs of the old Arab kingdom of Nabataea, who in 106 
became the provincials of the now Roman province of Arabia and who in 212 
became Rhomaioi. Ammianus may have wanted to obscure the ethnic com
plexion of the provincials of Arabia, or he may not have been clear about it. 
The latter alternative is difficult to conceive since the reduction of the Arab 
Nabataean kingdom into the Provincia by Cornelius Palma during Trajan's 
reign must have been a fact well known to him and since the name itself of 
the Provincia-Arabia-revealed the ethnic complexion of its inhabitants. 15 

Even in the sixth century, after centuries of Roman rule, the Provincia was 
still referred to as "the country of the Arabs" in one of Justinian's Novels. 16 

Two other Arab groups are mentioned in this section: (a) the Nabataei, 
whose land the Provincia adjoins; 17 and (b) "neighboring tribes" in the phrase 

14The phrase is relevant to the problem of whether or not Trajan's annexation of Nabataea 
and its formation into a province was effected peacefully, as his nonassumption of Arabicus 
and the numismatic legend Arabia adquisita (not capta) might suggest. 

1'0ne could thus see the reason behind the employment of the complimentary veteres in 
contradistinction ro the uncomplimentary incolae. Ammianus may have wanted to suggest that 
the watchful veteres who had built the fortresses he admired were not related ethnically to the 
turbulent incolae who were finally reduced to obedience by Trajan, the provincials of Ammianus's 
time. But these were, of course, the descendants of the veteres and were sedentarized Arabs. 

The urbanization of what later became the Provincia Arabia was, of course, not exclusively 
the work of the Nabataean Arabs since the Macedonians contributed their generous share; but 
this does not affect the reality of the Nabataean contribution; see the present writer's review of 
Philip Hammond, The Nabataeans: Their History, Culture and Archaeology, Classical Review, 26, 
(1976), pp. 239-40. 

16See supra, p. 49 note 73. 
17This could suggest to the careless reader that the Nabataean Arabs are not included 

among the provincials of the Provincia Arabia, which is contrary to the fact. Ammianus thus 
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gentium vrcrnarum excursus, who must be Arabs of the type Ammianus called 
Scenitae. The Arab affiliation of the Nabataeans is left unstated, but that 
affiliation was well known in ancient times and must have been known to 
Ammianus as well. 18 

2. After enumerating the provinces of the Persian Empire, Ammianus 
devotes a few paragraphs to the description of the Arabes beati of South Arabia 19 

(XXIII.6.45-47), of whom he speaks in glowing terms. For him, these Arabs 
of the Peninsula were very prosperous and happy sedentaries, more advanced 
in the ladder of civilization than the Saraceni and the Romanized Arabs of the 
Provincia. 

But how Ammianus thought the peoples of South Arabia, composed of 
both Arabs and cognate Semitic groups, were related to the Arabs of the north 
is not clear. They were two distinct ethnic groups. 20 Whatever the case may 
be, his value judgment varies according to the degree of sedentarization and 
civilization attained by these groups; it is favorable to the sedentaries 21 but 

may well have wanted co separate the provincials of the Provincia, whom he left anonymous, 
from the Nabataeans, who were known co the classical authors as Arabs and for whom authors 
such as Strabo (XVI.4.21, 26-27) and Diodorus Siculus (XIX.94-97) reserve much praise. 
Ammianus's separation of the provincials of Arabia from the Nabataeans could be related co 
his general unfavorable attitude coward the Saracen Arabs, co whom the provincials of Arabia
the former Nabataeans-were closely related and who in fact were sedentarized Arabs, having 
been formerly nomadic Arabs, on the same level of cultural development as the Saraceni of 
Ammianus's time. 

"In the preceding section ( 11) he speaks of Herod, the builder of Caesarea, but whether 
he knew of Herod's ethnic origin as an Idumaean Arab is not clear. The same may apply co 
his reference to the Palmyrenes in RG, XXVIII.4.9. 

In spite of the vagueness that surrounds Ammianus's description of the Provincia Arabia, 
his statement that it adjoins the land of the Nabataeans is valuable. That land must be northern 
l;Iijaz, and the implication is that after the size of the Provincia, which had encompassed 
practically the whole of Nabataea deep into the l;Iijaz, had been reduced, those of the provincials 
who were left out still called themselves in the fourth century Nabataeans. 

19The account of the South Arabians is couched in general terms and the interesting part 
of it is the strings of city names and the name of one island, Turgana. His conception of the 
peninsula sometimes smacks of the legendary and the fantastic, as when he speaks of winged 
armies of snakes (pinnatis agminibus anguium) that come from the Arabian marshes (Arabicis 
pafudibus) and are met by Egyptian birds; RG, XXIl.15.26. It is possible, though, that these 
marshes were in Egyptian Arabia; for Arabia in Egypt, see the relevant part of chap. 5 on the 
Notitia Dignitatum in RA; perhaps this fantastic element in Ammianus was copied from some 
earlier author on Arabia. More pleasant than his winged armies of snakes is his attestation of 
Arabian perfumes (odoribus Arabicis) in the fourth century both in the same passage on Arabia 
Felix, XXIII.6.45, and also in XXIX. 1.30. 

'°On this, see the present writer in "Pre-Islamic Arabia," pp. 5-6. Ammianus's use of 
the term Arabes co denote the non-Arab inhabitants of the southern part of the Arabian 
Peninsula such as the Sabaeans and the l;Iimyarites is most probably ro be interpreted in 
geographical terms, i.e., inhabitants of Arabia Felix, and almost certainly taken from the clas
sical division of the Arabian peninsula into Petraea, Deserta, and Felix. 

21And among these he is more favorable co the sedentaries of the Peninsula, i.e., Arabia 
Felix, than to those of the Provincia. His unqualified admiration for the former may be com-
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unfavorable to the nomads, the Scenitae and Saraceni. The unfavorable judg
ment seems in this case founded on cultural rather than on racial grounds. 

The foregoing examination of references in the Res Gestae to the Arabs of 
the Byzantine borderland enables the following conclusions to be drawn: 

The limitrophe provinces of Oriens were heavily Arab in ethnic com
plexion, 22 and yet Ammianus's survey of these provinces completely obscures 
the fact. The Arab inhabitants of such provinces as Arabia and Phoenicia
sedentarized and Romanized-are thus separated from the Saraceni whom he 
had discussed earlier and appear to the unsuspecting reader as ethnically quite 
distinct from the Saraceni, while in fact they were related as Arabs but 
separated by their being on two different levels of social and cultural develop
ment: the former were sedentaries, while the latter were nomads. As a result 
of this separation, the Saraceni, his main concern, are isolated and designated 
nomads, Scenitae. He clinches the equation of Saraceni with Scenitae explicitly 
when on two occasions he says that the term Saraceni was the one regularly 
used for the Scenitae in the fourth century. 23 He also, incidentally, uses the 
term Arabes, in this context of equating Scenitae with Saraceni, and thus pre
sents the generic term Arab as equivalent to nomad. Consequently the three 
terms Arabes, Scenitae, and Saraceni are finally presented as equivalent to and 
interchangeable with one another. 24 

As has been argued before, Ammianus confused the Arab foederati with 
the Arab Scenitae, 25 and thus gave a false impression of the status of the 
foederati by this association with the Saraceni-Scenitae. This was done in two 
stages, first by isolating and separating the Saraceni-Scenitae from the seden
tarized Arabs, thus emphasizing their nomadism, and then by allocating the 
foederati to the Scenitae-Saraceni group, to whom they were related ethnically 
but from whom they were distinct culturally, being in an intermediate stage 
between the Scenitae nomads and the sedentarized Arab Rhomaioi of the eastern 
provinces. 

pared with his ambivalence toward the latter and could derive from his conception of them as 
completely unrelated to the Saraceni, the object of his displeasure and disapproval. 

220n the extensive and intensive Arab presence in Oriens when Pompey appeared on the 
scene in Near Eastern history, see RA, esp. chap. 1. 

"RG, XXIl.15.2; XXIII.6.13. Ammianus is the only authority for what he says. The 
term in the fourth century assumed a certain vogue because of the ecclesiastical historians who 
erroneously biblicized the etymology of Saraceni in this Christian period. But its antiquity and 
vogue before the fourth century are arrested. In his Chronicon, Eusebius speaks of the equation 
of Saraceni with the Ishmaelites in general, the Arabs, not only with the Scenitae; see RA, 
chap. 7. 

"The three terms are of course not interchangeable. Arabes is the generic that includes the 
ocher cwo; Saraceni is the narrower term and is applied to both Scenirae and ocher groups such 
as the foederati, who were not Scenitae, or cannot be described simply as Scenicae. Ammianus's 
terminology must have had a strong influence on subsequent generations of writers. 

"Supra, pp. 83-85. 
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3 

In the course of his ethnologia on the Arabs (RG, XIV.4), Ammianus 
speaks in section 2 of his having noticed the Saracens in his account of the 
reign of Marcus Aurelius and on several occasions after that reign. These 
notices are lost together with the first thirteen books of the Res Gestae, but 
his statement in the above quoted ethnologia calls for a number of observations 
that are important to his conception of the Arabs and of Arab history and may 
be of some relevance to the problem of the lost thirteen books. 

1. In a history that began with the principate of Nerva (96-98) it is 
curious that the first reference to the Saracens should have been made during 
the reign of Marcus Aurelius, especially since there is no reference in the 
sources to the Saracens in that reign. 26 The natural place in this work for the 
first reference to the Arabs should have been the reign of Trajan, whose legate 
Cornelius Palma annexed the kingdom of the Nabataean Arabs and made it a 
provincia. But now that Ammianus's conception of the Arabs as Saraceni
Scenitae has been examined, his omission of a reference to the conversion of 
Nabataea into a provincia perhaps becomes explicable. Mention of this con
version would have drawn attention to the Arabs as the highly sedentarized 
Saraceni well known to classical writers, and Ammianus apparently did not 
want to open his history (Trajan's would have been the first reign he would 
have discussed after Nerva's, which was only a biennium) with an operation, 
and an important one, that presented the Arabs in a light less unfavorable 
than the one he chose, namely, that they were Scenitae. 27 

2. It is noteworthy that in referring to the Saracens he speaks not of their 
history but of their mores. These form the substance of his disquisition on 
the Saracens in the well-known ethnologia analyzed above. This makes almost 
certain that of the various groups of Arabs he could have treated, he chose to 

"Two Arab figures, Sohaemus of Emesa and Mannos of Edessa, belong to the reign of 
Marcus Aurelius; the first was made king of Armenia, while the second was restored to Edessa. 
But as they do not qualify as Saraceni-Scenitae, it is quite unlikely that Ammianus had them 
in mind when he spoke of the Saracens during that reign. It is much more probable that the 
reference to the Saracens must have been made in connection with the revolt of Avidius Cassius. 
Like Zenobia in the third century, he might have enlisted Saracens in his army when he occupied 
Cilicia, Syria, and Egypt, or the region might have witnessed a Saracen offensive during the 
revolt or when Marcus Aurelius yisited the region after the revolt was quelled. Two references 
to Marcus Aurelius in the extant books of the Res Gestae could be invoked to give some support 
to this conclusion: (a) RG, XXXI.5.13, which speaks of vesania gentium dissonarum during the 
reign, and the following section with its calamitosa dispendia; the Arabs could have been one of 
these genies that assaulted the Roman frontier in the East; (b) perhaps more important is RG, 
XII. 5. 5 on Marcus Aurelius's encounter with the rebellious Jews in Palestine while he was on 
his way to Egypt. Ammianus, although a pagan, presumably read the Septuagint and was aware 
of the descent of both the Jews and the Arabs from Abraham. This might have been the 
occasion when he spoke of the Saraceni in the same vein as he spoke of the rebellious Jews. 

"For another reason why he possibly chose to begin his notices of the Arabs in the reign 
of Marcus Aurelius, see infra, pp. 247-48. 
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speak about one particular group, namely, the Saraceni-Scenitae, and in much 
the same way that he spoke about them in the extant ethnologia. The structure 
of the ethnologia gives a clue to how he would justify including a reference to 
the Arabs every now and then in the lost books. That ethnologia begins with 
an account of their raids into Roman territory, and this gives him an occasion 
to make his observations on their mores. He must then have repeated this 
time and again in those references to them in the lost books; when there is 
record of a Saracen raid against the frontier in the reign of some emperor, 
he would notice it and then follow it up with some account of their mores, 
in much the same way that he spoke of these mores after the Saracen raid in 
the reign of Constantius in 353 and similarly in the reign of Marcus Aurelius 
when presumably there was a Saracen raid during the revolt of Avidius Cassius. 

3. His disquisition on the mores of the Saracens is distributed through
out his work, as he himself says when he uses the term aliquotiens (RG, 
XIV.4.2). These notices on their mores could not have been repetitious; in 
the one ethnologia that is extant, he says tamen nunc quoque pauca de eisdem 
expediam carptim, which suggests that in each ethnologia he added a few more 
details, something new, and thus the various ethnological notices in various 
parts of his book are complementary, and it is their sum total that gives 
a picture of Saracen mores in their entirety. Even at the end of his work 
when he notices the Saracens during the defense of Constantinople (RG, 
XXXI.16.5), he goes out of his way to say that he has noticed their mores in 
various connections, which sounds strange in a military context and gratuitous 
since it was as recently as the reign of Julian that he noticed them several 
times. Furthermore, he could have expressed his views on the Saraceni, espe
cially since these were on their mores, in one place. But he did not and 
instead chose to distribute them throughout the Res Gestae, which could lead 
to the conclusion that he wanted to remind the reader constantly of his con
ception of the Arabs, and this suggests that he had the Arabs on his mind 
and that his interest in them was more than passing. 

This handling of the image of the Saracens in the lost books of the Res 
Gestae makes possible the drawing of the following conclusions: 

( 1) In the treatment of Arab history throughout the two and one-half 
centuries covered by the lost thirteen books of the Res Gestae, Ammianus 
projected the image of the Arabs as Saraceni-Scenitae in spite of the fact that 
in the course of this long period the Arabs appeared as sedentaries on the stage 
of Roman history at important junctures and their presence in Oriens was 
both extensive and intensive, represented by such groups as the Nabataeans, 
the Palmyrenes, and the Abgarids of Edessa. How Ammianus treated their 
history or at least referred to them cannot accurately be described with cer
tainty. He may have kept silent on them and concentrated on the Scenitae, 
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noting their raids. Alternatively, he may either have left their ethnic affiliation 
undetermined or he may have presented them as Saraceni-Scenitae, probably 
the former. 28 His account of the Provincia Arabia, the country of the Nabataean 
Arabs, analyzed earlier (supra, pp. 242-44), gives a clue to what he might 
have said about other Arab sedentaries, such as the Nabataeans, the Pal
myrenes, and the Arabs of Edessa. 29 In so doing he would have left unclear 
the distinctions that obtained among three groups of Arabs with whom the 
Roman limitrophe was familiar, distinctions that are essential for a reconstruc
tion of the history of Arab-Roman relations: (a) the real Scenitae on both sides 
of the limes, but mostly outside it; (b) the foederati, sedentarized to a con
siderable extent and Romanized; and (c) the Arab Rhomaioi, the fully integrated 
provincial Arabs such as the Nabataeans and the Palmyrenes. 

(2) The image of the Arabs as Scenitae is projected by Ammianus in the 
Res Gestae through the device of the ethnologia, which with him is not only 
the conventional feature of classical historiography but also a device with a 
function, namely, the means whereby he projects the Arab image. One of 
these ethnologies has survived intact in book XIV.4, and it makes possible 
the study of Ammianus's technique in projecting that image: 

(a) The ethnologia consists of two parts: the first part records a raid 30 by 
the Arabs in the reign of some emperor, while the second part discusses the 
mores of the raiders. These are the two constants 31 in the structure of each 
ethnologia. 

(b) The concentration on their mores cannot but be significant, coming 
as it does from a miles quondam, a historian who was a professional soldier 
and not an ethnologist. In addition to his desire to present them as nomadic 
Saraceni and not as sedentarized Arabs, Ammianus probably wanted to say 
that the two are related, namely, that their mores as nomads explain their 
raids against the Roman frontier and, what is more, from a strictly professional 

"As a later fellow pagan historian, Zosimus, was to treat the Palmyrenes, for which see 
chap. 8, "Zosimus and the Arabs," in RA. 

"His short account of the Provincia and its Arab inhabitants in the 4th century is thus 
extremely valuable in that it confirms what has been inferred on his treatment in the lost 
books of other Arab sedentaries in the Roman period, and so does the account of Zosimus on 
the Palmyrenes; see ibid. 

30In addition to the one noticed for the year 3 5 3 in the reign of Constantius which called 
for the ethnologia in RG, XIV.4, and which has survived, it is possible to conclude that the 
raid of the year 338 may also have been the subject of another ethnologia. That raid was 
noticed by his hero Julian, and Ammianus would have described it in similar terms in one of 
the lost books: on Julian and the Arabs for the year 338, see supra, pp. 75-78. 

31That references to the Arabs during the reigns of Julian and Gratian do nor speak 
primarily of their mores but of their military record in che Persian campaign and the after
math of Adrianople is indirect evidence for what has been maintained earlier-that these Arabs 
were indeed foederati, although Ammianus obscured their status and never designated them 
as such. 
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military point of view, that their style of warfare even when they were fighting 
with the Romans was related to their mores as a nomadic and mobile people 
with no fixed habitation; hence such phrases as ad furta bellorum, which recur 
in his description of the Saracen style of war. Thus their political and military 
behavior along the limes is explicable by their mores. 

(c) That the mores of the Arabs and their style of fighting throughout 
the centuries is a recurrent theme in his work raises the question why it is so 
recurrent. The implication is that the Saraceni are incorrigible and have not 
been able to adapt or acculturate. Perhaps all these ethnological sketches for 
the second and third centuries are meant to be a prolegomenon to his distorted 
picture of the Arabs in the fourth century when they appear in the pages of 
the Res Gestae as Scenitae raiding Roman territory, while in fact they were 
foederati fighting in the Roman army and defending the imperial frontier. 

(3) The choice of the reign of Marcus Aurelius for the first mention of 
the Arabs in the Res Gestae may be referred to again in this context. This 
choice could be revelatory of one of the principles that guided the composition 
of the Res Gestae and of the author as an analyst of Roman decline. 32 This 
reign saw the barbarians in motion as they had not been before; the em
peror triumphed over them, Marcomanni, Quadi, Sarmatians, and presumably 
Arabs. Since Ammianus conceived of the barbarians as a destructive force33 and 
closed his narrative with their greatest victory, Adrianople, the reign that 
witnessed their menacing appearance on the stage of Roman history naturally 
attracted his attention, and he thus included in his chapter on the reign an 
account of the Saracens whom he classed with the other barbarians who were 
harassing the Roman frontier. 

4 

It remains to account for Ammianus's unsympathetic attitude toward the 
Arab Scenitae and examine its roots. Was it cultural, racial, imperial, or a 
combination of all three? 

1. The cultural is the most obvious and natural ground of Ammianus's 
antipathy. It is that of the sedentary to the nomad, and, what is more, the 
sedentary whose heritage was none other than that of the culturally dominant 

"On this, see infra, pp. 262---68. 
33The role of the Arabs in the century of the imperial crisis, which he treated sketchily in 

the lost portion of his work, must have convinced him of the dangers that this group of bar
barians posed. That century witnessed the elevation to the purple of Philip the Arab, the first 
Christian Roman emperor, unacceptable to a pagan author, and, what is more important, the 
revolt of Queen Zenobia of Palmyra against Rome, a revolt that entailed the fall of the whole 
pars orientalis. Perhaps Ammianus was thinking of the Palmyrene Arabs, who first were allies of 
Rome under Odenathus and then revolted under Zenobia, when he wrote Saraceni tamen nee 
amici nobis umquam nee hostes optandi (RG, IV.4). 
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Hellenism in the Orient. The Hellenism of the Antiochene and the nomadism 
of the Scenitae represent the extremes in the cultural world of Oriens. 

2. These Scenitae were in Ammianus's opinion not harmless ones, staying 
away in their deserts, but chronic raiders of the Roman limes, which they were 
accustomed to raid regularly. For one like Ammianus, a Rhomaios who was a 
professional soldier fighting in the armies that defended the Mediterranean 
fortress that was Rome, all these people with predatory instincts were objec
tionable. 34 

3. It is not entirely clear whether Ammianus suffered from racial pre
judice. The evidence in the Res Gestae is ambivalent but weighs in favor of 
his being at least racially conscious. He was a Greek who considered himself 
as one belonging to the Graeco-Roman establishment, 35 the coexistence of 
whose two cultures was expressed in the phrase "our two languages," uterque 
sermo noster. Other peoples of whom the empire was composed were not con
sidered part of the establishment. 36 And if the Pannonians who produced Valen
tinian37 and the Sarmatians who produced Victor 38 fared so badly, the Arabs of 
the tents must have been completely outside the pale. 39 

All these grounds are general ones which could explain his aversion to all 
barbarian groups. But in the case of the Arabs there were very special causes 
for antipathy which deserve to be pointed out, elements peculiar to Ammianus 
himself, and they are related to the accident of his birth in Oriens. 

Ammianus was not a Greek living in Athens far from the Roman border 
where these barbarians roamed. He was born and he lived most of his life in 
Antioch. Consequently, both he and his city, of which he was very proud, 

34In this he was in harmony with Muhammad himself and also with the Qur'an, which 
spoke of the Arab nomads, the bedouins, the Scenitae of Ammianus, in stridently disapproving 
terms. This was the atti rude of the sedentary Arabs to their less fortunate relatives. They called 
them a'rab co distinguish chem from 'ariib, although sometimes the latter term is inclusive 
of the former. le was the Caliph Omar who restored the balance when he spoke of chem 
more understandingly and described chem as maddat al-Islam, the sinews of the Arab Islamic 
conquests. 

"On his description of himself as Graecus in the peroration of his work, see RG, 
XXXI. 16.9. 

36Cf. what has been said of the Iberians, Celts, and Germans of Spain and northern 
Europe: "Of these the Romans succeeded in assimilating the first two into the Latin civilisation, 
while mostly failing with the latter"; A. N. Sherwin-White, Racial Prejudice in Imperial Rome 
(Cambridge, 1967), p. 2. 

"In his speech against Valens, the rebel Procopius, who considered himself a true Roman, 
jeers at the Pannonian emperor in racial terms; RG, XXVI. 7 .16. This, of course, comes in a 
speech put in the mouth of Procopius, but it is almost certain chat it reflects Ammianus's own 
views. 

380n Victor, the magister equitum, and Ammianus's attitude coward him, see infra, pp. 
268-74. 

39Even Ammianus himself, the fully assimilated Rhomaios, was not taken seriously by the 
exclusive Roman ariscocracy. 
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knew the Arabs intimately. Of all the barbarians whom he discusses, the 
Arabs were the ones he knew best because they were his neighbors: 

( 1) Ammianus belonged to the Greek cummunity of Antioch whose 
ancestors had emigrated from the Greek homeland to the Orient after the 
conquests of Alexander. Such Greeks would have been especially aware of their 
cultural superiority over the barbaroi of the region in view of the historical 
circumstances which transported them to the Orient as representatives of the 
superior Hellenic culture which was imposed by force of arms on the lands 
and peoples of the Semitic Orient. Traces of such awareness of cultural supe
riority on the part of Ammianus are discernible in his narrative. 40 

(2) Relations between the Seleucids and the Arabs were hostile. When 
Pompey appeared in the Orient and subjugated the area to Rome, the Arabs 
had fallen heirs to almost the whole Seleucid patrimony. Throughout the 
Roman period, Arab relations with the Romans, the successors of the Seleucids 
as masters of the area, remained hostile and finally resulted in the elimination 
of the Arab military establishment in the third century. 41 Even so, the raids of 
the nomads continued against the Roman limes and the region of Antioch, so 
close to Scenarchia. 

Thus of all the barbarians who appear in the Res Gestae, Ammianus had a 
special interest in the Arabs, the people who crossed swords with the Seleucids 
and the Romans for almost six centuries. Both his enduring interest in the 
Arabs and his antipathy are thus explicable not only on the three grounds that 
have been explored but also on historical ones. And yet he is controlled in 
the expression of his antipathy, with no outbursts such as those directed 
against other barbarian groups, as the Goths, the Alans, and the Huns, in 
spite of the fact that these were distant from him and his Antioch. His control 
was probably due to the fact that he viewed these barbarians as a concerned 
Roman and they were far more dangerous than the Arabs and posed a more 
serious threat to the empire. If so, this would be a tribute to his objectivity. 

The last great Roman historian is also the first of the Byzantine period 
whose pages reflect an image of the Arabs. He preludes a series of Byzantine 
historians who contributed each in his own way42 to the formation of an 
image, familiar in the mirror of Byzantine historiography. 

40As when he describes Macedonian rule in Osroene under Seleucus Nicator and contrasts 
the Seleucid urban establishment with the rustic dwellings, agrestibus habitaculis, of the Semites; 
RG, XIV.8.6. Splendid as the Hellenistic urban establishment throughout Oriens undoubtedly 
was, the Arab one in such centers as Petra, Palmyra, and Edessa could hardly be described 
as rustic. 

"On this, see the first three chapters in RA. 
"On Ammianus and Procopius, see supra, p. 112 and note 24. 
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II. AMMIANUS AND THE F OED ERA TI 

Ammianus was an avowedly military historian and the customs of peoples 
such as the Arabs must have been peripheral to his main interests despite the 
fact that ethnologies were a regular feature of classical historiography. It is the 
Arab foederati that were his main concern, and it is the elucidation of his 
treatment of this group of Arabs in the Res Gestae that is more important to 
examine both for recovering their role in, and contribution to, the wars of the 
fourth century and for the new light that this examination will throw on 
Ammianus as a historian. 43 

As has been indicated earlier, Ammianus confused the foederati with the 
scenitae. He never referred to them as foederati, the correct technical name by 
which they were known. He associated them with the scenitae and instead of 
subsuming the two under the more general and capacious term Saraceni, he 
identified the one with the other and was as antipathetic to the former as he 
was to the latter. 

The grounds of his antipathy to the foederati are more significant than 
those to the scenitae since they are related to important issues in Roman history. 
Before exploring these grounds, it is necessary to analyze the passages in the 
Res Gestae where the foederati are mentioned or should have been mentioned for 
a better understanding of these grounds. The result of this examination will 
show that Ammianus engaged in a series of suppressio veri and suggestio falsi 
which involved these foederati throughout the extant books of the Res Gestae 
and probably the others that have not survived. 

1 

It is difficult to ascertain accurately the series of suppressio veri and suggestio 
falsi that Ammianus indulged in for the reigns of Constantius, Julian, and 
Jovian. In the case of the first, 44 the difficulty derives principally from the 
lack of sources with which Ammianus's account can be compared. Even the 
one explicit reference to the Arabs for the year 33 7 in Julian's Panegyricus 
cannot be checked in the Res Gestae since the books that gave an account of 
this first phase of Constantius's Persian War are lost. On the other hand, 

"While Ammianus's ethnologia on the Arabs has been noticed by Arabists and anthro
pologists, references to the foederati, although sometimes noted, have not received attention from 
those who have written on Ammianus as a historian or even from those who have written 
on him specifically as a military historian, e.g., Thompson, Ammianus Marcellinus, and G. A. 
Crump, "Ammianus Marcellinus as a Military Historian," Historia, 27 (1975). The Arabs are 
mentioned only once in the former work (p. 119), with reference to the ethnologia, and never in 
the latter. The omission is understandable; it is the task of those who deal with the Arab profile 
of Roman history to examine these references as their contribution to Ammianic studies. 

"See supra, pp. 75-78. 
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references to the Arabs for the reigns of Julian and Jovian are many. 45 They 
have been analyzed in detail, but they are such as not to admit of being used 
with absolute certainty as a basis for evaluation of Ammianus's performance as 
a historiographer. It is, however, for the reign of Valens and for the short 
period immediately after his death at Adrianople, during the siege of Constan
tinople by the Goths, that Ammianus's worth as a historian admits of being 
closely examined. 

A 

Throughout the six books devoted to the relatively long reign of Valens 
there is not a single explicit reference to the Arab foederati. Previous sections 
in this book on the reign of Valens and on Adrianople have shown how active 
these foederati were, while the information has to be extracted not from the 
main military historian of the reign but from ecclesiastical historians and one 
later secular historian, Zosimus. Ammianus's omissions may be summarized 
as follows: 

1. Those pertaining to the last triennium of the reign of Valens, during 
which the scene of Byzantine-Arab relations in the Orient was dominated by 
the exploits of Queen Mavia. 

2. Those pertaining to the Gothic War and the battle of Adrianople: 
(a) the participation of the foederati in the defense of Constantinople before 
the battle was joined-missing, but documented by Zosimus; (b) their par
ticipation in the battle when it was joined-argued for and inferred from 
Ammianus's narrative. Only their role in the defense of Constantinople after 
Adrianople is mentioned. 

3. For the decade before the outbreak of Mavia's revolt in 375-not a 
single explicit 46 reference to the Arabs for this period, in spite of the fact that 
there were occasions when they might have been mentioned in connection 
with Byzantine-Persian relations. 

Thus for the fourteen years of Valens's reign there is not a single explicit 
reference to the Arabs and only one during the short period of Gratian's sole 
rule, when they appear with no indication that they were foederati affiliated 
with Mavia's Arabs. 

B 

Two previous sections have pieced together the role of the Arabs in the 
reign of Valens, while this section has shown the extent of Ammianus' s silence 
on that role. It remains to analyze the one reference47 in the Res Gestae to the 

4'See supra, pp. 107-24. 
46As has been suspected (supra, pp. 170-71), the foederati who joined Valens against the 

rebel Procopius in 366 were possibly Arab. 
"For the examination of this reference in its military context, see supra, pp. 176-78. 
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Arabs during the siege of Constantinople in this new context of Ammianus's 
silence and to discover the series of suppressio veri and suggestio falsi that it 
involves. 

1. He prefaces his account of the Saracen contribution by drawing the 
reader's attention to what he has written about them, i.e., their origin and 
their customs (mores). 

This prefatory note seems otiose. He had spoken of them and had re
membered them in his account of the reign of Julian many times, and the 
prefatory note can be interpreted correctly only as an attempt on the part of 
Ammianus to obscure the fact that these were foederati48 and to ally them with 
the Saraceni whom he had previously equated with the scenitae. This is clinched 
by the fact that he speaks of having described their mores, customs, whereas it 
would be more relevant to say that he had remembered their participation in 
Julian's Persian campaign. Thus at the end of the Res Gestae the reader is 
reminded of the many uncomplimentary references to the Saracens throughout 
the work. 

2. He then describes their military competence, which consists in their 
ability to make stealthy raids and not to engage in regular pitched battles as 
the disciplined legionaries. Of the Saracenorum cuneus, he says: ad furta magis 
expeditionalium rerum, quam ad concursatorias habilis pugnas. 

This is a repetition of the judgment he has passed on them while taking 
notice of their participation in Julian's Persian campaign: ad furta bellorum 
appositi (RG, XXIII. 3. 8). It was a low estimate of their fighting capacity, and 
the judgment deserves some comments. The Arabs, as mounted auxilia, were 
no doubt adapted to this type of fighting, and this was indeed part of their 
assignment as auxiliary troops. Ammianus seems to judge them for what they 
were not, and there is a pejorative tone in his language, suggesting that he 
was not merely describing but also censuring. 49 Zosimus expressed himself 
more objectively and informatively when he described to future generations 
what Ammianus had pejoratively and disapprovingly expressed-namely, the 
fleetness of their horses, the efficacy of their pikes, and their skilled horseman-

48After drawing attention to them as Saraceni, Ammianus reverts to the use of some 
technical military expressions, such as cuneus, orientalis turma, which might have implied to the 
reader that they were foederati, but does not explicitly state it. 

49His employment of the term furta is revealing. Although it can imply a military oper
ation of a certain type the auxilia performed, it does have a pejorative implication that allies 
it to robbery; indeed, in his description of the fighting ways of the Sarmatians and the Quadi 
he uses similar terms and is more explicit as he uses the term latrocinium quibus ad latrocinia 
magis quam aperto habilibus Marti (RG, XVIII. 11. 2). Ammianus handled the Arab contribution to 

the battle of Constantinople in a manner that allied it to his own conception of the technique 
they were adapted for, namely, furta bellorum. The battle of Trasimene itself might be described 
by an unsympathetic and disapproving critic as an ambush, furta. 
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ship in general. 50 The different attitudes of the two historians are thus reflected 
when they describe either the same engagement or two similar engagements, 
the one historian unsympathetic, the other appreciative. 

The Arab federate record, however, shows that the foederati could acquit 
themselves remarkably well in pitched battles too, as the accounts of Sozomen 
clearly show when describing the victory of Queen Mavia over the magister 
militum Julius. 5 ' 

3. He describes the Saracens in Constantinople as having been summoned 
there recently: recens illuc accersitus. The statement is not informative on who 
summoned them, whence and when they were summoned, and on their where
abouts before then. A previous section (supra, pp. 175-83) summarized their 
movements in 378: their departure from Oriens with Valens and their partici
pation in the Gothic War before and in the battle of Adrianople. Ammianus's 
statement isolates them from all these important antecedents and obscures 
their role. 52 

4. The victory of the Saracens over the Goths is not ascribed to the 
former's prowess since, according to Ammianus, the Gothic-Saracen encounter 

' 0Noc only does Ammianus conceal the political face of their federate status, but he also 
conceals the military one, namely, chat they were horsemen, which only the reader who is 
familiar with the term cuneus would be aware of. Without this awareness, the unsuspecting 
reader might understand that no cavalry was involved in che engagement, and the verbs used, 
such as erupit, discessere, inseruit, give no indication that the subjects of chose verbs were horse
men. Zosimus is the one who described the maneuvers of the Arab horse before Constantinople, 
of which Ammianus was undoubtedly aware; he had spoken of these horses in the ethnographic 
digression (RG, XIV.4.3), as equorum pernicium, and it is significant that he used this phrase in 
the ethno!ogia and not in describing their performance in a military context. This method of 
separating data about the Arabs and assigning them to two different contexts is noteworthy. 
There is probably another instance of this, when he spoke of the foederati (JUpra, note 46) as 
robustis auxi!iis in a military context and of the Saraceni as robusti be!!atores in the ethno!ogia (RG, 
XIV.4). Whatever virtues the Saraceni have are assigned by Ammianus to the ethnological 
context where they are pictured as a menace to the empire. 

' 1The successes of Mavia's troops against the army of the Orient imply that her Saracens 
were not entirely uninstructed in fighting pitched battles against disciplined armies; this could 
suggest a precedent in the annals of Arab-Roman relations, namely, when the Saracens of 
Palmyra under Odenathus beat the regular armies of Shapur and later under Zenobia occupied 
the whole of the pars orienta!is. Since only a hundred years separated Mavia from Zenobia, it 
is possible that skills acquired by the Saracens in the wars of the third century as regular 
soldiers in a disciplined army of a city-state, Palmyra, may have survived or persisted among 
them. 

If Tabari is right in his account, namely, that the battle of Ctesiphon was won for Julian 
by the Arabs, then these would have distinguished themselves in two consecutive decades, before 
the walls of the capitals of the two world empires. Ammianus is uninformative on one and 
misleading on the other. 

"The use of recens could suggest to the reader that the Saracens appeared only in the last 
stage of the Gothic War, and so the term might have been deliberately used to convey that 
impression. 
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ended in a draw. The victory was due to a strange event, novo eventu, and not 
to their military superiority. 

In addition to the intrinsic improbability that attaches to his account, 
there is the testimonial evidence of the ecclesiastical historians who, however 
briefly, did notice this engagement and referred to no extraordinary events but 
to the Arab performance itself. 53 The similar engagement recorded by Zosimus 
provides significant details that would explain the Arab victory over the Goths. 

5. The event itself smacks of the horror story; Ammianus tells how the 
Gothic host rather incredibly lost its self-confidence because of the terror that 
the conduct of one single Saracen induced in it and how their courage or what 
remained of it deteriorated further after they saw the walls of the city, its 
houses and population, and the straits. 

The various elements in this strange account may be discussed in some 
detail. (a) That the Saracen fought half-naked may have been due to the exces
sive heat 54 that prevailed in August and which Ammianus refers to shortly before 
when writing the account of the battle of Adrianople (RG, XXXI.12.13). 
(b) That the Gothic host was frightened by the cries of the Saracen, subraucum 
et lugubre strepens, sounds incredible, especially as the Goths themselves, in 
Ammianus's own phrase, were known for their unholy shrieks, which they 
uttered a few days before at Adrianople, ululante barbara plebe ferum et triste 

(RG, XXXI.12.11). (c) There is no reason to disbelieve what Ammianus says 
on the Saracen's sucking the blood of his Gothic adversary after he killed him; 
but what may be rejected is Ammianus's view that this frightened the Goths 
and made the whole army lose its self-confidence. 55 This incident could have 
helped induce terror in the Goths, but it surely could not be the key to 
understanding their defeat; the choice of this one "exploit" to the exclusion of 
all others, such as Zosimus recounts for the same or a similar engagement, 
leads to the conclusion that Ammianus was unfairly selective. 56 

"Supra, pp. 177-78. 
"Cf. what the monk Malchus says on the Saracens of northern Syria, who go about with 

little clothing except for a covering around the loins because of the excessive heat; infra, p. 
286, B.2. 

"The barbarians in ancient times were not unacquainted with bloody scenes such as the 
one Ammianus describes; cf. what Strabo says on the Germanic Cimbri and their female seers' 
draining the blood of their prisoners, for which see Sherwin-White, Racial Prejudice in Imperial 
Rome, p. 10. Ammianus's account of the Saracen's sucking the blood of his adversary may be 
interpreted as a revenge (Arabic tha'r) for the heavy losses sustained by the Saracens at the 
battle of Adrianople. If so, it could be indirect evidence for the participation of the Arabs in 
that battle. 

"Thus the Saracen who "distinguished" himself before the walls of Constantinople could 
very well have sucked the blood of his vanquished adversary, probably to reflect the consum
mation of his victory. But that later historians should have swallowed Ammianus's account 
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6. All this detailed account of the deliverance of the city is prefaced with 
the introductory sentence in XXXI. 16.4 that the check administered to the 
Goths was effected by a caeleste numen, with the implication that the Saracens 
were merely the passive agents of that numen. 

In so doing, Ammianus has paganized the true causes of the deliverance 
of Constantinople. His more sober pagan colleague, Zosimus, does not speak of 
a numen (if he was recording the same engagement that Ammianus describes), 
while Ammianus, not an ecclesiastical historian but a secular one, has to 
resort to supernatural factors to explain the deliverance of the city and thus 
obscures the role of the Saracens. 

If a supernatural power did intervene to deliver the city from the Goths, 
surely a more objective historian might have sought it in the God of the 
Christians. As has been explained earlier in this book, the Saracens of Mavia 
fought with the consciousness that they were orthodox Christians, first against 
the Arian Valens and then against the Arian Goths, and they might have 
attributed their victory to their unswerving orthodoxy and their faith in Christ 
the Victorious. 57 

One does not have to go that far, and the foregoing explanation has been 
offered only because Ammianus introduced the supernatural in his account. 
Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, although ecclesiastical historians, do not 
involve the supernatural in their .accounts. They speak as sober secular his
torians do and refer to the valor of the Saracens and the efforts of the Empress 
Domina in supplying the sinews of the defense from her own jewels. 58 

7. Finally, Ammianus concealed the fact that the Saracen cuneus or turma 

uncritically is rather startling (see, for instance, M. Manitius, in CMH, vol. 1, p. 252), while 
Gibbon combined both Ammianus's and Zosimus's account, also clearly indicating that he 
thought they were the same engagement. 

It is noteworthy in this context of blood and bloodletting that Ammianus follows up this 
episode with an account of the massacre of the Goths in Asia by the magister militum Julius. 
While Roman historians join Ammianus, and rightly so, in lauding Julius's decisive action, 
they also repeat with him his horror at what he chose to select of the episode of the Saracen. 
At least the Saracen's bloodthirstiness was in a fair and open trial of strength, while that of 
Julius was mass murder in cold blood and plain treachery. It is of interest to note that this Julius 
was the very same one who had been beaten by Mavia's foederati; supra, p. 151 and note 51. 

"Orthodox ecclesiastical and hagiographic literature of the time interpreted the defeats of 
Arian Valens, present and prospective, in theological terms; on St. Isaac of Constantinople and 
his encounter with Valens before Adrianople, see Vita Isaacii, pp. 246-47; Theodoret, HE, 
IV. 31. It is perfectly possible that accounts of the miraculous deliverance of Constantinople 
from a Christian point of view were in circulation, and, naturally, they would not have appealed 
to Ammianus. This may be the explanation for his resort to this deus ex machina as a counter
blast to a similar explanation emanating from the Christian camp. That the God-guarded city 
was protected by the Virgin Mary herself was a line of thought developed later, but some 
beginning along such lines might have been made already in the fourth century. 

"See supra, note 5 3. 
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that delivered the city belonged to the troops of the very same queen whose 
military exploits he had passed over in silence while writing his narrative for 
the reign of Valens. 59 The reader gains the impression from Ammianus's nar
rative that the Saracens before Constantinople were rude and nude soldiers, 
mere mercenaries in the service of Byzantium. Previous chapters in this book 
have drawn the picture of Mavia's foederati and have elucidated their role in 
both the affairs of the ecclesia and the imperium. It may be extravagant to 
expect Ammianus to bring all this out, but at least a hint or indication of 
their background is expected. 

It is in this fashion that the Arabs figure for the last time in the Res 
Gestae, in a horror story. They make their exit from its pages not as Mavia's 
Christianized foederati, fighting for the empire, but as Saraceni, anonymous, 
related to the Scenitae whose mores (customs) Ammianus recorded for the first 
time when he discussed the reign of Marcus Aurelius; to these mores he con
tinually refers throughout the Res Gestae, and it is with a reference to them 
that he concludes his account of the Saracens in the last chapter of his work. 60 

2 

The validity of the charge that Ammianus indulged in a series of suppressio 
veri6 ' concerning the Arab foederati of Queen Mavia depends on whether affir
mative answers can be given to two questions: ( 1) Did Ammianus know of the 
exploits of Mavia's foederati? (2) Ought he to have included an account of them 
in his narrative? 

A 

In answer to the first question, it is impossible to believe that Ammianus 
was not informed about Queen Mavia: (a) during her revolt, Ammianus was 

"'This anonymity has plagued the entire image of the Roman Arabs in the RG. They 
are presented as types, not individuals. The only Arab mentioned by name is Podosacis-a 
Persian not a Roman Arab (supra, pp. 119-23). But from the inscriptions and from the 
ecclesiastical historians, it is established that the Roman Arabs had significant historical figures 
in the fourth century such as Imm' al-Qays and Mavia; other names still lie buried in the 
Roman limitrophe. 

'°This analysis of Ammianus's account of the Saracens before Constantinople has been 
undertaken on the assumption that he was not describing the same engagement as the one 
recorded by Zosimus, which in the opinion of the present writer took place before the battle 
of Adrianople. Zosimus's account of a similar engagement was invoked in order to show the 
extent of Ammianus's suppressio veri and suggestio falsi. But for those who believe it is an account 
of the same engagement, not much analysis is needed to indicate Ammianus's omissions since 
a collation of the two accounts will show this without much argumentation. 

It is of interest to note that for reasons different from those of Ammianus, the ecclesiastical 
historian Philostorgius is silent on Mavia. He was a Eunomian, while Mavia was an Orthodox 
queen in arms against Arian Valens. 

' 1The suggestio falsi has already been discussed in the analysis of his account of the Arab 
role in the defense of Constantinople; supra, pp. 176-78. 
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living in Antioch, quite close to the scene of the Arab revolt, which was 
far-reaching in its range and finally brought the Romans to their knees; (b) 

furthermore, the marriage of Mavia's daughter to Victor was a matter of some 
importance in the social history of the Orient-that of a barbarian princess 
to the magister equitum, whom he mentions several times in his work and who 
must have been known to him personally. 62 

The answer to the second question must also be in the affirmative: (a) 
Ammianus was writing a very detailed history of the reign of Valens that 
occupied six books; the inclusion of such important details certainly fell within 
his frame of reference. (b) Ammianus was a military historian recording the res 
gestae of Roman emperors; military operations that entailed the defeat of the 
magister militum of Valens certainly would have been relevant to his purposes. 
(c) It is well known that for the period covered by the last six books Ammianus 
discarded the annalistic method of presentation and adopted the topographical, 
but within this topographical framework the wars of Mavia in the Orient 
surely should have found a very congenial place, especially as these wars were 
fought in the Diocese of Oriens, not far from Antioch where he hailed from. 
(d) The increasing importance of the barbarians during the reign of the two 
Pannonians, which the last six books covered, is well known; and he records 
it in detail. Since the Saracens of Mavia counted as barbarians, his silence on 
them for Valens's reign must have been deliberate, and all the more so in view 
of their victories, first over the army of the Orient and then over the barbarian 
Goths after Adrianople. (e) His silence on Queen Mavia is all the more striking 
in view of the fact that his model, Tacitus, has rather a celebrated account of 
the revolt of another queen against Rome during the principate of Nero, 
namely, that of Boudicca, the Briton queen of the Iceni. 63 

It is therefore safe to assume that Ammianus's omission of a section in 
his Res Gestae on Mavia is an example of studied silence. 

B 

The conclusion drawn in the preceding section on Ammianus's studied 
silence on Mavia and her foederati may now be related to what he himself says 
on silentium in the opening and concluding sections of the last hexad. 

He opens the hexad with a statement on his method of selecting material 
for his work: that the true principles of writing history prescribe attention to 
important events and omission of insignificant details. Of the latter he gives 
four instances related to imperial table-talk, the common soldiers (gregarii 

6'0n Ammianus and Victor, see infra, pp. 268-74. 
63For more on Boudicca and how her example and place in Tacitus's work might actually 

have discouraged Ammianus from mentioning anything about Mavia, see infra, pp. 263-64. 
For Boudicca, see Tacitus, Annals, XIV. 31-3 7. 
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milites), insignificant forts, and names of those who pay their respects to the 
city praetors (RG, XXVl.1.1-2)! 

Both the revolt of Mavia and the subsequent participation of her foederati 
in the Gothic War do not admit of being classed in any of these categories 
of insignificant details that Ammianus enumerates. Both fall in the category 
of res militaris and they were not insignificant since they concerned the limi
trophe of Oriens for a triennium and entailed the defeat of the magister utriusque 
militiae and active federate participation in the Gothic War. 

What is more, there is evidence that these exploits were considered sig
nificant at the time and shortly after. They attracted the attention of some 
three historians who, furthermore, were not military but ecclesiastical ones, 
and yet these went out of their way to describe purely military matters that 
fell outside their interests and frame of reference, a sure sign that these ex
ploits were quite striking and merited recording. To these may be added 
Zosimus, a secular historian who could not be accused of partiality toward the 
Arabs (as the ecclesiastical historians could be because of their interest in 
Mavia's orthodoxy) and who devoted a relatively long section to the contribu
tion of the Saracens to the Gothic War, although he was not, like Ammianus, 
devoting six books of his work to the reign of Valens but dispatched it in a 
very short account. 

Thus a close examination of this opening passage of the last hexad and 
the series of suppressio veri on the Arab foederati in these books for the reign of 
Valens suggests that Ammianus violated the principles that he set out to 
apply. One could conclude after this analysis that the section was written to 
justify his omissions and to guard himself against the charge of having sup
pressed these facts deliberately. Presumably he thought others would record 
these events and the question would arise in the future why he, the military 
historian of the reign, omitted them. In these opening paragraphs of the 
hexad, he gives himself away and also gives the impression that he is con
scious of the series of omissions he is indulging in. 

The concluding paragraph of the last hexad, which also closes his work 
in its entirety, is intimately related to the one that opens the same hexad. Its 
relevant part in this context is his conception of the duty of the historian, 
the pursuit of veritas, and what veritas consists in. While his model, Tacitus, 
spoke of writing sine ira et studio, Ammianus may be described as writing sine 
silentio et mendacio, thus substituting for the Tacitean ira et studium the two 
concepts silentium and mendacium. Although he had discussed silentium and 
mendacium in the opening section of the hexad, 64 he reverts to them at the end 

"In RG, XXVI.1.1-2, where they appear paraphrastically, e.g., ut et pericula declinentur 
veritati saepe contingua, which relates to the concept of mendacium, and the long statement on 
omissions which follows and which relates to silentium. Silentium does not appear as such but 
the verb silere does, in the passage where he speaks of exiguis castellis. 
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of his work, and this suggests that he had them on his mind and betrays his 
concern for what might be said about his success in pursuing veritas through 
avoiding silentium and mendacium. This is further confirmed by a revealing 
addition in his statement, 65 that he never knowingly ventured to debase his 
history through silence or falsehood. Numquam ut arbitror sciens is a significant 
addition to what he had already said about his avoidance of silentium and men
dacium and reflects extreme care to guard himself against any charge of having 
indulged in both. 

It is now possible to make an assessment of Ammianus's handling of the 
history of Mavia's foederati in relation to these two concepts, especially as, 
chronologically, their history lies exactly within the period covered by the last 
hexad, opened and closed with sections on the avoidance of silentium and men
dacium in the pursuit of veritas. Mendacium he did not commit; suggestio falsi 
he did, as in his account of the Arab participation in the defense of Constan
tinople. But it is silentium that he indulged in and he did so in a large way. 

Perhaps the foregoing analysis has not failed to corroborate the view that 
Ammianus is not entirely impartial. The list of omissions in which the Arabs 
are involved may be added to others where his impartiality has been impugned, 
in cases such as those of Gallus Caesar and the elder Theodosius. 66 

3 
The ascertaining of the series of suppressio veri and suggestio falsi involving 

the Arab foederati undertaken in the preceding section clearly implies that 
Ammianus was antipathetic to them and his attitude to them calls for an 
explanation. 

The grounds of his antipathy toward the Arab scenitae have been explored. 
Although the foederati were distinct from the scenitae, they were related to 
them and no doubt shared with the latter some of their customs and ways of 
life. So some of the grounds of his antipathy to the scenitae must be applicable 
to the foederati as well. If Ammianus suffered from some racial prejudice against 
the scenitae, he would have extended this to the foederati, who, like the scenitae, 
were ethnically Arabs. Furthermore, in spite of their being on a more ad
vanced cultural level than the scenitae, still they would have been viewed by 
Ammianus, the Greek Antiochene, as barbaroi. 

As has been indicated earlier, Ammianus confused for his reader the 
foederati with the scenitae. But he himself knew that the foederati were not the 
same as the scenitae, since among other things they were not nomadic raiders 
of the Roman frontier but its sedentarized defenders and watchmen. That this 

"OpuJ veritatem pro/mum numquam ut arbitror Jciem Ji/entio auJUJ co,.,-umpere vet mendacio (RG, 
XXXI.16.9). 

66See Thompson, AmmianuJ MarcellinuJ, pp. 56-71, 85-107. 
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has not elicited from him any measure of approval suggests that his antipathy 
derives from other sources and it is these that are more worth exploring. 

1. He knew about their revolts, and this must have suggested to him 
that these were unruly Saracens who did not abide by the terms of the foedus 
whereby they were supposed to be defending the empire and not assaulting its 
frontiers. He was fair in describing their leaving Julian during the Persian 
campaign, but from his point of view as a soldier what was important was the 
fact itself of their desertion and not its causes, 67 however justified or under
standable these might have been. 

2. Ammianus was a professional soldier, who served as an infantryman in 
Gaul and in Oriens on the staff of Ursicinus, and he must have shared the 
classical Roman view that the strength of the Roman army lay in its legions, 
which always won the vicrories, and that the cavalry was auxiliary and pro
tective. The rise to importance of the horse, which, moreover, was ridden and 
commanded by barbarians, 68 must have been an unpleasant spectacle for him. 
The Arab foederati were from his point of view barbarian horsemen, and thus 
it is possible that a personal element was involved in his judgment-that of 
an infantryman belonging to an arm in warfare that was on the wane, especially 
as this was dramatically demonstrated by the victory of the Gothic horse at 
Adrianople. 69 

3. The foederati of Queen Mavia were Christianized Arabs. They would 
have been more acceptable to him if they had remained pagan, affiliated with 
a religion which, unlike Christianity, carried with it no ecumenical claims 
and had not become the state religion of the empire. 70 

67Much more disapproving would have been his comments on the revolt of the Palmyrene 
Arabs under Zenobia, who annexed almost the entire pars orientalis. Whether in the lost books 
of the Res Gestae he did discuss the Palmyrenes, and, if he did, whether he referred to them as 
Arabs or, as Zosimus was to do later, simply as Palmyrenes, is not clear. His description of the 
Arabs as natio perniciosa (RG, XIV.4.7) would have been justified in the case of the Palmyra 
of Zenobia. 

"On his low estimate of the tactical ability of barbarian cavalry and their employment 
of /urta, see supra, note 49. 

69In his account of the battle of Adrianople, Ammianus praises the infantry at the expense 
of the cavalry (RG, XXXI. 13. 2. 5 ). On his curious description of the military engagements 
involving the cavalry of the foederati of Queen Mavia in the defense of Constantinople, see supra, 
pp. 176-78. 

"'This is predicated on the assumption, which is the present writer's view, that Ammianus 
was not only pagan but also anti-Christian. The passages in which he discusses Christians and 
Christianity have often been discussed; see, for instance, Ensslin's chapter "Ammian und das 
Christentum" in "Zur Geschichtschreibung und Weltanschauung des Ammianus Matcellinus," 
Klio, 16 (1923), pp. 96-102; see also the recent and careful analysis of these passages in R. C. 
Blockeley's chapter "Ammianus on Christianity" in "Ammianus Marcellinus: A Study of His 
Historiography and Political Thought," Collection Latomus, 141 (1975), pp. 123-36, with an 
up-to-date bibliography. The passages in which Ammianus displays no anti-Christian bias and 
sometimes pro-Christian sentiments have been rightly suspected of being dictated by prudence 
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4. Finally, his antipathy to the foederati might have been derivative from 
that of Julian, whose views on the foederati are well known. 71 Julian was his 
hero, and it is quite likely that Ammianus, who worshiped at the shrine of 
pagan imperial Rome, might have been influenced by his hero's views on the 
Arabs, both as Christians and barbarians. Furthermore, Ammianus may have 
suspected that it was an Arab foederatus who had killed his hero Julian, and 
if this was the case, the Arabs would have changed for Ammianus the course 
of Roman history in the fourth century as well as that of his own career, so 
closely related to Julian's. 

These grounds explain the picture he drew of the Arabs during the reign 
of Julian when the Arabs do appear in the pages of the Res Gestae, but they 
do not explain the complete withdrawal of any explicit reference whatsoever to 
the Arabs in the entire reign of Valens, a relatively long reign, especially as 
they were unusually active in that reign throughout the whole of Oriens, and 
so much so that they did not fail to attract by their military performance the 
attention of other historians, and, what is more, ecclesiastical ones. 

4 

Ammianus's reasons for the complete withdrawal of Mavia's foederati from 
the entire scene during the long reign of Valens, of which he wrote the most 
detailed account, have to be sought elsewhere than in the areas examined in the 
preceding section, in a larger and more important territory. The exploration 
of this territory will reveal that his reasons are related to fundamental problems 
that pertain to his composition of the last six books of the Res Gestae and to 
the structure of Roman history in the fourth century. 

A 

It is generally recognized that these last six books have no hero as the 
preceding ones have Julian and, to a lesser degree, U rsicinus. 72 And yet there 

and political necessity. Even if some of these passages were written before the Theodosian 
repression of 392, the fact remains that Ammianus wrote his Res Gestae under very Orthodox 
emperors, and he must have even then read the signals correctly as ro the fate of paganism 
and probably had done so as early as 363 when Julian died. One might add that these passages 
(not too many) were also dictated by a concern on the pare of Ammianus to appear as an objective 
historian-an example of burning incense to veritas, which he set up as rhe ideal the historian 
should strive for. Ir is the same method he employed in his evaluation of the various emperors 
of the fourth century, by writing on their vices as well as on their virtues. In the case of 
Christianity, the balance of the two kinds of passages, those that are for Christianity and those 
that are against it, is decidedly in favor of the latter, and this must represent Ammianus's real 
thoughts on the subject. It is impossible to believe that a dedicated fourth-century pagan, 
writing when Ammianus did and witnessing the disintegration of paganism under the deter
mined assault of a universalistic and exclusive religion, could have been anything but anti
Christian. 

710n Julian and the Arabs, see supra, pp. 132-35. 
"On the problem of the last six books, see Thompson, Ammianus Marcellinus, pp. 108-33; 

Syme, Ammianus and the Historia Augusta, pp. 12-16. 
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was no lack of Romans who could easily have qualified as heroes. Valentinian 
could have been one, a distinguished military emperor, utterly dedicated to 
the service of Rome, and so much so that he literally died in a fit of anger 
while rebuking the envoys of the barbarians who had molested the frontier. 
But Ammianus ruled him out, having made his vices neutralize his virtues, 
and instead resuscitated the figure of the elder Theodosius, under whose son 
he was writing his work, and almost made him the "hero" of these six books. 73 

Other curiosities have been noted about these books, such as the fact that 
discussions of religious matters have been almost completely banished from 
them 74 and the fact that Ammianus ends his accounts of events in the West 75 

not in the year 378 but three years earlier, in 375. 
These six books, then, were carefully constructed, involving a series of 

suppressio veri that is striking. It is against this background that Ammianus's 
complete silence on Mavia's exploits may be fruitfully set for an explanation. 

1. An account of Mavia's exploits, which may with some measure of 
truth be described as both heroic and romantic, would have given these last 
six books if not a hero at least a heroine. If Ammianus did not think of Mavia 
in heroic terms, his readers might have, attracted by this curious episode in 
the reign of Valens-that of a Saracen queen who defied Valens, beat the army 
of the Orient and the magister militum himself, forced Rome to conclude a 
foedus with her on her own terms, married her daughter to the magister equitum 
praesentalis, and contributed a contingent of mounted spearmen who fought 
meritoriously in the Gothic War and in the defense of Constantinople itself. 
In a cheerless period in Roman history this would have been a bright spot and 
might have stolen the show in the work of a historian who so carefully con
structed the last six books as a chronicle of unrelieved gloom. 76 

730n the elder Theodosius, see Thompson, op. cit., pp. 87-107; a resume of how Ammi
anus handled his career may be found on p. 107. 

74Thompson, op. cit., pp. 114-17. The passage in RG, XXX.9.5 on Valentinian's toler
ation was correctly interpreted by Thompson, pp. 115-16. 

75 Although he does give an account of the elevation of Valentinian II (RG, XXX. 10.4-6) 
and of Gratian's campaign against the Alamanni (RG, XXXl.10). 

76The only reference to the Saracens in the last six books comes after the death of Valens 
when they defended Constantinople against the Goths; see supra, pp. 176-78, where it has 
been pointed out that these were none other than the Saracen foederati of Ma via. The complete 
silence of Ammianus on Mavia has succeeded in leaving these Saracens in Book XXXI unaf
filiated and unidentified and in presenting them as bloodthirsty savages. The question arises 
why, after suppressing all the facts of Mavia's career during the reign of Valens, Ammianus 
chose to record the Arab presence during the defense of Constantinople. Possibly he could not 
avoid it since this was a military exploit that he could not ignore, especially as it would have 
been recorded by others, as in fact it was, and he did not wish to give the impression that 
he was deliberately indulging in silentium, which he deprecated. But in describing them as he 
did, Ammianus succeeded in suppressing the fact that they were Mavia'sfoederati, belittled their 
achievement, and transferred the credit for the deliverance of Constantinople from the Saracen 
horsemanship attended by religious orthodox zeal to that of a pagan numen--evidence of his 
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His silence on Mavia is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that 
his model Tacitus did not consider it beneath his dignity to tell the fortunes 
of another queen. Tacitus had recorded the history of Fritgausus's widow, 
Boudicca, the queen of the Iceni, a former foederata of Rome, who incited an 
insurrection of the Britons against Rome after her two daughters were violated; 
she defeated the Roman legions but then was vanquished by Suetonius Paulinus 
and finally took her own life. The similarities in the careers of the two queens 
are striking, but the outcome was different. Mavia triumphed, married her 
daughter to the magister equitum, and returned to the Roman fold and to her 
duties as an ally. The recounting of the exploits of Mavia would have immedi
ately brought to the mind of the reader or the listener in Rome who knew 
his Tacitus those of the Briton queen, 77 but it would have put Mavia in a 
favorable light especially repellent to Ammianus since Mavia's Christianity, 
unlike Boudicca's Druidism, was the central issue in the former's revolt and a 
bond that linked the Saracen foederati to the empire in spite of doctrinal 
differences. 

That the palm in the account of the reign of Valens might have gone to 
a Christianized barbarian and, what is more, to a woman 78-a Saracenissa
would understandably have been intolerable or unacceptable to a pagan miles 
quondam et Graecus such as Ammianus was. 

2. Not only Valentinian could have been the hero of the last six books, 
but also the magister equitum praesentalis, Victor, whose career has been sketched 
in a previous chapter as the new type of Roman general, not a mere soldier 
but a soldier-statesman who rendered important services to both the ecclesia 
and the imperium and to their mutual relationships. His fl.oruit was in the reign 
of Valens, but Ammianus handled his career in such a way as to leave an 
indistinct picture of one of the most distinguished officers of the Magisterium 
of the Orient in this period. 79 

It is perhaps too much to expect Ammianus to present as the hero of 

reluctance to recognize the success of imperial federate policy in the fourth century, at least 
with the Arabs; for more on this, see infra, pp. 265-68. 

"And also of Zenobia, whom apparently he did not admire; RG, XXVIII.4.9. In spite 
of her defection and defeat, the figure of Zenobia was an attractive one in the annals of the 
third century. Recollection of Zenobia by the Romans to whom the Res Gestae were read and 
in whose city that queen spent the last years of her life, in Tibur married to a senator, would 
have improved the image of Mavia, who flourished not long after Zenobia had died in Rome. 

78Women do not fare well with Ammianus; for the uncomplimentary picture of Gallic 
women-warriors, see RG, XV.12.1. Nor do queens, either; see his views on Semiramis, Cleo
patra, Artemisia, and Zenobia (RG, XXVIII.4.9). 

"Gibbon seems to have appreciated him; see Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, vol. 3, 
p. 112; and so, more recently, has Waas in a prosopographic notice; see his Germanen, pp. 
130--33. On Victor, and Ammianus and Victor, see supra, pp. 164-69, and infra, pp. 268-
7 4 respectively. 
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the last six books a magister equitum, especially one of Victor's description; and 
yet, it was a magister equitum that was one of the two heroes of the preceding 
books, none other than Ursicinus, otherwise unknown or almost unknown to 
history and on close scrutiny far from being the stuff of which heroes are 
made. 80 What is more relevant in this connection is to relate Ammianus's 
silence on Mavia's exploits to the career of Victor. The union of Mavia's 
fortunes with those of Victor through the latter's marriage to the former's 
daughter linked the fortunes of these two Christianized barbarians but it 
also must have increased Ammianus's coolness to both. Thus the silence of 
Ammianus on Mavia's exploits acquires a new dimension and becomes even 
more explicable. A recital of these exploits would have drawn attention to the 
part played by Victor in the peace negotiations with Mavia and to Victor's 
enlistment of a Saracen contingent for participation in the Gothic War; all 
this would have redounded to the advantage of the magister whom Ammianus 
slighted four times by referring to him as "the man called Victor," but who 
was known to St. Basil as the most honored Roman in the whole olxouµEVf]. 

B 

That the last six books have no hero leads to a further question that must 
be asked about these books, namely, why they have no hero, especially, as 
has been argued, there was no lack of distinguished Romans to qualify as 
such. The ultimate reasons behind Ammianus's silences on Mavia's exploits 
must be related to the correct answers to this question. Since there was no 
lack of heroic figures in the reign of Valens, the conclusion is inevitable that 
Ammianus did not want these books to have a hero, and his reluctance to 
give them one must be related to his views on imperial history in the reign 
of Valens and on the process of Roman decline. 

These views may be directly inferred from the picture he drew of the 
reign of Valens and indirectly from the fact that he was writing the history 
of that reign under none other than Theodosius; they involve the processes 
that revolutionized Roman history in the fourth century-barbarization and 
Christianization. 

1. Although the barbarians had been a problem on the hands of Roman 
emperors and as recently as the third century they had posed a perilous threat, 
it was in the fourth century that the dimensions of the barbarian problem 

"'On Ursicinus, see Thompson, Ammianus Marcellinus, pp. 42-55; only one ocher his
torian, and a much later one, Zonaras, noticed Ursicinus; see E. A. Thompson, "Ammianus 
Marcellinus," in Latin Historians, ed. T. A. Dorey (London, 1966), p. 146. le is noteworthy 
chat even in the Jase six books and at the very end he evokes the image of Ursicinus when he 
refers co the death of his son, Potentius, tribune of the promoti, at Adrianople. Of all chose who 
fell in that battle it is this tribune who comes in for most of the praise, and so does his 
father; RG, XXXl.13.18. 
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became truly menacing. In that century, they were settled within the imperial 
frontiers, both Goths and Sarmatians; they formed a significant part of the 
Roman army as foederati fighting in the barbarian manner, and they pene
trated the Roman high command, which witnessed a considerable degree of 
Germanization 81 since the days of Constantine. To an observer of the Roman 
scene such as Ammianus, this amounted to barbarization 82 of the army on all 
levels and of society in many sectors, carrying with it manifest dangers. 

The reign of Valens, which he recorded in the last six books of the Res 
Gestae, witnessed the climax of this barbarization: (a) the empire was ruled by 
two barbarians from Pannonia; 83 (b) swarms and hordes of barbarians made an 
almost universal and unprecedented assault on the imperial frontiers at the 
beginning of the reign: Picts, Saxons, Scots, Alamanni, Quadi, Sarmatians, 
Goths, and Moors; (c) new groups of barbarians appeared for the first time, 
the Alans and the Huns; (d) and finally the barbarians won their smashing 
victory at Adrianople in 3 78. 84 

2. The reign also witnessed the renewed triumph of Christianity. Pagans 
such as Ammianus had hoped that Julian would succeed in turning the tide 
against Christianity and would reestablish the old religion; but his death 
dashed these hopes to the ground and signaled a sharp turn to the worse in 
the evolution of Roman history. The long reign of Valens succeeded in re
establishing Christianity and considerably dimmed any hopes for the renewal 
of paganism, in spite of the violent theological controversies that divided the 
Christian camp during that reign. Furthermore, for pagan Ammianus writing 
in the nineties of the fourth century, the disastrous reign of Valens proved 
to be even more disastrous in that it preluded that of Theodosius, who put the 
house of the Church in order, reestablished orthodoxy, and made Christianity 
the state religion, which inter alia spelled intolerance for paganism as well as 
Christian heresy. 

3. Thus the reign of Valens covered by this last hexad witnessed for 
Ammianus the intolerable predominance and the assertiveness of both Chris
tians and barbarians and, what is more, their union, 85 individually in such 

"See Waas, Germanen, especially pp. 5-27. 
"On Ammianus's strong feelings against the Germans, see Ensslin's chapter on "Ammians 

Romerstoltz und Antigermanismus" in Zur GeschichtJchreibung und Weltanschauung des Ammianus 
Marcellinus, pp. 30-33; a more moderate view than Ensslin's on Ammianus's anti-German 
feeling is taken by K. F. Stroheker, for which see his "Zur Rolle der Heermeister frankischer 
Abstammung im spaten vierten Jahrhundert, Historia, 4 (1955), pp. 320-22. 

830n Valentinian and Valens as barbarians, see supra, p. 249 note 37. 
84These last six books could be described as the barbarian hexad. 
"The above discussion on Ammianus's attitude to Christians and barbarians may be re

lated to what has been said earlier (supra, pp. 248-50). In that context, the antipathy induced 
in Ammianus by both was personal and cultural, while in the present one it may be described 
as imperial~ffecting the being and welfare of the imperium. 
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cases as Victor and collectively in such barbarian groups as the Goths. These 
barbarians had been settled within the Roman frontier on the lower Danube, 
had been Christianized, and had been accepted as foederati. But since their 
settlement in the reign of Constantine and after some fifty years of uneasy 
relations with Rome, they proved unreliable. They assaulted their former 
allies, won a second Cannae over them at Adrianople, and left the pars orientalis 
of the Roman world lying prostrate with its emperor dead on the field of 
battle. This is the climax of this barbarian hexad of the Res Gestae, and its 
message is clearly and powerfully transmitted by the finale, namely, the failure 
of imperial policy toward, and specifically of Constantine's experiment with, 
the barbarians in general and the Goths in particular. 

A world presided over by Christians, barbarians, and Christianized bar
barians could have no heroes. 86 The last Roman hero of the fourth century was 
both anti-Christian and antibarbarian, and he had done his best to de-Chris
tianize and debarbarize the empire; but he died in 363. 

4. The withdrawal of the Arab foederati from the picture that Ammianus 
drew of the reign of Valens is now more explicable. While the foedus with the 
Goths turned out to be a dismal failure, that with the Arabs proved to be a 
signal success. The quarrel of the latter with Valens was on doctrinal grounds, 
and once that quarrel had been settled the foederati returned to the service and 
fought creditably in the Gothic War. They presented the spectacle of Chris
tianized barbarians who were well integrated within the Roman system, both 
as soldiers of the Cross and as faithful servants of Rome. Thus they constituted 
an anomalous element in the picture he drew of the barbarians as unreliable 
allies and of the failure of imperial policy toward them. Unlike the Goths who 
validated the point of view from which he observed the reign of Valens and 
according to which he probably wrote the last hexad, the experiment with the 
Arabs invalidated that point of view and involved him in self-contradiction. 
Hence his complete silence on them throughout the entire reign. 

C 

This in the last analysis is the solution of the problem of Ammianus and 
the Arabfoederati. The real grounds of his antipathy were neither racial nor 

86It should not be inferred from this that Ammianus viewed Christianization and barbar
ization as the two causes for the decline of the empire, a view that was to find its classical 
expression in the work of Edward Gibbon. Ammianus's own stated analysis of Roman decline is 
related to general deterioration in personal morality. But it is difficult to believe that the two 
processes of Christianization and barbarization that transformed the century in which he lived 
were not on his mind as contributing causes, striking at the very foundation of the Roman 
state or of Roman society. It was left to a fellow pagan, Zosimus, to unbosom himself on both. 
For what Ammianus might have said if he had been differently circumstanced and situated, see 
the last paragraph in chap. 8, "Zosimus and the Arabs," in RA. 
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cultural, important as these might have been, and no doubt accounting for 
some of that antipathy. Ammianus did not write a social history of the bar
barians, however interested he was or might have been in barbarian mores; he 
wrote the res gestae of Roman emperors and was an analyst of Roman decline. 
His antipathy to the Arabs on cultural grounds, therefore, recedes into the 
background, and to the fore come imperial considerations related to his con
ception of Roman history and to the factors that were adversely affecting the 
imperial idea. He lived to see the world to which he belonged collapsing with 
the triumph of Christianity and with the growing ascendancy of the barbarians, 
both of which he considered a threat to the empire. The Arab foederati crossed 
his path as Christianized barbarians; as such they were repellent to him, and 
as faithful servants of Rome they invalidated his conclusions. It was too much 
against the grain to do justice to them; hence, his antipathy is not so much 
personal as it is "imperial." It was as a concerned Roman that he viewed the 
Arab foederati, and it is from this concern that the grounds of his antipathy are 
derivative. 

III. AMMIANUS AND VICTOR 

The career of Victor has been analyzed (supra, pp. 164-69) and his sub
stantial contributions to both the welfare of the imperium and the ecclesia have 
also been evaluated. And yet he does not come off well in the pages of the 
Res Gestae. It is not expected that a pagan and secular historian as Ammianus 
should record his services to the ecclesia, but it is expected that as a military 
historian he pay some attention to one of the most distinguished officers in 
the Roman army in the second half of the second century. Ammianus is 
noticeably cool toward Victor, and this calls for an explanation, especially 
since some important problems are closely related to this coolness. 

1 

The magister equitum praesentalis is mentioned many times m the Res 
Gestae, but guardedly. 

(1) On four occasions he is referred to by the phrase Victor nomine, al
though he was a high-ranking officer in the army of Julian and Valens and 
must have been known personally to Ammianus himself. 87 Two of these refer
ences pertain to the Persian War and two to the battle of Adrianople, and on 
all four occasions Victor distinguished himself. On the first occasion, he re
connoitered the roads to Ctesiphon and declared them safe (XXIV.4. 13); 
on the second, he prevented the Romans from rashly entering the gates of 

87Both of them participated in Julian's Persian campaign; furthermore, Victor spent a 
long time in Antioch, Ammianus's city, with Valens, as his magister praesentalis, and both had 
Libanius as common friend. 
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Ctesiphon and was himself wounded by an arrrow in the battle (XXIV.6.13); 
on the third, the eve of the battle of Adrianople, he gave crucial counsel to 
Valens to await the arrival of Gratian (XXXl.12.6); and on the fourth, he 
tried in vain to rescue Valens in the course of the battle (XXXI. 13. 9). 

The general impression from this repeated reference to him as Victor 
nomine is unfavorable. If Ammianus had employed the phrase on the first 
occasion when he introduced him to the reader, he might be excused. But he 
did not; on the first occasion, when he commanded the rear guard during 
Julian's march, he refers to him as Victor without any title (XXIV.1.2). 
Victor was a high-ranking officer, at least in the reign of Valens, a magister 
equitum praesentalis, and Ammianus's repeated description of him as Victor 
nomine, as if he had been a nonentity, arouses suspicion. 

(2) In his account of the Persian campaign, he is not accurate or consistent 
in his references to him. In XXIV.4. 13, when Victor was reconnoitering the 
roads to Ctesiphon, he is referred to as dux, and so also before the walls of 
Ctesiphon (XXIV.6.13). In XXIV.4.13 and XXIV.6.4, he is referred to as 
comes. In the last reference to him at Adrianople, and after referring to him as 
magister during the reign of Valens, Ammianus reverts to calling him comes 
(XXXl.13.9). 

Victor was possibly comes rei militaris during the Persian campaign, but 
not dux. The use of dux may be defended as a nontechnical use of the term, 
but Ammianus was a military historian and accuracy is expected from him as a 
specialist in military affairs. 88 Throughout the reigns of Jovian and Valens, 
Victor was magister equitum and his rank was well defined. The use of comes to 
describe him in the course of the battle of Adrianople may refer to the fact 
that he was praesentalis, 89 but it could also suggest to the reader the comes of 
the Persian campaign when Victor was certainly not magister equitum. The 
inconsistency in referring to his rank even during one phase of his career could 
suggest to the unsuspecting reader that more than one Victor is involved 
in Ammianus's account. 

(3) There are also some serious omissions. Zosimus did not write a de
tailed account of the period as Ammianus had done. And yet the student of 
these wars owes to the former the knowledge that it was Victor who marched 
Julian's army from Constantinople to Antioch, a significant enough assignment 
omitted by Ammianus, who thus obscures Victor and his position and refers 

"According to Zosimus, Victor was magister peditum under Julian. If so, Ammianus ob
scured the fact. Victor might have been magister peditum under Julian before he became magister 
equitum under Jovian and Valens, as stated by Ammianus; see PLRE, vol. 1, p. 958. The 
magisterium equitum would thus have been a promotion; contrast the change in Ursicinus's magis
terium from horse to foot in 359--60; see ibid., p. 986. 

89Richomer was comes et magister utriusque militiae; see PLRE, vol. 1, p. 766. 
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to him sometimes as comes and sometimes as dux 90 with the nonflattering 
nomine twice in the course of the Persian War. Again it is Zosimus who records 
that it was Victor who rode out of the battle through Macedonia, Thessaly, 
and Moesia to Pannonia in order to tell Gratian the news of the disaster at 
Adrianople. Ammianus is silent on this last operation of Victor. His exit from 
the pages of the Res Gestae takes place in XXXl.13.9 when he tried to rescue 
Valens but could not find the Batavi, the reserve force, and thus Victor 

gradiens retro discessit, and he does so not as magister equitum per Orientem but 
as Victor nomine comes! 

2 

One section in the Res Gestae (XXXI. 12.6) in which Victor figures prom
inently deserves a separate treatment. On the eve of the battle of Adrianople, 
a council of war is held in which Victor ranges himself on the side of prudence 
and warns Valens against an immediate engagement with the Goths before the 
arrival of his imperial colleague Gratian. The impression Ammianus conveys 
is a favorable one, and in this same section he makes a strikingly succinct 
but informative reference to Victor, which gives his name, rank, ethnic ori
gin, and his military style: Victor nomine magister equitum Sarmata sed cunctator 

et cautus. In view of Ammianus's coolness toward Victor, this long descrip
tive phrase repays a careful study, and it will be argued that at best it is 
ambivalent. 

(1) After many references to Victor in the Res Gestae, this penultimate 
one is surely strange with its employment of nomine, especially as the term is 
used in the same phrase that describes none other than a well-known senior 
officer, the magister equitum himself. 

(2) Sarmata is both valuable and significant. Without this biographical 
item, no reader would have even suspected that the magister equitum who 
carried the good Latin name Victor was anything but Roman. 91 However, the 
disclosure of his ethnic origin sounds strange and out of place coming as it 
does toward the very end of Ammianus's narrative and in the penultimate 
reference to Victor, whereas the natural place for it should have been the first 
reference to him in the Res Gestae. The phrase in which Sarmata occurs is so 
carefully worded that there must have been a reason for including it: (a) it is 
possible that it is meant to contrast with cunctator et cautus; this could be 
supported by the fact that the Sarmatians were dashing horsemen, 92 and Ammi-

won the possibility that he was magister peditum under Julian and not only comes, see 
supra, note 88. 

91The German magistri kept their native names for the most part; see Waas, Germanen, 
pp. 68-110. 

"On Ammianus and the Sarmatians, see infra, pp. 272-73. 
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anus wanted to imply that Victor was not typical; (b) but it also could imply 
some racial prejudice or consciousness on the part of Ammianus, who lamented 
the fact that the Roman high command in his day was staffed mostly by non
Romans. 93 

(3) Ambivalence in Ammianus is at its best in the case of the two epithets 
he applies to Victor, namely, cunctator et cautus. These, especially the first, 
are well known as epithets employed by Fabius's magister equitum, Minucius 
Rufus, in his reproachful reference to the dictator. They immediately recall 
Livy, XXIl.12.12, who undoubtedly was in Ammianus's mind both when he 
wrote this phrase and when he described the battle of Adrianople, which he 
likened to Cannae. As applied to Fabius, the abusive title Delayer (Cunctator) 

became an honor, and it is the latter connotation that has survived in the 
consciousness of students of Roman history. But in view of Ammianus's cool
ness toward Victor, it is difficult to believe that he would have applied them 
to him as posterity has understood the terms. In support of this view, the 
following may be adduced: 

(a) In Livy, the two epithets were applied by a Master of Horse to one 
who was not, Fabius. In Ammianus, they are applied by one who was not a 
Master of Horse to one who was, Victor. Thus the adversative force of sed in 
Ammianus's phrase could involve not Sarmata or only Sarmata but also magister 

equitum, implying that the latter, who by definition should be aggressive, 
dashing, and ubiquitous on the battlefield, was not to the manner born. 94 This 
could receive some confirmation from Ammianus's last notice of Victor in the 
course of the battle of Adrianople (XXXl.13.9) when he fails to rescue Valens. 
He seeks the Batavi, but these were not to be found, and so he rides out of 
the battlefield. 95 

(b) That cunctator et cautus are possibly not used in a complimentary sense 
is further supported by the sequel to both Cannae and Adrianople, and an 
appeal to the sequel is justified because Ammianus certainly had Livy in 
mind when he wrote his account of Adrianople, which he likens to Cannae 
(XXXI. 13.18). The strategy of Fabius Cunctator proved to be sound in that it 
made possible the application of the bolder strategy of Scipio and the final 

93RG, XXXI.16.8, where he speaks of Julius's letters to the Roman commanders in Asia 
before their massacre of the Goths. 

94This may be brought to bear on the problem of Jovian's promotion of Victor to the 
magisterium equitum, for which see supra, note 88. Perhaps Ammianus wanted to imply that the 
promotion was undeserved, because temperamentally Victor was not fitted to be a cavalry officer. 

"Ammianus does not conceal the fact that Victor showed great concern over Valens's 
safety and tried hard to rescue him, but the general impression that is conveyed to the reader 
is the failure of Victor's attempt and his abandoning the battlefield. It is pertinent to remark 
that Minucius fell at Cannae, while Victor effected a safe retreat for one-third of the Roman 
army that fought at Adrianople. Ammianus does not record the fact and remembers only his 
disappearance from the scene. 
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defeat of the Carthaginians; but Victor cunctator was unable to prevail upon 
Valens to refuse battle with the Goths. 96 The result was the battle of Adrianople 
and the Gothic victory which, unlike that of the Carthaginians at Cannae, was 
clinched a few years later by Theodosius's Settlement with the Goths in 382. 
The abusive title cunctator became an honor only with the success of Fabius's 
policy and the eventual defeat of Hannibal; thus the analogy with Fabius 
Cunctator breaks down and with it the connotation to be imparted to cunctator, 
which thus could regain its pejorative sense of delayer. 

Ammianus read his Res Gestae in Rome itself, and the Romans who 
listened to him understood in what sense cunctator could be a complimentary 
term as applied to Fabius; many of his listeners remembered Ennius's famous 
verse, unus homo nobis cunctando restituit rem. But the state of the Roman world 
in the aftermath of Adrianople would not have inclined them to impart a 
complimentary sense to Ammianus's description of Victor as cunctator, and it 
is scarcely credible that the historian who closed his Res Gestae with an account 
of the disaster of Adrianople would have wanted his reader to remember Victor 
in this role of restitutor. 

(c) That these two epithets may have been used not enthusiastically of 
Victor could derive some support from the concluding section of the Res Gestae 
that describes the action of Julius, magister militiae trans Taurum, who massacred 
the Goths of Asia after the news of Adrianople reached him (XXXI.16.8). 
Ammianus speaks with a strong approving tone of his efficacia; it was velox, 
and the deed was done sine mora.97 

These terms could contrast with those applied to Victor 98 and could im
part a pejorative tone to the latter, since the two figures come into comparison 
in Ammianus's thought and the reader's. The two were magistri per Orientem; 
the one was magister equitum, the other magister utriusque militiae, and both 
dealt with the Goths and the Gothic problem. 

3 
More important than Ammianus's ambivalence toward Victor are the 

motives behind the ambivalence: 
( 1) Victor presented to Ammianus the union of the two elements he 

viewed with disfavor, the barbarian and the Christian. Especially noteworthy 
in this connection is his volunteering the fact of his ethnic origin in a context 

96Fabius coo was unable to persuade the Romans co-avoid pitched battles with Hannibal 
after Trasimene, until he was justified by the Roman disaster at Cannae. 

97These terms that describe Julius bring to mind Sozomen's account of the same impatient 
and impetuous magister whom Mavia had beaten; supra, p. 151. 

''Ammianus's coolness coward Victor may be contrasted with his warmth toward Julius; 
he makes him steal the show in his account of Roman-Gothic relations and get away with 
murder; his massacre of the Goths is judged as the action of a man of decision. 
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that does not seem especially to call for it (XXXl.12.6). Ammianus possibly 99 

wanted to ally Victor with his barbarian group, the Sarmatians, who like 
many other barbarians do not come off well in the Res Gestae; they are brig
ands (XVl.10.20) and fight with spear and horse in the barbarian manner 
(XXII.12.2). In spite of his Latin name, he belonged to that group of bar
barians that had harassed the Danube frontier, a fact that survives in the 
military cognomen Sarmaticus assumed by the Roman emperors. 

(2) But there were specific reasons, possibly personal ones, that related to 
Victor not as a type but as an individual. These may be summarized as follows: 

(a) Victor was instrumental in the choice of Jovian. For Ammianus, the 
return of a Christian emperor to the throne changed the course of history that 
had been set by his hero, the pagan Julian, and the change was for the worse. 

(b) A personal note may be detected in his attitude toward Victor, the 
professional jealousy of one soldier toward another. Ammianus had served on 
the staff of Ursicinus in the fifties and later in Julian's army during the 
Persian War. Then came Jovian, and his career ended abruptly. With that 
change in the course of Roman history, Ammianus's own career was changed; 
he retired from the army, and although he had been a man of action, he lived 
in obscurity until the end of his life. It was a disappointed army officer in 
retirement that wrote the Res Gestae, and it is not unnatural to suppose that 
some of his views on the major figures of the period, including the one who 
effected Jovian's succession, may have been colored by this disappointment. 
This note may be audible in the passage that refers to Victor's promotion by 
Jovian (XXVI.5.2), promotion Ammianus had probably hoped for if Julian 
had remained alive. 

(3) Finally, his coolness toward Victor may be related to his loyalty 
toward his hero Ursicinus. 100 The latter was magister equitum in the Orient in 
the fifties, and that Orient looked good to Ammianus then. His successor to 
the magisterium equitum for the entire reign of Valens was the Christianized 
barbarian Victor, with whom Ammianus had no rapport. 

Some or all of the preceding motives could have been operative with 
Ammianus and might explain his coolness toward Victor. But racial prejudice 
and cultural antipathy are perhaps not the main keys to understanding Ammi
anus's attitude toward Victor. These, as in the case of his attitude toward the 
Arab foederati, have to be sought in his views, not explicitly stated, 101 on the 

990n an alternative explanation for the inclusion of Sarmata in that biographical note on 
Victor, see supra, pp. 270-71. 

")()His strong feelings on the dismissal of U rsicinus are reflected in the irony of his reference 
to his successor, Sabinianus. One of these speaks of his inspecting the tombs of the martyrs 
and being entertained with a Pyrrhic dance instead of attending to his military duties (RG, 
XVIIl.7.7). For other references, see PLRE, vol. 1, p. 789. 

101See supra, sec. II, 4.B-C, pp. 265--<58. 
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unwholesome tendencies and adverse factors that were affecting the course of 
Roman history, namely, Christianization and barbarization. These two were 
united in Victor, the new type of Roman in the fourth century, the Chris
tianized barbarian who, moreover, like many others, penetrated the Rori'i.an 
high command and who reached so high and endured so long. Victor's mar
riage to Mavia's daughter, who also belonged to a barbarian group toward 
whom Ammianus was antipathetic, did not endear him further to Ammianus, 
while habits of cooperation among the barbarians not against Rome but for it 
ran counter to his views on the worth of these barbarians and the dangers 
inherent in their federate status. Victor has been described earlier in this book 
(supra, p. 169) as the ripest fruit of Sarmatia and a witness to the success 
of the Constantinian experiment. His career invalidated for Ammianus his 
views on the dynasty of the Second Flavians, whose hero was Julian and whose 
villain was Constantine. 102 

IV. SOZOMEN ON THE ARABS 

The most extensive and valuable account of the Arabs in the ecclesiastical 
historians is to be found in Sozomen's Historia Ecclesiastica, 103 in a precious, 
long section (VI. 38) that sheds a bright light on the religious history of the 
Arabs before the rise of Islam and on Arab-Byzantine relations in the second 
half of the fourth century. As Sozomen illuminates so many facets of Arab 
history in this century, it is well that an evaluation of this major historian of 
Byzantino-arabica104 should be attempted, encompassing the range of his use
fulness for reconstructing Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century, the 
reasons behind his interest in the Arabs, and his sources for Arab history. 

Sozomen's account mainly treats the military, political, ecclesiastical, and 
cultural history of the Arab foederati in the service of Byzantium, especially 
those of the fourth century, but it also treats related matters. His account 
illuminates the following areas: 

1. The revolt of Queen Mavia during the reign of Valens, the conse
cration of Moses as the bishop of the Saracens, and the participation of the 
Arabs in the defense of Constantinople after Adrianople. 105 

2. The conversion to Christianity of the tribe of Zokomos, the eponymous 

' 020n chis, see chap. 8, "Zosimus and the Arabs," in RA. 
'°'For Sozomen and his HiJtoria Ecclesiastica, see Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, vol. 1, pp. 

510-12, and Quascen, Patrology, vol. 3, pp. 534-36. The standard edition of Sozomen's 
Historia Ecclesiastica is that of J. Bidez in GCS, 50, hereafter cited as HE. His account of the 
Arabs occupies pp. 297-300; 302. 

104Cf. his value for Byzantinoturcica; Moravcsik, op. cit., p. 511. This discussion could 
thus also serve as a contribution to a better and more comprehensive appreciation of Sozomen 
as a historian of the barbarians along the Byzantine limitrophe. 

10'A detail not mentioned by Socrates, for which see Sozomen, HE, VII. l. 
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founder of the Salil_lid dynasty, the Arab foederati of Byzantium in the fifth 
century. Sozomen is the only source for this precious datum on Zokomos. 106 

3. The religious history and development of the Arabs as sons of Ishmael 
between biblical times and the rise of Islam. 

4. Arabic poetry in the second half of the fourth century; this earliest 
attestation of its composition goes back to Sozomen. 

The unusual interest taken by Sozomen in the history of the Arabs, 
especially of Queen Mavia and her bishop Moses, may be explained by three 
mam reasons: 

(1) It is well known that Sozomen's History treats the border as well as 
the central lands of the empire and sometimes those extra limitem. Further
more, as a native of Bethelia, near Gaza, he had a very special interest in 
Palestine both as his native land and as the Holy Land whose special position 
in the history of Christianity and the Church he wanted to vindicate. Now, 
the scene for the revolt of Mavia was set in the borderland of the Diocese of 
Oriens and involved Palestine itself. 

(2) As a native of Bethelia in the region of Gaza, Sozomen must have 
come in touch with the Arabs of southern Palestine, while his native town 
Bethelia was partly Jewish. This could very well explain his unusual interest 
in the conversion of the Arabs to Christianity, in the tracing of their earlier 
religious development, and in their one-time conversion to Judaism. The two 
biblical peoples, descendants of Abraham, were of special importance to him 
as an ecclesiastical historian and as a native of Palestine. 

(3) The conversion of the Arabs to Christianity took place under the 
influence of hermits and monks, as is explicitly stated in the HE. Now, the 
importance Sozomen attaches to monasticism is evident and perhaps derives 
from his own background. His family had been pagan, and it was a desert 
hermit, none other than St. Hilarion himself, who converted Alaphion, the 
head of a noble family in Bethelia, who in turn converted Sozomen's grand
father. 107 It is, thus, not unnatural that Sozomen should have developed an 
interest in the Arabs and in the manner of their conversion at the hands of 
these representatives of monasticism. 

His sources for Arab history are partly primary and partly derivative. To 
the latter category belongs Socrates, 108 his older contemporary, who unlike Sozo
men was born in Constantinople and who wrote a shorter account of the Arab 
foederati during the reign of Valens. Socrates worked in Constantinople, which 

106Sozomen's account of Zokomos was included by the later author Nicephorus Callistus 
in his H istoria Ecc!esiastica; see PG, 146, col. 7 3 6. 

10'HE, V.15. 
10'Although he does not explicitly name him as his source; on this, see Moravcsik, 

Byzantinoturcica, p. 510, and Quasten, Patrology, voi. 3, pp. 535-36. 
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had been saved after the death of Valens by a squadron of cavalry sent by 
Queen Mavia. Consequently, information both official and nonofficial on Mavia 
and her people must have been available in Constantinople. And it is in 
Constantinople that Socrates must have collected his material. He does not 
state his source on Mavia, nor does he give any indication as to whence he 
could have received this account. But judging from the subject matter, it is 
fairly clear that he got it from official, imperial (secular) records on Mavia and 
from ecclesiastical records on Moses and Lucius. 

The question arises whether Sozomen had used Socrates for his account of 
the Arabs. He may have done so, or he may have used the same sources, 
possibly guided by Socrates. 109 It is noticeable that he fails to mention that 
Moses was an Arab ethnically and makes no mention of the marriage of Mavia's 
daughter to Victor, the Byzantine commander. But he adds details on the 
military operations against Mavia not to be found in Socrates. This could sug
gest that he consulted the same sources but chose what he pleased rather than 
copied Socrates. There is at the end of the chapter 110 the verb JtapELA~cpaµEv, 
which, as the context shows, refers to the account of Moses as the first bishop, 
that is, to the account that both he and Socrates have on Mavia and Moses, 
rather than on Zokomos. This suggests that he depended for that account 
on tradition, but the form of transmission, whether oral or written, is not 
entirely clear. 

His dependence on an oral tradition may be supported by two statements 
in his work: 

1. He relates 11t that the victory of Mavia over the Romans was still re
membered in the region and celebrated among the Arabs in their songs, "even 
at the present day," Ela{n V'UV. This is the kind of information that would 
have been received on the spot and not in Constantinople 

2. More explicit is a statement that occurs in book VII.19, where, con
trasting the one bishop of the Scythians with the many whom the Arabs and 
the Cypriots have, he says that "I have learned this from the Arabs and the 
Cypriots. "112 This is a crucial sentence for testing the reliability of Sozomen's 
account of the Arabs as it indicates clearly that he ascertained his facts on the 
spot and from the people concerned. Who the Arabs he consulted were remains 
an open question. They were evidently sedentary, not nomad, as is clear from 
the reference to the villages (x&µaL), and they are referred to as Arabs, not 

109For Sozomen's independence of Socrates in his use of the sources, see Quasten, Patrology, 
vol. 3, p. 5 36. His account of the Arabs contains many passages for which there are no parallels 
in Socrates, and so it is valuable for drawing conclusions on the question of his independence. 
For Sozomen's dependence on Gelasius of Caesarea, see supra, p. 199. 

ll 0HE, p. 300, line 19; cf. p. 127, line 14. 
1nlbid., p. 298, line 1. 
112/bid., p. 330, line 14. 
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Saracens. 113 This suggests that they were Rhomaioi living either in southern 
Palestine near Bethelia, his native town, or residents of the province of Arabia 
across the Jordan from his native Palestine, very accessible to him. 

His independence of Socrates is clearly reflected in the second part of his 
account of the Arabs, which treats their religious history and the conversion 
of the Arab chief Zokomos, 114 a most valuable account, which Socrates has not 
nor any other ecclesiastical historian. 115 His inclusion of this part and the 
material he puts together have not been appreciated in modern studies of 
Sozomen since no detailed analysis of this section has been attempted. 116 But 
the section is unique in its contents and it gives hints on Sozomen's method 
in assembling his data. 

1. His statement that many Arabs conform to Jewish practices until 
now, ELOEtL V'UV, 117 suggests personal knowledge on the part of a historian 
who not only was born in an area where the Arab element was attested in 
the Gaza district and southern Palestine, but who also explicitly states that he 
conversed with Arabs on religious matters. 118 

2. There are two other indications in the passage that treats of the con
version of the tribe of Zokomos: "it is said," Myetm, and "they say," cpaoL 119 

These two terms definitely suggest an oral tradition and one that is likely, 
because of the nature of the subject matter, to have been collected locally 
from among the Arabs he elsewhere says that he visited. 

Sozomen's account of the Arabs is therefore most trustworthy, based as it 
is on sound written and oral tradition. 120 Whether he knew Arabic is not 
clear, but it is almost certain that he knew a related cognate Semitic language, 
Syriac. 121 This would have helped him gather information about the Arabs 
from those among them who spoke Syriac, as many of them did, or from the 
Syriac-speaking inhabitants of the Orient. 

V. ON THE IMAGE OF THE ARABS IN THE FOURTH CENTURY 

Two chapters of this book treat in a detailed fashion the image of the Arabs 
as perceived by two major secular and ecclesiastical fourth-century writers, 
Ammianus and Jerome respectively. 122 It remains to give some attention to two 
other ecclesiastical writers of the same century, who represent the two extremes 

113/bid. 
' 14HE, pp. 299-300. 
"'Supra, note 106. 
" 6lt is intensively analyzed by the present writer in BAFIC. 
117HE, p. 229, line 20. 
"'Supra, note 112. 
" 9HE, p. 299, line 24 and p. 300, line 6 respectively. 
120His own words on his research methods may be consulted; HE, 1.1. 
121See his chapter on St. Ephraim, HE, 111.16. 
122See supra, secs. 1-11, and infra., Chap. 8, sec. II. 
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in their perceptions of the Arabs, to the discussion of the patristic etymology 
of the term Saracen, and to the self-image of the Arabs themselves. These are 
important dimensions of the present theme, the image of the Arabs, without 
which the study of this image will not be complete for drawing conclusions 
and for the synthesis. 

1 

In addition to Jerome, there are two ecclesiastical writers of the fourth 
century who provide important data for understanding the image of the Arabs 
in that century, Epiphanius and Rufinus. The first wrote on the provincial 
Arabs, the Rhomaioi, as heretics, while the second wrote on the foederati as 
orthodox. 

1. Epiphanius associated the Arabs with heresy. 123 Hippolytus of Rome had 
written on the heretical views of the Arab Monoimus, 124 who may be assigned 
to the second half of the second century, and Eusebius had written on the 
heretics and heresies of Arabia in the third. But Epiphanius wrote more exten
sively than either of his predecessors on Arabian heresies, listing those of 
the Roman period and adding new ones, e.g., the Audiani of the Byzan
tine period in the fourth century. 125 Although it is only the Valesians that he 
explicitly relates to an Arab heresiarch, namely, Valens, his work fixed in the 
consciousness of posterity the image of the Arabs as heretics. 126 Unlike Hip
polytus, Eusebius had not written a special book on heresies, and so it is the 
former that would have been Epiphanius's model in writing his Panarion. 127 

123The heresies of Arabia discussed by Epiphanius have been treated by Aigrain, for 
which see his "Arabie," cols. 1173-74; his Jong treatment of Christianity in the province of 
Arabia, before and after Diocletian, is still valuable; ibid., cols. 1161-89; in that treatment, 
the author is not circumscribed by the boundaries of the Roman province but includes in it 
the discussion of such topics as Zenobia and Paul of Samosata, and the Didascalia Apostolorum 
(cols. 1167-69). 

124Ibid., col. 1164; the name is recognizably Arabic, Mun'im, or its diminutive, Munay'im. 
125For which, see ibid., col. 1174; Epiphanius, however, speaks of the heresiarch Audeus 

as a Mesopotamian (PG, 42, col. 340A); Jerome associates him (A.D. 341) with Syria Coele 
(Chronicon, p. 235); and Theodoret speaks of his being a Syrian in race and in speech (HE, IV.9). 

126The Arabs of Epiphanius were, of course, Rhomaioi, provincials of Arabia, but the 
charge of heresy was leveled in due course against the Arabs in general, and the phrase Arabia 
haeresium ferax must have contributed to the perpetuation of the image of the heretical Arab. 
Harnack considered the rise of heresies in Arabia a reflection of independence and mental 
activity; A. Harnack, The Mission and Expansion of Christianity in the First Three Centuries, trans. 
and ed. J. Moffat (London-New York, 1908), vol. 2, p. 154 note 3. So deep-seared was the 
Byzantine perception of che Arabs as heretics that theologians could view Islam itself, a new 
religion, only as a Christian heresy; see John of Damascus, De haeresibus compendium, PG, 
94, cols. 764-73. For the image of the Muslim Arabs in Western Europe, see N. Daniel, 
Islam and the West: The Making of an Image (Edinburgh, 1962) and R. W. Southern, Western 
Views of Islam in the Middle Ages (Cambridge, Mass., 1962). 

1270n the wide use of the Syntagma of Hippolytus by Epiphanius, see Quasren, Patrology, 
vol. 2, p. 170; Irenaeus's Adversus haereses was his other source for earlier times; see Altaner, 
Patrology, p. 366. 
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But it is reasonable to suppose that the account of the Arabian heresies in 
the sixth book of Eusebius's HE did influence Epiphanius, especially as Hip
polytus discussed only one Arabian heresy, that of Monoimus. 

2. Rufinus, on the other hand, associated the Arabs with orthodoxy. It 
was he, as the continuator of Eusebius and his translator, that included in his 
work an account of the Arabs of Queen Mavia, 128 and in so doing he both 
wove the exploits of the Arab foederati into the texture of ecclesiastical history 
in the fourth century and presented the Arabs in an entirely new light, that 
of Christian soldiers fighting for orthodoxy and, what is more, against the 
imperator himself, who happened to be at the time a heretic, the Arian Valens. 
Rufinus's account of the Arab foederati of the fourth century as orthodox Chris
tians is especially significant in the ecclesiastical history of the Arabs, a people 
whose image, as projected by Eusebius and Epiphanius, was that of heretics. 

2 

More important than the etymologies' 29 of the term Saraceni is the seman
tic dimension of the term, which for the Graeco-Roman writers was equivalent 
to Scenitae, "Tent-dwellers," and which in the Roman period was used fairly 
accurately to designate these nomadic groups among the Arabs. 

A 

In the Byzantine period the term started to be indiscriminately applied 
to groups of Arabs who were certainly not nomads, such as the Arabs of 
Palmyra and even the South Arabians, who were sedentaries. 130 The extension 
of the applicability of the term Saraceni to such groups may perhaps be ex
plained by the desire to have one generic name for those Arabs who were not 
Roman citizens and provincials living within the limes but who were outside 
its limits in the Arabian Peninsula. 131 

This extension of applicability affected the image of the Arabs since it 
equated the Arab sedentaries with the Arab nomads. The extension operated 
to the particular disadvantage of one Arab group, namely, the foederati of 
Byzantium in the course of the three centuries of its pre-Islamic period. These 
had originally hailed from the Arabian Peninsula or from the regions outside 

'"See supra, pp. 197-201. 
12'These as well as the history of the term Saraceni in the Roman period have been 

examined by the present writer in RA, chap. 9, which is the foundation for the present 
observations on the term Saraceni in the Byzantine period. 

130As in Procopius, Buildings, Il.viii.8; V.viii.2. 
1' 1Although in the case of Procopius some motive may be suspected for his application 

of the term Sarakenoi to such sedentaries as the Palmyrene Arabs and the Homeritae of South 
Arabia, who are not usually referred to as such. The antipathetic historian may have wanted 
to portray the Arabs in their entirety as nomads; on Procopius and the Arabs, see the present 
writer in "Procopius and Arethas," pp. 39-fJ7, 362-82, and "Procopius and Kinda," pp. 74-78. 
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the imperium romanum; they were mobile troops, some of whom were or may 
have been semi-nomadic. But as has been explained in various parts of this 
book, they cannot be described simply as nomads or rude soldiers. 132 It would 
be extravagant to maintain that the mere application of the term Saraceni 
has been exclusively responsible for their distorted image and the misunder
standing of their place in the cultural life of Arab Oriens; this has been due 
mainly to lack of research on their history. But the application to them of the 
term Saraceni, which in the idiom of Graeco-Roman historiography had been 
used for designating the Scenitae, must have contributed its generous share to 
confusing them with the nomads and to the projection of that image that has 
obscured all the constituents of their higher cultural life. 133 

B 

Although, as has been maintained, the signification of the term Saraceni 
is more important than its etymology or etymologies, one of these, the earliest 
and patristic, is the most important historically and the most relevant to the 
theme of the Arab image. 

Perhaps it was St. Jerome who first suggested the involvement of "Sara
ceni" with Sarah, Abraham's wife. 134 This etymology, patently false as it is, 
has had a fateful history and is directly responsible for the new impetus 
imparted to the vogue of the term Saraceni and its application to the Arabs. 
It is quite distinct from all the other etymologies suggested and, indeed, may 
be placed in one category vis-a-vis all the rest, while its vogue is not related to 
the three confrontations with the Arabs in the Roman period. Its etymology is 
related to a figure in the Bible and its vogue to the conversion of the pagan 
Roman Empire to Christianity. Both facts speak for themselves concerning the 
nature and extent of the new impetus imparted to the vogue of the term. 

Even more important than the vogue which this patristic etymology gave 
an impetus to is the fact that the etymology contributed substantially to the 
projection of an image of the Arabs that had already suffered from the equation 
of Saraceni with Scenitae and the subsequent application of the term Saraceni to 
Arab groups that were not nomads or tent-dwellers. This etymology tarnished 
the image of the Arabs in a new sphere and, what is more, a sensitive one, 
namely, religion, 135 the biblical or Christian religion that had become the third 

132See "The ReigR of Constantius," supra, p. 85 note 38, and "Ammianus and the 
Foederati," supra, pp. 251-68. 

"'See the chapters on their involvement with religion, on their bishops, their poetry, 
and on the Arabic Bible and liturgy in various parts of this book, esp. Part Two. 

134Agareni qui nunc Saraceni appellantur fa/so sibi assumpsere nomen Sarae ut de ingenua et 
domina videantur generati; see his commentary on Ezekiel, Corpus Christianorum, series latina, 
LXXV, p. 335. 

1"The biblical image of the Arabs will be treated at length in the second volume in 
this series, BAFIC. 
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constituent in the make-up of the new Roman Empire, Byzantium. 136 The 
derivation was depreciatory as it suggested that the Saracens were the sons of 
the slave woman with all that that suggestive phrase implied. 

3 
The self-image of the Arabs is an important dimension of the general 

problem of their image in the context of Arab-Byzantine relations and con
frontations. This second dimension is not as easy to explore for the Arabs in 
the fourth century as it is for those in the sixth when the relevant material is 
more plentiful. 137 However, there are hints and references in the scanty sources, 
and they enable the student of this period to form a fairly clear perception of it. 

1. Judging from their behavior during the reign of Valens and Theo
dosius, the Arab foederati, the military group that fought for orthodoxy, were 
proud warriors who must have possessed the ethos and mores of the pre
Islamic Arab warriors familiar from a study of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry in the 
fifth and sixth centuries. 138 It is practically certain that the same ethos and 
mores obtained in the not-too-distant fourth century. One Arabic cultural 
term, muru'a, etymologically counterpart to Latin virtus, sums up this ideal: 
hospitality in peace and courage in war. The capacious term includes other 
components, such as loyalty, fortitude, blood-revenge. 139 Theodosius may have 
viewed the Arab foederati as rebellious Saracens, 140 but they viewed themselves 
in a different light related to their own native concept of murii'a. A hint of 
their self-image as loyal and doughty warriors may be gained from the fact that 
they composed poetry to celebrate their victory over Valens. When an achieve
ment finds literary expression, the presumption is that it was keenly and 
vividly felt. Since the object of their odes was their victory over the imperator 
himself, their self-image must have clashed with their image in the Byzantine 
mirror which viewed them as rebellious Saracens. This is an instance, perhaps 
the only instance, in Arab-Byzantine relations in pre-Islamic times when the 
conflicts or clash of images resulted in a victory for the Arabs. On almost all 
other occasions it resulted in disaster for them or a draw, as in the reign of 
Justin I in the sixth century. 141 

136See G. Ostrogorsky's chapter "The Christian Roman Empire," in his History of the 
Byzantine State, trans. J. Hussey (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1969), pp. 27-50, and the 
observations of the present writer in "The Iranian Factor in Byzantium during the Reign of 
Heraclius," p. 295. 

137The Arab self-image in the sixth century will be treated in BASIC. 
1380n the antiquity of the Arab poetic tradition and the case for the authenticity of 

some third-century poetic fragmenta, see Chap. 11, sec. III, "Arabic Poetry in the Fourth 
Century," infra, pp. 443---48. 

' 390n Arab muru'a, see Nicholson, Literary History of the Arabs, pp. 72-100. 
140See supra, pp. 208-9. 
'"This will be treated in BASIC. 
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The discrepancy between the two perceptions is measurable also by the 
terms employed by the two parties to denote the Arabs. To the Byzantines 
the Arabs were Saracens, a term that carried some pejorative implications 
including their way of life as nomads and consequently as barbarians. The 
Arab self-image vis-a-vis non-Arabs was reflected in the two conjugates Arab 
and 'Ajam: the Arabs and the non-Arabs, the latter term literally meaning 
the mutes, presumably those who could not speak or pronounce the Arabic 
language. This ethnocentricity, expressed in these conjugates, the counterparts 
of Greek/Barbarian or Jew/Gentile, is, like murii'a, documented in later times 
but, like it, possibly goes back to the fourth century. 

2. As far as their Christian image is concerned, the foederati's self-image 
was clearly that of orthodox defenders of the true faith of Nicaea. 142 Ecclesi
astical writers have done justice to the federate self-image. Rufinus in the 
fourth century and others in the fifth, Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, 
transmitted an identical image of the foederati. This was one of the rare in
stances, perhaps the only instance, where there was no discrepancy between 
what the two different mirrors, the Byzantine and the Arab, reflected. 

4 
The exploration of the Arab self-image in the preceding section has 

involved the second mirror in this theme of the image. In fact this theme 
involves not one or two but four mirrors, two Byzantine and two Arab. These 
may be described as follows: 

1. The first reflects the Byzantine self-image which has been explored 
many times. 143 

2. The second reflects the Byzantine perception of the Arabs which has 
been explored in various chapters of this book. 144 

3. The third reflects the Arab self-image discussed in the preceding 
section. 

4. The fourth reflects the Arab perception of Byzantium in pre-Islamic 
times, especially in the fourth century. 145 

'"See the chapters on the reigns of Valens and Theodosius supra. 
'"See C. Mango, "Byzantinism and Romantic Hellenism," Journal of the Warburg and 

Courtauld Institutes, 28 (1965), pp. 30-31 and their notes and a more extensive and detailed 
treatment of the Byzantine self-image. 

'44lt is noteworthy chat the theme of Arab prodosia chat figures so prominently in the 
work of Procopius never appears as a component in the make-up of the Arab image in this 
first Byzantine century nor in the following. So Procopius could not have availed himself of 
a traditional Byzantine image of the Arabs chat involved prodosia; see the present writer in 
"Procopius and Arechas Again," Byzantion, 41 (1971), pp. 336--37. As far as theprodosia theme 
is concerned, Procopius was at one and the same time the reflector, maker, and refractor of 
the Arab image in the sixth century. 

14'For chis, see the relevant pare in A. Shboul's article on chis topic, "Byzantium and 
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The presentation of the problem of the image in terms of four mirrors 
is not merely an exercise in ethnological research, important as it is to know 
how each of the two parties viewed itself and the other party. It goes beyond 
this into being an element, sometimes a factor, that affected and influenced 
the course of Arab-Byzantine relations throughout these centuries of the pre
Islamic period. A more correct Byzantine perception of the Arabs would have 
enabled Byzantium to deal better with its Arab foederati. This is clearest in the 
sixth century when Arab-Byzantine relations were ruffled more than once. 
Even in the fourth century, the data of the Arab-Byzantine conflict admits 
of being understood and interpreted, at least partly, in these terms of image 
and perception. 

the Arabs: The Image of the Byzantines as Mirrored in Arabic Literature, .. Byzantine Papers, 
eds. A. Mofatt, E. Jeffreys, M. Jeffreys (Canberra, 1981), pp. 43-68. Although his main 
concern is the Islamic period, there is an extensive treatment of the Byzantine image in pre
Islamic times, and much of what he says about the sixth century is true of earlier centuries 
including the fourth. 



VIII 

The Arab Presence m Oriens 

I. THE ARABS IN THE WORK OF ST. JEROME: Two VITAE 

The Arabs receive mention in the work of St. Jerome' as Saracens and 
reference to them is especially important in two of his vitae: the Vita 

Ma/chi and the Vita S. Hilarionis. 

1. Vita Ma/chi 

The Vita Malchi2 recounts the adventures of a monk, Malchus, a native 
of Nisibis, who had left his city, had renounced the world while still a young 
man, and had come to live among the monks of the desert of Chalcis in 
Syria between Imma and Beroea. 3 After the death of his father in Nisibis, the 
desire possessed him to return to Nisibis and see his mother; on the way from 
Edessa he was captured by the Saracens. After spending some time in captivity, 
he and his female companion decided to escape, and they did, but were sub
sequently overtaken by their Saracen master, who was devoured, together with 
his servant, by a lioness. Thus, miraculously saved, Malchus and his female 
companion traveled for ten days in the desert and reached the Roman camp 
whence they were sent by the tribune to Sabianus, the dux of Mesopotamia. 
Finally, both returned to the desert of Chalcis where they lived as solitaries; 
and they were still alive in 374 when Jerome heard the account from Malchus 
himself, while he was spending his quinquennium as an eremite in the desert 
of Chalcis. The Vita was written at Bethlehem in 391. 

A 

Jerome's account of the adventures of Malchus present some problems 
that need to be examined before assessing the value of its references to the 
Arabs: 

1For St. Jerome, editions of his works, and bibliographies, see Altaner, Patrology, pp. 
462-76. 

'For the Vita Ma/chi, introduction, text, and annotation, see ASS (October IX), pp. 59-
69, and also PL, 23, cols. 55-62; 73, cols. 205-10; the text of the Vita in ASS will be the 
one referred to in this chapter. On its authenticity, see Paul van den Ven, S. Jerome et la vie 
du moine Malchus le captif (Louvain, 1901). 

'lmma is almost halfway between Antioch and Beroea; see map 14, opposite p. 472, in 
Dussaud, Topographie. 
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1. The first problem is the chronology of Malchus's life. When he told 
his story to Jerome in 374, he was an old man, senex (sec. I). He had left 
Nisibis a young man and after many years, post multos annos (sec. 111), in the 
desert of Chalcis among its solitaries, he set out on his journey back to Nisibis 
and on the road from Beroea to Edessa he was taken captive by the Saracens. 
Not long after his escape he returned to Maronia (sec. I), the village situated 
some thirty miles to the east of Antioch, where he grew to be a senex and 
where Jerome, at the time an adolescentulus (sec. I), met him and questioned 
him about his background. 

There are no firm 4 chronological indications in the account, 5 and such 
terms as senex, adolescentulus, and post multos annos are only relative chrono
logical signals. What is most relevant is the period of Malchus's captivity 
among the Saracens. If the Sabianus (Sabinianus) referred to in the text was 
the magister equitum per Orientem and not the dux Mesopotamiae, as Jerome states, 
then his captivity must have taken place in 359-60 when Sabinianus was 
magister.6 If Sabianus was not magister but only dux7 as stated by Jerome, then 
his captivity must have taken place earlier than the magisterium of Sabinianus 
in 359, most probably in the forties. 

2. The second question is where in the Mesopotamian region Maleh us 
spent his captivity and where in northern Oriens these Saracen captors of his 
were settled. According to the Vita, the Saracens roamed over a wilderness 
that adjoined the road from Beroea to Edessa (sec. IV). This places them in 
three of the provinces of Oriens-Syria, Euphratensis, and Osroene. 

As to where Malchus spent his captivity, it is certain that it was in the 
Trans-Euphratesian region, but actually where he was captured is not entirely 
clear. Much depends on what is meant by the river that he crosses after his 
captivity, grandi amne transmisso (sec. IV). If this is the Euphrates, as the 
epithet grandis could imply, then Malchus must have been captured in the Cis-

'The only firm terminus to which the events of the Vita could be related is the Peace 
of Jovian. The Vita clearly implies that the adventures of Malchus rook place before that peace, 
when Nisibis was still in Roman hands. But that peace was concluded in 363, and thus it 
is too close to 374, the year Jerome heard the story of Malchus, to be a valuable terminus 
ante quern. 

'For an attempt to establish a chronology for the life of Malchus, see the introduction 
to the Vita-m ASS, p. 61. 

6The view. adopted in ASS (ibid.), where it is argued that the dux Mesopotamiae was 
Cassianus, nor Sabinianus, a view that rests on the assumption that Jerome had made a mistake; 
for Cassianus, see PLRE, vol. 1, p. 184. 

'As he may well have been early in his career before he finally became magister in 359. 
If so, this item in the Vita may be added to the ptosopographical notice of Sabinianus, who 
appears only in the pages of the Res Gestae and, what is more, in an unfavorable light because 
of his Christianity; but the implication of the tribune's sending Malchus to Sabinianus could be 
that he was a good Christian who was genuinely concerned about the tribulations of a desert 
solitary among hostile Saracens; on Sabinianus, see PLRE, vol. 1, p. 789. 
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Euphratesian region, but spent his captivity somewhere across the Euphrates, 
probably in Osroene. If the river is not the Euphrates, but one of its two 
tributaries, the Balil:i or the Khabur, or even one of the tributaries of the 
latter, then Malchus would have been captured somewhere in the Trans
Euphratesian region and would also have spent his captivity there. 8 

As far as the Saracens are concerned, it is sufficient that the Vita should 
have disclosed a wilderness inhabited by them and adjoining the highway from 
Beroea to Edessa. As this highway goes through Syria, Euphratensis, and 
Osroene, an Arab presence is thus implied in these three provinces of northern 
Oriens around the middle of the fourth century. 

B 

In addition to indicating the extent of the Saracen presence in the three 
provinces of northern Oriens, the Vita has a valuable account in section IV 
which describes these Saracens: 

1. The narrator is a monk; hence his abductors, although they are referred 
to as Saracens in section IX, are for him a biblical people, the Ishmaelites. 

2. He refers to their flowing hair that was bound with fillets and also 
to their cloaks; they are half-naked, and in section VI he gives the reason for 
that state of semi-nakedness-excessive heat. 

3. Their armor and accouterment are especially noteworthy: they ride 
camels and horses; they have broad military boots and their quivers are slung 
upon their shoulders; their bows are unstrung; and they brandish their long 
spears; they also use swords (sec. V). 

4. As Malchus was given flesh to feed upon and camel's milk to drink, 
this was at least in part the Saracen's food too. 

5. They are real nomads in the literal sense of being shepherds and 
herders; Malchus is given some sheep to tend (sec. IV). 

6. The statement in the opening part of section IV that Malchus, after 
crossing the river, was ordered to pay his respects to the mistress of the tribe 
and her children, dominam liberosque, might imply a matriarchal system of 
some sort. 9 

'In addition to the river, amnis, described as grandis in sec. IV, there is reference to 
a river, fluvius, mentioned in sec. IX, in connection with his escape from his Saracen captors. 
Unlike the amnis of sec. IV, this fluvius is not described by any epithet, and thus it is not 
clear whether this was the same river referred to in section IV; the switch from amnis to 
fluvius may be significant. For an attempt to describe Malchus's itinerary with precision, see 
ASS, pp. 61--63, where use is made of the Peutinger Table. 

9The reference to the domina of the tribe recalls what the author of the Expositio totius 
mundi says on the Saracens: et mulieres aiunt in eos regnare (XX, p. 154). The domina in the Vita 
lives intra limitem, while the mulieres of the Expositio are clearly extra limitem; but the two fourth
century documents speak of women ruling the Saracens, which could suggest that the matri
archal system was prevalent or had survived to the fourth century. Note that in the Vita not 
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7. From the evidence of the dialogue between Malchus and his captors on 
marriage (sec. V), it may be presumed that this group of Saracens were not 
Christian. 

Although the manners, customs, and armor of the Saracens are not un
known from other classical sources, there are some new, significant details. 
More important is the light that this section sheds on the social and cultural 
level of this group of Saracens who, as has been established, lived in Roman 
Mesopotamia around the middle of the fourth century. 

C 

The three sets of complementary data on these Saracens, geographical, 
chronological, and cultural, make possible the discussion of some important 
problems of Byzantino-arabica in the fourth century: 

1. Who were these Arabs who were roaming the Byzantine limitrophe 
in its Euphratesian and Mesopotamian regions? They must have been a tribal 
group that had recently wandered into the region from the Arabian Peninsula 
and were settled there, or more plausibly they were the old settlers of that 
region, described by Strabo, the locus classicus for the extensive and intensive 
penetration of Mesopotamia, Euphratesia, and northern Syria by the Arabs in 
the first century of Roman rule in Oriens. If these Arabs described in the Vita 
were indeed the descendants of those mentioned by Strabo, this would be a 
remarkable case of continuity in the social and political history of that region 
throughout four centuries. ro 

2. They appear as Strabo" conceived of the Scenitae Arabs, both 
ATI01:pLXOL and JtOLµE:VLXOL, quite distinct from the foederati of the fourth 
century who through the two institutions of the episcopate and the phylarchate 
are on an entirely different social and cultural level. 12 These Arabs of the Vita 
do not perform any of the functions of the foederati, and thus it is almost 
certain that they were not such but must have been vectigales, Arabs who were 
allowed to settle or continue to settle in those desert regions. 

regina but domina is used, and this allies the latter more to the term f)youµEV'Y) which appears 
in Arabic as a female proper name, for which see Noldeke, PAS, p. 133 note 1 and Rothstein, 
DLH, pp. 72-73. 

1"The attestation of this group of Arabs in the Roman Trans-Euphratesian region in the 
fourth century is additional documentation for the Arab presence in Mesopotamia in pre-Islamic 
times. For references in Strabo ro the Arabs on both sides of the Euphrates, see Geography, 
XVI.1.26-27; 2.1; 3.1. For the attestation of a strong Arab presence in Persian Mesopotamia 
in the sixth century, see the Life of A~iidemmeh, infra, pp. 419-22. It is not unlikely that the 
Arabs of the Vita were those of the sixth-century Scenarchia, mentioned in the Synecdemus of 
Hierocles and the Descriptio orbis romani of Georgius Cyprius. In Jones's map, Scenarchia appears 
as a Cis-Euphratesian region (Cities, map 5, opposite p. 226, and pp. 267-68); for Hierocles 
and Georgius, see ibid., pp. 514-21. 

11Geography, XVI. 1.26. 
12Such as Mavia's Saracens who fight Rome's wars and defend Constantinople. 
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3. In addition to the fact that these Arabs were far from acting responsibly 
or contributing to the maintenance of law and order, they were evidently not 
Christian, and the fact is not surprising. The imperial policy of Christianizing 
barbarians was still in its initial stages, and Oriens as well as other parts of the 
empire was still full of pagan pockets, one of which Jerome himself describes 
in his Vita S. Hilarionis, in the Holy I..and13 itself. 

4. The picture drawn of these Saracens suggests that there was some 
disorderliness along the frontier in that period. This could be traced to the 
Persian Wars of Constantius's reign and possibly to the fact that the Arab 
foederati had withdrawn from the service for doctrinal reasons during most of 
the reign of the Arian emperor. 14 

5. But the most important problem that the presence and behavior of 
these Arabs raises pertains to the Roman defense system in Oriens. In addition 
to its being designed primarily against the Persians and the Arabs of the 
Peninsula, there is the possibility that it also had to take into account security 
problems within the limes occasioned by the presence of such groups as the 
Arabs described in the Vita Ma/chi. Such a possibility has been entertained in 
connection with the limes Palestinae, 15 and the Arab zone referred to in the Vita 
Ma/chi and analyzed in this section could suggest that the same possibility 
could be entertained for other limites in northern Oriens, such as the so-called 
limes of Chalcis. 16 

2. Vita S. Hilarionis 

Jerome's vita of St. Hilarion, the founder of the anchoritic life in Pales
tine, has some important material on the Arabs and their conversion to Chris
tianity. Like the Vita Ma/chi, it was written at Bethlehem in 390 and treats 
events of the fourth-century saint who died in 3 71. The Arabs of this vita 
are Rhomaioi living in Elusa, the capital of Palestina III, in the Negev, and 
also some Saracens in the countryside around Elusa. The account is of impor-

"See infra, pp. 288-93. 
"See supra, pp. 169-75. 
1'See Avi-Yonah, Holy Land, pp. 119-22, 162--64, and supra, p. 50 note 81. 
16A statement in one of the letters of Jerome is of some relevance in this connection. In 

Letter 7 written in 374, in the first year of his quinquennium in the desert of Chalcis, he 
speaks of that part of the desert quae inter Syros et Sarracenos vastum limitem ducit. The translator 
quite rightly takes limitem to mean "a broad boundary line," but Jerome's description of the 
boundary line as lying between the Syrians and the Saracens, the potentially hostile Saracens, 
such as those he described in the Vita Ma/chi, could suggest that he conceived of the boundary 
line also as a military limes, protecting the sedentary Syrians from the inroads of the nomadic 
Saracens; for Jerome's letter, see F. A. Wright, ed. and trans., Select Letters of St. Jerome, 
Loeb ed. (London, 1933), Letter 7, Sec. 1. For the limes ofChalcis, see Mouterde and Poidebard, 
Le limes de Chalcis, and also J. Sauvaget, "Chateaux umayyades de Syrie," REI, 35 (1967), p. 5. 
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tance to Arab religious life and the spread of Christianity among the Arabs 
in southern Ori ens in the fourth century. 17 

The conversion of the Arabs of Elusa by St. Hilarion is described in 
section 16, and the main points of interest may be summarized as follows: 

1. The Arab city of Elusa is a pagan city where Venus, Arab al-'Uzza, 
had a temple and an annual festival. Furthermore, Venus/Lucifer is the goddess 
not only of the Arabs of Elusa but of the Saracens in general: colunt autem 
ii/am ob Luciferam, cuius cultui Saracenorum natio dedita est. To Jerome, Elusa 
ex magna parte semibarbarum est propter loci situm. 

2. When the Saracens hear that St. Hilarion was passing through Elusa 
they flock with their wives and children to meet him (he had previously 
healed many Saracens possessed of demons), and bend their knees crying in 
Syriac, "Barech," i.e., benedic, bless. 

3. He prays for their conversion; they respond and do not let him leave 
the town before he has drawn the outline of a church in the town and signed 
their pagan priest with the sign of the cross. 

A 

While the Vita Ma/chi has nothing on the religious life of the Saracens 
of Osroene and Euphratensis, the Vita S. Hilarionis has some precious data on 
both the paganism and the Christianity of the Arabs of Elusa in southern 
Palestine. 

1. Elusa is the center of religious life in the Negev, both pagan and 
Christian, and has a temple for Venus 18 and an annual festival for her cult. The 
clear implication of the account is that both Elusa and its vicinity were Arab. 

2. The employment of the term Saracens rather than Arabs is noteworthy 
and suggests that Jerome was thinking not only of the inhabitants of the 
oppidum, who clearly led a sedentary life, but also of the nomads of the Negev 
around Elusa. Thus the shrine of Venus in Elusa functioned as such both for 
the people of Elusa and for the neighboring Arabs in much the same way that 
other pagan centers had functioned and were to do so, such as Petra, and 
Mecca itself before the rise of Islam. 

11The Vita is based on a letter now lost, written by St. Epiphanius and referred to by 
Jerome in the opening section of the Vita; the historicity of St. Hilarion has been vindicated 
by 0. Ziickler in "Hilarion von Gaza. Eine Rettung," Neue jahrbucher fur deutsche Theologie, 3 
(1894), pp. 147-78. The Vita is published in ASS (October IX), pp. 46--59, and in PL, 23, 
cols. 29-54; 73, cols. 193-206; reference made to the Vita in this discussion will be to the 
ASS edition. 

18For an account of Arab Venus, her worship and various names among the pre-Islamic 
Arabs, see T. Fahd, Le pantheon de /'Arabie centrale a la veille de l'Hegire (Paris, 1968), pp. 163-
82, 204. 
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3. The conversion of the Saracens in and around Elusa reflects a phenom
enon that has been noticed elsewhere in the process of Christianization among 
the Arabs, namely, that it was carried through by the anchorites and the 
eremites, the holy men of this early Christian period. 19 Hilarion possessed 
miraculous powers and this, inter alia, impressed the Arabs, some of whom 
had been cured of their demons by the saint. 

4. The brief ceremony of signing with the sign of the cross their pagan 
priest and the drawing of the outline of a church on the spot signals the rise 
of a hierarchy and the beginning of an organized and settled ecclesiastical 
life. 20 The garlanded pagan priest who received the sign of the cross was the 
first Christian cleric of Elusa and the first in a series of ecclesiastics who as 
bishops of Elusa took part in the councils and synods of the fifth and sixth 
centuries. 21 The existence of an ecclesiastical hierarchy among the Tanukhid 
foederati has been inferred from the attestation of their bishops, and the con
version of the Saracens of Elusa and its region provides testimonial evidence 
that on conversion a hierarchy was also born, and, what is more, a native one; 
the first ecclesiastic of Elusa was its Arab pagan priest. 22 

B 

An important datum furnished by the Vita for the study of Arab Chris
tianity is the employment of the term Barech, "bless," with which the Saracens 
appealed to St. Hilarion: et voce Syra Barech, id est, benedic, inclamantes. Taken 
together with other statements in section 13 of the same Vita, in which Syriac 
is described as the language of Palestine and Hilarion's knowledge of Greek 
and Syriac is attested, it appears that according to Jerome the people of Elusa 
spoke Syriac to Hilarion and employed that language in beseeching the saint 
to bless them. It is not entirely clear whether Jerome implies that the people 
of Elusa spoke Syriac normally, or whether they knew it together with Arabic 
but employed Syriac in order to communicate with the saint, who was not 
familiar with Arabic, or whether their knowledge of Syriac was limited to a 
few words relevant to the context of their encounter with a saint, such as the 
term bless. It is impossible to determine from the evidence of one single 

19In much the same way that other eremites and anchorites were to spread Christianity 
among the Arabs of Oriens, such as St. Simeon and St. Euthymius in the fifth century. They 
will be treated at length in the second volume of this series, BAFIC. 

20Cf. A9iidemmeh's creation of an ecclesiastical hierarchy for the Arabs of Persian Meso
potamia in the sixth century; see infra, pp. 419-22. 

"For these, see R. Devreesse, "Le christianisme dans le sud palestinien (Negeb)," RSR, 
3-4 (1940), pp. 247-48; Devreesse's article is basic for Christianity in the Negev. 

22 Although the Elusans were Rhomaioi, the choice of an Arab as their first priest is sig
nificant and may be added to other data on the rise of an Arab national church discussed in 
connection with Moses and the foederati of Mavia; supra, pp. 288-93. 
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word what the linguistic picture in Elusa was. Jerome's source, the letter of 
Epiphanius mentioned in the opening section of the Vita, is lost; he himself 
was living in Bethlehem when he wrote the Vita and presumably had no first
hand knowledge of Elusa and the languages spoken there. 

The problem raised by the term Barech in the Vita is important: none 
other than that of an Arabic liturgy before the rise of Islam. The terms em
ployed by Syriac and Arabic for bless are homophonous or almost so in these 
two cognate languages, and if Barech in the Vita turns out to be Arabic Barik23 

mistaken by Jerome for Syriac Barech, then this will be a gain for the view 
that Arabic was employed in the celebration of the Christian liturgy before 
the rise of Islam. The following relevant observations may be made in this 
connection: 

1. Jerome conceives of Syriac as the language of Palestine, as is clear 
from section 13 of the Vita. This was certainly true of the urban centers, 
especially of the First and the Second of the Three Palestines. But Elusa was a 
city of the Negev in Palestina Tertia, the desert regions of southern Palestine. 
To maintain that it spoke Syriac or only Syriac and not Arabic as well may be 
fallacious reasoning from the general to the particular. 

2. In the account, the term Barech is put in the mouth of what for 
Jerome were Saracens, who, as has been argued before, were probably the 
nomadic inhabitants of the desert regions around Elusa. Now these, it is 
almost certain, spoke Arabic, and the presumption is supported by Jerome's 
description of Elusa as semibarbarum propter loci situm, which, it is natural to 
suppose, means it was located in a desert region surrounded by barbarian 
nomads, the Saracens. 

3. The names of the two bishops of Elusa who took part in ecclesiastical 
councils of the fifth century are striking; they have distinctly Arabic names, 24 

contrary to the normal practice of adopting biblical and Christian Graeco
Roman names on consecration. This reflects a strong Arab sentiment in Elusa 
and suggests that its inhabitants retained knowledge and use of the Arabic 
language. 

4. But the most relevant piece of evidence for the discussion of the 
language used by the newly converted Arabs of Elusa in their Christian worship 
is supplied by Epiphanius himself, Jerome's source for the Vita S. Hilarionis. 
The writer of the Panarion has a crucial passage in his work on the liturgical 

"The Arabic term is a loanword from the North Semitic languages which developed the 
sense "to bless" possibly from the root B-R-K, "to kneel," known to Arabic. Biiraka, "he 
blessed," appears in the Qur'an together with many derivatives of the root B-R-K and is rightly 
considered a foreign word in Arabic by A. Jeffrey; see Jeffrey, The Foreign Vocabulary of the 
Qur'an (Baroda, 1938), p. 75. 

"Devreesse, op. cit., pp. 247-48. 
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celebrations of the feast of the epiphany of Venus in Elusa, and it may be 
analyzed as follows: 

(a) The language of the pagan liturgical celebration of the feast of Venus 
in Nabataean Petra was Arabic. 25 This is attested by Epiphanius himself who, 
when describing the celebrations, explicitly states that the people of Petra 
"hymn the praises of the virgin in the Arabic dialect or language, calling her 
in Arabic Xaaµou, that is, 'Kore': xat 'Apa~txfi OtaA.Extcp t1;uµvouat t~v 
nap0tvov, xaA.ouvtE~ aut~v 'Apa~tatt Xaaµou touteattv K6pfJV. 

(b) In the same passage, he states that this feast in honor of Kore was 
observed in Elusa as well as in Alexandria. But Elusa was a Nabataean Arab 
city; in 106 it became a city of the Provincia Arabia, and it was only as late 
as the fourth century that it belonged to Palestina Tertia, but it continued to 
use the Era of Bostra-that of the Provincia Arabia. 26 Its orientation was, 
therefore, to the East, to Arabia, and it is quite likely that it continued to 

use Arabic for the liturgical celebration of the epiphany of Venus 27 in much 
the same way that Petra continued to do so till the end of the fourth century 
when Epiphanius recorded these celebrations a few years after the death of 
Hilarion in 3 71. It is therefore not unlikely that the term Barech recorded by 
Epiphanius and transmitted by Jerome belonged to the pagan liturgical lan
guage of the Elusans 28 but was now given a new Christian connotation. 

"Epiphanius, Panarion, ed. K. Holl, GCS, 37 (Leipzig, 1933), II, 51, 22. This is a 
most precious piece of evidence, and Epiphanius cites one Arabic word, Xaaµou; for which 
see, Fahd, Pantheon, p. 204. The terms used by Epiphanius to describe Arabic are equivalent 
to Arabic lisdn al- 'Arab or al- 'Arabiyya, known to the Hebrew sources of the third century as 
lamon 'arahl)i (for which, see C. Rabin, "'Arabiyya," EI2 , vol. 1, p. 561) and to Jerome him
self, who in two of his works speaks of it: (a) in his preface to the Vulgate version of the Book 
of Job, which he wrote in 392, he speaks of the accuracy of his own translation, reproducing 
the original Hebrew, Arabic, and sometimes the Syriac: ex ipso Hebraico, Arabicoque sermone, et 
interdum Syro; see PL, 28, col. 1139; (b) in his preface to the Book of Daniel, he speaks of 
the Book of Job as having much affinity with Arabic: Job quoque cum Arabica lingua habere 
plurimam societatem; ibid., col. 1358; but of the Semitic languages, he knew only Hebrew and 
some Syriac. 

The Nabataean Arabs used Aramaic for writing their inscriptions, but they must have used 
Arabic or also Arabic as the language of everyday life. The passage in Epiphanius testifies to 

the oral use of Arabic in liturgical celebrations, and this almost certainly should imply that 
Arabic in Petra had other oral uses---<:onversation. Thus three documents attest the functional 
use of Arabic in the fourth century in various parts of Oriens: (1) the Namara inscription 
records historical events in written Arabic; (2) Epiphanius testifies to the use of spoken Arabic 
for pagan liturgical celebrations in Petra; and (3) Sozomen affirms the use of Arabic in the 
composition of poetry chat celebrated the victories of Mavia. 

' 6Devreesse, "Le chriscianisme dans le sud palestinien," pp. 245-46. 
"The language of the formularies of the liturgy, as is well known, is conservative and 

remains static for centuries. In the case of the liturgical languages of some Christian com
munities such as the Ethiopians and the Copes, the conservative and the static have become 
the unintelligible to most of the worshippers. 

28Jerome, who did not know Arabic, may have thought chat Arabic Bdrik was Syriac 
Barech; he knew some Syriac but no Arabic, and the almost homophonous terms in the two 
cognate languages could have encouraged him to think along this line. 
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The truth about the etymology of Barech and the liturgical language of 
Elusa must remain hypothetical. What is not hypothetical and is much more 
significant is the fact that the Arabs of Petra, till late in the fourth century, 
celebrated their pagan liturgy, centering round the worship of Aphrodite
Venus-al- 'Uzza, through the medium of the Arabic language. This is a fact 
most relevant to the question of an Arabic Christian liturgy in pre-Islamic 
times; it clearly indicates that Arabic was fit for and actually used in liturgical 
expression. 29 Three centuries later Arabic becomes the liturgical language of 
Islam and the linguistic medium of its holy book, the Qur'an. 

All this does not, of course, prove that there was in fact an Arabic Chris
tian liturgy before the rise of Islam; it only argues in its favor. The scene 
of the conversion of the Arabs of Elusa, or some of them, is instructive and 
provides relevant material; the garlanded pagan Arab priest was retained and 
prepared for ordination, and if, as has been argued, the Arabs of Elusa fol
lowed those of Petra in using Arabic for liturgical pagan celebrations, the 
chances are good that they continued to do so after their conversion. 30 Barech 
may thus turn out to be one surviving word 31 attested in the classical sources 
of a lost primitive Arabic liturgy or of a liturgical formula. 

II. ST. JEROME AND THE ARABS 

The data on the Arabs provided by the two vitae, Vita Ma/chi and Vita S. 
Hilarionis, serve as a basis for understanding Jerome's perception of the Arabs 
and their image in his work. For him the Arabs are Saracens; they are wor
shipers of Venus and raiders of the limes. 

In view of Jerome's long-enduring and far-reaching influence in the Latin 
West,3 2 some relevant features of his background and personality should be 
examined and these could offer an explanation for his perception of the Arabs. 

29This is, of course, inferable from the intensive development of the Arabic language in 
pre-Islamic times to be the medium of pre-Islamic poetry developed almost to satiety, metrically 
and lexically. The presumption is that a language so well developed as to express a poetry of 
this description was also ready and fit for the expression of the Christian liturgy. Cf. in this 
connection how Punic and Celtic were unfit for liturgical expression and how the fact explains 
the nonexistence of Punic and Celtic liturgies. 

' 00n the controversy concerning the Christian Arab liturgy and Bible before the rise of 
Islam, see A. Baumstark, "Das Problem eines vorislamischen christlichkirchlichen Schrifftums 
in Arabischer Sprache," Islamica, 4 (1931), pp. 562-75; and G. Graf, "Das Problem einer 
Literatur der Arabischen Christen in vorislamischer Zeit," GCAL, Studi e Testi, 118, vol. 1, 
pp. 27-52. 

"As Masruq may be one word that has survived from an Arabic pre-Islamic Bible or at 
least Pentateuch, for which see Martyrs, p. 264. Baumstark sees in quddus a term that belonged 
to an Arabic pre-Islamic Christian liturgy; Baumstark, op. cit., p. 565. 

"For the image of the Arabs as Muslim conquerors in the Roman Occident, see Daniel, 
Islam and the West, and Southern, Western Views of Islam. The works of the influential Latin 
church father, who has drawn a picture of the pre-Islamic Arabs as pagan Saracens in the 
Roman Orient, may have contributed to the growth of that image in Western Europe even 
before the rise of Islam and the Arab Conquests. 
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1. Jerome was born at Strido near Aquileia and studied in Rome. He was 
thus culturally, and in spite of his Christianity, Roman to the core, 33 enamored 
of Latin, Italy, and Rome on the Tiber; consequently, he was not sympathetic 
to the Semitic Orient with its deserts and "barbarous" languages 34 and could 
not help viewing its Arabs as Saracens who spoke an outlandish tongue. 

2. This impression he had of the Arabs as Saracens was enhanced by the 
accident of his having lived in two places in Oriens, both of which confirmed 
that impression; the first was the desert of Chalcis, not far from the Saracens; 
the second was Bethlehem, also on the edge of the Negev, the desert of south
ern Palestine where the Saracen Arabs roamed and raided. Thus his contacts 
with the Arabs were unfortunate. 

3. Included in the activities of the Saracens as raiders are the destruction 
of monasteries and the killing of monks, a theme that recurs not infrequently 
in the ecclesiastical writers of the period. 35 For one who devoted himself co the 
ascetic life, who championed it in the West, and who was instrumental in 
building in Bethlehem three convents for women and one for men (which he 
directed), the Saracens were understandably repellent, especially as on one 
occasion (A. D. 410-12) their raids threatened the very existence of his commu
nity at Bethlehem and disrupted the scholar who needed quiet and security. 36 

4. Jerome's life in the Orient was continually disturbed by alarms not 
only from the Saracens but from the other barbarian invasions in the East and 
in the West. The Orient witnessed the Hunnic invasion of northern Syria in 
393 and the !saurian invasion of northern Palestine in 405. On the first 
occasion, the monks of southern Palestine had to leave their monasteries and 
prepare for embarkation at Ioppa. In the Occident, the Goths won their 
victory at Adrianople, his own Dalmatia was overrun, and Rome was sacked 
by Alaric.37 

33While tarrying in Antioch on his way out to Palestine ca. 374, he was self-accused in 
a dream, "Ciceronianus es, non Christianus." 

34Letter 7 has two most telling chapters (chaps. 2-3) wherein he speaks of his joy at 
having received a letter in Latin from his friends in Italy, which gave him more joy than the 
Romans experienced when news of Marcellus's victory at Nola over Hannibal's troops reached 
them; he also speaks of the barbarous languages of the region in which he was staying, i.e., 
the desert of Chalcis, and these could have been only Arabic and Syriac; for this letter, see 
Sancti EUJebii Hieronymi Epistulae, ed. I. Hilberg, CSEL (Leipzig, 1910), vol 40, pp. 26-27. 

"In Jerome's Life of Paul, who for him was the first hermit, even before St. Antony, 
it is the Saracens who seized the latter's monastery; see Vita Pauli, PL, 23, chap. 12, col. 26. 
For more on the Saracens and their raids on the monasteries of Sinai, see infra, pp. 297-308. 

36Letter 126 (sec. 2), written in 412; see CSEL, vol. 56, p. 144. 
37lt was on this occasion that he exclaimed in Letter 127 (sec. 12), quoting from the 

Psalmist, Deus venerunt gentes in haereditatem tuam! (ibid., p. 154); on his Roman sentiments, see 
supra, note 33. In Letter 126 (sec. 2), referred to in the preceding note, he speaks of a general 
assault of the Saracens against the Roman frontier, encompassing Egypt, Palestine, Phoenicia, 
and Syria, an important historical datum for Byzantino-arabica in the fifth century. 
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To Jerome the Arabs took their place together with all these barbarian 
peoples as raiders of the Roman limes and destructive agents of the fabric of 
the Roman state. 38 

5. For the biblical scholar who translated the Bible and wrote so many 
commentaries, it was not easy to dissociate the Arabs from their biblical 
image as the sons of Ishmael, who, in the language of Genesis 16: 12, "shall 
dwell over against all his brethren. "39 They were raiders of the Roman frontier 
and the Holy Land just as in biblical times they were at war with all their 
neighbors. 

It has been said of Jerome that "he is a recluse, and has no thought of 
the general interests of mankind, "40 and his conception of the ecclesiastical 
history he had hoped to write was limited, narrow, and conceived as vitae of 
saints and holy men. No wonder then that the Arabs did not fare well with 
him, and their conversion, part of the mission to the gentiles and the bar
barians that was widening the circle of Christendom, failed to attract him. 41 

III. [TJNERARIUM EGERIAE 

The account 42 written by Egeria of her pilgrimage to the East around A.D. 400 
has some material relevant to the Arabs and to Arab Christianity: 43 

(1) The ltinerarium indicates an Arab presence in southern Oriens in three 
of its regions: (a) in addition to the Provincia Arabia which she refers to as 
Arabia (chap. 10), there is (b) Sinai which she describes as the "lands of the 
Saracens," terras Saracenorum (chap. 7), and (c) the region in Egypt between the 
Pelusic branch of the Nile and the desert to the east, which she also calls 
Arabia (chaps. 7-9); this was, of course, the twentieth Nome, which carried 
the name Arabia from Ptolemaic to Byzantine times. 44 

38In this he was at one with the pagan Ammianus. 
39He himself quotes this verse in Letter 126, sec. 2; see supra, note 36. 
40See W. H. Freemantle, "The Principal Works of St. Jerome," A Select Library of Nicene 

and Post-Nicene Fathers (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1954), vol. 6, p. xxix. 
41Even Rufinus, the Latin author, his contemporary, countryman, and associate for many 

years, did not fail to be attracted by the part played by the orthodox Arabs of Mavia in defense 
of orthodoxy; see supra, p. 198. On the improved image of the Arabs as Christians, see V. 
Christides, "Arabs as Barbaroi before the Rise of Islam," Balkan Studies, 10 (1969), pp. 319-20, 
and idem, "Pre-Islamic Arabs in Byzantine Illuminations," Le Museon, 83 (1970), pp. 167-81. 

42For the text, see E. Franceschini and R. Weber, in Itineraria et alia geographica, CCL, 
175, pp. 3 7-90. For a recent translation with introduction, commentary, and bibliography, see 
G. E. Gingras, Egeria: Diary of a Pilgrimage, Ancient Christian Writers, 38 (New York, 1970); 
also J. Wilkinson, Egeria's Travels (London, 1971). 

"The date of the pilgrimage is controversial, but it is generally agreed that it must be 
ca. 400; see P. Devos, "La date du voyage d'Egerie," AB, fasc. 1-2 (1967), pp. 165-94, and 
idem, "Egerie a Bethleem," AB, fasc. 1-2 (1968), pp. 87-108, where it is argued that the 
pilgrimage rook place between 381 and 384; this brings it well within the chronological 
termini of the present volume. 

"Both the Nome (terra) and the city (civitas) are referred to as Arabia. For the city, the 
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This Arab presence in a large continuous zone of southern Oriens is 
reflected onomastically by the employment of the terms Saracem and Arabia, 
but whether Egeria was aware that the Saracens were nomadic Arabs and the 
Arabs were sedentary Saracens is not clear. 

(2) Of the data provided by Egeria on Edessa, the most important relate 
to the Abgarids, the Arab kings of Edessa (chaps. 17, 19). In chapter 19, she 
draws a complimentary picture of the Abgarids; there are specific references to 
their palaces within which their marble statues, pools, and tombs were located 
(secs. 6, 7, 18). The statue of Abgar V, Christ's contemporary, presented to 
Egeria the spectacle of virum satis sapientem et honoratum (sec. 6), while that of 
his son Magnus (Arabic Ma'n) had aliquid gratiae in vu/tu (sec. 7). 

In addition to having been the first rulers in the Near East to adopt 
Christianity, they developed the city of Edessa as a center of Semitic culture 
in the region. But they had flourished in the pagan Roman period, and after 
their overthrow by Gordian, their memory did not last long in the conscious
ness of secular historians. However, their conversion to Christianity around 
200 ensured for them a certain longevity, and the father of Byzantine histor
iography, Eusebius, recorded the legendary correspondence between Christ 
and Abgar. 45 Egeria's account is valuable in that it indicates that around A.D. 

400 their own city, Edessa, was resonant with the memories of its Arab rulers 
who had laid the foundation for its becoming the great Christian center of the 
Semitic Orient. 

It is regrettable that the part of the Itinerarium that must have described 
Pharan is not extant. 46 Coming as it does chronologically between the Ammonii 

capital of the Nome, as Pi-Sopod, present-day village of Saft-el-Henneh, .see Gingras, op. cit., 
p. 180 note 91 and p. 184 note 111; as Phacusa, in the Roman period, and probably Phagror
iopolis in the Ptolemaic period, see Jones, Cities, chap. 11, p. 470 note 2. It was an episcopal 
see, as is clear from references to sancto episcopo de Arabia in chaps. 8 and 9; Egeria is informative 
on its bishop, but unfortunately none of the details she includes reveals with certainty anything 
about his ethnic origin or the language in which he celebrated the liturgy. As the use of the 
term Arabia indicates, the region was Arab in ethnic complexion. 

<>on Edessa, the Abgarids, and St. Thomas, see the notes to chaps. 17 and 19 in 
Gingras, Egeria, pp. 202-7. 

46With the exception of some data in chap. 6. As Gingras has argued, Egeria must have 
written more extensively on Pharan in the part of the Itinerarium no longer extant, some of 
which may be recovered from the fragments discovered by Dom de Bruyne and from the Liber 
de locis sanctis, whose twelfth-century author, Peter the Deacon, extracted for the final portions 
of his book the first seven chapters of the Itinerarium; on Peter the Deacon and the Itinerarium, 
see Gingras, Egeria, pp. 16-17; also chap. 2, p. 165 note 16, where the author quotes the 
relevant fragment on the monks' oath; for Peter the Deacon on Pharan, extracting the Itinerarium, 
see "Appendix ad Itinerarium Egeriae, II," CCL, 175, p. 103. There is in the Libera reference 
to the castrum of Clysma erected pro defensione et disciplina pro incursione Saracenorum; ibid., p. 101. 
The statement supports what has been said elsewhere in this book on Roman military posts 
established for security reasons within the limes. 
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Monachi Relatio and the sixth-century Anonymus of Placentia, both of which 
describe Christian Arab Pharan, the Itinerarium might have solved some prob
lems related to that Arab oasis in Sinai, especially the language used by its 
isolated Arab community in church services. 

IV. AMMONII MONACHI RELATIO 

Valuable data on the Arabs of Sinai (Palestina Tertia) may be extracted from 
the Ammonii Monachi Relatio,47 an account of the martyrdom of monks both at 
Mt. Sinai and at Rhaithou written by Ammonius, a monk from Canopus, 
Egypt, who happened to be at the monastery of Mt. Sinai when the massacres 
took place sometime in the seventies, during the reign of Valens. 48 The ac
count may be divided into three parts and may be summarized as follows: 

( 1) The first part tells the story of the massacre by the Saracens of monks 
who were in various hermitages and cells in the vicinity of Mt. Sinai and the 
survival of those who with the hegoumenos, Doulos, took refuge in the fortress; 
it was only the miraculous flame of fire on the summit of the Holy Mountain 
that saved the remainder of the community from the Saracens who fled when 
they saw the miracle. Those who died numbered forty, and the date of the 
massacre was 28 December. 

(2) Shortly after the massacre at Mt. Sinai, an lshmaelite arrived and told 
the story of another massacre, also of forty monks and on the same date, 28 
December. It took place at Rhaithou and was perpetrated by the Blemmyes. 
The account was confirmed by a monk who had escaped the massacre and who 
gave a detailed account of it to the hegoumenos, Doulos. 

(3) It is the account of this monk that furnishes important data on the 
Arabs of Sinai: 

(a) He describes the community at Rhaithou, whose main figure was 
Moses, the Arab holy man. 

(b) He gives an account of the two military operations between the 
Blemmyes and the Arabs. Outnumbering the Saracens who try to defend 

"For the Greek and Latin versions, see lilustrium Christi Martyrum Lecti Triumphi, ed. 
Combefis (Paris, 1660), pp. 88-122. A Syriac version of the Relatio with an English translation 
was published by A. S Lewis in Horae Semiticae, 9 (Cambridge, 1912); for the English trans
lation, see pp. 1-14. The Greek and Latin versions have not been reprinted in PG, PL, or 
ASS, and thus they were unavailable to me; I had, therefore, to depend on R. Devreesse's 
analysis of the Greek text in "Le christianisme dans la peninsule sinai:tique, des origines a 
l'arrivee des musulmans, RB, 49 (1940) (hereafter, Devreesse, "Christianisme sinai:tique"), 
pp. 216-20, and on the Syriac and Arabic versions published by Lewis. 

48The two termini are A.D. 373 and A.D. 378, spanning the patriarchate of Peter over 
the see of Alexandria, to which there is reference at the beginning and at the end of the Relatio, 
pp. 1, 14. The Peter mentioned in the Relatio is Athanasius's successor and not the bishop 
of Diocletian's reign (Eusebius, HE, VIl.13.7); see Dictionary of Christian Biography, 1, s.v. 
"Ammonius, 4." 
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Rhaithou, the Blemmyes vanquish them, and thus Rhaithou lies open for them 
to massacre its monks. On their return to the shore to embark and go to 
Clysma, they find their ship broken; the Pharanite Arabs arrive, now out
numbering the Blemmyes, and they annihilate them to the last man. Obedi
anus, their chief, buries the martyred monks. The data on the Arabs in the 
Relatio are valuable as well as plentiful and they may be analyzed as follows: 

1 

The circumstance that led to the massacre of the monks of Mt. Sinai was 
the death of the Arab chief in the region: <'mo0av6vi:oi; to'li xpato'livtoi; t~v 
cpuAapx(av; the Syriac version has "the king of the desert had died, he was 
the guardian of the desert. "49 

The two versions clearly imply that the deceased Saracen chief had held 
the peace in the region and it was only on his death 50 that the Saracens went 
out of control and launched their attack on Sinai. The Greek version is prob
ably the more accurate of the two in that it suggests that the chief was a 
phylarch and thus attests that institution in Sinai. But the two versions are not 
necessarily contradictory; the chief was probably a little king to his people but 
to the Romans he was a phylarch, probably in the technical sense of an Arab 
chief who was a foederatus, receiving rhe annona and in return guarding Roman 
interests in the region, one of which was the protection of the monks of Mt. 
Sinai. The implication of the assault on Sinai is that his Saracens were not 
Christian yet. 51 

It is, however, not in the region of Mt. Sinai but in that of Rhaithou 
and Pharao that the data on the Arabs are plentiful and significant; they 
may De divided into two parts involving (a) Moses, the hermit of Rhaithou, 
and its community of eremites and (b) the Arabs who battle the Blemmyes, 
both the Saracens and the Pharanites whose chief was Obedianus. 

The authenticity of the Relatio had been accepted by scholars as early as Tillemont in 1732 
and as late as Aigrain in 1924 (DHGE, 3, cols. 1191-92); a dissident voice is that ofDevreesse 
("Christianisme sinai:tique," pp. 218-20), whose views are examined and rejected infra, pp. 
308-15. 

49Devreesse, op. cit., p. 216; Lewis, Relatio, p. 1. 
'°A parallel situation obtained when Mavia's husband died; this Sinaitic chief, however, 

must have been a local one. The attack of the Saracens on the monks of Mt. Sinai may be 
related to the general state of confusion and disorderliness that prevailed in the limitrophe 
provinces of Oriens during Mavia's revolt; so, in addition to the death of their chief, the local 
Saracens of Sinai may have taken advantage of Mavia's revolt to engage in such activities as 
the Relatio describes, and so may the Blemmyes have; for Mavia's husband, see supra, pp. 
140-42. 

"To be distinguished from the Saracens around Rhaithou and the Arabs of Pharan, espe
cially the latter, who were clearly Christian after the conversion of their chief, Obedianus. Thus 
the Arabs of the southeastern part of Sinai were not Christian at this time, unlike those of 
the southwestern part, who were. 
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The Relatio gives a remarkably detailed account 52 of this Arab religious 
figure of the fourth century to which only the accounts of the ecclesiastical 
historians of Moses, Mavia's bishop, may be compared. The main points are 
the following: 

(1) Moses was a native of the region of either Rhaithou or Pharan; 53 he 
had adopted the anchoritic life from his early youth, 54 persisting in that way of 
life for seventy-three years. 

(2) He dwelt in his cell, a cave in the mountain of Rhaithou, and imposed 
on himself severe austerities; he never drank wine, but fed on dates and water 
only, and his dress was of palm-fibre. 55 

(3) His sleep was after the liturgy of the night, and he spent the rest of 
the hours in vigils. He kept the Fast of Forty Days rigorously, alone in 
his cave, and would open the door of his cell only on the fifth day of Holy 
Week. 

(4) Most important, he was endowed with miraculous powers: he healed 
many people of their sicknesses and also of their evil spirits. It was in this 
way that he converted the chief 56 of the Arabs of Pharan, Obedianus, who was 
possessed by an evil spirit, and with him all the Arabs of Pharan who had 
been pagan but since then have become elect and zealous Christians; and so 
had he converted also the "people in that desert." 

(5) His influence was felt in the eremitic community at Rhaithou where 
he had disciples, one of whom was Pseos, a native of the Thebaid. 57 

"The present analysis of this account is based on Lewis's version, pp. 4-5. 
''It is not clear from the Syriac version which of the two places he was a native of. 

According to Devreesse, who had access to the Greek version, he was a native of Pharan 
("Christianisme sinai:tique," p. 217); Aigrain speaks in general terms of contree and pays, after 
referring to him as an eremite a Rhaithou ("Arabie," cols. 1191-92). 

"His adoption of the name Moses may not have been entirely fortuitous. Both Rhaithou 
and Pharan have been identified with biblical sites associated with the Israelites during their 
wanderings in Sinai, Rhaithou with Elim and Pharan with Raphidim, and both are associated 
with Moses. Apparently, not only the name of Moses but also that of Aaron was assumed in 
this region, and for obvious reasons; see infra, note 64. 

"It is in this connection that the Relatio mentions that the Saracens of the region brought 
wheat from Egypt and transported it to Sinai, some of which they gave to the monks in 
exchange for dates (Lewis, Relatio, p. 5); see also Devreesse, op. cit., p. 217 note 3. Thus the Relatio 
gives a glimpse of an important function that the Saracens performed in the economic life of 
that desert region. 

"Another instance that illustrates the pattern of conversion among the Saracens through 
the miraculous powers of the holy man, exemplified in the north of Oriens and in the same 
period by the conversion of the chief, Zokomos; in this case, the holy man was an Arab himself, 
unlike others, such as St. Hilarion and St. Euthymius who converted the Arabs of Elusa and 
those of the Parembole in Palestina I in the fourth and the fifth centuries respectively. 

"There is in the Relatio a reference to a monk by the name of Joseph, who hailed from 
Ayla/Eilat, and also to the hegoumenos Paul, who hailed from Petra; Lewis, Relatio, pp. 5, 8. 
The chances are that these were Arabs, and so they evidence the development of the anchoritic 
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One large problem arises out of this account of Moses in the Relatio, 
namely, whether the hermit of Rhaithou was the same as the bishop of Mavia? 
If he was the same (and this must be entertained as a possibility), then the 
account of the Relatio would be welcome as giving many significant details for 
the background of Mavia's bishop whose career before Mavia chose him is 
described by the ecclesiastical historians only very sketchily. 58 If, on the other 
hand, he was not, 59 then this would be a gain for Arab Christianity in the 
fourth century-two holy men instead of one, each of whom is called Moses, 
one in the north of Oriens and the other in the south. 

The conflict of the Arabs with the Blemmyes consists of two battles, one 
before and another after the massacre of the monks of Rhaithou. 60 

( 1) The first battle was fought when the Arabs were trying to defend the 
monks: 

(a) The Arabs are referred to as Saracens; the term distinguishes them from 

life among the Arabs of the fourth century. That the anchoritic community at Rhaithou counted 
many Arabs among its members is inferable from the statement in the Relatio on one of the 
martyrs, Domnus, who is described as a Roman; the author went out of his way to make that 
statement on his ethnic origin, and this suggests that the others were not so but were probably 
native to the region; see Aigrain ("Arabie," col. 1192), who does not mention the name of the 
martyr; for Domnus, who was "from Rome," see Lewis, Relatio, p. 13. 

The references to Joseph and Paul hailing from the two Arab cities of Ayla and Petra 
suggest that it was the reputation of Moses chat may have attracted the two to migrate to 

Rhaithou since the region around Ayla and Petra was forbidding enough to attract those who 
opted for the anchoritic and eremicic life. Thus Rhaichou emerges as a center of Arab anchoritic 
life in Palestina Tercia in the fourth century, attracting Arabs from ocher pares of the region as 
far as Ayla and Petra, in the 'Araba region. 

"Since something could be said for chis view, the two following observations are not 
irrelevant: (a) the Relatio mentions chat Moses spent seventy-three years as an anchorite; chis as 
well as the face chat ochers such as Joseph of Ayla and Paul of Petra chose co join his community 
may explain how Mavia in the north of Oriens heard about him and chose him to be her bishop; 
(b) the Relatio is silent on his fortunes after a long, detailed account of his anchoritic life and 
does not mention his name together with those of the monks chat were martyred. This is sur
prising and could suggest chat Moses had left Rhaithou or was not at Rhaithou when the 
attack was made. If so, he may have already attracted Mavia's attention and so was on his way 
to be consecrated bishop, or he may have been dead by the time the attack was launched 
against Rhaithou, and the account of his anchoritic life would have been that of a dead man 
who had been a moving spirit in the life of the community. 

"It should be noted that the name Moses was not uncommon, especially among the 
Christians of the Orient who were of Semitic origin; these probably found O.T. names more 
convenient to adopt than Graeco-Roman ones, and the adoption of 0. T. names by the Muslim 
Arabs partially substantiates this view. Thus the frequency of the name Moses could argue that 
it might easily have been assumed by two different Arab holy men in the fourth century; cf. 
the case of the unusual name Obedianus/'Ubayda, for whom see infra, note 65. For the argu
ments adduced against the identification of the hermit of Rhaithou with Mavia's bishop, see 
supra, pp. 185-86. But whatever the truth about this identification may cum out to be, there 
is no doubt that Obedianus was not Mavia's husband since he was alive and active exactly 
during the period of her widowhood. 

'°For the account of the conflict, see Lewis, Relatio, pp. 7-14. 
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the Blemmyes, who are called barbarians, and the distinction is significant in 
that it clearly indicates that these Saracens were Christianized, and their 
Christianity explains their defense of Rhaithou. They must have been Chris
tianized by Moses and included in the category of the "people in that desert"61 

whom he had converted. The application of two different terms to the two 
peoples, the Arabs and the Blemmyes, suggests that the term Saracens, which 
normally carries pejorative overtones, does not do so in this context, and the 
conversion of the Saracens to Christianity explains the fact. They are Saracens 
but not barbarians, as the non-Christian Blemmyes are. 

(b) These Saracen Arabs are further distinguished in the narrative from 
the Pharanite Arabs who engage the Blemmyes in the second battle and who 
are not referred to as Saracens but only as Pharanites. 62 The distinction is 
significant. It clearly implies that the Saracens of the first battle were nomadic 
Arabs living in the desert while the Pharanites were sedentaries. This must be 
the case since Pharan was indeed an oasis and so its Arabs were sedentaries. 

(c) The account mentions that both parties in the battle used arrows, that 
the barbarians outnumbered the Saracens, and that finally they vanquished 
them after killing a hundred and forty-seven of them. The reference to Arab 
archery is consonant with what is known about the weaponry of other Arab 
groups in Oriens in the fourth century. 63 

(2) The second battle was fought on the beaches of Rhaithou between the 
Blemmyes and the Arabs of Pharan: 

(a) Those who fought the battle were not the Saracens of the desert but 
the Arabs of the oasis of Pharan who had heard about the massacre and had 
marched from Pharan to the succor of the monks. 

(b) They were six hundred and thus outnumbered the Blemmyes. They 
fought again with arrows for nine hours from sunrise and completely annihi
lated the Blemmyes, having themselves lost eighty-four men. 

(c) Obedianus is not mentioned by name in the account of the battle, 
but he is very clearly implied since he was the chief of the Pharanites; and 
immediately after the battle he brings costly garments with which he covers 
the bodies of the martyred monks and, together with the Pharanites, he buries 
them. 

(d) His name is undoubtedly Arabic 'Ubayd or 'Ubayda, the diminutive of 
'Abd, meaning "slave" or "servant." The name is significant if the connotation 

61Lewis, Relatio, p. 4. 
62The distinction does not come out in Devreesse's resume; he speaks of the Pharanites 

engaging the Blemmyes on the two occasions; "Christianisme sinai:tique," pp. 217-18. 
63And also brings echoes of the bowmanship of Ishmael, associated with Sinai. Those 

echoes were audible in Islamic times in connection with Muhammad himself and the Muslim 
Arabs. 
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it carries is Christian, which it most probably is, namely, "the slave or servant 
of God or Christ," in much the same way that its plural, 'Ibad, was, the name 
applied to the Christian Arab community of }::IIra in pre-Islamic times, the 
'Ibad of }::IIra, "the slaves or servants of God or Christ. "64 If so, the Arab chief 
could have assumed the name on his conversion. 65 

Just as Moses is the principal figure in the preceding part of the Relatio, 

so is Obedianus in this one. He had been exorcised and baptized by Moses; 
he became a zealous Christian, avenged the martyred monks, and buried their 
remams. 

2 

The Relatio discloses an Arab presence in two areas in the southern part 
of the Sinai Peninsula, the southeast not far from Mt. Sinai and the southwest 
around the two oases of Pharan and Rhaithou. The data extracted from the 
Relatio on that presence may now be synthesized and interpreted. 

The southeastern area near Mt. Sinai, in spite of the phylarchate, was 
apparently unstable; this could suggest that the phylarchal system had not 
been perfected and also that Christianity had not been effectively propagated; 
the area appears as a restive pagan 66 Arab pocket, reminiscent of another one 
in Mesopotamia as revealed in the Vita Ma/chi of St. Jerome. The two pockets 
could provide material for understanding certain aspects of the Byzantine 
defense system in the Orient: that certain military posts were established not 
so much against an external enemy but an internal one within the limes. 67 

The southwestern area of the Peninsula appears stable, and its stability 
seems to derive from the fact that its Arabs are mainly sedentaries living in 
two oases, Pharan and Rhaithou, and from the fact that they had been con
verted to Christianity, which latter fact explains the conduct of even those 

64lt is noteworthy that the name Doulos by itself or as part of a compound was not 
uncommon among the eremitic community of Sinai; it was the name of the hegoumenos at Mt. 
Sinai as indicated in the Re!atio and also that of the hegoumenos in the reign of Justinian. The 
vogue of the name in Sinai (and the concept it stands for) is attested epigraphically: excavations 
at Sinai have uncovered an inscription that speaks of a monk with the significant name Aaron, 
who describes himself as ooui..oc:; tOU ayio'U t6Jto'U; the "sacred place" could be the church 
built on the site where Moses prayed during the battle with Amalee at Raphidim; see H. 
Leclercq, "Sinai," DACL, 15.1 (1950), col. 1472. 

"The name 'Ubayda is noteworthy for another reason, namely, its uncommonness in 
this period as a personal name in the diminutive form; in fact, it is not attested elsewhere in 
the classical sources or even in the Arabic ones for an Arab chief related to Byzantium. Thus 
both the vogue in Sinai of the concept for which the name stands and the extreme rarity of 
its occurrence in the sources, especially in its diminutive form, could speak for the authenticity 
of the account in the Relatio that involves the Arabs. 

660n the survival of Arab pagan practices in this part of Sinai as late as the sixth century, 
see infra, p. 321. 

"On references to such posts in Sinai also as late as the sixth century, see infra, pp. 319-
24. 
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Arabs who were not sedentary, the Saracens of the desert referred to in the 
Relatio. Christianity is the specific difference that makes the author of the 
Relatio refer to the nomadic Blemmyes as barbarians and withhold the applica
tion of the same term to the nomadic Saracens. 

Of the accounts in the Relatio on the two areas of Arab presence in the 
Peninsula, it is the one on this area that is significant: it provides plentiful 
and valuable data on military, religious, and cultural matters 68 and, what is 
more, it represents gains in onomastic and toponymic precision, 69 such as the 
names of Moses and 'Ubayda and those of the two oases, Pharan and Rhaithou. 

Pharan 
Pharan emerges from the Relatio as the main center of Arab presence in 

the Peninsula: 70 

(a) Its Arabs are settled nomads of an oasis, related to the Arabs of the 
surrounding desert, the Saracens of the Relatio, in much the same way that an 
Arab tribe in the Arabian Peninsula was partly sedentary and partly nomadic. 
They were most probably considered Rhomaioi although they were living in 
the desertum Saracenorum7 ' of the ecclesiastical historians and in a Peninsula 
largely inhabited by Saracens. And yet the civilizing mission of Byzantium 
had won them over and they appear as loyal and faithful Rhomaioi. 

(b) Its chief, 'Ubayda, converted by the Arab holy man Moses, becomes a 
zealous Christian and a protector of the eremitic community of neighboring 
Rhaithou; he lays the foundation for the emergence 72 of Pharan as a major 
Christian center in the Sinai Peninsula, and shortly after, around A.D. 

400, the oasis appears in the sources as an episcopal see. 73 

"Thus making the reign of Valens the best documented of all the reigns of the fourth 
century for Arab-Byzantine relations; the Relatio balances the accounts of the ecclesiastical his
torians on Mavia in the north of Oriens. 

"Unlike the accounts of Mavia, which offer no helpful toponymic indications. 
' 0And it is its main oasis, la perle du Sinai", in Devreesse's words; see "Christianisme sinai:

tique," p. 211. 
71St. Jerome's phrase, quoted by Devreesse, op. cit., p. 205. 
"On Pharan as a Christian center in Byzantine times, with monasteries, churches, and 

bishops, see Leclercq, "Sinai," cols. 1469-72; on two of its monks, Alexander and Zoi:los, see 
Apophthegmata patrum, PG, 65, col. 100 A. 

73Its first attested bishop is Nathyr, Netras, for whom see ibid., col. 312 A, and De vitis 
patrum, PL, 73, col. 918 C-D. He had been a monk at Mt. Sinai before he was consecrated 
bishop of Pharan; the contrast between the desert, which was the former, and the oasis, which 
was the latter, is brought out in the dialogue with his disciple, who apparently followed him 
from Mt. Sinai to Pharan. He was probably an Arab since his name in Greek could be a 
reproduction of one of the following Arabic names: Nasr, Na~ir, Na<;lr, Na9Ir, Nagir. If so, 
this might explain why he was chosen to be bishop of Pharan. On the Arabic names of the 
bishops of Elusa, see supra, note 21. Devreesse ("Christianisme sinai:tique," p. 205) suggests 
that Nathyr was the disciple of the same Silvanus who founded the monastery of Gerar in 
Palestine; on the bishops of Pharan, see Leclercq, "Sinai," col. 1469. 
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'Ubayda represents the type of the assimilated Arab, and it may be 
presumed that his duties in Pharan and its region were the enforcement of 
law and order, the protection of the trade routes, and possibly the spread of 
Christianity among the Saracens. 

(c) Pharan takes its place among other Arab cities of the Byzantine 
limitrophe of which it is possible to visualize the civil and religious life from 
the relative wealth of material in the sources. 74 Unlike other cities in Oriens 
whose ethnic complexion was Arab, these cities were in the limitrophe. They 
grew and continued to develop in Arab surroundings, and the Arab ethos of 
their inhabitants remained strong; 75 thus they afford excellent material for 
examining the process of Byzantinization among the Arabs of the fourth 
century. 

Rhaithou 
Both Pharan and Rhaithou appear as flourishing Christian oases; Rhai

thou, however, is more the center of the eremitic community in the region: 76 

(a) The principal figure in its Christian life is the Arab holy man Moses, 
the hermit of Rhaithou, the details of whose life are intimately recorded in 
the Relatio. 

(b) His longevity and his influence for some seventy-three years could 
easily account for the major thrust of the process of conversion in the south
western part of the Peninsula; one of his achievements was the conversion of 
'Ubayda who as chief of Pharan becomes himself an agent of Christianization 
or at least a chief who protects and undoubtedly promotes the interests of 
Christianity. Pharan protects Rhaithou. 

(c) The Arab character of Rhaithou and of Moses' Arab origin could 

"Such as Nessana in the Negev, which will be treated in BAFIC. The account of Pharan 
in the Nili Narrationes provides additional material on that Arab oasis, which may be added to 

what the Relatio provides; the Relatio and the Narrationes taken together make possible the 
drawing of a fairly clear picture of life in a pre-Islamic Arab city in the Byzantine 1imitrophe. 

"Reflected inter alia in their names, not Graeco-Roman, as those of the assimilated 
Arabs in Syria were, but Arabic, such as 'Ubayda. 

76The member of that community best known to posterity is undoubtedly Menas, the 
companion of Cosmas Indicopleustes, who had been a merchant before he became a monk at 
Rhaithou. Cosmas mentions that he collaborated with him in transcribing the Adulis inscription 
for the Ethiopian Negus and records his views on the interpretation of the figures of Hercules 
and Mercury, sculpted on the back of the Chair of Ptolemy. He must have died ca. 550 since 
Cosmas refers to him as having "departed this life not long ago." Cosmas's account of Menas 
gives a valuable glimpse of the cultural level of one of the prospective monks of Rhaithou as 
well as the social sector to which he had belonged. It is also clear from Cosmas's account that 
Rhaithou had non-Arab monks such as Menas, who was most probably a Greek or a Greek
speaking Egyptian to whom Rhaithou's geographical position, accessible and not far from the 
sea, must have been attractive (supra, note 72); for Cosmas's account of Menas, see Topographie 
chretienne, vol. 2, pp. 56--57. On references to Rhaithou in the fifth and sixth centuries, see 
Devreesse, "Christianisme sinai:tique," p. 210. 
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explain the far-reaching influence of Rhaithou on the Arabs of the 'Araba 
valley, encompassing Ayla and Petra. Joseph and Paul, natives of these two 
cities respectively, may have been drawn to Rhaithou not only by the reputa
tion of its holy man Moses but also by the fact that he was one of them. 
Rhaithou, not Mt. Sinai, thus emerges as a Christian center in the Peninsula, 
with a strong Arab coloring. 77 

3 
The emergence of Sinai in the fourth century as part of a larger Holy 

Land, a fact reflected in the new name, Palestina Tertia, enhanced the impor
tance of the Peninsula through which passed the trade routes that ran from 
}::lijaz to Egypt and the Mediterranean. 78 This new significance called for more 
attention on the part of the imperial administration toward that Peninsula and 
the various pockets of Saracens that were to be found in it, especially when 
these posed a threat to the new Christian establishment in this part of the 
Holy Land. It is to this threat which found expression in assaults on Christian 
centers such as Mt. Sinai and Rhaithou that the student of Arab-Byzantine 
relations owes these valuable accounts of the Saracens79 which would not have 
been written but for those assaults. 

These accounts in the Relatio have been analyzed in the preceding section 
but the analysis has not exhausted their usefulness; they still supply material 
for the examination of a number of problems of a different order which may be 
summarized as follows: 

( 1) The Relatio provides a background for understanding the history of 
the federate-imperial relationship in Sinai, reflected in the phylarchate over 
the whole of Palestina Tertia of Imru' al-Qays and of the Ghassanid Abu-Karib 
in the fifth and sixth centuries respectively. 80 These two commands probably 
represent the concentration of all phylarchal power in this large province in the 

"le is noteworthy chat, in addition co Mc. Sinai, Rhaichou was the ocher locality in 
the Peninsula chat was the object of imperial favor in the sixth century; Justinian built its mon
astery, probably the same that Menas chose for his cloistered existence; see Eutychius, Anna/es, 
CSCO (Scripcores Arabici), 50, p. 202, lines 20, 22, where Rhaichou appears as RAYT; when 
vocalized, ic may be pronounced Rayac, which either represents its pronunciation in lacer Islamic 
times in the tenth century when Eutychius wrote his Anna/es or an erroneous form of Rayta/ 
Raycha, through metathesis. 

"The Persian wars of the fourth century and the tense relations that obrained between 
Byzantium and Persia from che Peace of Jovian co the Settlement of Theodosius muse have 
contributed co che prosperity of the West Arabian route at the expense of che Mesopotamian 
one and consequencly enhanced the importance of the Sinai Peninsula. 

"J use as he owes to the frequent Persian wars in the fourth and sixth centuries most 
of the references in the sources co the Arab foederati who cook part in chose wars. 

80For the two phylarchs, see for the time being the present writer, "On the Pacriciate 
of Imru' al-Qays," pp. 74-82, and "Procopius on the Ghassanids," pp. 79-87. The two will 
be created in detail in the following volumes of chis series. 
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hands of one Arab chief, and that for security reasons in a region important 
both for its trade routes and its Christian centers. 

(2) The precise onomastic and toponymic data provided by the Relatio 
make possible a return to the biblical, the classical, and the Arabic sources for 
some light on the tribal identity of the Arabs of Sinai in pre-Islamic times. 81 

(a) The sources are silent on the identity of the Arabs in the vicinity of 
Mt. Sinai in the fourth century, but the tenth-century author Eutychius speaks 
of Banu-~alil). and the Lakhmids as the remnants of the community brought 
there from Egypt by Justinian in the sixth century. 82 

(b) Rhaithou brings echoes of Ptolemy's 'Pa0l]VOL, who have been errone
ously identified with the inhabitants of the small Arab oasis of Byzantine 
times, but the identification has to be rejected since it is amply clear that 
the 'Pa0l]VOL of Ptolemy lived not in Sinai but in Arabia Petraea. 83 

(c) Pharao, the main Arab center in Sinai, brings to mind, at least pho
netically, biblical Paran, the habitation of Ishmael, the biblical ancestor of the 
Arabs of the region. 84 It was known to Ptolemy, who places it farther to the 
south and thus closer to the eastern coast of the Peninsula. 85 It is not impos
sible that in the course of the centuries that elapsed from biblical to Byzantine 

"On the tribal identity of the Saracens of Oriens in the service of Byzantium, see infra, 
pp. 381-95. 

82The passage in Eutychius is not crystal clear. The "slaves" transported from Egypt by 
Justinian to serve and protect the monks of Mt. Sinai may or may not have been Arabs. 
More important than Banu-~ali]:i are the La]:imiyyin, corrected by the editor to Lakhmiyyun 
(Lakhmids). If the correction is valid, as is likely, these were certainly Arabs and must have 
belonged to the Lakhmids of Imm' al-Qays of Namara in the Provincia Arabia; they are to be 
distinguished from Banu-~ali]:i, who may or may not have been Arab in the sixth century. This 
isolated reference to the Lakhmids in the vicinity of Mt. Sinai is of great interest. These were, 
of course, Christian Arabs since the days of their king, Imm' al-Qays; it is not unlikely that 
their dispatch for the protection of Mt. Sinai took place during the phylarchate of Abu-Karib, 
himself a zealous Christian, who was endowed with the phylarchate of Palestina Tertia by 
Justinian (supra, note 80); for the passage in Eutychius, see Anna/es, pp. 203-4. 

"Where Ratiya still exists; see 'Pa0rivol in RE, Zweire Reihe, 1.1 (1914), cols. 259-
60; also Devreesse, "Christianisme sinai:tique," p. 210, where other references to Rhaithou in 
Christian writers may be found. As it was a resting station for travelers (two hospices are 
mentioned by Anonymus of Placentia in the 6th cent.), it would be tempting to connect the 
name with the Arabic root (R-Y-TH) meaning "stop, linger at a place." The name is not 
biblical, so it must have appeared in postbiblical times, probably during the period ofNabataean 
presence and rule in Sinai. The last syllable in the Greek form of Rhaithou may reflect the 
influence of Aramaic in the pronunciation of the terminal long vowel, Raytho for Arabic 
Raytha; perhaps it was so pronounced by the Syriac-speaking monks of its eremiric community. 
Rhaithou is identified by the Byzantine Christian authors with the biblical Elim. 

"It is not identified by biblical scholars with Paran of Genesis; in Byzantine times it 
was identified with Raphidim, where Joshua smote Amalee and where Jethro came to meet his 
son-in-law, Moses; on these Byzantine identifications, see Devreesse, op. cit., p. 211. 

"See "«l>apav," in RE, 19.2 (1938), cols. 1810-12, for a good discussion of Pharan in 
the classical sources and of Paran in the Bible. It is noteworthy that there is reference m 
the Sinai tic inscriptions to an Arab tribe by the name of Farran, Faran; ibid., col. 1811. 
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times, the Arabs associated with Paran moved from the north of the Peninsula, 
where biblical Paran is located, to the southwest, where the Byzantine authors 
locate Pharan. 86 

(3) The relative isolation of the two oases of Rhaithou and Pharao and 
their location in a Peninsula that consisted largely of desert land and was 
sparsely inhabited by pockets of Saracens present favorable conditions for ex
amining the problem of a pre-Islamic Arabic liturgy. 

(a) In the sixth century, Anonymus of Placentia refers to three monks of 
Mt. Sinai who knew five languages: Latin, Greek, Syriac, Egyptian, and a 
fifth language, bessas, the identity of which is not clear; it could be a corrupt 
word for Arabic. 87 The anonymous author also speaks of interpreters of each of 
these languages, and the chances that one of the languages these interpreters 
knew was Arabic are good, if only because Mt. Sinai was surrounded by Sara
cens and the monks, it is natural to suppose, needed to know the languages 
of those surrounding them. But the majority of the inmates of the hermitages 
at Mt. Sinai were evidently non-Arab. 

(b) Rhaithou and Pharan, therefore, are better localities for the examina
tion of the problem. Rhaithou was mainly an eremitic community, 88 but Pharan 
was more than that, and traces of churches, 89 about three, have been recovered 
that no doubt ministered to the Arab inhabitants of the oasis. One would ex
pect a simple form of an Arabic liturgy to be celebrated in Pharao, and yet 
this inference awaits verification. The same sixth-century traveler, Anonymus 
of Placentia, speaks in his valuable chapter on Pharan of being greeted in the 
"Egyptian language," which may have been a mistake for Arabic. 9° Further
more, the name of the first attested bishop of Pharan was Nathyr, and it has 
been argued that he was most probably Arab; 91 if so, it is likely that he and 

86Some data from Muslim geography are very pertinent: (a) the toponym Pharan appears 
as a locality in l:{ijaz where the tribe of Sulaym had an iron mine; see Bakri, Mu'jam, ed. 
M. al-Saqqa, 4 vols. (Cairo, 1945-51), vol. 3, p. 1011; whether the Arabs of the two Pharans 
are related from Nabataean times, when the two localities were within the confines of one 
political domination within which its Arabs could move freely from one locality to the other, 
is not clear; (b) more significantly for Islamic religious thought, the name Pharan is applied 
not to a locality or wilderness in Sinai but to the mountain or mountains of Mecca as the geo
graphical background and setting for the mission of Muhammad with reference to Deut. 33:2; 
see Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 4, p. 225. 

870n this, see infra, pp. 320-21. 
"There is reference to a monk from Rhaithou by the name of Ammon and his reading 

of Holy Scripture, but it is not clear what language is involved; see Apophthegmata patrum, col. 
397 D. His name suggests "Ammonius," an Egyptian name not uncommon among the Chris
tians of this period, but it could also be an Arabic name, a form of Amman/ Ammanes, the 
Arab chief in Pseudo-Ni/us. 

"Supra, note 72. 
90See infra, p. 322. 
91Supra, note 73. 
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the presbyters under him would have used a language intelligible to the 
Pharanites in the celebration of the liturgy, namely, Arabic. 

(4) Sinai, now a part of the larger Holy Land, had been a part of Arabia, 
the provincia into which Trajan had converted Arab Nabataea. Thus unlike 
Palestine proper-the Holy Land west of the Jordan-this part had been 
and remained Arab in ethnic complexion in Byzantine times. According to 
Genesis, 92 Sinai was the homeland of Ishmael, the eponymous ancestor of the 
Arabs. And yet the Christianized Arabs of the Byzantine period in Sinai were 
either not aware of their Ishmaelite descent or, if they were, did not reflect 
their awareness in any significant manner. They do not seem to have assumed 
the name Ishmael, which was, rather, applied to them by others, 93 and its 
application normally carried a pejorative connotation. 94 The converted Arabs of 
Sinai appear as assimilated Christians whose awareness of biblical ancestry is 
associated with Moses' father-in-law, rather than with Ishmael;9~ the Pharanites 
do not conceive of themselves as sons of Ishmael but as Midianites descended 
from Jethro. 

V. THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE AMMON/I MONACHI RELATIO 

R. Devreesse was the first to argue against the authenticity of the Relatio.96 

He suggested that it is not what it purports to be, a fourth-century work, but 
a sixth-century one; that it was written by some learned monks of Mt. Sinai, 
who were motivated by a desire to provide the monastery with un contexte co/ore 
to a bloody Saracen incursion or to a massacre of monks of the Peninsula that 
took place on 14 January; that these monks availed themselves of sources for 
the fourth century, the most important of which was Sozomen, whose account 
of the conversion of the Arab queen, Mavia, and the phylarch, Zokomos, the 
authors fully utilized. 

It is noteworthy that Devreesse distinguishes the sources of the Relatio, 
which for him are basically genuine in spite of some tampering on the part 
of the hagiographers, from the purely hagiographic elements, which for him 
were either fabricated or exaggerated and, what is more, antedated to the 
fourth century. Thus it is the hagiologist rather than the Byzantino-arabist 
that should be mainly concerned with Devreesse's rejection of the authenticity 

92Paran was Ishmael's habitation: Gen. 21:21; his mother, Hagar, had wandered into the 
desert of Shur in Sinai where the angel found her: Gen. 16:7; his descendants lived from Havila 
to Shur: Gen. 25:18. 

93Supra, p. 297, where Ammonius refers to the Saracen who brought the news of the 
massacre at Rhaithou as an Ishmaelite. 

"Especially in the ecclesiastical sources. 
9'0n this, see infra, pp. 321-22. 
96Devreesse, "Christianisme sinai:tique," pp. 218-20; on distinguished predecessors who 

had accepted the authenticity of the Relatio, see supra, p. 297 note 48. 
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of the Relatio, but the concerns of the two are intimately related and the con
tribution of the latter should be of considerable relevance to the concerns of 
the former since the Byzantino-arabica in the Relatio is the major piece of 
"evidence" in Devreesse's thesis. It will, therefore, be argued that in spite of 
certain similarities between the account of Sozomen and the Relatio of Am
monius the two have to be distinguished from each other (with the possible 
exception of the part that treats Moses, the holy man); that the account of the 
Relatio could not have been an adaptation of Sozomen's; that consequently the 
foundation on which Devreesse rested his case against the authenticity of the 
Relatio must crumble, and both hagiography and Byzantino-arabica are advan
taged by the rejection of Devreesse's thesis. This rejection makes certain that 
the Relatio is an independeat document and not a distorted adaptation of 
Sozomen's account; consequently, it becomes an important source that provides 
new and valuable data on the Arabs of Sinai and on the history of the two 
major Christian centers of the Peninsula in the fourth century, the two eremitic 
communities of Mt. Sinai and Rhaithou, in both of which the Arabs were 
involved. 

1 

A close examination of the text of Sozomen and of Devreesse's resume of 
that text reveals that the latter has made a number of serious mistakes in his 
interpretation of the former both as pertains to Queen Mavia and to the phy
larch Zokomos. 

As far as Mavia is concerned, the following may be pointed out: ( 1) 
there is no question of converting Mavia in Sozomen's account; she as well as 
her Arab group had been Christian for some time when the Arab revolt broke 
out in Valens's reign; (2) the death of her husband was not followed by 
attacks on monasteries and other Christian establishments but by a general 
revolt of orthodox Christians against Arian Valens; (3) her husband is described 
as a king and not a phylarch as the Arab ruler in the Relatio is; (4) Devreesse 
assumes without further ado that her bishop Moses, mentioned in Sozomen, is 
the same as the hermit of Rhaithou, a big assumption, which, even if it turns 
out to be true, will not fortify his argument in any decisive way. 

Serious as the above mistakes are, they remain matters of detail; what 
cannot be described as such is Devreesse's interpretation of a phrase in Sozomen 
which he rendered "les villes des Palmiers" 9' and which thus transferred the 
thrust of Mavia's offensive from the north of Oriens-from Phoenicia-to Sinai 
and made her a Sinaitic queen operating mainly in Palestina Tertia. The 
phrase has been analyzed before9" in this book, and it has been shown that the 

97Devreesse, op. cit., p. 206. 
"Supra, p. 145 note 28. 
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phrase can only mean the cities of Phoenicia. The correct interpretation of the 
phrase dissociates Mavia from Sinai except insofar as she included or must 
have included Sinai in her general offensive against Byzantium, and this dis
sociation is fatal to Devreesse's thesis, which presumed that Sozomen's chapter 
on Mavia was a record of events in fourth-century Sinai and that conse
quently the authors of the Relatio, learned monks of the monastery, found it 
easy and convenient to adapt this account to their hagiographic purpose. 

As far as the phylarch Zokomos is concerned, Devreesse has made the 
following mistakes: ( 1) Zokomos belonged to a group of Arabs different from 
Mavia's and the two figures may not even have belonged to the same gener
ation, and yet Devreesse conceives of their Arabs as one group; 99 (2) more 
important in his analysis is the presumed relationship that obtained between 
Zokomos and Moses; nowhere in Sozomen is it stated that Mavia's bishop 
Moses converted Zokomos; consequently the identification of Zokomos with 
Obedianus as the Arab chief converted by Moses breaks down and with it the 
central argument in Devreesse's thesis, since his views on the Moses-Zokomos/ 
Moses-Obedianus relation are even more important in his argument than those 
concerning Mavia; (3) Devreesse, not too familiar with the Arab onomasticon, 
has argued that the name Obedianus was simply given by the author of the 
Relatio to the converted chief, who is the Zokomos of Sozomen. As has been 
pointed out before, 100 the name was probably significant in this Sinaitic con
text, reflecting local color. Thus Obedianus appears as a real Sinaitic Arab 
chief and the identification of the Zokomos of Sozomen with the Obedianus 
of the Relatio becomes even more untenable on onomastic grounds. 

Just as Mavia belonged not to Sinai but to northern Oriens, so did 
Zokomos who, together with his Arabs, is explicitly described in Sozomen as 
becoming after his conversion formidable to the Persians, and these were not in 
Sinai. And yet Devreesse transfers him from the north to the south and assumes 
also that he was converted by Moses and given by the hagiographer the name 
Obedianus. In both cases, Devreesse forced the evidence, almost twisted it, to 
support his thesis. In the case of Mavia, he chose to give an impossible 
interpretation to a crucial phrase which he translated "les villes des Palmiers," 
and in that of Zokomos he made him a spiritual conquest of Moses. 

Unlike Sozomen's account, the Relatio discusses the fortunes of a group of 
Arabs different from those of Sozomen and tells a different story. The features 
of similarity between the two accounts are of a general kind and do not argue 
for any genetic relationship between the two. Oriens was replete with pockets 
of pagan Saracens in the south as well as in the north, and not only in the 

'"Probably misled by Sozomen's inclusion of the data on both in one and the same 
chapter; see supra, p. 193 note 5. 

wosupra, pp. 301-2. 
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first century of the Christian Roman Empire, the fourth, but even in the 
sixth. rnt The process of conversion among these Saracens followed the same 
pattern, conversion by the holy man, the eremite of the desert who was also 
possessed of miraculous powers. Such was the case with Moses and the Arabs 
of Mavia, with the anonymous holy man who converted Zokomos and his 
tribe, with St. Hilarion and the Arabs of Elusa, with St. Euthymius and the 
Arabs of the Parembole, with St. Simeon and the Arabs of Syria. Why should 
the account of Moses and Obedianus of Pharan wi in Sinai in the reign of 
Valens be suspect? No cogent reasons have been advanced and none are needed. 

2 

Devreesse's interest in the Arabica of the Relatio was secondary and deriv
ative since his main interest was the hagiographica pertaining to the forty or 
eighty martyrs of the Sinai Peninsula. His conclusions on the hagiographica, 
resting on a series of misunderstandings of the Arabica in Sozomen, have now 
lost their bases and thus may be rejected without further ado. However, not 
only his handling of the Arabica but also the hagiographica in the Relatio might 
also be examined. The following comments may thus be made on matters he 
brought up and on others that might strike sceptics as embroideries or as 
miraculously incredible or inconsistent with solid data in other sources. 

(1) The fact that the Relatio has two different accounts of martyrdoms at 
Mt. Sinai and Rhaithou, and, what is more, martyrdoms that took place on 
the same date, 28 December, with an identical number of martyrs in each 
massacre, namely, forty, inclined Devreesse to view its reliability with suspi
cion. But reliability should be distinguished from accuracy, and inaccurateness 
in reporting, whether conscious or unconscious, should not lead to an outright 
rejection or condemnation of the reliability of the account. Such problems and 
other related ones may be detailed and negotiated as follows: 

(a) It is perfectly possible that forty was indeed the correct number of 
martyrs; alternatively, it could have been close to forty and the hagiographer 

to 1Jnfra, p. 320. 
to2Thar Pharan had a bishop ca. 400 is confirmatory evidence for the authenticity of the 

accounts of the Relatio on its conversion in the reign of Valens since these accounts provide a 
background for the sudden appearance of the name of the bishop for that oasis; on Narhyr, the 
bishop of Pharan, see supra, p. 303 note 73. The same may be said of the bishop of Elusa 
ca. A.D. 400 and Jerome's account of the conversion of the Elusans before that date by St. 
Hilarion, for which see supra, pp. 289-90. Devreesse, however, believes it is anachronistic 
co speak of a bishop of Elusa ca. A.D. 400 ("Chrisrianisme sinai:tique," p. 222 note 1), an 
objection that cannot be sustained: Elusa is administratively designated a polis, and after its 
conversion it is natural co assume that it became an episcopal see (arrested explicitly for the 
fifth century), in much the same way that a less important center, such as Pharan, did have a 
bishop ca. 400; see also P. Mayerson's objections to Devreesse's view in "The Desert of Southern 
Palestine," p. 158 (cited infra, note 124). 
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quite understandably rounded the number, and that for a very good reason, 
because that particular number with its biblical associations had something 
magical about it in Sinai; inaccurate, rather than false, could be the description 
of the number of these martyrs. 

(b) The weakness of the hagiographer for the miraculous and, in this 
case, also for symmetry may have induced him to make the number of the 
martyrs of Rhaithou forty also and to give an identical date for their martyr
dom, namely, 28 December. In so doing, the author may have responded to 
the demands of the hagiographic art; failure to understand such features of 
hagiography must inevitably result in incredulity. 

(c) To the same order as the above two features may belong the device of 
the messenger and the survival in the Relatio--the Saracen and, after him, 
the monk who fled to Mt. Sinai where he told the story of the martyrs of 
Rhaithou. But it remains to be shown whether even this was an artistic device 
of the hagiographer. It was a messenger that told the story of the Arab martyrs 
of Najran in the sixth century, even as the Monophysite bishop Simeon of 
Beth-Artliam was at the court of Mungir, the Lakhmid king, who, too, 
threatened to kill all the Christians in his army in sympathy with what the 
l:Iimyarite king had done in Najran 103-almost a parallel situation to the two 
massacres at Mt. Sinai and Rhaithou. 

(d) The flame of fire that appeared on the summit of Mt. Sinai and which 
frightened the Saracens away might also be added to the elements of the 
miraculous or the embroideries in the Relatio. It could be so, but it does 
not have to be: a not so pious historian such as Procopius alludes to the 
celestial phenomena associated with the same summit, 104 and it is not altogether 
impossible that there was indeed a thunderbolt that did frighten away the 
Saracens, known to be superstitious about such phenomena. 

(2) Then there is the onomasticon of the Relatio involving the two names 
Peter and Ammonius, which seemed suspect to Devreesse. For him, the first 
is not Athanasius's successor over the see of Alexandria (373-78) but the 
martyr of Diocletian's reign, while Ammonius is not the monk of Canopus and 
Peter's contemporary but the Alexandrine presbyter, associated with the same 
Peter of Diocletian's reign; both names, according to him, are lifted from the 
pages of Eusebius. But Christian bishops and monks did assume, and still do, 
the names of illustrious predecessors, and thus the recurrence of these names 
is not necessarily suspect. In the case of Ammonius, this is a good Coptic 
name and its assumption by an Egyptian monk was not unnatural, as was not 

'°'For the messenger and Mungir's reaction, see I. Guidi, "La lettera di Simeone vescovo 
di Beth-Arsam sopra i martiri omeriti," Atti de/la R. Accademia dei Lincei, serie Ill, Memorie delta 
Classe di Scienze morali, storiche e filologiche, 7 (1881), pp. 502, 507-8. 

104He speaks of thunderclaps and other terrifying celestial phenomena; see Buildings, 
V.viii.7. 
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the monk's pilgrimage to the Holy Land in view of the vogue of pilgrimages 
and the close proximity of Egypt to Sinai and Palestine. 105 

More intriguing is the name of the hegoumenos, Doulos, who brings to 
mind Eutychius's account of the monastery in the sixth century and the name 
of its then hegoumenos, Doulos. But it is not entirely clear from Eutychius's 
account whether the sixth-century hegoumenos had had this name before he was 
sent to Sinai or whether he assumed it on his being sent there, after some 
former hegoumenos of Sinai, possibly this fourth-century one. In any case, the 
name or the concept that the name stands for seems to have been common in 
Sinai, and its assumption by the hegoumenos of the monastery in the fourth 
and the sixth centuries should arouse no suspicions. Even more significant is 
the name of the Arab chief of Pharan, Obedianus, which, as has been argued 
before, is Arabic 'Ubayda, the diminutive equivalent of Greek Doulos. The 
two names are reflections of local color in the Sinai Peninsula and no adverse 
conclusions can be drawn from them; if anything, they could confirm the 
authenticity of the Relatio by the local color they reflect. 106 

(3) It is noteworthy that the Relatio describes the martyrdom not only 
of the monks of Mt. Sinai whose inmates in the sixth century, according to 

Devreesse, concocted the account, but also that of the monks of Rhaithou. 
This somewhat weakens his view that the writer or writers were inspired by 
pride in their own monastery and wanted to give to a sixth-century raid un 
contexte co/ore. 

(4) The reference to fortified places at Mt. Sinai in the Relatio seemed to 
Devreesse to suggest the Justinianic fortress completed in 557 and led him to 

argue that the Relatio, reflecting sixth-century conditions, was consequently 
composed in the same century. But the imperial government did not leave 
Christian establishments entirely undefended. Eutychius specifically mentions 
that before Justinian built his fortress there had been at Mt. Sinai a burj kabir, 
a "large tower," whither the monks retreated in emergencies such as Saracen 
raids. 101 This could very well be the Jtupyoc; referred to twice in the Relatio. 108 

'°'If the author of the Relatio had fabricated the account, he would have been careful 
not to use the names of Peter and Ammonius, associated together in Eusebius, because the pro
spective reader would immediately suspect that they were lifted from the pages of that author, 
where they appear rogether, and the suspicion would impugn the credibility of the account. 

106Unlike the names Peter and Ammonius, 'Ubayda is not attested elsewhere in the sources 
and thus is not likely ro have been lifted from any; on these Sinaitic names involving the con
cept of service or slavery, see supra, pp. 301-2. 

107Eutychius, Anna/es, pp. 202-3. It is noteworthy that in his account of Justinian's 
fortress (Buildings, V.viii.9), Procopius makes clear that the construction of the fortress and the 
stationing of a considerable garrison of troops were not only, or even not so much, for the 
protection of the monastery as for the defense of Palestine against Saracen raids, another indi
cation that the survival of pockets of Saracens within Oriens posed a threat to security and 
called for the establishment of internal defense posts within the limes; cf. what has been said 
on the limes Palestinae, supra, p. 50 note 81. 

108Devreesse, "Christianisme sinai:tique," p. 216 note 3; p. 217 note 1. 
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(5) The colophon of the Relatio attracted Devreesse's attention. Written 
by Ammonius in Coptic and translated into Greek by the monk John, it con
firmed for Devreesse his suspicions that the Relatio was the work of learned 
monks of Sinai, some of whom were polyglot. There is nothing in the colophon 
that really calls for suspicion; a more complex colophon that has been viewed 
much more suspiciously than that of the Relatio is that of the Ethiopic Apoca
lypse, the Kebra Nagast, but even this has been recently vindicated. 109 

(6) After he was through with his analysis of the Relatio, Devreesse 
turned to another document which also tells of the Martyrs of Sinai, namely, 
the Nili Narrationes, 110 a better-known document than the Relatio because, inter 
alia, of its attribution to St. Nilus of Ancyra, false as that attribution is. 

Spuriousness by association is what might describe Devreesse's discussion 
of the Narrationes immediately after the Relatio and his conception of the two 
documents as belonging to one and the same category, that of patent frauds. 
The Narrationes were under a cloud when Devreesse wrote, 111 and so it was not 
unnatural for him to invoke and enlist the "spuriousness" of the Narrationes 
while he was impugning the authenticity of the Relatio, especially as the feast 
of the martyrs of one of the two documents has been confused with that of the 
other. 112 Since then, the claims of the Narrationes, at least as far as the Arabica 
are concerned, have been vindicated, 113 and thus the authenticity of the Relatio 
can no longer be impugned by association with the Narrationes, although it is 
defensible separately and without support from the rehabilitated or partially 
rehabilitated Narrationes. 

3 
The converging probabilities argue against Devreesse's rejection of the 

authenticity of the Relatio. After a close analysis of the Arabica in it, of his 
mistakes in interpreting it, and of the dubiousness of his reasoning concerning 
the hagiographica, it is, indeed, easier to accept the Relatio for what it purports 
to be, a document of the fourth century, rather than to assume that it ema
nates from the pens of unscrupulous monks of the sixth. 114 

109See the present writer in KN, pp. 141--44. 
110Devreesse, op. cit., pp. 220--22. 
111Devreesse wrote under the influence of K. Heussi (ibid., p. 220), and P. Abel's views 

encouraged him to reject (ibid., p. 222) the Narrationes in its entirety with the exception of 
one single toponym, Sbai:ta! 

112The feast of the martyrs of Rhaithou in the Relatio is celebrated on the same date 
as that of the martyrs of the Narrationes, on 14 January; ASS, January, t. ii., pp. 233--48, 
248--49. 

113For the researches of P. Mayerson on the Narrationes, see infra, notes 124-25. The 
Arabica in the Narrationes will be discussed in the second volume of this series, BAFIC. 

'"Thus it is to be sharply distinguished from the patent forgeries that emanated from 
learned pens at St. Catherine's, such as the charter attributed ro Muhammad; in this case, the 
motives behind the forgery are fully understandable. 
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In that fourth century, the process of Christianization had not advanced 
far enough in Sinai and elsewhere among the Saracens to induce in them a 
sense of reverence for its eremitic communities; even in the sixth century, the 
Saracens still celebrated their pagan rites in the vicinity of the Holy Moun
tain. 115 Furthermore, the Saracens of Palestina Tertia in the fourth century were 
not under the strict or centralized command of powerful phylarchs such as 
Imru' al-Qays of the fifth century or Abu-Karib, the Ghassanid phylarch of 
the sixth. Thus Sinai, as Palestina Tertia west of the 'Araba, a large province, 
was not under centralized phylarchal direction, and this enabled pockets of 
Saracens, with whom the Peninsula was no doubt dotted, to make raids 
against its eremitic centers. When it is remembered that the Relatio clearly 
suggests that this took place in the period 373-78 during the patriarchate of 
Peter, Athanasius's successor, the bloody events recorded in the Relatio do not 
sound unlikely: it was exactly in this period, the triennium 375-78, that 
Mavia's revolt took place. In the midst of the turmoil generated by that revolt 
in the limitrophe provinces of Oriens, it is not surprising that some pagan 
local Saracens chose to attack the hermitages of Mt. Sinai and that even the 
Blemmyes, as Red Sea pirates, took advantage of the same state of disorder
liness and attacked the other center, Rhaithou. 

In spite of his undoubted contribution to the ecclesiastical history of 
the Diocese of Oriens, and thus to the general framework within which 
Arab-Byzantine relations in the pre-Islamic period can be profitably studied, 
Devreesse is not a safe guide to Byzantino-arabica, and his mistakes in analyzing 
them have vitiated his conclusions and his views on related matters such as 
the Relatio, which has important historical material on the history of Sinai 
in the fourth century. 

His mistakes in analyzing Greek texts pertaining to the Arabs in the 
fourth century have been pointed out, but the most telling indication of how 
unsafe a guide he is in this area is his handling of something that admits of 
no controversy as far as its fourth-century date or provenance is concerned, 
namely, the Namara inscription discovered by R. Dussaud and dated A.D. 

328, intensively analyzed in the first chapter of this book. In spite of the 
labors of distinguished French and German Orientalists, he argued that the 
inscription tells the adventures not of the Imru' al-Qays who was the Lakhmid 
king in the fourth century but those of a Kindite prince of the sixth century. 116 

When this is borne in mind, Devreesse's attempt to doubt the authenticity 
of the Ammonii Monachi Relatio as a fourth-century document and his assigning 
it to the sixth century cannot be taken seriously. 

mon this, see Anonymus of Placentia, infra, p. 321. 
1160n this, see Devreesse, Le patriarcat d'Antioche, p. 263 note 3. 
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4 
Devreesse's article was published in 1940. Two years before, a work 

appeared on the monastery of St. Catherine in which the author made avail
able a number of Sinaitic inscriptions. 117 One of these was engraved on a 
marble plaque that was placed in the south wall of the Chapel of the Holy 
Fathers in the basilica. It commemorates martyrs, "holy fathers," whose re
mains were buried in the chapel dedicated to them. In spite of some difficulty 
in the interpretation of the abbreviated numeral in the inscription, 118 there is 
no doubt that the inscription is a gift to the student of the martyr tradition 
of Sinai since it elevates the Relatio to a higher level of authenticity. Devreesse 
apparently had not seen Rabino's work and so he wrote his article without 
reference to the epigraphic evidence, which might have led him to conclusions 
on the authenticity of the Relatio different from those he reached 119 and which, 
moreover, have proved prejudicial to the writing of the early history of Mt. 
Sinai in the fourth century. 

Devreesse's views have unduly influenced the epigrapher of the Alexan
dria-Michigan-Princeton Archaeological Expedition to the Monastery of St. 
Catherine at Mt. Sinai, I. Sevcenko, who accepted Devreesse's conclusions on 
both the Relatio and the Narrationes and consequently was forced to declare 
as "pious or erudite frauds" the two literary documents and as "epigraphic 
pendant to literary fabrications" the marble plaque with its inscription. 120 Seven 
years after the appearance of his preliminary report on the inscriptions of 
Mt. Sinai, he repeated his convictions about both the literary and epigraphic 
sources for the martyr tradition in Sinai. 121 

Whether Devreesse would have reached different conclusions about the 
Relatio and the Narrationes had he been aware of the epigraphic evidence on 
the martyrs of Sinai is not clear. 122 However, it was his evaluation of the two 
literary documents that inclined Sevcenko to view the inscription on the 
martyrs with suspicion. The latter apparently reached his conclusions without 

117H. L. Rabi no, Le monastere de Sainte-Catherine du Mont Sinai' (Cairo, 1938), p. 105, 
no. 56. 

1180n this, see infra, p. 317. 
'"But see supra, note 116, on how he handled another inscription, dated A.D. 328, and 

assigned it to the sixth century. 
1201. Sevcenko, "The Early Period of the Sinai Monastery in the Light of Its Inscrip

tions," DOP, 20 (1966), pp. 256, 258. 
'"See G. H. Forsyth and K. Weitzmann, The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount 

Sinai. The Church and Fortress of Justinian (Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1973), p. 20. His views were 
apparently shared by Forsyth, who wrote the "Introduction to the Architecture" in the same 
volume; see p. 5. 

"'See supra, note 119. 
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having had at his disposal a defense of the Relatio other than that of S. 
Schiwietz in 1908, which apparently was neutralized for him by Devreesse's 
evaluation of the same document. 123 

But Sevcenko discussed the inscription apparently unaware of the more 
recent researches of Philip Mayerson on the Narrationes, which appeared in 
1963. The latter had persuasively argued for the authenticity of many features 
of the Narrationes even though its attribution to St. Nilus is patently erro
neous. 124 More recently, in 1975, he returned to the Narrationes, 125 and since 
then he has joined issue with Sevcenko on the interpretation of the abbreviated 
numeral in the inscription, 126 arguing that it stands not for the number of the 
martyrs, 127 namely, forty, but for the date of the martyrdoms or the date as 
celebrated in the sanctoral cycle of the Christian calendar, namely, the four
teenth of January. 128 The difference between the two is a matter of detail since 
both are in agreement that the reference is to local martyrs of Sinai, as it 
must be in view of what is said about the remains of the holy fathers buried in 
the chapel itself. But a major problem is raised by the two words ~llAWOUV"tE~ 

and loapL0µm. Who are these martyrs whom those buried in the chapel 
imitated and to whom they were equal in number, forty? Sevcenko had argued 
that they cannot be the Forty Martyrs of Sebastea, and Mayerson has argued 
equally persuasively that they can and probably must. Since the Relatio tells 
the story of two groups of martyrs, each numbering forty, whose feasts fall 
on the fourteenth of January (in spite of the fact that they were martyred on 
the 28th of December), it is simpler and more natural to assume that the 
reference is indeed to these two groups of martyrs of the Relatio, a conclusion 
alluded to by Sevcenko, although he does not see in the inscription an epi
graphic confirmation of the literary source but the perfection of the literary 
fraud through a solid epigraphic one. 

123See S. Schiwietz, "Die altchristliche Tradition iiber den Berg Sinai und Kosmas Indi
kopleustes," Der Katholik, 4th ser., 38 (1908), pp. 16-22; and Sevcenko, "The Early Period of 
the Sinai Monastery," p. 256 note 4. 

124P. Mayerson, "The Desert of Southern Palestine according to the Byzantine Sources," 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 107.2 (1963), pp. 160-72. 

125Idem, "Observations on Nilus' Narrationes: Evidence for an Unknown Christian Sect?" 
Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt, 12 (1975), pp. 51-74. 

'"See Mayerson, "An Inscription in the Monastery of St. Catherine and the Martyr Tra
dition in Sinai," DOP, 30 (1976), pp. 375-79. 

127Sevcenko had rendered the inscription as follows: "four times ten" fathers (of Sinai) 
who had "imitated the baptism by blood of an equal number of Martyrs"; "The Early Period 
of the Sinai Monastery," p. 258. 

"'Mayerson has rendered it as follows: "The Holy Fathers lie here, equal in number to 
those who were killed on the (14th of January) and imitating them through a baptism of blood" 
("Inscription," p. 379). 
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The genuineness of the epigraphic evidence derives further support from 
the following: (a) The inscription is not scribbled in some humble or incon
spicuous place but is on a marble slab inside the south chapel of the basilica 
dedicated to the Holy Fathers; 129 it may not be difficult to believe that some 
erudite monk composed the Relatio, drawing on his imagination, but it is 
difficult to believe that consciously and knowingly the monks of Sinai desecrated 
the south chapel with such a fraud and celebrated there a feast of forty local, 
fictitious martyrs once every year on the fourteenth of January. 130 (b) Further
more, there is the Monastery of the Forty at the foot of Mt. Sinai; 131 although 
information on it, such as the date of its construction, is scanty, the pre
sumption is that it was named after the Forty Martyrs of Sinai. 132 This struc
ture and the south chapel could argue for the strength and reality of the local 
martyr tradition in Sinai; otherwise one has to assume that the fraud was not 
only literary and epigrnphic but also architectural, an assumption difficult to 

maintain. 
Those who see in the literary-epigraphic-architectural confrontation a 

confirmation of the tradition of the Forty Martyrs of Sinai may add these two 
final observations to what has been said in this chapter in support of their 
conclusions: (a) Such a fraud would have been conceivable if it had been per
petrated before, not after, Justinian built his fortress; Ill the inmates of Sinai 
were then unprotected by that strong fortress and they may have wanted to 
mobilize pious public opinion by suggesting that their cells were exposed to 
Saracen raids in order to induce the government or a prospective benefactor to 
fortify Mt. Sinai. 134 But after the Justinianic constructions, such a motive can-

129In his note on the inscription (p. 263), Sevcenko speaks of the "Chapel of the Holy 
Fathers"; the "Holy Fathers" presumably are the ones whose relics are referred to in the inscrip
tion, and so I cake it that the chapel is dedicated co them; so understood also by Mayerson, 
"Inscription," p. 379. 

1300ne may quote in chis connection the following statement from Sevcenko's article on 
the Sinaicic inscriptions (p. 258): "In epigraphy, fabrication or misleading information is rare, 
but not altogether impossible." However, the inscription on the martyrs in the south chapel 
is of an entirely different order than the two inscriptions he discusses on pp. 258-61. 

131For a brief description of it and some bibliography, see Mayerson, "Inscription," p. 
377. 

132Mayerson cakes the name "The Monastery of the Forty" co refer co chose of Sebastea. 
But the more likely explanation of the name is that the monastery was so called after the local 
martyrs of Sinai, also forty according co the Relatio. Perhaps it was there that the martyrs or 
some of them were killed, and so the monastery probably marks the site of martyrdom, while 
the chapel enshrines the translated relics; for the identification of "The Monastery of the Forty," 
Arabic Dayr al-Arba'In, with one of the hermitages, Codar, that was attacked by the Saracens 
according co the Relatio, see Aigrain, "Arabie," col. 1192. 

133As Devreesse, who assigns the composition of the Relatio co ca. A.D. 600, has argued 
("Chriscianisme sinai:tique," p. 219); besides, what Procopius says on Justinian's motives in 
building the fortress is very relevant in this connection (supra, note 107). 

134Even this line of reasoning, which might give some support co Devreesse's view of 
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not be convincingly attributed to its inmates. (b) Nor can be considered a 
motive the desire to glorify the monastery and dignify it with martyrs. If 
Mt. Sinai were just another mountain or locality in Christendom, a case could 
be made for this view; but this was already one of the holiest of the loca sancta, 

the scene of the Theophany and the Decalogue, and it is unlikely that its 
monks thought its holiness needed further enhancement. 135 

Perhaps the foregoing discussion has not failed to state the case for the 
soundness of the martyr tradition in Sinai. After all, what is involved in the 
discussion is nothing less than two fairly extensive documents for the history 
of Sinai in the fourth century, the Relatio and the Narrationes. 136 When it is 
remembered how obscure the history of Sinai in that century is and how 
dependent almost on a single document, the ltinerarium Egeriae, it is, the 
defense of the two documents with their wealth of data assumes considerable 
importance to the historian of Sinai in this very early period. The history of 
the Holy Mountain is illuminated by these documents and so is the truth about 
its Forty Martyrs; these are especially important not only because they were 
martyred at that holy place but also because the event happened after the 
Peace of the Church and the period of the persecutions and, what is more, 
within the confines of the Christian Roman Empire. 

VJ. ANTONINI PLACENTIAE [TJNERARIUM 

Although a late sixth-century work, the ltinerarium 137 provides data that can be 
brought to bear on the problems of the fourth century as these pertain to the 
Saracen pockets in Oriens. The relevant chapters of the travelogue speak of the 
pilgrim's journey to Elusa in the Negev, through the desert that lies to the 
south, to Mt. Sinai, and to Pharao. 138 

une incursion sang/ante (op. cit., p. 219) in the sixth century before the building of the fortress, 
is not borne out by what Procopius says on Justinian's motives for fortifying St. Catherine's; 
see supra, note 107. 

mFurthermore, and apropos of holiness, it is relevant to mention that the martyrs of 
Sinai had not been confessors before they were martyred-they had not been faced with the 
choice of renouncing their faith or being killed. 

136As Mayerson has discussed the Narrationes, the present writer has limited himself in 
this volume to the discussion of the Relatio. Both are important to the study of the martyr 
tradition in Sinai, and of the two the Relatio is the more important document for the tradition 
of the Forty Martyrs. Perhaps the two discussions will generate more interest in these two 
hagiographic works and in the preparation of a critical edition of their two Greek texts. 

137For the text, see Itineraria et alia geographica, CCL, 175, pp. 129-53, and Recensio altera, 
ibid., pp. 157-74 (hereafter, Itinerarium and Rec. Alt. respectively); for the author, who should 
be referred to as Anonymus of Placentia, see DHGE, 3 (1924), cols. 852-53, s.v. Antonin, 8. 

138In the last chapter of the ltinerarium, which treats the Mesopotamian and the Eu
phratesian region, there is a reference to St. Sergius: et ad duodecim milia intus in haremo inter 
Saracenos requiescit sanctus Sergius in civitate Tetrapyrgio; it is of obvious relevance and significance 
to the Christianity of the Arab foederati, especially the Ghassanids of the sixth century whose 
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(1) In chapter 34, the author describes the entry of his party into Elusa 
and speaks of its bishop and of the maiden Maria, 139 whose husband died on 
the very night of her marriage, but he does not throw any light on the lin
guistic and ethnic picture of Elusa late in the sixth century. 140 

(2) More valuable is his description in chapter 36 of the journey through 
the desert that lies between Elusa and Mt. Sinai. On the fifth or sixth day 
after the pilgrims leave the hospice of St. George, twenty miles to the south 
of Elusa, they meet a group of Saracens with their families and wives, who 
exchange with them bread for cold water. He also speaks of their presents of 
aromatic plants, although the Saracens were not permitted to offer these be
cause there was a prohibition against doing this during the festival they were 
celebrating. He concludes his c;:hapter by saying that the number of the Sara
cens who entered the greater desert was 12,600. 

This then was a Saracen pocket of considerable size in the southern Negev 
or northern Sinai; although they seemed friendly, the presumption is that they 
were not Christian. 141 

By far the more valuable chapters of the ltinerarium are the ones on Mt. 
Sinai and Pharan, especially the latter. 

(3) The author devotes three chapters to the description of Mt. Sinai and 
the surrounding region, chapters 37-39: 

(a) In the first (chap. 3 7), he refers to three abbots of Mt. Sinai who 
were learned in five languages and to many interpreters of each language: tres 

abbates scientes linguas, hoc est, latinas et graecas, syriacas et aegyptiacas et bessas, 
vet multi interpretes singularum linguarum. 142 It is not clear what the fifth lan
guage was, but it is not unnatural to suppose it was Arabic, 143 important to 

patron St. Sergius was; the information provided by the Itinerarium could throw some light on 
why he was their patron saint. For the quotation, see Itinerarium, 38, p. 153; it does not 
appear in the corresponding chapter of Rec. Alt., 47, p. 174. 

' 39If she was an Arab girl, the name Maria would reflect one aspect of the process of 
Christianization among the Arabs of Elusa. 

''°In the same chapter there is a reference to a lion in the Dead Sea region as there 
is to another near Mc. Sinai in chap. 39. Both references in the Itinerarium should make credible 
the account of the adventures of Malchus in which a lion is mentioned; for the Vita Ma/chi of 
St. Jerome, see supra, pp. 284-88. 

'"The location of this pocket of Saracens is relevant to the discussion of the Arab chief 
Ammanes, who figures in Pseudo-Ni/us. 

' 42The Rec. Alt. has the languages in the singular: !atinam, grecam, syram et aegyptiacam 
et bessam (p. 171). 

'43There is for bessam a variant reading, namely, persam, which bessam could well be (see 
Rec. Alt. , chap. 3 7, p. 171, line 15 ); but it is unlikely that Persian rather than Arabic was 
known at Mt. Sinai. Devreesse suggests "Thracian" for bessas ("Christianisme sinai:tique," p. 214 
note 5). However, even if bessam turns out to be arabicam, the fact will not be significant; it 
is at Pharan and Rhaithou with an Arab community in the two oases that knowledge and use 
of Arabic would be significant and relevant co the problem of an Arabic liturgy in pre-Islamic 
times. For the Thracian tribe, the bessi, see Strabo, Geography, VIl.5.12, and Pliny, NH, 
IV.40. Prof. F. Rosenthal has suggested to me that bessam might possibly be Nubian Bedja. 
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monks surrounded by Arabic-speaking Saracens and possibly counting among 
their eremitic community some Arabic-speaking inmates from the neighboring 
region. 

(b) In the second (chap. 38), he speaks of a pagan Arab cult with a 
priest 144 and a marble idol that was an object of wonder to the pilgrims. 145 

The description of the priest and the idol is precise and is of considerable 
interest since it indicates that paganism among the Saracens of Mt. Sinai had 
not been wiped out even late in the sixth century, and thus it corroborates the 
accounts of the Relatio on the group of Saracens that attacked Mt. Sinai in the 
reign of Valens after the death of their chief; these were not held back from 
attacking the hermitages by any religious scruples because they were not 
Christian. 

(c) In the third (chap. 39), he speaks of the desert of the region and its 
animals including the lion. The pilgrims could not remain in the desert be
cause the festival days of the Saracens146 were coming to a close and so it was 
not safe to linger in the desert. 147 Thus even in this late period the region was 
not quite safe for pilgrims. 

(4) Even more important than these chapters on Mt. Sinai is chapter 40 
on the Arab oasis in southwestern Sinai, Pharan, which for the anonymous 
author was the scene of Joshua's victory over Amalee at Raphidim. The Arab 
oasis appears in the late sixth century as a flourishing Christian center and an 
episcopal center. The important data are the following: 

(a) The author quotes the sixth-century tradition presumably prevalent in 
Pharan itself, namely, that this was the land of Midian and that the inhabitants 
were descended from Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses. Two conclusions may 
be drawn from this self-image of the Pharanites: (1) since Jethro was the priest 
of Midian, the Pharanites then would have considered themselves Midianites 
in tribal affiliation; (2) more important is the biblical self-image of the Pharan-

"'The reference to the priest brings to mind the garlanded Arab pagan priest of Elusa 
whom St. Hilarion converted (supra, p. 289); this one is described in the ltinerarium as indutus 
dalmatica et pallium lineum. 

'"The chapter that describes the changing color of the marble idol-the center of the 
cult-may be compared with the well-known description of the Arab pagan cult of Venus in 
Sinai in Pseudo-Ni/us, the authenticity of which has been called into question, but which is not 
less credible than this account in the ltinerarium. 

146For the dies festi Saracenorum of the ltinerarium, the Rec. Alt. has dies festi Hysmaheli
tarum (chap. 39, p. 171). The Christian writer equates the Saracens of the classical sources with 
the Ishmaelires of the O.T.; see infra, note 148. 

147The implication of the statement would seem to be that the pagan Saracens could 
engage in fighting after, but not during, the festival days, which were held sacred and conse
quently could suggest the period of the Sacred Months, during which no fighting was allowed. 
This famous pre-Islamic Arab institution was known to Procopius in the same century (Wars, 
11.16); see the pertinent remarks of Noldeke in "Arabs," Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, 
ed. J. Hastings (New York, 1928), vol. 1, p. 668. 
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ites; throughout these centuries the Christian Arabs do not affiliate themselves 
with Ishmael, 148 their biblical ancestor, even the Sinai tic Arabs who lived in a 
Peninsula that was the habitation of Ishmael. The Itinerarium thus provides 
valuable information on one group of Arabs in Sinai who do affiliate themselves 
with a biblical figure; however, he is not Ishmael, the descendant of Abraham 
and Hagar, but Jethro, the descendant of Abraham and Ketura. 

If this genealogical self-image is true, it is important enough for ascer
taining the tribal identity of one group of Sinaitic Arabs; but the truth of 
this self-image must be relegated to the realm of the possible or remotely 
possible. What is more important is that the Pharanite Arabs, rightly or 
wrongly, did affiliate themselves with a biblical figure, almost certainly be
cause of his relation to Moses, who dominates the Old Testament in their new 
holy book, the Bible. The Pharanites had been Christian since the fourth 
century, and their readiness to conceive of themselves as a biblical people is 
the most telling reflection of the degree of their cultural assimilation. 149 

(b) The inhabitants of Pharan, represented by its women and their chil
dren, welcome the pilgrim party in this manner: lingua Aegyptiaca psallantes 
antifonam 'Benedicti vos a Domino et benedictus adventus vester, osanna in excel
sis'. 150 Since Pharan was an Arab town, one would expect the language of the 
benediction to be said in Arabic, especially as it was not sung by learned 
monks but by the women of Pharan, who presumably spoke its vernacular. 
But there could have been a Coptic community in Pharan late in the sixth 
century since relations between Pharan and Egypt were quite close. However, 
the more likely interpretation is that the author, coming from the Latin West 
and probably vague about these nonclassical, Near Eastern languages, confused 
Arabic with Coptic and described as Egyptian what in fact was Arabic. 151 If 
this turns out to be the case, then this quotation from the Gospel could 
suggest that Arabic was used for devotional purposes in Pharan. 

(c) Intimate details are also provided on the military arrangements for the 
protection of Pharan: those in charge appear as soldiers quartered with their 
wives in eighty houses within the city; they receive the annona from Egypt 
and do not till the ground because it is desert; their principal function appears 
to be the protection of this Christian center against the Saracens; 152 the city 

148But others did, esp. the ecclesiastical historians. This is a large problem which will 
be treated in BAFIC. 

149For more detailed analyses, see infra, App. 1, pp. 324-27. 
1'°The benediction recalls the one used on the entry into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday 

(Matt. 21:9; Mark 11: 10; Luke 19:38) but does not reproduce the ipsissima verba. It was prob
ably a local adaptation used for welcoming pilgrims into Pharan; alternatively, the anonymous 
author was quoting from memory. 

1' 1In much the same way that St. Jerome may have thought Arabic barik, addressed by the 
Elusans to St. Hilarion, was Syriac barech, for which see supra, pp. 290-91. 

1"Cf. the function of those in the region of Rhaithou in the little castellum called Sur-
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itself is fortified and its gates are locked for fear of these; the soldiers patrol 
the desert on their Saracen mares, equas Saracenas, for the protection of the 
monasteries and the hermits propter insidias Saracenorum. The account calls for 
the following comments: 

( 1) The soldiers who protected this desert oasis could have been Arab 
foederati;'53 these did receive the annona for the services they rendered; that 
they could have been foederati is not ruled out by the language of the author 
who does not use the technical term and probably conceived of them as 
simply soldiers. 

(2) But the more plausible view is that these soldiers were indeed Romans 
who were protecting Pharao against the Saracens, possibly even the federate 
Saracens. In support of this view, the following may be adduced: 

(a) It is difficult to believe that the conditions of fear and insecurity 
described in the ltinerarium prevailed normally in a town well within the limes 
such as Pharao was. The description rather suggests a state of emergency that 
coincided with the visit of the author or obtained in those regions for some 
time in the last quarter of the sixth century. 

(b) But it was roughly in this period during which the author passed 
through Pharao that the Ghassanid foederati fell out with Byzantium during 
the reigns of their kings Mungir and Nu'man. This was the period of the 
Ghassanid revolt, 154 and the conditions described in the ltinerarium-fear and 
insecurity-are consonant with what is known about conditions elsewhere in 
Oriens during that revolt. ,ss 

The examination of the chapters relevant to the Arabs in the ltinerarium 
has disclosed the existence of important pockets of Saracens in various parts 
of Sinai. The work presents a picture of its Saracens in the sixth century not 
unlike the one presented by the Relatio in the fourth, and it indicates that 
even after the lapse of two centuries the process of Christianization among the 
Saracens of Sinai had not gone very far. 

In addition to providing data for examining some important problems of 
Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century, the Itinerarium is important 
for the image of the Arab Saracens and possibly the growth of that image in 

andela in the Itinerarium (chap. 41). The garrison there protected the church with its presbyter 
and the two hospices. 

1"In a well-known passage, Procopius records Justinian's appointment of the Ghassanid 
Abii-Karib around A.D. 530 over Palestina Tertia, precisely for his prowess in dealing with 
Saracen raids; Wars, I. xix.8-13. 

1"For the Ghassanid revolt, see Noldeke, GF, pp. 27-31; the date suggested for the 
Itinerarium, namely, 570, is only approximate; see DHGE, 3, cols. 852-53, s.v. Antonin, 8. 

1"Among other things, the Ghassanids spread fear and consternation in none other than 
Bostra, the capital of the Provincia Arabia: Noldeke, GF, pp. 29-30. The main center of Ghas
sanid power was located farther to the north in Oriens, but the revolt could easily have spread 
to Sinai in much the same way that Mavia's revolt had done in the fourth century. 
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the West. The reader of this travelogue will surely have concluded that the 
Saracens were unregenerate pagans, faithfully wedded to their ancient cults. 
More important than their paganism is the fact that unlike other pagans and 
heathens these Saracens are living in Sinai, no longer a tract of arid land 
belonging to Nabataea or the provincia of Trajan, but now part of the larger 
Holy Land-as Palestina Tertia, where churches and monasteries had been 
built on biblical sites and whither the vogue of the pilgrimage sent pious 
Christians to visit the loca sancta. For these pilgrims, the Saracens were not only 
raiders of the Roman limes but also, and more importantly, they were attacking 
the loca sancta and terrorizing the pilgrim parties. The author of the Itinerarium 
hailed from the Latin West and wrote for Western readers; his work may thus 
have contributed to the growth of the image of the Arabs in the West 156 as 
Saracens who were molesting pilgrims, killing monks, and looting churches 
and monasteries. But as the ltinerarium itself in its description of Pharan 
indicates, it was not only pilgrims and readers of their Itineraria that were 
concerned about the Saracen threat to the Christian establishment in Sinai; 
the imperial administration of the Christian Roman Empire was also similarly 
concerned about the safety of the pilgrim route and the loca sancta as well as 
trade routes within the Peninsula; the fact could throw light on certain aspects 
of the. Roman defense system and the establishment of some military posts 
within the limes. 157 

APPENDIX I 

Midian 

The sixth-century tradition quoted by Anonymus of Placencia to the effect that Pharan 
was Midian and the Pharanites were descended from Jethro raises a number of impor
tant questions that may conveniently be discussed in this appendix: 

(1) Where Midian was located in biblical times has been a problem; some locate 
it in Arabia, others in Sinai. Perhaps there were two Midians, an Arabian and a 
Sinaitic one. Since the term was applied in the seventh century to northwestern J::[ijaz, 
the chances are that the homeland had been in J::[ijaz in biblical times and Sinaitic 
Midian was an extension of it, explicable by the attraction of the Sinai Peninsula to a 
people such as the Midianites, merchants who naturally followed the trade routes into 
Sinai and possibly were also attracted by its copper mines; the biblical Kenites, who 
were metal-workers, were part of Midian. 

That there may have been two Midians on both sides of the Gulf of Eilat 
could derive some support from the fact that there are not one but two Pharans, also 

" 6Cf. what has been said of the work of St. Jerome, infra, pp. 562-63. 
157Thus the emergence of the concept of the larger Holy Land, the vogue of pilgrimages, 

and the rise of monasticism in the East added somewhat to the responsibilities of the imperial 
administration in providing for internal security and defense, as at Pharan and Surandela. 
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on both sides of the same gulf, Pharan in }:lijaz, 1 which belonged to the Sulaym 
tribe, and Pharan, the oasis in Sinai. Since the Pharanites of Sinai considered them
selves Midianites, the existence of another Pharan in }:lijaz, Arabian Midian, could 
suggest some connection between the two areas that involved migration from Arabia 
to Sinai, and consequently two Midians. 2 

(2) To sixth-century Christians, Pharan was the Raphidim of the Bible, the 
home of the Amalecites rather than the Midianites, whose association with Pharan 
seems to be limited to Jethro's second encounter with Moses after the latter's return 
from Egypt. And yet the two peoples are associated together in wars against Israel 
(Judges 6:3), and this association could suggest some relationship between them as 
does Jethro's visit to Raphidim. 3 So when the Pharanites, inhabitants of the oasis that 
in biblical terms was the home of the Amalecites, claimed a Midianite descent, they 
may not have strayed far from the truth in spite of their partiality to descent from 
Jethro rather than Amalee. 

The preference of the Pharanites for a descent from Midian over one from Amalee 
is significant culturally. The Christian Pharanites, now part of the new "Israel of God," 
must have been embarrassed by the association of their oasis with the Amalecites, 
who tried to block the passage of the Israelites through Raphidim and against whom 
Moses prayed (Exodus 17). It must have been this identity crisis that made them 
search for a new affiliation; and the search was conveniently concluded by the affir
mation of a new one with Jethro and Midian, which dissociated them from Amalee 
and the Amalecites. 4 That an Arab group in pre-Islamic times during which the 
Arabs were proud of their ancestry should have renounced its true lineage' and should 
have adopted another one, almost certainly fictitious 6 and, what is more, non-Arab, 
says much for the degree of their conversion to the biblical self-image of the Christian 
Roman Empire of which they were a part.' 

'For Pharan in J:Iijaz, see supra, p. 307 note 86; it is noteworthy that the toponym is 
most uncommon. 

2 The toponymic difficulties involved in the biblical narrative of Moses' wanderings that 
turn round the two encounters of Moses with Jethro (Exodus 2:15-3:1 and 18:1-18) may be 
reconciled by positing two Midians; Moses had met Jethro first in Arabian Midian and after the 
Exodus in Sinaitic Midian in Raphidim, whither Jethro came from Arabian Midian after he 
had heard of Moses' arrival in Sinai. 

'In biblical genealogies, the Amalecites are the descendants of Esau's grandson, Amalee 
(Gen. 36: 12). 

'Even in the fourth century, the memory of the Amalecites was odious in P!aran; witness 
the monks' oath, for which see supra, p. 296 note 46. 

'Arab tribes did change their affiliation occasionally, entering into political unions with 
other tribes; but this happened rarely and was in response to some necessity, political or 
military; at any rate, the new affiliation involved not a non-Arab tribe, but an Arab one. 

6If they were the descendants of a biblical Sinaitic people (which could have remained 
stationary since biblical times in those isolated regions), the Pharanites were likely to be 
descendants of the Amalecites rather than the Midianites. What the real tribal affiliation of the 
Pharanites was is not clear; they could have been the Farran or the Faran of the Sinaitic 
inscriptions uncovered by Euting as cited by G. Holscher in "<l>apa.v," RE, 19.2 (1938), 
col. 1809. 

'This section on the possible ultimate descent of the Pharanite Arabs from the Amalecites 
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(3) Memories of Jethro were apparently alive not only in sixth-century Sinai but 
also in seventh-century Arabia; some relevant material on Jethro and Midian may be 
of interest to the student of the cultural history of the region in this period. 

(a) One of the important Arab tribes of Oriens was Jugam, 8 a Christian tribe 
that lived, among other places, in Midian, the land of Jethro, who was identified 
in the Muslim tradition as the Arabian Qur'anic prophet Shu'yab. If the Christian 
Arab community of Pharan conceived of itself as descendants -of Jethro, it is quite 
likely that Christian JucJam living in Midian conceived of itself, too, as descended 
from the same biblical figure. Consequently, there may have been some tribal affinity 
between the Pharanites and Jugam; thus the former, known only by the name of their 
oasis rather than through their tribal affiliation, would have belonged or would have 
been related to the tribe of Jugam. 9 

(b) Madyan 10 is known to the Arab Muslim geographers as Arabian, not Sinaitic, 
as early as the seventh century. 11 It had some monasteries wherein lived monks re
membered in Arabic poetry. 12 It is practically certain that if the Pharanites considered 
Sinaitic Pharan biblical Midian, the monks of Arabian Madyan, the Midianite home
land, viewed their region in biblical terms that related it to Midian and its priest, 
Jethro; naturally, the monasteries and their monks go back co pre-Islamic times when 
the region was a Byzantine sphere of influence although outside the limes. 

Thus some valuable data on the tribal affiliations of some of these Arab groups 
in Oriens in pre-Islamic times may be gleaned from these Christian sources chat reveal 
an awareness of a biblical past or a desire to belong to it on the part of a group of 
Arabs, the Pharanices descended from Midian. Other Arab groups, such as Jugam, 
may also have expressed chis same desire or awareness, and chis could explain the 
pairing in the consciousness of lacer Muslim genealogists of such tribes as '.Amila and 
Jugam which may have conceived of themselves as united by a common descent from 
a biblical ancestor or tribe such as Midian. Bue the complete biblical self-image of the 

is of some importance to the discussion of one of the old Arab tribes in Oriens, namely, 'Amila, 
which form could be a corruption of biblical 'Amalica; for which see infra, p. 383. 

•on Jugam, see El', s.v. :Qjugham, and infra, p. 384. 
9The two tribes, 'Amila and Jugam, are usually grouped together by the Arab genealo

gists; if the Pharanites were descendants of the Amalecites, and if 'Amila is the later Arabic 
form of 'Amalica, then their association in the Arabic genealogical conception would be explicable 
by their association together since biblical times either as Amalecites and Midianites or as 
Midianite tribes after the Pharanites transferred their tribal affiliation to Midian. If the two 
tribes grouped themselves together in the Byzantine period, this is likely to be partly under the 
influence of the biblical tradition on the two Christianized tribes. Jugam even more than the 
Arabs of Pharan could thus qualify as a Midianite tribe because of its geographical location in 
the region, still called Midian in pre-Islamic times; in the Muslim tradition they are conceived 
of sometimes as the in-laws of Moses. 

1"The Arabic form of Midian; it is identical with the form in the Vulgate where the 
vowel of the first syllable is an alpha, as in the Septuagint. 

11Musil's appendix on Midian is still useful; see The Northern If.egaz (New York, 1926), 
pp. 278-96; the appendix (pp. 279-82) contains a resume of what Arab and Muslim authors 
have to say on Midian. 

"On the monks of Midian, see Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 5, pp. 77-78. 
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Arabs was yet to come, in the seventh century when it was expressed in a much more 
significant manner by a return to Abraham's first-born, Ishmael. 

APPENDIX II 

Pharao 

The vindication of the authenticity of the Relatio justifies drawing the attention of 
military historians to the important data contained in it on Pharan. 

This Sinaitic Arab town and its warriors receive mention in travel books and in 
the papyri of the sixth century. The only fourth-century source that has been used for 
the military history of Pharan has been the Itinerarium of Egeria. In a valuable resume 
of the role of the Pharanite Arabs in the military history of Sinai and Egypt in the 
sixth century, J. Gascou has availed himself of this ltinerarium as the only fourth
century source.• But useful as the reference in it is to the role of the Pharanites in 
the policing of the desert of Sinai, its account is much less important than that of the 
fourth-century Relatio. In addition to the specific and detailed nature of the account 
summarized in the above chapter, it is of interest to note that the sixth-century 
archers of Pharan had been known for their expertise with the bow in the fourth 
century, not an inappropriate accomplishment for the descendants of archer Ishmael, 
known for his skill with the bow and who, moreover, was associated in the Bible 
with Pharan itself. So the tradition of bowmanship at Pharan has a long history, 
attested in the fourth-century Relatio and possibly going back to biblical times. It 
is also of interest to note that the descendants of the Pharanites who battled the 
Blemmyes on the beaches of Rhaithou in Sinai were also to battle them in Egypt. 
In the sixth century, the Pharanites fought with Athanasius, the dux of the Thebaid, 
in repressing an insurrection of the Blemmyes. 

APPENDIX III 

On Ammonius, Procopius, and Eutychius 

Some two years after the typescript of the two sections on the Relatio was ready, 
P. Mayerson's article on the same subject appeared. 1 

A 

The author vouches strongly for the authenticity of the Relatio with some reserva
tions that mainly concern the accuracy of numbers in the work. "There are other 
elements," he says, "such as the coincidence of the time and number of slain at both 
sites, that are not reasonable to accept as historical fact." His conclusions are sum
marized in the long last paragraph (p. 148). 

Mayerson's article is a welcome contribution to the literature on the Relatio, a 

*On this, see J. Gascou, ''L'institution des bucellaires," Bulletin de l'imtitut franfais d'ar

cheologie orientate, 76 (Cairo, 1976), p. 154. 
1P. Mayerson, "The Ammonius Narrative: Bedouin and Blemmye Attacks in Sinai," in 

The Bible World; Essays in Honor of Cyrus H. Gordon, eds. G. Rendsburg, R. Adler, M. 
Arfa, and N. H. Winter (New York, 1980), pp. 133-48. 
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document that had been treated rather unceremoniously by scholars. His approach to 
the problem of authenticity is different from that of the present writer who has 
examined the Byzantino-arabica in the document and rejected Devreesse's view that it 
was an adaptation of Sozomen. The two approaches are complementary and fortify 
each other on the undoubted authenticity of this important document for the history 
of Sinai in the fourth century. 

B 

In addition to arguing for the authenticity of the Relatio, "The Ammonius 
Narrative" is a valuable contribution to Sinaitic studies since the author has firsthand 
knowledge of the area, which he apparently has visited and inspected several times. 
Many details of the Sinai scene in the fourth century are discussed in this article, and 
two of the details may be treated in this context: 

1. On page 141, he raises some questions concerning the application of the term 
lshmaelites to the Arabs of Pharan and the conspicuous absence of the term Saracens 
in "this part of the narration." In note 24, he wonders whether this is significant and 
whether Ishmaelites and Saracens signified Christian and pagan Arabs respectively. 

It has been argued in section IV on the Relatio (supra, p. 301) that the distinction 
between the "Saracens" and "Pharanites" is that of nomads and sedentaries. The term 
Saracens is used of Christian Arabs who fought the first battle against the Blemmyes 
defending the monks. I am therefore inclined to think that the application of the 
term Ishmaelites to the Arabs of Pharan' is simply the natural employment in a hagio
graphic work of a biblical term that was common as a description of the Arabs. 
What is more, the application of this term to the Arabs of Pharan was especially 
called for in view of the association of Pharan itself with the eponymous ancestor of 
the Arabs, Ishmael. 

2. The author thinks that the name of the Arab chief, Obedianus, is "a Hellen
ized form of the Semitic Obadiah and Abdullah, the Servant of God" (p. 138 note 14). 

Hebrew "Obadiah" is unlikely to be the name of the Arab chief of Pharan, while 
"Abdullah" is too far from it phonetically. I have argued that it is none other than 
the diminutive of 'Ubayd or 'Ubayda, and I should like to add here that in the process 
of Hellenizing the Arabic form some metathesis was involved, as is common in the 
transliteration of Arabic words into Greek. 3 

C 

In another article 4 which appeared in 1978, Mayerson discussed Justinian's forti
fication of the monastery at Mt. Sinai and raised the question of the more reliable 

'The Arabs of Pharao are called in the Greek version of the Relatio the "Ishmaelites of 
Pharao"; "The Ammonius Narrative,·· p. 141. This, it has been argued in this book, was 
apparently not their self-image. For the descent of the Pharanite Arabs from Moses' father-in
law, Jethro, rather than from Ishmael, see supra, pp. 321-22. 

'According to the Greek text that Mayerson used, the chief, 'Ubayda/Obedianus is de
scribed as :rtpci'rtoi;, Clp)C~; see "The Ammonius Narrative," p. 144. 

4P. Mayerson, "Procopius or Eutychius on the Construction of the Monastery at Mt. 
Sinai: Which is the More Reliable Source?" BASOR, 230 (1978), pp. 33-38. 
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guide to what Justinian did-Procopius or Eutychius? Since reference has been made 
to both in the section on the authenticity of the Relatio (supra, p. 313 and note 107), 
it is necessary to take notice of the views expressed in this article, in spite of the 
fact that it treats events that took place in the sixth century. 

Mayerson finds it difficult to believe that the purpose of Justinian's fortification 
of the monastery was also the protection of Palestine proper (Palestina Prima) against 
the inroads of the Saracens, a sort of "an extension of the limes of Palestina Tertia" 
(p. 33), and so he joins issue with George H. Forsyth who had concluded that "as a for
tress, the monastery had its assigned part to play in a vast theatre of military operations 
along the eastern borders of Justinian's empire" (p. 34). Mayerson offers many argu
ments to support his views on pp. 34-36. Then on p. 36 he turns to another author, 
the tenth-century historian Eutychius, and accepts his description of what Justinian 
did at Mt. Sinai as something that has "nothing to do with a military installation or 
with military strategy." Eutychius described "simply a monastic establishment sur
rounded by a protective wall ... a fortified monastery" (p. 36). 

In spite of some perceptive arguments that Mayerson advances to support his 
view, I am inclined to agree with Forsyth on what Justinian did and purposed at Mt. 
Sinai. Mayerson seems to assume that the facts of human geography in Sinai have 
remained constant throughout the many centuries of the post-Byzantine period until 
the twentieth century. Procopius was a military historian who derived his information 
either from official records or from personal observations when he was secretary to 
Belisarius. As to Sinai, that was not far from his native Caesarea. Moreover, he is 
specific in his description of the military establishment of Justinian and speaks of it 
in clear, strong terms. The alternative to accepting his statements is to assume that 
he falsified the account, but this raises another question: what purpose would falsifying 
have served? Mendacity on occasion is not beneath Procopius, but it is difficult, 
almost impossible, to think of a cogent reason that would have caused him to adopt 
this course. 

As a historian of the buildings of Justinian, he has written his special book on 
the subject and included accounts of the ecclesiastical and military establishments 
which thus find expression in his account of Sinai, the monastery and the fortress. 
Eutychius, four centuries later, was writing from a much narrower point of view, 
as an ecclesiastical writer, and he had no interest in the military establishment of 
Justinian. His silence on it is thus explicable and it is reconcilable with the more 
extensive account of the contemporary historian whose account included a description 
of both. 



IX 

Ecclesiastical History 

THE BISHOPS OF THE ARAB fOEDERATI 

1 

T hree bishops of the Arabs are attested for the fourth century: Pamphilus, 
Theotimus, and Moses. The first and the second participated in the 

Council ofNicaea (325) and the Synod of Antioch (363) respectively; the third 
was the bishop of Mavia's reign. These attestations are precious; they enable 
the student of this period to write a tolerably clear account of the ecclesiastical 
history of the Arab foederati in the fourth century. 1 They are, however, at
tended with problems that need to be examined. 

Pamphilus 
In one of the lists of the Council of Nicaea, namely, "the list of 318 

names," there appears a subscription (no. 229) IlaµcpLA.0~ Ta'Y}VWV. 2 This 
subscription raises three problems: (1) the status of the Tayenoi (Arabs) over 
whom Pamphilus was bishop; (2) the identity of these Tayenoi; and (3) the 
ethnic origin of Pamphilus himself. 

1. It is almost certain that the Tayenoi in the subscription are foederati, 
and in support of this contention the following may be adduced: 

(a) The Arab foederati did have a bishop over them in the reign of Valens, 
Moses, and the accounts of the ecclesiastical historians imply that they had 
had bishops over them before. These accounts do not necessarily imply that 
the foederati did in fact have one in the reign of Constantine, but this is the 

10n R. Devreesse's attempt, see infra, App. 1, pp. 340-41. 
'See E. Honigmann, "La liste originate des peres de Nicee," Byzantion, 14 (1939), p. 

56. For the list of participants, see H. Gelzer, ed., Patrum Nicaenorum Nomina, Bibliotheca 
Teubneriana (Leipzig, 1898), and E. Honigmann, "The Original Lists of the Members of the 
Council of Nicaea, the Robber-Synod and the Council of Chalcedon," Byzantion, 16 (1942--43), 
pp. 20-80; the latter article is especially important for the Arab bishops of the fifth century. 
Devreesse's lists of Nicaea and the other councils and synods are limited to the oriental bishops, 
the participants from the Patriarchate of Antioch (Patriarcat, pp. 124-27); this is especially 
convenient since his list provides the immediate background against which the Arab episcopate 
of the Orient and the participation of its bishops in the councils of the period may be set; for 
the "list of 318 names," see Honigmann, "Liste originate," pp. 52-61. 
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presumption. Otherwise one has to assume improbably that the federate epis
copate was an innovation of the successors of Constantine! 

(b) It would indeed be startling if the institutionalization of the ecclesi
astical life of the foederati through the episcopate took place in the reign of the 
successors of Constantine rather than in that of the first Christian emperor, 
who, moreover, is the one to whom goes the credit for the new policy of 
dealing with the foederati. It was Constantine who was the first to initiate that 
enlightened policy toward the barbarians and who settled them within the 
confines of the imperium both as foederati and as Christians, and it would have 
been consonant with his organization of their military life as foederati that he 
should also have organized their ecclesiastical life. 

(c) A bishop of the Goths took part in the Council of Nicaea. 3 Although 
this is an argument from analogy, it is persuasive; the participation of a 
bishop representing one group of foederati of the reign, namely, the Goths, 
could argue for the participation of a bishop representing the other group of 
foederati of the same reign, namely, the Arabs. Otherwise one would have to 
assume that Constantine-the father and innovator of the new experiment
viewed one group, the Goths, in one light and the other, the Arabs, in 
another light, an assumption difficult to maintain. 

(d) It might be said that the Arabs whom Pamphilus represented were 
not foederati but such as Jerome knew or knew of, who were probably vecti
gales. 4 Oriens had or must have had such Arab groups, but it is most unlikely 
that Constantine would have invited to Nicaea such groups rather than the 
Arabs whose Christianity was important to imperial interests. Constantine was 
more concerned about the doctrinal persuasion of his foederati than about that 
of the nomadic Arabs in Oriens. 

2. The Arab foederati in the fourth century belonged to various tribal 
groups, and the second question that needs to be asked is to which of these 
did the Arabs of Pamphilus belong. It will be argued that it is almost certain 
they were the Tanukhids: 

(a) The only other important tribal group of federates that Pamphilus 
could have represented are the Lakhmids of Imru' al-Qays. But it is not certain 
whether they had crossed the limes by A.D. 325 or whether the Christianity 
of their king was orthodox. 5 

(b) With the elimination of the Lakhmids of the Provincia Arabia, the 
Tanukhids remain the only possible group of foederati over whom Pamphilus 
could have been bishop. The identification of these Tayenoi with the Tanuk-

3For the bishop of the Goths, Theophilus, see Gelzer, Nomina, pp. 56, 70. 
'For these groups of Arabs, see Jupra, pp. 284-93. 
'On the Lakhmids of the Provincia Arabia and the Christianity of their king, see Jupra, 

pp. 31-35. 
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hids is only natural: they were the dominant Arab group of foederati in the 
service of Byzantium in the fourth century, and it was the dominant group 
that must have been asked to send a representative to Nicaea. Besides, in the 
list of subscriptions there is only one, not more, that represents the Arabs. If 
there had been more, it would have been difficult to state categorically which 
of these is the one that represents the Taniikhids; but the fact that there is 
only one subscription makes it all the more probable that it represented the 
Taniikhids. 6 

(c) The description of the Arabs as T ayenoi7 rather than Saracenoi8 is note
worthy and could point in the same direction-to the Taniikhids. The em
ployment of one term rather than another may not be significant, but the term 
Saracenoi was the more common one for designating the Arabs in the fourth 
century, especially among ecclesiastical historians. As the Taniikhids were 
recent arrivals from Persian territory, it is possible that they carried with them 
the designation "Tayenoi," which had been applied to them in those regions, 
and that the subscription, so early in the century, reflects that fact. 9 

(d) The Codex Sinaiticus of the subscriptions 10 has Pamphilus as bishop 
not of Tariv&v but Taxv&v. The reading may be an incorrect form of 
Tariv&v, but it is noteworthy that this reading reproduces the three radicals 
that constitute Taniikh in Arabic with a metathesis involving the kappa and 
the nu, not uncommon in the transliteration of Arabic words into Greek. 11 If 
this reading stands and is the correct one, then the Taniikhid identity of these 
foederati can be established not inferentially but evidentially. 

(e) Finally, it should be remembered that the Taniikhids had been Chris
tian and, what is more, militant in the pre-Byzantine past while they were 
still in Persian territory, and it was partly their militant Christianity that 

6Besides, the Arab phylarchace in the fourth century was not centralized and it remained 
so until the reign of Justinian in the sixth. Thus the bishop, Pamphilus, must have represented 
only the Taniikhids, which would not have been the case if the phylarchate had been cen
tralized; in that case he would have represented tribal groups other than the Taniikhids. 

'For "Tayenoi," see E. Honigmann, in RE, 4, cols. 2025-26. 
'For "Saracenoi," see B. Moritz, s.v. Saraka in RE, Zweice Reihe, I.A, cols. 2387-90. 
90n the application of the term Tayenoi to the Arabs in Mesopotamia, see Noldeke's note, 

supra, p. 127 note 85. The term Tayenos/Taienos is used by Libanius of the alleged murderer 
of Julian; it would indeed be remarkable if it was a descendant of one of these orthodox Arabs 
of the reign of Constantine, whose bishop was invited to the Council of Nicaea, that killed 
the Apostate. 

The generic name for the Arabs, Tayenoi, derives from Tayy, the name of one of the 
principal tribes of pre-Islamic Arabia; it is most unlikely that the Tayenoi over whom Pamphilus 
was bishop were members of the tribe of Tayy. The tribe is attested in Oriens only late in the 
seventh century, and the most likely period for its migration there is the sixth century; for 
Tayy, see infra, p. 383. Thus, the "Tayenoi" of the Council of Nicaea is a generic name for 
the Arabs, who, as has been argued, were the Taniikhids. 

10See Honigmann, "Lisee originale," p. 56. 
"For the indifferent way in which Taniikh is spelled in Greek, see supra, p. 127 note 88. 
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drove them to emigrate and cross over to the Romans. A federate group such 
as this, so conscious of their Christianity, and intransigent as they continued 
to be throughout their Byzantine period and in later Islamic times, 12 would 
naturally have participated in a council that was convened for the true defini
tion of the Christian faith. 

3. It remains to ascertain whether Pamphilus was an Arab. His non
Arabic name obscures his ethnic origin and makes it impossible to determine 
whether or not he was. The following observations may be offered on his 
ethnic identity. 

(a) When the Tanukhids crossed over to the Romans they were already 
Christianized and possessed of a high degree of ethnic and religious identity. 
It is natural to suppose that they would have had over them a bishop who 
was one of them or an Arab bishop from Oriens rather than a non-Arab who 
could not communicate with them. 13 

(b) Later in the same century, Mavia insisted on the consecration of a 
monk who was Arab as bishop for her foederati. Although the implication of 
her insistence is not clear for the reign of Valens, let alone retrospectively for 
that of Constantine, it is just possible that the Tanukhids of the latter reign 
may have been as insistent on an Arab bishop as Mavia was. The bishops of the 
Arab Parembole in Palestine in the following century were certainly Arab. 14 

(c) His name, Pamphilus, does not exclude an Arab origin. On their 
conversion or consecration as bishops, the Arabs shed their Arabic names 
which linked them to their pagan past and assumed either biblical or Graeco
Roman Christian names. 15 Aspebetos, the Arab chief, was named Petrus on his 
consecration as bishop of the Parembole in Palestine. 16 

It is not impossible that Pamphilus 17 was a Rhomaic Arab, a cives, who 
was thus made bishop of the Arab foederati, or perhaps a Syriac-speaking 

"On the fortunes of Tanukh and their fanatical attachment to Christianity in both their 
pre-Byzantine and post-Byzantine period, see infra, pp. 418-35. 

13Cf. the cases of Ulphilas of the Goths and Theophilus Indus, who was sent to the 
various peoples associated with his birthplace or close to it; see supra, pp. 93-100. 

1'For these Arabs, see Aigrain, "Arabie," cols. 1193-95; they will be discussed at length 
in the second volume of this series, BAFIC. 

1'There are exceptions, of course; such is the case of Abgarus, who participated in the 
Council of Seleucia (Socrates, HE, II.40). But there was a good reason for his retention of the 
Arab name Abgarus. His episcopal see was the city of Cyrrhus in Euphratesia, still not forgetful 
of the Abgarids, the first Christian kings of Edessa in the third century; furthermore, the name 
Abgarus is associated with that of Christ, who, according to the legend, sent Abgar, the king 
of Edessa, his famous letter. 

16Aspebetos participated in the Council of Ephesus in 431; had it not been for the fact 
'that his Arab background is known from the account of Cyril of Scythopolis, it would have 
been impossible to tell from his name, "Petrus," his ethnic origin or to affirm that he was Arab. 

1'The name "Pamphilus" must have been assumed by this bishop of the Arabs after the 
martyr of recent memory, who died during the persecution instigated by Galerius and Maxim
inus; see Eusebius, HE, Vl.32. 
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bishop with whose language they may have been familiar since their Mesopo
tamian days. 

Theotimus 
The name of the second bishop of the Arabs appears in the accounts of 

the Synod of Antioch, which was held in 363 during the reign of Jovian. 18 

The participants in that synod, both the Macedonians and the Acacians, drew 
up a declaration in which they ratified the Nicene Creed, and among the 
signatories to that declaration was a bishop referred to as 0drttµoc; 'Apaj3wv. 

The three questions that have been raised in the preceding section on 
Pamphilus may be raised concerning Theotimus, and the answers are iden
tical. It is almost certain that the "Apaj3Ec; over whom Theotimus was bishop 
were foederati and Tani.ikhids and that the ethnic origin of Theotimus, like 
that of Pamphilus, must remain unknown. The arguments that have been 
advanced in resolving the three questions that were raised concerning Pam
philus may be advanced for the same three questions concerning Theotimus. 
There is no need to repeat them, but a few observations may be made on 
the bishop of the Arabs who appears some thirty-eight years after his prede
cessor at Nicaea: 

(a) The term used to describe the jurisdiction of Theotimus, namely, 
that it was over the Arabs ("Apaj3Ec;) while that of Pamphilus was over the 
Tayenoi (Tarivo(), should present no difficulty. In the first Byzantine century, 
the fourth, the Arab foederati are referred to indifferently by various names, 
and it was only later, in the fifth and sixth centuries, perhaps starting from 
the late fourth century, that the term Saracens established itself as a regular 
term for the Arab foederati. In addition to Tayenoi, they are referred to as 
Arabs (the most general term), Saracens, and even Eremboi. 19 

(b) The establishment of the fact that the Tanukhidfoederati had a bishop 
representing them at Nicaea in 325 fortifies the view that at the Synod of 
Antioch the bishop of the same ethnic group was also that of the Tani.ikhid 
foederati of the fourth century. The precedent set at Nicaea, it is natural to 
suppose, argues for their participation also at another orthodox council-at 
Antioch. 

(c) The fact that only one bishop of the Arabs participated in the council 
suggests that these Arabs were the most prominent among the foederati, 
namely, the Tani.ikhids. The location of the episcopal seat of Theotimus is 
also noteworthy. The bishops who signed before and after him were Anatolius 
of Beroea and Lucian of Arca, bishops over two cities that are located in the 

"For an account of the Synod of Antioch wherein the name of Theotimus has been pre
served, see Socrates, HE, III. 2 5. 

190n Eremboi, see supra, pp. 230, 236 and 236 note 39. 
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north of Oriens, in Syria Coele and Phoenicia respectively. If the sequence of 
the subscriptions follows a geographical order, it could fortify the conclusion 
that the federate Arabs of Theotimus were those of the north, the Taniikhids. 

(d) Something is known about the doctrinal background of Theotimus 
before he participated in the orthodox Synod of Antioch in 363 and signed 
its declaration ratifying the Nicene Creed. He had apparently been won over 
to the Acacian position, 20 and this must have taken place in the few years 
that intervened between the Council of Seleucia in 359 and the Synod of 
Antioch in 363, for no bishop of the foederati participated in the former coun
cil21 or in that of Sardica in 343. This indicates that the foederati had remained 
orthodox throughout most of the long reign of Constantius and that it was in 
the last four years of the reign that their bishop went over to the Acacian 
position, only to revert to the orthodox one a few years later. Thus the 
attestation of Theotimus's participation in a church council in 363 is an 
important datum for tracing the history of the Arab episcopate in the fourth 
century, coming late as it does, between that of Pamphilus early in 325 and 
that of Moses in the seventies. 

(e) What happened to Theotimus after the death of the orthodox Jovian 
in 364 and the accession of the Arian Valens is not clear. He had had Acacian 
leanings and may have reverted to that position under Valens, but it is more 
likely that he remained steadfast in his orthodoxy and united with his federates. 
The likelihood that this was the case may be reflected in the irregular parti
cipation of the Arab foederati in the wars of Valens's reign, and thus the 
doctrinal position of Theotimus and his foederati throws light on the course 
of secular Arab-Byzantine relations 22 in that reign. 

Moses 
Unlike the other two preceding bishops of the Arabs, Moses is fairly 

well described in the ecclesiastical sources and is more than just a name in 
a conciliar or synodical list. He has already been discussed in a different 
context, the secular history of the reign of Valens, 23 and it remains to treat him 
in this context of the ecclesiastical history of the Arabs in the fourth century: 

(a) The recovery of the names of two bishops of the Arabs for the years 
325 and 363 confirms what has been said earlier on the inaccuracy of Sozomen's 
statement that Moses was the first bishop of the Arabs. 24 An interpretation has 

200n the Acacian background of those who ratified the Nicene Creed at the Synod of 
Antioch in 363, see Socrates, HE, III.25. 

210n the possibility that Barochius, who participated in the Council of Seleucia, was a 
bishop of the Arabs, see infra, App. 2, pp. 342--44. 

22For these relations, see supra, pp. 169-75. 
"See supra, pp. 152-58, 185-87. 
"Supra, pp. 156---57. 
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been suggested that would relieve Sozomen of an inaccuracy and may be 
restated here. Moses could have been the first bishop of the Arabs only if 
Sozomen's statement involves three elements simultaneously, as it may well 
do: ( 1) that Moses was ethnically an Arab, (2) that he was the bishop of the 
Saracens, and (3) that the Saracens in question were foederati; all of which are 
true of Moses and Mavia' s Saracens. 

(b) Of the three questions raised in connection with Pamphilus and 
Theotimus, the last, their Arab ethnic origin, could not be determined. In 
the case of Moses it can be answered in the affirmative on testimonial evidence 
from Socrates. 

(c) His background is another important feature that distinguishes him 
from Pamphilus and Theotimus. He had been a monk, and this indicates that 
monasticism, which had spread from Egypt to other parts of Oriens, had 
spread among the Arabs also. 

(d) The orthodoxy of the foederati is inferable from the participation of 
their bishops Pamphilus and Theotimus in orthodox councils. In the case of 
Moses, the orthodoxy both of the foederati (represented by their queen, Mavia) 
and of their bishop, Moses, is explicitly stated and described with significant 
details that leave no doubt whatsoever concerning the religious and doctrinal 
complexion of the foederati throughout the fourth century. 25 

(e) Because of its proximity to that of Moses, Theotimus's episcopate 
could provide a background for examining the problems that the episcopate of 
the former poses, especially if Theotimus was indeed Moses' immediate prede
cessor as bishop of the Arab foederati. His oscillation between Arianism and 
Orthodoxy could suggest that to the foederati the bishops might have become 
administrators in the imperial hierarchy and their doctrinal position was sus
ceptible to imperial influence. This could explain Mavia's insistence on a 
simple holy man, such as Moses was, to be her bishop. In Socrates it is not 
clear whether Mavia's insistence on the choice of Moses was related to his 
orthodoxy or his Arab origin or both. But it is possible that a third dimension 
may now be added as an explanation for her insistence, namely, the fact that 
he was a monk and not a member of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. 26 

(/) Of the three bishops, Moses is by far the most important; the chap
ters in the ecclesiastical historians on him and on his queen, Mavia, are full of 
significant details that do not fail to draw clearly the picture of a fourth
century Arab bishop. By contrast, Pamphilus and Theotimus are mere names 

"On the nonparticipation of Moses in the orthodox Council of Constantinople in 381, 
see supra, p. 206 and notes 13-14. 

26See also infra, App. 2, pp. 342--44. 
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in a conciliar and a synodical list. 27 And of the three he is the only one who 
has been honored as a saint; 28 his feast is celebrated on 7 February. 

2 

The data extracted from the sources on each of the three bishops of the 
Arabs may now be viewed synoptically and treated diachronously for drawing 
conclusions on the Arab episcopate of the Orient in the fourth century: 

1. It is clear from the sources that the foederati had only one bishop 
representing them at the church councils of the fourth century. This was 
undoubtedly the bishop of the most important Arab federate group, the 
Tanukhids, stationed in the north and poised against the Persians. It was only 
with the eclipse of the Taniikhids as the dominant federate group and the rise 
of the Salil:iids29 that the Arab phylarchate of the Orient became more complex, 
and so became, correspondingly with the phylarchate, the sister institution of 
the episcopate. Hence the rise in the number of Arab federate bishops in the 
fifth century. 30 

2. All the three bishops were orthodox, and this is striking in view of 
the fact that the image of the Arab federates in the sixth century was the 
contrary, that of heretical Monophysites; their Orthodoxy is thus instructive 
for a true understanding of Arab Monophysitism in the sixth. The Tanukhids 
of the fourth century started as orthodox, and their bishop, Pamphilus, sub
scribed the canons of the Council of Nicaea. His successors continued in that 
doctrinal tradition, in much the same way that the Ghassanids started as 
Monophysites in the reign of Anastasius and continued to be so till the reign 
of Heraclius. 

3. The foederati themselves were no theologians. They simply followed 
their bishop and gave him their staunch support. 31 Their loyalty was that of 

"The chapter written by Mavia and Moses in the reign of Valens illuminates so much of 
federate history in the fourth century, both secular and ecclesiastical, and its tone is conso
nant with what is known of the Tanukhids both in the pre-Byzantine and post-Byzantine 
periods. It was only accidentally recorded by the ecclesiastical historians, and this leads one to 
reflect on how much federate history was left unnoticed by the authors of the fourth century. 
Such figures as Pamphilus and Theotimus, which are mere names, isolated and lonely in the 
sources, may have been the center of events as exciting as those that surrounded Moses. 

"ASS, Feb., Tom. II, pp. 42-45. 
"And such federate groups as the phylarchs of the Parembole in Palestine; see supra, 

note 14. 
300n the necessity of distinguishing the various groups of Arabs, federate and nonfederate, 

and their bishops, see infra, App. 2, pp. 342-44. 
' 1As dtd the Goths when they remained Arians following their bishop Ulphilas; as did 

the Cappadocians when they followed their clergy under the leadership of Basil during the 
reign of Valens; and, even more remarkable, as did certain nuns who took refuge in Constan-
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the warrior who transferred the concept from the tribal and military sphere to 
that of the religious. In so doing the Taniikhids also drew on the Arab 
ethos of wala' and wafa'. 32 

4. Their orthodoxy and the participation of two of the three bishops, 
Pamphilus and Theotimus, in the Council ofNicaea and the Synod of Antioch 
respectively raise the question of their nonparticipation in other councils of 
the same century, such as that of Sardica33 ca. 343 and of Seleucia34 (in Isauria) 
in 359. Their orthodoxy is the key to understanding their nonparticipation 
in such councils, 35 and thus their doctrinal persuasion reveals a pattern that is 
also reflected in their secular history, in their nonparticipation in the wars of 
the Arian Constantius, in their fitful participation in the wars of Valens, and 
in their open revolt against him in the seventies. 36 

5. The fact that the foederati had a bishop over them clearly implies the 
existence of an ecclesiastical hierarchy. It is certain that the foederati had over 
them clergy of the lower ranks,37 priests, deacons, and subdeacons, and the 
chances are that these were Arab clergy who could communicate with them in 
their own language and possibly celebrate a simple form of the liturgy in 
Arabic. 38 

tinople during the persecution in the Orient in the reign of Tiberius; they contended that they 
were only women uninstructed in theological controversies; but from the tradition of the 
Oriental fathers they would not deviate; see John of Ephesus, HE, pp. 107-8. 

12So characteristic of the Tanukhids both in their pre-Byzantine period with Shapur in 
Persian territory and in their post-Byzantine period with the Abbasid Caliph al-Mahdi in the 
ninth century; see infra, pp. 418 and 424-32. 

13The council summoned by Constantius and Constans. Although it settled the orthodoxy 
of Athanasius and confirmed his restoration, the council, as far as the Arabs in Oriens were 
concerned, was summoned by Arian Constantius with whom they had quarreled and of whom 
they were suspicious; but there may have been other causes for their nonparticipation. For the 
council, see Kidd, History of the Church, vol. 2, pp. 83ff; for the list of Oriental bishops who 
traveled to Sardica but did not attend the sessions of its council, see Devreesse, Patriarcat, 
pp. 127-28. 

"The semi-Arian council, more properly a synod, summoned by Constantius in 359 to 
settle the Arian question. See Kidd, op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 168ff; for the list of Oriental bishops 
who attended it, see Devreesse, Patriarcat, p. 128; on the possibility that one of these Oriental 
bishops, Barochius, may have been the bishop of the Arabs, see infra, App. 2, pp. 342--44. 

"For the nonparticipation of the Arab foederati in the Orthodox Council of Constantinople 
in 381 and the causes thereof, related to their disappointments in the new emperor, Theodosius, 
see supra, pp. 205-10. 

360n the Arabs in the wars of these two emperors, see supra, pp. 74-86 and 169-75. 
"Before the discovery of the Letter of Simeon of Beth-Arsham, the ecclesiastical hierarchy 

of the Christian Arab community in Najran and South Arabia in the sixth century was unknown 
and only presumed to exist; only the name of their bishop was known, as in the case of the 
Tanukhids; now the names of the clergy as well as the various ranks of the hierarchy have 
come to light, for which see the present writer in Martyrs, pp. 45, 64. 

38The difficult question of an Arabic Bible and liturgy in pre-Islamic times is treated in 
a separate chapter; see infra, pp. 435--43. 
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6. The question of Tanukhid churches and their location inevitably arises. 
It is almost certain that these are to be sought in the general area where 
the Taniikhids were encamped, either in or around such places as Anasartha, 
Zabad, ~awwaran. 39 At least one Taniikhid church is attested, dedicated to 
St. Thomas and erected by a Mavia (who could have been, as argued earlier, 
the famous queen herself) outside the walls of Anasartha. 40 

7. Another question that arises is the seat of their bishops. Where the 
episcopal seat of these bishops was is not entirely clear. Their subscriptions 
are not related to any city, a fortunate circumstance, since this would have 
obscured their federate status. But it is more than likely that their bishops 
had their seat in one of the localities associated with the Taniikhids in the 
north, Anasartha, Zabad, ~awwaran. In view of the epigraphic evidence that 
links the Taniikhids to Anasartha and, what is more, to a city that had no 
bishop 41 until the year 446, it is quite likely that Anasartha was the seat of 
the bishop of the Arab foederati. 42 

8. The largest problem, however, that these bishops of the foederati pose 
is that of an Arab national church as early as the fourth century. Only Moses 
is explicitly stated to have been Arab, while the other two may or may not 
have been. The chances, however, are that these bishops were Arabs. The only 
one among the three about whom it is possible to form a tolerably clear picture 
is Moses, and the accounts of the ecclesiastical historians provide enough data 
for at least examining the problem; and yet it is not clear whether his ethnic 
origin was the main consideration or even a consideration at all in Mavia's 
insistence on his consecration as a bishop. However, the discussion of an Arab 
national church among the foederati throughout the three centuries of the 

390n the topography and political geography of the Taniikhids, some of which involve 
Christian remains of the sixth century, see infra, pp. 395--407. 

'°For the church dedicated to St. Thomas, see mpra, pp. 222-27. On the religious 
foundations of the Taniikhids in the Arabic sources, especially their monasteries, see infra, 
pp. 433-34. Their other churches in Oriens must be presumed to have existed since it is 
unlikely that their contribution to the ecclesiastical map of Syria throughout the century con
sisted of a single church dedicated to St. Thomas! Again, the parallel of the Christian Arab 
community of South Arabia may be invoked (supra, note 37) with regard to the number of 
churches in that region. It is only recently that intensive researches have disclosed the number, 
location, and names of those churches; see the present writer's "Byzantium in South Arabia," 
DOP, 33 (1980), pp. 23-94. 

"The lists of the councils of the fourth century do not reveal a bishop of Anasartha 
among the bishops of Syria Coele or Syria II. It was only at the Synod of Antioch in 445 that 
Anasartha first appears represented by a bishop, Maras; see Devreesse, Patriarcat, p. 162. 

42Although Mavia erected the martyrium of St. Thomas extra muros, the fact does not 
militate against the possibility that the bishop of the Taniikhids had his seat in Anasartha itself. 
On the martyrium and its location, see supra, pp. 222-27. It is noteworthy that George of 
Cyprus omits Anasartha from his list; it was raised to city rank only in the reign of Justinian, 
who named it Theodorapolis after his wife; so it must have been in the fourth century unim
portant enough to be the seat of a federate bishop. See Jones, Cities, pp. 267-68, 462. 
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phylarchate until the reign of Heraclius must begin with Moses and the 
Taniikhids, and it is just possible that Moses started the line of Arab bishops 
throughout these centuries, his episcopate being the precedent. 43 

9. However, Mavia's insistence on the consecration of a holy man rather 
than a canonically ordained ecclesiastic may be the significant feature of the 
whole episode. It is testimony to the rising importance of the holy men44 in 
the spiritual life of the Arabs, who apparently revered them even more than 
they revered the clergy and who marveled at the spiritual powers they pos
sessed, including working miracles, which set them above the clergy. And 
apparently, after fifty years of association with Byzantium, the Christianity 
of the foederati had matured to the point where they became so discriminating 
and assertive as to express strong preferences concerning the identity and 
qualifications of their prospective bishop. 

APPENDIX I 

R. Aigrain and R. Devreesse 

Of the few who have written on the ecclesiastical history of the Arabs in the fourth 
century, two writers need to be singled out, R. Aigrain and R. Devreesse. 

A 

In section 5 of his article "Arabie," entitled "Les arabes nomades. Les phylarques" 
(DHGE, 3, cols. 1190-93), Aigrain discusses the Christianity of what to him were 
the nomadic Arabs, but could not write their ecclesiastical history in the fourth 
century. Apart from the reign ofValens with its Mavia and Moses, the Arab episcopate 
of the fourth century is unknown to him. Apparently he was discouraged from delving 
into the sources by the fact that the political and military structure with which it 
was associated was shrouded in obscurity. He knows of the Tani.ikhids (col. 1190), 
but only through Caussin de Perceval who constructed an impossible chronology for 
them before the fourth century, which Aigrain rightly rejected. As a result, the fifty 
years or so of Tani.ikhid or Arab federate ecclesiastical history before the reign of 
Valens are left unnoticed, and so is their secular history as foederati in the service of 
Byzantium. For him, the foederati of the reign of Julian remained Saracens and those 
of the reign of Valens Saracens allied with Byzantium, but isolated from that special 
relationship with Byzantium that started some fifty years before in the reign of 
Constantine. 

Devreesse, on the other hand, is the only author who sensed the beginnings of 
an Arab ecclesiastical hierarchy among the Saracens of the fourth century (Patriarcat, 
pp. 215-16). He did delve into the sources and discussed the references to the two 
bishops, Pamphilus in A.O. 325 and Theotimus in 363 (p. 215), but was unable to 
understand their place in the ecclesiastical history of the Arabs or in the Patriarchate 

43See infra, pp. 556-58. 
440n the importance of the holy man, see Peter Brown's article, supra, p. 153 note 56. 
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of Antioch. Unlike Ai grain, he was not informed about the Taniikhid foederati and so 
could not relate the existence of these Arab bishops to that of the sister institution, 
the Arab federate phylarchate, and, consequently, conceived of these bishops simply 
as bishops of the nomadic Arabs. 

The same confusion pervades his analysis or understanding of the status of the 
two fifth-century bishops of the Saracens, John and Eustathius, the bishops of Osroene 
and Phoenicia II respectively, who participated in the Council of Chalcedon (p. 215 ). 
These are bishops of the foederati of the fifth century, when the number of these 
bishops participating in ecclesiastical councils multiplied-from one in the fourth 
century to three in the fifth-with the rise of the Salil:iids and of the phylarchs of 
the Parembole in Palestine. Devreesse was as uninformed about the Salil:iids, 1 the 
Arab foederati of the fifth century, as he was about the Taniikhids of the fourth, and 
so could not relate the Arab episcopate of the fifth century to its phylarchate, which 
in this century was becoming complex with the rise of the Salil:iids, a new federate 
group that was added to the Taniikhids, now in eclipse but still surviving. 2 

B 

In his account of Arab Christianity before the rise of Islam, Aigrain gave much 
prominence 3 to the Provincia Arabia both before and after Diocletian (cols. 1161-89). 
However, the Arab presence in Oriens was much more extensive;4 but just as it was 
manifested onomastically by the application of the term Arabia to the Arab kingdom 
of the Nabataeans, it was obscured by the application of such terms as Phoenicia II 
to the area of Arab Palmyrene supremacy, and Osroene to the Arab kingdom of the 
Abgarids, i.e., by the application of geographical terms not related to the Arabs of 
the limitrophe provinces of Oriens, which had been and remained strongly Arab in 
ethnic complexion. Indeed, Osroene and Phoenicia may have remained more Arab 
than Arabia, since the fall of Nabataea to the Romans in 106 antedated the fall of 

'These phylarchs of the end of the fourth century and of the fifth century are represented 
in his work by the single name "Zocom" (p. 246), which appears in a context that suggests 
no knowledge of the history of the Salil_iids. Aigrain is better informed (cols. 1190, 1192-93) 
about the Salil_iids/Zokomids, but not sufficiently to be able to relate their secular to their 
ecclesiastical history; neither scholar had at his disposal an account of the Taniikhids and the 
Salil_iids other than that of Caussin de Perceval with its impossible chronology. The Salil_iids 
form the main theme of the second volume in this series, BAFIC. 

It is possible that Devreesse's untenable views on the Ghassanids of the sixth century (p. 
216) may derive in part from the fact that both the secular and the ecclesiastical history of 
the Arab foederati in the fourth and the fifth centuries was unclear to him; the Ghassanids form 
the theme of Vol. 3 in this series, BASIC. 

'He was right, however, in rejecting Schwartz's view that John, the above-mentioned 
bishop of the Saracens, is misplaced among the bishops of Osroene and must be assigned to 
Palestine (p. 215). 

'He may have given so much prominence to Arabia in the structure of his article because 
of his assignment to write the article "Arabie" for a dictionary of ecclesiastical history and 
geography and also by the wealth of materials on early Christianity and heresies associated with 
Arabia. 

'Of which he was apparently aware, judging from sec. 1 of his article, entitled "De
limitation geographique" (cols. 1158-59). 
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Edessa in 243 and Palmyra in 272, and thus the process of acculturation must have 
started earlier in Arabia and with it the gradual loss of Arab identity among the Arabs 
of Nabataea, now Roman citizens of the new provincia. Thus, although the Provincia 
Arabia remained heavily Arab, it was not the only province in Oriens of which a 
strongly Arab complexion might be predicated; furthermore, when Aigrain treated 
the history of Christianity in Arabia, he was really writing the history of Christianity 
in a Roman and Byzantine province, the inhabitants of which had become Roman 
citizens after the issue of the Constitutio Antoniniana.' 

Devreesse seems to have held similar views in writing his accounts of Arab 
Christianity. 6 It is in his chapter on the Provincia Arabia that he discusses the rise of 
the Arab ecclesiastical hierarchy' and even speaks of the eighteen bishops of Arabia
its metropolitan and suffragans-.as Arab, although he qualifies his use of the term by 
including it between quotation marks, "arabe" (p. 215). In this context of the ecclesi
astical hierarchy of the Provincia, Devreesse discusses the bishops of the Arabs (who 
appear as Taienoi and Arabes) and reflects on the rise of what he calls un embryon de 
hierarchie dans !es chretientes nomades, • which puzzled him and which has been analyzed 
above. 

Devreesse's work, however, is valuable for the ecclesiastical history of the Arab 
foederati and for the Arabs of Oriens in general. It is a history of the Patriarchate of 
Antioch, and this was roughly coterminous with the Diocese of Oriens, especially 
before the rise of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem in the reign of Marcian and after the 
separation of Egypt from Oriens in the reign of Theodosius I. Hence it is the larger 
background against which may be set the ecclesiastical history of all the groups of 
Byzantine Arabs since these were to be found in Oriens, especially in the limitrophe 
provinces. 

APPENDIX II 

Barochius, Bishop of Arabia 

The last signatory of the declaration of faith proposed by Acacius at the semi-Arian 
Council of Seleucia' in 359 was Bap6xw~ E::rttoxo::rto~ 'ApaBta~.' The description 
of Barochius as the "bishop of Arabia" is curious, and it admits of two interpretations. 

(1) Barochius could have been the bishop of one of the cities of the Provincia 

·'However, his article remains a substantial contribution to the history of Arab Chris
tianity, especially before the rise of Islam, to which most of the article is devoted. 

'Perhaps led by the same reasons as Aigrain's, referred to supra, note 3; see Devreesse, 
Patriarcat, preface, p. ix. 

'His long discussion of the Arab foederati (pp. 241-82) which prefaces his chapter on the 
provinces of Euphratesia, Osroene, and Mesopotamia is manifestly out of place in that chapter, 
despite the case he makes for its inclusion (p. 241); it had appeared separately as an article, 
"Arabes Perses et Arabes Romains, Lakhmides et Ghassanides," in Vivre et penser (Paris, 1942). 

•on his inclusion of Barochius in the list of Arab bishops, see infra, App. 2, p. 343 
note 4. 

'For the Council of Seleucia, see Devreesse, Patriarcat, pp. 13-14; for the list of Oriental 
bishops who participated, see ibid., p. 128. 

'The name is preserved in Epiphanius; see Panarion, haer. 73, 26, p. 301. 
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Arabia or a bishop of the Arabs of one of the cities of the Provincia in much the same 
way that Beryllos was the bishop of the Arabs of Bostra (infra, note 4). He could 
also have been one of the many bishops whose sees were in the x&µaL of the Provincia 
and whose number attracted the attention of Sozomen in the fifth century (HE, 
VII.19). 

(2) Alternatively, he could have been the bishop of neither of these two groups 
of Rhomaic Arabs, but the bishop of the Arab foederati, and the case for this pre
sumption may be stated as follows: 

(a) Only four years later, there appears among the subscriptions of the Synod 
of Antioch "Theotimus, bishop of the Arabs," and this suggests that the Arabs had 
not disappeared from conciliar participation in this period, and so they could have 
been represented at Seleucia by their bishop, Barochius, whose subscription erroneously 
includes the territorial 'ApaB(a instead of the gentilic 'ApaBwv. 3 

(b) Furthermore, Barochius was an Acacian and so had Theotimus been before he 
ratified the Nicene Creed at Antioch. The identity in doctrinal persuasion of two 
bishops related to Arabia and the Arabs could suggest that they were bishops of the 
same ethnic group 4 and that the former was the predecessor of the latter. 

It would be more significant for the ecclesiastical history of the Arabs and for a 
better understanding of Arab-Byzantine relations if Barochius turned out to be not a 
bishop of the Rhomaic Arabs but a bishop of the foederati: 

1. To the list of three bishops of the Arabs in the fourth century, Pamphilus, 
Theotimus, and Moses, the name of a fourth bishop, Barochius, would be a welcome 
addition. 

2. His Acacian position would thus link him with Theotimus before the latter 
came over to the orthodox position at the Synod of Antioch in 363. The doctrinal 
persuasion of two bishops of the Arabs separated by only four years could thus reveal 
that during a short period toward the end of the reign of Constantius the bishops 
of the foederati deviated from the orthodox position, possibly under imperial pressure. 

'Another subscription in the list is relevant, that of 'Apaptwv £:rttoxon:oi; 'A&pawv. 
The editor, K. Holl, suggested 'Apap[ai; instead of 'Apap1,wv; see his note, ibid. Could 
'Apap1,wv in that subscription and 'Apaptai; in that of Barochius have been transposed? 
However, it should be noted against Holl that Arabion, as a proper name, is attested; see RE, 
2, col. 363. 

'The status of Barochius as a "bishop of the Arabs" has been presented above only as a 
possibility, not a fact. In his enumeration of the bishops of the Arabs for the fourth century, 
Devreesse counted Barochius among them (Patriarcat, p. 215) and described him as "eveque 
des arabes" (p. 212). The above analysis of the subscription has suggested that Barochius can
not be simply described as "bishop of the Arabs" without further ado and before some decisive 
evidence turns up that would tip the scales in favor of his being a federate bishop. 

The description given by Eusebius of Beryllos, Origen's contemporary, could be helpful in 
this connection if Eusebius were more precise and consistent. On one occasion (HE, VI.xx.2), 
he describes him as "the bishop of the Arabs of Boscra" and on another as "the bishop of the 
Boscrans of Arabia" (HE, VI.xxxiii. l). Since Bostra is involved in both descriptions, the chances 
are chat Beryllos was the bishop of Bostra, the Nabataean Arab city and capital of what was now 
the Provincia Arabia, rather than the bishop of a specific Arab group, let alone Arab foederati 
since these were not stationed at Bostra while the Bost ran Arabs were now Rhomaioi, cives since 
the Edict of Caracalla. Whether Beryllos was ethnically Arab is not clear. He could have been. 
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3. The ecclesiastical and secular problems of the reign of Valens involving Mavia 
and Moses would also be provided with a background that could illuminate some of 
their obscurities. 

(a) It has been pointed out earlier (supra, pp. 336, 340) that Theotimus's once 
Acacian leanings may have been behind Mavia's insistence on the consecration of the 
monk and holy man Moses. The case for this view could receive corroboration from 
the evidence of Barochius's Acacian position, too, thus reflecting federate disillusion
ment both with their own ecclesiastical hierarchy, amenable to imperial pressure, and 
with governmental Christianity in general. And this may be one of the explanations 
for the rise in importance of the holy man in the estimation of the laity, namely, 
that the holy man remained aloof and distant in his desert, unaffected by the theo
logical currents of the day. 

(b) The Acacian leanings of the two bishops, Barochius and Theotimus, and the 
nonparticipation of the foederati in the wars of Constantius's reign could throw a bright 
new light on the Christianity of the foederati. Even in this short period of four years 
when one and possibly two of their bishops departed from the orthodox path, the 
foederati did not. If so, this would be a remarkable reflection of their loyalty to ortho
doxy, acquired since the days of the participation of their bishop Pamphilus in the 
Council of Nicaea. And it may have been partly this-their steadfastness and intran
sigence-that finally brought back their bishop, Theotimus, from the Acacian to 
the orthodox position at the Council of Seleucia. The accounts of the ecclesiastical 
historians present a Mavia self-willed in ecclesiastical as well as in secular matters, 
and her intransigence is striking. It may well be that the federate experience with 
one and possibly two of their bishops, Barochius and Theotimus, forced Mavia to 
take strictly ecclesiastical matters in her own hands, and thus her picture as drawn in 
the sources becomes clearer and her intransigence more intelligible. 

APPENDIX III 

On the Bishops of the Arab Provincials 

A distinction, and an important one, has been drawn in the preceding Appendix 
between the bishops of the Arab foederati and those of the Arab provincials in Oriens. 
It is only when the strictly Arab zone of the federate Arabs in Oriens is separated 
from that of the provincial Arabs, who were Rhomaioi, that a clear account of Arab 
Christianity in this period, both federate and provincial or Rhomaic, can be written. 
As this book is concerned with the Arab foederati, it is their Christianity that has been 
the subject of investigation in this chapter. But the Christianity of the one group, the 
Arab cives, is related to that of the other, the foederati. The two groups were living 
in close proximity to each other and were related to Byzantium, both its imperium and 
its ecclesia. Hence the relevance of the following short presentation of one aspect of 
Arab provincial Christianity. 

The history of Christianity among the provincial, Rhomaic Arabs can be fully 
accounted for only when it is realized that the Arab presence in Oriens was not 
limited to the Provincia Arabia but extended to the other provinces of the Byzantine 
limitrophe. In view of the fact that there were not one but three Arabias in Oriens 
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and the fact that the limitrophe provinces of the Orient had a strong Arab com
plexion, 1 the Arabs must have been well represented by many bishops in the councils 
and synods of the fourth century. The names of bishops who represented the ecclesi
astical provinces of the Patriarchate of Antioch, in which the Arab element was strong, 
have been preserved in the various conciliar lists. Whether these bishops, or some of 
them, whose names appear in these lists, were Arab is not clear.' Their names are 
Greek and Latin, but this is not decisive against the view that at least some or a few 
of them could have been Arab. Greek and Latin names were assumed by the Arabs 
when they were consecrated bishops, as in the case of the bishops of the Parembole 
in Palestine. In spite of their names, Petrus of Ayla and Marinus 3 of Palmyra, who 
appear in the lists of the Council of Nicaea, could have been Arab, representing as 
they did well-known Arab cities in the former territories of the Nabataeans and the 
Palmyrenes. In the list of the Council of Seleucia, A.D. 359, such a name as 
Abgarus, that of the bishop of Cyrrhus in Euphratesia, is Arab. Whether its bearer 
was also Arab is likely but not certain since the name could have been assumed by 
the Christians of the region to perpetuate the memory of the first Christian king of 
Edessa, the Arab Abgar. 4 

An intensive examination of the names of bishops in the lists of the councils 
and synods of the fourth century is likely to reveal extensive Arab participation in 
ecclesiastical life in this century. The Arabs constituted demographically a substantial 
portion of the imperial Diocese of Oriens and correspondingly a substantial portion of 
the ecclesiastical Patriarchate of Antioch in this early Byzantine period. It is therefore 
natural to assume that they were proportionately or at least well represented in the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy. These facts are important to the historian of the Patriarchate 
of Antioch both before the rise of Islam and after the Arabization of the region with 
the Islamic Conquests in the seventh century. The study of the Arab component in 
the Patriarchate must begin with these facts that pertain to this early Byzantine 
period.' 

'On the extensive Arab presence in Oriens, see RA, chap. 1. 
'This quest for the Arab bishops of Oriens in the early Byzantine period could receive 

some illumination from the statement in Sozomen co the efffect that there was a great number 
of bishops among the Arabs in the villages of the Provincia Arabia; see Sozomen, HE, VIl.19. 

'"Marinus" was also the name of the father of the Arab emperor, Philip; it could be 
an Arab name derived from the root MRN, and it bears a striking resemblance co the name of 
a famous Arab clan in I;Iira, Banu-Marina, "the Sons of Marina." The lexicographers, however, 
do not think the name of the clan is Arabic; see Lisiin al-'Arab, vol. 13 (Beirut, 1956), p. 405. 

'On the name "Abgarus," see also supra, p. 333 note 15. 
'The twentieth-century Arab historian of the Patriarchate of Antioch sensed the reality 

of this Arab component in pre-Islamic times without researching it; see A. Ruscum, Kanisat 
Madinat Allah Al-'Ufmii (Beirut, 1958), pp. vi-vii. 
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Political and Military History 

I. HISHAM AL- KALBI 

T he principal historian of pre-Islamic Arabia, Hisham b. Muhammad al
Kalb:P (ca. 737-ca. 820), is a Muslim Arab whose floruit was some two 

centuries after the pre-Islamic era in the history of the Arabs had been ter
minated by the mission of Muhammad. Living in the good graces of two 
Abbasid caliphs-al-Mahdi and al-Ma'mun-and coming from a Shi'ite family 
long established in Kufa, the Muslim capital of Iraq before the foundation of 
Baghdad, he had every reason to be interested in and to concentrate on the 
Islamic era. The recording of its preceding two centuries of events, which 
had changed the course of world as well as of Arab history, could have oc
cupied him and a team of other authors as well all their lives. And yet 
Hisham busied himself with the pre-Islamic as much as with the Islamic past 
of Arab history, even more, much more, with the former. As a result of this 
interest, the history of pre-Islamic Arabia has not entirely vanished from the 
literary records of Islamic times or from the historical consciousness of the 
Arabs, and it is owing to the interests and the efforts of Hisham, who thus 
emerges as the principal Muslim historian of pre-Islamic Arabia, that much 
about that Peninsula in that distant past is known. 2 

For the Byzantinist as well as the Late Roman historian, Hisham is 

'He is often referred to as Ibn-al-Kalbi, a patronymic he could share with three others, 
his father, Muhammad, and two other learned men of the tribe of Kalb, for whom see infra, 
note 6. Since Hisham is not a common name and quite uncommon among historians, it is 
better to call him by his name rather than by his patronymic, which is not distinctive (since 
he shares it with three others) and is not as easy to reproduce in English as the name "Hisham." 

'Interest in pre-Islamic Arabia was started by Yamanite writers such as 'Abid b. Sharya 
and Wahb b. Munabbih, who, however, were interested in the South rather than the North 
Arabians. Hisham reversed the focus of interest, but a later writer, al-HamdanI, a South 
Arabian, reversed it again. Thus the combined works of Hisham and al-HamdanI provide a 
fairly balanced account of pre-Islamic Arabia, both its north and its south. Until the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, knowledge of pre-Islamic Arabia was derived principally from the 
works of these two authors, Hisham and al-Hamdani; but even with the rise and development 
of Arabian epigraphy and archeology these two authors, especially Hisham, remain indispensable 
for understanding pre-Islamic Arab and Arabian history, since the information they provide is 
such as not to be found in inscriptions and is sometimes indispensable for understanding the 
latter. Almost all later authors draw on Hisham for their accounts of pre-Islamic Arabia. 
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important and deserves to be better known. As the historian of the Arab 
tribes, he is in line with such classical authors as Strabo, Ptolemy, and Pliny, 
who noticed these tribes but did so as outsiders to whom these tribes or 
most of them were mere names, unlike Hisham, who was an Arab himself 
and thus wrote about them with considerable knowledge and understanding. 
He is also close to Tacitus, whose Germania discussed the various Germanic 
tribes that harassed Rome's northern frontiers and belonged to the race that 
brought about the downfall of the empire in the West. Hisham chronicled 
the genealogy and the history of the Arab tribes that first harassed the south
eastern frontier, then brought about the dismemberment of the empire in the 
East and, through the Ottoman Turks, its eventual downfall. For the Byzan
tinist, Hisham is the Jordanes of the Arabs; just as the latter, author of the 
Getica and himself a Goth, described the fortunes of the Germanic people that 
effected the breakthrough on the Danube front at Adrianople in A.O. 378 
and settled on Roman soil by force of arms, as the new type of foederati in 
the fourth century, 3 so did Hisham chronicle the history of the Arab foederati 
of Byzantium in the southeast, in Oriens. Not only did he chronicle the his
tory of the Tanukhids of the fourth century but also that of the SaH}:iids of the 
fifth and that of the Ghassanids of the sixth and early seventh centuries. 

More specifically, the Byzantino-arabist who is writing the history of 
the fourth century owes Hisham the possibility of reconstructing the past of 
Byzantino-arabica in the fourth century, for it is Hisham that supplies the 
Arabica of this distant past, not available elsewhere. In addition to his data on 
the Tanukhids, the most primary source for Arab-Byzantine relations in the 
first half of the fourth century, namely, the Namara inscription, becomes his
torically meaningful only with the data provided by Hisham, which thus 
enables the literary-epigraphic confrontation to be fruitfully made; and knowl
edge of the tribal groups in Oriens (other than the Tanukhids) who became 
part of the Byzantine military system there is also derived from Hisham. 

Hisham was a prolific author. More than 150 items are ascribed to him, 
and these may be divided into two main categories: (1) general works that 
comprehensively treated the history of the Arabs as one people, tribally and 
genealogically arranged, 4 and (2) a large number of short, specialized works 

10n Jordanes (alternatively spelled Jordanis), the least known of these Graeco-Roman 
authors to the Arabist, see Kappelmacher's article in RE, 9.2, cols. 1908-29. Jordanes and 
Hisham come in for comparison because they happen to have recorded the history of the new 
foederati of Byzantium in the fourth century, the Germans and the Arabs respectively. Almost 
in everything else they can only be contrasted with each other. 

4For the genealogical arrangement, see F. Rosenthal, A History of Muslim Historiography 
(Leiden, 1968) (hereafter, HMH), pp. 95-98; this work may be consulted for all aspects of 
Arabic and Muslim historiography that are touched upon in this chapter; on the early Arab 
historians, see A. al-DiirI, Ba~th ff Nash'at 'Ilm al-Tarikh 'ind al-'Arab (Beirut, 1960). 
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that are really monographs or researches on the individual tribes or other 
topics on some of which his comprehensive genealogical history touched. It 
is beyond the scope of this work to study his oeuvre in its entirety. This 
has been done with great competence in a monumental study on Hisham with 
special reference to his chief genealogical work, Al-]amhara. 5 What has not 
been done is a study of the Byzantine profile of his work, to which the fol
lowing sections of this chapter will be devoted. 

1 

Hisham's interest in the pre-Islamic past of Arabia and the Arabs may 
be related to the following: 

(1) Although he was a Muslim, as were his lineal ancestors beginning 
with his great-grandfather Bishr, whose sons fought on the side of the Caliph 
Ali in A.D. 656 at the Battle of the Camel, it was in pre-Islamic times that 
his tribe, Kalb, had had a distinguished history and had been the most 
powerful of the tribes of northern Arabia of the Quc,la'a group. 6 Thus his 
own tribe's glorious history belonged to the pre-Islamic past, unlike the tribes 
of Muc,lar which rose to prominence in Islamic times. And it was from this 
pre-Islamic period when it adopted Christianity that Kalb derived its impor
tance even in early Islamic times, during which it was the main prop of the 
Umayyads in Syria, who depended on it as a regional and Christian tribe 
against the other tribes of the Qays group. 

(2) Although Hisham lived not in Syria but in Iraq-in Kufa and occa
sionally in Baghdad-and in the first Abbasid century during which the Is
lamic rather than the Arab element started to be dominant, yet there was in 
Iraq a great monument that must have reminded him of the pre-Islamic past. 
His birthplace, Kufa, was quite close to l:!Ira, the great Arab center of pre
Islamic times, which in the time of Hisham was still a flourishing city and a 
favorite resort even for some Abbasid caliphs. Its monuments were still stand
ing and in his time may have overshadowed Kufa itself. It is, therefore, quite 
likely that I:Iira aroused Hisham's historical sensibilities and enamored 
him of the pre-Islamic past. 

'See W. Casket, Gamharat an-Nasab: Das genealogische Werk des Hiiam ibn Muhammad a/
Ka/bi, 2 vols. (Leiden, 1966) (hereafter, Caskel, GN). Although this fundamental work is 
primarily a study of Hisham's jamharat al-Nasab, the introductions ro the two volumes also 
contain valuable material on Hisham and his father, Muhammad, on Arab genealogy, and on 
the history of all the Arab tribes. 

6The tribe also distinguished itself by producing four "historians" in this early period, 
Hisham and his father, Muhammad, 'Awana b. al-I::Iakam, and al-SharqI al-QutamI, for whom 
see Caskel, GN, vol. 2, p. 79. The fame of Kalb for learning and preservation of knowledge 
is reflected in an episode involving 'Awana b. al-I::Iakam; see Yaqut, Irshad al-Arib ila Ma'rifat 
al-Adib, ed. D. S. Margoliouth, 7 vols. (London, 1923-31), vol. 6, p. 95. 
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Thus affiliation with Kalb and proximity to l:Iira, the greatest center 
of northern Arab culture in pre-Islamic times, could partly account for his 
interest in the pre-Islamic era. But there is no doubt that, Kalbite though 
he was and close to l:Iira as he was, it was not the tribal Arab but the 
Islamic factor that paradoxically enough drew his attention to the pre-Islamic 
past. 

(3) In spite of its denunciation of the pre-Islamic past which it pejora
tively referred to as "the Days of Ignorance," 7 Islam inevitably created great 
interest in that past 8 with its many Qur'anic references to it, the most im
portant of which may be described as follows: (a) the concept of the Arab 
descent from Ishmael, the son of the first patriarch; (b) the pre-Islamic Ara
bian prophets and their tribes; and (c) references to Arab and Arabian peoples, 
localities, and practices. As a Muslim, Hisham was naturally interested in this 
pre-Islamic past to which the Qur'an repeatedly refers, especially the Arab 
pre-Islamic past of the Arabian Peninsula, the cradle of Islam itself and the 
homeland of the Arabs. 

(4) Within this Islamic framework there was something even more deci
sive that must have stimulated Hisham's interest in the pre-Islamic past. His 
father Muhammad, to whom he owed so much, was a great Qur'anic exegete, 
mu/assir, and his commentary on the Qur'an was the most extensive then avail
able. It is impossible not to conclude that his son Hisham, who was much 
more of a historian than a Qur'anicist, conceived the idea of continuing and 
amplifying what his father had begun, namely, writing a historical commen
tary on the Qur'an on matters that needed historical annotation, to which he 
limited his researches. 9 Hence the flow of those monographs that elucidate its 
pre-Islamic past, e.g., on 'Ad, the tribe of the Arabian prophet Hiid. 10 His 
Qur'anic historical monographs, therefore, are related to his father's interests, 
and thus the two Kalbi:s, father and son, may be viewed as two scholars whose 
works are intimately connected, the one evolving from the other. 11 

'This is the common translation of the term al-jahi!iya; for the most recent discussion of 
this term, see F. Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant: The Concept of Knowledge in Medieval Islam 
(Leiden, 1970), pp. 32-35. 

'For relevant material, see F. Rosenthal, "The Influence of the Biblical Tradition on 
Muslim Historiography," Historians of the Middle East, eds. B. Lewis and P. M. Holt (Oxford, 
1962), pp. 35--45; and Rosenthal, "The Historical Outlook of Muhammad," HMH, pp. 24-30. 

''fabarI combined the two activities of exegete and historian in his Taftir and his Tarikh. 
For 'f abari's conception of his work and of the revelation in its double aspect "as the written 
Word of God in the Koran, and as the manifestation of the Will of God in History," see 
0. Loth, quoted by H. A. R. Gibb, Arabic Literature (Oxford, 1963), pp. 80-81. 

'°For some of these monographs, see the list of Hisham's work in Ibn-al-Nadim, AI
Fihrist, ed. G. Fliigel (reprinted Beirut, 1964), pp. 96--98. 

11The Jamhara itself grew out of a more modest work on nasab, genealogy, by Hisham's 
father, Muhammad. 
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Perhaps the foregoing paragraphs have not failed to explain Hisham's 
interest in the pre-Islamic past of the Arabs and Arabia. Whether his vision 
of pre-Islamic history extended beyond what has been said into something 
more advanced or sophisticated remains to be shown. 

2 

Of all the Arab groups of pre-Islamic times, the Lakhmids and their 
capital, l:fira, were the ones that attracted Hisham's attention most, even 
more than his own tribe Kalb and the Arab groups of the Byzantine limi
trophe. This is reflected in the number of monographs he devoted to the 
Lakhmids and the l:firans; according to some, 12 it was after the famous 
Lakhmid king that he called his own son Mungir, and it was by this 
tecnonymic, Abu-al-Mungir, that Hisham was often referred to. This interest 
in l:fira and the l:firans may be due to Hisham's proximity to the great 
Arab center of pre-Islamic times and to the availability of documents that 
recorded the history of the city, but also to his realization that l:fira was 
indeed the great center of Arabic culture before the rise of Islam and even 
of their political and military presence. 13 The Lakhmids endured remarkably 
long and so did their capital-some three hundred years-as long as the series 
of three groups of foederati in the service of Byzantium, the Taniikhids, the 
SalI}:iids, and the Ghassanids. 

A 

Of special interest are his sources for the history of the N~rids, the 
royal house of the Lakhmids: their asfar and kutub, books on the Na~rids 
that had survived to the time of Hisham in the first quarter of the ninth 

12Caskel, GN, vol. 1, p. 79; not only his tecnonymic, which involves the name of a 
pre-Islamic pagan king, but also his name, Hisham, is rather unusual for a Shi'ite; he was called 
so by his ShI'ite father as an act of loyalty toward the Umayyad Caliph Hisham (ibid., p. 73)! 

13It is noteworthy that he calls Mungir not the king of the Lakhmids or of f:IIra, but 
"the king of the Arabs." Another reflection of his great interest in the Lakhmids and f:IIra is his 
interest in the history of their overlords, the Persians, which must have been derivative, at 
least in part, from his interest in the vassals, the Lakhmids. He does not seem to have written 
a monograph on the Sasanids, but he wrote one on the Parthian Arsacids, namely, Kitiib Muliik 
al-7;awa'if. This great interest he had in the Lakhmids, greater than his interest in the Arab 
foederati of Byzantium in Syria, could inter alia explain why the Lakhmids and the Sasanids 
figure so largely in the history of TabarI, unlike the Ghassanids and Byzantium. In addition 
to TabarI's natural interest in Persica, being himself a Persian, the source at his disposal, 
Hisham, was also more interested in the Lakhmids and the Sasanids, and thus more data were 
available ro TabarI on Persia and the Lakhmids than on Byzantium and the Ghassanids. 

Margoliouth apparently thought that Kitiib Muliik al-7;awa'if, which he called The Book of 
the Kings of the Parties, treated the f:Iimyarites of South Arabia; but surely it is on the Arsacids, 
who are indeed referred to in TabarI as Muliik al-7;awa'if; see the titles of three chapters, 
especially the first, in TabarI, Tarikh, vol. 1, pp. 580-84; 585-605; 609-28. For D. S. 
Margoliouth on Hisham, see Lectures on the Arabic Historiam (reprinted New York, 1972), p. 91. 
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century, and their kana' is and biya', their churches, in which were to be found 
their inscriptions as well as their books. '4 

In addition to recording the history of the N~rids, Hisham mentions 
that he gathered his data on the Arabs in general also in l:Iira, further 
evidence for what has been said above on the position of l:Iira as the great 
urban center and emporium, cultural as well as commercial, not only for the 
Na~rids, the lakhmids, and the l:Iirans, but also for the Arabs in 
general. ,s Thus Hisham's information on the Arab pre-Islamic past depended 
at least partly on solid written documents he found still extant in l:Iira. 

There must have been a third written type of document on which 
Hisham drew for his information on pre-Islamic Arabia, namely, Arabic po
etry-not the oral tradition of that poetry, which he undoubtedly drew upon 
too, but the written diwans or whatever written diwans there were in pre-Islamic 
times. 16 One of the monographs attributed to him is the Kitab 'Adib. Zayd, 17 

a study of the famous Christian poet of l:Iira who belonged to the 'Ibad, 
was from the tribe of Tamim, and was a bilingual katib in the lakhmid 
chancery who knew Arabic and Persian and possibly Syriac. 'Adi b. Zayd was 
primarily a poet, one of the major urban poets of the pre-Islamic Arabs, and 
his poetry or most of it must have been committed to writing quite early 
in that highly literate society of l:Iira. The Kitab that Hisham composed 
on 'Adi b. Zayd must have depended largely on written documents about 
'Adi and must have contained much of his poetry which has since then sur-

14For the important passages in Tabari chat have preserved the precious information on 
Hisham's sources in l;Iira, see Tarikh, vol. 1, pp. 627-28. The terms kutub and asfar come from 
Tabari when speaking of 'Amr b. 'Adi and the Lakhmids respectively, as does the term kana'is 
(churches); the direct quotation from Hisham preserved in Tabari speaks only of biya' (churches) 
as the places in l;Iira from which he extracted his information on the Arabs and the N~rids. 
That books formed pare of Hisham's sources is explicitly stated, while inscriptions, funerary 
and dedicatory, are clearly implied; see infra, pp. 355-57. 

1'It will be remembered chat the population of l;Iira and the neighboring region was 
composed of 'Ibad, AJ:ilaf, and Taniikh, and thus many Arab tribes were involved in its compo
sition. The Lakhmids exercised control over many of the tribes of northeastern and central 
Arabia; Tamim, for instance, was represented in l;Iira, and its sayyids (chiefs) were the ardaf of 
the Lakhmid kings. On the varied ethnic complexion of l:Iira, see Rothstein, DLH, pp. 18-
40; on the ardaf, see ibid., pp. 112-13, 133. 

1'Tradicion has it that a diwan of the poetry of the Arabs was made for the last Lakhmid 
ruler, al-Nu'man, and that it survived well inro Islamic times; on the written as opposed to the 
oral tradition of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, see infra, pp. 443-48, and the present writer's 
review of Michael Zwectler's The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry, JAOS, 100 (1980), 
pp. 31-33. 

11Ibn-al-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 96. Although it is entitled Kitab, not Diwan, 1c 1s certain 
that it contained much of the poetry of the famous l:Iiran poet. There was a f?ilf between 
Tamim and Kalb, the tribe of Hisham, who wrote a book on it. 'Adi was from Tamim and 
Hisham was, thus, understandably interested in the career of this distinguished I:Iiran poet and 
statesman. 
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vived, undoubtedly through Hisham's book, excerpted by later historians. 18 

'Adi was an influential katib well connected with the Lakhmids, the Arab 
tribes, and the Sasanids; Hisham's book on him must have been a mine of 
information on l:IIra, the Lakhmids, the Arab tribes, the Sasanids, the 
Lakhmid-Sasanid relationship, and, what is more, on Christianity. 

B 

What Hisham says on the biya' (churches) of l:lfra as his sources of 
information deserves special attention. He does not state the nature of these 
sources in the biya' (churches) of l:lfra, whether they were books or in
scriptions or both. But 'fabari (Tiirikh, vol. 1, p. 628), presumably in 
possession of Hisham's books on the subject, speaks of his sources as asfiir 
(books) and kana'is (churches); the statement on kana'is and asfiir could imply 
that the asfiir were in the kana'is, as some undoubtedly were, and that this is 
all that 'fabari meant. But this is not the natural meaning of the phrase, 
where two terms, kana' isihim (their churches) and asfarihim (their books), are 
used, and this indicates or implies that the nature of the sources related to 

kana'is is different from that of asfiir, books. As has been stated above, this 
is a reference to inscriptions, dedicatory and funerary, and in support of this 
contention the following observations may be made: 

1. Yaqut has preserved for posterity a long Arabic inscription of l:IIra, 
that of Dayr Hind, 19 the Monastery of Hind, built sometime in the period 
A.D. 554-69. This precious inscription 20 could not have been seen and read 
by Yaqut in the thirteenth century but must have been taken from some 
earlier work. This could have been a book written by Hisham, who is known 
to have composed monographs on l:IIra, and one specifically on its monas
teries, and from Hisham's account of l:IIra have drawn all subsequent 
authors including Yaqut, who was a great admirer of Hisham. 21 l:lfra was 

"On the Diwan of 'AdI by al-Sukkari and on Hammad's book on 'AdI at the disposal of 
Hisham, see GAS, vol. 2, p. 179. 

19Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 542. This is the Monastery of Hind the Elder, to be dis
tinguished from another monastery in l;IIra, that of Hind the Younger. 

2°The inscription is of considerable importance. In addition to the firm data it provides 
for Arab history, both secular and ecclesiastical, it is an authentic document of Arabic prose in 
pre-Islamic times, to which may be added a shorter inscription, that of Dayr I;Ian?ala in I;IIra, 
for which see BakrI, Mu 'jam, vol. 2, p. 5 77. 

21That Hisham, who lived some three centuries later, could read the inscription is a 
matter of great relevance to the development of the Arabic script and its genesis in I;IIra. It 
suggests that this inscription was written in a script so close to the early Arabic script with 
which Hisham was familiar (the Kiific) that he had no difficulty reading it. This observation 
should be of great interest to those who believe that the l;IIrI and the Kiifi are two different 
names for one and the same script or that the second developed from the first, both deriving 
from the Syriac; for the Syriac origin of the Arabic script, see J. Scarcky, "Petra et la Nabatene," 
Dictionnaire de la Bible: Supplement, 7, cols. 926--34, especially 932-34; and J. Sourdel-Thomine, 
"Les origines de J'ecriture arabe apropos d'une hypothese recente," REI, 34 (1966), pp. 152-57. 
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the burial place not only of the Lakhmid rulers but also of some of the Nes
torian catho/ici of pre-Islamic times 22 and of other celebrities, and its churches 
and monasteries were numerous. 23 It is therefore practically certain that what 
Hisham did was to go to these monuments in I:IIra which were still 
standing and read the dedicatory and funerary inscriptions that told much 
about the honorands buried there. It is from these inscriptions that he derived 
some very valuable information, most of which has been lost with the pas
sage of time, and whatever has survived has done so only sporadically and 
incidentally in the work of later historians who had no special interest in the 
distant past of pre-Islamic Arabia. 

2. The contents of this inscription in the Monastery of Hind may now be 
related to the direct quotation from Hisham. These contents provide data on 
the dedicant: her name, Hind; her nasab, affiliation with the Kindites through 
her father and with the Na~rids through marriage; her chronology, related to 
the reign of the Persian king Chosroes and to the episcopate of Ephraim; her 
building the bi'ah, presumably the conventual church. It is exactly such data 
that Hisham mentions in that direct quotation preserved by 'fabari: "inni 
kuntu ... kulluha" (Tarikh, vol. 1, p. 628), which speaks of such data as the 
ansab, genealogies of the Na~rids, the ages of those who acted as governors for 
the Persians, and the dates of their governorships or reigns. Thus it may be 
safely stated that when Hisham speaks of 1:he biya', the churches, as sources 
of information for him, he means such inscriptions, at least inter alia. That 
churches had books in them may be granted, but books on the Lakhmids 
could not have been kept only in churches but must have been available 
elsewhere in I:IIra. What could be found on the N~rids only or mostly 
in churches and monasteries were inscriptions, funerary and dedicatory, from 
which that one long inscription has been miraculously preserved by Yaqut. 24 

"The work that would have given details on the tombs of the Lakhmid kings and other 
celebrities in I;Ura is undoubtedly Hisham's monograph on l:fira and its monasteries, no longer 
extant. Echoes of such descriptions in this book have been preserved by Yaqiit in his accounts 
of both the Monastery of Hind the Younger and Hind the Elder (Mu'jam, vol. 2, pp. 541-42); 
see also the verses on the Monastery of Hind in the entry on Jannad, in Ibn-al-Nadim, Fihrist, 
p. 92. 

"On l:fira and its monasteries, see the important chapter in J. M. Fiey, Assyrie chretienne 
(Beirut, 1968), vol. 3, pp. 203-30; the bibliographical references on p. 203 note 5 are espe
cially important. 

"This important point was missed by Rothstein in his analysis of this direct quotation 
from Hisham. He translated the phrase ta'rikh sinihim as die Chronik ihrer Zeit, whereas what 
is involved in the term ta'rikh is chronology or dating or the recording of their years, not 
their chronicle (Chronik). This is clear from a close examination of the direct quotation; it falls 
into two parts: the enumeration of the data Hisham extracted and the source of these data. 
The data are referred to in the long opening sentence which consists of small coordinate phrases 
joined by the conjunction wa, the last of which is ta'rikh sinihim, while his source for these 
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It is these that 'f abarI had in mind when he spoke of kana' is as the sources 
of Hishii.m's accounts of the Lakhmids, perhaps paraphrasing Hishii.m's own 
statement which he quoted verbatim and having at his disposal other books of 
Hishii.m in which reference to inscriptions in churches were made. 

C 

For the history of Arab-Byzantine relations, the most important Lakhmid 
king was undoubtedly Imm' al-Qays, whose funerary inscription found at 
Namii.ra in the Provincia Arabia is the major piece of evidence for those rela
tions in the first half of the fourth century. The contents of that inscription 
interlock in a striking fashion with the literary accounts of Hishii.m on Imm' 
al-Qays and are thus illuminated by these accounts. Without them the in
scription would have remained a great, or a greater, mystery. 25 

The famous Lakhmid king, as has been argued, had fled or left the ser
vice of Persia, possibly because of his Christianity, and went over to the 
Romans. If so, how did Hishii.m get to know about him and from where did 
he derive his information? 

1. Hishii.m gives a clue in the above-quoted statement on his having 
acquired his information on the N~rids from l:fira itself, from its books 
and its inscriptions. That celebrated Na~rid, Imm' al-Qays, the son of the 
founder of the dynasty, 'Amr b. 'AdI, must have been a well-known figure, 
whose exploits were not forgotten even after his defection and must have been 
committed to writing then or soon after the Na~rids went back to the service 
of Persia. 26 Of the two categories of sources, books and inscriptions, it is prac-

data is referred to by the phrase min biya' al-lfira which follows ta'rikh sinihim; see Rothstein, 
DLH, p. 51. 

The last sentence in this direct quotation from Hisham, wafiha . . . kulluha, does not 
imply that records of the N~rids were not to be found elsewhere than in the churches, but it 
indicates that in those churches there were complete records of the Na~rids. It was only natural 
that in the Islamic period the churches and monasteries of }::IIra should have been the repositories 
of records of the distant pre-Islamic and Christian past. 

"For the historical commentary on this inscription and the epigraphic-literary confron
tation, see the present writer's article (in Arabic), "Imru' al-Qays's Campaign against Najran," 
Studies in the History of Arabia; Sources for the History of Arabia, Part I (Riyad, Saudi 
Arabia, 1979), pp. 73-79. 

"This could explain the confusion that attends the accounts of these early Lakhmid rulers 
in Hisham, e.g., the plainly erroneous statement on the duration of his reign, which is given 
as 114 years! Far from casting a shadow on the veracity or critical faculty of Hisham, the 
incredible 114 years allotted to him possibly represent an error in transmission but also reflect 
uncertainty in the Lakhmid sources about Imm' al-Qays's reign, since the first part of it was 
spent in }::1Ira, the second in the Provincia Arabia. Furthermore, there was that interregnum 
after his defection, and the Lakhmid sources may not have wished to admit the fact, and so gave 
Imm' al-Qays such a long reign to conceal the reality of the interregnum; finally, the~e might 
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tically certain that it was not from the second that Hisham derived his infor
mation but from the first, the asfar of l:fira he referred to. There is no evi
dence that Hisham visited Syria, but he might have; if he did, he would not 
have been able to read the Namara inscription written in Nabataean char
acters, 27 even if h:e knew about it, which is most unlikely. 

2. That his source must have been a literary one in l:fira itself is 
further supported by the incomplete nature of the account (compared to the 
data provided by the Namara inscription) that he gives of the career of 
Imru' al-Qays. Hisham is silent on his defection to the Romans and his 
important campaign against Najran. This admits of one of two explanations: 
either he knew about both and mentioned the two facts in one of his detailed 
monographs that have not survived, or the facts were unknown to him. The 
latter alternative is more likely to be correct; Tabari would have mentioned 
such important facts about Imru' al-Qays if he had known about them, and 
such facts would have been mentioned in Hisham's works, still available to 
him. Thus the more natural explanation is that Hisham did not know about 
them because information on these circumstances was not included in the offi
cial history of the dynasty or was deliberately omitted from it. When their 
history was written for the Na~rids in those asfar, their authors would have 
been embarrassed to dilate on the defection of the illustrious Na~rid king to 

the Romans, especially if the cause for his defection was Christianity, unac
ceptable to the Sasanid kings and not openly embraced by the Lakhmids for 
that reason until late in the sixth century. The argument from silence could 
corroborate the view that the campaign of Imru' al-Qays against Najran was 
conducted not from l:fira but from Byzantine territory. 28 

3 
Hisham left behind him some important works on the Arabs of Syria 

and, what is more relevant to the theme of this book, those valuable data on 
the three groups of foederati in the service of Byzantium-the Tanukhids, the 
Salil~ids, and the Ghassanids-without which it would be difficult to under
stand the history of the Arab-Byzantine relationship before the rise of Islam. 

have been some confusion with the Era of Bostra, the 106 years of which may not have been 
taken into account in the calculation of the reign of Imru' al-Qays. 

"As he could read the J::lirI script, so close to his Kiifi. 
28The argument from silence is also fruitful to invoke in support of the view chat there 

is no reference (and naturally so) to the Persians in the funerary inscription of the king who 
deserted chem, possibly because of his Christianity. The successor of Imru' al-Qays, presumably 
his own son and a client of Constantine, would not have been anxious to record the face of the 
allegiance of his deceased father co the inveterate enemy of Byzantium, Shapiir II, and the secular 
foe, Persia; on the silence of the Namara inscription on Imru' al-Qays's Persian connections, see 
the present writer in "Observations," esp. pp. 39-41. 
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And yet he does not seem to have been as enthusiastic about these foederati as 
he was about the Lakhmids and their city, }::lfra, judging from the number 
of works devoted to these two groups. This may have been due to the fol
lowing: (1) his pro-Abbasid sympathies may have disinclined him to write 
much on the Arabs who became the main prop of the Umayyad dynasty; 
(2) and possibly their pre-Islamic past allied these Arabs of Syria to Byzan
tium, of which they were clients; unlike Sasanid Persia, Christian Byzantium 
remained the chief adversary of Islam in the Near East. The history of his 
own tribe, Kalb, illustrates the combined operation of the two considerations 
that might have disinclined him to treat the history of the Syrian Arabs ex
tensively. Nevertheless, Hisham did not entirely forget his own tribe 29 or the 
other Arabs in the country of his ultimate provenance, Syria. 

The data on the foederati may be found in part in the later historians 
who had used the lost works of Hisham, both a direct student such as Ibn
Habi:b, and indirect ones, such as Tabari: , Mas'iidi:, and Ibn-Khaldiin. With 
the intensive study on Hisham conducted by W. Caskel and with the avail
ability in microfilm of the Arabic text of his major work, Jamharat al-Nasab, 
it is possible to raise some pertinent questions on Hisham's treatment of the 
history of the Arabs of Syria, and these may be presented as follows: 

( 1) The data on the Arab foederati come in the works of the authors of 
universal and general history and are derived from the version of the Jamhara 
available to them in those days. The question arises of whether or not Hisham 
treated these foederati not only in his general work, Al-Jamhara, but also in his 
specialized monographs. These are not very many on the Arabs of Syria: 
two such books, Nawaqil Quqa'a30 and lf.ilf Kalb wa Tamim, are expressly on 
Syrian Arab tribes-on Kalb and the comprehensive tribal group QU<;la'a-and 
books such as Iftiraq walad Nizar 31 and Tafarruq al-Azd no doubt had refer
ences to both Taniikh and Ghassan. 

29He wrote on it in a book entitled Ifilf Kalb wa Tamim (see Ibn-al-Nadim, Fihrist, 
p. 96), and of course in the )amhara, where Kalb is well remembered. Hisham's work on the 
Arabs of Syria in pre-Islamic times may be considered as belonging to the category of local 
or regional history of Syria by one who was ultimately a Syrian; it is, of course, distinguished 
from many other works of this genre because it deals not only with Islamic but pre-Islamic 
Syria; for this historical genre pertaining to Islamic Syria, see S. Dahhan, "The Origin and 
Development of the Local Histories of Syria," Historians of the Middle East, pp. 108-9. 

300n Nawaqil, communities that changed their tribal affiliations, see Caskel, GN, vol. 1, 
pp. 59-62. 

"On this Iftiraq, see ibid., p. 81. In his monograph on Tafarruq al-Azd, "the dispersion 
of the Azd," Hisham may have been influenced at least partly by surat Saba in the Qur'an 
(XXXIV) and the famous phrase wa mazzaqnahum kulla mumazzaq (v. 19). And so the book 
might have been an amplification of a historic incident mentioned in the Qur'an; this sup
ports what has been said above on Hisham's historical conception's growing out of the activity 
of his father, Muhammad, as a Qur'anic exegete. The Azd group cannot be identified with Saba, 
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(2) But it is not altogether impossible that Hisham did subject the his
tory of some of the Arabs of Syria to monographic treatment and that this 
fact is not reflected in the basic work on Hisham, i.e., Fihrist, as it has 
survived. This may be supported by the fact that Irshad has some books of 
his not mentioned in Fihrist, and this suggests that Ya.gut had a better manu
script of Fihrist than the ones now available. 

And so apparently had the author of Kitab al-Rijal, Al:imad b. 'Ali, 
better known by his nickname, al-Najashi, an author of the eleventh century 
and considered one of the ten great divines of pre-Safavid Persia. 32 He was 
interested in Hisham because of the latter's Alid sympathies, and thus it is 
this feature of Hisham's background that accounts for the survival of more 
of the titles of his books than is to be found in the well-known sources, 
such as Fihrist and Irshad. Among the titles of books that the author lists 
under the name of Hisham is a precious one, Akhbar Taniikh wa Ansabuha.33 
This must be the source, presumably lost now, of all or most of the accounts 
of the later historians of Taniikh. 34 It is both akhbar and ansab, and this is 
significant, and from this book must have been taken the list of the three 
kings of Syrian Taniikh preserved in Mas'iidi and copied from him by subse
quent authors. 35 

(3) That Hisham should have chosen Taniikh from among the many 
tribes of Syria36 to write a book on calls for some explanation. Perhaps his 
interest in it derived from the following: 

but it did come from the south and its emigration could have been related to what had befallen 
the Sabaeans. 

''On al-Najashi, see E. G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia (Cambridge, 1953), vol. 
4, pp. 355, 405; also Brockelmann, GAL, Supplement 1, p. 556; see also the introduction to 

al-Ab~al:ii's book on al-Najiishi referred to in the following note. 
33Al-Najiishi, Kitab al-Rijal (Tehran, n.d.), p. 339. The inclusion of Hisham and his 

works in this book is noteworthy and calls for the following comments: (a) it could be inferred 
from the short introduction, especially the phrase li'adam akthar al-kutub, that the author did 
actually see the books he included in his work and not only copied from lists; (b) he is 
interested in Hisham because of his Shi'ism and says so on p. 339, wa kana yakhta{{U bimaq
habina; (c) the list of books written by Hisham should be of interest to students of early Arab 
historiography since it has works not to be found in Fihrist or IrJ.!2.ad; (d) his inclusion of 
Hisham's book on Tanukh cannot be considered an illustration of the author's enthusiasm for 
Shi'ism and his ascription to Hisham of books on it, because the Kitab does not deal with Shi'ism 
but with a Christian tribe whose history goes back to pre-Islamic times. 

Important to the study of Kitab al-Rijal is the recent work of M. al-Ab~al:ii, Tahqib 
al-Maqal Ji Tanqi~ Kitab al-Rijal (1970?), of which only vol. 1 is available ro me. It contains 
a valuable introduction, pp. 1-136, on al-Najashi and a detailed commentary on Kitab al
Rijal; pp. 24, 77-78 corroborate and amplify what has been said in (a) of the preceding 
paragraph. 

34Just as most of what is known about the Ghassanids in the Arabic literary sources goes 
back ro a book most probably written by Hisham and entitled Akhbar Muliik Ghassan; this 
will be discussed in Vol. 3 of this series, BASIC. 

"On the list ofTanukhid kings, see infra, pp. 373-81. 
36See supra, note 34, on the high probability of his having written on Ghassan, too. 
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(a) Although it was in Syria and as the foederati of Byzantium that the 
Taniikhids entered the stage of international history and of the Mediter
ranean region, they had played an important role in the history of the eastern 
half of the Fertile Crescent as the group ruled by that important figure in 
pre-Islamic Arab history, Jaqi:ma. In so doing, they wrote an important 
chapter in the history of the region of }::lira in which Hisham had a special 
interest, both in the pre-Na~rid and post-Na~rid periods of its history.37 

(b) Although the tribe or that part of it that was converted to Chris
tianity migrated into Byzantine territory and so became far removed physically 
from Hisham and his Iraqi surroundings, a part of Taniikh remained in the 
Land of the Two Rivers and so did not entirely disappear but remained close 
physically to Hisham in Ku.fa. 

(c) Furthermore, as the foederati of Byzantium in the fourth century, the 
Taniikhids must have had important relations with his own tribe, Kalb, the 
most powerful of the Qw;la'a group in Oriens. In recording the history of 
Syrian Taniikh, Hisham was recording also in part the history of Kalb it
self. 38 

(d) Like many of the tribes of Syria that had been clients of Byzantium 
in pre-Islamic times, Taniikh formed part of the famous ajnad of Syria in 
Umayyad times. Hisham wrote a book on the ajnad, probably the Syrian 
ajnad;39 hence his interest in Taniikh, a tribe that had had an illustrious pre
Islamic past and remained even in early Islamic times, and in spite of its 
Christianity, of some importance in the history of Muslim Umayyad Syria. 

(e) Finally, Hisham's interest in Taniikh must have derived also from that 
dramatic though bloody episode that associated them with his patron, the 
Caliph al-Mahdi, when the latter visited northern Syria and had that encounter 
with the remnants of that pre-Islamic Christian community. 40 

(4) It remains to say a few words on the sources of Hisham for the history 
of Taniikh: 

37It is probably from this book that 'f abarI derived the precious data he included in his 
history on Jagima and 'Abduljinn al-TaniikhI. Although it is equally difficult to accept or reject 
the details of the account in its entirety, the kernel of historical truth is evident in the account 
in spite of embellishment. On the name 'Abduljinn and the relation of the Jinn to the strange 
career of 'Amr b. 'AdI in 'fabarI, it may be mentioned that Hisham wrote a book on the Jinn; 
for 'fabarI's account, see Tarikh, vol. 1, pp. 613-27. 

"See supra, pp. 196-97, on the possibility that the fourth-century Queen Mavia of the 
ecclesiastical sources was a Kalbite princess who was married to the then-king of Taniikh in 
Syria. On Banii-Mawiya, the Sons of Mawiya, as a Kalbite group, see Caskel, GN, vol. 2, 
p. 76. 

39Kitab Tarikh Ajnad ai-Khuiafa', in Ibn-al-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 97. His younger con
temporary, Ibn al-Muqaffa', had also written on the Syrian ajnad in his Risa/a fi ai-!ja~tiba 
but also on the Jund of Khurasan; see M. Kurd 'Ali, Rasa'i/ al-Buiagha' (Cairo, 1954), pp. 
127-29, 119-24. Even if Hisham's book was not exclusively on the Syrian ajnad but on the 
ajnad of the caliphs in general, it would at least have had a chapter on the former. 

40For this episode, see infra, pp. 423-32. 
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(a) Since Taniikh formed part of the Arab community that grew in and 
around }:fira, both in pre- and post-N~rid l:IIra, it is almost certain that 
material for Hisham's book on Taniikh must have derived from those asfar 
he stated were his sources for the history of that region. 

(b) Taniikh was a Christian tribe and some of its Christian structures 
were known to have existed in l:IIra, e.g., the monastery of I:Ianna. 41 Since 
the Christian Arabs sometimes used their monasteries as cemeteries, it is con
ceivable that Hisham might have derived some of his information from the 
funerary inscriptions of such a Taniikhid monastery. 

(c) Taniikh remained represented in Iraq and in l:IIra after the emi
gration of the main group just as the Ghassanids remained represented by 
such a group as the Banii-Buqayla, and it is not inconceivable that Hisham 
derived his accounts from one of the shaykhs and 'alims of Taniikh as his father 
had derived his material on Kinda and Iyad from such sources. 42 

4 

Some final observations may now be made on Hisham's conception of 
Arab history, his historical technique and method, and his reliability and 
worth as the historian of the Arab foederati of Byzantium in the three cen
turies that elapsed from the reign of Constantine to that of Heraclius. 

A 

The striking feature of Hisham's work is the combination of synthesis 
and analysis, of the general and the particular, illustrated by his great work 
Al-]amhara 43 and the many small monographs respectively. 

1. Hisham was the first to attempt a history of the Arabs in this compre
hensive manner, and the fact is striking. 44 In so doing, he may have been 
following Qur'anic concepts of the term Arab and of the descent of the Arabs 
from one ancestor, namely, Ishmael. 45 

2. He did write this comprehensive history, however, along tribal lines, 
and indeed its title, }amharat al-Nasab, reflects this in its genealogical arrange
ment. The tribal structure of Arab society and history was perhaps too patent 
and potent to allow him to write the history of that people otherwise; but 

' 10n this monastery, built by the Taniikhid Banii-Sa;i', see Fiey, Assyrie chretienne, pp. 
224-25. 

42Ibn-al-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 95. 
"Although it should be remembered that it was his father, Muhammad, who started this 

nasab work; but it was Hishiim who amplified it and thus gave it the scope that it finally had. 
44Caskel, GN, vol. 1, p. 22. 
"This and the following observations are made in order to account for the composition 

of this unique work and to supplement the important observations already made by Caskel in 
GN, vol. 1, p. 22. 
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there was the Islamic concept of the Umma brought about by the Qur'an and 
Muhammad, and yet Hisham did not write the history of the Umma except in 
the genealogical sense of the Arabs as one related family. To one whose 
immediate forebears had lived in the turbulent period of the U mayyads and 
the early Abbasids and who saw the unity of Islam blown up by tribal dissen
sion and civil wars, the thought might have occurred to him that, in spite of 
Islamic ideals and hopes, the important factor in the unfolding and evolution 
of Arab history in the first two centuries of Islam remained the tribe, not the 
Umma; and it was this that brought about the downfall of the Umayyads 
internally before the Abbasids administered the final and fatal blow. 

3. Islamic Arab history was relatively young-only two centuries or so-
when Hisham was writing. But pre-Islamic Arab history had endured much 
longer and it was not so distant; 46 hence Hisham's interest in it. This interest 
was possibly enhanced by the difficulties Hisham would have had in writing 
on Umayyad and early Abbasid history: the Abbasid was too recent, while the 
Umayyad was anathema to his Abbasid patrons. 47 

Perhaps it was because of all this that the Christian Arab tribes and the 
foederati were noticed by Hisham. If, in addition, he had a vision of the signif
icance and relevance of the pre-Islamic past to the Islamic present, then it was 
natural that the Christian Arab tribes should have attracted his attention. 48 

They had been quite important in that pre-Islamic past because of their 
Byzantine connection, and, what is more, they became even more important 
to the new masters of the Near East, the Umayyads of Syria, who rested their 
power on the shoulders of the ajnad, recruited principally from the very same 
Christian Arab tribes of pre-Islamic times in Syria. For one who came from 
the key Syrian tribe of Kalb and who possibly wrote on the ajnad of Syria, 
interest in these Christian tribes is very understandable. 49 

B 

As important as his conception of Arab history and the framework within 
which he conceived it was the heuristic technique he employed to reconstruct 
it. In an age that reverenced so much the oral tradition, it is striking that 

46Both statements are becoming increasingly untrue with the passage of time. 
47His own name, Hisham, given him after the Umayyad caliph, was a constant reminder 

of his father's allegiance to the Umayyads; he wrote, however, conveniently enough, on their 
mathiilib; for Mathiilib Bani-Umayya, see al-NajashI, Kitiib al-Rijiil, p. 339. 

4'For ocher considerations that explain the attraction of the pre-Islamic past to him, see 
supra, pp. 351-53. 

49lt would have been difficult, if not impossible, to recover chis pre-Islamic past had 
it not been for the efforts of Hisham. Later Muslim historians had naturally no great interest 
in researching the distant past which was less significant to world history than the many cen
turies of the Islamic period. 
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Hisham, the son of a Qur'anicist and a scholar of f?adith (Muhammadan tradi
tions), should have paid so much attention to the nonoral sources: 

1. Unlike his illustrious successor, al-Hamdani, the historian of South 
Arabia, he lived far from Yaman and did not know any Sabaic. Thus, he must 
have been aware of the unsatisfactory account he gave of South Arabian history, 
which he derived from inferior sources; hence his alertness to the news of an 
excavation in Yaman and the possibility of extracting solid historical data 
from it. 50 An examination of the data reported is disappointing and inclines 
one to doubt its historicity, but what matters is Hisham's awareness of the 
importance of such evidence for the difficult reconstruction of the history of 
the Arabian South. 

2. He knew what he needed from specialists and that they were indis
pensable for the composition of his work. Thus he availed himself of the services 
of those who had access to the sources of biblical and Palmyrene history. 51 

The accounts supplied him by these, as in the case· of those who informed him 
on the excavation in Yaman, do not inspire confidence in these specialists, but 
the desire or determination to consult specialists or what seemed to him such 
is laudatory. 

3. The most outstanding example of his grasp of the structure of Arab 
history before the rise of Islam is the realization of the role of }::IIra in that 
structure. And it was a critical spirit of the first order that animated him, the 
Muslim son of a Qur' anicist and traditionist, to go to }::IIra and seek its 
Christian asfar, from which he recounted much of the history of the Arabs 
before the rise of Islam. 52 

4. By far the boldest and the most original of these techniques he em
ployed for extracting data on the pre-Islamic past from nonoral sources is 
Hisham's recourse to epigraphy, represented by the Arabic inscriptions of 
}::IIra. This probably gives him a place in general historiography as being one 
of the earliest to enlist epigraphy in the service of his craft. 53 In the history 
of Arabic and Muslim historiography, he was certainly the first to conceive of 
epigraphy as ancilla historiae. 

' 0Ibn-Durayd, lshtiqaq, ed. 'A. Ha.run (Cairo, 1958), p. 524. 
"'fabarI, Tarikh, vol. 2, p. 273. 
"Again the conservational aspect of the work of Hisham may be commented upon in 

this context. Had it not been for his journey to f::Iira to gather the data for his work from 
its books and inscriptions, these would certainly have disappeared, as indeed they did without 
anyone preserving what they had to say. The inscription already referred to in the Monastery 
of Hind in f::IIra had certainly vanished when Yaqiit wrote in the thirteenth century, and Yaqiit 
must have copied it from one of the works of Hisham, who had recorded it and thus preserved 
its contents from complete oblivion. 

"His alleged employment of a katib by the name of Jabala b. Salim to translate for 
him Persian material from Pahlevi is discussed infra, App. 1, pp. 408-10. This misconception 
goes back to Noldeke and has been echoed since then. 
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C 

Finally, a few concluding remarks may be made on the image of Hisham 
as a historian in medieval and modern times: 

1. For a very long time, Hisham had lived under a cloud. He inherited 
from his father not only many of the latter's interests but also much of the 
suspicion with which the Sunnite world of Islam viewed those with Shi'ite 
allegiance. 54 This is understandable in the case of his father, who was involved 
in such sensitive areas of research as Qur'anic exegesis and qadith, but not 
in the case of his son, who was not primarily an exegete. Furthermore, one 
may disregard what in his work involves religious and sectarian matters and 
concentrate on the nonsectarian historical material, and it is the latter that is 
the concern of the Late Roman historian, the Byzantinist, and the historian of 
the Arabs in pre-Islamic times. 55 

2. Although he was maligned by many, 56 the judicious and discriminating 
TabarI relied heavily on him, and this in itself is a compliment to Hisham, 
as it reflects the confidence reposed in his accounts by the principal historian 
of medieval Islamic times. But it was the equally judicious and discriminating 
Yagi.it who really did Hisham justice, not so much in his lrshad but in Mu'jam 
al-Buldin, where he paid him that glowing compliment on his trustworth
iness. 57 

3. In modern times, it was Noldeke 58 who first sensed the importance of 
Hisham and his reliability. In this he was followed by Rothstein, 59 who drew 
generously on Hisham for reconstructing the history of the Lakhmids of J:::IIra. 
D. S. Margoliouth 60 did not do him justice at all and missed all the important 

"Many Sunnite traditionists and theologians put no credence in him; for the intensity 
of al-Zuhri's dislike of Hisham, see Ibn-al-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 96. 

"On the necessity of distinguishing legal from historical traditions in the utilization of 
Islamic sources, see J. Schacht, Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford, 1950). 

' 6In the case of the author of the Aghiini, al-I~bahani, who, however, relied very heavily 
on Hisham and yet joined the chorus of disapproval against him, the following explanation 
may be given: in spite of his tashayyu', his pro- 'Alid sympathies, I~bahani was most probably 
a crypto-Umayyad since he was a lineal descendant of the Marwanid Umayyads to whom the 
Caliph Hisham belonged. The historian Hisham came from a pro-'Alid family chat later trans
ferred its allegiance to the Abbasids; thus for the descendant of the Marwanids, the historian 
who was named after one of them, the Caliph Hisham, was a hypocrite who transferred his 
allegiance to the anti-Umayyad Abbasids and who wrote against his ancestors, Mathalib Bani
Umayya, for which see supra, note 47. 

"Yaqut, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 188. Another measure of his confidence in his trustworthi
ness is the fact that Yaqut made a resume of the Jamhara, Hisham's major work, a resume 
known as Al-Muqtaqab, for which see Caskel, GN, vol. 1, pp. 106-7. 

"In a sense, his Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur Zeit der Sasaniden is a salute to 
Hisham, since TabarI's account of those relations are dependent on the farmer's; see the present 
writer's review ofNoldeke's book in IJMES, 8 (1977), pp. 117-22. 

"See Rothstein, DLH, pp. 50-52. 
60See his Lectures on the Arabic Historians, p. 91, where he speaks of his ignorance of the 
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features that give Hisham his unique place among the early Arab historians. 
But the foregoing sections have, perhaps, vindicated this major figure in early 
Arab historiography and revealed the various facets of his significance as the 
historian of pre-Islamic Arabia and, what is most relevant to the theme of this 
book, as the historian of the Arab foederati of Byzantium for three centuries in 
pre-Islamic times. 

II. THE IDENTITY OF THE FOURTH-CENTURY FOEDERATI: THE TANOKHIDS 

1 

Greek and Latin authors who had occasion to notice the Arabs of Oriens in 
the Roman period were very specific when they did. They gave their tribal 
affiliations and geographical locations, and thus the student of Arab-Roman 
relations from the Settlement of Pompey in the first century B.C. to the 
reign of Diocletian in the third century A.D. has a tolerably clear picture 
of the various Arab groups in Oriens. In fact, these authors are so specific that 
the Arab character of the various Arab groups referred to by their names has 
to be pointed out, as has been said previously, in order to show that in spite 
of these various designations all these groups were subsumed under the generic 
term Arab. 6 ' 

The specificity that characterizes classical accounts of the Arabs in the 
Roman period recedes to the background and vanishes from the sources for the 
Byzantine period of three centuries from the reign of Constantine to that of 
Heraclius. The various Arab groups in Oriens become simply Arabs: those 
who were in the service of Byzantium or who were roaming along the frontier 
are referred to simply as Scenitae or by the new term that receives so much 
vogue in the fourth century, namely, Saracens. Although the tribal groups of 
the Roman period remained in Oriens and are attested in the following 
three centuries, and although other groups crossed the limes from the Penin
sula in this period, yet there is not a single explicit reference to an Arab 
tribal group in the Byzantine authors of this period of three centuries, with 
the exception of one solitary reference to the tribe, Kinda, with whom Justin
ian had to deal in Central Arabia and one of whose members, Qays, was 
endowed with the Hegemonia of Palestine. 62 Even references to individual his
torical figures, so abundant in the Roman period, are scarce. The Arab 
federate kings of the fourth century are never referred to by their names; for 
Ammianus they are reguli, and even Mavia's husband is referred to as basileus. 

Sabaic language instead of speaking of his novel method of consulting the Arabic inscriptions 
in l:{ira and makes an erroneous statement on his authorship of Kitab Muliik al-'fawa'if, for 
which see supra, note 13. 

610n all this, see RA, esp. chap. 1. 
62For this, see the present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," p. 66 note 18. 
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The anonymity that plagues the Arabs tribally and individually, especially 
in accounts of the fourth and fifth centuries, 63 poses a great problem to the 
student of this period. Arab history could thus become the concern of the 
sociologist, history without proper names, 64 and without these proper names of 
individuals and of tribal groups it would be impossible to write a scientific 
account of the history of the Arab-Byzantine relationship in these three cen
turies. This anonymity has obscured, inter a!ia, such important aspects of the 
Arab-Byzantine relationship as ( 1) the sequence of the three dominant groups 
of foederati in these three centuries-the Taniikhids, the SalIJ:iids, the Ghas
sanids; and (2) the fact that in addition to these three dominant groups there 
were other Arab tribes and tribal groups in Oriens that must be taken into 
account in any meaningful attempt to write the history of the Arab-Byzantine 
relationship. 65 

The value of the Arabic sources for this period is most evident in exactly 
these areas. Without them, it would be impossible to relieve Arab history of 
this anonymity and thus write the history of the Arab-Byzantine relationship. 66 

The aim of this section and the others related to it is to identify the dominant 
and the other Arab groups in Oriens and enable the Byzantinist to conceive 
of these various groups, each of which had its own identity, not by the generic 
term Arab, so capacious as to be of little value, but to conceive of them as 
he would conceive of the tribes of the other ethnic group that dismantled the 
empire in the West, not simply as Germans or Teutons but as Goths, or 
Vandals, or Franks. 

What these sections will not do is involve the Byzantinist in the details 
of Arab genealogies. These are hopelessly entangled, and until further epi
graphic discoveries are made there is no point in introducing their problems 
into a book of this nature to which, moreover, their relevance is very remote. 
Too extensive or capacious genealogical terms such as QU<;la'a and QaJ:iran are 
normally avoided, and so are diminutive ones, the many clans into which an 
Arab tribe is divisible. These are not fruitful terms or units with which a 
Byzantinist can operate, and they inevitably lead to confusion and obfuscation. 
Only tribes clearly differentiated and possessed of a strong identity among 

63The sources become more informative on the Ghassanids of the sixth century; although 
they mention the names of various Ghassanid kings and phylarchs, they do not, even once, 
reveal their identity as Ghassanids. 

64As history is reduced by the positivist Auguste Comte to an hiJtoire sans noms d'hommes 
ou meme sans noms de peuples. 

6'0n the range of important historical problems obscured by the anonymity under which 
these other tribes have so far labored, see sec. IV of this chapter, "The Federate Arab Tribal 
Groups in Oriens," infra, pp. 381-95, esp. pp. 394-95. 

660n how to use the Arabic sources and on what to expect from them for reconstructing 
the history of the Arab-Byzantine relationship before the rise of Islam, see the present writer in 
"The Last Days of Salig," Arabica, 5 (1958), pp. 154-56. 
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those who played a historic role as foederati in Byzantine Oriens will be 
discussed. And foremost among them are the three dominant groups in these 
three centuries: the Tanukhids, the SaliJ:iids, and the Ghassanids, with the 
first of which this volume is concerned. It is, therefore, to the Tanukhids that 
most of the following chapters are devoted. 

2 

That there were Arab foederati rn Oriens in the fourth century is an 
established fact, documented in the contemporary and primary sources of the 
same century: the Namara inscription, the Res Gestae of Ammianus Marcel
linus, and the ecclesiastical histories of the fifth century. 67 But the identity 
and the tribal affiliations of these Arab foederati, especially those mentioned 
in the Byzantine sources, remain to be established. The Arabic sources are 
unanimous in stating that the first group of Arab foederati in the service of 
Byzantium were the Tanukhids, that there were other Arabs or Arab groups 
in Syria, but that the Tanukhids who had adopted Christianity were the 
dominant group. Three kings, a father and his two sons, ruled them in suc
cession, and the names of these kings have been handed down. This is the 
extent of the informativeness of these sources on the Tanukhid foederati. Brief 
and limited as these accounts are, they are welcome, since without them it 
would be impossible to establish from the Byzantine sources the identity and 
the tribal affiliation of the first group of Arab foederati in the fourth century 
and thus construct a framework within which the history of these foederati may 
be filled with further data and ultimately be adequately written. But before 
this can be done, it is necessary to subject these accounts, written much later 
in the Muslim period, to a thorough and close examination. 

There is not much doubt that the accounts of the Arabic sources on 
Tanukh's being the first group of Arab foederati in the service of Byzantium in 

67The study of the history of Taniikh bristles with problems, but these mainly pertain 
to the Peninsular and the Mesopotamian stages in the evolution of its history and thus fall 
outside the scope and concern of this book which concentrates on the elucidation of the history 
of Taniikh in Syria and its role as the foederati of the Christian Roman Empire. Noldeke went 
through the work of Caussin de Perceval for the Arab-Byzantine relationship and rewrote the 
history of the sixth-century Ghassanids but avoided the Taniikhids of the fourth; thus de Perceval 
has remained till the present day the only author who gave special attention to Syrian Taniikh. 
However, his treatment appeared more than a century ago, and his methodology has been 
animadverted upon by Noldeke; for de Perceval's treatment of Syrian Taniikh, see his Essai, 
vol. 2, pp. 199-201; for Noldeke on de Perceval, see his GF, p. 3. Since then H. Kindermann 
wrote his article and W. Caskel his section on Taniikh in El, 4, pp. 227-30, and GN, vol. 2, 
pp. 80-84, respectively, but Syrian Taniikh receives no special treatment by either author and 
thus its history has remained obscure in these works, which, moreover, are general surveys and 
not specialized monographs on Taniikh. The only phase of its history that has been closely 
examined is the Iraqi one, for which see Rothstein, DLH, pp. 18-40. 
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the fourth century are correct, and in support of this contention the following 
arguments may be adduced: 

( 1) The Arabic accounts of federate Taniikh and their kings derive from 
the historian al-Mas'iidI, and the latter, it is almost certain, derived from 
Hisham whose worth for the history of the pre-Islamic Arabs and for Taniikh 
in particular has been examined in the preceding section. Thus these data 
on Taniikh derive from the specialized treatment that Hisham gave to the 
Taniikhids in Akhbar Taniikh wa Ansabuha, and they must command respect 
since they come from that respectable source. 

In addition to the authority of Hisham to which these data may be related 
or are in fact related, a number of tests of various orders may be applied to 
them to demonstrate their essential correctness. 

(2) The accounts of the Arabic sources concerning the sequence of Arab 
political supremacies from the third to the seventh century in Syria and the 
Euphrates region are as follows: the kingdom of Jagima, the Palmyra of 
Odenathus and Zenobia, the Lakhmids of I:IIra, the Taniikhids of Syria, the 
SalIJ:iids, and the Ghassanids. The non-Arabic sources have confirmed that 
the sequence is correct in the case of Jagima (ca. 250), of Palmyra, of the 
Lakhmids, of the SalIJ:iids, and of the Ghassanids. 68 If these sources are right 
on the correct sequence of five of these six supremacies, it is unlikely that 
they are wrong about the remaining one, namely, the Taniikhids, who in this 
sequence must be assigned to the fourth century. 

(3) The Arabic historical tradition on the various stages of Taniikh's wan
derings from the Peninsula to the Persian Gulf area to the Mesopotamian region 
has been on the whole substantiated by the non-Arabic sources. 69 Taniikh's 
migration into Syria and Roman/Byzantine territory is the last stage in their 
wanderings, 70 and if the earlier stages in remoter periods have been confirmed, 
their last is a fortiori less subject to suspicion, being the latest and closest to 
the times of Hisham, himself of Syrian origin, belonging to the tribe of Kalb, 
which had or must have had close relations with Taniikh both in pre-Islamic 
and Islamic times. Thus on geographical and chronological grounds, Hisham's 
account of the Syrian phase of Taniikhid history should be the most reliable. 

680n these confirmatory non-Arabic sources, see infra, p. 375 note 90. 
69J"he crucial non-Arabic source is the Sabaic inscription that speaks of art/ Taniikh, the 

"land of Taniikh" in northeastern Arabia, either near the Persian Gulf or the Euphrates; see 
J. Ryckmans, "Appendice," p. 509, line 11. On Taniikh on the Lower Euphrates and in sixth
century Mesopotamia, see Rothstein, DLH, pp. 18--40, and the Syriac Life of A~iidemmeh, 
analyzed infra, pp. 419-22, respectively. 

"'The Umm al-Jimal inscription ca. A.D. 250, which speaks of Jagima's tutor, Fihr, 
does not necessarily imply that Taniikh was settled in Syria, but on the other hand it does not 
exclude it; indeed, the natural presumption is that the warden's home was not far from the 
ward's. For the inscription, see infra, p. 375 note 90. For more on Taniikh's settlement in 
Syria, see part 2. 6 of the present section. 
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(4) The same account should also be considered reliable not only within 
the framework of Tanukhid history and its various phases but also within that 
of Arab federate history in the Byzantine period. The Arabic sources deriving 
from Hisham speak of three groups of foederati who succeeded one another in 
the service of Byzantium in the three centuries or so that preceded the rise 
of Islam, the Tanukhids, the SalIJ::iids, and the Ghassanids. These sources have 
been proved right in relation to the second, the SalIJ::iids, and the third, the 
Ghassanids, two links in this chain of three. Now if these sources have been 
proved right in the case of the second and the third federate groups, it is 
unlikely that they are wrong in the case of the first, especially as the same 
century, the fourth, that witnessed the rise of the SalIJ::iids witnessed also the 
fall of the Tanukhids, who thus as federates do not belong to a remote and 
obscure past but to the same century as the SalIJ::iids. Thus these sources could 
not have gone wrong in a matter such as this, especially as their authors have 
isolated these groups of Arabs from the other Arab tribes and understood their 
functions as clients of the Byzantines, thus demonstrating some understanding 
of the evolution of the history of these groups that were distinguished from 
the other Arabs by their special relationship with Byzantium. 

(5) The presence of Tanukh in Byzantine Oriens in pre-Islamic times is 
an established fact since they are mentioned several times in the Arabic Muslim 
sources71 of the conquest of Syria in the seventh century as clients of Byzantium 
fighting together with other Arab federate groups against the Muslim Arabs. 
This large and established fact reduces the discussion of the problem to its 
chronological dimension, namely, when in the course of the few centuries 
before the rise of Islam did the Tanukhids cross over from Mesopotamia and 
become clients of Byzantium or even of Late Rome? The Arabic sources on the 
three federate groups of Arabs leave no doubt that the Tanukhids were the 
earliest of the three groups, and this must be the case since the SalIJ::iids' and 
the Ghassanids' federate supremacies covered the fifth and the sixth centuries 
respectively, and consequently there is room for a third supremacy only in the 
period antedating the SalIJ::iid one of the fifth century. 72 

(6) The Arabic sources are not silent on the periods and occasions of the 
migration of some of the tribes from the Peninsula or Mesopotamia to Syria 
or Byzantine Oriens. Although onomastic and chronological precision is not 
to be expected from them on such matters, they do offer helpful hints on 
the times when such migrations took place or could have taken place. Hisham 

"For these references, see Kindermann, "Tanukh," EI, 4, p. 229. 
72 And the only natural explanation for their military presence in the seventh century at 

the time of the conquest is that they had been, as the Arabic sources say, military clients of 
Byzantium in the fourth century, and that after their fall they remained in the area but 
incorporated within the new supremacy of Salil:i, just as Salil:i did not disappear after its fall 
bur was incorporated within the new supremacy of the Ghassanids. 
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places the emigration of Taniikh from Persian territory to Roman Syria in the 
reign of Ardashir with whom the Tanukhids fell out; as a result, they chose 
to migrate to Roman territory in the first half of the third century. 

The account may or may not be true or accurate, 73 but the third century 
could easily have witnessed the emigration or first emigration of Taniikh from 
Mesopotamia which had become intolerable to the Arabs after the establish
ment of the Sasanid dynasty; and the third was also the century of the imperial 
crisis for Rome and for the Arabs, the century that witnessed the fall of the 
three Arab fortresses, Edessa, l:Iatra, and Palmyra. 74 It is not unlikely that 
in the midst of all this instability the migration of Taniikh to Syria took 
place. Epigraphic evidence, represented by the inscription of Umm al-Jimal, 
referred to above, that speaks of Jagima, the king of Taniikh, could confirm a 
Tanukhid presence in Syria; however, this was in the third century of the 
Late Roman period and relates not to the Taniikhids, the Christianfoederati of 
Byzantium, but to the independent Arab kingdom of Jagima, who according 
to the Arabic sources warred with Zenobia of Palmyra. Nevertheless, he fore
shadows the rise of the Taniikhids, whom the Romans or the Byzantines could 
easily have employed in their service, after their destruction of Palmyra, the 
inveterate enemy of the Taniikhids. 75 Thus the Jagima inscription of ca. A.D. 

250, set against the background of the third century and Hisham's statement 
on the emigration of Tanukh in the reign of the Sasanid Ardashir, does provide 
some background for the second Tanukhid presence in Oriens, this time as 
Christian foederati of Byzantium in the fourth century. 

(7) The few details that the Arabic sources give on the Taniikhid foederati 
are confirmatory of the above conclusions: 

(a) The military camps in which they were found to be quartered in the 
seventh century were located near Beroea (Aleppo) and Chalcis (Qinnasrin). 

73Ni:ildeke did not accept it; see PAS, p. 23 note 2. But he wrote in 1879 before the 
period of epigraphic discoveries involving Jagima and Tanukh, for which see infra, p. 375 note 
90; see also Altheim and Stiehl, AA W, vol. 2, pp. 251-52. It is not altogether inconceivable 
that there was a clash between the Arabs of Mesopotamia/Babylonia and the founder of the 
Sasanid dynasty whose desire to centralize his realm and eliminate all autonomous groups 
brought him into conflict with the Arabs. 

"Echoes of the association of the Tanukhids with }:Iatra, relations with Palmyra, and 
their supremacy in Syria after the fall of the latter, have been preserved in the Arabic sources; 
for these echoes turning round the obscure figure of a certain Tanukhid, al-I;>ayzan b. 
Mu'awiya, see Kindermann, "Tanukh," p. 227. 

"lbn-Khaldun, 'Ibar (Beirut, 1956), vol. 1, p. 579, records the rise of the Tanukhids 
in Syria after the fall of Palmyra but without reference-to the possible role of the Romans in 
their rise, which, however, might be inferred from the references to the Saracens in the chapter 
on Aurelian in the HA; but no specific name is given to the Saracens in that source and thus 
their tribal affiliation remains unknown, and Tanukhid only as a possibility, even a probability. 
For these references to the Saracens, see "Aurelian," HA, XI.4; XXVII.4; XXVIIl.2, 4, esp. 
the last. 
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The location of these military camps 76 not in the south but in the north of 
Oriens argues for a crossing from a neighboring region-the Euphrates-and 
for a military function that assigned them to face Persia, with whom the 
Romans warred in the fourth century and against whom the Taniikhids had 
fought before they emigrated from the Land of the Two Rivers. 

(b) The Arabic sources provide the Taniikhid foederati with only three 
kings. 77 The number is noteworthy since it does not suggest an attempt on 
the part of the Arab historian Hisham to construct or fabricate long fictitious 
royal lists. It rather suggests that the number was a genuine reflection of the 
fact that the Taniikhid supremacy was of short duration or that knowledge of 
this oldest and earliest of the clients of Byzantium was dim by the time the 
historian collected his material on the Taniikhids. 

Perhaps the foregoing arguments have fully vindicated the well-known 
account of Mas'iidI, which goes back to Hisham, that the first group of Arab 
foederati in the service of Byzantium were indeed the Taniikhids of the fourth 
century. As is well known to the Arabist, Taniikh was not one tribe but 
a group of tribes, a confederation, when it emigrated from Mesopotamia
Babylonia to Syria and was such even before its Mesopotamian phase when it 
was still Peninsular. The confederation apparently continued to grow, its 
numbers being swelled by other groups who affiliated themselves with the 
Taniikh after their arrival in Syria. 78 The capaciousness of the term Taniikh 
might consequently accommodate the group of lmru' al-Qays of the Namara 
inscription. 79 Even the SalI9ids, according to some authorities, 80 were in the 
Taniikh confederation, and this is a further argument for the Taniikhid pres
ence in Oriens in the fourth century since Salil:i's presence is an established 
fact in that century. In spite of this, the Taniikhids in the narrower sense of 
the first group of foederati in the service of Byzantium should be distinguished 
from later accessions to the confederation, as indeed they are distinguished 
in the Arabic sources from such groups as SalI9-the second group offoederati, 
who may or may not have belonged to the confederation before it gained 
ascendancy toward the end of the fourth century-and it is in this narrower 
sense that the term T aniikhids is used in this book. 

"On these camps, see "Toponymical Observations," infra, pp. 401-3. 
770n these three kings, see the following section. 
78Ibn-I:Iazm gives as the three constituent members of the Taniikh confederation Fahm, 

Nizar, and al-Ahlaf; Jamharat, p. 453. The first, a Syrian group, a subdivision of Asad ibn
Wabara, long established in Syria, would represent an accession to Taniikh as a confederation 
during the Syrian phase of its history. In genealogical works, the phrase dakhalii ff Taniikh, 
"they affiliated themselves with Taniikh," recurs quite often, and thus supports the view of the 
genealogists that Taniikh ended up by being a very large confederation. 

"Further on this, see infra, pp. 373-74, and App. 3, pp. 411-15. 
' 0Ibn-Khaldun, '/bar, vol. 1, p. 580; al-Qalqashandi, Nihiiyat al-Arab fl Ma'rifat Ansab 

al- 'Arab, ed. I. al-AbyarI (Cairo, 1959), p. 189. 
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III. THE LIST OF KINGS 

The Taniikhid presence in Oriens that is the concern of this book is not the 
third-century one, referred to in the preceding section, but the fourth-century 
presence, which according to the Arabic sources began some time after the fall 
of Palmyra. Unlike the first one, which may be supported by the confrontation 
of the accounts of the Arabic literary sources with the epigraphic evidence of 
the Umm al-Jimal bilingual inscription, the second presence has so far not been 
advantaged by a similar epigraphic discovery. And while it is possible to 
determine with some chronological precision the reign of Jagima by relating it 
to that of Zenobia of Palmyra, it has not been possible to determine exactly 
when after the fall of Palmyra the second Taniikhid presence began. Further
more, the Arabic sources have a list of three kings assigned to the latter 
Taniikhids, a list that increases the burden of precise data from the literary 
sources but without a corresponding increase of solid data from some other 
non-Arabic source for evaluating this onomastic data, the little onomasticon of 
the kings of Taniikh. In the absence of such solid data as inscriptions, one can 
only set the accounts of the Arabic sources on this second Taniikhid presence 
against the background of the historical situation that then obtained for deter
mining the chronological problem, which in turn will serve as an introduction 
to the study of the main problem of this section, the onomasticon of the kings 
of Taniikh. 

1 

The situation after the fall of Palmyra is confused, but it is not unlikely 
that the Romans enlisted the services of the Taniikhids immediately after their 
defeat of the common enemy, Palmyra. 81 These, however, could not have been 
the Taniikhids whose kings are the three enumerated in the list of the Arabic 
sources, because the statement of Mas'udi clearly suggests that this Taniikhid 
supremacy took place not in the days of the pagan empire but in those of the 
Christian Roman Empire; 82 hence it must have been after Constantine became 
sole Augustus. But in the very same reign there ruled in the province of Arabia 
Imru' al-Qays, the king whose exploits are commemorated in the Namara 

' 1Implied in Ibn-Khaldun's account which places the supremacy of Taniikh after the 
death of Zenobia: '!bar, vol. 1, p. 579; the Taniikhids could have been the Saracens who became 
allies of Aurelian in his campaign against Palmyra; see "Aurelian,"' HA, XXVIII.2; see also 
XI.4; XXVII.4; XXVIII.4. 

"Mas'iidI is che most important extant source on the Taniikhids, and it is from him 
that the lacer historians, including Ibn-Khaldun, derived their accounts; in the process of trans
mission, these accounts suffered in accuracy, and so it is to Mas'udI chat one muse return for 
the history of the Taniikhids, exiguous as his accounts are; see Muruj, ed. Ch. Pellac (Beirut, 
1966), vol. 2, p. 231. On Mas'udI, see T. Khalidi, Islamic Historiography: The Histories of al
Mas'udi (Albany, 1975); A. Shboul, AI-Mas'udi and His World (London, 1979). 
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inscription, and this fact has to be taken into account in discussing the rise 
of the Arab federate system in the fourth century. What was the place of the 
Taniikhids in that system, and what was their relationship to Imru' al-Qays? 

(1) The clientship of Imru' al-Qays to the Romans is the one solid and 
large fact in the history of Arab-Roman relations after the fall of Palmyra and 
of the vacuum in those relations created by that fall. The defection of Imru' 
al-Qays, the "king of all the Arabs," from Persia to Rome must have been an 
event of considerable importance, and it is not impossible that it was that 
defection from Persia and subsequent allegiance to Rome that reactivated a 
close and meaningful Arab-Roman relationship for the defense of the Arabian 
frontier and thus gave rise to the new federate system in the Orient in the 
fourth century. 

(2) How Imru' al-Qays was related to the Taniikhids of Syria is not clear. 
The funerary inscription that commemorates his death is silent on his relations 
with Taniikh, or seems to be. 83 But the Arabic literary sources are available 
for suggesting what these relations might have been. According to these, 
Imru' al-Qays's paternal grandmother, Raqash, was a Taniikhid, the sister of 
Jag.Ima, the king of Taniikh, while his own mother-who is given the name 
Mawiyya-was from the Azd (who formed part of Taniikh), as was his wife, 
Hind. 84 Thus Imru' al-Qays, although Lakhmid, was united by ties of con
sanguinity with the Taniikhids. His father, it is true, the famed 'Amr b. 'Adi, 
had asserted his independence from the Taniikhids and established the Lakhmid 
line and rule in 1:fira after the death of Jag.Ima, 85 but his son Imru' al-Qays 
was a refugee in Syria, a fugitive from Persia, and thus he could in his new 
environment very well have affiliated himself and his group to his maternal 
uncles, the Taniikhids, already settled in Syria, and he may also have brought 
with him from l:fira a Taniikhid group from those that had been left in Iraq. 
Thus the Namara inscription turns out to be not irrelevant to establishing a 
Taniikhid presence in Oriens in the fourth century. Whether the three kings 
of the Taniikhids were his descendants 86 or ruled simultaneously with his sons, 
mentioned in the inscription, but in different part of Oriens, cannot be deter
mined. The geographical location of the Taniikhids in northern Syria, 87 far 
from Namara in the Provincia Arabia, could suggest that the Taniikhids and 
the Lakhmids of Imru' al-Qays were two different groups of federates in the 
fourth century, however related to each other they may have been. 

830n the possibility that there is a reference to Taniikh in the inscription, see infra, 
App. 3, pp. 412-14. 

84l:famza, Tarikh (Beirut, 1961), pp. 85-87. 
"'See Tabari, Tarikh, vol. 1, pp. 621-22. 
860n this possibility, see infra, App. 3, pp. 414-15. 
87Along the Euphrates and in Chakidice, for which see "Toponymical Observations," 

infra, pp. 400-407. 
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2 

The three kings assigned by the historian Mas'ii.di88 to the Tanii.khid 
foederati of the fourth century are (1) al-Nu'man b. 'Amr b. Malik, (2) 'Amr b. 
al-Nu'man b. 'Amr, and (3) al-J:IawarI b. al-Nu'man. The first reaction of the 
student of this period to such a list must be incredulity, but, as will be 
shown in the course of this discussion, the list may have to be taken seriously, 
and in support of the view that something could be said for its authenticity, 
the following arguments and observations may be advanced: 

(1) A century or so ago, when Noldeke was subjecting the Arabic literary 
tradition on the history of the Arabs before the rise of Islam to a thorough 
criticism, scepticism concerning such precise data as these dynastic names was 
justified. 89 But since then epigraphic and incontestably authentic non-Arabic 
literary discoveries have completely transformed the status of this tradition. 
The existence of Arab royal figures both before and immediately after the 
Tanii.khid kings of the fourth century has been confirmed in the case of 
J agima, the king of Tanii.kh in the third century, of 'Amr b. 'AdI, the founder 
of the Lakhmid dynasty, of his son, lmru' al-Qays (all of whom chrono
logically preceded the three kings of Tanii.kh), and also in the case of the first 
ruler of the Salil::iids, Duj'um, who came immediately after the fall of the 
Tanii.khids in the last quarter of the fourth century. 90 It is not unnatural to 
suppose that the same tradition is authentic concerning the names of the three 
kings of the Tanii.khids in the fourth century and that these names have to 
be accepted at least tentatively until epigraphic or other discoveries clinch 
the matter decisively in favor of accepting the list or rejecting it. 91 

(2) There is no doubt that the Tanii.khids ruled in Syria in the fourth 
century as the first group of Arab foederati in the service of Byzantium, as 

"Mas'udI, Muriij, vol. 2, p. 231. 
"Although Noldeke himself was not so sceptical of this particular list; see App. 3, 

p. 411. 
9<lfor Jagima, see the Umm al-Jimal bilingual inscription i'n E. Littmann, PPUAES, 

Division IV Semitic Inscriptions, Section A Nabataean Inscriptions (Leiden, 1914), pp. 37-40; 
for 'Amr b. 'Adi, see E. Herzfeld, Paikuli (Berlin, 1924), vol. 1, pp. 119, 136-37; 140--42; 
and Schaeder, "Ein Mani-Fund aus Agypten," pp. 344-45; on Imru' al-Qays, see "The Namara 
Inscription," supra, pp. 31-53; on Duj'um/Zokomos, see Sozomen, HE, Vl.38.14-16; also 
von Gutschmid and Noldeke, GF, p. 8. And whoever thought genealogical data pertaining to 

the tribe of Kinda in the remote past, to be found in the Arabic literary sources, could be 
confirmed by the South Arabian inscriptions? "Thawr" appears in a Sabaic inscription; see A. 
Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions from Mahram BilqiJ (Baltimore, 1962), no. 635, p. 137, line 27; 
while "Mu'awiya" appears in an Arabic inscription found at Faw; see Beeston, "Nemara and 
Faw," p. 1. For "Thawr" and "Mu'awiya" in the Arabic literary sources, see Ibn-Khaldun, 
'!bar, vol. 2, p. 537. 

91Christian Arab sites have not been the object of systematic archeological expeditions. 
When this takes place, the value of the Arabic literary tradition for the history of the Arabs 
before the rise of Islam is likely to be enhanced. 
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has been argued in the preceding section. These Tanukhids were ruled by 
kings, as may be inferred from the Byzantine sources. Thus a list of kings for 
this Tanukhid dynasty, found in a major Arab historian, cannot be v:iewed with 
much suspicion, especially as it is a list of bare names without any embroi
deries that might create the impression that the historian was constructing or 
engaged in adorning a tale. Its brevity also speaks in favor of its authenticity; 
it is in harmony with the short duration of the Tanukhid supremacy in the 
fourth century. The lists of the kings of the SalI}:iids and the Ghassanids have 
not been invalidated by the non-Arabic sources or by modern research, and 
the chances are that the list of the Tanukhids will not be either. 92 

(3) The list is to be found in a major Arab historian. Mas'udI certainly 
did not fabricate it and had no reason to; he must have taken it from an earlier 
source, which, as has been argued before, was Hisham, who composed a 
special work on the Tanukhids. The composition of this work, 93 specifically 
devoted to the Tanukhids, by no less an authority on the pre-Islamic Arabs 
than Hisham, whose methods and techniques in gathering together his data 
have also been examined, completely changes the status of the list and its 
dependability. Surely in speaking of the Tanukhids, Hisham must have men
tioned their kings in much the same way that he mentioned the kings of 
SalI}:i and of Ghassan, and the list of three kings must therefore go back to 
him and to his book on the Tanukhids. The work entitled Akhbar Muluk 
Ghassan,94 which, it has been said before, was the work of Hisham on the kings 
of the Ghassanids, suggests that Hisham was interested in the rulers of these 
Arab foederati and that the list of Tanukhid kings goes back to him. 

3 
The case for the authenticity of the list may finally be stated on internal 

grounds through an examination of the names themselves which constitute 
this little royal onomasticon. Two of the names are striking, the first, al
Nu'man, and the third, al-1:fawarI. Both have an archaic flavor about them 
that justifies exploration and the enlisting of the facts of political geography 
and cultural history toward the solution of this onomastic problem. 

al-Nu'man 

This name is much less common than 'Amr; it is a royal name by which 
was called many a Lakhmid king 95 and at least two Ghassanids in the sixth 

92 As will be discussed in detail in the two volumes that will follow this one on the 
fourth century. 

93Unknown to those who have animadverted on the list; see Caskel, GN, vol. 2, p. 
82 note 1. 

94See "Hisham al-Kalbi:," supra, p. 360 note 34. 
950n this, see infra, App. 3, pp. 414-15. 
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century. This is probably the earliest attestation of it in either half of the 
Fertile Crescent, among the Arab royal houses of Syria and Iraq in the pre
Islamic period. Various data from the history of the Arabs before the rise of 
Islam may be brought to bear on supporting the authenticity of the name of 
the first Tanii.khid king, and may be elaborated as follows: 

(1) In the entry on Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, between l:famat and l:falab 
(Aleppo), where Tanii.kh survived well into the Islamic period, Yaqii.t96 rightly 
rejects the view that the town was called after al-Nu'man b. Bashir, the 
companion of the prophet Muhammad, and suggests a much earlier figure, 
also called al-Nu'man. The place of this al-Nu'man in the genealogical chain 
that Yaqii.t gives suggests that he was a pre- Islamic figure. 97 Since the town 
was settled by Tanii.kh, it is not unnatural to suspect that the Nu'man who 
founded it or ruled in it is none other than this king, and this would be 
consonant with the practice of calling towns by the names of their founders 
or rulers, e.g., l:firat al-Nu'man, so called after a Lakhmid namesake. 

(2) Yaqii.t gives al-Nu'man a laqab, a nickname, namely, al-Sari' ("bril
liantly white"), and the nickname illuminates the Tanii.khid affiliation of al
Nu'man. In the entry on Dayr l:fanna in l:fira, Yaqii.t mentions that the mon
astery belonged to a Tanii.khid group called Ban ii-al-Sari'. 98 This is a valuable 
statement that links the Tanii.kh of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man with their Christian 
relatives in l:fira, along the Euphrates, the region they had emigrated from, 
and it indicates that the laqab, al-Sari', is pre-Islamic. 

(3) The nickname is uncommon and curious. It could carry one of two 
connotations: (a) the king of Tanii.kh in Iraq, Jagima; 99 is known to have been 
a leper (abras) and was given two euphemistic laqabs, al-abrash and al-wac/cfaf?. 
Perhaps this nickname, Sari', was also a laqab euphemistically given to Jagima, 
after whom his Tanii.khid group assumed it and became known as "Banii.-al
Sari'" both in l:fira and in Ma'arrat al-Nu'man in Syria. (b) Since these kings 
were Christian, Sari' may have some Christian connotation, i.e., "white gar
ments of saints"; 100 his son, the third king on the list, has a more recognizably 
Christian name, l:fawarI, which according to one etymology could be related 
to the concept of whiteness. 

(4) The first part of the construct in the name of the town, Ma'arrat 

96Mu'jam, vol. 5, p. 156. 
97It is not clear whether or not Yaqiit so considered him. The value of Yaqiit's com

ment, however, is that it draws attention to the antiquity of the town and its name. 
98Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 507; note the survival of the uncommon proper name Sa~i' in Ma'arrat 

al-Nu'man centuries later when one of the inhabitants of Ma'arrat by that name guides al-Khatib 
al-Tibrizi to the tomb of Abu al-'Ala'al-Ma'arri; see al-Qif~i, lnbah al-Rawat, 'ala Anbah al
Nu~at, ed. M. Ibrahim (Cairo, 1950), vol. 1, p. 71. 

"'On Jagima, see the present writer in El', s.v. 
")()Rev. 3:4. 
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al-Nu'man, cannot be the Arabic ma'arrat ("shame," "disgrace"). 101 It is almost 
certainly Syriac m'ara (Arabic maghara), "cave," and this, too, is significant. 102 

This Christian king may have frequented a saint who used to live there or 
may have retired to a cave there and renounced the world. 103 

(5) The name itself, al-Nu'man, is also significant. 104 In Arabic it is 
vocalized al-Nu'man, but in pre-Islamic times al-Na'man is likely to reflect 
the more correct vocalization, attested in the Greek transliterations of the 
name. Formed according to this morphological pattern, the name could easily 
be Christian, derived from ni'ma, "grace," and could also translate al-sa'id, 
"the happy one," as a Christian epithet. 105 But it may also be related to the 
biblical name Naaman, 106 and the analogy between the Taniikhid king and 
Naaman, the Syrian, is striking. Both were military commanders in the same 
region who accepted the One God and who were either plagued by leprosy 
or had it in the family. The first king of Taniikh in the list could very under
standably have chosen to adopt that biblical name for some obvious reasons. 107 

al-lfawari 
The name of the third and last king, son of the first, is the most signifi

cant in the list. Its distinctly archaic and Christian character could argue for 
its authenticity: 

(1) If it is related to the concept of whiteness, I:IawiirI would, according 
to the lexicographers, mean qa{{iir, "fuller," "bleacher," one who whitens or 
washes clothes. It is not impossible that this last king of Taniikh may have 
been involved in some such activity, which he indulged in as an act of 

101'faha }:Iusayn's attempt to give a new Arabic etymology for the town of his favorite 
Arab author, Abu al-'Ala', cannot be considered successful; see his Tajdid Qikra Abi al-'Ala' 
(Cairo, 1963), pp. 97-100. 

102Syria has many toponyms that begin with this word; its attribution, however, to al
Nu'man is what justifies this exploration, especially as caves are not normally associated with 
kings except in unusual cases; see the following note. 

103As the Ethiopian Negus, Caleb, a zealous Christian, was to do in the sixth century, 
for whom see the present writer in Martyrs, pp. 215-18, and in KN, pp. 166--71. Two other 
Arab kings of the pre-Islamic period come in for comparison in this connection regarding the 
influence of Christianity on their lives: the Lakhmid al-Nu'man in }:IIra who became a wanderer 
and was, consequently, nicknamed al-Sa'il:i, and the pious Sa1Il:iid king, Dawud (David) who 
used to carry water, earth, and mud on his back, presumably with his own hands, for build
ing churches and monasteries and who consequently was nicknamed al-Lathiq, "the bedrabbled"; 
for the former, see Rothstein, DLH, pp. 66--67; for the latter, see Caskel, GN, vol. 2, p. 232. 

104See Jupra, note 95. 
10'0ften applied to Christian martyrs or pious Christians after their death. 
106See 4 Kings 5, and the present writer in Martyrs, p. 67. 
107Al-Nu'man, which did not become a very common Arabic name, appears in the patro

nymic of a Tanukhid at the battle of ~iffin in A.D. 657; see N~r b. Muzal:iim, Waq'at fiiffin, 
ed. 'A. Ha.run (Cairo, 1962), p. 355. For more on al-Nu'man and his name, see infra, App. 3, 
pp. 414-15. 
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piety. ws It is also noteworthy that the name J::Iawari brings to mind al-SatI'. 
which, as has been argued, may have been the nickname of al-Nu'man, the 

first king of Tanukh in the list. 
(2) If the name J::IawarI is the same word used later in the Qur'anw 9 to 

denote one of the Twelve Apostles and is not merely a homophone of it, then 
this will establish the Christian character of the name beyond doubt, and this, 
in turn, will argue for its authenticity. lto The Tanukhids were indeed staunch 
and zealous Christians, and the fact would thus be appropriately reflected in 

their names. 111 

4 

In part 1 of this section, an attempt has been made to relate the list 
of Tanukhid kings of the Arabic literary sources of Islamic times to the most 
important primary Arabic source of the fourth century, namely, the Namara 
inscription and the king whose exploits the inscription commemorates, Imru' 
al-Qays. It remains to relate the list to the set of other primary and con-

108As the Sa!IJ:iid king Dawud was to engage in a similarly humble activity for which 
he earned the nickname al-Lathiq; see supra, note 103. 

109Noldeke argued persuasively that the Qur'anic term is a loanword from Ethiopic. 
The attestation of the word in the fourth century, if valid, must raise anew the question of 
the etymology of lfawari and its status as a loanword. As Arabic has the verb of motion 4ara, 
yahiiru, it is possible that both Arabic and Ethiopic formed the word independently of each 
other, although it should be noted that the Arabic word is not semantically the exact equivalent 
of its Ethiopic cognate. But if lfawari is established as an Arabic word coined in Syria in the 
fourth century, it does not necessarily invalidate Noldeke's view on Qur'anic lfawarillfawariyyiin. 
The Arab area was vast, and it is perfectly possible that lfawari, a technical Christian term 
coined in Roman Syria, may not have been known to western Arabia, which might very well 
have borrowed the term from Ethiopic, the dominant Semitic Christian language in the Red 
Sea area. Noteworthy is the occurrence of the term lfawariyyiin in a poem of al-~abi' ibn 
al-I:farith which goes back to pre-Muhammadan and pre-Qur'anic times. All the relevant 
material on the etymology of lfawarillfawariyyiin has been collected by Jeffrey in The Foreign 
Vocabulary of the Qur'an, pp. 115-16. Material for the study of the term, both in the masculine 
and the feminine genders, may also be found in L. Cheikho, Al-Nasraniya wa Adabuha bayn 
'Arab al-Jahiliya, 3 vols. (Beirut, 1912-23), vol. 2, pp. 189-90. 

This most unusual name, al-1:lawarI, appears later in Islamic times, assumed by one of the 
Azd, the tribal group that formed part of the Tanukh confederation, but the chances are that it 
was assumed as a Qur'anic Muslim name; see Ibn-I:fazm, ]amharat, ed. 'A. Ha.run (Cairo, 
1962), p. 371. 

110If al-I:fawarI turns out to be truly the last king of the Tanukhids and so possibly 
Queen Mavia's deceased husband mentioned by the ecclesiastical historians, then this will 
explain the war of religion and zealotry she waged in behalf of orthodoxy. 

111If the derivation of the name I:IawarI can be truly related to "apostle," it could bring 
to mind the name of the group of Christian/oederati that followed the Taniikhids, namely, the 
Sa!IJ:iids. Although Arab genealogists relate it to the root from which armor and weaponry are 
derived, it may, after all, turn out to be a Syriac term for apostle naturalized in Christian Arabic 
as sali4; cf. the term used for the dynasty of rhe Rasiilids in Islamic South Arabia, which 
could stand for apostle as well as envoy. 
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temporary sources of the fourth century, the Byzantine literary sources, which 
have made possible the writing of the history of the Arab foederati in the fourth 
century from the reign of Constantine to that of Theodosius the Great. 

In general terms, the two sets of sources, the Arabic and the Byzantine, 
are not in conflict at all. The latter speak of Arab foederati in the service of 
Byzantium who participate in its Persian and Gothic wars, but they are not 
specific when it comes to onomastic and toponymic matters. Since the days of 
Strabo, the Greek and Latin historians found Arabic names difficult to pro
nounce and reproduce, and, as has been pointed out in the introduction to 
these chapters on the Arabic sources, these sources seem to despair of being 
specific about the names of Arab tribes and figures in the service of Byzantium 
and merely refer to them as Saracens. This is generally the case in regard to 
the Arabs of the fourth and fifth centuries, the Tanukhids and the Sali:9ids, 
but in the sixth century Ghassanid figures are mentioned by name, although 
the term Ghassanid never appears in the Graeco-Roman sources. It is to this 
unfortunate circumstance that must be attributed the difficulty of interlocking 
the Arabic list of Tanukhid kings with the Greek and Latin sources when 
they refer to Saracens in the service of Byzantium in the fourth century. 
However, the confrontation of the two sets of sources with each other must 
be attempted, and the confrontation does yield some valuable results, general 
and unspecific as they are: 

( 1) It was by the merest chance that the fifth-century ecclesiastical his
torian Sozomen went out of his way to mention by name the Arab chief 
Zokomos, the eponym and founder of the line of the second group of Arab 
foederati-the I;)aja'ima/Sali:l:iids-and thus enabled their history to be correctly 
placed in the fifth century, between the Tanukhids and the Ghassanids, exactly 
where the Arabic sources have placed it. The historian of Tanukh has not at 
his disposal such a windfall 112 as the historian of Sali:l:i does who has the name 
of the eponym of the Sali:9ids, a datum supplied by Sozomen and extremely 
important for measuring the life span of the Sali:9id dynasty. But fortunately 
the very same datum is very helpful in providing a terminus for the fall of the 
Tanukhids, one which is not very precise, yet is precise enough and assignable 
to the last quarter of the fourth century. Thus the last of the three kings of 
the list most probably was a contemporary of Valens, 113 while the first was a 
contemporary of Constantine. The terminus provided by Sozomen makes the 
life span of the dynasty of short duration, and this is in perfect harmony 

1120n che possibility chat che term Tanukhid in its Greek form is used by Libanius in 
connection with Julian's murder, see "The Death of Julian," supra, p. 127 and note 88. 

1130n the possibility chat che lase Taniikhid king, al-I;IawarI, was Queen Mavia's hus
band, see supra, note 110, and on che possibility chat the first king in the list of three kings 
was none ocher than Imru' al-Qays himself of the Namara inscription, see infra, App. 3, p. 414. 
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with the small number of kings that is assigned to the Taniikhid dynasty by 
this list of three. 

(2) The Byzantine sources on the Arab foederati have two features which 
can be interlocked both with data in the Arabic sources and with what the 
examination of the list has yielded: (a) The chiefs of these foederati are not 
referred to as phylarchs but as kings: reguli in Ammianus and basileus in the 
ecclesiastical historians. And so they are in the Arabic sources and in the list; 
they are muluk, kings. (b) Their Christianity is explicitly stated, naturally not 
by the pagan and anti-Christian Ammianus but by the ecclesiastical historians 
of the reign of Queen Mavia. This, too, is consonant with the accounts of 
their Christianity in the Arabic sources and possibly with two of the three 
names of their kings, al-Nu'man and al-}::Iawari. 

This is all that can be said of the confrontation of the Arabic sources on 
the kings of Taniikh with the Byzantine ones. But more is not expected of 
such confrontation in view of the nature of the Byzantine sources and the 
concerns of their authors. Suffice it to say that as a result of the investiga
tion it can be safely stated that the first group of foederati in the service of 
Byzantium were indeed the Taniikhids of the fourth century and that their 
supremacy was of a short duration. As to the list of three kings, it may be 
said that it is equally hard to accept or reject. When faced with a bare list 
of names that goes back to the distant past of the fourth century, all that the 
student of this period can do is to give it a fair hearing and subject it to 
a thorough examination. This has been done in the preceding sections, and 
although no certainty can be predicated of the results, it has been suggested 
in the course of the examination that this list cannot be simply or merely dis
missed as sheer fabrication and that something may be said for its authenticity. 
More than this cannot be claimed for the results of this investigation which 
awaits validation or invalidation by future epigraphic research. Until then, the 
names of the three kings may be used in a history of the Taniikhid foederati 
only with the qualification "according to the Arabic sources." 

IV. THE FEDERATE ARAB TRIBAL GROUPS IN 0RIENS 

The Taniikhids were not the only Arab tribal group in Oriens in the fourth 
century; 114 they were the dominant group encamped in the north, but in var
ious parts of Oriens there were other Arab groups in the service of Byzantium. 
The fact is inferable from an examination of fourth-century documents: the 
Arabic Namara inscription of the Provincia Arabia and Byzantine sources which 
testify to the presence of Arab federate groups in various parts of Oriens. 

u<see sec. II of the present chapter, "The Identity of the Fourth-Century Foederati," 
supra, pp. 366-72. 
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The Arabic literary sources of later Islamic times are, however, the most in
formative of all sources on the number and identity of these tribes. 

This section will, therefore, discuss these various tribes and tribal groups 
in Oriens in the fourth century and then mark their significance for Arab
Byzantine relations. 

1 

The most informative of all the Arabic sources on the Arab federates of 
Byzantium in the fourth century are not those on Arab genealogy but on the 
Arab conquest of Oriens. Although this conquest took place in the seventh 
century and the sources that record it were written later in the Islamic period, 
they remain the most valuable documents for solving the problem of the tribal 
structure of the Arab federate presence in the fourth century. They give com
plete lists or almost complete lists of the Arab federate groups that fought 
with Byzantium against the Muslim Arabs, and they are specific about their 
names, tribal affiliations, the names of some of their commanders, m and of 
the battlefields where they engaged the Muslim Arabs. The picture they draw 
is, of course, that of Arab federate power and organization in the seventh 
century, but it is not difficult to isolate the tribes and groups that were 
already intra limitem in Oriens in the fourth century. These sources naturally 
present some difficulties, but these are negotiable. 

The tribes that received mention in the sources participated in the well
known military battles of the Byzantine-Muslim encounter in Syria such as 
Mu'ta, Diimat al-Jandal, and the Yarmiik, and subsequently in those in 
Mesopotamia. TabarI is the historian who is the most informative on these 
tribes, which appear in his accounts of these battles: Lakhm, Jugam, '.Amila, 
Balqayn, Bahra', BalI, Kalb, Ghassan, Taniikh, and SalI9 (I;)aja'im); a trio 
appears in the conquest of Roman Mesopotamia fighting the Muslim Arabs; 
they are Taghlib, Iyad, and al-Namir. 116 There were other Arab tribes in 
Oriens in the seventh century; such were Banii-~ali9 111 in Sinai, Kinda 118 in 
Diimat al-Jandal, and Tayy" 9 in Qinnasrin (Chalcis); 'Ugra's relation to Byzan-

rnsee the precious account of these commanders who participated in the defense of Dumat 
al-Janda! against the Muslim Arabs under Khalid b. al-Wand in Tabar,, Tarikh, vol. 3, p. 378. 

"'Tarikh, vol. 3, pp. 37, 378, 389, 570; vol. 4, pp. 35-36, 54-56. Reference in 
Wii.qidi to Wa'il and Bakr as having taken part in the battle of Mu'ta in A.D. 629 are 
suspect, especially as the names of two tribes who undoubtedly did rake part in the battle, 
namely Ban and Balqayn, are missing; this suggests that a scribal error is involved; see 
Wii.qidi, Maghazi, ed. M. Jones (Oxford, 1966), vol. 2, p. 760. 

rnFor Banu-~ii.lil:i, see infra, p. 385. 
1"Kinda is implied in TabarI's account of the encounter at Dumar al-Janda! (Tarikh, vol. 

3, p. 378) since Ukaydir, the lord of Dumar, was a Kindire. 
"'Tayy's presence in Oriens is documented in Balii.gurI, Futii~ al-Buldan, ed. S. Munajjid 

(Cairo, 1956), vol. I, p. 172. Roman association with Tayy and indeed Roman presence in the 
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tium is not clear. 120 As to Ban, its federate status depends on how deep 
in J::lijaz the southern boundary of the Provincia Arabia was in the fourth 
century. 121 

The following tribes may be safely eliminated from this list since it is 
almost certain that they crossed the limes and migrated to Oriens later than 
the fourth century: they are Ghassan, Kinda, Tayy, Bahra', Taghlib, Iyad, 
and al-Namir, and most of them emigrated in the sixth century. 122 The elimi
nation of these tribes from the extensive list preserved in the sources on the 
conquest leaves in that list some six or seven tribes. These were almost cer
tainly in Oriens in the fourth century, and some of them had been in it for a 
long time, possibly centuries. They may now be briefly discussed. 

A 

1. Lakhm: Lakhm is the best attested of all these tribes in the fourth 
century. 123 The Namara inscription makes certain that Lakhm emigrated early 
in the fourth century and was settled in the south of Oriens, in the Provincia 
Arabia or partly in that province. 

2. Jugam and 'Amila: The Arab genealogists conceive these two as sister 
tribes and old ones settled in the south of Oriens, in the J::lisma region in 
northern J::lijaz, and east of the 'Araba and the Jordan. 124 But it is practically 

territory of Tayy in pre-Islamic times is reflected in the name of a mountain in their territory, 
Malikan, or Malakan, called Malakan al-Rum, "Malakan of the Romans"; Yaqiit, Mu'jam, 
vol. 5, p. 194. If the information is accurate, it suggests a deeper Roman penetration of 
Arabia than has been suspected; see also App. 4, infra, pp. 415-17. 

120'Ugra appears on the side of the Muslim Arabs at the battle of Mu'ta since one of 
them, Qufba, commanded the right wing of the Muslim expeditionary force; see Ibn-Hisham, 
Sirat al-Nabi, ed. M. 'Abdull:iamid (Cairo, 1937), vol. 3, pp. 433, 437; but in Ya'qiibi's 
account of the campaign of Qat al-Salasil, 'Ugra or part of it seems together with Bali the 
object of 'Amr's raid; see Tiirikh (Beirut, 1960), vol. 2, p. 75. Christianity penetrated 'Ugra, 
and they may have been federates in the fifth century and possibly in the fourth. 'Ugra and 
its relation to the Meccan chief Qu~ayy will be discussed in the second volume of this series, 
BAFIC. 

121In the seventh century, Bali is associated with Byzantium; see infra, p. 384. 
122The best guide for the confusing history of these tribes discussed in this section is 

still the Encyclopaedia of /Jlam in its two editions, the old and the new; its succinct accounts 
of these tribes and its bibliographies may be supplemented with Casket's srudies of these tribes 
in the second volume of his GN. 

1210n Lakhm, see El', s.v.; for Lakhm's whereabouts in Islamic times, up to the tenth 
century, see HamdanI, ~ifat Jazirat al- 'Arab, ed. M. al-Akwa' (Riyad, 1974), pp. 271-72, 273; 
regions mentioned by HamdanI such as I;Iawran, Jawlan, Bathaniyya, are not far from Namara; 
but Lakhm apparently moved to Palestine and Egypt, roo. 

1"For Jugam and 'Amila, see El, s.vv. The regions they dwelled in, it is practically 
certain, formed parts of the Provincia Arabia including the I;Iisma, west and northwest of 
Tabiik. Christian monasticism penetrated this region of northern l;Iijaz: (a) reference to the 
monks, ruhbiin, of Madyan, clearly implies a monastery there, (b) while the monastery of l;Iisma, 
Dayr I;Iisma, is explicitly mentioned. These references co monks and a monastery in this region 
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certain that they are older than the Arab authors thought and that their 
genealogical relationship to each other is quite different from what the Arabic 
sources state. It is perfectly possible that both go back to biblical times, 
'Amila being none other than Amalec 125 and Jugam none other than Edom. 126 

If so, they certainly would have been in Oriens in the fourth century since 
they survived in that region until the seventh and well into the Islamic 
period. 127 

3. Banii-al-Qayn/Balqayn: This tribe has also been identified with the 
biblical Kenites. 128 The identification is as attractive as that of 'Amila with 
biblical Amalee. The tribe would certainly have been in Oriens in the fourth 
century; their settlements were well within the limes, in such regions as Sinai 
and Trans-Jordan. 

4. Bali: Bali fought with Byzantium against the Muslim Arabs in the 
seventh century. 129 One of them, Malik by name, commanded the confedera
tion of Christian Arabs in the battle of Mu'ta in A.D. 629. 'Amr b. al
'As, whose mother belonged to the Bali tribe, raided them at I)at al-Salasil, 
A. D. 629-30, and they are attested at Antioch before the battle of Yarmiik in 
A.D. 636. 

Bali dwelt to the south of Jugam but still close enough to Tabiik in 
northern J:Iijaz to be pos~ibly within the boundaries of the Provincia Arabia 
in the fourth century or of Byzantium's sphere of influence in J:Iijaz. 

come in the diwiins of very early Islamic poets, but surely monasticism in that region must go 
back to pre-Islamic times; whether it goes back to the fourth century is not clear; for these 
references to monasticism in Madyan and }::Iisma, see Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 5, pp. 77-78, s.v. 
Madyan, where two verses by the early Islamic poet Kuthayyir on the monks of Madyan are 
cited; for reference in an Arabic verse of the seventh century to Dayr }::Iisma, "the monastery 
of }::Iisma," see Bakri, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 447. This monastery could have been only in }::Iijaz, 
not in Mesopotamia, al-Jazira, as Yaqiit cogently argued; see Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 259. 
The reference in the same verse to another monastery, that of I;>amc:Jam, suggests the country 
of the tribe of .Qubyan, also in }::Iijaz. 

"'Noldeke's view; see his "Uber die Amalekiter," Orient und Occident, vol. 2, pp. 614ff. 
126Suggested to me by Dr. Mahmud Ghul. _ 
m'Amila's participation with Lakhm and Jugam against 'Amr b. al-'A~ when he raided 

Dat al-Salasil in A.D. 629 is attested in Balaguri, Ansiib al-Ashraf, ed. M. }::Iamiduddin (Cairo, 
1959), vol. 1, p. 381; also in the account of the false alarm reported by al-Waqidi on the eve 
of the Tabiik expedition in A.D. 630; for which see Maghazi, vol. 3, p. 990; the tribe formed 
part of the expeditionary force assembled by Heraclius at Antioch on the eve of the battle of 
Yarmiik in A.D. 636, for which see Tabari, Tiirikh, vol. 3, p. 570. 

"'Suggested by H. Ewald and entertained by Noldeke; see his review of W. Robertson 
Smith's Kinship and Marriage, ZDMG, 40 (1886), p. 181; A. Fischer, however, considered this 
identification "a very daring assumption"; see El, s.v. Al-Kain. 

129For Bali, see El, s.v. The genealogists regard Bali and Bahra', the other Christian tribe 
who fought with Byzantium against the Muslim Arabs, as consanguineous tribes, both be
longing to the old Quc:Ja'a group. Ibn-}::Iazm's account of Bali has some significant details; 
the theophoric name, Qismil, with its archaic flavor, occurs in the onomasticon of Bali, as 
does Faran with its Sinaitic association; what their descendants in Andalusia refused to eat may 
also be significant; see Ibn-}::Iazm, }amharat, pp. 442-43. 
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5. Banii.-~alil): The Christian writer Sa'id b. al-Batriq (Eutychius) speaks 
of a group of Arabs near Mt. Sinai in the reign of Justinian, the Banii.-~alil), 
the sons of ~alil); he affiliates them with Lakhm. 130 If so, they were certainly 
in Oriens in the fourth century, but how and when they separated from the 
main tribe and wandered into Sinai is not clear. 131 The patronymic, however, 
suggests that they could have belonged to the group of the Prophet ~alil), 132 

namely, Thamii.d. 133 

6. Kalb: The well-known powerful Arab tribe Kalb was settled in north 
Arabia between Syria and Mesopotamia and in possession of many strategic 
positions, of which Du.mat al-Janda! was one. 134 The genealogists are agreed 
that it is a very old Arab tribe of that area, and it is not impossible that 
it was a biblical tribe, possibly descendants of Duma and thus one of the 
Ishmaelite tribes, whose name was later changed into Kalb. 135 It certainly was 
in those regions in the fourth century, and the boundaries of the Provincia 
Arabia might conceivably have extended to Du.mat al-Janda!. 136 

7. Salt!): According to the Arab genealogists, Salt!) was already settled 
in Oriens even before it became the dominant group in the fifth century; if 
true, the tribe would certainly have been in Oriens in the fourth. 137 

B 

Absolute certainty on these Arab tribes in Oriens as federates can be 
predicated only of Lakhm and Tanii.kh, and the same degree of certainty can 
be predicated of the presence of the other tribes in the region, although the 
question must remain open as to whether or not all of them had federate 

13°For Sa'id b. al-Bitriq's account of Banii-~alil_i, see supra, p. 306 note 82. 
'''In the time of the Arab geographer Hamdani, Lakhm's dwellings were between Ramla 

in Palestine and Egypt; see supra, note 123. 
13'0ne of the Arabian Prophets mentioned in the Qur'an. There is a site twenty-five 

miles northwest of Mt. Sinai called Nabi ~alil_i. 
min the Notitia Dignitatum, the Thamudi Arabs are located not in their original dwell

ings in northern l:Iijaz but in Palestine and Egypt; see chap. 5, "Notitia Dignitatum," in RA. 
Banii-~alil_i were still in the nineteenth century the protectors of the monastery of Mt. Sinai 
carrying the same name, ~awalil_ia, but in the plural; see 0. Blau, "Arabien im sechsten 
Jahrhundert," ZDMG, 23 (1869), p. 565 note 3. If these survived some thirteen centuries in 
Sinai and, what is more, performed the same function, why could not the Balqayn have survived 
from biblical times? See supra, p. 384. 

134For Kalb, see EI, s.v. 
"'When, according to one view, the Arab tribes went in their religious development 

through a stage of totemism. 
136For the important Latin inscription discovered at Du.mat al-Jandal implying at least 

a Roman presence in that locality, see G. W. Bowersock, "Syria under Vespasian," ]RS, 63 
(1973), p. 139 note 57. 

137Since the second volume in this series, BAFIC, deals with the Salih and the Salihids 
as the dominant Arab clients of Byzantium in the fifth century, the discu~sion of Salil_i ~nd 
the Salil_iids will be undertaken in that volume. It is enough for the time being to note their 
presence in Oriens in the fourth century. 
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status. A close examination of the history of each tribe, however, suggests 
that this was almost certainly the case. The crucial test is the southern bound
ary of the Provincia Arabia in the Arabian Peninsula. The presumption is that 
in this early Byzantine period it was deep in l:fijaz, and that even if it had 
been withdrawn to the north, the area settled by these tribes would still have 
been within that of the residual Roman presence or the unofficial sphere of 
Byzantine influence in Arabia; consequently, these tribes would have been 
engaged in the defense of the Byzantine frontier and were likely to have been 
granted federate status of some sort. 138 

Even if doubts linger about this or that tribal group--whether it was in 
Oriens in the fourth century or whether it had federate status-the facts de
ducible from a study of the history of Taniikh and Lakhm alone could justify 
the conclusion that the Arab federate presence was complex and multitribal 
and that there were many tribes with federate status in Oriens other than the 
dominant group, the Taniikhids. 139 This is the important conclusion on the 
structure of the Arab federate presence; how complex and how tribally con
stituted that presence was in its entirety are matters of detail that cannot be 
solved without further epigraphic discoveries. 

Closely related and equally important is the problem of the geographical 
location of these tribes and tribal groups in the fourth century. With the 
exception of the Taniikhids and the Lakhmids, the location of the other tribes 
is a matter of inference. 140 The Arabic sources on these tribes refer to them in 
areas in which they were settled in the seventh century; 141 so the question 
arises of whether or not they had been in those areas or locations in the fourth. 

With rare exceptions, the chances are that these tribes were settled in the 
fourth century in roughly the same areas as in the seventh. Their dependence 
on their own water and pasturage, rare in Arabia, makes their mobility very 

'"Recent epigraphic discoveries suggest that the boundaries of the Provincia in the 
Peninsula were much more extensive than has been thought; for the Greek inscription at 
Mada'in ~ali~ and the Latin one at Diimat al-Janda!, see Bowersock, "Report," p. 230 and 
"Syria," p. 139 note 57 respectively. If these inscriptions could imply too generous a portion 
of the Peninsula within the Provincia, the fact is noteworthy that the Arab tribes discussed 
above and considered federates lived very close to the Provincia in its most reduced form or even 
within it; their regions, such as }:Iisma and Madyan, were east of the Gulf of Aqaba! 

" 9 Also partly inferable from a study of such Greek and Latin authors as the ecclesiastical 
historians and Ammianus. 

' 40Those of the Lakhmids and the Taniikhids are documented partly by Arabic and 
Greek inscriptions, those of Namara and Anasartha, for which see supra, pp. 29-53 and 
222-38. 

'"Blau attempted a study of the tribes of Arabia in the sixth century, a solid piece of 
work for its time. In spite of the fact that the passage of more than a century has made it 
out of date in many respects, it is still a useful work, remarkable for the confrontation of the 
Arabic with the non-Arabic literary sources and of these literary sources with the epigraphic; 
for his article, see supra, note 13 3. 
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restricted. In the case of tribes that, as has been suggested, may go back to 
biblical times, such as Balqayn and Jugam, their areas in southern Oriens did 
not witness great upheavals that might have displaced them. Nabataea, where 
they had dwelled, was on the whole quiet and stable, unlike Palmyrena which 
experienced some of the upheavals of the third century. The manner of annex
ation in A.o.106 was, generally speaking, peaceful, and it was outside the way 
of conquerors. Even the Byzantine-Sasanid conflict in the reign of Heraclius 
could not have affected it much. 142 As to 'Amila, possibly a descendant of 
biblical Amalee and supposed to have dwelled near Jugam and Balqayn, there 
may have been special reasons why it was to be found elsewhere in Islamic 
times, 143 possibly related to the movement of tribes in Oriens during the 
period of Muslim conquests. 144 

C 

The identification of the number, names, tribal affiliations, and geo
graphical locations of these tribes in the fourth century makes it possible to 
make some observations on how these tribes were politically grouped in Oriens. 

1. The newcomer, Lakhm, as has been argued, could have joined hands 
with Taniikh in the north and formed part of its confederacy, since it was 
already united to it by ties of consanguinity. 145 However, the Arab authors of 
later times associate it genealogically with Jugam and 'Amila; but this is 
perfectly explicable by the fact that toward the end of the fourth century, and 
after the fall of Taniikh, Lakhm, already in the south of Oriens and close 
to Jugam and 'Amila geographically, affiliated itself politically with its two 
powerful neighbors. 

2. Jugam and 'Amila are likely to have formed one group in southern 
Oriens, exactly where the Arab geographers locate them. Furthermore, ac
cording to the Arab genealogists, they were consanguineous tribes descended 
from a common ancestor, Kahlan. Their descent from an ancestor by that name 
is likely to be fictitious, but what is important is that the genealogists felt 
that they were somehow related. In a preceding section it has been argued 
that they might have been originally biblical tribes. It is, therefore, not their 

'"Contrast with Mesopotamia, the battleground of the secular Roman-Persian conflict in 
both Roman and Byzantine times. This, together with the destruction of Arab I;Iatra, must have 
affected the stability of the area and its Arab tribes, who thus experienced constant uprooting 
and dispersion. 

143In Upper Galilea and Southern Lebanon, where the tribe gave its name to its southern 
part, Jabal 'Amil, and in Syria, south of Aleppo; see EI, s.v. 'Amila. 

144At the battles of Dumat al-Janda! and Yarmuk, the Arab federate tribes appear fight
ing on battlefields far removed from the area of their normal dwelling, since they were mobilized 
to meet the Muslim armies that had appeared in great numbers. 

'"On this, see supra, pp. 373-74, and App. 3, pp. 412-13. 
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consanguinity but their antiquity and long habitation as neighbors in roughly 
the same area that accounts for their being linked together in the consciousness 
of the genealogists, and this suggests that their ties were those of a political 
alliance. 

3. More difficult to probe are the two other tribes of the south, namely, 
Balqayn and Bali:, the former of which, as has been argued, may go back to 
biblical times. As in the case of the two preceding tribes, Jugam and '.Amila, 
no great credence can be put in what the genealogists say about their descent, 
since knowledge of this was vague by the time the genealogists composed 
their works, which assign the two tribes to the not so very helpful capacious 
genealogical term Qucfa'a. How the two tribes were related, if at all, in the 
fourth century, is impossible to tell, but they and the two preceding ones 
appear as one group at the battle of Mu'ta (A.D. 629) and, what is more, 
fighting under a commander from Bali: named Malik. This could suggest that 
these four tribes were grouped together since they lived not far from each 
other in the south of Oriens. In later Ghassanid times, two of them, Balqayn 
and 'Amila, receive mention in the sources; the text is not clear but it could 
easily imply an alliance between the two tribes which one of the Ghassanid 
commanders was trying to tamper with. 146 

4. To the same genealogical category, Qw;la'a, is assigned the all-powerful 
and large tribe of Kalb, which played a most important role in the history of 
north Arabia and the Fertile Crescent in both pre-Islamic and Islamic times. 
The term Qu9a'a is not very helpful, but the main geographical and historical 
features pertaining to Kalb are clear enough as it lay astride important trade 
routes and played a decisive role in federate history in the fifth, sixth, and 
seventh centuries. Precise and certain information on its role in the fourth 
century is not available, but if, as has been argued, 147 Mavia was possibly a 
Kalbite princess, then Kalb would have been an ally of Tanukh in the fourth 
',- ,,tury. 

D 

Instead of conceiving of the Arab tribes in Oriens as do the Arab gene
alogists who derive their descent from such a distant ancestor as Qu9a'a, 148 or 
as the Byzantine authors who subsume them under the generic term Saracens, 

146For this precious text that gives a glimpse of inter-Arab federate relations in Ghas
sanid times, see, for the time being, Noldeke, GF, p, 52 note 1. It will be discussed in the 
third volume of this series, BASIC. 

1470n this, see supra, pp. 196-97. 
148For QU<;la'a, see the article by M. J. Kister in El, 5, pp. 315-18, of which pp. 

317-18 are devoted to Bali and which may be added to the bibliography on the tribe cited 
supra, note 129. A detailed discussion of Qu<;la'a may be found in Bakri:, Mu'jam, vol. 1, pp. 
17-52. 
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the preceding discussions have tried to classify the heterogeneous Arab tribal 
structure in Oriens. They have isolated some very old tribes such as Jugam, 
'Amila, Balqayn, and examined the possibility that they were biblical tribes, 
both Ishmaelite and non-Ishmaelite. These were the oldest tribes of the region 
that have survived into the fourth century and well into the Islamic period. 
It was over this substrate of old tribes that the current of tribal wanderings 
from the Land of the Two Rivers brought two new tribes that infused fresh 
blood into the tribal fabric of Oriens, namely, Taniikh and Lakhm, the first 
of which had wandered in the Peninsula and had strong Azdite elements in it 
which were fortified by the arrival of the Ghassanids, an Azdite tribal group 
that appeared on the political and military scene of Oriens some two centuries 
later. 

It will have been noticed that this discussion has avoided operating with 
the names of tribal groups arbitrarily subsumed by Arab genealogists under one 
name, e.g., Qu9a'a, or with the very small ones, the multitudinous splinter 
groups into which an Arab tribe is divided. Instead, it has concentrated on the 
important six or seven tribes, the fully differentiated units that were possessed 
of strong identities, and it was these that constituted Arab federate strength 
in Ori ens in the fourth century. 149 

Just as it has avoided too much involvement in Arab genealogical mud
dles, this discussion has steered away from the hundreds, even thousands 
of inscriptions, Greek, Latin, and Arabic, both Safaitic and Thamudic, that 
rarely or never refer to these six or seven federate tribes who made history in 
Oriens in the fourth century. 150 Luckily for the purpose of this book, the 
precious gift from the Islamic Arabic literary sources on the tribal map of 
Oriens in the period of the conquests has provided the major evidence for 
Arab federate presence. The foregoing sections and chapters have analyzed 
these sources and extracted from them the pertinent data for understanding 
the place and role of the Arabs as foederati in Ori ens in the fourth century. 
Further epigraphic discoveries would enrich and possibly refine or modify 
these conclusions, but at least a framework has been constructed within which 

149Now it is possible to understand the Arab profile of the military history of the oriental 
limes not in such vague terms as Hagarenes and Saracens but in those of specific tribes and tribal 
groups, and this contributes ro a better understanding of the history of that limes, just as the 
German profile of the same problem on the Rhine and the Danube is understood in terms of 
specific German tribes. 

1' 0These inscriptions have their uses, and they are extremely valuable for the hisrory of 
the various provinces of Oriens viewed from a different angle. How useful and valuable they 
are may be seen from a perusal of the most recent work that has made extensive use of them, 
namely, a doctoral thesis presented ro rhe University of Manchester in August 1979, entitled 
"Studies in the History of the Roman Province of Arabia." I am grateful to Dr. Henry 
MacAdam for sending me a copy of his thesis. 
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the problems of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century may be profit
ably set and understood. 

2 

The elucidation of the tribal structure of the Arab federate presence in 
Oriens in the fourth century is of considerable importance to the study of 
Arab-Byzantine relations and Arab-Roman relations in the third century, the 
watershed between the preceding Roman period from Pompey to Diocletian 
and the following Byzantine period. This elucidation illuminates a host of 
problems as well as uncovers others; and the range and diversity of these 
problems may be described as follows: 

A 

1. In the preceding centuries, 151 Rome had depended upon the Nabataean 
Arabs, then the Palmyrene Arabs for the defense of part of the Orient. This 
dependence came to an end with the destruction of Palmyra in A. D. 

272 which ushered in a new period of Arab-Roman relations and a new defense 
system for the Orient that obtained throughout the three centuries of the 
Byzantine period during which changed the nature and extent of Arab partic
ipation in the defense of the region. This participation did not disappear; it 
persisted, and the tribal picture in the fourth century explains what this par
ticipation consisted in and in what way or ways it differed from the previous 
participation in the third century under the leadership of Palmyra. 

2. The identification of some of the tribes both in the north and in the 
south of Oriens adds more definition and specificity to the Arab share in the 
defense system of the Roman period. It is almost certain that such tribes in the 
south as Jugam, Balqayn, and 'Amila must have functioned as military units 
in the Roman period, forming part of the Nabataean confederacy in much the 
same way that Thamud did. The same is or may be true of some of the tribes 
of the north, especially the Tanukhids, 152 possibly associated with Palmyra but 
who later fought against it. 153 

3. The tribal trio consisting of Jugam, 'Amila, and Balqayn, it has been 
argued, go back to biblical times. 154 These tribes then represent the strand of 
ethnographic continuity in the region, running from biblical to Byzantine to 

mFor the Arabs in the Roman period from the Settlement of Pompey to the reign of 
Diocletian, see RA. 

"'And possibly the Kalbites. 
"'They or the Lakhmids, under the leadership·of 'Amr, the father of Imru' al-Qays of 

the Namara inscription, may have been meant by the Saracens whom Aurelian enlisted in his 
service against Palmyra, as stated in the HA; see supra, p. 371 note 75. 

"'See supra, pp. 383-84 and notes 125-28. 
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Muslim Arab times, a matter of some interest to the biblical scholar, the Arab 
genealogist, and the student of Arab-Roman and Arab-Byzantine relations. 

Their possible biblical origins thus give a new significance to these Arab 
tribes. They cease to be obscure tribes with outlandish names roaming in 
equally unfamiliar terrain. They come alive as the descendants of those very 
tribes that dwelled in such biblical regions as Sinai and Midian, and, what is 
more, become the clients of the Roman Empire, first the pagan and then the 
Christian. 

B 

With the destruction of the Palmyrene Arab shield and before it the 
Nabataean, Byzantium was engaged in the fourth century in the making of a 
new one against the Arabs and their Peninsula. The obscurity that surrounds 
this new Arab shield is considerably illuminated by the extra data extracted 
from the Arabic sources. For the fourth century, 155 the concern of this book, 
the list of federate tribes extracted from the Arabic sources illuminates the 
following problems: 

1. It clearly indicates that the shield did not consist of one tribe but of 
many, spread over the length and breadth of Oriens. Hisham's account of the 
Arab clients of Byzantium in the fourth century, the Taniikhids, is laconic, 
and although he speaks of the other Arabs of whom the Taniikhids were put 
in charge, he does not specify who these Arabs were. The list does just that 
and, what is more, it makes possible the process of confrontation between the 
Greek and Latin sources on the foederati of the fourth century with those 
specific references to the tribes of the list. 

2. How these Arab groups were related to one another is not clear. The 
Taniikhids were the dominant group, but whether or not they were put in 
charge of all the other Arab tribes in Oriens 156 cannot be firmly established. 
Such a centralized Arab .federate presence is usually dated to ca. A.O. 530, 
when Justinian put Arethas, the Ghassanid, in charge of the Arab tribes in 
Oriens. But it is not impossible that Taniikh was put in charge of the Arabs 
for a short time, possibly because of the exigencies. of the Persian War. 157 

155 Although the forging of the shield must have started soon after the destruction of 
Palmyra, it was in the fourth century, in the days of the Christian Roman Empire, that the 
shield acquired its distinctive fearures of Christianized Arab tribes in the employ and pay of 
Byzantium and ranged for the defense of the limes and for the participation in the Persian Wars 
of that century; on these new types of foederati, see "The Arab Foederati of the Fourth Century," 
part 6, infra, pp. 509-10. 

1' 6As stated by Mas'iidI in his account of the Taniikhids, for which see infra, App. 2, 
pp. 410-11. 

mThe campaigns of Queen Mavia of the Greek sources seem to suggest such centraliza
tion. 
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Be that as it may, the student of this problem has at his disposal the com
ponent parts of this relationship between the dominant and the other Arab 
groups in Oriens, whatever the nature of that relationship was. 

3. Specific information on the tribes, especially on their tribal affiliations, 
will help clarify inter-Arab federate relations. Something has been said on how 
these tribes were possibly grouped and aligned, but unfortunately information 
is almost nonexistent 1l 8 on how such grouping and alignment affected or gov
erned their intertribal relations in this fourth century, unlike the sixth, when 
it became more abundant. 1)9 The only hint at such intertribal relations may 
possibly be afforded by the circumstance of the fall of Tanukh itself late in the 
century and the possible involvement of Kalb and SalIJ:.i in that fall. 

4. The list gives a glimpse of the extent of this Arab shield that ex
tended from the north of Oriens to its south, in practically all the limitrophe 
provinces of Oriens. Tanukhids and Sali}_lids lived in the north; 16° Kalb lived 
in the center, a little withdrawn to the east, and possessed Dumat al-Jandal; 
Lakhm was in the Provincia Arabia; the three tribes 'Amila, Jugam, and Bal
qayn were in the southern part of Arabia and what later came to be Palestina 
Tertia, including also Banu-~ali}_l. This is roughly how the Arab tribes were 
deployed along the limes. 161 

5. Finally, the list of tribes is a contribution to a better understanding of 
the Byzantine defense system in the Orient. Much has been written on this, 
and Mommsen elaborated the theory of the two limites, the inner and the 
outer. 162 Whatever the truth about that theory is or may turn out to be, there 
is no doubt about the reality of the Arab shield in the fourth century, unknown 

1' 8Future epigraphic discoveries will provide such information as also will the discovery 
.of new Arabic manuscripts, not impossible in view of the fact that only a small percentage of 
the corpus of extant Arabic manuscripts has been edited and published. In the meantime, what 
matters is the construction of a framework within which such problems as are identified here 
may be placed and presented. 

1"This will be fully discussed in vol. 3 of this series, BASIC; for examples of inter
Arab hostile relations among the federate tribes in the sixth century, see Noldeke, GF, p. 17 
and p. 52 note 1. 

160And apparently in the center, as will be discussed in BAFIC. 
161What the situation in Mesopotamia was and which tribes dwelled there in the fourth 

century is not clear; on the trio Taghlib, Iyad, and al-Namir of the seventh century, see supra, 
p. 382. 

The list of federate tribes is complete only for the period of the Arab Conquests in 
the seventh century. Even so, the recovery of the names, possible or probable, of some of these 
tribes, and certain in the case of others, does endow the Arab profile of the history of the 
limes orientalis with a degree of specificity that had been lacking in discussions of this limes. It 
should answer, at least in part, Franz Cumont's question on the identity of some of the "acteurs" 
who acted the drama of the secular struggle between Persia and Byzantium; see his "Preface" 
to Poidebard, Trace, p. XII. 

162See infra, p. 477 and note 52. 
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as it is to most historians of the oriental limes. 163 The Arab parttetpation in 
and contribution to that defense system has so far been measured mainly by 
the references to the Saracen and Arab units in that precious document, the 
Notitia Dignitatum. Although it reflects the military situation as it was in the 
early part of the fifth century, the ND is also a valuable document for the 
fourth century. The Arab units in that document have been identified, 164 but 
most of these units were regularly enrolled in the Roman army, and the legal 
status of the members of those units was almost certainly that of cives. The 
ND thus leaves out the many tribal groups that were enlisted by Byzantium, 
noncitizens but foederati who defended the oriental limes, tribes that con
stituted the Arab shield, the unknown shield, now revealed by the study of 
the Arabic sources. 

This Arab shield of tribes and tribal groups has to be taken into account 
in the study and description of the Roman defense system in the Orient since 
these tribes performed an important function, sometimes a threefold one: 
participation in the Persian Wars, 16' the maintenance of law and order in 
certain zones within the limes, and the protection of the limes against inroads 
from the Arabian Peninsula. 

Although left out from the Notitia Dignitatum, the list of federate tribes 
could throw some light on the puzzles presented by the references in the ND 
to the two Saracen units in Phoenicia Libanensis and to the two Thamudi 
units in Palestine and Egypt: (a) That the two units stationed in Phoenicia 166 

should have been singled out for inclusion in the official document could 
argue that at that juncture they were deemed important enough to receive 
mention in the ND. 167 Whether their inclusion implies that they were granted 
civitas remains an open question. (b) The tribal affiliation of the two Saracen 
units of Phoenicia is not indicated, 168 but it is in the case of two other units, 
namely, the Thamudeni, 169 referred to one time as "Saraceni" and on another 
occasion simply as "Thamudeni. "170 

' 63With few exceptions, e.g., Musil, who made some tentative remarks on it in Pa/my
rena, pp. 247-48. 

' 64See chap. 5 on the Notitia Dignitatum in RA. 
' 65A function not performed by the tribes settled in the south of Oriens, in Sinai and 

northern }:Iijaz, too far from the Euphrates and the Persian border. 
' 66Stationed at Betroclus and Thelsee. 
167For more on these two units, see chap. 5 in RA. 
168They could have been Salil;iid Arabs, the dominant Arab group in the fifth century. 
169For these two units, one stationed at Scenas Veteranorum in the Limes Aegypti, the 

other at Birsama in Palestine, see RA, chap. 5. 
" 0What significance can be attached to the description of only one of the two units 

of Thamudeni as Saraceni is not clear; it is noteworthy that neither the Palmyrene nor the 
lturaean Arabs are so described in the ND; see chap. 5 in RA. On the etymology of the term 
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This reference to the Arab tribe of Thamud is precious. It represents the 
last known phase of the journey of the tribe from its dwellings in Ruwwafa 111 

in the second century A. D. to its absorption in the Roman army and its trans
ference from its home in northern J:Iijaz to Palestine and Egypt. 172 

It is the ideal of the student of Arab-Byzantine relations to be able, with 
the help of epigraphic and literary discoveries, to write the history of the 
various tribes of the Arab Shield; like Thamud, some of them were tribes of 
the Roman period that were absorbed into the Roman system of defense but, 
unlike Thamud, were not included in the Notitia Dignitatum. When that 
happens, a modest Arabic version of the Notitia Dignitatum will have been 
compiled, as an ancillary document to the ND itself, on the nature and extent 
of the Arab contribution to the defense of the oriental limes. 

C 

In addition to its importance to the Roman period and to the Byzantine 
fourth century, the tribal list is important to the centuries that followed, 
Islamic as well as pre-Islamic: 

1. The Arab federate presence in Oriens that obtained for the three cen
turies of the early Byzantine period becomes extremely complex in the sixth 
century. It had grown in complexity already in the fifth century with more 
tribes crossing the limes and many more in the sixth, dominated by the Ghas
sanids. For a systematic and profitable study of this Arab federate presence at 
its peak, it is important to know its foundation in the fourth century; this 
foundation makes possible the study of the evolution of the federate system 
and of the genetic relationship that obtained between the various stages of its 
evolution in the course of these three centuries. 

2. The tribal composition of the Arab Shield revealed in this fourth
century list is relevant to the study of the Arab war effort in Byzantium's 
struggle against the Muslim Arabs in the seventh century, after the number of 
Arab federate tribes had been swelled by newcomers in the fifth and sixth 

Saraceni as related to the Thamudic term shirkat to be found in their inscriptions, see the 
appendix to chap. 9, "The Term Saraceni and the Image of the Arabs," in RA. 

171Epigraphically attested; for the important bilingual inscription of the Thamiid, see 
G. W. Bowersock, "The Greek-Nabataean Bilingual Inscription at Ruwwafa, Saudi Arabia," 
Le monde grec: Hommages a Claire Priaux (Brussels, 1975), pp. 513-22. 

"'Thamiid is more the concern of the Qur'anic scholar than the Arab genealogist from 
whose consciousness it almost vanished, sure evidence of its antiquity and the early date of 
its transference from the Arabian Peninsular orbit to the Roman. According to the Qur'anic 
account, it had a prophet by the name of ~aliJ:i, and this could imply that some monotheistic 
missionary activity, Jewish or Christian, must have reached it before the disaster that the 
Qur'anic account speaks of befell it. If that missionary activity was Christian, then Thamiid 
would have been assimilated not only into the Roman military system but also into the religious 
life of Byzantium; see also supra, p. 385 on Banii-~aliJ:i. 
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centuries. It could make possible a more precise study of the major military 
engagements of the conquest in which these tribes took part, such matters as 
the number and identity of the tribes that fought in a particular engagement, 
the strategic transference of the tribes from one part of Oriens to another to 
meet the Muslim invaders, and possibly certain defections to the Muslim side 
reported in the sources. 173 

3. After the Muslim conquest of Oriens in the thirties, the various Arab 
tribes were settled in the famous four junds, military circumscriptions into 
which Syria was divided. 174 These tribes of the fourth century are attested in 
Muslim Syria and associated with the momentous events that took place in the 
first century of the Muslim Era even until the fall of the Umayyad dynasty. 
The power of the Umayyads rested on the Jund system, on these very same 
tribes of pre-Islamic times that stayed on in the service of the Umayyads and 
formed the military and political mainstay of the dynasty. The number of 
tribes constituting the Junds, the Umayyad armies in Syria, was swelled by 
newcomers from Arabia, Muslim Arab tribes, who were settled side by side 
with the old pre-Islamic Christian tribes of Byzantine times. 175 The list of 
federate tribes in the fourth century and in the fifth and sixth as well is 
important for separating the Muslim tribes of the Umayyad Junds from the 
Christian ones (those who were Christian or who had been Christian), a matter 
of some importance to understanding the politics of the Umayyad period in 
Syria and the history of the dynasty. It is noteworthy that the two most 
powerful and reliable tribes in the service of the Umayyads were Kalb 116 and 
Jugam; they belonged to the oldest of all these tribes, since they go back to 

the original list of federates in the fourth century, and most probably even 
earlier when they were in some relationship to Rome. 

V. TOPON't'MICAL OBSERVATIONS 

The preceding discussion has attempted the reconstruction of the Arab federate 
presence in Oriens in the fourth century and the indication of the range and 

mpossibly also their victory at Mu'ta in A.D. 629, fought moscly by some of the oldest 
tribes in the service of Byzantium, Balqayn, Jugiim, Ba!I, and Lakhm, and consequencly for 
centuries used to fighting in the advanced and sophisticated Roman manner. 

174Like the Greek thema, Arabic jund in this region and period meant both the army 
corps and the military circumscription. The relation of the Umayyad jund to the Byzantine 
theme will be discussed in detail in the third volume of this series. For the time being, see the 
preliminary observations of the present writer in "The Byzantine Origin of the Umayyad Ajnad 
(Theme) System," in Abstracts of Papers, Fifth Annual Byzantine Studies Conference, Dumbarton 
Oaks, Washington, D.C., 1979, p. 21. 

mA list of some of the tribes, Christian and Muslim, constituting the four junds of 
Umayyad times may be found in Na~r b. Muzii.I:iim's account of the batcle of ~iffin in A.D. 

657; see his Waq'at fiiffin, ed. 'A. M. Hiiriin (Cairo, 1962), pp. 206-7. 
176It remained Christian for a long time after the rise of Islam and was very influential 

with both branches of rhe Umayyad ruling house, the Sufyiinid and the Marwiinid. 
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diversity of the problems related to that reconstruction. It has revealed that 
a number of tribes, not only the Tani.ikhids, were deployed along the Byzantine 
limitrophe from the north in Mesopotamia and along the Euphrates to the 
south in Sinai and the confines of Egypt. But it has also been indicated that 
the important problem of where in Oriens each tribe dwelled or was deployed 
remains open in view of the fact that information on the whereabouts of these 
tribes derives from sources written in the Islamic period and describes the 
conditions that then prevailed. Some conclusions, however, were drawn with a 
fair degree of certainty on the areas where certain tribes dwelled in the fourth 
century, but the fact remains that these conclusions are general in nature. For 
them to be truly useful, more precision is needed which would define fairly 
precisely the stations of these federate tribes and would thus enable the his
torian of the oriental limes to assess and interpret the role of the Arab federate 
contribution in the defense system of Byzantium. The data from which the 
present investigation proceeds are not abundant, but they are the only ones 
available, and such as they are, they enable the first step to be taken. Future 
archeological and epigraphical discoveries will certainly further the progress 
of this investigation, and it is only such discoveries that are likely to accelerate 
this progress. 

1 

Before discussing the few specific toponyms that may be extracted from 
the Arabic sources, it is well that a general picture be drawn of the various 
tribes and tribal groups as they were or might have been deployed along 
the Byzantine limitrophe from Mesopotamia to Egypt in the fourth century. 
Something has already been said on this topic in the preceding section which 
dealt with a variety of problems, but the topic deserves a section exclusively 
devoted to it in which those observations will be amplified and will serve 
as a background against which will be set the discussion of the specific topo
nyms, mainly related to the Taniikhids, that have survived in the Arabic 
sources. 

These Arab federated tribes and tribal groups which formed the Arab 
shield of Byzantium in the fourth century may be divided into roughly three 
groups, following a tripartite geographical division of the oriental limes: 

1. The northern sector along the Euphrates, across it in Mesopotamia 
and this side of it in northern Syria. Practically nothing is known about the 
identity of the federate tribes in Mesopotamia and where exactly they had 
their settlements in the fourth century. In the seventh, the Mesopotamian 
federate tribes are known by name-the trio Taghlib, Iyiid, and Namir- 177 

1770n this trio, see supra, p. 383. 
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but whether or not a fourth-century presence can be predicated of one or 
more of these three tribes is not clear. 

Arab tribes, however, had settled in Mesopotamia in ancient times, 178 

and since then a significant Mesopotamian Arab presence was maintained 
around such urban centers as }::latra and Edessa in the third century A. D. The 
Arab dynasts of these two important urban centers no doubt had each their 
own Arab tribes as constituents of their respective military establishments. 
After the dismantling of the two Arab fortresses in the third century by the 
Persians and the Romans, many of the Arabs of these two centers must have 
become Roman Arabs and Persian Arabs; and the federate Arabs of Roman 
Mesopotamia in the fourth century no doubt were partly related to those Arabs 
of the third. 179 The reality of the federate Arab presence in Mesopotamia in 
the fourth century is reflected best in the pages of the Res Gestae, especially in 
Julian's Persian campaign. 180 Unfortunately, these pages are singularly lacking 
in specificity of reference to their tribal affiliation, 181 and it is only in the 
seventh century that the student of the Arab foederati begins to form a clear 
picture of the tribal constitution of the Arab presence in Oriens, which in 
that century becomes very clear with reference to the trio Taghlib, lyad, and 
Namir, fighting with Byzantium against the Muslim Arabs. 182 

Related to these Mesopotamian Arabs geographically and functionally as 
participants in the Persian Wars of the fourth century were the Tanukhids 
who dwelled this side of the Euphrates and who thus may be conceived as 
belonging to the federates of the northern sector. As the conclusions drawn in 

178See chap. 5, "Notitia Dignitatum," in RA. Reference to an Arabia in Mesopotamia is 
as early as Xenophon; see Anabasis, I. V. 1. 

179Afrer the Peace of Jovian in A.O. 363 and the cession of Singara, Nisibis, and so much 
of eastern Mesopotamia to Persia, Ammianus speaks of the transference of population from that 
lost Roman territory to western Mesopotamia. The presumption is that whatever federate Arabs 
were in that ceded part must have moved to the western part; besides, having been Christian
ized, they would have preferred to live in the Christian Roman Empire rather than in that of 
the fire-worshipers; for the transfer of the inhabitants of Singara, Nisibis, and the Roman 
fortresses, see Ammianus, RG, XXV. 7. 11; for a perceptive analysis of the peace treaty, see E. 
Chrysos, "Some Aspects of Roman-Persian Legal Relations," Kleronomia, 8 (1976), pp. 25-48. 

1'°For the federate Arab participation in Julian's Persian War, see supra, pp. 106-24. 
1' 1The only exception to this is Ammianus's reference to Podosacis, the phylarch of the 

Persian Arabs, the Assanitae, for whom, see JUpra, pp. 119-23. This precious reference only 
goes to show how precise knowledge of Arab-Byzantine relations in this period has suffered 
from the vogue of the term Saracen and its general application to all these tribes. 

Such references as to be found in the Syriac sources are valuable in documenting the federate 
Arab presence late in the fifth century and the war between the federate Arabs of the two powers 
in divided Mesopotamia; see Synodicon Orientate, ed. J.B. Chabot (Paris, 1902), pp. 532-33. 

182For this trio of tribes, see supra, p. 382; Sali}:t was possibly one of the tribal groups 
of the northern sector before it superseded Taniikh as the dominant federate Arab group in 
Oriens; see supra, p. 385 note 137. 
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the second part of this section will show, they were encamped in Chalcidice, 
near the so-called limes of Chalcis. 

2. The central sector roughly coincides with the two provinces of Phoe
nicia Libanensis and Arabia, especially the second. Firm toponymy in this 
sector is represented by Namara, 183 where the Lakhmid king Imru' al-Qays 
was buried: 

(a) In the Provincia Arabia must then be sought the dwellings of Lakhm. 184 

Federate Arab tribes must have been stationed in this central sector since 
through this particular region passed the routes that could lead the nomadic 
invaders from the Arabian Peninsula into Phoenicia. 185 

(b) What tribes other than Lakhm were in this sector is difficult to tell. 
However, mention must be made of the powerful and important tribe of 
Kalb; 186 it is well known that one of their possessions in the north of the 
Arabian Peninsula was Du.mat al-Jandal. In view of the strategic importance 
of Du.mat for the control of so many gateways to Oriens, 187 it is almost certain 
that Du.mat may be considered a firm toponym in the list of posts where 
there was a direct or an indirect Roman presence. 188 

It was in this central sector, in Phoenicia Libanensis, that according 
to the Notitia Dignitatum two Saracen units were stationed at Thelsee and 
Betroclus. 189 If these two units of Saraceni turn out to be foederati, then the two 

' 83For Namara, see the work of the scholar who made it famous by his discovery of the 
epitaph oflmru' al-Qays, Dussaud, Topographie, pp. 255, 269, 353, 371, 378; see also Poide
bard, Trace, texte, pp. 61-62. 

' 84For Lakhm, see supra, p. 383 note 123, where the regions of J:Iawran, Bathaniyya, 
and Jawlan were among the regions in which Lakhm was settled. 

'"For a valuable discussion of these routes, between Dumar al-Janda! (al-Jawf) on the 
one hand and Bostra, Damascus, and Emesa on the other, see Poidebard, Trace, pp. 96--104; 
also the older work of Musil, Arabia Deserta, pp. 316--18. 

" 6For Kalb, see supra, p. 385. 
"'On the many routes into Oriens that began with Dumar, see supra, note 185; on 

Dumar itself, see the still valuable appendix of Musil in Arabia Deserta (1927), pp. 531-53. 
"'On the Latin inscription found at Dumar, see Bowersock, "Syria," p. 139 note 57. 

The wide diffusion of Kalb over a vast area in northern Arabia makes it difficult to allocate 
it precisely to the right sector. The Kalbite presence in such places so distant from each other 
as Samawa and Dumar in northern Arabia suggests that the tribe could be allocated to a region 
in Arabia parallel to both the central and southern sectors of the limes. 

' 890n these two units in the ND, see supra, p. 393, and chap. 5, "Notitia Dignitatum," 
in RA; on the two localities, see also Musil, Palmyrena, pp. 252-53. Musil identified one of the 
two localities, Thelsee, with Khan al- 'Ajjas, but Dussaud's identification of that locality with 
I;>umayr is more convincing; see Topographie, pp. 265, 270, 300-301. If correct, Thelsee/ 
I;>umayr would represent a remarkable instance of continuity in federate Arab presence at one 
and the same site from the fifth and probably an earlier century to the sixth when the Ghassanid 
Mungir built his purgos near I;>umayr. The stationing of the Saracen unit at Thelsee after the 
site had been occupied by Roman troops also represents the transference of the site to the care 
of the Arab foederati of the Byzantine period, a process that reached its climax in the sixth 
century with the Ghassanids. 
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localities or posts can be added to Namara, 190 and the list of firm toponyms 
for this central sector of federate presence will consist of three, Namara, 
Thelsee, and Betroclus. A further question will arise as to why these two units 
were singled out for mention in the Notitia Dignitatum, 191 and why they were 
stationed in this particular province. One answer to this question could be 
that this was a fifth-century disposition of federate power, a rearrangement 
in response to the new conditions that obtained in the fifth century, namely, 
the peace with Persia, which no longer called for the stationing of seasoned 
federate troops along the Euphrates, but reassigned them to this sector against 
the permanent and persistent threats posed by the Arabs of the Peninsula. 

3. The southern sector was constituted by the southern part of the 
Provincia Arabia which became Palestina Tertia toward the middle of the 
fourth century. Here lived the trio Jug.am, Balqayn, and 'Amila, and possibly 
Bali. 192 It would be pleasant to be able to pinpoint the localities where these 
tribes lived in the fourth century, but without the help of the archeological 
and epigraphic evidence, it is idle to speculate. It is more profitable to indicate 
the regions where these tribes lived, namely, Sinai, I:Iisma, and Madyan. 193 

1' 0It is noteworthy that Namara was not only a station of the Lakhmid Arab foederati 
of Imru' al-Qays but was also a post of the legionary troops, those of the third Cyrenaica, the 
legion of Bostra. Whether the Arab federates were in occupation of Namara simultaneously 
with the legionary detachment is not clear; what is important is the occupation of one and the 
same post, whether simultaneously or successively, by regular units of the Roman army and by 
Arab foederati. This raises the question whether other posts included in the ND were also so 
occupied. If so, the Namara inscription would have thrown light on these unknown units, 
occupying well-known posts in the ND, and left unmentioned in that document, but whose 
contribution to the defense of the Orient was no less real in spite of their anonymity. 

1' 1Since the ND in its final extant form betrays its Theodosian period or the first half 
of the fifth century, it is possible that the two Saracen units were Sa!IJ:iids, the new dominant 
Arab federate group in the fifth century; but there is no way of telling, and besides, the two 
posts may have been occupied or garrisoned in the fourth century by troops other than the 
two Saracen units. 

1"For these four tribes, see supra, pp. 383-84. In addition to these four, known to 

the Arabic Islamic literary sources, there is Thamiid, for which see the relevant section in RA, 
chap. 5. The description of one of the two Thamudeni units in the ND as Saraceni raises the 
question of whether this particular unit was considered as still having federate status or whether 
it was incorporated into the Roman army as one of its regular units. If the former, then 
Thamiid or part of it may be added to this list of federate tribes; its station in Palestine, 
Birsama, may also be mentioned in this roponymic context. 

193Musil's appendices in his Northern f!egaz are still valuable for this area and this dis
cussion: (a) on Ma'an, the seat of Farwa, the Jugami chief of the seventh century, see pp. 247-
48; whether Jugam occupied Ma'an in the fourth century is not clear; (b) on his conception of 
the limes interior and the limes exterior, a controversial subject, pp. 257-59; (c) on the region 
of Madyan/Midian, pp. 278-98; (d) on the classical and Arabic authors on northern I;Iijaz, pp. 
302-13; (e) on the region ofal-I;Iisma, pp. 313-17; (/) on the important oasis ofTabiik, pp. 
318-21. In addition to what BalagurI says on its inhabitants' paying the poll tax to Muhammad 
in A.O. 630, it might be mentioned that Muhammad considered Tabiik the point where Sham 
(Oriens from the Taurus to Sinai) ended and Yaman began, the implication being that Tabiik 
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These tribes were settled far from the Persian border and the Euphrates front, 
but they were strategically stationed on the roads that led from }:Iijaz into 
the Provincia Arabia and Palestina Tertia, more easily defensible by Arabs 
than by regular Roman soldiers. They also maintained law and order internally, 
especially in a region such as Sinai. 194 

2 

It remains to discuss the toponyms that are to be found in the sources, 
mainly Arabic, associated with the dominant group of foederati in the fourth 
century, namely, Tanukh, in order to establish where in Ori ens Byzantium's 
chief group of foederati were settled and where exactly they had their camps. 

There can be no doubt that these settlements were in the northern sector 
of Oriens, 195 this side of the Euphrates, mainly in the region of Chalcidice. In 
support of this, the following may be adduced: 

1. The Tanukhids went over to the Romans after they fell out with the 
Persians; thus they entered Oriens after crossing the Euphrates, and it makes 
sense to argue that they were settled not far from the Euphrates and the 
Persian frontier so that they might participate in the wars of the fourth 
century against Persia. 

2. That Saracens and important groups participated in the wars of that 
century is fully attested in the Res Gestae; the many references to the Arab 
foederati who joined the army of Julian suggest that these did in fact take part 
in Julian's war against the Persians, while a check on the localities at which 
they met Julian, such as Callinicum, suggests that they were settled in the 
northern sector not far from the Euphrates. 196 

3. There is an explicit reference in a major Arab historian to their settle
ment in this northern sector, near Chalcis (Qinnasrin), immediately after they 

is the last southern station of the Roman presence in Arabia; on this, see al-Waqidi, Maghazi, 
vol. 3, p. 1021. 

194For Banu-~aliJ:i as custodians of the Holy Mountain, see supra, p. 385 note 133. 
19'1n the time of the Arab Conquests, Tanukh fought in various places, and not only in 

northern Syria, e.g., at Du.mat al-Janda!; see Kindermann, EI, 4, pp. 229-30. Their ubiquitous 
presence in Oriens is not evidence char they lived in all the places mentioned; they formed 
one of the contingents of the Christian Arab army under the command of the Ghassanid Jabala 
b. al-Ayham, and they appeared wherever they were needed to repel Muslim arms. Kindermann 
(ibid., p. 229), unaware that they were the foederati of Byzantium, thought they must have 
moved from I:Iatra (I:Iadr) when they joined the army of Heraclius during his counterattack. 
They could easily have retreated with the Byzantines after the initial defeats and returned with 
them for the counteroffensive. 

1960n the dealings of Julian with the Arabs before and after they joined his army at 
Caltinicum and then marched with him along the Euphrates to Circesium and elsewhere, see 
Chap. 3 on Julian, supra, pp. 105-24. On the possibility of a Tanukhid military station in 
the fourth century near Callinicum, see infra, p. 406. 
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had crossed over to the Romans. 197 In addition to this most important reference, 
others in the later Muslim historians and geographers unanimously confirm 
that the Taniikhids were indeed settled in this sector and continued to live in 
it in Islamic times. 198 

4. Finally, that Greek inscription found outside Anasartha, presumed to 
be the epitaph of the Arab queen, Mavia, or one related to her, is a precious 
and welcome piece of evidence that corroborates the conclusions drawn from 
the Arabic sources on the location of Tanukh's settlements in Oriens. 199 

References to specific toponyms associated with the Taniikhids may be 
presented as follows: 

( 1) The safest and most solid guide to this toponymy of Taniikh is the 
historian of the Muslim Conquests, Balaguri. In his Futul? al-Buldan, he ex
plicitly states while speaking of the conquest of Syria in the thirties of the 
seventh century that the Tanukhids were then to be found in two localities, 
near Chalcis (Qinnasrin) and Beroea (Aleppo). 200 

The specificity that informs Balaguri's statements on Taniikh is extremely 
important: 

(a) As will have been noted in the previous section, the various Arab 
federate tribes at the time of the conquests appear in various places in Oriens, 
apparently rushed from one place to another to meet the Muslim peril, where
ever that appeared. It is difficult-with few exceptions, as in the case of the 
trio Jugam, 'Amila, and Balqayn-to know the region where each of the tribes 
was settled. But in the case of Taniikh it is possible to establish it with 
certainty since Balaguri speaks not only of Taniikh but also of their fixed 
settlements and structures near Chalcis and Beroea, which suggests that they 
were indeed settled in that region and that their appearance elsewhere was 
occasioned only by the fluctuating fortune of the war with the Muslims and by 
the fact that they were rushed here and there wherever they were needed. 201 

(b) Furthermore, Balaguri goes out of his way to state that it was in 
Chalcis or near it that Tanukh was first settled when they crossed over to 
the Romans, that originally they had lived in tents, and that subsequently 

"'For a further treatment of this most important reference which traces them back ro 
the period of their first settlement in Oriens in the fourth century and possibly the third, see 
infra, pp. 401-3. 

"'It is noteworthy that they continued to live in this region of Chalcis from the thir
ties of the seventh century till the eighties of the eighth, the period of their encounter with the 
Abbasid caliph, al-Mahdi, for which see infra, pp. 423-32. Their continuing presence in the 
same region in the Muslim period in spite of their difficult position as Christians in the new 
order suggests that they were attached to their Christian locales of pre-Islamic times and equally 
suggests that this was their region throughout the pre-Islamic period as well. 

1990n this Greek inscription, see supra, pp. 222-27. 
200Balaguri, Futu~ al-Buldan, vol. 1, pp. 172-73. 
201For this, see also supra, note 195. 
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they erected manazil, permanent solid structures. 202 This makes certain that 
they were in that region in the fourth century and that they continued to live 
there until the seventh when Abu-'Ubayda, the Muslim commander, made 
peace with them in the thirties. 

(c) Important is the term that Balaguri uses for the habitations of the 
Tanukhids near Chalcis and Beroea. He uses the Arabic term ~ac/ir, a tech
nical term in the military lexicology of Arabic, indicating a military camp. 203 

The Tanukhids that the Muslims met in the region were then military groups, 
living in solid structures outside city walls. This answers exactly to the parem
boles of the Greek writers when they refer to the settlements or military 
encampments of the Arabs, which were, as Balaguri's text indicates, outside 
the city walls of the major cities. 204 The Tanukhids, then, whom the Muslims 
met in this northern sector of Oriens were a military group, the federates of 
the Arab shield, stationed in Chalcidice, and settled there for at least some 
three centuries from the fourth to the seventh. 205 The two well-known cities in 
northern Syria, Chalcis and Beroea, must then be considered as the first two 
places associated with the Tanukhids. 

(2) Not as clear as his references to Chalcis and Beroea is a third one, to 

a locality not far from these two cities, which BalagurI does not locate pre
cisely and which he refers to in the same account of the conquest of Chalcidice 
by the Muslims; he speaks of the J::Iiyar ofBanu-al-Qa'qa' 206 which 'Absid Arabs 
occupied in Umayyad times ca. A.D. 700 but which according to BalagurI 
was a pre-Islamic locality associated with the Lakhmid Mungir of the sixth 
century. 

In spite of his imprecision in locating J::Iiyar, Balaguri's statement is 
valuable for the student of Arab-Byzantine relations and possibly for Tanukhid 
toponymy: 

202The statement gains in credibility when it is remembered that the information scat
tered on Taniikh in these later Islamic sources all derives from an excellent source, Hisham, 
who devoted to Taniikh a special work, Akhbiir Taniikh wa Amiibuhii; see supra, p. 360. 

' 03Further on this technical term and its conjugate, 11ra, see "The Etymology of lf.ira," 
infra, pp. 490-98. 

""On parembole translating Arabic 1ira, 1ayr, see ibid., p. 496. The prefix, para, could 
also suggest that it translated 1iiefir, too; the Greek term probably was used to render either 
of the two Arabic military terms which, deriving as they do from two different roots, probably 
came to have much the same signification; yet 1ayr, 1ira, may have retained a distinctive 
nuance. 

' 0 'The 1aqir of Beroea (Aleppo) was seen by Yaqiit himself who noticed it briefly; by 
then its name had become 4iiefir al-Sulaymaniyya: Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 206. 

206BalagurI, op. cit., pp. 173-74. He does not specify where this locality is, nor is 
the place of his account of 4iyiir clear in his narrative. Perhaps there is something missing in 
the manuscript of BalagurI's Futii4 al-Bu/clan. l:fiyar, however, is known to Yaqiit who con
siders it belongs to the desert of Chalcis (Qinnasrin), and Noldeke is probably right in thinking 
it was north or northeast of Epiphania (Hama); see Noldeke, GF, p. 18 note 2. In BakrI, 
it appears as one of the stations of Sayf al-Dawla on his way from Aleppo to al-Raqqa, and 
apparently was known for its waters; see BakrI, Mu'jam, s.v. al-Ramusa, vol. 2, p. 629. 
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(a) It is certain that the text should be corrected from maqil to maqtal. 
Al-l:liyar thus becomes the place where Mungir, the Lakhmid king, was 
"killed" rather than "rested" or had as his "resting place," and this is a 
valuable explicit statement on a vexed question. 207 

(b) Which Arab tribal group occupied l:liyar in pre-Islamic times is not 
stated by BalagurI. But the context-its location in Chalcidice and reference 
to the Tanukhid military encampments near Chalcis and Beroea-suggests that 
this, too, was a Tanukhid military camp and thus may be added as a third one 
after Chalcis and Beroea to the list of Tanukhid toponyms. 

(c) It is noteworthy that the term used to designate this locality is f?iyar, 
not f?aqir, but like the latter it is a technical term in the military terminology 
of the Arabic language. The two terms, as has been noted, are derived from 
two different roots but came to have much the same signification. 208 As l:liyar, 
plural of f?ayr or f?ira, is an Arabian word, Arabic or Sabaic, it is quite likely 
that it was brought to the Fertile Crescent by an emigrant Arabian group such 
as the Tanukhids. 

3. One of the verses of a poet born in pre-Islamic times, ~akhr al-Ghayy, 
of the tribe of Hugayl, contains a precious reference to two certainly Christian 
Arab localities in northern Syria, most probably Tanukhid. 209 In the amatory 
prelude to one of his poems, he employs a simile that involves a Christian 
monk whose abode or abodes are associated with Rum (the Rhomaioi), Tanukh, 
and two localities, ~awwaran and Zabad. 

The verse testifies to the Christianity of Tanukh, its associations with 
the Rhomaioi, and its proximity to two localities that are known to be in 
northern Syria, ~awwaran and Zabad. The chances that the two localities are 
Tanukhid ones are good; they are Christian sites, in northern Syria, the very 
same area that Tanukh is known to have inhabited, and contextually they 
are associated with it in the verse of the pre-Islamic poet: 

(a) That Zabad was a pre-Islamic Christian center is known from the 

'°'For Noldeke's perspicacity in sifting the conflicting reports on this most important 
yawm, battle-day between the I.akhmids and the Ghassii.nids in the sixth century, see GF, 
p. 18; this explicit statement in Balii.gurI on Mungir's maqtal (as a noun of place) at I;liyar 
corroborates Noldeke's conclusion. 

20'It would be of considerable interest for determining what exactly the difference be
tween these two military terms is if one knew more about these two military federate camps 
so close to each other, the first of which is described as ~aqir, while the second is described 
as ~iyar or ~ayr, and whether the different terminology reflects some functional or structural 
difference between the two terms. It is noteworthy that ~ayr and ~a'ir, more allied to ~ira 
than to ~adr etymologically, are attested in Islamic times as terms with a nonmilitary conno
tation, meaning game preserves. 

209For this verse, see Kitab Shar~ Ash'ar al-Huqaliyyfn, ed. 'A. A. Farraj (Cairo, n.d.), 
vol. 1, pp. 254-55; on ~akhr al-Ghayy, see GAS, vol. 2, pp. 144--45. Some attribute the 
verse co another poet from the tribe of Hugayl, namely, 'Amr gu al-Kalab, a pre-Islamic poet, 
for whom see ibid., p. 254; on the attribution of the verse to this 'Amr, see Aghanr, XXII, 3 79. 
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dated trilingual inscription that was discovered there in the last century. 210 

Valuable as the inscription is in so many respects, it has not given a clue as 
to what group of Christian Arabs Zabad belonged to; this verse makes very 
possible a Tanukhid affiliation for Zabad or its Arabs. 211 

(b) Unlike Zabad, the second locality, ~awwariin, has not been recog
nized as an Arab Christian or even a Christian center. 212 Thus the information 
provided by the verse referred to above is welcome as it adds to the small 
list of Arab Christian centers. The verse is also specific on ~awwariin, its a(am 
(plural of u(m or u(um), fortifications, which brings to mind the military 
establishments, the ~aqirs of the Tanukhids in Chalcis or near Chalcis and 
Beroea, or possibly the fortified monasteries of this period in Syria. 213 But this 
reference to ~awwariin poses a problem of identification; the sources mention 
two ~awwariins, 214 one belonging to the Jund of l:Iim~ (Emesa) and another 
situated to the north of Beroea (Aleppo) near Diibiq. The latter rather than 
the former is likely to be a Tanukhid locality since it is within the territory 
of Chalcis or the Jund of Chalcis (Qinnasrin) in Islamic times. 215 

210For bibliography on this celebrated trilinguis, see IGLSYR, vol. 2, p. 178. 
211For Zabad (Zebed), see Dussaud, Topographie, p. 204, and Mouterde and Poidebard, 

Limes, pp. 161-71; it is relevant in this connection to mention that Yiiqiit considers Zabad 
part of the territory of Chalcis (Qinnasrin), and this could promote the possibility of its 
Taniikhid origin to a probability; see Yiiqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 3, p. 130. It could, of course, also 
be associated with the Ghassanids of the sixth century, but it is noteworthy that the trilingual 
inscription found there is dated A.D. 511, that is, before the extension of Ghassiinid 
jurisdiction over the Arabs of Oriens ca. 530. 

212It does not appear in Mouterde and Poidebard's Limes, a specialized work on the 
region, nor in Poidebard's Trace; Souwar, which appears in the latter work (pp. 133-34), is a 
different locality, a station or post on the Trans-Euphratesian limes of Khabiir. It does, however, 
appear in Dussaud's Topographie, transliterated as Soran, ~oran, Sawaran (p. 208), and Souran 
(p. 222); it had received better and more detailed treatment at the hands of M. Hartmann in 
"Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Syrischen Steppe," ZDPV, 22 (1899), pp. 155, 158; 23 (1900), 
pp. 20, 117, 125. Hartmann depended on such authors as Istakhri, Ya'qiibi, and Yaqiit for 
his account of ~awwariin, but these authors are not informative on its pre-Islamic Christian past. 
Ya'qiibi, however, mentions that ~awwariin in the territory of 1:fim~ was in his day inhabited 
by Iyad, but whether the Iyad were still Christian when Ya'qiibi wrote is not clear. Yaqiit, 
however, cites this very verse from ~akhr al-Ghayy in his entry on ~awwariin, but it is the pre
ceding line, which he does not quote, that brings out the Christian character of ~awwariin in 
pre-Islamic times. 

2131t may have been like Zabad, one of the refuge-cities, for which see Mouterde and 
Poidebard, Limes, p. 237. It is of interest to note that ~awwariin in the territory of Emesa 
(1:fim~) is mentioned in an Arabic Muslim chronicle and included among the 4urun that fell to 
Tancred in the year 498 of the Hijra, the Muslim Era; Hartmann, "Beitrage," ZDPV, 23 
(1900), p. 125. 

214See Bakri, Mu'jam, vol. 3, p. 847, and Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 3, p. 433. 
munfortunately Ya'qiibi's account of the Jund of Chalcis (Qinnasrin) has not survived; 

so there is no way of telling whether he included this ~awwariin in his account; the fact that 
the inhabitants of the other ~awwariin in the territory of 1:fim~ was inhabited by Christian Iyad 
in Islamic times could argue that another Christian group such as the Taniikh might have been 
in the other and that it is this other one that was meant in the verse of the pre-Islamic poet, 
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(4) Anasartha (Arabic Khuna~ira) may be added to the list of toponyms 
with which the Taniikhids were associated. The evidence in this case does not 
come from the Arabic but from the Greek sources, from epigraphy, from that 
precious dated inscription that has already been analyzed. 216 Whether or not the 
Taniikhids established a presence within the city walls is not clear, but they 
seem to have had a shrine extra muros, and the presumption is that there was at 
least a camp, a l?ac/ir, not unlike those in which the Muslim Arabs found the 
Taniikhids settled in the thirties of the seventh century near Chalcis and 
Beroea. Thus the chances are that the Taniikhids did maintain a presence in 
Anasartha itself or a strong presence in the vicinity; the city is even closer to 
the desert regions near the Euphrates and Scenarchia217 than both Chalcis and 
Beroea, and apparently it had an Arab ethnic complexion. 218 

(5) Ma'arrat al-Nu'man could easily be added to this list of Taniikhid 
toponyms in pre-Islamic times. Although there is no reference to it as such in 
pre-Islamic sources, the later Islamic authors provide data that point to its 
pre-Islamic Taniikhid character. Its possible or even probable association not 
only with Taniikh but also with the Taniikhid king, al-Nu'man, has been dis
cussed in a previous section. 219 It remains to give a few more details that will 
link Ma'arrat with Taniikh and Christianity; they pertain to Islamic times, but 
unmistakably point to a strong pre-Islamic Christian complexion: (a) in the 
tenth century, there is reference to a church in Ma'arrat, called kanisat al-A 'rab, 
"the church of the nomads or bedouins"; 220 (b) and even in the thirteenth 
century there is a reference to a monastery in Ma 'arrat. 221 

That such vestiges of Christianity should have survived or lingered on in 

but no certainty can be predicated. For Iyad in ~awwaran, see Ya'qiibi, "Kicab al-Buldan,"" 
BGA, 7 (reprinted Leiden, 1967), p. 324. 

"'See supra, pp. 222-27. 
217Whac has been said above on Anasarcha is even more true of Sergiopolis (Ru~apha), 

closer co Scenarchia than Anasarcha. The Ghassanids of the sixth century certainly established a 
strong presence in it, although their main base was in the faraway Jawlan. Thus, the Taniikhids, 
who lived in the northern sector so close co the shrine of Sc. Sergius, are likely co have had a 
presence in the vicinity, for religious as well as for military reasons; Sc. Sergius may have been 
their patron saint as he was co be chat of the Ghassanids. 

For Scenarchia of George of Cyprus in the sixth century, see the map in Jones, Cities, 
opposite p. 226. 

2180n the Arab Abimenos, who ca. 600 was involved in the restoration of the walls and 
gates of Anasarcha, see IGLSYR, vol. 2, nos. 281, 288. Yaqiit thought Anasarcha was founded 
by an Arab king; what matters in Yaqiic's statement is not truth or accuracy but the feeling 
of chis discriminating Arab geographer chat the town had strong Arab associations even in pre
Islamic times; see Yaqiit, Mu'jam, s.v. For useful material in the Arabic sources on Anasarcha, 
see Musil, Palmyrena, p. 204 note 58. 

219Supra, p. 3 77. 
'"'The reference co chis church occurs in Abu al- 'Ala' al-Ma'arri, Risa/at al-Ghufran, ed. 'A. 

Abdurral_iman (Cairo, 1963), p. 422. 
221See al-Qifti, Inbah al-Ruwat 'ala Anbah al-Nuqat, ed. M. Ibrahim (Cairo, 1950), vol. 

1, p. 70. 
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Ma 'arrat so late in the Islamic period suggests a very strong Christian past for 
the city that the Tanukhids continued to inhabit in Islamic times, Muslim 
as they or most of them became. 

(6) In his accounts of the Muslim Conquests, BalagurI speaks of the 
"qaqir of the Arabs" around al-Raqqa (Callinicum). 222 Although his account 
describes conditions that prevailed in the seventh century during the conquest 
of Mesopotamia, yet it is not impossible that the site had been occupied in 
the fourth by the Tanukhids. In support of this view the following may be 
advanced: 

(a) Callinicum was an important station in the Roman system of defense, 
located as it was at the confluence of the Balil~ with the Euphrates. The 
Tanukhids were settled in the north, and it is quite likely that Rome's domi
nant Arab group had a camp, a qaqir, in the fourth century there for partici
pation in the Persian Wars. 223 

(b) It was at Callinicum that the Arab foederati of the fourth century met 
the Emperor Julian, on his way to meet the Persians. 224 This does not neces
sarily establish that the Tanukhids had a qaqir there, but it could possibly 
associate Callinicum with Tanukh in the fourth century. It is, therefore, not 
unlikely that the Tanukhids who had other qaqirs in Chalcidice and whose 
main function was participation in the Persian War, also had a qaqir near 
Callinicum. 

(c) Around A.D. 530, Arab federate power was centralized and placed in the 
hands of the Ghassanids, who thus become ubiquitous in Oriens, occupying 
various sites far from their base in the Provincia Arabia and the Jawlan. They 
are attested in Sergiopolis and in Thelsee/:Qumayr, 225 and they could con
ceivably have been in occupation of this qaqir near Raqqa when the Muslim 
Arabs captured it in A.D. 639. But just as there had been a group of Arabs 
at Thelsee in the fifth century other than the Ghassanids, so there might have 
been another group of Arabs at the qaqir of Raqqa in the fourth century long 
before the Ghassanids could have occupied it, and the Tanukhids are the most 
likely group of occupants in that century. It is also noteworthy that BalagurI 

222 Balacjud, Futiiq al-Bulddn, vol. 1, p. 205; the preposition used, qawla ("around"), 
makes it difficult to visualize where and how the qiiqir was located. Perhaps qawla simply 
means near and close to Raqqa. That the qiiqir was a military camp is clear from the context: it 
is contrasted with the falliiqiin, farmers, mentioned immediately after; and the term is of course 
known to Balacjuri as a military one; indeed it is to him that the student of this period owes 
the references to the various military qiiqirs of Tanukh and Tayy mentioned above and to that 
ofGhassan (ibid., p. 74). 

"'Important material on al-Raqqa (Callinicum) from both classical and Oriental sources 
was put together by Musil in his Middle Euphrates, pp. 325-31. 

"'Supra, p. 107; it was also at Callinicum that the Arabs offered Julian the aurum 
coronarium. 

"'See supra, note 189. 
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does not specify which group of Arabs were in occupation of that '1a4ir. So its 
association with Tanukh even in the seventh century is not out of the question. 
Apparently it was not a specifically Ghassanid f?aqir; if it had been, BalagurI 
might have said so, since the Ghassanids were the dominant group in that 
century and he had mentioned them repeatedly before; the chances then are 
that it was a f?aqir for groups of Arabs, not one, just as other f?aqirs were, 
and that one of these groups were those close to it geographically, namely, 
the Tanukhids. 

(7) In a different category from all the preceding references that pertain 
to pre-Islamic times or are even found in pre-Islamic sources on the toponymy 
of Tanukh are a few references in the Arabic sources to Tanukh and its where
abouts in Islamic times: (a) Epiphania (}::lama) according to Ya'qubi2 26 was 
peopled mainly by Tanukh and Bahra'; (b) Laodicaea (al-La<;liqiyya) according 
to al-HamdanI 227 was also a town where the Tanukh lived; and (c) according 
to IgakhrI, 228 the mountain range from Laodicaea to Emesa was called "Jabal 
Bahra' wa Tanukh," "the Mountain of Bahra' and Tanukh." 

Thus even in Islamic times, Tanukh was to be found settled in the 
northern sector of Syria, slightly to the southwest of the various settlements 
discussed in the preceding paragraphs. Whether they lived in the two cities 
Epiphania and Laodicaea also in pre-Islamic times or outside the walls remains 
an open question. 

Perhaps this discussion has established with some precision the where
abouts of Tanukh in Oriens in the fourth century. It was clearly in the 
northern sector, and the toponyms associated with them may be gathered 
together now in a single enumeration: Chalcis, Beroea, 1:fiyar, Anasartha, 
Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, and possibly Zabad and ~awwaran. Whether they lived in 
Epiphania and Laodicaea in pre-Islamic as they did in Islamic times is not 
entirely clear, nor is their association with the mountain to which they gave 
their name, Jabal Tanukh. 

Thus, of the various tribal groups that constituted the Arab shield of 
Byzantium in the fourth century, the Tanukhids are the best known, and this 
is natural since they were the dominant group of the Arab foederati in that 
century. The settlements of the other constituent tribes of the Arab shield are 
known only regionally in a general fashion, but in the case of the Tanukhids 
it is known with some precision, as this section on toponymy has shown. They 
are thus the only Arab group in the fourth century that make possible a 
fruitful discussion of the Arab federate contribution to the Roman defense 
system in the Orient in the fourth century. 

226Ya'qubI, Buldan, p. 324. 
"'HamdanI, ~ifat, p. 275. 
22'lstakhri, "Masalik al-Mamalik," BGA, 1, p. 56. 
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APPENDIX I 

J abala b. Salim 

Noldeke suggested that Hisham had a katib, a secretary, by the name of Jabala b. 
Salim, who translated for him certain works written in Pahlevi. 1 He based this sug
gestion on a text in the Fihrist (pp. 244-45) that refers to Jabala b. Salim as one of 
a group of translators from Pahlevi into Arabic, and it reads: "Jabala b. Salim, the 
katib of Hisham, who was mentioned before." Noldeke argued that of the two possible 
Hishams that could have been meant in this context, namely, the Umayyad caliph 
and the Kalbite historian, the first is out of the question, since such translations 
from Pahlevi as are ascribed to Jabala-the Book of Rustam and Isfandiyiir and the Book 

of Bahriim Chiibin (Fihrist, p. 305)----were not made as early as the reign of the Caliph 
Hisham (A.D. 725-43). Only the historian can be meant here, who thus had at his 
disposal the Persian material he needed for his work on the Arabs and the Arab
Persian relationship. 

This view cannot be accepted. As it involves the Caliph Hisham and his name
sake the historian, and one, possibly two, important translators of the eighth century, 
it needs and deserves a thorough examination: 

( 1) There is no reference earlier in the F ihrist to a katib for Hisham, the historian. 
Ibn-al-Nadi:m's account of Hisham in the Fihrist (pp. 95-98) is extensive, and if 
Hisham had had a katib, he would have mentioned the noteworthy fact. 

(2) If Hisham had a katib who translated for him Persica, the alleged fact would 
have been reflected in his books, of which Ibn-al-Nadi:m has given a very extensive 
list. And yet the only book of Hisham's on Persian matters is the one entitled Kitab 

Muliik al-'(awa'if, not related to the books translated by Jabala b. Salim, namely, 
Kitab Rustam and Isfandiyiir and Kitiib Bahriim Chiibin.' 

A close examination of the text that led Noldeke to argue the way he did reveals 
that he misconstrued it; when correctly understood, it yields information that is 
perfectly consonant with the data furnished by Ibn-al-Nadi:m in the Fihrist. Appar
ently Noldeke was himself aware that he might have misunderstood the puzzling 
statement of Ibn-al-Nadim, since he begins a footnote on this subject with: "Verstehe 
ich den Text richtig. "3 The statement may be quoted again here: "Jabala b. Salim, the 
katib of Hisham, who was mentioned before": 

( 1) In this text, the clause "who was mentioned before" does not refer to Jabala 
but to his father, Salim, who was indeed "the katib of Hisham." Noldeke assumed it 
refers to Hisham; hence his efforts to look for an appropriate Hisham, whom he 
thought was the historian, not the caliph. 

(2) The Hisham mentioned in this text is not the historian but the caliph. The 
historian would not have been referred to simply as Hisham but by his patronymic or 

1See PAS, pp. xxvii, 474-75. 
2Bahram Chiibin lived in the sixth century and belonged to the Sasanid period, while 

Rustam and Isfandiyar are two legendary heroes and the Kitab on them presumably tells of the 
fight between the two. Neither book can be identified with Kitab Muliik al-'(awa'if or can 
have been a tributary source to it. 

'PAS, p. 475 note 1. 
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his tribal affiliation, and so he is referred to in the entry devoted to him, entitled 
Hisham al-Kalbi (Fihrist, p. 95). The more cogent argument, however, for his being 
the caliph is the fact that Ibn-al-Nadim does indeed refer to a Salim who is described 
as "katib of Hisham," and there is no doubt that it was the caliph that was meant in 
this text on Salim since his patronymic is added, "ibn 'Abdulmalik" (Fihrist, p. 117). 

Thus, this biographical notice of Salim solves the problem and answers all the 
questions that may possibly be raised about the biographical notice of Jabala b. Salim. 
When the two notices are put together, the following conclusions may be deduced: 

( 1) Not one but two translators are involved: the first, Salim of the reign of 
Hisham, who must have flourished in the first half of the eighth century; the second, 
Jabala, who was his son, and who may be assigned to the second generation, follow
ing his father; his floruit may be assigned to the second half of the eighth century. 

(2) Ni:ildeke argued that such Persian translations as are associated with Jabala's 
name were done later than the reign of Hisham. This, as will presently be argued, is 
not a very valid objection, but the realization that Jabala is the son of the Salim of the 
reign of Hisham should answer Ni:ildeke's objection since he would belong to the 
second half of the eighth century when, according to Ni:ildeke, such translations were 
made. 

(3) It is interesting to note that the father, Salim, translates not Persian but 
Greek material-some of the letters of Aristotle to Alexander-while the son, Jabala, 
translates from Pahlevi. 

Perhaps the foregoing paragraphs have established beyond doubt that the Hisham 
involved is the caliph and that the historian did not have a katib who translated 
for him from Persian. It remains, however, to entertain the possibility that not two 
but one translator may have been involved in these texts in the Fihrist. 

It is noteworthy that in the entry on Salim, the title is just Salim. One would 
have expected a patronymic but only a tecnonymic is provided. 4 It is, therefore, just 
possible that "Jabala ibn" dropped out of the title which in its entirety would have 
read "Jabala ibn Salim"; according to this, the reference to him in the Fihrist (pp. 
244-45) would also make very good sense, since the clause "who was mentioned 
before"' would refer to Jabala b. Salim, referred to before and described as the katib of 
the caliph Hisham (Fihrist, p. 117). In support of this view the following may be 
noted: 

(1) There is no difficulty in Jabala's having lived and translated in Umayyad and 
Abbasid times. Ibn-al-Muqaffa', the much more famous translator from Pahlevi, lived 

'The titles of other entries in the F ihrist consist sometimes of one single name, but in 
the opening statement of each entry a nasab is provided, as in the case of al-Zuhri (pp. 91, 
95). In the case of Salim, only his name is given, to which is added an unsatisfactory kunya, 
Abu al-' Ala', which does not reveal his pedigree as a patronymic would have done; cf. the nasab 
given to such mawiili as }::lammad and Jannad on pp. 91-92. 

'Thus the clause would have a more natural referent, i.e., Jabala himself, the translator 
who was being discussed, rather than his father, Salim, in much the same way that an identical 
clause describes Balaguri, not his father, in the sentence immediately preceding the one on 
Jabala. What the tribal or ethnic affiliation of Jabala was is not clear; he could have been a 
Ghassanid since Jabala, an uncommon name, was assumed by more than one Ghassanid. 
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and worked in both periods. It is noteworthy that he was katib to one of the very last 
Umayyad caliphs, and so he could very well have survived the Umayyads and worked 
in the early Abbasid period. 

(2) As to his Persian translations, these could have been made in the Abbasid 
period or even during the reign of Hisham, which witnessed the Umayyad shift from 
the Byzantine to the Persian orientation. 6 Hisham's story with the Persian shu'iibi poet 
Isma'il b. Yasar is well known, and there is no decisive argument against translations 
from Persian being made in the reign of Hisham. 

(3) As to his having translated Aristotle's letters to Alexander (Fihrist, p. 117), 
this could have been done either from Greek or from some other language into which 
they were already translated. 7 Alternatively, he could have known both languages, 
Greek and Persian, and examples of translators who were trilingual in this period are 
not lacking. 

It has been necessary to examine Noldeke's view in some detail in view of the 
importance of what his interpretation of the text in the Fihrist involving Jabala b. 
Salim expresses and implies. As Noldeke's gaze when scanning a text was usually 
accipitral, his misinterpretation of this one must be construed as an example of 
Homer's nodding. 

APPENDIX II 

Mas'udI on the Tanukhids 

Al-Mas\idI's account of the Tani.ikhids in his valuable chapter on "Muluk al-Sham" 
needs to be examined (Muriij, vol. 2, p. 231). He speaks of the large tribal group 
"Qw;la'a" as being the first to settle in al-Sham (Syria) and to become attached, inqafii, 
to the Romans, who made them kings of the Arabs in Syria after they had adopted 
Christianity. Then he goes on to say: "And so the first king ofTani.ikh was al-Nu'man." 

It is almost certain that when al-Mas'i.idi in the above paraphrase of his account 
speaks of "Quc:la'a", he means the Tanukhids: (a) The Tanukhids according to him 
belonged to the larger tribal group Quc:la'a genealogically, and so the historian unwit
tingly spoke of this larger group to which Tani.ikh belonged rather than to the specific 
one among the Quc:la'a, namely, the Tanukhids; in so doing, he was not mistaken but 
not precise enough. (b) It is clear from his account that the Arab group in question 
were made kings of the Arabs in Syria after they had adopted Christianity; this must 
reflect conditions not in the pagan empire but in the Christian one, that is, in the 
fourth century; and this settles the question decisively on the identity of the Quc:la'a 
group who were so honored, namely, the Tanukhids, since the fourth is the century of 

60n this see H. A. R. Gibb, "Arab-Byzantine Relations under the Umayyad Caliphate," 
DOP, 12 (1958), pp. 232-33; on the translation of Persian books in the second quarter of the 
eighth century, almost exactly coterminous with the reign of the Caliph Hisham, see Rosenthal, 
HMH, p. 29; and Shboul, AI-Mas'udi, pp. 106-7. 

'His description as a relative of the famous Umayyad kiitib 'Abdulhamid b. YaJ:iya could 
confirm his knowledge of Greek. On the ocher hand, the two phrases wa nuqila lahu wa a~laf/a 
huwa, which follow reference to his translation of Aristocle's letters to Alexander (Fihrist, 
p. 117), could imply chat his cask was to perfect the Arabic of an already-translated text or 
perhaps to improve it. 
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their supremacy in Oriens, after which they were followed by the Sali):iids of the fifth 
century, who, however, started their period of supremacy toward the end of the 
fourth. (c) His account of these, the Sali):iids, also corroborates this conclusion on the 
Qu9a'a group's being the Tanukhids. Mas'udi says that after adopting Christianity the 
Romans made them kings over the Arabs of Syria. In so writing he repeated what he 
had said on Qu9a'a in the preceding paragraph, and the two accounts betray what 
must have been his conception of the rise of these Arab "kingdoms" in the Byzantine 
period, namely, that they followed a certain pattern, the adoption of Christianity 
before their establishment by the Romans. But it was the Tanukhids who held the 
first of these "kingdoms" in Syria, and so Mas'udi must have been thinking of them 
when he spoke of the Qu9a'a. The subject of the verb inqafii in the passage in question 
must then be not the Qu9a'a but the Tanukhids among the Qu9a'a, a conclusion 
corroborated by his use of the inferential fa at the beginning of the sentence that 
specifically mentions Tanukh, fakana. 

APPENDIX III 

Further Observations on the List of Kings 

The list of three kings presents a number of problems that need to be treated sep
arately from the preceding section: ( 1) Ibn-Qutayba's version of it; (2) the possibility 
of a reference to Tanukh in the Namara inscription; and (3) the possible identification 
of Imru' al-Qays of that inscription with al-Nu'man, the first king in the list. 

A 

The list of the kings of Tanukh appears in the accounts of the historians Mas'udi, 
Ya'qubi, and Ibn-Khaldun. 1 Ibn-Qutayba' also has the list, but he assigns it to Sali):i, 
not Tanukh! Caskel dismissed the list as "indbkutabel, "3 while Noldeke's measured 

judgment on the two lists of the kings of Tanukh~ of·. S Saali):i was: "Beide Reihe kiinnen 
richtig sein. "4 Noldeke limited himself in his famous rtioQograph on Arab-Byzantine 
relations to Ghassan and made acute observations on the phyiarchate of Sali):i but did 
not research Tanukh. He had despaired of Tanukh and of its early Peninsular history, 
and his despair was understandable and justified at a time when incontestable epi
graphic evidence was not available. However, Noldeke's flair for authentic rings in the 
Arabic sources encompassed the list of the Tanukhid kings in Mas'udi, and the 
foregoing analysis of the list and of Tanukhid history undertaken in this book is in a 
sense a tribute to his critical judgment. 

Ibn-Qutayba was not a historian, and he is the only author who transferred the 
list from Tanukh to Sali):i. Although his account does not have the credibility of that 
of Mas'udi who was a historian, indeed was the imam of historians in the opinion of 

1References to the list to be found in such historians as Ya'qiibI and Ibn-Khaldun all 
derive from Mas'iidI's account of the Taniikhids which in turn derives, as has been argued above, 
from Hisham's book, Akhbar Tanukh wa Ansabuha (supra, p. 360). 

2Ibn-Qutayba, Kitab al-Ma'arif, ed. Th. 'Ukasha (Cairo, 1960), p. 640. 
'Caskel, GN, vol. 2, p. 82 note 1. 
'Niildeke, GF, p. 8 note 2. 
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Ibn-Khaldun, yet it needs to be examined and the confusion in it has to be pointed 
out: 

(1) His list is imprecise and confused as it does not include al-l:{awarI, and the 
same is true of the sequence of the three kings. 

(2) His list leaves no room for an Arab client-kingdom before SalIJ:i, while it is 
established that there was such in the fourth century. 

(3) The list of the kings of SalIJ:i is relatively well known and confirmed in part 
by incontestable Greek sources. But the names of the three kings he wrongly assigns 
to Sa!IJ:i do not appear in the list of the SalIJ:iids with the exception of 'Amr, which 
happens to be one of the commonest Arab names even in pre-Islamic times. 

(4) He is unaware that as clients of Byzantium the Sa!IJ:iids belonged to the line 
of Zokomos, the I)aja'ima of the Arab historians, and yet the name I)aja'ima does 
not appear in his account, which is also confused in that he considers SalIJ:i part of 
Ghassan. 

(5) His account is also confused and unreliable concerning Jid', the Ghassanid 
who figures in the Ghassanid-SalIJ:iid conflict in Oriens; he gives him a role that 
ranged over the whole of western Arabia, as the killer of Samlaqa of the tribe of 
'Akk in South Arabia, and it is only after wanderings to the north that Jid' kills the 
Sa!IJ:iid 'amil of the Romans in Oriens, after which he returns to Yathrib (Medina) 
where he plays a role in the defeat of the Jews. Jid' is a historical personality, well 
attested, but only his role in the Ghassanid-SalIJ:iid conflict is certain; and it is unlikely 
that he had anything to do with the struggle of Ghassan with 'Akk and the killing 
of its chief, Samlaqa, for which credit is given to the Ghassanid Zawba'a in Hisham's 
account.' 

The value of Ibn-Qutayba's account of "Muluk al-Sham" consists not in his con
ception of the various Arab supremacies and their sequence in Oriens, but in data 
scattered here and there, which he preserved from sources not extant, such as the 
assistance rendered to the Meccan chief Qu~ayy by Qay~ar6 (Caesar) and the Ghassanid 
campaign of al-l:{arith b. Jabala against Khaybar in l:{ijaz.' 

B 

The Tanukhid connections of Imru' al-Qays have been explored in a previous 
section,• and the possibility of a reference to Tanukh in the Namara inscription 
may in this context be explored. In view of the strength of these Tanukhid connections 
of Imru' al-Qays, the silence or seeming silence of the inscription, which mentions so 
many tribes, is startling! The third phrase in the first line offers the fairest chance 
for an emendatory effort involving Tanukh. 10 

'See Caskel, GN, vol. 2, p. 510. 
6Kitab al-Ma'arif, p. 640; for the Arabs, the Byzantine autokrator or basileus was Qay~ar; 

see the present writer in El', s. v. ~ay~ar. 
'Kitab al-Ma'arif, p. 642. 
'See "The List of Kings," supra, p. 374. 
90n Caskel's view that Taniikh is implied in the word al-Asadyan in the second line of 

the inscription, see the present writer in "Observations," pp. 35-36. 
1"The inscription has no word where the letter kha' is represented and with which the 

last letter of the word under discussion, presumed to be Taniikh, can be compared. Only a 
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The crucial phrase in the first line of the inscription, usually transliterated cju 

asara al-taj and translated "who assumed the crown," could alternatively be trans
literated cju asara al Taniikh and translated "who took captive (or strengthened) the 
(Royal) House of Tanukh." This reading of al-taj as al Taniikh faces a paleographic 
objection, namely, that the letter waw is missing in Tanukh. However, the fact that 
this was probably the first Arabic inscription to be expressed through the Nabataean 
script, the fact that other Semitic languages, e.g., Sabaic, spell Tanukh without a 
waw, 11 and the unsatisfactory state of the preservation of the inscription, all could 
make acceptable the orthography of this word as standing for Tanukh. 

(a) The verb is ambivalent; it could mean "capture" or "take captive" the House 
of Tanukh; this could easily be related to 'fabarI's account of the struggle between 
his father, 'Amr, the founder of the Lakhmid line, with the Tanukhid Abduljinn, and 
the fact that the Lakhmids superseded the Taniikhids as the dominant Arab power on 
the Lower Euphrates. The inscription could be making a reference to his participation 
in such hostilities against the Tanukhids or to the fact that Imru' al-Qays himself 
engaged on his own in some military operation against the Tanukhids. 

(b) More likely as a signification for the verb asara is not "to take captive" but 
"to bind," the primary meaning of the verb which is used in classical Arabic in this 
sense. A fugitive king from Sasanid Persia who was related to the Tanukhids by blood 
is likely to have affiliated himself with his relatives established in Syria and in this 
sense may be said to have strengthened them. 12 

The paleographic difficulty noted above may disappear with the discovery of 
more Arabic texts in Nabataean characters in the region, but the unsatisfactory state 
of the script itself and of our own knowledge of it suggests that the paleographic 

diacritical mark distinguishes the jim from the kha' in the later Arabic script, and consequently 
these two letters may have been identical in the alphabetical system of this inscription; thus, 
what had been read as jim in the word tiij could be a kha' in the same word, to be read as 
Taniikh. 

11For the attestation of Taniikh as TNKH in the Sabaic inscription, see Ryckmans, 
"Appendice," p. 509, line 11. 

12This could derive support from the literary sources; Lakhm, according to Ibn-}:Iazm's 
genealogy, formed part of al-Al,ilaf, and the latter formed one of the three constituents of the 
Taniikh Confederation; see Ibn-}:Iazm, Jamharat, p. 453, and supra, p. 372 note 78. 

It is relevant in this connection to mention that not far from Namara in the province of 
Arabia is Umm al-Jimal, where was found the famous bilingual Greek-Nabataean inscription of 
Fihr, the tutor of Jagima, "the king of Taniikh." It is stilt not certain whether Jagima's 
description as king of Taniikh necessarily implies that Taniikh was settled in that region since 
the funerary inscription honors not Jagima but his tutor. However, the inscription with its 
reference to Taniikh cannot be entirely left out in this connection, nor can the possible identi
fication of Umm al-Jimal with Thantia and the view that Thantia stands for Taniikh; on all 
this, see infra, pp. 415-16. 

The most important and original discussion of the Umm al-Jimal bilinguis in recent years 
is that of Maurice Sartre in "Le tropheus de Gadhimat, roi de Tanukh: Une survivance en 
Arabie d'une institution hellenistique, Liber Annuus, 29 (1979), pp. 253-58. In spite of the 
persuasive arguments and ingenious conjectures which the author presents, certainty does not 
attend his conclusions on either the function of Fihr or his tribal affiliation and so the inscription 
remains as tantalizing as ever. Consequently, it is stilt difficult to use this most important 
epigraphic source for reconstructing the history of Taniikh in Syria. 
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difficulty is not decisive against this interpretation which is presented only as a possi
bility. The student of the Namara inscription cannot fail to be struck by the fact that 
it is a historical inscription of the first order and solutions of what this or that word 
is or seems to be may have to be sought extratextually, in the external historical 
order, outside the philological framework of the text, at least for hints on how the 
textual difficulties may be negotiated. Specifically, the inscription is remarkable for 
the great number of important tribes and tribal groups that it mentions, but one of 
the most important, namely, Tanukh, is conspicuous by its absence, and it is this 
conspicuous absence that justifies at least as a possibility the reading of one of the 
words of the inscription as Tanii.kh. 13 

C 

With what has been said on the Tanukhid connections of Imru' al-Qays as a 
background, it is not altogether impossible that al-Nu'man, the first in the list of the 
Tanukhid kings, could be identified with Imru' al-Qays himself: 

(1) "Al-Nu'man" may be a laqab, a nickname, 14 for Imru' al-Qays; the literary 
source remembered him by his laqab, while the inscription, an official document, 
recorded his name. 1' It is well known that Arab rulers had both names and nicknames 
by which they were often referred to. Furthermore, this particular one, al-Nu'man, is 
a distinctly Lakhmid name attested for members of the dynasty in l:fira, and indeed 
the dynasty is sometimes referred to as al-Nu'maniyya or al-Na'amina. 

(2) The case for al-Nu'man being a laqab, a nickname for Imru' al-Qays, could 
receive some fortification from the fact of Imru' al-Qays's Christianity. The nickname 
may be vocalized al-Na'man, as an adjective meaning "the Happy One," sometimes 
expressed by the word al-Sa'rd. 16 This concept of Sa'd was known in the milieu of Imru' 
al-Qays since it is the word used in the final eulogistic sentence in the inscription. 17 

Both al-Sa'id and al-Na'man can easily have a religious connotation, and the first is 

13An alternative emendation has recently been offered by Beeston in "Nemara and Faw," 
p. 3. He suggests that the sentence in question should read 'mi 'i/a [tig, "sent a military 
expedition (sariyya) to Thaj." This is attractive but like the emendation to Tanukh is plagued 
by paleographic problems pertaining to two of the words of the sentence, 'sra and 'ila, in 
both of which the final radical is missing, especially important in the first. In the case of the 
old reading, taj, or the new one, Taniikh, there is some support from the literary historian 
(Hisham); Imm' al-Qays is described as mumallak in Hisham's account of Imru' al-Qays (Tabari, 
Tarikh, vol. 2, p. 53), while for his Tanukhid connections, see supra, p. 000. But there is no 
reference to Thaj in the literary accounts of Imm' al-Qays or any of the Lakhmids. This, how
ever, is not decisive since such references to Thaj in the sources may not have survived. 

14The definite article, al, could be supportive of this view. 
1'In exactly the same way that the Ghassanid king of the sixth century is called Jabala in 

one set of sources, mainly the Arabic, bur A~far, his laqab, in another, the Christian Syriac 
and Greek; and the same is true of the Ethiopian Negus of the same century, who in the secular 
sources is known by his proper name, Ella-Asbe):ia, while in the Christian sources he is known 
by his biblical name, Caleb; for Jabala, see the present writer in Martyrs, pp. 272-76; for 
Ella-Asbe):ia, see idem, KN, pp. 150-57. 

160n this, see supra, p. 3 7 8. 
170n this, see the present writer in "Observations," pp. 41-42. 
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often applied to saints and martyrs. It is perfectly possible that after his death Imru' 
al-Qays was referred to as al-Na'man in order to reflect his association with Christianity 
and present him as a Christian ruler. 18 Although nothing is said in the inscription 
about his religion, the fact remains that, according to Hisham, he was the first 
Lakhmid king to adopt Christianity. 19 

(3) The grandfather of al-Nu'man in the list is called Malik, while that of Imru' 
al-Qays is, of course, 'Adib. Na~r. But Malik was the common ancestor of both the 
Lakhmid Imru' al-Qays and the Taniikhid descendants of Jagima; 20 he was Imru' 
al-Qays's great grandfather, and the list may have become abbreviated with the passage 
of time, and, consequently, Malik appears in it as his grandfather. It is noteworthy 
that his patronymic in the list is "son of 'Amr," and this could bring him closer to a 
Lakhmid affiliation since 'Amr could be 'Amr b. 'Adi, the father of Imru' al-Qays. 

(4) In the list, the second and the third kings, 'Amr and al-I;Iawari, are brothers, 
sons of al-Nu'man. Imru' al-Qays is known to have had sons, and this is attested in 
the inscription, and, what is more, they were in the service of Rome, just as the two 
sons of al-Nu'man were. 21 It would be pleasant to think that their anonymity in the 
inscription could be terminated by identifying them with 'Amr and al-I;Iawari of the 
list. Moreover, the Arabic word for "his sons" (banihi) in the inscription could easily 
be read as a dual, "his two sons" (bnayhi); if so, this will make the identification 
with the two sons of al-Nu'man even closer. 

As in the case of the emendatory effort involving Taniikh in the Namara inscrip
tion, this one involving the identification of lmru' al-Qays of that inscription with al
Nu 'man of the list of Taniikhid kings is presented only as a possibility and as the 
last phase of the process of confrontation undertaken in this chapter between the 
epigraphic and the literary sources. 

APPENDIX IV 

Thainatha, Malikan, Ila.ha 

A 

This chapter on Taniikhid toponymy would not be complete without some attention 
to Umm al-Jimal in the Provincia Arabia, which H. C. Butler tentatively identified 
with Thainatha of the Notitia Dignitatum (Or. XXXVII, 29) and Thantia of Peutinger's 
map (PPVAES, II, A, p. 151; III, A, 2, p. XIV). In making this identification he 
referred to the famous Fihr-Jagima bilingual inscription, discovered at Umm al-Jimal, 

"The application of the laqab "al-Nu'man" to Imru' al-Qays becomes all the more under
standable in view of the fact that "Imru' al-Qays" is a pagan theophoric name, for which see 
T. Fahd, Le pantheon de /'Arabie centrale a la veille de l'Hegire (Paris, 1968), pp. 136-38. 

' 9Hisham collected his accounts of Imru' al-Qays in l:fira from Lakhmid records in which 
he was known as lmru' al-Qays, the second king of the dynasty after his father, 'Amr, and before 
his defection to the Romans, after which he possibly acquired the laqab, al-Nu'man, in Roman 
Arabia. 

20For the family relationships of the Lakhmid and Tanukhid royal houses, see Rothstein, 
DLH, pp. 38-39. 

"For the reference to Imru' al-Qays's sons in the inscription, see the present writer in "Ob
servations," pp. 39--41. 
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which refers to Jagima as "king of the Tanukhids." One may add that the form 
Thainatha or Thantia could be the equivalent of Arabic Taniikhiyya, i.e., the Tanukhid 
town. 

The identification is, of course, not certain, but it is intriguing. As is well 
known, the reference to Jagima in the famous inscription does not necessarily argue 
for a Tanukhid settlement but only for a Tanukhid connection since the stele is for 
the tutor of Jagima, Fihr, whose tribal affiliation is not stated. Whatever the truth 
about the identification may turn out to be, the inscription that associates Thainatha 
with Tanukh is clearly a third-century one which is also anterior to the period of 
Odenathus and Zenobia of Palmyra. The latter, according to the Arabic tradition, 
vanquished Jagima, and if Thainatha was indeed a Tanukhid locality it would certainly 
have ceased to exist as a Tanukhid stronghold in the short period of Palmyrene 
supremacy in the Orient during the reign of Zenobia. 

In view of its possible Tanukhid connection and of the discussion of its ruins and 
architecture (PPUAES, II, A, pp. 149-213) and its inscriptions (ibid., III, A, pp. 
131-223), Thantia must have been a major center of Arab Christianity in the Byzan
tine period throughout the three centuries before the rise of Islam. Butler estimated 
that its inhabitants must have been about fifteen thousand (ibid., II, A, p. 195), and 
early in this century the ruins of no less than fifteen churches were found (ibid., 
p. 171). He contended that the city "undoubtedly remained purely Arabic in blood 
until the end" (ibid., p. 155). For the most recent treatment, see the monograph of 
Bert De Vries, Umm El-jimal, Publications of the Department of Antiquities, Jordan 
(Amman, 1982). 

In addition to what has been said on Umm al-Jimal in the two volumes of the 
PPUAES, two of its inscriptions deserve further comment: (a) The first has the Arabic 
name Yatur, with references to six other attestations of the name in the other in
scriptions. This name is most probably related to Yetur of Genesis, the name of one of 
the sons of Ishmael, the eponym of the lturaean Arabs of the Roman period. It is 
most interesting that the name survived not for the people only but also as that of 
individuals; for the inscription, see ibid., III, A, 3, no. 316, p. 171. (b) The second 
commemorates an Arab soldier from Thantia who was a legionary in III Cyrenaica, 
the legion of the Provincia Arabia, thus providing evidence that the legions or parts of 
them were locally recruited. The evidence of the inscription is consonant with that 
of the Notitia Dignitatum; in the latter document Thainatha appears as a locality where 
the "Ala prima Valentiana" was stationed (Or. XXXVII, 29), suggesting that the 
Arab inhabitants of Thainatha in the three centuries of the Byzantine period were 
assimilated Rhomaioi who were not foederati but cives. For the inscription, see PPUAES, 
no. 349, p. 178. 

B 

Two other toponyms that are to be found in the Arabic sources may also be 
discussed for their Roman associations, real or apparent: 

1. Yaqut refers to a Malakan/Malikan as a mountain m the territory of Tayy 
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(Mu'jam, vol. 5, p. 194). According to him, it used to be called "Malikan of the 
Rum (Romans), because the Rum used to dwell there in pre-Islamic times." 

Its association with the Rum (Romans), as expressed in the idiom of the Arab 
geographer, can only mean that the mountain witnessed a Roman military presence 
and perhaps was the station of a Roman detachment or patrol. Tayy was a well-known 
Christian tribe before the rise of Islam, a fact that could lend some support to the 
authenticity of the statement in Yaqut on a Roman presence in the territory of Tayy 
in northern Arabia outside the limes. The tribe moved into Oriens in the sixth century. 

Malikan ("the two kings") is in the dual, and this is not unusual since many 
Arab toponyms are expressed in the dual. The Latin inscription found at Dumat al
Jandal (Bowersock, "Syria," p. 139 note 57) refers to more than one Roman ruler 
(domini), and this could suggest the period of the tetrarchy with an Augustus and a 
Caesar in the eastern half of the empire. The dual, Malikan, "the two kings," might 
also suggest the period of the tetrarchy and the fourth century. 

Where in the territory of Tayy Malikan is located is not clear, and only archeo
logical research can establish whether Malikan was in fact a Roman post in northern 
Arabia. If it does, it will only go to show how advanced the unofficial Roman presence 
in northern Arabia was through the alliances with friendly Arab tribes. 

2. Musil speaks of another toponym in northern Arabia, Mount Ilaha, as being 
the boundary between the Arab tribes that he conceived as allied with Rome and 
those that were not, such as Kalb and Taghlib, and thus states that it represented the 
farthest point in northern Arabia of indirect Roman presence through allied Arab 
tribes in that region. The toponym, located in the territory of Kalb in Samawa, is 
mentioned both by BakrI (Mu'jam, vol. 1, p. 186) and Yaqut (Mu'jam, vol. 1, p. 243), 
but the two geographers do not suggest any Roman connection or that the mountain 
formed a boundary. Furthermore, Musil's conception of the role of Kalb in the Roman 
scheme of things is misleading; for Musil on Kalb and Mount Ilaha, see his Palmyrena, 
p. 248, and Arabia Deserta, pp. 250-56, especially note 57 on p. 255. 



XI 

Cultural History 

I. T ANUKH AND CHRISTIANITY 

T he ecclesiastical historians testify to the Arab foederati's allegiance to 
Christianity and to their zeal in the defense of orthodoxy during the 

reign of the Emperor Valens. 1 But these Byzantine sources, ecclesiastical as 
well as secular, are silent on the fortunes of these foederati and their involve
ment in Christianity for the period that preceded the reign of Valens and for 
the period that followed it. It has been argued in a previous chapter that these 
foederati were almost certainly none other than the Taniikhids of the Arabic 
sources,2 which have valuable data on this Christian Arab group. They confirm 
what the Byzantine sources have to say, and in so doing they fortify the 
identification of the foederati of the Byzantine sources with the Taniikhids of the 
Arabic ones. They also are informative on the later history of the Taniikhids 
and their involvement in Christianity. The information they provide is specific 
and, therefore, valuable. 

1 

The Arabic tradition speaks for their Christianity before the Taniikhids 
migrated to Syria and while they were still in the Land of the Two Rivers. 
Their Christianity is inferable from the battle cry that they raised when Shapiir 
made war on them in the third century. 3 That battle cry which invokes the 
"servants," "slaves," "people" of God (ya la 'ibad Allah) may not explain why 
they were called 'ibad, "servants," "slaves," but their Christianity in this early 
period cannot be dismissed lightly. 4 The following may be adduced in support 
of this view: 

10n chis, see "The Reign of Valens," supra, pp. 138:-202. 
'On the identity of the Arab foederati of Byzantium in the fourth century as the Tanukhids, 

see supra, pp. 366-72. 
'For the Arabic tradition chat recounts the fortunes of Tanukh as Christians before they 

migrated co Syria, see Kindermann, "Tanukh," pp. 227, 229. In the first of these two pages 
he discusses the battle cry mentioned in Aghani and in the second he expresses doubts on its 
being a reflection of their Christianity. Bue the term 'ibad Allah which forms part of the battle 
cry is a well-attested pre-Islamic phrase, and there is no evidence to support the view that it is 
an echo of the Qur'anic phrase. 

'The scepticism on the conversion of Tanukh to Christianity in chis early period derives 
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(a) Jagima, their famous king, is said to have tanabba'a and takahhana, 
"prophesied and foretold the future";5 although this description of Jagima is 
vague and does not necessarily imply allegiance or conversion to Christianity, 
it does suggest involvement in religion, possibly the new faith that was 
winning converts in Mesopotamia, namely, Christianity. 

(b) A Tanukhid figure, 'Abd al-Jinn, the adversary of the first Lakhmid 
king, 'Amr, son of 'Adi, has two verses attributed to him which mention 
Christian monks and Jesus. 6 

(c) One of the monasteries of l:lira, Dayr I:Ianna, belonged to the group 
Banu-Sii.fi', who were Tanukhids. 7 

(d) Their fanatic zeal for Christianity in the fourth century when they 
were in the service of Byzantium suggests that their Christianity was not 
recent and superficial but of long standing and consequently profound, re
calling as it does the same fanaticism that inspired them to fight the King of 
Kings before they came over to the Romans. 

The chances, then, are that they were converted to Christianity while they 
were in the eastern half of the Fertile Crescent, in much the same way that a 
part of Lakhm with its king, Imru' al-Qays, had adopted Christianity in 1:1Ira, 
and like the Lakhmids they changed allegiance from Persia to Rome, mi
grating to Roman territory and becoming foederati for Byzantium. 8 Whether 
they emigrated in the third or the fourth century remains uncertain 9 and is a 
matter of detail, but they are attested in the fourth century as Christianized 
Arabs and foederati of Byzantium and remained as such, Christian foederati, 
throughout the three centuries of Byzantine rule in Oriens. 

2 

Before leaving Tanukh in the eastern half of the Fertile Crescent whence 
part of it migrated to Roman Syria, it is well that an important section of 

partly from a hypercritical attitude toward the Arabic sources in the nineteenth century before 
epigraphical discoveries confirmed many elements in these sources and partly from the Syriac 
life of Al;iiidemmeh which speaks of the conversion of a pagan part of Taniikh in the sixth 
century in Mesopotamia (infra, pp. 420-22). It is not often realized that one part of an Arab 
tribe could be Christian while the other part remained pagan. 

'TabarI, Tarikh, vol. 1, p. 614. On the same page TabarI quotes a poem attributed to 
Jagima in which occurs the phrase "my God," Rabbi. This would give better support for 
his involvement in Christianity. However, according to Hisham, only three of the verses of that 
poem are genuine, but he does not say which ones (ibid.). On the seriousness with which some 
of the earliest fragments of Arabic poetry have to be taken, see infra, pp. 447-48. 

"'fabarI, Tiirikh, vol. 1, p. 622. On the authenticity of such early fragments, see the 
previous note. 

'On this monastery, see supra, p. 377. This is certainly a pre-Islamic monastery, but 
when and in what century it was built is not clear. 

"Cf. the fortunes of the Christian Arab tribe of Iyad under the Sasanids and their migra
tion to Byzantine territory in the sixth century; see EI', 4, p. 289, s.v. lyad. 

90n this point, see supra, p. 369. 
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the History of Aqiidemmeh10 be analyzed. Although written in Syriac and re
counting a missionary activity that took place in the sixth century, it does 
shed a bright light on and provides insights into the process of converting 
the Arabs to Christianity in the pre-Islamic period. What is more, the section 
involves a part of Taniikh that apparently was still pagan when A}:iiidemmeh, 
the Jacobite Metropolitan of the Orient, appeared among them between A.D. 

559 and 575 and converted them. The following features are noteworthy: 
(1) After many unsuccessful attempts at converting the Arabs, A}:iiidem

meh finally rids the daughter of their chief of an evil spirit, a demon, and this 
opens the door of conversion. 11 It is the familiar story of the healer-saint. 

(2) A}:iiidemmeh lays a solid foundation for his missionary activity by 
giving the Arabs the elements of institutionalized Christianity: 12 he assigns 
to every tribe a priest and a deacon; 13 he founds churches and gives them the 
names of the tribal chiefs14 to ensure the continuance of their support for 
them; he consecrates altars and places them within these churches. 

10See Histoire de Mar Al;udemmeh, PO, 3 (1909), pp. 19ff, especially pp. 26-29. The vita 
was preserved in a manuscript that was written in A.D. 936; see the introduction of 
the editor and translator, F. Nau, ibid., p. 13. For more information on the collection of vitae 
of which this work is no. 17, see W. Wright, Catalogue of Syriac Manuscripts in the British 
Museum (London, 1872), vol. 3, pp. 1111, 1113; the name of AJ:iiidemmeh appears confusingly 
as "Achudemes," p. 1113, no. 17. No author is indicated for the History, as in the case of the 
History of Marouta, a successor of AJ:iiidemmeh, whose vita was written by his successor, Denha; 
see PO, 3, pp. 52-60. The Life of Af;iidemmeh, then, probably does not go back to pre-Islamic 
times; it may have been written sometime after the Muslim Conquest but before the encounter 
of the Taniikhids with the Caliph al-MahdI in the second half of the eighth century; on this, 
see infra, pp. 423-32. On the name "AJ:iiidemmeh" which appears in Wright as "Achudemes": 
this curious name, "the brother of his mother," could indicate that the ecclesiastic took after 
his mother physically and looked like her, "brother" in this context meaning "similar to," 
"identical with." 

11History, p. 25. 
12/bid.' p. 27. 
13AJ:iiidemmeh was not Arabic-speaking and so he could not communicate with the Arabs 

before their conversion in their "difficult language" (ibid., p. 22). But the priests and deacons 
that he recruited to minister to the spiritual needs of the converted Arabs of Mesopotamia must 
have come from that area and must have either understood Arabic or spoke it as their native 
tongue. This raises the question of what liturgical language was used for worship in these 
churches that AJ:iiidemmeh built for the Arabs. It is implied in the passage that speaks of their 
difficult language that AJ:iiidemmeh could not understand or speak Arabic and perhaps that they 
also could not understand Syriac. If this implication is correct, then some form of a simple 
liturgy in Arabic may have been used in those churches. 

1'The names of Arab benefactors are reflected in the names of some of the monasteries 
enumerated by Yaqiit and BakrI, such as Hind, in Dayr Hind (Yiiqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 542), 
and I;[an~ala, in Dayr I;[an~ala (BakrI, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 577). Interesting in this connection 
is what the author of the History says on AJ:iiidemmeh's building of a martyrion for St. Sergius 
(according to the writer the favorite saint of the Arabs) as a substitute for the famous shrine 
in Sergiopolis near the Euphrates, too distant for the Arabs of Mesopotamia (History, p. 29). 
His account of this martyrion brings echoes of the Ghassanid Arab ecc/esia extra muros near 
Sergiopolis with its famous Greek inscription of Mungir, AJ:iiidemmeh's contemporary. 
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(3) In order to perfect the piety of the neophytes, he calls on the Arabs to 
make donations, especially to the poor; they respond generously in contribu
tions to the churches, the monks, the poor, but especially to the maintenance 
of the holy monasteries; 15 these converted Arabs distinguish themselves among 
all the Christian communities by their devotion to fasting and to the ascetic 
way of life. 16 

(4) Finally, the author of the History testifies to their zeal and devotion 
to Christianity; he describes them as being "zeles et ardents dans la Joi orthodoxe." 
Whenever the Church was persecuted, the Arabs laid down their lives m 
its defense; three Arab tribal groups especially distinguished themselves in 
the defense and in making the supreme sacrifice, the "chosen and numerous 
'Aqulaye, Tanukhaye, and ':fii'aye." 17 

The account is valuable because of its specificity in describing the process 
of conversion. The last item in it, namely, the zeal of the Arabs in the defense 
of Christianity, confirms what the Greek ecclesiastical historians have to say 
of Queen Mavia. 18 Yet the very same item presents a problem pertaining to 
the three Arab groups that the writer has chosen to commend. The scene of 
AJ:iiidemmeh's missionary activity lies in northern Mesopotamia between Tak
rit, Sinjar, Nisibis, and Balad, and yet these tribal groups are mostly associated 
with the south, with Babylonia. The problem admits of being solved in one of 
two ways: 

1'History, pp. 27-28, where a list of these monasteries is given. The statement on p. 27 
chat the converted Arabs were maintaining the monasteries and contributing coward their 
upkeep even in the days of the author suggests chat a long time had elapsed between the 
building of the monasteries and the dace of the vita which, as has been argued (mpra, note 10), 
was written after the Muslim Conquests. 

1'lbid., p. 28. 
17/bid. Nau's footnote on the Tu'aye (note 5) cannot be accepted. "Tu'aye" cannot be the 

well-known generic name for the Arabs, "Tayaye," as the context fully indicates, since what is 
involved in the passage is one particular Arab tribe and not the Arabs in general. His identi
fication of 'fii'aye with J;'ayaye is co be rejected not only on contextual grounds but also by che 
face chat the author of the vita, when he has occasion co speak of the Arabs in general, uses 
the ocher term with its different spelling, "Tayaye," as on p. 23. 

This mysterious Christian Arab tribal group chat appears in Syriac literature as "Tu'aye" 
is most probably the tribe of Tayy, the very same tribe whose name became in Syriac the· 
generic name for the Arabs, Tayaye. In order co distinguish reference co the tribe, Tayy, from 
the Arabs in general, Syriac writers apparencly employed two different orthographies for the 
tribe and the Arabs-'fii'aye and 'fayaye respectively. The usefulness of chis orthographic dis
tinction is evident in the description of a priest, Abraham, who happened co be both of Arab 
origin and from the tribe of Tayy; the two orthographies are employed, the one reflecting his 
ethnic origin, the ocher his tribal affiliation; see Wright, Catalogue, vol. 3, p. 1195, col. 1. 
Noc only Syriac writers but also the Arab and Persian writers had co devise special relative 
adjectives for the name of the tribe Tayy, namely, Ta', in Arabic and Taz1 in Persian, and 
in the latter, the relative Tiizi became the generic term for Arab. If Arabic found it necessary 
co insert a consonant, the plosive sound hamza, and Persian the sound z in order co form the 
relative adjectives of J;'ayy, Syriac could very well have inserted the 'ayn which appears in 'f ii'aye. 

"And also what the Arabic sources have co say on the Tanukhids. 
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(a) As the author of the History is late, writing in the Muslim period, he 
may have had in mind the three groups over whom George (bishop of the 
Arabs) was made bishop toward the end of the seventh century, 19 and thus 
his reference to the three groups and their activities in defense of Christianity 
would have been anachronistic. 20 But the three groups may have merited the 
description in the History even in the sixth century, since there is no precise 
and detailed information on the whereabouts of the three groups in that century 
to invalidate its account. 

(b) As far as the Tanukhids are concerned, some of them are attested in 
the Arabic sources in Mesopotamia in the third century, in pre-Islamic times, 
and their Mesopotamian presence is associated with the shadowy figure of a 
certain al-I;>ayzan, son of Mu'awiya. 21 This part of Tanukh could have been 
the one the writer of the History had in mind when he spoke of the Tanukhaye 
as zealous Christian soldiers in the sixth century. 

Whether the Tanukhids of the History belong to the pre-Islamic past or 
to the Muslim period is a matter of detail; the passage that refers to them 
drives home their passionate attachment to Christianity and their readiness to 
die for their faith, the same picture that the Arabic sources draw of them in 
their encounter with the Persian Shapur in the third century and that the 
Greek sources draw when they describe their encounter with the Emperor 
Valens in the fourth. 22 

3 
Little is known about the Tanukhids after the fourth century when they 

ceased to be the dominant federate group with the rise of the Saliq.ids in 
the fifth and the Ghassanids in the sixth century. Their presence in Oriens, 
military and Christian, however, is undoubted during these two centuries, 
and they suddenly emerge in the thirties of the seventh century in that fateful 
decade of the Arab Conquests. ' 3 Their Christianity is reflected in their stand 

190n George, bishop of the Arabs, and the chronological problem of his enthronement, 
see H. Charles, Le christianisme des arabes nomades sur le limes (Paris, 1936), pp. 77-78. 

"'The very same tribal groups appear associated with one another even earlier in the seventh 
century than the episcopate of George. In the year 639 (or according to Lammens in 644) they 
undertake a task significantly reflective of their attachment to Christianity and the relatively 
high degree of cultural level they had attained: they collaborate on a translation of the Gospel. 
On the problems pertaining to this report in the Chronicle of Michael Syrus, see F. Nau, Les 
arabes chretiens de Misopotamie et de Syrie du VII' au VIII' siecle (Paris, 1933), p. 106 note 2. 

210n this, see Kindermann, "Tanukh," p. 227. 
22If the passage in the History describes the zeal of the Taniikhids for Christianity in 

Islamic times, that zeal becomes even more remarkable since they were then isolated and not 
protected by the Christian Roman Empire as they had been in pre-Islamic times. 

"For this, see various references to Taniikh collected by Kindermann, op. cit., pp. 229-
30. 
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with the other Christian Arab federates under Heraclius against the Muslim 
Arabs and is attested explicitly in the accounts that tell of the Muslim 
conquest of Chalcidice. '4 They remained Christian throughout the Umayyad 
period, 25 when they played an important role as part of the ajnad on which 
Umayyad power rested, but their status as Christian became increasingly diffi
cult or untenable, especially with the fall of the Umayyads and the rise of 
the Abbasids. History has recorded their Christianity during the caliphate of 
al-Mahdi (A.D. 775-85) and has preserved valuable data on the Christian 
Taniikhids before they make their exit as a strong, well-defined Christian 
community from the annals of Oriens Christianus. Their very endurance to the 
reign of al-Mahdi reflects their attachment to their faith. 

The sources recount that when the Caliph al-Mahdi came to northern 
Syria, in A.D. 780, the Taniikhids went out to greet him and receive him, 
riding their Arab horses. When he was told that they were Christians, he had 
their leader beheaded, and the rest were thus forced to convert to Islam-five 
thousand strong-but not the women. The literary sources that recount this 
important episode are not only Arabic but also Syriac and, what is more, are 
confirmed by an inscription. They dovetail and complement one another in 
the data they provide. But before the truth about what happened to the 
Tanukhids in the reign of al-Mahdi can be known accurately, it is necessary 
to give a thorough examination to all these various sets of sources, and all 
the more so as this episode has been treated unceremoniously, in spite of its 

"Even after some of them turned renegades during the Muslim offensive against Aleppo 
and Chalcis. At one stage of these operations, they returned together with the inhabitants of 
Qinnasrin to the Byzantine allegiance and Christianity and were described for doing so as akfar 
man hunaka. The term kafir is sometimes applied to Christians among others, and the use of the 
superlative, akfar, reflects the intensity of their return to the Byzantine fold and to Christianity; 
see Ibn-al- 'Adim, Zubdat al-lfalab min Tarikh lfalab, ed. S. al-Dahhan (Damascus, 1951-68), 
vol. 1, p. 30. Ibn-.l;Iubaysh's account has akthar ("most numerous") instead of akfar, and either 
reading is possible; but the occurrence of the verb kafara in the preceding sentence suggests 
that akfar is likely to be the correct reading. Ibn-.l;Iubyash's account is included in the Leiden 
edition of 'fabari, I, V, and the term akfar occurs on p. 2501; for Ibn-.l;Iubaysh, see infra, 
p. 458 note 5. 

Slightly before the conquests began and in the lifetime of Muhammad, there is reference 
in one source to the allegiance of Taniikh and its strong attachment to Christianity. In the 
Mumad of Ibn-.l;Ianbal there is an account of Heraclius's dispatch of an envoy to Muhammad 
ca. 630. The envoy was a Taniikhid who refused to embrace Islam when invited by Muhammad 
to do so. The account may be apocryphal, but if so it is still significant that the one who 
fabricated it chose a Taniikhid Christian as the envoy, a reflection of the fact that the Taniikhids 
were known for their Christianity and their attachment to it; see Ibn-.l;Ianbal, Mumad (Beirut, 
1969), vol. 4, p. 75. 

"This is inferable from the account of their encounter with the Abbasid Caliph al-Mahdi 
in A.D. 780, to be discussed presently. No doubt some of them converted to Islam, as is 
recorded in the sources, but apparently nor the majority. For their military presence in Umayyad 
times, see Kindermann, "Tanukh." 
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significance as the last chapter in the history of the Taniikhids who had, for 
some five centuries, played a dominant role in the history of Arab Christianity 
before and after the rise of Islam. 

A 

Before the Arabic and the Syriac literary sources recorded the encounter 
of Taniikh with the Caliph al-Mahdi, a Syriac inscription had already done so, 
and in so doing it has established beyond doubt the historicity of the episode 
or the encounter, which is the main value of the inscription. 26 Its brevity, 
however, is more than compensated for by the reference in it to al-Mahdi's 
destruction of churches, mentioned in the other sources which, however, do 
not state explicitly the location of these churches but only imply it. 27 The 
inscription, carved on a stone in a Christian church in northern Syria, not far 
from the right bank of the Euphrates, makes it certain that the destruction 
of churches took place in northern Syria, in the Umayyad jund (military 
circumscription or province) of Qinnasrin (Chalcis), in former Byzantine Chal
cidice-home of the Taniikhids-and involved, at least in part, the churches 
of the Taniikhids. 28 

B 

The Syriac literary sources are represented by two authors, Michael Syrus 
(d. 1199) and Bar-Hebraeus (d. 1286), of whom the latter gives the more 
informative account. 

Bar-Hebraeus. His account of the Taniikhids and their encounter with al-Mahdi 
occurs in two different paragraphs in the chapter that describes the reign of 
that caliph, 29 but the events described in the two paragraphs do form one 

"'The inscription is carved on a stone in a chapel ten minutes' walk south of a village 
called 'Emesh, quite close to the right bank of the Euphrates. Its inhabitants were almost 
exclusively Christian and the chapel lay in ruins when Chabot visited the region in the spring 
of 1897 and collected epigraphic data; see J. B. Chabot, "Notes d'epigraphie et d'archeologie 
orientale," Journal AJiatique, n.s. 16 (1900), pp. 249-88, esp. pp. 249, 283, 285, 287-88 
(inscription discussed on pp. 287-88). · 

"As in Bar-Hebraeus; see infra, pp. 424--26. It is only Hisham's Jamhara (infra, p. 
431) that explicitly associates the destroyed churches with the Taniikhids, but even this datum 
from Hisham would have remained unauthenticated had it not been for the epigraphic literary 
confrontation made possible by this precious Syriac inscription. 

"Of al-Mahdi, the inscription says "ii penetra jusqu'au Gih6n," and the fact is recorded 
in Tabari (Tarikh, vol. 8, p. 148), where the historian speaks of his accompanying his son 
Hariin as far as the river Ji};ian. Tabari's account is part of his chapter on the events of the 
year 163 of the Muslim Era, during which al-Mahdi made the journey to northern Syria. 
Furthermore, the inscription states precisely the date of the caliph's visit to the region, the 
year 1091 of the Seleucid Era (A.D. 780), and not 1090 as in Bar-Hebraeus (loc. cit.); this 
interlocks with the year 163 of the Muslim Era indicated in Tabari. 

29See Chronography, trans. E. A. W. Budge (Oxford, 1932), vol. 1, pp. 116-17; the 
first paragraph is on p. 116, the second on p. 117. For the Syriac version that Budge followed, 
see Bedjan, Chronicon Syriacum (Paris, 1890), pp. 126, 127-28. 
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sequence of events that developed during al-Mahdi's visit in A.D. 780 to north
ern Syria, 30 as may be inferred from the context and is actually confirmed by 
other sources. 

The first paragraph speaks of his destruction of Christian churches: 
"Mahdi, however, pulled down the churches which had been built in the time 
of the Arabs, and he destroyed the church of the Chalcedonians which was in 
Aleppo." The caliph visited northern Syria only once, and it was clearly during 
this visit that he ordered the destruction of Christian churches in that region 
which must be northern Syria, also because there is reference to the destruction 
of the church in Aleppo and the two sentences are closely related to each other, 
the first on churches in general and the second on the one in Aleppo. The 
Syriac inscription, however, with its use of the plural, "churches," brings 
together the encounter with the Tanukhids and the destruction of Christian 
churches.3' It clearly indicates that the second paragraph in Bar-Hebraeus 
which describes their meeting with al-Mahdi and their conversion to Islam is 
related to the first, which, chronologically, should follow, not precede, the 
second since it was after the encounter that al-Mahdi ordered the destruction 
of the churches. But Bar-Hebraeus reversed the correct sequence because he 
wanted to open his account of the reign of al-Mahdi with what he considered 
important from his viewpoint as a Christian writer, namely, al-Mahdi's atti
tude toward the Christians. The union of the two paragraphs and their correct 
sequence make it possible now to extract the following valuable data from 
them: 

(a) The first paragraph makes it clear that in the first century of the 
Islamic caliphate, the Christian Arabs had no great difficulty in building new 
churches. 32 The tolerant Umayyads who rested their power on the ajnad, mostly 

'"This is necessary to point out since the reader of this chapter in the Chronography 
might be misled by the phrase "And in the beginning of his reign," which opens the paragraph 
on p. 116 in which the statement on the destruction of the churches occurs. This phrase 
describes the freeing of the Byzantine and Muslim prisoners of war by al-Mahdi and Leo 
respectively. 

' 1The encounter and the destruction are even more explicitly united in Hisham's Jam
hara (infra, pp. 431-32).; Noteworthy is what is said of the Manichaeans in the sources: 
immediately after his statement on the destruction of the church of Aleppo, Bar-Hebraeus 
speaks of al-Mahdi's persecution of the Manichaeans. 'fabari (/oc. cit.) speaks of his persecution 
of Manichaeans (zanadiqa) while al-Mahdi was in northern Syria at Dabiq, where he ordered 
their execution. Thus 'fabari established the fact that northern Syria was a home for a Man
ichaean group in the eighth century, and Bar-Hebraeus adds that some of them were Arabs. 
These references to Manichaeism in northern Syria may be relevant to the study of such a sect 
as the present-day Nu~ayris of that region; on the Nu~ayris, see El, s.v., and infra, p. 457 
note 176. It is noteworthy that while 'f abari mentions the Manichaeans, he omits all mention 
of the Tanukhids; he was a Persian who was mainly interested in the eastern half of the Islamic 
Empire, especially in what was related to Persia and the Persians. Hence his notice of the 
Manichaeans and his silence on the Christian Tanukhids; he had dismissed in a few lines the 
Arab conquest of Spain! 

l2Bar-Hebraeus's phrase on the churches "which had been built in the time of the Arabs" 
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former Arab foederati of Byzantium, allowed their Christian subjects consider
able freedom in religious practice. These churches, destroyed by al-Mahdi, 
must have been built or mostly built by the Tanukhids since these appear as 
the representative of Arab Christianity in northern Syria during that reign, 
and it is consonant with what is known about their zeal for the building and 
maintenance of churches and monasteries in the pre-Islamic period. 

(b) Bar-Hebraeus's description of them as living "in tents round about 
Aleppo" 33 does not necessarily mean that they had reverted to tent-dwelling 
in the Islamic period. By the time of the Arab Conquests they were living 
in f?aqirs and in manazil, as is clear from the trustworthy Balaguri. 34 Bar
Hebraeus, far removed from them in time, probably remembered what Bala
guri had said about them when they arrived in Aleppo in pre-Islamic times 
and lived in tents before they moved to solid structures. Alternatively, this 
may have been their military camp in which they congregated for the occasion 
of receiving al-Mahdi. They appear shortly after the turn of the century, living 
in houses that had camps near them. 35 

(c) The great number that went out to meet al-Mahdi, riding horses, 
could suggest that these were the remnants of the Tanukhids who formed part 
of the Jund system in Umayyad times and whose fortunes took a turn for 
the worse with the fall of their patrons the Umayyads and the rise of the 
Abbasids. 36 

(d) Bar-Hebraeus supplies the name of the one martyr that fell on that 
day, namely, Layth (Lion). 37 

Michael Syrus. The earlier historian, Michael, is less informative than the later 
Bar-Hebraeus on the Tanukhids and their encounter with al-Mahdi, but he 
has an important account of their fortunes in the early part of the eighth 
century after the death of Harun al-Rashid in A.O. 809. 

His account of the encounter of the Tanukhids with al-Mahdi 38 has one 

refers of course to the Islamic period in Arab history. His Chronography is composed of accounts 
of the successive kingdoms in world history of which the Arab is one, and the chapter on the 
Islamic caliphate is actually entitled "The Kings of the Arabs." 

"Chronography, p. 117, where the Statements on the Taniikhids analyzed in (b), (c), and (d) 
of this section on Bar-Hebraeus occur. 

34See supra, pp. 401-3. 
"As described by Michael Syrus, infra, p. 427. 
36The deterioration in their status after the fall of the Umayyads probably brought about 

an identity crisis for the Taniikhids and may in fact explain, at least partly, why they went out 
to meet the caliph, perhaps hoping for an amelioration of their condition in view of the fact 
that they considered he was related to them; on this, see infra, p. 429. 

"The Arabic sources have more to say on this last Taniikhid martyr known to the 
sources; infra, pp. 431-32. 

"For this, see Michael Syrus, Chronique, ed. and trans. J. B. Chabot (Paris, 1905), 
vol. 3, p. 1. Chabot translates the Syriac of Michael correctly when he speaks of Layth, the 
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important item that is peculiar to him. Like Bar-Hebraeus he says that the 
Taniikhid women did not convert to Islam, only the men, and that these 
women "were to be found until his days in the churches of the Occident." 
What the statement means is not entirely clear; it could mean that after losing 
their Taniikhid men, they chose to serve in the churches of the Occident 
rather than to stay with their converted husbands or remarry. 39 

His other account 40 of the Taniikhids tells of their encounters with the 
Muslim Arabs near Aleppo and how the former after ten days of fighting had 
to quit and leave for Qinnasrin. It was only in this way that the people of 
Aleppo were able to possess themselves of the Taniikhid settlements outside 
Aleppo, which were extensive and rich. In this account, the following points 
are noteworthy: 

(a) Michael speaks of "leurs maisons et de grands campements," which is a 
more accurate statement than the "tents" of Bar-Hebraeus, discussed above. 
These tents might have been pitched by them temporarily in order to meet 
al-Mahdi. 

(b) Michael moralizes on the fate of the Taniikhids and considers their sad 
end condign punishment for their apostasy. The account, however, suggests 
that some Taniikhids retained their identity even after the encounter with al
Mahdi both as Taniikhids and as Christians, since they appear quite separate 
from the Muslim population. This is confirmed by the accounts of the Arabic 
sources, 41 which speak of their emigration out of the lands of the Islamic 
caliphate to Armenia, among other places, an emigration reminiscent of that 
of the Christian Ghassanids after the Muslim Conquest. There is also the 
possibility that Michael, being a Monophysite patriarch, could not remember 
the Taniikhids kindly since they presumably remained what they had been in 
the fourth century, orthodox Diophysites. 42 

C 

The Arabic literary sources are represented by Balaguri, Ya'qiibI, and 
Hisham, and they complement one another and, as one set of sources, also 
complement the Syriac ones:43 

Tanukhid, as "JOuffrit le martyre," while Budge erroneously translates "testified." The same Syriac 
word means, as it does in many other languages, both "martyr" and "witness," "confessor." 

39If this interpretation is correct, it sheds more light on the attachment of Tanukhid 
women to Christianity, reminiscent of the two Mavias, the elder and the younger; see "Two 
Greek Inscriptions," supra; pp. 222-38. 

'°Chronique, vol. 3, p. 31. 
' 1Infra, p. 457. 
"It is interesting to note that the Tanukhids represent an Arab tribal group part of 

which was Diophysite in Byzantium while the other part was Monophysite in Mesopotamia 
after its conversion by AJ:iudemmeh. 

"The Arabic sources are important to discuss not only because of the valuable data they 
have to offer but also because many of those who have written on Arab Christianity are unaware 
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Bala(juri. His account 44 of the Tanukhids has been analyzed in a previous 
chapter, 45 but the account is important in the present context since it sheds 
light on some aspects of the Tanukhid encounter with al-Mahdi: 

(a) Those who apostasized are in his account the inhabitants of the f?a4ir 
of Qinnasrin, and it is clear from his account, in which he refers to their solid 
structures, manazil, 46 that the reference to tents in Bar-Hebraeus's account has 
to be interpreted in such a way as to suggest that these were the temporary 
dwellings of sedentaries, as has been argued before.47 

(b) His account suggests that only a jama'a, a group among the Tanukhids 
of the f?a4ir of Qinnasrin, adopted Islam during the reign of al-Mahdi, and 
not all; this is more credible than the other accounts which suggest that all 
of them converted. 48 He adds the further colorful detail that he inscribed on 
their hands in green the word "Qinnasrin." This suggests that the Tanukhids 
who embraced Islam were more associated with Qinnasrin than with Aleppo, 
as suggested by Bar-Hebraeus. But the two towns were close to each other, 
and the Tanukhids were associated with both of them. 49 

Balagurt's account describes the fortunes of another group of Tanukhids 
associated with the f?a4ir of Aleppo, and his account makes clear the following: 

(a) These Tanukhids, according to Balaguri, remained Christian but paid 
the poll tax when the Muslim Arabs conquered Syria, and they converted to 
Islam only later. This is almost certainly a reference to their conversion after 
the famous encounter with al-Mahdi, and thus that encounter may be said to 
have involved the Tanukhids of both f?a4irs, Qinnasrtn and Aleppo. 

(b) The short account on the Tanukhids after the death of Ha.run al
Rashid in A.D. 809 preserved in Michael Syrus receives considerable illumina
tion from Balaguri.· The identity of the Muslim Arab antagonists of the 
Tanukhids, rightly described by Michael as Qaysites, is revealed; they belonged 
to the tribe of Banu-Hilal, the maternal uncles of the Hashimites of Aleppo 
who appealed to them for help against the Tanukhids. 50 

of them. Kindermann is aware only of the less important of Balaguri's two accounts, while 
Nau is completely oblivious to them; see Kindermann, "Tanukh," col. 230, and Nau, Arabes 
chretiens, pp. 106-9. This unawareness has naturally affected these writers' perceptions of Arab 
and Taniikhid Christianity, and this is especially true of the latter; see Nau, ibid., p. 107. 

"Balaguri:, Futul/ al-Buldiin, vol. 1, pp. 172-73. 
"See "Toponymic Observations," supra, pp. 401-3. 
"He mentions their tents only when describing their arrival in the region centuries 

before. 
"See supra, p. 426, and also the account of Michael Syrus and his phrase, "leurs maisons," 

supra, p. 427. 
48For Hisham on this, see infra, p. 431. 
49The difficulty may be resolved through Ya'qiibi's account, for which see infra, pp. 429-30. 
"'The importance of matrilineal descent among the Arabs is evident in this episode as 

recorded by Balaguri:, and it plays an important part in the encounter of Taniikh with al-Mahdi 
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(c) The affinity between the Christian Arabs of Aleppo and those of 
Qinnasrin since pre-Islamic times is reflected in the fact that the Taniikhids 
of the f?ac/ir of Aleppo, after being dislodged from their f?ac/ir by the Banii
Hilal, moved to Qinnasrin where they were well received. 51 

(d) BalagurI finally says that these Taniikhids eventually migrated to 
Takrit in Mesopotamia (where he personally saw some of them), to Armenia, 
and to many other countries, all of which suggests that they probably retained 
their identity as Christian Arabs. 52 

Ya'qubT. His account 53 is unique among those of Arab and other historians, and 
it raises some important historical problems: 

(a) The location of the encounter is not specified as having taken place 
near Aleppo or Qinnasrin but in the jund of Qinnasrin, the large military 
circumscription or province in northern Syria, which included both Aleppo 
and Qinnasrin. 54 This phrase, "Jund Qinnasrin," used by al-Ya'qiibI could also 
suggest what has been suspected earlier 55 in this section, namely, that the 
Taniikhid group that went out to receive al-Mahdi formed part of the jund of 
Qinnasrin and that their procession had political and military implications 
related to their position as Syrian and former Umayyad troops in the new 
order of the Abbasids. 

(b) Ya' qiibI is the only historian who provides the significant detail on the 
antecedents of the conversion of Taniikh after their encounter with al-Mahdi. 
In addition to the gifts they brought with them when they went out to 
receive him, they told him, "we are your maternal uncles, 0 Commander of 
the Faithful," thus hoping to incline him in their favor and win his sympathy. 
In what sense they were his maternal uncles may be answered in one of two 
ways: either through Rayfa, a woman from al-l;:larith-ibn-Ka'b, the well-known 
tribe of Christian Najran, whom Muhammad the father of al-Saffal:i, the 
first Abbasid caliph, married; or through Arwa, his own mother, wife of al
Man~iir, the second Abbasid caliph, and the sister of Yazid, son of Man~iir 

(infra, p. 429). In the case of the Hashimites and Banu-Hilal, it worked. Echoes of the appeal 
of the Hashimites to Banu-Hilal on grounds of matrilineal descent were still audible in the 
caliphate of al-Mu'ta~im during the campaign of Ammorium in A.O. 838. The famous appeal 
of a Muslim woman to al-Mu'ta~im against the Byzantines, wii mu'tasimiih, reminded one of 
al-Mu'ta~im's Hashimite friends during that campaign of a similar appeal made by the Muslim 
women of Aleppo to al- 'Abbas of Banu-Hilal against the Tanukhids; BalagurI, foe. cit. 

' 1Lacer they quarreled with the inhabitants of Qinnasrin, who drove them out. 
"For the view that all of them embraced Islam, see infra, p. 431. 
"Ya'qubI, Tarikh, vol. 2, pp. 398-99. 
"On the problem of the apparent discrepancy in the sources as to where the encounter 

with al-Mahdi took place and which group of Tanukhids were involved, see supra, p. 428. 
"On this, see supra, p. 426. 
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al-1:fimyari. 56 Thus, the marriage of two Abbasids to women of South Arabian 
origin related them to the Tanukhids, originally a confederation of tribes of 
whom the South Arabian Azdites were one component, and the Tanukhids 
could, therefore, appeal to al-Mahdi on that score. 57 The fact that the caliph 
had also just returned from his visit to Jerusalem 58 might have been a factor 
in the situation that developed. For the Tanukhids, the zealous Christian 
Arabs, Jerusalem was the City of the Crucifixion, and they might have been 
impressed by the visit to the Holy City of an Abbasid caliph from remote 
Baghdad as indicative of a more sympathetic attitude of the new Abbasid 
caliph to Syria and its Christian Arabs. 59 

(c) Al-Mahdi's reaction decided the fate of the Tanukhids as Christian 
Arabs. When he enquired about them and was told they were all Christian 
and that they were prosperous and numerous, he refused to acknowledge the 
fact of his matrilineal descent, and the result was their conversion to Islam. 60 

The episode is remarkable; it raises an important question, namely, why the 
Abbasid caliph, governed by the Shari'a, the sacred Law of Islam, forced the 
Tanukhids to renounce their religion and did not let them remain cjimmis 
(scriptuaries), that is, non-Muslims who were assured of their religious freedom 
by paying the poll tax. 

Surely the reason is that al-Mahdi must have been greatly embarrassed by 
the indiscreet reception the Tanukhids gave him. They had come out to him 
five thousand strong, riding their horses and festively attired, and must have 
seemed like a small army of Christians welcoming a ruler who was, after all, 
called "The Commander of the Faithful," the third dynast of the Abbasids, who 
revolutionized Arab and Islamic history by enhancing the Islamic element in 
it after a century or so of Umayyad history, during which the center of power 
was in a predominantly Christian region, Syria, ruled by caliphs who were 
very favorably disposed toward the Christian Arabs. It is in this light that 
al-Mahdi's reaction to the festive reception which the Tanukhids gave him 
must be interpreted. 

' 60n Ray~a and Arwa, the two South Arabian women, see TabarI, Tarikh, vol. 7, p. 
471; vol. 8, p. 102; for Yazid, son of Man~iir, and his closeness to and influence with 
al-Mahdi, see ibid., vol. 8, p. 148. 

"On the importance of the matrilineal descent among the Arabs and its relevance to 
another episode that involves Taniikh, see supra, p. 429 and note 50, on the Hashimites and 
Banu-Hilal. A more celebrated example of the importance of matrilineal descent in the political 
and military annals of early Islam is provided by the support that the tribe of Kalb gave to 

Mu'awiya and the Umayyads-Sufyanids and Marwanids alike-after the first Umayyad caliph 
married the Christian Kalbite Maysun, the mother of his son and successor, Yazid. 

"TabarI, Tarikh, vol. 8, p. 148. 
59lt was in Jerusalem that Mu 'awiya was declared caliph in 661. 
60Cf. the success of Banii al-I:Iarith b. Ka'b when they appealed to the Caliph al-Saffal:i 

on the ground of macrilineal descent; lbn-al-Athir, Al-Kami/ (Beirut, 1965--67), vol. 2, p. 295. 
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Hisham. His account is most informative on the Tanukhid martyr and the 
circumstances that attended his death. 61 The following data may be extracted 
from his account: 

(a) When the Tanukhids went out to receive al-Mahdi they did so on 
horseback and with their turbans on their heads. This may be what the Syriac 
authors have in mind when they speak of the Tanukhids being festively attired 
for the occasion since the turbans would or could have been colored. Their 
wearing them was, of course, significant and reflective of a certain pride and 
self-assertiveness, one of the elements that must have both incensed al-Mahdi 
and embarrassed him. 62 

(b) After he was told that they were the Tanukhids and that they were 
Christian, he invited them to embrace Islam, but they refused to do so. On 
their refusal he beheaded their chief, and so the rest adopted Islam and al
Mahdi destroyed their churches, and "not a single Christian remained in 
Tanukh." 

The account thus clarifies some points in the encounter, namely, that it 
was al-Mahdi who took the initiative and called on them to apostasize and 
that only after their refusal and the death of their chief did they do so. 63 The 
Arabic phrase employed to describe the death of their chief suggests that it 
was al-Mahdi himself who killed him. 64 The churches which al-Mahdi de
stroyed are clearly described here as Tanukhid, and this clinches the point 
about their religious establishments in northern Syria in the Muslim period. 
The statement of the total disappearance of Christianity among the Tanukhids, 

610n the special posmon that Hishiim holds as the historian of the Arab foederati and 
of Tanukh itself, see "Hishiim al-KalbI," supra, pp. 358-62. Furthermore, Hishiim was a 
contemporary of al-Mahdi and was very close to him. The account of the encounter with 
al-Mahdi almost certainly formed part of his book on Taniikh and was also included in his 
Jamhara. 

Hishiim's Jamhara was epitomized by Yiiqiit in a work called Al-Muqtaqab, and it is 
from this latter work, still in manuscript form, that this information on Taniikh has been 
extracted. For a description of this manuscript, see Caskel, GN, vol. 1, p. 106; the account 
of Taniikh's encounter with al-Mahdi is on p. 101. I am graceful to my friend and colleague, 
Prof. Marsden Jones, of the American University of Cairo, for sending me a microfilm of this 
manuscript. 

"The Arab pride in the turban, 'imama (pl. 'ama'im), is reflected in the saying "al-'amii'im 
tijan al- 'Arab," "the turbans are the crowns of the Arabs." This headgear also distinguished 
them from their Byzantine adversaries. On the dress of the qimmis, the non-Muslim scriptuaries, 
as prescribed by laws issued by the caliphs, see A. S. Tritton, The Caliphs and Their Non
Muslim Subjects (London, 1930; reprinted 1970), pp. 115-26. According to a law issued by the 
Umayyad caliph, 'Umar II (717-20), the tfimmis were not to wear turbans (ibid., p. 116). 

63Ya'qubI speaks of their trepidation after their chief was killed. 
"'The verb amara is missing in the sentence, normally used to indicate the causative, 

but Ya'qubI may have expressed himself elliptically. The Arabic sentence involving al-Mahdi 
is fa qaraba 'unuqahu. 
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it has been argued, is an exaggeration, and if true, was so only of that group 
that met al-Mahdi. 

(c) The account is informative on the name of the martyr. In Hisham he 
is referred to by his patronymic, Ibn-MaJ:iana;65 as the Syriac sources provide 
his proper name, Layth, his full name is Layth Ibn-MaJ:iana. Furthermore, he 
turns out to be the chief of the Tanukhids, not just another member of the 
group. This explains why he was chosen for that fate, because the death of the 
sayyid, the chief, would be demoralizing for the rest of the group. 66 

(d) Layth Ibn-MaJ:iana thus emerges as the last sayyid of Christian Tanukh 
in the Islamic period. If he was at the head of five thousand men, most or all 
of whom were probably horsemen, he and his Tanukhids must have been an 
important military fact in the Jund of Qinnasri"n in early Abbasid times. His 
fate recalls that of his ancestors who fought for orthodoxy and for Byzantium 
in pre- Islamic times and that of other Christian Arab martyrs in the U mayyad 
period, such as the two Taghlibite chiefs who refused to apostasize, namely, 
Mu'ag and Samalla. 67 

4 

The relevant section in the History of A~iidemmeh on the Arabs and the 
Tanukhids, analyzed above, gives a glimpse into the attachment of the con
verted Arabs to the maintenance of the churches and monasteries, a list of 
which is given in that text. 68 According to the author, these were maintained 
by the Arabs rather than built by them, although it could be inferred from 
his description of the churches named after the Arab chiefs that at least some 
of them were also built by the Arabs. The History describes the process of 
conversion among the Arabs of northern Mesopotamia in general, and the 
Tanukhids are mentioned as one among three Arab groups that were noted for 
their zeal in the defense of Christianity. Even so, the passage in the History 

is very valuable since it provides a background for putting together the refer
ences scattered here and there in the Arabic sources on the Tanukhid Christian 
edifices. These sources are late, written in Islamic times after many of these 
Christian edifices had disappeared and by writers who had no special interest 

6'Not Mal_iana, as in Caskel, GN, vol. 2, p. 35, col. 1. "Layth" is his proper name 
preserved in the Syriac sources, and so what Hisham has preserved could have been only his 
patronymic. 

'"Ya'qiibi's account of the death of the Taniikhid, who is left anonymous, could imply 
some resistance on his part. The verb used, irtadda ("apostasized"), however, is surprising since 
it implies that the chief was a Muslim, which obviously he was not. Perhaps the text is corrupt; 
ishtadda could be a possible emendation for irtadda and implies or could imply resistance on the 
part of the chief. 

67Nau, Arabes chretiens, pp. 109-10. 
"See supra, part 2. On the churches and monasteries, see supra, notes 14-15. 
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in making a complete list of what had survived. They have, however, preserved 
a few references, 69 which when set against such a document as the History of 
Af?iidemmeh70 must not be adjudged exhaustively reflective of the Taniikhid 
religious foundations in their entirety but only of a miserably small number 
that had survived into the Islamic period. The non-Arabic sources help in 
the process of reconstruction, but only archeological research can appreciably 
increase knowledge of the Taniikhid establishment of churches and monasteries 
in pre-Islamic times. Until then, the rare references in the sources may be 
gathered together and, what is equally important, the relationship between 
the Tanukhids and monastic Christianity may be briefly discussed. 

( 1) A previous chapter has established that the geographical area of the 
Tanukhid settlements was northern Syria this side of the Euphrates and that 
within this area Chalcidice in particular was the sector that had the strongest 
Tanukhid association. 71 In the fourth century this very region, especially the 
desert of Chalcis, experienced a transformation into a region of anchorites and 
eremites and thus became a great center of monasticism, 72 not less important 
than two other centers in the south, in Palestine and Sinai. The rise of 
monasticism and its spread into northern Syria, to the desert of Chalcis, was 
a matter of some importance to the Tanukhids both as foederati and as Christian 
Arabs. It brought about a happy symbiosis between the desert Arab and the 
new type of the Christian holy man-the desert anchorite and eremite. The 
Tanukhids, close to the desert as Arabs, were like most Christian Arabs 73 

greatly attracted to this type of Christian, the desert holy man. Thus to the 
zealous Tanukhids the desert of Chalcidice acquired new significance as a 
Christian region dotted with monasteries and holy men, and this added a new 
dimension to their military duties and commitment to the defense of the 
region. 74 

(2) It is, thus, in this region of northern Syria, Chalcidice, the area 
around Zabad, and the one around Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, that Tanukhid ecclesi
astical foundations or establishments have to be sought. The only religious 

6'Even fewer than the toponyms that have been suspected of being Taniikhid (discussed 
supra, pp. 395--407) and to which the discussion of their religio~ foundations in this section 
may be related. 

' 0With its lists of churches and monasteries maintained by the Arabs and also for what 
the authors say on the Arab devotion to fasting and the ascetic life; see supra, pp. 419-20 
and notes 12-16. 

"See "The Taniikhids and Chalcidice," infra, pp. 465-76. 
"See its description as such in Jerome's Vita Ma/chi, infra, p. 465 note 2; see also 

Poidebard, Limes, p. 238. 
"Such as the Sa!IJ;iids, their successors as the dominant group of foederati in the fifth 

century, and the Ghassanids of the sixth. 
74It was not long before these monasteries were fortified and before bishops became the 

principal defenders of the countryside in the fifth and sixth centuries; Poidebard, loc. cit. 
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foundation that is explicitly described as Taniikhid is Dayr I::Ianna, the Mon
astery of l::lanna in 1::1Ira;75 and the only reference to Taniikhid religious foun
dations is the one in}amhara where Hisham speaks of al-Mahdi's destruction 
of the "churches of Taniikh" in the eighth century, 76 valuable also for explicitly 
associating the churches of Taniikh with the region of Chalcidice. 

However, the sources have other references to pre-Islamic Arab religious 
foundations which it is fruitful to examine for their possible Taniikhid origin. 
The fr,llowing paragraphs list these religious foundations, but the truth about 
their Taniikhid affiliation must remain hypothetical and inferential, resting as 
it does on association with the region of Taniikhid settlement: 

1. In the region of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man the following could be Taniikhid 
because of the strong association of the Taniikhids with that town: (a) "the 
church of the nomads," kanisat al-'Arab, in Ma'arrat itself;77 (b) "Dayr al-Naqira," 
"the Monastery of al-Naqira," near Ma'arrat, 78 which may be identified with 
the monastery mentioned earlier in Inbah al-Ruwat, left anonymous, 79 but the 
two may also be two different monasteries. 

2. In the region of Anasartha, there is reference to (a) Dayr Khuna~ira, 
the monastery of Anasartha; 80 in view of the strongly Arab character of that 
town, the monastery could have been Taniikhid; (b) the martyrium or church 
dedicated to St. Thomas mentioned in the Greek inscription of Mavia, either 
the queen or one related to her. 81 

3. At the time of the Muslim Conquest there is reference8' to a "Dayr 
Tayaye," 83 "the Monastery of the Arabs." From the context in which the refer-

"On Dayr J:Ianna, see supra, p. 377. 
76See supra, p. 431. 
77See supra, p. 405 and note 220. 
"This monastery is described as being on a mountain near Ma'arrat; Yaqiit, Mu'jam, 

vol. 2, p. 539. The name '"Naqira" brings to mind another Naqira (Nuqayra), the village near 
'Ayn al-Tamr in Iraq. It was in one of the churches of this Naqira that Khalid b. Walid found 
children studying the elements of writing, in the year 12 of the Muslim Era; ibid., vol. 5, 
p. 301, s.v. Nuqayra. But Naqira is not far from the region in which Iraqi or eastern Taniikh 
had settled before they migrated to Syria, and it may even have been one of their settlements. 
This raises to a high degree of probability that Naqira in Ma'arrat was a Tanukhid settlement 
named after the one in Iraq in much the same way that the Najranite emigrants named one 
of their settlements in Syria after the South Arabian Najran. Noteworthy also in Yaqiit's 
statement is the function of the Christian church as a center for learning. In Yaqiit, this 
Naqira is vocalized Nuqayra. 

79See supra, p. 405 and note 221. 
80Yaqiit, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 507. 
81See '"Two Greek Inscriptions," supra, pp. 222-27. 
"BalagurI, Futii~ al-Bulddn, vol. 1, p. 176. 
"Undoubtedly the Christian Syriac form of the term Arabs, of rare occurrence in Arab 

authors; for one of these very rare occurrences of the term in an Arabic verse, see T. al-SubkI, 
'fabaqat al-Shafi'iyya al-Kubra, eds. M. al-'.fanaJ:i.I and A. al-J:Iulw (Cairo, 1964), vol. 1, p. 
276. The monastery is attested in a Syriac document that goes back to pre-Islamic times; 
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ence to the monastery occurs, it may be inferred that it was situated to the 
north of Anasartha, the region associated with the Taniikhids. Whether this 
Arab religious foundation was also a federate one and, what is more, Taniikhid 
can be entertained only as a possibility. 

II. THE PROBLEM OF AN ARABIC BIBLE AND LITURGY 

IN PRE-ISLAMIC TIMES 

The problem of an Arabic Bible in the pre-Islamic period is a thorny and 
vexed question 84 the solution of which should illuminate vast areas of Arab 
cultural history. A new approach to the problem is necessary, 85 one that will 
take into account the fact that the major areas of Arab Christianity in which 
an Arabic translation of the Bible could have been undertaken were three: 
Mesopotamia, 86 Syria, and South Arabia where Christianity had been propa
gated for at least three centuries before the rise of Islam. It is only when each 
of these three areas has been studied carefully and, what is more, studied 
diachronously throughout these three centuries that an informed answer might 
be given to the question of an Arabic translation of the Bible in pre-Islamic 
times. As this book deals with the western half of the Fertile Crescent, or 
with Byzantine Oriens, and only in the fourth century, the discussion will 
be limited to this area and period. 87 

1 

It would be pleasant to think that even as St. Jerome was translating 
the Bible into Latin in Bethlehem and as Ulphilas was translating it into 
Gothic in the fourth century, 88 a Christian Arab in Oriens was translating it 

see E. Honigmann, "Nordsyrische Kloster in vorarabischer Zeit," Zeitschrift fur Semitistik, 1 
(1922), pp. 18-19, where it appears as a Monophysite monastery of the sixth century. If it 
turns out to be a Taniikhid monastery, one has to assume that some of the orthodox Diophysite 
Taniikhids became Monophysite in the sixth century. 

The Christian element in the north of present-day Syria, as in "Wadi al-Na~ara" ("the 
Valley of the Christians"), may possibly go back to the fourth century when the Taniikhids 
established a strong Christian presence in the region; see "Taniikh post Taniikh," infra, p. 457 
note 176. 

84The two main interlocutors in this dialogue who argued for and against an Arabic 
Bible before the rise of Islam are still A. Baumsrark and G. Graf respectively; for the position 
of the former, see lslamica, 4 (1931), 562-75; for that of the latter, see GCAL, Studi e testi, 
118 (1944), vol. 1, pp. 27-52. 

"For new questions and new answers to old questions, see the preliminary observations 
of the present writer in Martyrs, pp. 247-50. 

86In the larger sense of the Land of the Two Rivers. 
87The subsequent volumes in this series will discuss the problem of the Arabic Bible 

in the fifth and sixth centuries. 
88The Armenians Mesrop and Sahak seem to have started later in the fourth century 

than Ulphilas and Jerome since the first Armenian version was ready by A.O. 414. Jerome 
accomplished his task in the years 383-405, but most of it was done in the first two decades 
of his stay in Bethlehem. 
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into Arabic for the benefit of the Arabs in that region, whether the cives or 
the foederati whose fortunes have been the main theme of this book. The 
chances, however, that such a translator existed in the fourth century are 
almost certainly nil. 89 The only express reference to a translation of the Bible, 
or rather the Gospel, into Arabic in the patriarchate of Antioch pertains to 
the first half of the seventh century, immediately after the Arab Conquests; 
and it is of particular importance to the theme of this book since the Taniik
hids, the dominant Arab group among the foederati in the fourth century, 
were involved in it, another evidence of their close relation to Christianity 
as late as the seventh century. 90 

The search for an Arabic Bible in pre-Islamic times is likely to be more 
fruitful if it is conducted as subsidiary to a search for an Arabic liturgy in that 
period. For practical purposes and for the majority of Christians, the liturgy 
was more important than the Bible, because without it Christian worship 
would have been impossible. It is therefore in those parts of the liturgy that 
are directly borrowed from the Bible, such as psalms, prayers, and lessons, 
that biblical translations into Arabic have to be sought. The search for an 
Arabic Bible in this limited sense is thus related to the search for an Arabic 
liturgy, and those Arabs who were or must have been the beneficiaries of such 
a liturgy, if it existed, are likely to have been not the Arab cives in Oriens who 
were assimilated Rhomaioi but rather the Arab foederati who retained a con
siderable degree of Arab identity. 

2 

The case for an Arabic liturgy in fourth-century Byzantine Oriens may be 
prefaced by two important preliminary observations: (1) unlike Islam, Chris
tianity had no such dogma as that of the Arabic Qur'an and had no objection 

89It is noteworthy that the Arabic tradition has nothing to say on a translator of the 
Bible as it has on those who allegedly invented the Arabic script, three Christians from the 
tribe of Tayy, whose names are given, and for whom see El', s.v. Khatt. 

91'This account of a Gospel translation presents many problems and will be discussed in 
a subsequent volume in this series (supra, note 87). It would appear from the context that 
the Taniikhids involved in the Gospel translation represented not the Orthodox but the Mono
physite branch; they appear in company with the two other Arab tribes who are mentioned in 
the Histoire de Mar A~udemmeh and who were later put under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of 
George, bishop of the Arabs, for whom see supra, p. 422 and note 19. For the two Syriac 
authors who recorded this episode, Michael Syrus and Bar-Hebraeus, together with modern 
literature on it, see Graf, GCAL, pp. 35-36. 

The only other reference or possible reference to an Arabic Bible or Gospel in Syria 
pertains to the sixth century. It occurs in a verse by the pre-Islamic poet al-Nabigha in praise 
of the Ghassanids, but inter alia it is plagued by a variant reading that shifts the reference 
from Scripture to Holy Land; for the verse, see W. Ahlwardt, The Divans of the Six Ancient 
Arabic Poets (London, 1870; reprinted Osnabri.ick, 1972), p. 13, line 14. There will be a dis
cussion of this verse in the third volume in this series, BASIC. 
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to the appearance of Bibles and liturgies in the vernaculars of the various 
converted peoples; (2) the fourth century witnessed the triumph of Christianity 
as well as the christological controversies, which contributed respectively to 

the spread and importance of open, public Christian worship and to the 
standardization of the form of that worship among the orthodox through set 
liturgical texts. The Oriental rivals of Greek-Armenian, Syriac, Coptic, and 
Ethiopic-were quick to develop their own liturgies, and it would be difficult 
to assume that Arabic alone failed to do so; thus an Arabic liturgical develop
ment was not altogether inconceivable alongside these other particular litur
gies. This presumed Arabic liturgy did not have to be elaborate and extensive 
but might have been a simple one, catering to the needs of the Arab Christian 
worshipers in their camps and in their settlements. In support of the possible 
existence of such a liturgy, the following arguments and types of arguments 
may be adduced. 

A 

The state of the Arabic language in the fourth century and the uses to 
which it was put support the view that an Arabic liturgy possibly existed in 
that century: 

1. Arabic in the fourth century was not an undeveloped language unsuited 
for liturgical expression, as Celtic or Punic is supposed to have been. It was, 
on the contrary, very well developed; witness the Namara inscription and the 
war songs that were composed to celebrate the Arab victories over the armies 
of the Emperor Valens. These are not extant, but poems of the century imme
diately following the fourth are, and they are full-blown and highly developed 
odes. Thus the Namara inscription and the odes of Mavia's reign testify to 
the fact that Arabic in the fourth century was both a written and a literary 
language. 91 

2. St. Epiphanius has a most relevant and significant passage on the 
religious life of Arab Petra: toward the end of the fourth century. He records 
that the pagan Arabs of Petra celebrated the epiphany of Venus in the Arabic 
language. 92 The Petran Arabs were Nabataeans who had been exposed to all 
kinds of influences, Greek, Latin, and Aramaic, who had used the Aramaic 
language in their inscriptions and in their relations with the outside world, 
and since A.D. 212, the date of the Edict of Caracalla, had become Roman 
citizens, even more exposed to Roman influences than before; and yet, for the 
expression of their religious sentiments and the celebration of their religious 

910n the Namara inscription and the odes sung in praise of Mavia's victories, see "Arabic 
Poetry in the Fourth Century A.D. ," infra, pp. 443-48. 

920n the use of Arabic in Petra, see the section onJerome's Vita S. Hilarionis, supra, p. 292. 
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festivals they used their own native language, Arabic, which no doubt they 
continued to speak if not to write. 

3. Other relevant data come from Jerome's Vita S. Hilarionis, which 
describes an Arab community of sedentaries in Elusa in the Negev of Southern 
Palestine and the Saracens around it, and their conversion from paganism to 
Christianity by the saint. According to the hagiographer, the Saracens called 
on the saint to bless them using the Syriac word barech. It has been argued in 
a previous chapter that this most probably was Arabic barik. If so, the Arabs 
on conversion surely retained the use of their native Arabic, which had been 
used for a pagan liturgical expression, adapting it to the doctrines of the 
Christian faith. Barechlbarik may thus be the one solitary term that has survived 
from the liturgical formulas employed by the Arabs of Elusa in the fourth 
century. 93 

B 

The argument for an Arabic liturgy in the fourth century gains in force 
with the examination of some relevant data regarding the foederati who are the 
Arab group most likely to have been its beneficiaries: 

1. If Arabic was used by the bilingual and possibly trilingual Petran 
Arabs-Roman citizens since 212 and overexposed to foreign languages-for 
the expression of their sentiments, a fortiori it must have been used by the 
foederati, newcomers from Arabia or across the limes, still very much attached 
to their language, Arabic, most probably the only language they knew when 
they went over to the Romans. Even if they knew another language such as 
Aramaic, the assumption does not imply that they abandoned the use of their 
native language, especially for the expression of something as personal and 
intimate as religious sentiments. They may have acquired Greek and Latin for 
communicating with the imperial officials, but they did not have to pray in 
either and most probably did not. They kept close relations with the Arabian 
Peninsula and also with the Arabs across the limes. What is more, they were 
legally foederati, not Roman cives, and remained possessed of a considerable 
degree of their ethnic and cultural identity as Arabs. The use of the Arabic 
language in their churches would be consonant with all these relevant features 
of their life and history. 

2. These foederati, whether Lakhmids or Tanukhids, had come from the 
region of the Euphrates near J:Iira, where a highly literate Arab society had devel
oped. Some Arabic poetry had been attributed to the two main figures in 
Tanukhid and Lakhmid history in the third century, namely, Jagima and 'Amr 
b. 'Adi respectively, and both were involved in the religious movements of 

"On Elusa and its Arabs, see supra, pp. 288-93. 
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that century in lraq. 94 These foederati, with whom the first attested Arabic 
inscription and the first mention of Arabic verse in Oriens are associated, 
were probably the ones who brought this very tradition of written and literary 
Arabic to Oriens from Iraq. And it is natural to suppose that these foederati, 
who upheld the traditions of written and literary Arabic in their new environ
ment, also worshiped in the same native language they had used in Iraq 
before they went over to the Romans. 

3. The Christianity of the Tanukhid foederati and the various elements 
of institutional Christianity attaching to it-the ecclesiastical hierarchy, the 
churches, and the monasteries-have been examined in a previous chapter, 95 

and they have made clear that the beginnings of an Arab church did develop 
in the fourth century. 96 Although the ethnic background of two of the attested 
bishops of the Arab foederati in the fourth century remains obscure ,97 one of 
them, Moses, of the reign of Mavia, was certainly Arab, and Mavia insisted 
on his elevation to the episcopate as a condition for making peace with the 
Romans. If the federate church, at least in Mavia's time, had an Arab bishop 
and if the lower ranks of the clergy were Arabs, as it is natural to suppose, 98 

and if the worshipers in the churches of the foederati were Arabs, for whom 
Arabic was the language of their poetry, it is most unlikely that they would 
have used anything other than Arabic as their devotional language. 99 

4. Mavia's attachment to Orthodoxy and the Nicene faith as well as that 
of her orthodox bishop, Moses, who had a dialogue with the Arian Lucius in 
Alexandria on the true definition of the faith, has already been analyzed and 
underlined. 100 Since Mavia fought so hard with Arian Valens for the faith of 

940n the case for the possible authenticity of this poetry attributed to these two figures, 
see the present writer in "The Composition of Arabic Poetry in the Fourth Century A. o.," 
The Proceedings of the Second International Symposium on the History of Arabia, Riyad University, 
Riyad, Saudi Arabia (forthcoming). 

9'For this, see "Taniikh and Christianity," supra, pp. 418-35. 
960ther Arab churches may be mentioned in this connection: (1) the Arab church of 

Elusa in the fourth and fifth centuries, supra, pp. 288-93; (2) the church of the phylarchs 
of the Palestinian parembo/e in the fifth century; (3) the church of the Mesopotamian Arabs 
whom AJ:iiidemmeh converted, supra, pp. 419-22; and (4) the sixth-century Arab church of 
Najran in South Arabia. The church of the phylarchs of the Palestinian parembo/e will be treated 
in detail in the second volume of this series, while the Arab church of Najran has been treated 
by the present writer in Martyrs and in "Byzantium in South Arabia," DOP, 33 (1980), 
pp. 23-94. 

"On the Arab episcopate in Oriens in the fourth century, see supra, pp. 330--45. 
"For the ecclesiastical hierarchy in Najran and I:Iadramawt with its strong Arab com

plexion, see the present writer in Martyrs, pp. 45, 64. 
99 A parallel situation obtained or must have obtained in the churches of the nomads over 

which were appointed the so-called "bishops of the nomads." These must have used Arabic in 
order to communicate with the nomadic Arabs who could have known no other language, and 
the presumption is that these bishops were Arabs or Arabic-speaking. 

100For this, see supra, pp. 153-55. 
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Nicaea and since her bishop, Moses, argued so vehemently with Arian Lucius 
in Alexandria, it is natural to suppose that Mavia was familiar with the Nicene 
Creed; and it would be surprising if after their exploits militarily and dia
lectically with the two Arians, Valens and Lucius, that queen and bishop 
would not have wanted the Nicene Creed for which they fought to be known 
or better known among their followers. Now these followers had celebrated 
their own victory over Arian Valens in Arabic, and it would have been sur
prising if they had not celebrated the Nicene Creed for which they fought in 
the same language. At least this part of the liturgy, the Nicene Creed, over 
which the whole Saracen war of Mavia's reign raged, was most likely to have 
been said in Arabic. 101 

3 
Perhaps the foregoing observations and arguments have shown that a 

certain degree of probability attaches to the view that an Arabic liturgy and 
some portions of an Arabic Bible could have come into existence as early as 
the fourth century in Byzantine Oriens. The following tentative conclusions 
on both may be put together as follows: 

A. The Arabic Liturgy 

1. It is unlikely that this presumed Arabic liturgy was an extensive one, 
such as the Liturgy of St. James, which was the patriarchal rite of Antioch 
in the fourth century. It must have been a simple form of it designed to meet 
the spiritual needs of an Arab group that was essentially a community of 
soldiers. 

2. The possible use of a language or languages other than Arabic in the 
celebration of the liturgy in the Arab church of the fourth century is certainly 
not precluded. Either or both of the two major liturgical languages in Oriens, 
Greek and Syriac, may well have been also employed in the celebration of part 
of the liturgy. This is the situation that obtains nowadays in the churches of 
the Arab East. 

3. The liturgy associated with Mavia and her bishop was that of the 
Diophysite rite. What the doctrinal position of the Arab foederati of the fifth 
century, the Sali}:iids, was remains to be shown, while the Ghassanids of the 
sixth century were certainly staunch Monophysites. Thus the Arab federate 
liturgy in the fourth century may safely be described as orthodox. 102 

101What the orthodox Taniikhids used as the equivalent of Greek orthos is not clear; but 
the root must have been the same as that from which qawim is derived, the term used by the 
sixth-century poet al-Nabigha to describe the "orthodoxy" of the Ghassanids, and it could have 
been the same word. For the term, see Ahlwardt, foe. cit. (supra, note 90). 

102To the geographical and chronological complexity that attaches to the search for the 
pre-Islamic Arabic Bible and liturgy, noted supra, p. 435, a new dimension of complexity may 
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4. This liturgy has perhaps been irretrievably lost. If the poems composed 
in honor of Mavia's orthodox victories had survived, they would have been 
invaluable for this work of recovery since they must have contained terms 
reflective of the theological controversy over which the war was fought; but 
they are not extant. wi The only term attested in Byzantine Oriens in the fourth 
century that could be considered an Arabic liturgical terms is barech/barik, 
which occurs in Jerome's Life of St. Hilarion. t04 If }::lawarI, the name of one of 
the kings of the Taniikhids in the fourth century, turns out to be authentic 
and semantically the equivalent of apostle, as has been suggested, ws this would 
be one of the Christian terms that go back to Taniikhid times in the fourth 
century and could argue that the Arabs were translating Christian concepts 
into Arabic in that century. 

5. Relevant material that would fortify the case for the existence of a 
simple Arabic liturgy may also be found in "Taniikh and Christianity," supra, 
note 13. The difficulty of the Arabic language, even for one who spoke 
Syriac, such as A~iidemmeh, suggests that local native Arab clergy must have 
been employed to communicate with the worshipers and that the language of 
this liturgical communication was or must have been Arabic. 

6. The examination of the many sources dealing with Sinai and Palestina 
Tertia has revealed many pockets of Arabs or Saracens who because of their 
isolation and of their being located in the Byzantine limitrophe are likely to 
have retained knowledge and use of the Arabic language and consequently to 
have employed it for liturgical purposes. Such was Elusa in the Negev and to 
a greater extent Pharan in southwestern Sinai. 

be added, namely, the denominational. If an Arabic liturgy came into existence in Arab I:IIra 
in Iraq and in Arab Najran in South Arabia, surely the former would have reflected the Nestorian 
rite and the latter the Monophysite. The denominational dimension must also be taken into 
account in investigating the problem of an Arabic Bible before the rise of Islam. It is possible 
that the Monophysites of Syria did not have an Arabic Bible, unlike the Nestorian Arabs of 
I:IIra or the Monophysite Arabs of Najran, who could have had one; thus the episode referred 
to supra, p. 436 and note 90, involving the translation of the Gospel into Arabic immediately 
after the Arab Conquests does not necessarily imply that the Gospel had not been translated 
elsewhere in Arabia and by Christian Arabs of a different denomination. 

103The process of recovery is hampered by the nonsurvival of the "Poems of Tanukh," 
which might have contained some of these terms; see "Diwan Tanukh," infra, pp. 448-55. 
For Christian terms prevalent among the Nestorian Arabs of l:IIra, the poetry of 'Adi ibn
Zayd (or rather what has survived of it) is valuable, and so is that precious epigraphic docu
ment that goes back to the middle of the sixth century, the Dayr Hind inscription in I:IIra; 
see Rothstein, DLH, p. 23 note 2, extending to p. 24. Rothstein did not appreciate the 
importance of its last part for Christian Arabic. The Diwan of Banu-al-I:Iarith b. Ka'b would 
also have been valuable for South Arabian Christianity if it had survived. L. Cheikho collected 
an impressive number of Christian pre-Islamic Arabic terms, but the material needs to be 
organized and critically evaluated; see Cheikho, AI-Nasraniya wa Adabuha, vol. 2, pp. 157-226. 

'°'For this, see supra, p. 291. 
10'Supra, pp. 378-79. 
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This presumed liturgy for which a case has been made in this chapter 
must have been the earliest Arabic liturgy to come into existence, since it did 
so in the fourth century itself and in that part of the Christian world that 
witnessed the striking development of the Christian liturgy in that century. 
Thus if this reasoning is correct, the Arabic liturgy was born quite early and 
did not wait until the tenth century to make its appearance. 

B. The Arabic Bible 

Much the same arguments that have been advanced for the existence of 
an Arabic liturgy in the fourth century may be applied to the existence of 
an Arabic Bible or rather portions of it. The case for an Arabic Bible in this 
century is not so strong, and the liturgy is more important than the Bible, 
but a framework may be constructed for the further investigation of the prob
lem in these three centuries of the pre-Islamic period: 106 

1. The various phases that this pre-Islamic Bible must have gone through 
are as follows: (a) what might be termed "the Bible in the liturgy," those 
portions of it that were used in church service, such as prayers, psalms, les
sons; this may possibly have resulted in the collection of a lectionary; (b) 

translations of this or that book of the Bible, such as the Psalms; (c) the 
translation of larger units such as the Pentateuch and the Gospels. 107 In the 
fourth century, the possibility of (a) alone can be entertained. 

2. The tripartite approach recommended above108 is the most fruitful for 
the investigation of this problem: (a) each of the three areas must be examined 
carefully: Syria, Mesopotamia, especially l;IIra and its surroundings; finally 
South Arabia, especially Najran; (b) the pre-Islamic period is a long one that 
lasted for three centuries, and the diachronous treatment of the problem 
throughout these centuries in each of the three areas where Arab Christian 
communities appeared and developed is extremely illuminating; (c) the affili
ations of the Arabs to three different Christian denominations, namely, the 
Orthodox, the Nestorian, and the Monophysite, should be borne in mind in 
conducting this investigation. 109 

106The investigation will continue in the following volumes in chis series. le is in the 
latter part of this pre-Islamic period that the case for larger portions of an Arabic Bible grows 
stronger. The translation of the Bible in its entirety is more probably post-Islamic. On the 
problem of post-Islamic versions, see Graf, GCAL, vol. 1, pp. 85-195. 

10'In addition to references in the sources to various Gospels in pre-Islamic Arabia, 
there are the two Qur'anic terms for the Pentateu~h and the Gospel, al-Tawrat and al-InjI!. 

10'Supra, p. 435. 
109It is in conformity with this approach and also with the scope and range of this 

book that the arguments and the observations in this section on the Arabic liturgy and the 
Arabic Bible in the pre-Islamic period have been restricted to the fourth century. For a dis
cussion that ranges over more than one area and one century and does not take into account 
the fourth, see Baumstark's article and Graf's reply (supra, note 84). Their acute observations 
will be discussed in a later volume in this series. 
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3. Students of Arab Christianity have accorded most of their attention to 
the extant Arabic versions of the Bible in Islamic times, 110 in spite of the fact that 
these are late versions and thus have little value for biblical textual criticism. 
Besides, the Arabic Bible was not a vital force in Islamic times; it was the 
new Sacred Book of Islam, the Qur'an, that was and that inspired the rise of a 
new major world civilization that was truly Qur'ano-centric. Thus, it was in 
pre-Islamic times that an Arabic Bible would have been a vital force in the life 
of the Arabs, if indeed it existed, and for this reason the search for it, non
extant as it now is, is of supreme importance for rewriting the history of Arab 
culture before the rise of Islam. 

Ill. ARABIC POETRY IN THE FOURTH CENTURY A.O. 

The ecclesiastical historian whose account of the Saracens has been one of the 
major documents for reconstructing the course of Arab-Byzantine relations in 
the fourth century, especially during the reign of Valens, may be drawn upon 
for one last problem on which his testimony is decisive, namely, the compo
sition of Arabic poetry as early as the fourth century A.O. The authenticity 
of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry is crucial for reconstructing the history of the 
Arabs before the rise of Islam and of the Arab-Byzantine relationship, but it 
has been clouded by some unsound scholarship when Pandora's box was opened 
in 1925. However, the views of D. S. Margoliouth and 'faha l:fusayn on the 
authenticity of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry may now be said to be dead beyond 
resuscitation, 111 and the student of pre-Islamic poetry must, therefore, turn to 
other important problems, one of which is the beginnings of Arabic poetry. 
To the solution of this problem, the ecclesiastical history of Sozomen and the 
Namara inscription can make a substantial contribution. 112 

If the beginnings of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry cannot be determined 
with accuracy, it can be safely assumed that the composition of Arabic poetry 
goes back to at least the fourth century A.O. The truth of this statement may 
be defended inferentially and supported evidentially. Developed poems, such 
as those of 'Amr b. QamI'a 113 al-BakrI, a very early pre-Islamic poet whose 

ll 00n these, see supra, note 106. 
1110n the problem of authenticity, see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 14-33, with an ex

tensive bibliography. An outstanding contribution in Arabic ro the problem and indeed co the 
study of pre-Islamic poetry in general is Nasir al-Din al-Asad's Mas_iidir al-Shi'r al-jahili (Cairo, 
1962). Margoliouth opened the discussion on authenticity in 1925 in his article "The Origins 
of Arabic Poetry," }RAS (1925), pp. 417-49. His arguments against the authenticity of pre
Islamic poetry were swept away beyond recall by A. J. Arberry; see the "Epilogue" in his book 
The Seven Odes (London, 1957), pp. 228-54. The latest substantial contribution to the problems 
of pre-Islamic poetry in English is M. J. Zwettler, The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry 
(Columbus, Ohio, 1978); see the present writer's review of this book in}AOS, 100 (1980), 
pp. 31-33. 

112For an expanded and more elaborate version of this section, see the present writer in 
"The Composition of Arabic Poetry in the Fourth Century A.D." (cited supra, note 94). 

113Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 7, 152. 
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birth date may be assigned to ca. A.D. 480, clearly imply a tradition of poetic 
composition that antedates them by at least a century, going back to our 
fourth. More important is the statement in the HE ofSozomen, 1t 4 who lived partly 
in the fourth and partly in the fifth century and who explicitly states that 
the Arabs celebrated the victories of their queen, Mavia, over the Roman 
Emperor Valens ca. 380 in war songs that were still recited in the middle 
of the fifth century. 

1 

Sozomen's account is the earliest extant reference to the composition of 
Arabic poetry in any language. And yet it has not been closely examined or 
analyzed, 1t 5 although it deserves a detailed analysis for the precious light it 
sheds on the state of Arabic poetry in the second half of the fourth century. 
Relevant conclusions that a detailed analysis of S0zomen 116 and other historians 
of the period yields may be presented as follows: 

( 1) Mavia mounted an offensive against the Romans in most of the limi
trophe provinces of Oriens. The main battle described in detail by Sozomen 
must have been in Phoenicia Libanensis; and the name of the Byzantine general 
beaten by Mavia and who had the rank of Master of Horse and Foot in the 
Orient was Julius. 

(2) For the Arabs, this battle would have been one of the ayyam, 117 and 
thus it is practically certain that the poetry written to celebrate Mavia's vic
tories was of that genre, which only goes to confirm the critic Ibn-Sallam 
(d. ca. A.D. 847) on the close relationship that obtained between war and the 
rise of Arabic poetry. 

(3) The Greek ecclesiastical historian speaks not of one song but of songs, 
odai, and this suggests that what is involved is a cycle of poems written by 
various poets on this battle in much the same way that the yawm of Qu-Qar, 
fought in the first decade of the seventh century, was celebrated in a number 
of poems. This cycle of poems on the victory of Queen Ma via thus ante
dates the fragments of a similar cycle, that of the Bas us War, 1ts by a century, 
and thus it is the earliest datable cycle of Arabic poems of the ayyam genre. 

11'Sozomen, HE, GCS, 50, p. 298. 
11'It has received more than a passing mention only in Altheim and Stiehl, AA W, vol. 

3, pp. 101- 7, but the discussion is vitiated by dating the victories of Queen Ma via to the first 
half of the fourth century and relating them to the Nama.ra inscription, whereas it is clear from 
the account of the Greek historian that these must be assigned to the seventies, in the reign 
of the Emperor Valens. 

116For this detailed analysis, see the chapter on the reign of Valens, Jt,pra, pp. 138-202. 
117For ayyiim (sing. yawm), battle-days of the Arabs, and akhbar (sing. khabar), accounts, 

see E. Mittwoch in EI', 1, s.v. Ayyam al-Arab. 
1"For an account of the Basus War, see EF, 1, s.v. Basus. 
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(4) According to Sozomen, the exploit of Mavia lived in the memory of 
the people of the country where the battle was fought and was celebrated in 
odai by the Saracens. The ecclesiastical historian was reporting some three 
quarters of a century after the exploits of Mavia, and this is a late date for 
the transmission of both the poems that were composed then and the accounts 
of the events that took place, thus confirming the possibility of the trans
mission of pre-Islamic poetry over long intervals of time. 

(5) The transmission of the khabar, the account of the yawm, and of the 
odai raises the question of whether the transmission was oral or written. 
Fundamental research on the problem of transmission in pre-Islamic times 
conducted in recent years has inclined scholars in favor of written transmission 
or at least of its reality in pre-Islamic times. 119 The Arab allies of Byzantium 
in the fourth century, whose queen Mavia was, were not illiterate since the 
Namara inscription earlier in the century clearly points to the use of writing 
for recording the exploits of the Arab federate king Imru' al-Qays. Later in 
the century there are Greek inscriptions associated with Mavia or one of her 
relatives. The chances are that these poems that celebrated a victory so dear 
to the hearts of the Arabs were also recorded. Furthermore, if the non-Saracens 
remembered in the middle of the fifth century the events and details of Mavia's 
exploits, the chances are that the Saracens too remembered them and, what is 
more, recorded these details in the form of akhbar, the well-known Arabic 
genre which consisted of written prose accounts of the ayyam and other hap
penings. Thus Sozomen's account attests the earliest extant reference to the 
transmission as well as to the composition of pre-Islamic poetry, and thus it is 
doubly unfortunate that neither the odai nor the Arabic versions of the akhbar 

have survived. 
(6) Who were these poets and what was their tribal affiliation? The 

question is asked in the context of the view that Arabic poetry is supposed to 
have appeared in Syria, Bilad al-Sham, rather later, even in Umayyad times, 
when the region produced only one notable poet, 'Adib. al-Riga'. 120 However, 
when it is remembered that Taniikh and Lakhm were not native Syrian tribes 
but emigrant ones from Mesopotamia, the problem admits of an answer. The 
Arab tribes that had emigrated brought with them the tradition of Arabic 
poetry just as they brought with them the tradition of Arabic writing reflected 
in the Namara inscription. 121 

u•For the written and oral traditions of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, see the works of 
N. al-Din al-Asad and M. J. Zwett!er respectively, cited supra, note 111. 

12°The argument of this section, that Arabic poetry was composed in Syria as early as 
the fourth century A. D., should thus, inter alia, considerably modify the view that it appeared 
late in Bila.cl al-Sham. 

121This emigration is of considerable importance to the problem of the diffusion of Arabic 
poetry regionally in pre-Islamic times, from Iraq to Syria. It will have to be taken into account 
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(7) In this earliest attestation of the composition of Arabic poetry in the 
pre-Islamic period, it is noteworthy that the historian uses the term odai 
rather than poemata, thereby confirming the view that the recitation of early 
Arabic poetry was inshad. 

(8) Although this poetry composed for Queen Mavia and her Arabs, 
Tanukhids or Lakhmids, has not survived, it can be conceived through analogy 
with such ayyam poetry as that composed on the Basus War, but this was 
an inter-Arab war; the yawm of Qu-Qar might be better since it involved a 
foreign power, Persia; better still would be the poetry composed on such 
battles of the seventh century as al-Yarmuk and Ajnadayn, since these involved 
Byzantium. 122 

2 

In spite of its brevity, the account of the Greek ecclesiastical historian 
has proved invaluable for drawing the foregoing conclusions on the reality of 
Arabic poetic composition in the second part of the fourth century, thus testi
fying to the employment of meter in the composition of Arabic verse. The loss 
of these poems is regrettable since if they had survived, they would have 
enabled the investigator of pre-Islamic poetry to examine the second major 
problem after meter that he must solve, namely, the language of these poems
how developed it was and how close or distant it was from that of the earliest 
extant poems of the fifth century, such as those of 'Amr b. Qamt'a. The 
language of these poems is mature and developed and suggests that the Arabic 
of the fourth century must have been almost identical with it or very close to 
it, just as the employment of developed meters in the fourth century is infer
able from their employment in these poems in the fifth. This inference on 
meter has been confirmed by the testimonial evidence of Sozomen, and now 
we must turn to another document that confirms the phase of development 
that the Arabic language had reached in the fourth century and which was used 
in these poems composed for Queen Mavia, namely, the Namara inscription. 
This is important since the language of pre-Islamic poetry has been one of 
the major issues in discussing the problem of authenticity, and the Namara 
inscription deserves more attention as the most important document for dis
cussing this problem. It is testimonial evidence for the state of the Arabic 
language in the fourth century, evidence that would enable the investigator to 

when the traditional account of this diffusion is discussed, namely, poetry's appearance first in 
the RabI'a group and then its spread to Mu9ar. 

122See al-Nu'man A. M. al-Qiidi, Shi'ral-Futiif? al-Islamiya (Cairo, 1965), pp. 153-61. What 
meters were in use in the fourth century is difficult to tell. Almost certainly the rajaz and 
some of the qasid-meters, since the latter are fully developed and employed in fifth-century 
poetry that has survived. 
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proceed in examining concrete poems attributed to this early period and re
jected by those sceptical of their authenticity. Without it we would be dealing 
only with inferences on what Arabic must have been like in this early period, 
but with it, the evidence is incontestable, and it is as welcome as that of 
Sozomen on meter. The two documents complement each other since the one 
without the other would not enable us to examine concrete specimens of early 
Arabic poetry from the two important viewpoints of language and meter. 

A close examination of the language of the Namara inscription 123 reveals 
that it is none other than classical Arabic. No one who reads the inscription 
can deny that its language is classical Arabic. What seems strange or unin
telligible or un-Arabic in the inscription may be due to the following: (a) the 
employment of the Aramaic-Nabataean script, which may have obscured some 
of the words, a condition made worse by the longevity of the inscription 
carved on a stone some sixteen centuries ago; (b) the fact that its Arabic was 
written under the influence of Aramaic, the language of the Semitic inscrip
tions in Syria, which was also used by its Arabs such as the Nabataeans and 
the Palmyrenes; this is reflected in such a feature as the employment of the 
word bar for ibn; 124 (c) the fact that some of the words are most probably old 
technical terms whose meanings are no longer intelligible, just as certain 
words in pre-Islamic poetry are. It is only when one remembers all this that 
one is forced to conclude that the Arabic of the Namara inscription is resound
ingly classical and identical with the literary Arabic of pre-Islamic poetry. 

In addition to the language, the inscription is remarkable for two other 
relevant facts: (a) its early date in the fourth century, slightly after the close 
of the first quarter; (b) the Lakhmid Mesopotamian origin of its honorand, 
Imru' al-Qays, who brought with him to the western half of the Fertile 
Crescent the tradition of classical Arabic and of the composition of Arabic 
poetry as developed in the Land of the Two Rivers. 

The first fact makes it possible to judge poetic fragments that are ascribed 
not only to the fourth but also to the third century A.D., since Imru' al-Qays 
must have lived at least a quarter of a century in the third; the second makes 
it possible to judge these earliest fragments of Arabic poetry, some of which 
were composed in the eastern half of the Fertile Crescent, such as the poetry 
attributed to the Lakhmids and to the Tanukhids of Mesopotamia, to whom 
belonged Imru' al-Qays himself. Thus the Namara inscription provides the 
philological, chronological, and regional framework within which some of 

123See the present writer in "Observations," pp. 33-42. 
"'On the terminal waw in Nabataean Arabic which in the Namara inscription appears 

attached to such a proper name as 'Amrii, in the first line, see Zwettler, Oral Tradition, pp. 
149-51, which draws on W. Diem's "Die nabataischen lnschriften und die Frage der Kasus
flexion im Altarabischen," ZDMG, 123 (1973), 227-37. 
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these fragments-among the earliest in the extant corpus of pre-Islamic po
etry-can be profitably studied. 125 But this investigation of these third-century 
fragments would not have been entirely possible had it not been for the crucial 
passage in Sozomen on the composition of Arabic poetry in the fourth century. 
Thus it was the combination of the two documents that has made this investi
gation possible, the literary one hailing from the world of Byzantine histori
ography and the epigraphic one from al-Namara in the Provincia Arabia. 

As a contemporary testimony for this remote and ill-documented period 
of three centuries before the rise of Islam, pre-Islamic poetry is invaluable. 126 

But this investigation of pre-Islamic poetry is especially important for the 
foederati of the fourth century, the chief concern of this book. In addition to 
shedding a bright light on their cultural life, one constituent of which was 
poetry, this investigation provides an important background for the ques
tion of an Arabic liturgy in this century, the case for which is considerably 
strengthened by the realization that these foederati were not rude, illiterate 
soldiers but a Christian Arab group that had its own poets who composed 
Arabic odai on their orthodox victories against Arian Valens and are therefore 
likely to have sought an expression for their religious sentiments through the 
community of the same language in which their victory odai were composed. 
That case could receive further fortification if it could be established that a 
diwan (collected poetic works) for Tanukh existed in pre-Islamic times, the 
theme of the following section. 121 

IV. DIWAN T ANOKH 

As has been remarked in the preceding section, the loss of the odai that 
celebrated Mavia's victories is regrettable. However, Sozomen's notice of these 
odai, now lost, was fortunate. Just as it enables the student of pre-Islamic 
Arabic poetry to argue for the reality of Arabic poetic composition in the 
fourth century A. D., it enables him to pursue further the question of Tanukh's 
association with Arabic poetry, the possibility of a diwan, a collection of 
Tanukhid poems in pre-Islamic times, and the search for such a diwan in 
Islamic times. 128 

125These third-century fragments are ,discussed by the present writer in "The Compo
sition of Arabic Poetry" (cited supra, note 94). In this paper, it is argued that the authenticity 
of these fragments can no longer be considered utterly inconceivable, especially since recent 
research has shown that the poets with whom these fragments are associated are well-attested 
historical figures, such as Jagima, the Tanukhid king, and 'Amr b. 'Adi, the first Lakh
mid king. Thus the anonymity that has been presumed to shroud early Arabic poetry has been 
broken through; on the "anonymous era" of Arabic poetry, "mid-fifth century and before," 
see Zwettler, Oral Tradition, pp. 199-200. 

126See the opening paragraph of this section, supra, p. 446. 
127See "Diwan Tanukh," especially part 2, infra, pp. 452-55. 
""For the diwam (poetic collections) of the various Arab tribes, see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 
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1 

Neither the list of Ibn-al-Nadim (d.995 or 998) nor that of al-Amidi 
(d. 981) includes a diwiin for Taniikh. 129 This does not mean that Taniikh had no 
diwan; these lists were either noncomprehensive when their authors compiled 
them or are now incomplete, having lost some items in the process of trans
mission. This must be the case in view of the fact that there is an unmistak
able reference to a "Diwan Taniikh" or "Ash'ar of Taniikh," 130 as the collection 
is called in the commentary of the Andalusian al-Batalyawsi, 131 and a more 
specific reference in the work of al-Qiftt (d. 1248) to a diwiin of Taym Allat, 
one of the constituent tribal groups of the confederation that Taniikh was. 132 

These references make clear that such a diwan existed in Baghdad in the 
eleventh century when the Taniikhid Abii al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri (d.1058) made his 
famous visit to that city. As the most eminent Taniikhid in Islamic times, the 
blind poet and philosopher was interested in the diwiin of his tribe, especially as it 
was not to be found in his native Syria, in the libraries of Tripoli. 133 

This reference to a diwiin of Taniikh raises many important questions, 
such as the date of its composition, whether it was pre-Islamic or Islamic, and 
why it was not included in the two lists of Ibn al-Nadim and al-Amidi. 

(1) A diwiin that was extant in the eleventh century, i.e. , four centuries 
after the rise of Islam, undoubtedly contained poetry of the Taniikhids in 
Islamic times; it would be inconceivable that it contained only the pre-Islamic 
poetry of the Taniikhids. But it would be equally inconceivable that it did not 
contain also their pre-Islamic poetry or some of it. 134 Taniikh, the tribe with a 
well-defined identity that played an important role in the history of the Arabs, 
is pre-Islamic Taniikh and the Taniikh of the first century of the Islamic Era, 
when the tribe continued to flourish as part of the Umayyad ajnad system. It 

2, pp. 36--46; on the possibility that some of these were compiled in pre-Islamic times, se~ 
ibid., pp. 35-36. 

129/bid.' pp. 38-39. 
130Ash'ar (i.e., "the poems") rather than diwan had been the title of such collections 

before the term diwan acquired vogue; on this and other titles for such collections, see ibid., 
p. 37. 

131Abu-Muhammad 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. al-Sid (d.1127), the celebrated gram
marian and philosopher, who wrote a commentary on Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri's diwan, Saqt a/
Zand. He is to be distinguished from another Batalyawsi, Abu-Bakr 'A~im b. Ayyiib al-Batal
yawsi (d.1101), who commented on pre-Islamic Arabic poetry. 

mFor the reference to Ash'ar Taniikh in al-Batalyawsi, see al-QiftI, Inbah al-Ruwat, vol. 
1, p. 50 note l; for reference to the Diwan of Taym A/lat, see ibid., pp. 50-51; for al
Batalyawsi, Diwan Taym A/lat was a juz' ("a part") of Ash'ar Taniikh; see al-A.midI, Al
Mu'talif, p. 299. 

msee al-QiftI, Inbah al-Ruwat, p. 50. 
134Especially as pre-Islamic poetry was considered the model of later Islamic poetry, and 

Arab tribes took pride in the longevity of their poetic tradition going back to pre-Islamic times; 
on the "Seven Odes" ("al-Mu'allaqat") of pre-Islamic Arabia, the most celebrated odes in the 
whole corpus of Arabic poetry, see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 46-53. 
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is, therefore, practically certain that a goodly part of the diwan consisted of 
poems that went back not only to later Islamic but to pre-Islamic 135 and 
Umayyad times. 136 

(2) A reference to the diwan of Tanukh in the eleventh century in Bagh
dad brings to mind that monograph written by Hisham on the Tanukhids, 
entitled Akhbar T aniikh wa Ansabuha, a work of the eighth century, written 
in the same region, Iraq. 137 The question immediately arises as to how the two 
works are related, whether they are one and the same work or two different 
ones: (a) the two titles suggest that they were two different works, the one 
devoted exclusively to the poetry of Tanukh, while the other is a more general 
work on its history and genealogy; (b) but, as is well known, the diwans of the 
various Arab tribes would have included material on the history of the tribe 
and its genealogy and the diwan was often called the kitab, "the book" of such 
and such a tribe. 138 So the two works may have been one book, that written 
by Hisham in the eighth century, which was comprehensive but out of which 
in later times the poetry was taken out, and thus it formed a separate work, 
entitled in the eleventh century Ash'ar Taniikh, the Poems of Taniikh. 139 If so, 
this work would go back to the eighth century, not as distant from pre-Islamic 
times as a book composed in the eleventh century. 140 

(3) The noninclusion of a diwan for Tanukh by Ibn-al-Nadi:m and al
Amidi calls for an explanation. It has been stated above that a diwan of a 
division of Tanukh, that of Taym Allat, was available in Baghdad in the 
eleventh century, and this reference may be the key to solving this mystery. 
Tanukh, it may be remembered, was not a single tribe but a confederation of 
tribes. The Azd (Asd) of Jagima, the king of Tanukh, formed part of it, and, 

1"Whether the pre-Islamic portion included poetry of both eastern (Mesopotamian) Ta
niikh and western (Syrian) Taniikh cannot, of course, be determined. However, it is western 
Taniikh that was the more important of the two branches because of its Byzantine connection 
and of its role in Umayyad times in the ajnad system in Syria. Its poetry, therefore, is more 
important than that of eastern Taniikh, but for traces of Christianity in this poetry, the poetry 
of both would have been valuable since both branches were Christianized. 

136See, for instance, a verse by 'Amr b. AJ:imar al-Biihi!I which refers to a Qasida, an 
ode by a Taniikhid who apparently had plotted against the poet at the court of the Umayyad 
Caliph Yazid, son ofMu'awiya; Shi'r 'Amr ibn A~maral-Bahili, ed. H. 'A~wiin (Damascus, n.d.), 
p. 85. The variant "Ma'add" for "Taniikh" is not likely to be right since Taniikh, considered a 
QaJ:i~iini South Arabian tribe, was more important than the North Arabian Ma'add in the 
politics of the Umayyad ajnad system; see ibid., p. 85 note 3. 

137See supra, p. 360. 
ll'Al-Asad, Ma~adir, pp. 552-55; and Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 36-37. 
139It may corroborate this view that the Diwan of Tanukh was not to be found in Syria 

but in Iraq where Hishiim wrote. 
140The Abbasid poet Abii-Tammiim (d.846) may have used this collection, Diwan Tanukh, 

when he made his famous anthology of Arabic poetry entitled Al-ljamiisa, since he quotes a 
pre-Islamic Taniikhid poem, for which see infra, p. 454 and note 165. For Diwan al-Ijamiisa of 
Abii-Tammiim, see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 66-72. 
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according to another version (presumably the one that reflected their tribal 
composition after their migration to Syria), so did Fahm, Nizar, and al
AJ:ilaf. 141 After the loss of their dominant position and during the period of a 
relative political eclipse for them in the two centuries after the fourth century 
A.D., it is possible that Tanukh lost its identity as a confederation, 142 while 
the individual constituent tribes asserted theirs or rediscovered it. This may 
have resulted in each of these constituent tribes collecting its own poetry, and 
this might have happened in pre-Islamic or later Islamic times. This expla
nation derives considerable support from the scattered references to the diwans 
of some of these constituent tribes in the Islamic lists of tribal diwans. There 
is (a) the diwan of Taym Allat referred to already; 143 (b) a diwan of the Azd or 
al-Asd; 144 (c) a diwan of Jarm; 145 (d) and possibly the diwans of some of the 
smaller tribes of Banu-Asad b. Wabara, 146 some of whom may have formed 
part of Tanukh in the pre-Islamic period. 147 

(4) The noninclusion of the diwan of Tanukh in the lists admits of 
another, more likely explanation, one not related to the fact that it is a very 
old pre-Islamic tribe but to its isolation as a Christian community in Islamic 
times. 148 Muslim scholars were naturally and understandably not especially 
interested in this kind or type of poetry, particularly if the diwan was identical 
with the Akhbar Taniikh of Hisham. It will be remembered that Hisham was in 
a special relationship to the Caliph al-Mahdi who had that well-known en
counter with Tanukh in Qinnasrin and forced it to convert to Islam. As to 
the diwan of Tanukh known in the eleventh century and mentioned above, 
it is likely to have favored poems that had no strong Christian complexion in 
much the same way that the poems of al-Nabigha, the poet of the Ghassanids, 
who too were fervent and fanatical Christians, contains little of what the poet 

141Ibn-I;Iazm,Jamharat, p. 453. 
1"An Islamic Tanukhid poet, Abu-Zakariya, takes pride not in Tanukh to which he be

longed but in the larger group, Qu9a'a, to which Tanukh belonged; see al-MarzubanI, Mu'jam 
al-Shu'ara', pp. 491-92. 

143See supra, p. 449. 
' 44See Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 38-39; it is included in the two lists of Ibn-al-Nadim 

and al-Amidi. It is noteworthy that the poetry of Jagima, the Tanukhid, was to be found in 
Diwan a/-Asd, for which see infra, p. 454 notes 159-60. 

145Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, p. 39, in the list of al-Amidi. Jarm belonged to the larger group, 
Nizar, one of the three constituents of Tanukh; Ibn-I;Iazm, Jamharat, pp. 451-52, 453. 

1"0f whom Taym Allat, whose diwan was discussed above, was one; Ibn-I;Iazm, Jamharat, 
p. 453. 

147The collection that goes by the name of Ash'ar Fahm in both lists (Sezgin, GAS, vol. 
2, p. 39) has nothing to do with Tanukhid Fahm (supra, note 141). Fahm in Ash'ar Fahm was 
a tribe of Mu9ar, a sister tribe of 'Adwan, which belonged to the tribal group 'Abd al-Qays. 
For the diwiin of Fahm and 'Adwan, see ibid., p. 298. For the two tribes, see Ibn-I;Iazm, 
}amharat, p. 243. 

148See also supra, note 13 5. 
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must have said on their Christianity. The only group that could have preserved 
such poems would have been the Tanii.khids themselves, 149 who were Christians 
and continued to be so until the reign of al-Mahdi. 

(5) The diwan of Tanukh shared the fate of all the other diwans 150 listed 
by Ibn-al-Nadtm and al-Amidi except one, the diwan of Hugayl. All of them 
were lost, presumably with the fall of Baghdad to the Mongols in A.D. 1256. 
Serious as the loss is for reconstructing much of the history of the Tanii.khids 
in pre-Islamic times, the mere existence of such a diwan is significant and is 
a starting point for investigating some important problems of Tanii.khid history 
in pre-Islamic times. 

2 

It has been argued in the preceding section 151 that the odai which cele
brated Mavia's victories belonged to the ayyam genre and probably formed a 
cycle of poems; they were transmitted over a relatively long period; and the 
transmission was probably written as well as oral. Further probing of these 
data makes possible the following questions and observations: 

(1) Did these very early epinician odai, which go back to the fourth 
century, form part of the presumed pre-Islamic collection of the Tanukhid 
poetry which in turn formed or may have formed part of the larger diwan in 
Islamic times? 152 Quite likely they did, 153 since these poems celebrated their 
most outstanding exploit, and they would have been included in the diwan 
as its most striking part, especially in view of the fact that the Tanukhids 
shortly after fell from their political eminence, toward the end of the fourth 

149In this connection, one has to make a distinction between a dtwan collected and 
compiled by the tribe itself and one collected by someone unrelated ro it and, what is more, 
one who lived later in Islamic times, such as the scholar al-Sukkari (d.888). The distinctly 
Christian poems would have been preserved by the Christian Taniikhids themselves, presumably 
unril the reign of al-Mahdi, while a compiler such as al-Sukkari would not have been especially 
interested in this type of poetry. He would or could have included, however, poems with 
a Christian religious tinge but more likely religious poems with terms expressing common 
monotheistic beliefs, e.g., Allah ("God"), such as occur in the poetry of the Taniikhid poet 
al-Muthallam, for whom see infra, p. 454. 

Thus the Dtwan of Taniikh presents a complex problem for the one who wants to 

reconstruct it, since apparently it was composed of many layers, as was the confederation itself, 
composed of many tribes, spread in both sides of the Fertile Crescent, and belonging to both 
pre-Islamic and Islamic times. 

1"See Sezgin, GAS, vol. 2, pp. 45-46. 
msee supra, pp. 443-48. 
mon the difference between the Taniikhid dtwan possibly compiled by Christian Ta

niikhids and the dtwan of later Islamic times compiled by a scholar such as al-Sukkari, see supra, 
note 149. 

"'It should be remembered that they were in circulation in the fifth century, when 
Sozomen heard them or heard of them; poems of the fifth century have survived, such as those 
of 'Amr b. Qami'a al-Bakri, for whom, see the preceding section, supra, p. 443 note 113. 
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century, and another Arab group, the Sali]:iids, came to the fore, and thus the 
ayyam of the fifth century were likely to be associated with the new dominant 
group. These Mavian poems, therefore, would most certainly have been in
cluded since they commemorated a glorious Taniikhid past to which a term 
was placed by the rising power of the Sali]:iids. 

(2) The religious tones that must have informed these odai deserve close 
attention. As has been indicated in various parts of this book, the Taniikhids 
were staunchly orthodox Christians who went to the length of fighting the 
emperor himself, Valens, for the sake of orthodoxy; and after the accord with 
Valens, they fought the Arian Goths with the same spirit as orthodox soldiers 
fighting heretics. It is difficult to believe that echoes of their religious and 
doctrinal positions would not have been recorded in the cycle of poems that 
they composed on their victories against Valens and against the Goths. For 
them this was a holy war or a religious war that they fought in behalf of 
orthodoxy. The Greek historian Sozomen speaks of their odai celebrating their 
victories against the imperial armies; 154 although he is not informative on their 
content, it is practically certain that these odai would have included allusions 
to religious and doctrinal themes since the war was fought in behalf of ortho
doxy. Such echoes are still audible in the few surviving verses, composed for 
another Christian group, the Ghassanids, 155 and consequently the loss of this 
poetry is especially regrettable. It would have documented the early rise of 
Arabic Christian terms in Ori ens 156 and would otherwise have corroborated the 
view that these articulate Arabs who expressed themselves in Arabic verse on 
their war for orthodoxy would also have worshiped through the same medium, 
Arabic. 

(3) The poetry of the Mavian revolt, or the "Saracen War," as Socrates 
called it, in behalf of orthodoxy is anonymous, but it is possible to enumerate 
a few poets 157 who were Taniikhids and belonged to this pre-Islamic period, 
flourishing' 58 before and after the anonymous poets of the Mavian revolt. With 
the exception of the first two, who belong to eastern Taniikh in Iraq, they 

1"0n the possibility that a phrase in a Greek inscription refers to songs in praise of 
Arab martyrs, see "Two Greek Inscriptions," supra, pp. 232, 235. 

"'On this, see supra, p. 440 note 101. 
1"For the verses attributed to the Tanukhid 'Amr b. 'Abduljinn, interspersed with dis

tinctly Christian terms, see infra, p. 454. 
1"The enumeration is based on only two works, al-Marzubiini's Mu'jam and al-Amidi's 

A/-Mu'ta/if, and so it is not exhaustive and could, no doubt, be increased by consulting other 
works. 

1"For the authenticity of Arabic verse attributed to figures in and around }::lira in Meso
potamia in the second half of the third century, see the observations of the present writer in 
"The Composition of Arabic Poetry." These observations involve two of the Tanukhid poets 
listed below, Jagima and 'Amr b. 'Abduljinn, and one Lakhmid, 'Amr b. 'Adi, the father of 
Imru' al-Qays of the Namiira inscription. 
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may belong to either eastern or western Taniikh. The chances are good that 
some of them belonged to western Taniikh in Oriens, and this could derive 
some support from the anonymous poets of the Mavian revolt, who certainly 
belonged to western (Syrian) Taniikh. 

(a) Jagima, the famed king of Taniikh of the second half of the third 
century, is the earliest Taniikhid to whom are ascribed some poetic frag
ments. 159 Al-Amidi counts him among the poets, as does al-MarzubanI. Note
worthy is al-Amidi's statement that "poems of Jagima may be found in Kitab 
al-Asd." This could confirm what was said above160 on how the poetry of the 
Taniikhids found its way into the diwans of the various tribes of which Taniikh 
was composed, one of which was al-Asd. 

(b) 'Amr b. 'Abduljinn, the contemporary of 'Amr b. 'Adi, the father of 
Imm' al-Qays of the Namara inscription, 161 is also counted as a poet by al
MarzubanI. The two verses of his poetry that have survived are especially 
important in view of the references they contain to ruhban, "monks," haykal, 
"temple," and 'Isa b. Maryam, "Jesus son of Mary." His historicity is also 
supported inter alia by a reference to him in a poetic fragment of one of his 
descendants, Asad, another Taniikhid poet. 

(c) Asad b. Na'isa: al-Amidi in his Al-Mu'tali/ 162 provides some relevant 
data on him: ( 1) that he is descended from 'Amr b. 'Abdul jinn, whom he men
tions in one of his verses, which the author quotes; (2) that he is an old pre
Islamic poet; (3) that his poetry was notoriously difficult, an observation 
which is consonant with the fact that he is considered a very early pre-Islamic 
poet; 163 (4) that it was he who killed the famous pre-Islamic hero, Antar/ 64 

(5) that his poetry was included in the collection Ash'ar Taniikh; (6) finally, as 
al-Amidi concludes his account of Asad, that he and his people were Christians. 

(d) Al-Muthallam b. 'Amr, the Taniikhid: 165 only five verses have survived 
of his poetry in which inter alia he mentions God, "Allah," and takes pride in 
his tribe Taniikh. 

"'For Jagima and these fragments, see al-Amidi, AI-Mu'talif, p. 39. 
160See supra, pp. 450-51. 
161For 'Amr and his fragments, see al-Marzubani, Mu'jam, p. 18. On the authenticity 

of the fragments, see supra, p. 450 note 135. According to Mas'iidi, 'Amr was a Taniikhid 
(Muruj, vol. 2, p. 220); according to TabarI, he was a Jarmid (Tarikh, vol. 1, pp. 620-21), 
but he is ultimately a Taniikhid since Jarm formed part of Nizar, which in turn was one of the 
three constituents of Taniikh; see supra, note 145. 

'"See AI-Mu'talif, pp. 299-300. 
'"This is consonant with what has been said on the language of the Namara inscription 

and that certain difficult words in it should not argue against its being classical fu~~a; see 
supra, pp. 447-48. 

' 64If so, 'Amr b. 'Abduljinn could not have been literaJly his grandfather but must have 
been one of his forefathers. 

'"See Marzubani, Mu'jam, p. 302, which cites three of his verses, while Abii-Tammam 
in Al-Hamasa cites five; see Shar~ Diwan al-lf.amasa, commentary by al-Marziiqi, eds. A. Amin 
and 'A. Hariin (Cairo, 1951), vol. 1, pp. 478-80. 
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(e) Al-1:Iarith ibn Namir al-Taniikhi: like the preceding poet, al-Muthal
lam, five of his verses have survived. '66 

V. TANOKH POST T ANUKH 

The fall of the Taniikhids toward the end of the fourth century as Byzantium's 
dominant federate group did not mean the disappearance of the Taniikhids or 
their disappearance as allies of Byzantium from the Arab federate scene in 
Oriens. They stayed on when the Saln:iids became the dominant Arab federate 
group in the fifth century, and both of these federate groups stayed on when 
the SalIJ:iids fell and the Ghassanids rose to power in the sixth century. They 
thus were the oldest group of foederati in the service of Byzantium in the 
course of the three centuries before the rise of Islam, and their survival after 
their fall as the dominant group added to the complexity of the structure of 
the federate presence in Oriens, a factor that throws much light on some 
vexed problems of Ghassanid history and of Arab-Byzantine relations in the 
sixth century, such as the basileia of the Ghassanid king Arethas in A. D. 5 29 
and the course of the battle of Callinicum' 67 in A.O. 531. 

Although this volume is concerned only with the fourth century, 168 it is 
of considerable interest to sketch briefly the subsequent phases in the history 
of this remarkable Arab Christian group in the Islamic period, during which 
they continued to play an important role in the history of the region and went 
through another process of acculturation, this time in the ambience of Islam
ized Oriens. Their history in the Islamic period may be divided into three 
phases: '69 (1) the period of the Muslim Conquests; (2) the Umayyad period; (3) 
the Abbasid period. 

( 1) The Taniikhids project a strong military and Christian presence in the 
decade or so of the Muslim Conquest of Oriens in the thirties of the seventh 
century. They suddenly emerge out of obscurity from the sources that had 
forgotten them and fight almost ubiquitously in the major encounters of the 
Byzantine-Muslim conflict of the decade. They fight at Diimat al-Janda! under 
the Ghassanid Jabala ibn al-Ayham, encamp south of Ziza before the battle of 
Yarmiik, and fight at that battle in A. D. 636 under Jabala. Abii- 'Ubayda finds 
them in Qinnasrin in their qac/ir when he drives to the north and also in the 
qaqir of Aleppo, and accepts the tribute from those of them who did not 

166See BalagurI, Ansiib al-Ashraf, ed. M. l:famidullah (Cairo, 1959), vol. 1, pp. 12-13. 
1670n Callinicum, see the present writer in "Procopius and Arethas," esp. pp. 43-48. 
1"Whatever data can be extracted from the sources on the Taniikhids in the fifth and 

the sixth centuries will be included in the second and third volumes in this series on Byzantium 
and the Arabs before the rise of Islam. 

169The documentation for their history in the Islamic period may be found in Kinder
mann, "Tanukh," pp. 229-30. It is important, however, to go beyond the heuristic stage to 
the periodization of Taniikhid history in Islamic times. That history is clearly divisible into 
three phases, each possessed of its own identity. 
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adopt Islam and remained Christian. In A.O. 639, they join Heraclius when 
he mounts his counteroffensive for the reconquest of Syria and play an impor
tant role in that campaign. 110 With its failure, the Byzantine period in the 
history of Tanukh comes to an end. 

(2) In spite of their Christianity, to which a part of them remained faith
ful, the Tanukhids, like other Arab Christian tribes, fared well under the 
Umayyads, 171 who rested their power on the ajnad, an important portion of 
which were Christian Arabs such as the Kalbites. They fought with the founder 
of the dynasty at the crucial battle of ~iffin172 against Ali in A.O. 657. They 
fought with Marwan, the founder of the second Umayyad line, the Marwanid, 
at the battle of Marj Ra.hit in A.O. 684, and together with the Kalbites they 
helped secure the caliphate for the Umayyads again. In the tribal politics of 
the Umayyad period, they naturally aligned themselves with the Yamanites 
against the Qaysites, the northern Arabian tribes and newcomers to Syria. 
Consonant with this alignment, they attacked in 744-45, in the region of 
Qinnasrin and Khuna~ira, the rear guard of the last Umayyad caliph, Marwan 
II, who favored the Qaysites at the expense of the Yamanites with whom 
Tanukh's political allegiance lay. This shift in the tribal policy of the last 
Umayyads spelled disaster for the Tanukhids and the other Christian Arab 
groups in Syria, whose fate was sealed with the fall of the dynasty. That fall 
virtually marked the end or the beginning of the end of the Tanukhids as an 
Arab Christian community in the Syria of the Islamic period. 

(3) The fall of the Umayyads and the rise of the Abbasids, a revolutionary 
turn in the annals of Islam, deeply affected the fortunes of Syria which inter 
alia declined into a mere province, while the center of gravity of Islam shifted 
with the translatio imperii to faraway Baghdad in Iraq. More important for the 
Christian Arabs was the rise of Abbasid Islamism at the expense of the Umay
yad Arabism, and this naturally affected the fortunes of the Christian Arabs 
in Syria whose sun had set with the fall of the Umayyads. The sources know 
of the remnants of the Tanukhids in Syria in the reign of al-Mahdi (775-85) 
and the period that followed the death of Ha.run al-Rashid in A.O. 809, 
analyzed earlier in this book. 173 The encounter with al-Mahdi has been inten-

"00n this, see infra, Appendix, pp. 457-60. 
171And they did so immediately after the conquest of Syria was over, since that region 

was Umayyad not only from the accession ofMu'awiya to the caliphate in A.D. 661 but also for 
some twenty years earlier from the time when he was appointed governor of Syria in 640, and 
remained so for some twenty years after he became caliph. Thus not only the caliphate of 
Mu'awiya but also his governorship over Syria was important for the continuity of Arab Chris
tian life in Syria, and it forms an intermediate stage between the Byzantine period and that of 
the Umayyad caliphate. 

1720n the katiba, squadron, ofTanukh at the battle of~iffin and the Tanukhid al-f:larith ibn
al-Mungir, see N3.lir b. Muza!;iim, Waq'at ~if/in, ed. 'A. M. Ha.run (Cairo, 1962), p. 355. 

173See "The Tanukhids and Christianity," supra, pp. 423-32. 
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sively analyzed because of its importance, and, as has been said, it represents 
the end of Tanukh as an autonomous Arab Christian community in the region 
it had occupied since the third or fourth century. The last mention of the 
Tanukhids in the sources after the death of Ha.run al-Rashid is of some 
importance in that it suggests that, like other Christian groups who would 
not tolerate either conversion or living under duress, they chose to migrate 
to where they could survive as a Christian community, and thus went, among 
other places, to Armenia where there was a strong Christian presence. 174 Unlike 
Salt~, the name Tanukh has tenaciously survived in Syriam among those of 
the Tanukhids who adopted Islam and were assimilated into the Muslim com
munity mainly since the early Abbasid period; and it is more than conceivable 
that Taniikhid blood flows in the veins of some of the Christians of present
day Syria, especially its northern part, 176 even if the Tanukhid name has not 
survived among them. 

VI. APPENDIX 

Tanukh and the Byzantine Counteroffensive (A.D. 639) 

In 'fabari's account of the counteroffensive of Heraclius against Emesa1 rn the year 
639, there is mention ofTaniikh's role in it.' They appear in al-Jazfra, Mesopotamia, 

174Some of them, according to one view, had emigrated when Heraclius finally retreated 
from Syria; see Ibn-'Abd al-Barr, quoted by Kindermann, "Tanukh," p. 230. According to Ibn
al-Athir, Christian Arabs from Ghassan, Tanukh, and lyad wanted to join Heraclius in A.D. 

637 after his defeat but were overtaken by Maysara ibn-Masruq al-'Absi, who slaughtered many 
of them; the rest eventually returned to Syria; see Ibn-al-Athir, Al-Kami/ (Beirut, 1965), vol. 
2, pp. 496--97. 

"'On this, see the penultimate paragraph in Kindermann, "Tanukh," p. 230, and P. 
K. Hitti, History of Syria (London, 1951), p. 545. The name survives even in present-day Beirut 
where one of its streets is called Shari' .al-Tanukhiyyin, "the street of the Tanukhids." The 
Muslim Tanukhids counted among them many a distinguished name, of which perhaps the best 
known is that of the blind philosopher-poet Abu al-'A!a' of Ma'arrat al-Nu'man. 

176ln spite of the many centuries that have elapsed since then and the many vicissitudes 
through which the region has gone. It is noteworthy that it is in the northern part of Syria 
that the strong orthodox Christian presence has been maintained, the confession to which the 
Tanukhids, unlike the Monophysite Ghassanids, belonged. On the Christian features of the 
numerous Nu~ayri sect in northern Syria, see L. Massignon, in EI, 4, s.v. and Hitti, History of 
Syria, p. 587. 

1lt was led by his son Constantine who had raised the Byzantine expeditionary force in 
Egypt and then landed on the Syrian coast. The bold counteroffensive is reminiscent of the 
Heraclian strategy that won for the empire the Persian War in the twenties, both in its use of 
sea power and in carrying the war to the enemy's backyard. The counteroffensive might have 
succeeded but for the swift reaction of the Caliph Omar who immediately ordered reinforcements 
from Iraq to march to the relief of Abu-Ubayda, even as his predecessor, Abu-Bakr, had done 
and in so doing had enabled the Muslims to win the decisive battle of the Yarmuk in A.D. 636. 
In 'fabari and Ibn-al-Athir there is no mention of Constantine, only of Heraclius. The counter
offensive is dated the seventeenth year of the Muslim Era, that is, 638-39 of the Christian Era. 

'Tabari, Tiirikh, vol. 4, pp. 50-52. Tanukh is referred to explicitly only once (p. 51), 
when Omar orders reinforcements from Iraq against "the Arabs of al-Jazira (Mesopotamia) who 
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and, together with others in that region, they were instrumental in inciting the 
Byzantines to mount a counteroffensive against Emesa. But when they discovered that 
the Caliph Omar had ordered reinforcements to the rescue of Abii- 'Ubayda at Emesa, 
some of which made coward Taniikh and the Arabs of Mesopotamia, these lost heart 
and did not know whether the reinforcements were advancing against them in Meso
potamia or against Emesa, and so they went their own way and left the Romans in 
the lurch. Thus the counteroffensive failed and the Romans were defeated. Although 
the account does mention that "the Mesopotamians" 3 abandoned the cause of the 
Romans, it does also make clear that (a) in spite of Muslim victories before 639 
Taniikh remained pro-Byzantine and loyal to Heraclius since it participated in recom
mending the counteroffensive and offered its services, and (b) they abandoned the 
Byzantines only after they realized they were fighting reinforcements that hopelessly 
outnumbered them. This is roughly the account of the operations of the year 639 
against Emesa which Ibn-al-Athir also '.1ccepts. 4 

The editor of this part of the Leiden edition of 'fabarI's Tarikh has included in 
his account of the Heraclian counteroffensive against Emesa another account from the 
Andalusian traditionist of the twelfth century, Ibn-l;lubaysh.' In this account it is 
Heraclius who calls on the Mesopotamians and the Emesenes to rise against the 
Muslims, and Taniikh figures more prominently in this than in 'fabarI's account and 
appears as a major factor in the defeat of Heraclius. 6 But the nature and extent of 
Taniikh's responsibility are basically the same as in 'fabarI's account and consist in 
their abandonment of the Byzantine cause only after they were encircled and out
numbered. 

Noel Desvergers's description of the Heraclian counteroffensive against Emesa is 
based on this account.' It is a fair resume of what happened, and the role of the 

belonged to Rabi:'a and Tanukh." In the rest of the account, there is reference only to "ahl 
al-Jazira" ("the people or inhabitants of al-Jazira"), but from the only explicit reference to 
Tanukh on p. 51 it may have been included in the phrase "ahl al-Jazira." 

'Arabic ah! al-]azira, and not specifically Tanukh. 
4Ibn-al-Achir, Al-Kami/, vol. 2, pp. 530-31. 
'On Ibn-J:Iubaysh and his Kitab al-Ghazawat, see D. M. Dunlop in El', 3, pp. 803--4, 

s.v. His account appears on pp. 2501-3 in the Leiden edition of Tabari, Anna/es, Series I, 
Tomus V; see also E. Prym's introductory note on p. 2501 to this account. Roughly the same 
account is included in Ibo-al- 'Adim, Zubdat al-lfalab min Tarikh If.a/ab, ed. S. al-Dahhan 
(Damascus, 1951), vol. 1, pp. 30-32; although shorter than the one in the Anna/es, it is the 
clearer and sounder text. Its ah! Misr (p. 30) is the better reading than ah/ Hims, since the 
expedition started from Egypt against J:Iims (Emesa), and so is its akfar (p. 30) compared to 
akthar of the Anna/es; see Zubdat, p. 30, and Anna/es, p. 2501; al-haqira should read al-qaqir 
(ibid.). 

'The account of Ibn-J:Iubaysh seems co be in pare more accurate than Tabari's on the 
Tanukhids. In the former, they are righcly associated with Qinnasrin, while in the latter they 
are associated with Mesopotamia. His account is also specific on the number of reinforcements 
that Heraclius received, "thirty thousands from Mesopotamia not counting chose of Qinnasrin 
from Tanukh and ochers" (lbn-J:Iubaysh, in Anna/es, p. 2501). 

'See N. Desvergers, L'Arabie (Paris, 1847), pp. 234-35. The Kemal-Eddin he cites in 
the footnote on p. 235 is the proper name of the historian known by the cecnonymic, Ibn-al
'Adim (A.D. 1192-1262). 
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Tanukhids is clearly, fully, and accurately stated. They are mentioned three times, 
and the author makes it clear that it was only after the defection of the Mesopotamian 
troops that the Tanukhids, outnumbered and encircled, opened negotiations with the 
Muslims. 8 No terms of treachery or betrayal are used by the author; they are reserved 
for the governor of Aleppo, Yukinna, while the statement in Ibn-al- 'Adim that the 
Romans were completely annihilated as a result ofTanukh's flight is carefully examined 
by Desvergers and shown to be inaccurate. 9 

Desvergers wrote more than a century ago, and thus it would not have been 
necessary to discuss views expressed so long ago had it not been for the fact that in 
1933 he was resuscitated from the obscurity or the oblivion into which he had lapsed 
by F. Nau, 10 who telescoped two columns of Desvergers's sober history into one brutal 
sentence in which he spoke of Tanukh's treachery, which brought about "la defaite 
totale des troupes imperiales." To this prejudicial selectiveness in summarizing Des
vergers he adds an animadversion of his own on what he calls their treachery, which, 
according to him, did not do them much good. 11 Then he goes on to describe their 
fortunes in the early Abbasid period during the caliphate of al-Mahdi and after the 
death of Harun al-Rashid. 12 Thus, according to Nau, the Tanukhids make their exit 
from the pages of history as traitors to the cause of Christianity and of the Christian 
Roman Empire. 

The judgment is harsh and, what is more, unjustified. It is based on a single 
episode in the history of a Christian Arab group that had for centuries served the 
cause of both Christianity and the Christian Roman Empire and that were celebrated 
for their steadfastness in adversity. Furthermore, the details of that episode so fairly 
and objectively examined by Desvergers preclude the description of the Tanukhids 
simply as traitors; there is also Tabari's account, which does not paint the same picture 
of their involvement that Ibn-al- 'Adim's does. The fact of their loyalty to Christianity 
is established in this fateful decade, in the preceding three centuries, and in the 
century and a half after the Conquests until the reign of al-Mahdi. 

It has been necessary to examine Tanukh's role in the Heraclian counteroffensive 
m an appendix specially devoted to it because of the importance of that counter-

'The author could even be described as sympathetic to the Taniikhids, about whom he 
uses the following phrases when he mentions them by name on these two pages: "la grande 
tribu des Benou-Thenoukh"; "et !es Benou-Thenoukh, effrayes de cecce defection"; and: "fideles 
a la parole qu'ils avaient donnee, !es Benou-Thenoukh .... " The second phrase makes it 
clear chat it was ochers who had fled first, and it was then and only then chat the Taniikhids 
were frightened after they became isolated and were encircled. 

'Desvergers, L'Arabie, p. 235. 
10Nau, Arabes chretiens, p. 108. Nau gives the wrong page numbers in his footnote for 

Desvergers's account of the Heraclian counteroffensive and changes the orthography of the 
author's surname; the correct pages are 334-35, not 324-25, and the author's surname is 
DESVERGERS, not DES VERGERS, for the convenience of chose who wish co consult chis old 
work which, however, has not entirely outlived its usefulness. 

ll"Cette trahison ne Jes a pas proceges longcemps" (ibid.). Cf. Desvergers's avoidance of 
such a term as trahison to describe the Taniikhids, as noted supra. 

12For an analysis of the sources on the Taniikhids in the Abbasid period, see "The Ta
niikhids and Christianity," supra, pp. 427-32. 
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offensive in the conflict between Byzantium and Islam for what might be termed the 
struggle for Syria. The bold offensive had a fair measure of success, and it is therefore 
important to allocate responsibility accurately. Taniikh's share in that failure was 
secondary and derivative from the flight of the Mesopotamians, while the Taniikhid 
participation in the counteroffensive reflects the important role Taniikh played in that 
decisive decade and the dominant one it played in the counteroffensive, even more 
important than that of the other foederati such as the Ghassanids and the Salil).ids, who 
are conspicuous by their absence. 

EPILOGUE TO PART Two 

Minor suggestions proposed by Professor Franz Rosenthal have been attended 
to in various sections of Part Two of this book. Some important points raised 
by him deserve to be treated at some length, and for this reason, and because 
they are likely to cross the minds of other readers, they have been assembled 
in this epilogue. These points involve five of the preceding sections: (1) 

Hisham al-Kalb1; (2) The List of Kings; (3) The Federate Arab Tribal Groups 
in Oriens; (4) Tanukh and Christianity; and (5) Arabic Poetry in the Fourth 
Century A.D. 

1 

1. The important inscription of Dayr Hind is to be found not only in the 
work of Yaqut but also in the earlier work of al-Bakd (supra, p. 355). 

The inscription does, indeed, appear in Bakr1, Mu'jam, vol. 2, p. 606. I 
have cited Yaqut on the inscription because his Mu'jam is the better known of 
the two geographical dictionaries and the more comprehensive; also because of 
Yaqut's admiration for Hisham and the consequent practical certainty that he 
derived his information on l::Ura and its monasteries from Hisham, a matter of 
some importance in a section devoted to Hisham as the source for the history 
of the foederati and of Tanukh. Bakd, too, cites Hisham extensively but 
without the glowing comment of Yaqut. However, the inscription as pre
served in Bakrfs Mu'jam presents variations in three words of the penultimate 
sentence, and these are important for discussing sixth-century Christianity 
among the Lakhmids and the Kindites. They will be treated in BASIC. 

2. Hisham is referred to in this section in three different ways, namely, 
as Hisham, al-Kalb1, and Ibn al-Kalb1; this may be confusing to the non
Arabist reader (supra, p. 349 note 1). 

The bewildering variety of names by which this historian is designated is 
notorious and cannot be helped. Bakd in the introduction to his Mu'jam adds 
another one that is also used, namely, Abu al-Mungir. It is because of this 
that I have suggested the employment of only one of them, the most conve
nient, his personal name Hisham, with or without al-Kalb1, rather than his 
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patronymic, Ibn al-KalbI, or his tecnonymic, Abu al-Mun<Jir, or the one that 
reflects his tribal affiliation, al-KalbI. Apparently, BakrI, too, felt that Hisham 
was most convenient, for he calls him thus no less than six times in one single 
page; see his Mu'jam, vol. 1, p. 56. "Hisham" is also the easiest to pronounce 
by scholars unfamiliar with Arabic. 

3. A relevant article is that of M. J. Kister and M. Plessner, "Notes on 
Caskel's Gamharat An-Nasab," Oriens, 25-26 (1976), pp. 48-68 (supra, p. 
351 note 5). 

The article, mostly by Kister, the well-known scholar of pre-Islamic 
Arabia, is important. It is especially valuable for the authenticity of various 
nasab works attributed to Hisham and which had been doubted by Caskel 
(ibid., pp. 64-65). Kister concludes with a strong approving note on the 
reliability of Hisham as a historian, a view to which the present writer has 
always subscribed and as early as the article on Ghassan in Der Islam, 33 
(1958), p. 239. Hisham will be further discussed in BAFIC and BASIC, m 
connection with the SalII:i,ids and the Ghassanids respectively. 

2 

Concerning an Arabic, not an Ethiopic, derivation for the name of the 
Tanukhid king al-I:IawarI: in Ethiopic, f/awari is a normal participial forma
tion; what grammatical formation can be suggested for f/awari as an Arabic 
lexeme derived from the Arabic verb 1/ara (supra, p. 379 note 109)? 

Two answers may be suggested to this question: (a) the Arabic morpho
logical pattern could be the intensive participial form, fa"al, to which the 
relative ya' of nisba has been suffixed. This process can yield the form f/awwari, 
and this rather than f/awari may be how the name of the Tanukhid king, 
unvocalized in the manuscripts, should be read. (b) Alternatively, f/awari may 
have passed through a different morphological process, namely, that of the 
abstract or verbal noun pattern, fa'al, f/awar, to which the relative ya' of nisba 
has been suffixed. Two semantically identical lexemes that belong to two cog
nate languages can be formed through two different morphological processes. 

3 
Assuming that Banu-~alil:i, were located in Sinai during the reign of 

Justinian, it may be that the Prophet ~alih was therefore located in Sinai 
(supra, p. 385). 

This is an observation that has some important Qur'anic implications. 

4 

On the name AI:i,udemmeh: the name means he resembled his paternal 
uncle; cf. Palmyrenian "AbabihI," "his grandfather" (supra, p. 420 note 10). 
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I had suggested for Al:iudemmeh ("the brother of his mother") a different 
meaning, namely, that he looked like his mother, but that he looked like his 
paternal uncle is the more convincing explanation of this curious Syriac name. 

5 
1. There are two aspects to the problem of pre-Islamic poetry: one is the 

existence of this poetry and the other the authenticity of much of the pre
served poetry (supra, p. 443). 

The laconic statement in the opening paragraph of the section involving 
Margoliouth and Taha I:Iusayn becomes clear after reading the bibliographical 
items cited in note 111, especially Sezgin's GAS. The bulk of this poetry is 
pre-Islamic, and the task of scholarship is to attend to such problems as 
attribution, chronology, etc. One of these problems is treated in this section, 
namely, the beginnings of this pre-Islamic Arabic poetry. 

2. On the employment of Arabic meter in the fourth century in the odai 
composed in celebration of Mavia's victory: Where does Sozomen state this 
(supra, p. 446)? 

Sozomen does not explicitly speak of Arabic meters and it is perhaps 
extravagant to expect him to do so, to go out of his way and be specific about 
the difficult metrical structure of a language unknown to him. Consequently, 
the reality of the Arabic meters in the fourth century has to be inferred from 
his employment of the term odai to describe the literary compositions cele
brating Mavia's victory. In using the term odai to describe these, he was as the 
poet of the Iliad, who in the first line of that epic conceived that the Muse of 
poetry was singing the wrath of Achilles. The poets of these Arabic odai of the 
fourth century were not writing intellectual poetry but singing XAEa avc>pwv 
and the heroic encounters of primitive warriors not unlike those of the Iliad, 
and so their compositions could be described by Sozomen as odai. As has been 
stated above (p. 446), the recitation of these odai was inshad, and it is also not 
unlikely that the peculiar metrical structure of Arabic poetry, mono metered 
and monorhymed, may have suggested to the Greek ear of Sozomen that what 
he was hearing was a song rather than a poem; hence his use of the term odai. 



PART THREE 

FRONTIER AND OTHER STUDIES 





I. THE T AN0KH1DS AND CHALCIDICE 

T he stationing of the Tanukhids, the chief Arab federate group in the 
fourth century, in the northern sector of the Syro-Mesopotamian limes, 

this side of the Euphrates, must now be accounted for and discussed in relation 
to the military history of the oriental limes in the fourth century. 

1 

The Persian Wars of the fourth century 1 are the background against which 
the stationing by Byzantium of its chief Arab federate group has to be under
stood and with it the fortifications of the area of Tanukh's settlements. But 
this can only have been the remote background; besides, the theater of the 
Byzantine-Persian conflict was Mesopotamia rather than Syria in the protracted 
war of the reign of Constantius, while Julian carried the war to Ctesiphon it
self. More specific causes must, therefore, have been operative for the stationing 
of the Tanukhids in Syria, this side of the Euphrates, however related they 
may ultimately be to the Byzantine-Persian relationship. 

(1) The vast area from the Orontes to the Euphrates and from Palmyra 
to Antioch within which the Tanukhids were stationed was an open and partly 
desert area exposed to the thrusts and inroads of the Saracens who lived to the 
east and along the Euphrates, in spite of the Roman castra and caste/la of the 
oriental limes. This vast area, less inhospitable than Arabia Deserta, would 
have attracted the unwelcome attention of the Saracens of the latter, but the 
Romans had to fortify it for other special reasons too: it was here that the 
capital of the Orient, Antioch, was located, and it was in this very same area 
that the eremitic foundations sprang up after the rise of monasticism and its 
spread to northern Syria. 2 Thus, both these facts might be added to the per
manent and hard facts of geography, topography, and climatology for ex
plaining the attraction of this area to the Saracens of Arabia Deserta. Only 
Arabs familiar with the topography of the desert and the principles of desert 
warfare, such as the Tanukhids, could meet this threat adequately. 

'For these and the involvement of the Arabs in them, see mpra, Chaps. 1-3. 
'On the desert of Chalcis as a sire for eremiric foundations, see Jerome's Vita Ma/chi, also 

informative on the threat ro security posed by the Saracens in the Trans-Euphraresian regions; 
for all chis, see the analysis of the Vita Ma/chi, supra, pp. 284-88. Even more exposed to 

Saracen raids than Chalcidice was the great Christian center of Sergiopolis well to the ease of 
Chalcidice and thus close to the desert; but whether it had in the fourth century acquired 
the treasures for which it was famous is nor clear. In any case, its protection muse have been 
undertaken at least partly by the Taniikhids. 
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(2) Even more important than these factors is one that is related to 
political geography, namely, the rise and, what is more, the rise to a position 
of dominance of that Arab urban center on the Lower Euphrates, in the Persian 
sphere of influence, al-l:1Ira.3 Inter alia, l:1Ira, the seat of the Lakhmid kings, 
became a base whence its Lakhmid rulers, vassals of Persia, mounted their 
military expeditions, in conjunction with the Persians or separately, against 
the Roman limes. 4 Although the Lakhmids could range far and wide against the 
oriental limes in its entirety from the Euphrates to the Red Sea, it was this 
particular sector in northern Syria, this side of the Euphrates, wherein lay 
Antioch, that was for them the natural gateway to Oriens. 

The history of l:1Ira in the fourth century is obscure, especially in that 
period that followed the defection of Imru' al-Qays of the Namara inscription. 5 

However, it is almost certain that the energetic rulers of l:1Ira, Lakhmid or 
other ,6 campaigned for the equally energetic ruler of Persia, Shapii.r II, through
out his long rule in much the same way that the famed Mungir of the sixth 
century campaigned for Kawad and Chosroes, and that the sector in which 
Tanii.kh was settled, this side of the Euphrates, was one of their major fields 
of operations, as it was to be in the sixth century. The obscurity of this period 
and the role of the Arabs, l:1Iran or other, in the military annals of the fourth 
century is brightly illuminated by an incidental reference in the Res Gestae 
when Ammianus introduces the figure of the Persian Arab, Podosacis, a com
mander in the service of Persia. 7 What is relevant in this connection is the 
phrase that describes him as omni saevitia per nostros limites diu grassatus. The 
date is A.O. 363 during Julian's campaign against Persia and diu suggests 
that he had engaged in hostilities against the Roman frontier for a long time; 
he may not have engaged in these activities as long as Mungir was to, namely, 
fifty years, 8 but the implication is that he had molested the Roman limites for 
a long period. One of these limites must have been in northern Syria. 

'This is a factor that has not been taken into account by those who have written on the 
oriental limes in the fourth century, no doubt mainly because of the obscurity with which the 
history of l:IIra is shrouded, especially in the fourth century. Roman historians are more aware 
of its role in the sixth century when the data become more plentiful, especially when they 
involve al-Mungir, the Alamoundaros of the Greek sources. 

'This is a new dimension to the importance of the history of l:IIra in pre-Islamic times, 
now relevant not only to the Arab historian of an important Arab urban center in the pre
Islamic period but also to the Roman historian of the oriental limes. 

'See Rothstein, DLH, pp. 63-65. 
60n the interregnum in l:IIra in the fourth century, see ibid., pp. 64-65. Rothstein's 

question (p. 65) did not admit of an answer then; but with the discovery of the Namara 
inscription in 1902 the interregnum becomes intelligible, after the defection of the Lakhmid, 
Imru' al-Qays, to the Romans and the ascension of non-Lakhmids to the throne of l:IIra. 

'On this figure, see supra, pp. 119-23, where it has also been argued that he was 
most probably a Ghassanid, associated with l:IIra (ibid., pp. 120-21). 

'Procopius, Wars, 1.xvii.40. 
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Thus, in spite of the scantiness of the data on l:!Ira and its rulers and on 
the Persian Arabs, wherever they were in the fourth century, it is possible to 
detect in the sources echoes of military expeditions conducted by the Persian 
Arabs whether on their own initiative or spurred by Persia as part of the Persian 
war effort against Byzantium in the fourth century. Although the major theater 
of war of the Byzantine-Persian conflict was Mesopotamia, Syria must have 
been the target of many a hostile expedition, a situation that was to repeat 
itself most clearly in the sixth century. No doubt it was against these expe
ditions and raids that the Tanukhid Arabs were stationed in Syria in the 
fourth century. 

(3) It remains to account for the fact that the Tanukhids were settled not 
in the Trans-Euphratesian but in the Cis-Euphratesian region, in spite of the 
fact that it was in the former, in Mesopotamia, that the battles of the Byzan
tine-Persian conflict raged protractedly in the reign of Constantius. 

The factors discussed in the preceding sections ( 1) and (2) go a long way 
toward answering this question. To them may be added the following obser
vations. After the Diocletianic acquisition of the five Trans-Tigrine provinces, 
the whole region was very heavily guarded with regular Roman troops, and so 
the Tanukhid foederati must have been considered more functional in Cis
E uphratesia, where they were permanently settled. 9 Besides, they could be 
called upon to do service in Mesopotamia whenever needed, just as they were 
called by Julian to do service with him in Babylonia and against Ctesiphon 
itself or by Valens for participation in the Gothic War in Thrace. 10 That they 
hardly appear in the pages of the Res Gestae which describe the Byzantine
Persian conflict of the reign of Constantius in Mesopotamia is accountable by 
their quarrel with Arian Constantius on doctrinal grounds. 11 

2 

Chalcidice, the principal area of Tanukhid settlement, immediately brings 
to mind the work that was devoted exclusively to this region, namely, Le 
Limes de Chalcis. 12 The Tanukhid military presence in Chalcidice must now be 
discussed in relation to the positions and conclusions of this controversial book. 

9In the seventh century, however, the federate tribal trio Taghlib, Namir, and lyad ap
pears settled in Mesopotamia and fighting with Byzantium against the Muslim Arabs; see supra, 
p. 383 and note 122; p. 397 and note 182. 

10Just as the Ghassanids of the Provincia Arabia and the Gaulanitis were called upon to 

participate in the Persian Wars of the sixth century fought or waged in the north along the 
Euphrates, in Assyria, and in Armenia. 

11A view expressed in this book (supra, pp. 74-82) and which gains in force after their 
settlements have been precisely located in Chalcidice, so close to Mesopotamia (supra, pp. 400-
407). 

12R. Moucerde and A. Poidebard, Le Limes de Chalcis (Paris, 1945) (hereafter, Limes). 
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Ever since its publication in 1945, this work has had many critics who 
have commented on the problems of "precise attributions," "chronological pin
pointing," the palimpsest character of this so-called limes of Chalcis, 13 and even 
on the authors' understanding of the phrase "limes of Chalcis," first used by 
Malalas in connection with Shapii.r I's campaign in A.O. 256 against Roman 
Syria. 14 Le Limes de Chalcis, however, remains the most detailed account of 
the region where the Tanii.khid foederati were settled in the fourth century, and 
it would be extremely fruitful to discuss the Tanii.khid military presence in 
this area with reference to the questions raised in this book. The authors 
conveniently put together their conclusions in the final chapter of their book, 
and so the following observations will be made with reference to this con
cluding chapter and also to the first introductory one. 

(1) It is possible that Malalas's use of the term limes in his phrase "limes 
of Chalcis" was an anachronism; 15 the chronographer may have been reflecting 
the military realities of the sixth century and applying them to the third. In 
the sixth century that region witnessed considerable works of fortification, the 
so-called limes of Justinian, 16 and thus the sixth-century chronographer could 
easily have indulged in the anachronism, in thinking that the region was 
heavily fortified in the third century as it was in the sixth. 17 

(2) In the chapter "Chalcis clans l'histoire," 18 the authors enumerate the 
various campaigns of the Persians and the Lakhmid Arabs against the region. 
The list of Arab campaigns may be increased by noting that the Lakhmid 
Mungir conducted two other campaigns in the region: one in A.O. 527 which 
brought him to the region of Emesa, Apamea, and Antioch, 19 and one in 554 
which, however, brought about his death on the battlefield with his Ghassanid 
adversary in the very region of Chalcis. 20 This could fortify the view that 

"For the more recent critics, see, for instance, E. W. Gray, "The Roman Eastern Limes 
from Constantine to Justinian-Perspectives and Problems," Proceedings of the African Classical 
Associations, 12 (1973), p. 29. 

14See G. W. Bowersock, "Limes Arabicus," Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, 80 (1976), 
p. 229 note 34. Some relevant material in support of "fortified territory" as the meaning of 
limes may be found in E. Honigmann, "Historische Topographie von Nordsyrien im Altertum," 
ZDPV, 47 (1924), p. 11, s.v. 

1'Limes, p. 3. 
16). Sauvaget, "Les Ghassanides et Sergiopolis," Byzantion, 14 (1939), p. 122 and map 

opposite. 
17In response to so many Persian and Lakhmid campaigns against it in that century, 

unlike the fourth during which the battlefields of the Persian-Byzantine conflict were farther 
to the north in Mesopotamia; for the implication of this for the Tanukhid military presence 
in Chalcidice, see infra, part 3, pp. 470-76. 

18Limes, pp. 5-6. 
19For this, see the present writer in Martyrs, p. 242. 
20See Noldeke, GF, pp. 18-19. Two other expeditions conducted by Mungir in A.O. 519 and 

520 are not recorded with specific topographical indications, but they could have been directed 
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Justinian depended at least in part on his Ghassanid allies for the defense of 
the region 21 and is not inconsonant with the fact that Justinian also chose to 
fortify the region, since this was in response to the Persian invasion which 
resulted in the fall of Antioch itself into the hands of Chosroes in A.D. 540. 

(3) Especially important and relevant is the section entitled "Les fortifi
cations. "22 Of these the authors enumerate seven kinds, with some of which 
the Tanukhids could conc~ivably be associated: 

(a) The vii/es-refuges with their polygonal enclosures, among which are 
numbered Zabad. The enclosures bring to mind Arabic ~aqirs, and Zabad's 
association with the Arabs and possibly with Tanukh is established. 23 

(b) The tours which guided the caravaneers; these or some of these could 
have been occupied by the Arab foederati. 24 

(c) The postes, provided with an enclosure or an observatory, and watching 
over the watering places; some of these could have had Arab or Tanukhid 
occupants. 25 

The foregoing possible identifications are purely conjectural and only 
ground excavation can verify what has been uncovered by aerial photography. 

(4) Controversial are some of the assertions in the important section 
that deals with the stages of the organization of the limes of Chalcis; 26 but 
they are unrelated to the Arabs, 27 with one exception, a reference to the Ghas
sanids of the sixth century in which the authors join issue with J. Sauvaget, 
who, however, is likely to have been correct. 28 

(5) The Arabs, however, appear in the last section entitled "La vie aux 
confins desertiques" ;29 these references contain some misconceptions which may 
be enumerated as follows: 

(a) Many of the Arabs were nomads-the scenitae of the historians-but 
the Saracens or all of them were not, since the foederati were called Saracens 
and these cannot be simply called nomads as the scenitae were. 

against the same region; see the present writer in Martyrs, p. 241. Noteworthy in this connection 
is the Ghassanid counteroffensive against the Lakhmids in their own territory. Thus the desert 
region along the Lower Euphrates became the battleground of the Ghassanid-Lakhmid con
frontation; see Niildeke, GF, pp. 23-24. 

210n this disputed point, see Limes, p. 238 note 4. 
"Ibid., pp. 233-34. 
"See supra, p. 404 and notes 210, 211. 
2'Cf. the purgos erected by the Ghassanid Mungir in the sixth century at :Qumayr, for 

which see W. H. Waddington, Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie (reprinted Rome, 1968), 
p. 585, no. 2562c. 

"The ~aqirs of the Arab lexicographers are often associated with water and_ watering 
places; but see also the last paragraph of p. 236, and note 5, in Limes. 

"Ibid., pp. 235-38. 
"On this omission, see infra, pp. 473, 475-76. 
"See supra, notes 10 and 16. 
29Limes, pp. 238-40. 
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(b) Of the three languages of the region, Greek, Syriac, and Arabic, the 
authors think the last is the newcomer, apparently unaware of its antiquity, 
which went back to Roman times. They are also unaware of the Namara 
inscription, a much more important document than the Zabad inscription as 
the earliest extant document of written Arabic. 

(c) Their views on Silvanus's identity and function cannot be accepted. 30 

(d) Their view on the identity of Mavia, the Arab lady who built the 
martyrium of St. Thomas outside Anasartha, is questionable, and inaccurate is 
the statement on the role of the presumed grandmother, Mavia, in the con
version of the Arabs.31 

3 
It is now possible to place the Tanukhid presence in Chalcidice against 

the larger background of the Byzantine defense system in Oriens, especially 
with reference to the so-called limes of Chalcis, now that Le Limes has also been 
examined from the point of view of the Byzantino-arabist in the preceding 
section. Negative as the comments of Late Roman historians have been on 
Le Limes,32 this work has uncovered an important fortified zone in Oriens, and 
thus it remains the classical work on that region and is indeed invaluable to 
the Byzantino-arabist. As will be seen in the course of this section, the Arab 
military presence in Chalcidice may be one of the keys to understanding the 
military history of the region, which since the publication of Le Limes has been 
known as the limes of Chalcis. 

A 

It will have been noticed from the preceding section that the dominant 
Arab group among the foederati of Byzantium in the fourth century, namely, 
the Tanukhids, whose settlements were precisely in Chalcidice, is conspicuous 
by its absence in Le Limes. In view of the importance of Tanukh in the military 
history of the fourth century and, what is more, in this very region, the con
clusions drawn on them in the present book can contribute substantially to 
filling the gaps in Le Limes and in correcting some of the views expressed 
therein. 

1. The list of toponyms associated with the Tanukhids in Chalcidice 
recovered from the Arabic sources may now be added to the toponymy of this 

300n Silvanus, see supra, pp. 230-32. 
310n Mavia, see supra, pp. 188-90. 
"Hence the choice of the neutral regional and geographical term "Chalcidice" rather than 

the controversial "Limes of Chalcis" in the riding of this section. Bur since the phrase "Limes of 
Chalcis" as a designation for that area has become popular since the publication of Limes, it 
is sometimes used in this section bur without subscription to the well-known position of 
Poidebard. 
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limes: Chalcis, Beroea, Anasartha, Callinicum, ~awwaran, Zabad, Ma'arrat 
al-Nu'man, Epiphania, and Laodicaea. 33 

2. Of the various types of fortification enumerated in Le Limes, three 
could be fruitfully examined in relation to the Tanukhid presence in Chalci
dice, namely, villes-refuges, tours, and postes.34 It has been pointed out before 
that two terms in the military terminology of pre-Islamic Arabic, namely, 
~aqir and ~ira, 35 are associated with the Tanukhids. How these two terms can 
be related to or identified with the three types of fortifications suspected of 
possible Tanukhid association is a task that awaits the prospective archeologist 
of Arab Chalcidice. The two terms stand for characteristically Arab military 
establishments in pre-Islamic times, as Arab as castra and caste/la are Roman 
Once the Arab layer in the structure of the oriental limes emerges or is rec
ognized, their importance in discussions of the limes orientalis will become 
evident. 36 

3. The historical survey of military operations in the Byzantine period in 
Le Limes is limited to the sixth century, and it is only in this century that 
there is mention of the Ghassanid Arabs in connection with the system of for
tifications. Thus the fourth and the fifth centuries are left out and so is any 
reference to military operations involving the limes. It has been pointed out 
that the only active military group with important military assignments in 
the fourth century was probably the Tanukhid foederati.3' This fills in a large 
lacuna in the military history of the limes, and the Tanukhids thus acquire 
special importance in view of the fact that, as has been pointed out, the scene 
of the Persian-Byzantine conflict in the fourth century was not Chalcidice, 
this side of the Euphrates. This leaves the Tanukhids as the most important 
watchmen of Chalcidice in that century. 38 

"For these localities and the degrees of certainty that have been predicated of them as 
Tanukhid, see supra, pp. 400---407. The map of Tanukhid settlements in Chalcidice (Map 
VIII) may be consulted and compared with the map opposite p. 15 in Limes. 

"Discussed supra, p. 469, in the negative context of the preceding section. 
"On these two terms, see "Toponymical Observations," supra, p. 403 note 208. Only 

archeological research can establish the difference between these two types of establishments, 
reflected in the semantic difference between the two roots from which the two terms derive. 

36See infra, p. 498, and also p. 496 on Greek parembole as a rendition of the Arabic 
term ~ira. 

370n the Tanukhids as the defenders of Chalcidice against the Arabs of I;IIra, see supra, 
part 1, pp. 465-67. 

"Thus Byzantium may have left the defense of Chalcidice to the Tanukhids, just as Jus
tinian, according to one view (supra, note 21), left the defense of the same region in the sixth 
century in the hands of the Ghassanids. The same challenges call for identical responses, and 
the welt-documented campaigns of Mungir of I;IIra in the sixth century and the equally well
documented Byzantine response throw light on the ill-documented fourth century, which wit
nessed the rise of an aggressive Arab military center, I;IIra, in the service of the secular enemy, 
Persia, and of an aggressive I;IIran chief, Podosacis. 
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4. The strands of continuity in the role that the Arabs played in the 
defense of the region against the Persians and their Arab allies can now be 
recovered. In the previous century, the defense of the Orient had fallen in a 
very large way to Arab Palmyra whose prince Odenathus beat to the very walls 
of Ctesiphon the very same Persian king, Shapii.r I, who, according to Malalas, 
crossed the limes of Chalcis and captured Antioch. The Tanii.khid Arabs of the 
fourth century did on a smaller, much smaller, scale what the Palmyrene 
Arabs had done on a much larger scale. In spite of the war with Arab Palmyra, 
the destruction of this city, and the subsequent rise of the Strata Diocletiana, 
the Arabs remained indispensable for the defense of the Orient, especially that 
sector of it that faced the Arabian Peninsula. Hence their reintegration into 
the Roman defense system, the close examination of which reveals a pattern 
of response on the part of Rome to the permanent challenges of the Arabs and 
their Peninsula. 

5. The place of the Arabs in the defense of the Orient clearly emerges 
within the Byzantine-Persian relationship. In the third century, both Rome 
and Persia bring about the downfall of the Arab military establishment in the 
Fertile Crescent; the Persians eliminate I:Iatra and Maysan, the Romans Edessa 
and Palmyra. Out of the ashes of these fallen cities or city-states, two groups 
of Arabs emerge in the fourth century, the Arabs of l:Iira, Lakhmid and other, 
and the Arabs of Tanii.kh, but this time controlled by Persia and Byzantium 
respectively and both pitted against each other, the one based on the Lower 
Euphrates in l:Iira, the other in Chalcidice, this side of the Euphrates. And in 
so doing they establish for some three centuries the pattern of inter-Arab war
fare on behalf of the two major powers of the Near East, Persia and Byzantium. 

B 

The authors of Le Limes are aware that the fortifications of the limes of 
Chalcis did not spring up suddenly during one reign or century. 39 According 
to them, the limes was already constituted when Diocletian built the Strata 
Diocletiana, and it received accretions in the Byzantine period until the Arab 
conquests, especially during the reign of Justinian. In view of the problems of 
chronological pinpointing and precise attribution, already referred to above, 
and the fact that the authors in their historical survey of the evidence from 
the literary sources leave large blanks in the history of this limes for supporting 
their views, it is necessary, in the light of the strong Arab and Tanii.khid 
presence, to make the following observations in the hope that they may be a 
contribution toward solving the problem of the limes of Chalcis: 

1. The rise of the Strata Diocletiana with its advanced posts along the 

"Limes, pp. 235-38. 
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Arabian frontier together with the military renovatio undertaken by Diocletian 
in the whole of Oriens must inevitably raise questions about the subsequent 
status of the so-called "internal limites" of which the limes of Chalcis was one. 
The lack of evidence in the literary sources in support of a justification for 
a limes of Chalcis in terms of a Byzantine-Persian conflict for the fourth and 
the fifth century points to the conclusion that whatever fortifications there 
were in Chalcidice are most probably related to an inter-Arab war involving 
the Tanukhids of Byzantium and their counterparts in the service of Persia, 
the Arabs of I:Iira. The backdrop of the Byzantine-Persian War in that century 
suggests an inter-Arab war between the two vassals of the respective powers 
similar to the much better documented one in the sixth century. 

2. The density of the fortifications in this century is impossible to mea
sure. The only guide is the list of Tanukhid localities or toponyms worked 
out in Chapter X. These may be only a part of what survived. Even so, the 
chances are that these fortifications were such as to be related to an Arab 
defense system constructed against the Arabs of the Peninsula and of I:Iira. 
The war conducted by the Taniikhids against these was probably mobile, 
reminiscent of the famous battle-days of the Arabs, the ayyam, which were to 
be repeated in the sixth century in the Ghassanid-Lakhmid conflict. Solid 
fortifications could not have been many and probably did not play an important 
role in this war. This may derive support from Procopius and his accounts of 
the buildings of Justinian; according to him, Euphratensis was not fortified, 
compared to Mesopotamia and Osroene. 40 This, it may be argued, applies to 
the reign of Justinian and the first half of the sixth century, but the general 
implication is that it is applicable much farther back, and this could be sup
ported by appeal to the facts of the Persian-Byzantine conflict in the fourth 
and fifth centuries which did not call for such dense and heavy fortifications. 

3. According to the authors of Le Limes, the end of the fourth century 
witnessed a new conception of frontier defense with its withdrawal of the 
advanced fortified posts and the retention of only the caste/la of the cavalry 
listed in the Notitia Dignitatum. 41 The authors relate this partly to the terri
torial concessions made to the Persians by Jovian in A.D. 363, but these 
territorial concessions did not affect the region of Chalcidice. 

The two views may be reconciled by placing the fact or the presumption 
of the withdrawal of advance posts within the wider context of Byzantine
Persian relations in the fifth century, or even the period that elapsed from the 
Peace of Jovian in 363 and the Settlement of Theodosius in A.D. 387 to the 
reign of Anastasius, roughly A.D. 500. The most important feature of this 
middle period in the history of Byzantine-Sasanid relations is the peaceful tone 

' 0Procopius, Wars, 1.xvii.34-35. 
"Limes, p. 237. 
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of these relations with the exception of two minor engagements during the 
reign of Theodosius II. If these advance posts were indeed abandoned, starting 
with the end of the fourth century, then the fact may easily be related to the 
peace that reigned between the two empires, which did not call for a perpetual 
state of alertness along the frontiers and the manning of these advanced posts. 
But it must be related also to the fortunes of the new group of foederati 
who served Byzantium in this period, the successors to the Taniikhids as the 
dominant federate group, namely, the Salil)ids. These were partly settled in 
the northern sector as the Taniikhids were, and thus they were involved inter 
alia in the defense of the frontier and almost certainly of Chalcidice too. 42 

Where exactly their settlements in Chalcidice were located is not entirely 
clear, 43 but they maintained a certain presence there. 44 They may have shared 
with the Taniikhids the occupation of some of these localities or posts, but 
they are likely to have used posts of their own in the region, and so they must 
have contributed to the density, apparent or real, in fortification that the 
region presented to the aerial photographer. 

Thus the history of the fortification of Chalcidice and the limes of Chalcis 
left blank in Le Limes may be recovered at least in part for the fifth century 
by being related to the facts of the Byzantine- Persian conflict and the rise of 
a new group of Arab foederati in that century, who, too, left some trace in 
Chalcidice and its military history. 

4. Much clearer is the military picture of the sixth century for the limes 
of Chalcis, both in respect of the Persian Wars of that century which, unlike 
those of the fourth, directly affected it, and in respect of the inter-Arab war 
between the Ghassanids and the Lakhmids, the vassals of Byzantium and Persia 
respectively. 45 Both wars are well documented in the classical and Oriental 
sources and so is the response of the imperial government to these wars. The 
valuable chapters on Justinian's fortifications in Euphratensis and Chalcidice 
recorded by Procopius enable the problem of precise attributions and chrono
logical pinpointing to be answered in the affirmative for this period. What is 
not so well recorded in Procopius is the role of the Ghassanid Arabs in these 
wars for the defense of Chalcidice and northern Syria and their contribution to 

"Their duties must have included the protection of the caravan routes as well as the 
monastic establishment in Chalcidice and engaging in wars with the Lakhmids and with the 
rising power of Kinda in Arabia. 

43The problem will be discussed in vol. 2 of this series on Byzantium and the Arabs 
before the rise of Islam. 

44They were to be found in the ~aqir of Chalcis at the time of the Muslim Conquest 
of Syria; see Balaguri, Futii~ al-Buldan, vol. 1, p. 172; apparently they shared it with the 
Tanukhids (ibid.). One of the monasteries of the region, Dayr Dawud, was a SaliJ:iid foundation. 

"On the Byzantine-Persian conflict, see Limes, pp. 5-6; on the Ghassanid-Lakhmid War, 
see supra, pp. 468-69. 
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the system of fortification, too. 46 Luckily this role can be recovered from other 
sources, and an investigation of the role of the Ghassanids in the wars and in 
the fortification of the region leads to the conclusion that they wrote an 
important chapter in the history of the limes of Chalcis. They are thus the 
third and the last Arab group of federates to do so, after the Tanukhids and 
the Sali}:iids of the fourth and fifth centuries respectively, and consequently 
they represent the third layer in the structure of Arab federate presence in the 
region which must be taken into account in investigating the limes of Chalcis. 

C 

The preceding section has tried to give recognmon to the character of 
the limes of Chalcis as a palimpsest of successive layers of systems of fortifi
cations and has tried to disentangle the web for the three centuries of the 
Byzantine period from the fourth to the seventh. It has investigated the region 
diachronously from the viewpoint of three successive Arab federate groups
the Taniikhids of the fourth century, the Sali}:iids of the fifth, and the Ghas
sanids of the sixth-studying in a detailed fashion the Taniikhids of the fourth 
century who are the theme of this book, with a view toward providing the 
historian of the limes with a number of localities associated with this group in 
the region of Chalcidice. 

What emerges out of this investigation is that what is conspicuous by its 
absence in Le Limes is actually a major factor in the history and development 
of the limes of Chalcis, namely, the Arab federates of the Christian Roman 
Empire in these centuries, and that the involvement of the Arabs in the defense 
of the region goes back even to the days of the pagan Roman Empire in the 
third century when the Palmyrene Odenathus beat back Shapiir I, whose cam
paign against Antioch provided Malalas with the occasion for describing as 
the limes of Chalcis what was actually a frontier zone or region the fortification 
system of which grew gradually in depth as each successive federate group 
occupied it and defended it throughout three centuries and as it grew in density 
with the imperial government's responses to the exigencies of the Persian 
threat to that region. Thus the elucidation of the Christian Arab military 
establishment 47 in Chalcidice throughout these three centuries becomes a key 
to the study of the so-called limes of Chalcis before the rise of Islam. 

The only group of Arabs who are taken into account in the discussion 
of the limes of Chalcis by Mouterde and Poidebard are the Ghassanids of the 
sixth century. Although the account in Le Limes is far from being adequate in 

"The trace chat the Ghassanids left in chis region may be illustrated by the structure 
in Sergiopolis, on which see Sauvaget, "Les Ghassanides," pp. 115-30. 

"And with it also the Muslim Arab establishment in Umayyad times, which has been 
the concern of Islamic art historians. 
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view of the importance and relevance of the Ghassanid military presence to the 
problem of this limes, the Ghassanids are at least noticed. This is entirely due 
to the contribution of Noldeke who elucidated the framework of the history 
of this Arab dynasty. The elucidation of the history of the Taniikhids in the 
present book and that of the SaliJ::iids of the fifth century in the second volume 
of this series should provide the early Byzantinist and the Late Roman historian 
with adequate material for a review of the oriental limes in the fourth and 
fifth centuries, as it recovers the role of that element that has been missing 
in the discussion, namely, the Arabs. 48 

The further refinement of these conclusions on Taniikhid toponymy and 
the discovery of new localities rest solely in the hands of the archeologist of 
this area, who can be guided by these data extracted from the literary sources 
toward the recovery of the Taniikhid military presence in the fourth century 
and hopefully the whole of the federate Christian establishment in Chalcidice 
in the three centuries before the rise of Islam. How fruitful the hints and 
signals that come from the literary sources are or can be is fully demonstrated 
by the excavations in Palestina Prima of the localities associated with the Arab 
phylarchs of the parembole in the fifth century. Guided by references in the 
Vita Euthymii, a dedicated priest, P. Federlin, was able to discover the site of 
the fifth-century Arab parembole in the Desert of Judaea, west of the Dead Sea. 49 

II. THE ARABS ALONG THE LIMES 0RJENTAL1S 

The preceding section has discussed the role of the Taniikhid Arabs in the so
called limes of Chalcis. But the Taniikhids were only one group of Arabs in 
the service of Rome in the fourth century-the dominant group. The place of 
the other Arabs in the Byzantine defense system in the Orient, along the 
entire line of defense from the Tigris to the Red Sea, must now be discussed. 50 

Little is known about these other tribes, settled in the limitrophe provinces of 
the Orient from Mesopotamia to Palestina Tertia, but their presence is un
doubted, and, in spite of the unavailability of precise data on these federate 
tribes, it is important at least to arrive at an understanding of their place in 
the defense system in the Orient, especially as they are far from being con
spicuous in the standard works on the oriental limes. 51 But together with the 

48lt is possible that Musil's views on the Arab foederati as settled in the zone of the 
limes exterior may have misled Poidebard and disinclined him to look for traces of Arab presence 
in Chakidice itself and for their participation in the fortification and defense of the region. 
As will be explained later, the Arab foederati, at least the dominant groups-Taniikhids, 
Sa!Il:lids, and Ghassanids-were settled intra limitem. 

490n this, see_ R. Genier, Vie de Saint Euthyme le Grand (Paris, 1909), pp. 104-11. 
' 00n the data that can be extracted from the Arabic sources on these tribes, see "The Fed

erate Arab Tribal Groups in Oriens," supra, pp. 381-95. 
"Much has been written on the oriental limes but what is most relevant to this discus-
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Persians the Arabs constituted the major threat in the Orient against which 
the system of defense was constructed. And so it is important to determine in 
what way Byzantium employed other Arabs to deal with this threat from the 
Arabian Peninsula, especially in sectors of the limes where the threat was ex
clusively or predominantly from the Arabs, not from the Persians. By bringing 
to bear on the problems of the oriental limes just this missing element or factor 
in the standard works on the subject, it is hoped that a more adequate account 
or description of this system of defense may be arrived at, even though it may 
turn out to be mostly a framework within which the problems may be con
ceived and within which others may in the future be identified and placed, 
once archeological research has made its contribution. 

1 

The Two Limites 

The first of the problems of the limes orientalis m which the Arabs are 
involved is that of the double line, a limes interior and a limes exterior, the 
reality of which is accepted by some while denied by others. 52 Of those who 
argued for the reality of this double line of defense, two deserve to be singled 
out because they noticed the Arabs and their place in this system, namely, A. 
Musil and R. Poidebard. 

Musil distinguished the limes interior on which Roman forts were located 
from the limes exterior, the outer boundary of the territory that lay beyond the 
limes interior, inhabited by the Arab tribes allied to Rome or Byzantium. 53 

"The internal limes was permanent and therefore strongly fortified; the external 
limes, on the other hand, was not fixed; it contained no permanent Roman 
garrisons and therefore no fortified camps. "54 

Musil's use of the term limes to describe the outer boundary of the terri
tory inhabited by the allied Arabs was unfortunate inasmuch as limes is a 
technical term with many significations and the one given it by Musil was not 
justified. This led Poidebard to argue that a zone inhabited by allied nomads 
without Roman posts cannot be dignified with the name limes, and thus he 
concluded that there were indeed two lines of defense, a double limes, but that 

sion are the following works, which have extensive bibliographies: V. Chabot, La frontiere de 
l'Euphrate (Paris, 1907); R. E. Bri.innow and A. von Domaszewski, Die Provincia Arabia, 3 
vols. (Strasbourg, 1904-9); A. Poidebard, La Trace de Rome (Paris, 1934); W. Ensslin, "Zur 
Ostpolitik des Kaisers Diokletian" (Munich, 1942); and L. Dillemann, Haute Mesopotamie orientate 
et pays adjacents (Paris, 1962). 

"Notably Bowersock who has argued persuasively against it in "Limes Arabicus," pp. 
219-29. 

"Musil, Palmyrena, p. 247. 
"Musil, Northern lfegaz, p. 258; see also the discussion on pp. 258-59. 
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the outer limes was not simply abandoned to the Arabs but was dotted by 
fortified posts such as Q~r al-Azraq and Q~r Burqu'. 55 

G. W. Bowersock has cast very serious doubts on the reality of the two 
limites, interior and exterior; 56 and he suggested the employment of the term 
fortified territory or region for translating limes in the Orient. This simplifies 
considerably the discussion of the place of the Arabs in this system of defense 
without reference to such controversial terms as limes interior and limes exterior. 
That place may be presented as follows: 

( 1) The view that the Arab foederati were settled only beyond the boun
daries of the empire, in the desert, has to be discarded. Some of them no 
doubt were settled there but others were settled within the boundaries of the 
empire, as the discussion of the Taniikhids has shown. Thus the Arab allies 
of Byzantium were settled on both sides of the limes, and this fact could 
suggest some difference in the status of the two groups vis-a-vis the Romans, 
depending on the terms of the foedus struck with each of these two groups. 57 

(2) Instead of speaking of a limes exterior in connection with the Arabs, it 
is better to resort to such terms as a Roman sphere of influence or area of an 
indirect Roman presence beyond the Roman frontier. Such general terms are 
less precise and committing than limes and thus they reflect the political and 
military reality of the Roman presence, which was indeed not precisely located 
but was related to the abodes of the Arab allied tribes and their settlements, 
sometimes not permanent or fixed. It could have been a fluctuating frontier. 

(3) This indirect Roman presence in a sphere of influence raises the 
important question of the limits of this sphere not in the sense of a limes 
exterior but in general about its extent. The problem has been touched upon 
in connection with the southern boundaries of the Provincia Arabia after the 
annexation of the Nabataean kingdom, and the presence of Roman troops has 
been noted in such places as Diimat and Mada'in $ali9. 58 The same problem 
confronts the Roman historian of the Palmyrene sector of this Roman limes, 
from Palmyra to the Euphrates, after the destruction of Palmyra, namely, how 
much of former Palmyrene Arabian territory or sphere of influence did Rome 
choose to acquire? Here again there are two references to Roman presence 
m northern Arabia far from the limes, namely, Malikan and llaha, of some 

"See his chapter on the limes exterior in Trace, pp. 95-128, esp. pp. 118-20. 
' 6See his "Limes Arabicus," pp. 227-29. In the present book the term oriental limes is 

thus not used in the sense of a vallum, fosse, and palisade line but as it is in the East in 
the sense of the frontier territory. It is noteworthy that as early as 1909 Musil had drawn 
attention to Syriac writers who speak of inner and outer Wuste; see his communication to E. 
Kornemann in Klio, 10 (1909), pp. 134-35; see also Honigmann, cited supra, p. 468 note 14. 

"On the organization of the Arab foederati and the structure of the phylarchate, see 
infra, pp. 498-510, 514-18. 

"On this, see supra, p. 52 note 86. 
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importance to ascertaining the extent of this indirect Roman presence. 59 As 
has been shown in the course of this book, there were still Arab tribes allied 
to Rome outside the limes, and instead of using the term limes exterior with its 
misleading association, it may be better to speak of the "Arab shield"' of these 
tribes or the tribal shield outside the Roman limes. This outer shield must be 
distinguished from the inner one inside the limes, consisting of Arab tribes 
settled within the limes. These two terms-the inner and the outer shields
may turn out to be more useful and valid than the terms limes interior and limes 
exterior within the latter of which Musil located the Arab tribes allied to Rome. 

2 

The Transverse Internal Limites 

In addition to the problem of the double line of the limites, interior and 
exterior, there is also the problem of transverse internal limites which has figured 
in the discussion of the military history of the oriental limes and which may 
be illustrated by the so-called limes Palestinae, the limes of Chalcis, and the 
limes of Singara in Mesopotamia. 

Unlike the limes interior and the limes exterior, these limites run transversely 
to the line of the major limes; in Palestine it runs across the northern Negev; 
in Syria it is in Chalcidice and its principal zone runs perpendicularly to the 
bend of the Euphrates; in Mesopotamia it is in the vicinity of Singara, in 
the area that lies between the Tigris and the Khabiir. 

Much has been written for and against these transverse internal limites. 
The preceding section on the Taniikhids in Chalcidice has analyzed intensively 
the Arab presence in one of these so-called limites. That presence may not 
explain the rise of this system of fortification, if system it was and not a 
palimpsest. But whatever the truth about that system and the appellation 
limes applied to these lines of fortifications, apparent or real, may turn out to 
be, a study of one of them, namely, Chalcidice and the so-called limes of 
Chalcis, has demonstrated the importance of the Arab military presence in 
giving an explanation for the seemingly dense area of fortifications in that 
region. The Arab presence may or may not be a total explanation, but it 
certainly is a partial and important one. 

In view of the fruitfulness of the discussion of the limes of Chalcis in 
terms of the Arab military presence in Chalcidice, it is now proposed to 
discuss the problems of the other two transverse limites in relation to the Arabs 
of Oriens, in spite of the fact that the data on the two regions of these two 
limites in the fourth century are scanty and sometimes mostly inferable from 

"On these two mountains in the territory of the tribes of 'fayy and Kalb respectively, 
see supra, pp. 416-17. As a Latin inscription turned up in Diimat al-Janda!, others may also 
turn up in Samawa if it is excavated. 
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data pertaining to the following centuries and in spite of the fact that, as in 
the case of the limes of Chalcis, the explanation of the rise of a line of fortifi
cation, if real and not illusory, is not or not necessarily a total explanation. 
The following paragraphs are thus written with a view toward drawing the 
attention of the students of the oriental limes to certain facts that may prove 
relevant to solving the problems of these two limites. 

The Limes of Palestine 
The limes Palestinae has been much discussed, 60 and roughly the same 

criticism that has been leveled against the limes of Chalcis has been leveled 
against the proponents of the theory of a limes in Palestine. 61 The following 
observations may be of relevance to the problem of the limes of Palestine and 
could explain the rise of a line of fortifications across the northern Negev: 

(1) The area witnessed important administrative changes in the fourth 
century: the withdrawal of legio Fretensis from Jerusalem to Ayla ca. A.D. 

300, which thus left Palestine proper without a legion, the various changes 
in provincial boundaries involving Arabia and Palestine, and the creation of 
Palestina Tertia as a separate province, in all of which the Arabs were probably 
involved. 62 

(2) The same century witnessed the rise of Palestine as the Holy Land of 
the new Christian Roman Empire and the necessity of giving protection to 
the new privileged province, its loca sancta and places of pilgrimage. The same 
century witnessed the rise and spread of monasticism in southern Palestine, 
and this area, too, needed protection. Thus, it is not unlikely that with the 
withdrawal of the legion from Jerusalem to Ayla, it was felt that both the 
loca sancta of the Holy Land and the monastic establishment in the Negev of 
southern Palestine needed some protection against the inroads of the Saracens 
who were roaming southern Palestine and the Sinai Peninsula. The interest of 
the government in the protection of religious establishments from Saracen 
raids and incursions is well known and attested, and it must have been espe
cially solicitous about such establishments in the Holy Land itself. 63 

6ofor a lucid and succinct statement of the problems of the limes Palestinae, see Avi
Yonah, Holy Land, pp. 119-22, with reference to the work of A. Alt who first drew attention 
to the existence of this limes. After the publication of The Holy Land in 1966, more has appeared 
on the limes Palestinae; the latest is by M. Gichon, for which see "Research on the Limes 
Palaestinae: A Stocktaking," in Roman Frontier Studies, 12 (1979), eds. W. S. Hanson and 
L. J. F. Keppie, BAR International Series, 71 (iii) (Oxford, 1980), vol. 3, pp. 843-64. The 
article has a comprehensive bibliography on the limes Palestinae; see pp. 860-64, esp. the 
author's own bibliography on the limes Palestinae, pp. 861-62. 

"See Bowersock, "Limes Arabicus," pp. 221, 229. 
"On all this, see Chap. 1 on the Namara inscription, supra, esp. pp. 47-53. 
61What Procopius says on Saracen incursions from Sinai "into the lands of Palestine 

proper" while speaking of Justinian's fortification of Mt. Sinai in the sixth century is apposite 
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(3) That Ori ens had pockets of hostile nomads and Saracens is attested in 
the sources not only in the fourth but also in the following centuries. Some 
of these pockets have been located and identified with some precision in the 
Negev and in Sinai64 in this period, and it is not unnatural to suppose that 
they may have been responsible, at least in part, for the rise of a defense line 
to protect Palestine, which had emerged as a Holy Land, both its loca sancta 
and its monastic establishments in the south. 

(4) That there was a problem of internal security in this region of southern 
Palestine and Sinai is reflected in the fact that the phylarchal system was in 
force in it, sure sign that there were Arab foederati in the region at the head 
of whom were the phylarchs, those well-known Arab federate officers in the 
employ of Byzantium. 65 Since they were far from the border with the Arabian 
Peninsula, stationed west of the 'Araba and in Sinai, it is certain that they 
were there for internal security reasons against nomads and Saracens who 
roamed the arid zones of Oriens as they continue to do even in the twentieth 
century. 

Various answers have been given to the questions pertaining to the period 
during which these forts that make up the so-called limes Palestinae were built 
or to the purpose for which they were built. The above paragraphs could 
suggest a possible Arab involvement in the rise and function of this limes; 
whether some of these forts were manned by Arab federate troops or whether 
some of these troops were quartered in Arab ~aqirs or ~iras adjacent to the 
Roman posts, as was the case with the Tanukhids of Chalcidice, is not clear. 66 

But the role of the Arab phylarchs in maintaining law and order in these arid 
zones of unrest in southern Palestine and in Sinai is clear from the sources. 
Unlike the Arab federates in Chalcidice, the tribal affiliation of these phylarchs 
is unknown but might be related to one or more of the three tribes of the 
southern sector of the limes orientalis, Jugam, 'Amila, and Lakhm. 

The Limes of Singara 
Sir Aurel Stein employed the technique of aerial photography pioneered 

by Poidebard and applied it to Mesopotamia where he thought he discovered 

here; Buildings, V.viii.9. Palestine in this passage almost certainly means Palestina Prima. This 
could throw some light on why that region was given the name "Palestina Salutaris." 

"On this, see Chap. 8, "The Arab Presence in Oriens," supra, pp. 284-329. 
"On phylarchal presence in Palestina Tertia, see "Ammonii Monachi Relatio," supra; see 

also the reference to the apx(cput.OL and their xmv6v in A. Alt, "Limes Palaestinae," Paldstina 
jahrbuch, 26 (1930), p. 76. For border unrest, see Gichon, "Research," p. 856, and his forth
coming article, "The Military and Political Developments on the Limes Palestinae: Table of 
Events." 

"'For the Diocletianic and Flavian origins of the limes Palestinae, see Avi-Yonah, The Holy 
Land, pp. 120--21, and Gichon, "Research," p. 844 respectively. On Arab federate settlements 
in the Negev, see Gichon, "Research," p. 857. 
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what might be termed the limes of Singara. This, too, has had serious doubts 
cast on it for reasons similar to those that had been advanced against the limes 
of Chalcis. 67 

The fortified lines with their caste/la north and south of Mt. Singar and 
in the direction of J::latra do exist, however, and they clearly belong to the 
period antedating the Peace of Jovian when that area was ceded to the Persians. 
In addition to being constructed for purposes of defense against the Persians, 
their construction may have been related to the Arabs of Mesopotamia: 

( 1) It will be remembered that Arab J::latra fell to Shapiir I in the third 
century, as did Edessa to the Romans. The destruction of these urban centers 
that had controlled and regulated the Persian and Roman Arabs of the area, 
sedentary and nomad alike, must have been attended with a certain degree of 
dislocation and unrest among both types of Arabs, the same as the fall of 
Palmyra was to cause in the latter half of the same century. This unrest 
probably continued for a century or so during which these caste/la might have 
been built. In this region as in Chalcidice the Arab and the Persian problems 
were related because of Arab proximity to the Persian border, which in this 
period was also an active front. 

(2) That such was the state of unrest in that part of Mesopotamia could 
derive considerable support from the same state of unrest in the western part 
of Mesopotamia where, apparently, security deteriorated and unrest reigned 
for more than a century after the fall of Edessa. This is revealed in the Vita 
Malchi from which it is clear that the whole road from Beroea to Edessa was 
unsafe due to hostile Saracens. Part of this road was Trans-Euphratesian, in
volving the province of Osroene. 68 

(3) It is not impossible that the area before the Peace of Jovian, when it 
was still in Byzantine hands, witnessed an inter-Arab war between the Arab 
allies of Byzantium and those of Persia in much the same way that Chalcidice 
witnessed a similar war between the Lakhmids and the Taniikhids. If so, such 
caste/la as described by Stein or some of them around Singara might become 
explicable, even as those of the limes of Chalcis and the qaqirs and qiras of 
the Taniikhids have. Echoes of such encounters are audible in the fifth cen
tury69 when peace reigned between the two empires, and consequently such 

"See Dillemann, "Haute Mesopotamie," pp. 201-2 for cnt1c1sm of A. Stein's aerial 
photography; for the so-called limes of Singara, see the map on p. 202; for Stein's articles, 
seep. 201 notes 3-5; the same chapter also reviews critically works on the limes of Mesopotamia 
and has some useful criticism of some of the basic works on the oriental limes, such as those 
of Chabot and Fabricius, for which see pp. 198-201. 

6'For this, see supra, pp. 284-85. 
69Synodicon Orientate, ed. J. B. Chabot (Paris, 1902), pp. 5 32-34. 
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inter-Arab wars are even more conceivable in the period before the Peace of 
Jovian. 70 

Again, as in the case of the limes Palestinae, the Arab profile of this 
problem does not purport to explain the problem in its entirety, but it could 
have been an element in the picture. And as the identity of the Arabs in 
southern Palestine is unknown, so it is in this Trans-Euphratesian region. 

Perhaps the preceding sections have shown that in the rise of these 
internal transverse limites the Arabs must be taken into account. A previous 
chapter has disclosed various places and regions, mainly arid regions in Oriens, 
where they were still to be found, and thus the two chapters on this ubiquitous 
Arab presence in Oriens and the rise of internal limites may be brought to 
bear on each other, if not as a total explanation at least as a partial one for 
the rise of these so-called internal limites. 

3 
The Saracen Enclosures 

Perhaps the most important section in Poidebard's La trace de Rome for 
the Arab foederati is the one entitled "Participation des Partisans Nomades a la 
Defense du Limes. "71 The author raises a number of important questions about 
this little-studied theme and, in spite of some misconceptions about the Arab 
allies being nomadic, the author has contributed a most valuable section on 
the enclosures that his aerial photography has uncovered. These have been 
subjected to some criticism, part of the general one against the technique of 
aerial photography and the illusoriness of some of the conclusions, 72 but in 
spite of this, the discussion of these enclosures remains the most solid con
tribution toward evaluating the role of the foederati in the defense of the Orient. 
His section is divided into two parts, entitled "technique" and "origine": 

( 1) In the first part, the author explains that these enclosures are different 
from the shepherds' folds, which are either round or oval; they are also dif
ferent from the plan of Roman fortifications and are generally polygonal. The 
enclosures are encircled with walls and the salients are fortified with round 
towers. The structural features of the whole enclosure point to a strategy of 

"'Traces of an Arab presence were noted by Poidebard when he discovered the Arab 
enceintes along the western extremities of Mt. Singar; see Trace, p. 192 note 1. If they are 
indeed Arab and similar in function to those along the Syrian limes, they would be like the 
~aqirs of the Taniikhids constructed for the defense of the region against hostile Saracens or 
Arabs and Persians alike. These enclosures could be important for attesting a federate Arab 
presence in Mesopotamia analogous to the one in Chalcidice. 

71See Trace, pp. 191-96. 
12See Sauvaget, "Chateaux umayyades de Syrie," p. 4. Sauvaget examined the problem 

as an Orientalist who was dealing with the monuments of Syria in the Umayyad Islamic period. 
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defense to which the simple nomads were strangers. They are also to be found 
near a well, a spring, or a wadi or they lie astride them. 

According to the author, the function of these enclosures was to form a 
system of defense intimately allied to the system of Roman caste/la, for warding 
off the attacks not of the enemy infantry but its cavalry-Parthian or Sasanid. 

(2) In the second part ("origine"), he argues that these could not have 
been simple bedouin structures but Roman ones. After the Arab Conquests 
they were used as snares or traps for gazelles, but they belong to the Roman 
period. 73 

The author raises the question of their function in the Byzantine period 
and whether it was other than that of the chase. He offers only the hypothesis 
that when Diocletian organized the limes, he made an appeal to the desert 
nomads to participate in the defense of the Orient against the Sasanids and 
their Arab allies. 

This detailed and informative discussion of these enclosures which aerial 
photography has revealed immediately brings to mind the f?aqirs and f?iras of 
the Arab foederati. Unaware of what the Arabic historians and geographers 
have to say on the f?aqirs and f?iras of the foederati, Poidebard was reduced to 
asking the bedouins about the origin of these enclosures he had photographed. 
His chapter, however, enables the conclusions drawn from the literary sources 
to be confronted with his, drawn from archeology, ground as well as aerial. 
Only the field archeologist is justified in drawing conclusions, not the· one 
who deals with photographs and maps. However, the following observations 
may be made on the f?aqirs and f?iras of the Arabic literary sources in the light 
of Poidebard's conclusions and of the data that he provides: 

(a) There is a striking relation between these enclosures discovered by 
Poidebard and the fact that, as has been argued, Byzantium had a group of 
Arab tribes along the oriental limes. 74 These tribes, as has been shown, were 
quartered in structures called in Arabic f/aqirs or f?iras. It is thus possible 
that what Poidebard discovered was these f?aqirs of the Arab foederati. 

(b) Considerable fortification of this view could derive from the fact that 
according to Poidebard these enclosures were structurally distinguished from 
the Roman caste/la and, what is more, were not far from them and were 
designed to reinforce them. 75 The Greek form of the term f?aqir or f?ira, parem
bole, etymologically could answer to such an auxiliary function as is ascribed to 
these enclosures by Poidebard. 76 

"Trace, p. 195, where he also cites Musil, Palmyrena, pp. 3-4, on the enclosures as 
traps or snares for gazelles, Arabic gazalias or mesayid. 

74For these tribes settled along the limes, see "The Federate Arab Tribal Groups in 
Oriens," supra, pp. 381-95. 

"Trace, p. 192. 
760n the force of para in parembole, see infra, p. 496. 
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(c) Descriptions of the pre-Islamic qaqirs have disappeared from the liter
ary sources; only vague hints of structures near watering places, called qaqirs, 
have survived. These photographs of Poidebard could supply just those missing 
descriptions of what these qaqirs could have been, if indeed his enceintes were 
enclosures for the Arab foederati. 77 It has been suggested that although the two 
Arabic terms qira and qaqir both mean military establishments in general 
and probably came to mean the same thing, their derivation from two different 
roots could suggest that they were different in structure and function. 78 Only 
field inspection can help solve this problem; and if it does, it will be a striking 
example of how archeology can solve a problem of Arabic lexicography or 
semantics. 79 

If these enclosures turn out to be what Poidebard thought they were, 
they will be the most valuable signals and guides for writing the history of 
the Arab tribes along the limes. These locations will help fix the area where 
these tribes were settled, while epigraphic discoveries there could endow the 
whole history of the foederati in the fourth century with precision, the missing 
element in our understanding of these federate tribes, with the exception of 
Taniikh. 

4 

The Notitia Dignitatum 

The Notitia Dignitatum is the only official Byzantine document that re
flects the contribution of the Arabs to the defense of the Orient. In addition 
to being an official and reliable document, it has the merit of treating them 
not in isolation but as an integrated group within the entire complex defense 
system of the Orient and among the various units of the Roman army which 
shouldered the responsibility of that defense in the East. 

It is also a frustrating document, and various discussions in a previous 
book have tried to elucidate the history of the various units that are explicitly 
described as Arab or whose Arab character has been inferred. The difficulties 
of interpreting the data provided by this document are compounded by the 
fact that it is or may be a heterogeneous document, a palimpsest which may 

"They may be seen in the companion volume to the "texte" of Trace, the "Atlas," but 
more accessible are the plates in Sir George MacDonald's review of La Trace, "Rome in the 
Middle East," Antiquity, 8 (1934), pp. 373-80; see pis. 3 and 8. These plates are reproduced 
infra. 

"On this, see supra, p. 403 note 208, and "The Etymology of lf.ira," infra, pp. 490-
98. 

79It is not impossible that the signification attaching in Islamic times ro ~ayr, ~ii' ir, 
related to ~ira rather than to ~iiqir, was a development that is explicable by the fact that these 
~iras, military establishments in the pre-Islamic period, came to be used in Islamic times as 
pleasure gardens, game parks, when they lost their original function as military camps; on ~ayrl 
~ii'ir in Islamic times, see J. Sourdel-Thomine, "I:Ia'ir," El', 3, p. 71, and its bibliography. 
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reflect conditions that are not related synchronously but diachronously and 
which employs terms, ethnic and functional, that are not easy to interpret. 80 

Most of the Arab units in this document have been shown to go back to 
the Roman period, and only a few units have been identified as belonging to 
the Byzantine fourth and fifth centuries. And yet the preceding sections and 
chapters have revealed a hitherto unknown wide range or field of operation 
for the Arabs in Oriens. It is, therefore, desirable to discuss the Arab profile 
of the ND within this new context. 

It has been shown in the course of this book that the Arab foederati main
tained a strong presence in Oriens not only along the limes orientalis but also 
within Oriens in the various zones and along the so-called transverse internal 
limites, and that their contribution was extensive and intensive in the service 
of Byzantium. And yet they appear in the ND represented by two units, 
perhaps three, not more. 81 Two answers can be given to this problem: 

(a) Some of the units in the ND have been considered Arabs who were 
recruited in the Roman period and were granted civitas, thus becoming regular 
troops in the Roman army. 82 Perhaps this was not true of all those units and 
some of them may have been federate. This is possible, especially in the case 
of the Equites Indigenae. 

(b) More likely, much more likely, is that the many units of federate 
Arabs were not mentioned in this official document reserved for the regular 
Roman troops who were most probably cives. The long line of enclosures 
uncovered by aerial photography could very well have been the camps of these 
federates, located near the castra of the Roman soldiers. The ND records the 
Roman unit and its post but not the adjacent enclosure with its federate 
Arabs. Thus their noninclusion in the ND is not an argument for their non
existence. Students of the limes orientalis who depend on the ND only, without 
the aid of other documents, could easily get a distorted picture of the nature 
and scope of the Arab contribution. How extensive that scope was has been 
made clear by a study of the Arabic as well as the classical literary sources. 83 

80See RA, chap. 5, entirely devoted co the Notitia Dignitatum. 
8 'The two units of Equites Saraceni in Phoenicia and the unit of Equices Saraceni Tha

mudeni in Limes Aegypti; on these, see RA, chap. 5, and ocher discussions of the two units in 
various contexts: in chap. 2 in RA and twice in this book, supra, pp. 393-94 and p. 398. 
In addition to what has been said in previous chapters on the puzzle of these two Saracen units 
in Phoenicia, it may be remarked here that they may have belonged co two different tribal 
groups offoederati. The one stationed ac Becroclus, east ofEmesa, is closer to the Tanukhid and 
the SalIJ:iid setclements; the ocher, in Thelsee, Qumayr, near Damascus, is close co the Lakhmids 
of the Provincia Arabia. Also, the use of indigenae to distinguish the unit ac Betroclus from the 
one at Thelsee may be significant; it could suggest chat the unit at Thelsee was not indigenous 
and was brought there from somewhere else. 

"See chap. 5, "Notitia Dignitatum," in RA. 
83See che various chapters in chis book on the reigns of each emperor from Constantine 

to Theodosius and also the following section. 
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5 
Challenges and Responses 

It remains to discuss the Arab and Arabian challenges that called for the 
Roman pattern of response in the organization of the oriental limes. Ca. A.D. 

300, the limes Diocletianus rises against the background of a series of Perso
Arab challenges in the third century. 84 The Persian profile of this background 
has received much more attention than the Arab which, however, needs to be 
disentangled from the Persian and discussed separately so that its nature and 
scope may become clear. 85 The salient features of the Arab profile may be 
presented as follows: 

(1) Diocletian reaps the harvest of Palmyra's revolt and Aurelian's vic
tory-Arab unrest which must have obtained in the Fertile Crescent and Egypt 
after the disintegration of the Palmyrene political and military structure that 
had pulled the various Arab groups together. 86 

(2) Although the main challenge along the limes of the Euphrates came 
from Persia, the Arabs, too, constituted a challenge along that limes, one on 
which a bright light has been shed by the elucidation of the role of the new 
Arab urban center on the Euphrates, Lakhmid }::lira. 87 

(3) What is not so well known are the challenges from the relatively 
unknown world of the Arabian Peninsula affecting that segment of the limes 
orientalis from Circesium to Ayla. The pressures on the Lower Danube, in the 
second half of the fourth century, from the Trans-Danubian world of the 
Alans, the Huns, and the Goths, are elucidated by Ammianus Marcellinus, 
and they make the history of that sector of the limes and the course of events 
that led to the disaster of Adrianople in A. D. 3 7 8 fairly intelligible. 88 Not so 
those from Arabia, couched in general terms of Bedouins and Saracens. What 

"There is a case for calling the oriental limes around A.D. 300 the limes of Diocletian 
or limes Diocletianus; the precedent of the Strata Diocletiana justifies and commends it since the 
Strata is only a part of the oriental limes as reorganized by Diocletian from the Black co the 
Red Sea. The name will give recognition co the important work of reorganization done by the 
emperor in the East, an important milescone, nay, the watershed in the hiscorical development 
of the eastern frontier during the seven centuries that elapsed from Pompey to Heraclius. Only 
the Syro-Mesopotamian part of the oriental limes is relevant to this discussion of the Arab 
profile. 

"Although it is not possible to divorce completely the Arab from the Persian problem, 
especially in discussing the limes of the Euphrates and that of Palmyra, or even the southern
most sector, where the neighbors of the empire were the Arabs, not the Persians, as a discussion 
of the campaign of Shapiir II in Arabia will fully demonstrate. 

"When it is realized that for a long time Palmyra had been a stabilizing force in the 
Syrian desert among its nomadic Arabs, that its Arab troops later invaded and occupied the 
whole of Syria, then Asia Minor and Egypt, and that these invasions caused movements and 
migrations of Arabs throughout Oriens, it is not difficult to imagine the degree of unrest 
among the Arabs that Rome had to deal with after the destruction of the city in A.D. 272. 

"See supra, pp. 466-67. 
"See RG, XXXl.2-9.11. 
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is needed is more precision in describing the pressures and challenges from the 
Arabs and the Arabian Peninsula: 

(a) Although the Arabs of J:Iira constituted for the Romans one of the 
challenges on the limes of the Euphrates, their challenge was not limited to 
that limes but extended to the sector from Circesium to Ayla. The rulers of 
J:IIra maintained a ubiquitous presence in the Arabian Peninsula, where they 
functioned as agents for extending the Persian sphere of influence, thus consti
tuting an indirect challenge to Byzantine imperial interests. 

The J:IIran thrusts against Byzantine Syria, it has been argued, were 
partly met by the Tanukhids, and it is not altogether unlikely that the rise 
of a strong Arab federate organization in the fourth century was a response to 
the challenge posed by the Lakhmids, just as the basileia of the Ghassanid 
Arethas in A.O. 529 was to be a response to the challenge of the Lakhmid 
Mungir. 89 

(b) Shapur II's campaign in Arabia (according to 'fabarI conducted in 
A.O. 326) was a military operation of the first importance in this discussion 
of the oriental limes and the challenges to which it was subjected or exposed. 
This campaign brought Shapur to regions adjacent to almost all the segments 
of the limes from Circesium to Ayla. 90 

(c) A new political configuration in South Arabia might also have consti
tuted one of the challenges coming from the Arabian Peninsula. Around A.O. 

300, the South Arabian king, Shammar Yuhar'ish, united all the king
doms of the Arabian South, 91 a matter of considerable importance in the history 
of that country, Arabia Felix, anti-Roman since the expedition of Aelius Gallus 
in 27 B.C. 

What the response of Byzantium was to the rise of a powerful South 
Arabian kingdom in the fourth century is not known; but it has been argued 
in a previous chapter that the campaign of Imru' al-Qays of the Namara in
scription may have been a response to the new threat posed by a united South 
Arabia to Roman interests in the Arabian Peninsula; 92 to the same possible 
challenge may possibly be related, at least in part, the important administrative 

89See Procopius, Wars, I.xvii.47. 
900n Shapiir H's Arabian campaign, see supra, pp. 66-68. 
91For this significant event in the history of the Arabian Peninsula, see the present writer 

in "Pre-Islamic Arabia," CHI, 1, p. 9. For details on the very controversial Shammar Yuhar'ish 
and a discussion of his reign supported by important Sabaic inscriptions, see A. Jamme, Sabaean 
Inscriptions from Mahram Bilqis (Marib) (Baltimore, 1962), chap. 9, pp. 351-75. 

"Only the discovery of more inscriptions can settle this point. Sabaic epigraphy has 
provided evidence for Shammar's great interest in northeast Arabia and the Persian connection; 
it is almost certain that northwest Arabia was not outside the range of his plans or designs. 
Inscriptions bearing on these designs will throw light on the history of the limes Arabicus in the 
early part of the fourth century and on Imm' al-Qays's campaign against Najran. Cf. the 
pressures of the South Arabian tribes, Kinda and Ghassan, on the limes Arabicus, ca. A.D. 500; 
see the present writer in '"Ghassan and Byzantium, pp. 232-55, esp. pp. 236-38. 
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changes in the southern part of this limes, such as the transference of the Legio 
X Fretensis from Jerusalem to Ayla and the continual adjustments in the pro
vincial boundaries of Arabia and Palestine. 

According to Ammianus Marcellinus, the Provincia Arabia was well for
tified in the fourth century, castrisque oppleta validis et castellis. 93 Although some 
threat from Persia might have been an element in the combat readiness of the 
troops manning the limes Arabicus,94 this limes was rather distant from the 
Persian front, and its readiness must, therefore, be assigned more to the 
challenges from the Arabian Peninsula noted in the two preceding paragraphs, 
related not only to South Arabia but also to Shapur's campaign in Arabia, 
which brought him as far west as 1:fijaz, so close to the limes Arabicus.95 

(4) In the light of the preceding discussion, it is possible to recognize 
three or four segments in the limes Diocletianus from Mesopotamia to the 
Red Sea:96 

(a) The limes of Euphrates: the Arab challenge in this segment exists and 
is important, but it is the Persian that is the dominant one. 

(b) The limes of Palmyra or what could be termed such: here the impor
tance of the two challenges, the Arab and the Persian, are reversed, the Arab 
being more important than the Persian, and the Persian being represented by 
Arab l:fira. 

(c) The limes Arabicus: this limes is far from the Persians and the Persian 
border and the challenge is more purely Arab and Arabian, possibly emanating 
from the confines of faraway South Arabia. 

(d) The limes Aegypti might also be mentioned here as a separate segment 
because Egypt was still part of Oriens until early in the reign of Theodosius 
I, when it was separated from it. Here again, the challenges are not Persian 
but Arab, at least near the Arabian Nome. 97 

"RG, XIV.8.13. 
94The archeological evidence is supportive of Ammianus; see S. Thomas Parker, "Archeo

logical Survey of the Limes Arabicus: A Preliminary Report," Annual of the Department of 
Antiquities (Amman, Jordan), 21 (1976), p. 27; and idem, "Towards a History of the Limes 
Arabicus," Roman Frontier Studies, 12 (Oxford, 1980), vol. 3, pp. 871-74. On the number of 
legions and auxiliary units, according to A. H. M. Jones totaling 35,500 men, see ibid. The 
decline in combat readiness along the limes Arabicus in the fifth century (Parker, "Survey," 
p. 28) will be discussed in the second volume of chis series. 

9'Perhaps the appointment of Imru' al-Qays of the Namara inscription co a federate 
command in the Provincia Arabia rather than near the Euphrates may be related to these 
challenges from Arabia near the limes Arabicus. The theme of challenge and response and its 
relevance to the history of the limes Arabicus in the pre-Byzantine period from Trajan co 
Diocletian has been ably studied by D. F. Graf in "The Saracens and the Defense of the Arabian 
Frontier," BASOR, 229 (1978), pp. 1-27. 

96The northernmost pare of the limes orientalis reaching the Caucasus and the Black Sea is 
beyond the scope of this book; only the Syro-Mesopotamian part of it is under discussion. 

"For the Arab presence in Egypt, the Arabian Nome, and Arab units stationed in Egypt, 
see the relevant part of "Notitia Dignitatum," chap. 5 in RA. These units were almost certainly 
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(5) The question has been raised by those who have written on the oriental 
limes concerning Arab participation, or rather their unknown contribution. 98 

The question admits now of being answered in the affirmative, and the contri
bution of the Arab foederati to the defense of the Roman and Byzantine Orient 
may be summarized as follows: 

(a) They participated in the campaigns of the regular army of the Orient 
against the Persians. 

(b) In sectors of the oriental limes such as the limes Palmyrenicus and the 
limes Arabicus, the foederati operated mainly against raids from the Arabs and 
inroads from the Arabian Peninsula. 

(c) They also protected the trade routes that ran from the Arabian Penin
sula to the Roman part of the Fertile Crescent, especially important afrer the 
fall of Palmyra which had protected them. 

(d) The rise of monasticism and its spread to Oriens in the fourth century 
created colonies of eremites and anchorites who lived in arid zones in Oriens 
which these foederati protected. 

(e) In addition to the Syro-Mesopotamian limes orientalis, there were trans
verse internal limites, and the foederati participated in maintaining internal order 
and security in these zones against roaming nomadic pockets which Oriens 
undoubtedly had in the fourth and the following centuries. 

(/) They might even have participated in the quelling of revolts within 
the empire, such as that of Procopius in A.D. 365 during the reign ofValens. 99 

In all these endeavors, it was the Arab horse that was in the service of 
Rome and Byzantium, constituting one element in the general response to the 
new challenges of the Sasanid cavalry, which revolutionized Roman strategy in 
the Orient. 100 

III. THE ETYMOLOGY OF lflRA 

One of the basic terms in the lexicology of classical Arabic is ~irat (~ira), 
commonly translated as "camp," "enclosure." The concept it stands for is 
significant to the cultural anthropologist who wishes to examine that critical 
phase in the evolution of Near Eastern society from a nomadic to a sedentary 

not federate, but the existence of federate Arab troops is not excluded; if more sources had 
survived or noticed the Arabs, references to phylarchs similar to those in Sinai might have been 
included in them, thus documenting a federate Arab presence. 

98See Poidebard, Trace, p. 191. 
99 As they were to participate in the quelling of the Samaritan revolt ca. 5 30 in the 

reign of Justinian; see the present writer in "Arethas, Son of Jabala," JAOS, 75 (1955), pp. 
207-9. 

100See Poidebard, Trace, pp. 23-24. For an analysis of Roman strategy in the first three 
centuries of the Christian Era, see E. N. Luttwak, The Grand Strategy of the Roman Empire 
(Baltimore-London, 1976). 
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way of life. This significance is most clearly reflected, even for the casual 
observer of the Near Eastern scene, in the toponymy of the area, where a 
number of localities are designated by the term ~ira or some other derived 
form related to it, in much the same way that Latin castra, "camp," entered 
into the composition of the names of towns and cities in Britain after the 
Roman occupation. For some three centuries before the rise of Islam, one of 
these ~iras was the most important city in the history of the Arabs, i.e., l:iira, 
the capital of the Lakhmids, the Arab allies of Sasanid Persia, which thus 
became the most celebrated instance of the development of the term from the 
appellative to the denominative use. 101 

The term poses linguistics problems relating to the etymology and to the 
semantics of ~ira, and the burden of this discussion is to contribute toward 
the solution of one of these problems, namely, the etymology of the term. 

1 

Semitic philologists have accepted Georg Hoffmann's view that ~ira is a 
Syriac term, ~irtii, naturalized in Arabic. 102 Hoffmann related ~ira to Arabic 
~aqr and Hebrew ~ii{ir and argued that Syriac ~irtii is a descendant of a word 
in Aramaic which has lost the consonantal medial !<JI. He adduced as a parallel 
Syriac ~anna and Arabic ~iqn. 

Hoffmann's is an argument from analogy resting on a single example, 
and this example does not represent a genuine parallel. In the case of /9/ and 
/n/ in ~iqn and ~anna respectively, the two consonantal phonemes are close 
enough from the point of view of articulatory phonetics to admit assimilation, 
and in this case regressive assimilation. In the case of ~ertii and ~aqr, the 
process is different; it is dissimilation, not assimilation, and indeed Brockel
mann103 includes the pair in the chapter on the "dissimilation of pharyngals." 
Furthermore, Hoffmann did not explain how /a/, the short vocalic phoneme in 
~aqr, became le/ in ~irtii, both a long and different vocalic phoneme. 

A more formal and elaborate argument from historical phonology is 
required to describe the stages of phonetic change from an Aramaic root 
presumed to be~- '-r to Syriac ~irtii. 104 These stages may be summarized as fol
lows: (a) dissimilation from ~- '-r to ~- '-r; (b) syncopation which did away 
with the dissimilated medial radical /' /; (c) since the vocalic sequence of the 
Aramaic root ~-'-r is not certain, one of two processes could have produced 

101For lf.ira, see the article by the present writer in El'. 
102G. Hoffmann, "Bibliographische Anzeigen," ZDMG, 32 (1878), p. 75 3 note 3. 
10'C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der verg/eichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin, 

1908), vol. 1, p. 242. 
1041 am very grateful to Profs. W. F. Albright and F. Rosenthal for a fruitful corre

spondence on ~ira and its historical phonology, particularly in relation to stages (a) and (b). 
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the long vowel of qirta: either diphthongization plus a further reduction of 
the diphthong to /e/, or a contraction of the two vowels plus the further 
prevailing of the timbre of /e/ which resulted in its lengthening to /e/. 

Although these stages follow the rules of historical phonology and thus 
are formally and theoretically valid, the highly hypothetical nature of the argu
mentation with the nonattestation of stages (a) and (b) could reduce their 
historicity. 

Lagarde and Rothstein accepted Hoffmann's view and each added to 
Hoffmann's original argument. Lagarde 105 proposed that qariy, the relative ad
jective for qira, can be accounted for if the noun from which it is formed is 
qara. Rothstein 106 fortified the argument by two observations: (1) qira has no 
derivation in Arabic; (2) its relative adjective fluctuates between qiriy and 
qariy, and this fluctuation argues that Arabic is trying to reproduce a vowel 
it does not have, namely, the long Syriac vowel /e/. 

The first observation, that qira has no derivation in Arabic, is rather 
startling in view of the fact that there are a number of Arabic words which 
are so closely related to qira semantically, but what is more important, they 
derive from two well-attested Arabic verbs (-qara, yaquru- and -qara, yaqaru-), 
one of which is composed of the same radicals as qira. But Rothstein was 
probably disinclined to entertain an Arabic derivation for qira because he was 
misled by the then proposed signification of the term qira, i.e., "enclosure." 
As neither yaquru nor yaqaru connotes "enclose," he was unable to relate verb 
to noun. But as will be indicated later, the primary notion in qira is not 
"enclosure." 

The second observation is probably related to the first, the assumption 
that qira has no derivation in Arabic. But even if the assumption is valid, 
the observation may be rejected independently. The nisba in Arabic, i.e., 
the formation of the relative adjective, is often irregular and sometimes follows 
the laws of facility or euphony. In the case of qira, there are two relative 
adjectives; the first, qiriy, is regular, while the second, qariy, is explicable. 
Nouns in Arabic whose middle radical has a short vowel / i/, e.g. , malik, 
change this vowel into another one, /a/, when a relative adjective is formed, 
following the law of facility, as does the pattern/a'i/a, which, moreover, loses 
the long vowel /I/. It is possible that this was operative in the formation of 
qariy, reflecting a desire to avoid the sequence of two vowels of the same type 
(compare Baqrayn, Baqraniy). As qira happens to be a noun whose medial 
radical is not a consonant but the long vowel /1/, a correspondingly long vowel 

10'P. de Lagarde, "Ubersicht iiber die in Aramaischen, Arabischen und Hebraischen 
iibliche Bildung der Nomina," Abhandlungen tier konigl. Gesellschaft tier Wissenschaften zu Giit
tingen, 36 (1888), pp. 46--48. 

")6Rothstein, DLH, p. 12. 
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was felt needed or required for the formation of the relative adjective to 
represent the medial radical which would otherwise have disappeared in the 
process; besides, a nisba, as ~ariy instead of ~ariy, would have created a homo
phonic confusion with another Arabic word entirely unrelated to ~ira. 107 

Before looking elsewhere than in Aramaic for a possibly different prove
nance than the one proposed by Hoffmann for ~irta, a few observations will be 
made within the framework of Syriac to show that the supposed etymology of 
~erta as an indigenous Syriac word is itself an assumption attended with grave 
problems. 

(1) Since the concept for which ~erta stands is basic, it is natural to 
expect Syriac to have a verb from which ~irta is derived. But Syriac has none, 
and ~erta stands in splendid isolation in the lexicology of that language. (2) 
Old Aramaic, too, does not have ~irta or a word from which ~erta could 
be derived. Neither the Targum nor the Peshifta has a cognate for Hebrew 
~afir, and both use as a translation of ~afir words of completely different 
etymology. I-faqra, in Palestinian Aramaic, the nearest approximation to this 
desiderated and hypothetical cognate, is not a Semitic word, but none other 
than the Greek axpa. '08 (3) Finally, it may be pointed out that ~irta is far 
from being a common word in Syriac for the notion it stands for, which is a 
basic one, namely, "camp" or "enclosure." It occurs only in certain contexts 
and has a very restricted application which will be presently discussed. This 
may argue in favor of a non-Syriac provenance and may be a pointer to where 
~erta could have come from. The common Syriac words for camp or enclosure 
are many: e.g., mashritha, ~adarta, siyagta, maskra. They are easy to account 
for morphologically, and the verbs from which they are formed all derive from 
well-known Syriac verbs. Neither of these facts can be predicated of ~irta. 

2 

Perhaps Part 1 of this discussion has not failed to show that Arabic ~ira 
may not, after all, be a loan word from Syriac. It will now be argued that 
its etymological origin may possibly be traced to the Arabian Peninsula. 

1. Epigraphic discoveries in South Arabia have established beyond doubt 
the existence of the term in the Semitic language group of South Arabia. 
Sabaic inscriptions have both the noun and, what is more important, the verb 
from which the noun is derived. The context makes it clear that the term is a 
military one, meaning "camp." 109 

107For features of nisba relevant to this discussion, see W. Wright, A Grammar of the 
Arabic Language (Cambridge, 1933), vol. 1, pp. 154, 159. 

1081 owe this note on the Targum, the Peshi~ta, and ~aqrii to the goodness of Prof. 
Jonas Greenfield. 

109See Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions, pp. 68-69, lines 12-13; p. 132, line 22; p. 143, 
line 21; and pp. 300, 436. See also idem, "Un desastre nabateen devant Nagran," in Cahiers 
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2. The existence of the term in epigraphic pre- Islamic Arabic has been 
suspected but apparently has not yet been fully established. 110 It is quite likely 
that classical Arabic had it as a native term. The term does not stand alone 
in Arabic as it does in Syriac but is related to a host of derivatives formed 
from a verb ~ara, ya~aru, which suggests that the verb and its derivatives are 
indigenous to Arabic. Moreover, the verb, like the Sabaic one, is "hollow," 
and its long vocalic medial links it very well with ~ira; thus the phonetic 
and morphological difficulties encountered in the attempt to derive ~ira from 
an Aramaic parent with a consonantal medial disappear. 

It is possible that the term, common to both Arabic and Sabaic, was also 
indigenous to each of them. Alternatively, in its technical and military sense, 
"camp," it may have been a Sabaicism in Arabic, one which could easily pass 
for an indigenous Arabic term derived from the verb ~ara, ya~aru. 

3. Its existence in Syriac may be accounted for as a loan word from 
Arabic. The term is applied by Syriac authors and is, indeed, restricted to 
Arab establishments. The instances in John of Ephesus, 111 the locus classicus for 
this term, are all references to the camps of the Ghassanid Arabs, the allies 
of Byzantium. This could argue that the word was a term commonly used by 
the Arabs to designate their own camps and was naturally borrowed by Syriac 
authors when they wished to refer to these camps. If the ultimate etymology 
of the term is Arabian, its appearance in Syriac is explicable, geographically 
and historically, by the migration of Arab groups from the Arabian Peninsula 
to the Fertile Crescent. The Arabian evidence for a new etymology for ~ira 
makes possible and desirable a better understanding of its semantics. 112 

(1) The primary notion that ~ira expresses is not "enclosure"; that notion 
is expressed by ~afer, 113 witness the verb from which it is derived. It was this 
association of ~ira with ~afer that has been the main reason behind associating 
~ira with "enclosure" semantically, and this in turn explains the etymology 
commonly given to the term ~ira. It is perfectly possible that the term ~ira 
acquired an additional semantic dimension represented by "enclosure," the 

de Byrsa (Paris, 1956), especially pp. 165-66 where there is a discussion of the term in Sabaean 
graffiti; see also M. Hafner, "Die Beduinen in den vorislamischen lnschriften," in L'Antica 
Societa Beduina (Rome, 1959), pp. 53--68, which has some related material. 

1rnSee Jamme, "Desastre nabateen," p. 165 note 4. 
111For examples, see John of Ephesus, HE, CSCO, ser. 3, t. 3, textus, p. 175, line 

29; p. 177, lines 2, 26, etc. 
112 As this discussion is devoted to the etymology of 4fra, this part on semantics will 

be necessarily short, since a detailed treatment will only throw the present discussion out of 
focus. I hope to publish the part on semantics in its entirety at a later date to show the value 
of Sabaic for solving many a problem in the lexicology of classical Arabic. 

"'For parallels to 4aser as a term with the primary notion of "enclosure" which devel
oped into a common toponym in the Near East, one could cite Indo-European parallels, e.g., 
Eng. garden, Ger. Garten, and Rus. g6rod. 
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adjunct to the "camp" or the "settlement," but this must remain secondary. 
It was also this involvement with the notion of enclosure that made Semitic 
philologists 114 suspect a semantic development in qirta on lines similar to those 
of Greek µavbpa, i.e., from "fold," "enclosure" to "monastery," the spiritual 
fold. But it is doubtful whether the few instances cited bear out this conten
tion. Syriac has a number of words commonly used to designate "monastery," 
e.g., dayra, 'umra, and the Greek term 11.m'.,pa, transliterated labra. The qirta 
mentioned in the Acts of the Syriac Martyrs, upon which this view is based, 
cannot be translated lavra ("monastery") but must bear the meaning commonly 
given to it, i.e., "camp." Hoffmann 115 himself is dubious about translating it as 
lavra, and for this reason he gives the Syriac original, qirta, in a footnote to 
warn or guide the unsuspecting reader. 

(2) The Sabaic inscriptions have made perfectly clear that the primary 
notion of qira is "encampment," not "enclosure," and the discovery of the verb 
from which Sabaic qira is derived clinches the point. The Sabaic verb has an 
exact equivalent in the lexicon of classical Arabic, qara, yaqaru, from which 
the Arabic lexicographers derive Arabic qira. But the primary meaning of the 
Arabic verb was not clear to the lexicographers. Apparently it had become 
obsolete or obsolescent and was survived and superseded by what must have 
been a secondary meaning (i.e., "to become confused, bewildered; to waver, 
unable to make a choice"), but what to the lexicographers seemed to be 
primary, thus making it difficult for the Semitic philologists of later times 
to derive Arabic qira from a verb with such a primary signification. The 
Sabaic verb now restores to hara, yaqaru its primary meaning "to stop," "to 
halt," a connotation which makes the derivation of qira from such a verb 
perfectly possible and intelligible. Echoes of this primary meaning are audible 
in the lexicology of Arabic although they were not caught by the lexicog
raphers: e.g., instances" 6 of the verb qara in the II form clearly in the sense 

114See Ni:ildeke, GF, p. 48 note 2, following G. Hoffmann, "Ausziige aus syrischen 
Akten der persischer Miirtyrer," Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, 7 (1880), p. 47. 

"'Again the question of frequency is important. l-ferta in the supposed sense of Greek 
mandra is of extremely rare occurrence; and its few instances are such as not to admit of a close 
inspection of the precise connotation of the term; thus the conclusion is justified that 4erta 
in those instances is none other than the secular 4erta, "the camp" or "the enclosure," applied 
to an Arab settlement or to "enclosure" in general. For these references, see R. Payne-Smith, 
Thesaurus Syriacus, col. 1264. One of these instances, however, is not so obscure: "from there 
to the coenobium and 4erta of Beth-'Abe" (Bibliotheca Orienta/is, tomus iii, pars i, p. 471). Unless 
the author is indulging in pleonasm, it is clear that 4erta cannot be coenobium and is merely 
the enclosure or the settlement near which the coenobium was situated. 

" 6Tabari, Anna/es, ed. de Goeje (Leiden, 1881-82), prima series, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 
910; and Yaqiit, Mu'jam al-Buldan, ed. F. Wiistenfeld (Leipzig, 1867), p. 375; these instances 
could be suspected of being denominative verbs from 4ira itself, coined for aetiological reasons; 
even so, they are noteworthy since they indicate an awareness of the primary meaning of the 
verb from which 4ira is derived. The noninclusion of these instances supports August Fischer's 
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of "stop," "encamp," which thus recall the Sabaic verb, presumed to be also 
in the II form; while the lexicographers' preoccupation with the secondary 
meaning, as though it were the primary, has prevented them from noting that 
one of the meanings they give to the verb f?ara (with water as the subject, 
f?ara al-ma'u), i.e., "to stop," is the primary one, and not, as Zab1d1 states in 
Taj al-'Ariis, 117 a metaphorical use of f?ara. The restoration of the verb's pri
mary meaning makes intelligible the derivation of other related forms, as 
f?a'ir, f?ayr, maf?ara, inexplicable if derived from a verb f?ara meaning "to 
waver, be confused." It also provides the secondary psychological meaning "to 

waver" with a primary one, a physical connotation, from which the semantic 
transition is perfectly natural and intelligible, i.e., from "stopping, halting," 
to "stopping, not knowing what to do or where to go," "wavering," "unable 
to make a choice." 

(3) Greek authors who had occasion to refer to the Arab military estab
lishments or encampments use for them the term napEµBoAiJ, rather than 
the more formal and strict term Otpm:6JtEOOV or xaotpov. This is signifi
cant and might afford a clue to a better understanding of what these military 
encampments were. The prefix Jtapa- as well as the verb JtapaBaAAW ("put 
in beside or between, insert") can convey the notion of an annex or a sub
ordinate structure; and it is possible that these Arab encampments were built 
beside or between other establishments, possibly the camp of the regular 
Byzantine troops, to ensure cooperation between these regular troops and the 
Arab auxiliaries in the event of a military operation. 118 It is also possible to 
infer from the verb JtapaBc:tAAW that these establishments were less solid or 
permanent than the ordinary castra, and this notion is clearly conveyed by its 
application to the establishments of the nomads. 119 The JtapEµBoA't] was thus 
a movable camp, which could, however, develop into a more permanent 
establishment; 120 this semantic dimension of movability is confirmed by the 
Sabaic inscriptions where verbs of motion are used with the term f?ira. 

contention that the classical lexica are incomplete; on Fischer's worthy project, see Jorg Kraemer, 
"August Fischers Sammlungen zum arabischen Lexicon," ZDMG, 105, Heft 1, N.F. 30 (1955), 
pp. 80-105. 

117Taj al-'Ariis (Benghazi, n.d.), vol. 3, p. 164 . 
• 118The parembole of the phylarchs of Palestina Prima which was founded by the Arab 

chief Aspeberos was built in close proximity to the lavra of St. Euthymius; for the history of 
these phylarchs and their parembole, see Vita Euthymii, Kyrillos von Skythopolis, ed. E. Schwartz 
(Leipzig, 1939), pp. 18-21; 24-25; 33, 41, etc. 

"'See the inscription found in the I:Iawran region carved for the m:patriyoi; JtapEµ~oAwv 
voµabwv, PPUAES, III, A5, p. 347. 

' 20Parembole has found its way into the idiom of Zacharia Rhetor, where it appears as 
farimbiilii; see Zacharia Rhetor, HE, CSCO, ser. 3, t. 6, textus, p. 197; it appears to be a 
hapax legomenon in Syriac. It is also used in the Martyrium Arethae; see ASS, tomus decimus, 
p. 742. The term appears in the New Testament, Acts 21:34. The Authorized Version wrongly 
translates it as "castle," but the New English Bible translates it correctly, "barracks," as had 
done the Peshifta before with its mashrithii. 
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3 
Semitic philologists have given an etymological account of qerta assuming 

it to be a Syriac word. Based upon this assumption their attempt is under
standable, and the rules of historical phonology have afforded guiding lines for 
a perfectly possible historical development of qerta from an Aramaic root. 
Although a note of uneasiness about the proposed etymology is detectable in 
Lagarde and Rothstein, who thought it fit or necessary to fortify the argument 
for the Aramaic provenance of qerta, the etymology originally proposed by 
Hoffmann has met with general acceptance 121 in spite of the highly hypothet
ical nature of the proposed development, involving as it does so many pre
sumed phonetic changes and processes, i.e., dissimilation, and syncopation for 
the medial consonantal phoneme, and for the vowelling a diphthongization 
plus reduction, or a contraction. 

This discussion has attempted a reexamination of the proposed etymology 
by calling into question the very assumption upon which the etymological 
account has been based, namely, the Syriac character of qerta. It has done 
so by making a number of preliminary observations but more importantly by 
drawing upon new epigraphic discoveries in Sabaic where both the noun qyrt 
and the verb are fully attested. 122 The new data from South Arabia is of crucial 
importance and relevance to the etymology of this word. The new evidence 
will lose its relevance if Sabaic qyrt turns out to be a loan word from Aramaic, 
an unwarranted presumption, since this is not the sort of word that Sabaic 
would have found it necessary to borrow from Aramaic; besides, the verb is 
attested, and this too will then have to be explained away as denominative 
from a loan word. Arabic presents the same type of evidence against Hoff
mann's original suggestion. Three other words exist in Arabic differing in 
grammatical pattern but sharing the same root and related to qira seman
tically, i.e., qa'ir, qayr, maqara. It is inconceivable that these are derivatives 
from a verb in Arabic, itself denominative from a word not indigenous to 
the language but a loan from Syriac, and, what is more, that the verb and 
many of its derivatives have survived in Arabic and Sabaic but have disappeared 

121S. Fraenkel, who has some right to be heard on the subject, is silent on the matter, 
and his silence is both eloquent and pertinent. Since his book is especially and exclusively 
devoted to Aramaic loan words in Arabic, his exclusion of f?ira from his list can definitely be 
construed as a rejection on his part of the supposed Aramaic origin of f?ira; see S. Fraenkel, 
Die aramdischen Fremdworter in Arabischen (Leiden, 1886). 

122 After completing this article, I have come across a Sabaic lexicographical note by 
A. F. L. Beeston in which he endorses Conti Rossini's disentanglement of f?yrt from f?rrt, but 
departs from him by equating Sabaic f?yrt with Syriac f?irto (qertii) and suggesting f?yr as the 
probable root from which f?yrt is derived. Since the appearance of his note, written in 1954, 
the verb f?yr in the II form has come to light in Sabaic (see note 109), corroborating his 
derivation of f?yrt from the root f?yr against Rossini's f?rr, while this study has tried to show 
that f?ertii is a loanword in Syriac rather than a cognate of Sabaic f?yrt; see A. F. L. Beeston, 
"Notes on Old South Arabian Lexicography," Le Museon, 67 (1954), pp. 311-13. 
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from Aramaic. Finally, both Arabic and Sabaic have the two terms f?yrt and 
f?aqr. If f?yrt is a descendant of an Aramaic O:i-'-r), cognate with f?aqr, it is 
difficult to see why Sabaic and Arabic, both of which have f?aqr, should have 
acquired f?yrt and f?ira. The simultaneous existence of the two words would 
rather indicate that here it is a question of two different roots with two 
different meanings and not one root which can be reduced to another. 

Perhaps these observations have contributed something toward reopening 
the question of f?ira's etymology by assembling new evidence from Sabaic and 
Arabic and arguing for a possible alternative etymology. Incidentally, they 
have drawn attention to the importance of Sabaic, especially for the future 
lexicographer of classical Arabic, and to certain principles which may be used 
for deciding whether a particular word in a given Semitic language is in
digenous or not, a rather subtle problem when the two languages involved are 
quite close to each other and sometimes so close that the benefactor might 
turn out to be the beneficiary. 

In the toponymic history of the Near East, the word f?ira takes its place 
among those military terms that have made the transition from the appellative 
to the denominative stage. If proved Arabic, it will represent together with 
f?aqr the contribution of that language to the history of place-names in the 
Fertile Crescent in the pre-Islamic period, anticipating other Arabic military 
terms, as qal'a, "fortress," which entered the region after the Muslim Conquest. 
It is in company with other military terms that have become toponyms or 
formed part of toponyms in the Near East: Semitic terms, as magdela, shiira, 
mib{ar, karkha, and birta; and Latin terms, as castellum and strata.* 

IV. THE ARAB FoEDERATI OF THE FouRTH CENTURY 

Various chapters in this book have dealt with the Arab foederati and their role 
in the reign of each emperor from Constantine to Theodosius. The data col
lected, examined, and evaluated in the course of this diachronous treatment 
may now be put together for answering pertinent questions of a technical 
nature that the military historian and the student of the oriental limes must 
raise, especially as there is little or no discussion of these questions in the 
standard histories of the period. 123 These questions concerning the foederati may 
be listed as follows: 

"I must thank Ms. Stella D. Matalas, the rights and permissions manager of the George
town University Press, for permission to reprint my article "The Etymology of I;Iira," which 
appeared in Linguistic Studies in Memory of Richard Slade Harrell, ed. Don Graham Stuart (George
town University Press, Washington, D.C., 1967). 

123The unsatisfactory state of information on the Arab foederati (and the Arabs in general) 
in the fourth and the two following centuries may be examined in such works as: Stein, HBE, 
vol. 1, pp. 67, 73, 130, 281, 352, 357, 362, 560; Piganiol, EC, pp. 18, 75, 140, 146, 158, 
168; Jones, LRE, vol. 1, pp. 154, 278, 294, 611. The Arabs do not fare better in specialized 
works on military history; see, for instance, Grosse, RM, pp. 52-53, 83, 86, 87 A.5, 294. 
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(1) The extent of their presence and diffusion in Oriens. 
(2) Their organization and structure. 

499 

(3) Their foedus and its terms: (a) duration; (b) the settlements of the 
foederati, extra limitem or intra limitem; (c) mutual obligations; (d) subsidies. 

(4) Their role in the Byzantine army of the Orient. 
(5) Their legal status. 
(6) Their religious affiliation. 

1 

The wide diffusion of the Arabs in Oriens, reflected inter alia onomas
tically in the three Arabias, 124 has been noted in previous chapters. Oriens was 
full of arid areas and deserts whither the nomads of the Peninsula were accus
tomed to wander and settle from ancient times. These could be controlled best 
by other Arabs who also watched the frontier against the Peninsular Arabs. 
Thus these permanent facts of geography explain the wide diffusion of these 
foederati in Oriens in areas other than those facing Persia. 

This a priori reasoning is confirmed by the various references in the sources 
collected in the previous chapters. Pockets of Arab presence and federate pres
ence were identified in such areas as Euphratensis, Chalcidice, and Sinai. 125 

The paucity of the sources does not admit of more documentation of Arab 
presence in other areas that have been presumed to have had Arab federates in 
them. But the presumption is confirmed by references in such documents as 
the Narrationes of St. Nilus, the Nessana Papyri, and the Edict of Beersheba, 
which belong to the period following the fourth century. 126 Surely these refer
ences do not reflect an Arab federate presence that suddenly asserted itself in 
the following centuries but one that must go back to at least our fourth for 
which the documents happen not to exist. 

The sections on the Arabic sources have further advanced the study of 
this presence by investigating the tribal identity of these Arab foederati in the 
various parts of Oriens. 127 With the exception of the two Arabias, the one in 
Egypt and the one in Mesopotamia, it has been possible to identify with some 

124In addition to the Provincia Arabia there were two other such Arabias, one in Meso
potamia and another in Egypt; the latter belonged to the Diocese of Oriens until A.O. 

381, when Theodosius separated Egypt from the Diocese. On the Arab ethnic complexion of 
many provinces in Oriens, see chap. 5 on the Notitia Dignitatum in RA. 

m5ee the references in the Ammonii Monachi Relatio and Jerome's Vita Ma/chi and Vita 
S. Hi/arionis, s11pra, pp. 297-308, 284-93. 

126The Narrationes may even belong to the late fourth century; for the latest defense 
of the authenticity of the Narrationes, see P. Mayerson, "Observations on Nilus' Narrationes: 
Evidence for an Unknown Christian Sect?" Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt, 12 
(1975), pp. 51-58; for other views, see Quasten, Patro/ogy, vol. 3, pp. 496-97. For the docu
ments pertaining to Nessana and Beersheba, see the references in "Phylarchos," RE, Supple
mentbd. 11 (1%8), cols. 1075 and 1078 respectively. 

121See "The Federate Arab Tribal Groups in Oriens," supra, pp. 381-95. 
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degree of precision the tribal affiliations of the foederati deployed along the 
oriental limes from the Euphrates to the Red Sea. The Arab federates of the 
fourth century in Oriens are no longer one mass of anonymous Saracens but 
are now divided into various tribes and tribal groups each of which is possessed 
of its own tribal identity. 

2 

The tribal affiliations of the Arab federates of Byzantium in the fourth 
century were most varied. 128 The question immediately arises as to how these 
many tribes, each of which was vividly aware of its tribal individuality and 
loyalty, was related to one another administratively within the Byzantine 
military system in Oriens and the federate framework. Was federate power 
centralized in the fourth century as it was to be in the sixth century in the 
hands of the Ghassanids? 129 

Mas'udI says that the Tanukhids were made kings of the Arabs of Oriens 
by the Romans. 130 This is contradicted by Procopius in a well-known passage 
in his History on the centralization of federate power in Oriens as taking place 
for the first time in the sixth century. 131 Procopius has to be followed on this 
matter, but there may be an element of truth in what Mas'udI says. The two 
statements may be partially reconciled as follows: 

(1) The Tanukhids in Chalcidice were the most prominent group among 
the federate groups in Oriens because of their role in the international war 
of the period, namely, the Persian war. 132 Because of this role they probably 
had some control or supervision over the tribes that were settled along the 
Euphrates and who participated in the Persian War. Furthermore, Tanukh 
was itself a confederacy of tribes, and in this sense one can speak of a Tanukhid 
paramountcy in Oriens in the fourth century. Whether it spread to the central 
and southern regions of Oriens where other Arab federate tribes were settled 
is not entirely clear and remains to be shown. 

(2) In the Provincia Arabia was another Arab tribal federate group, the 
Lakhmids of Imru' al-Qays of the Namara inscription. These Lakhmids were a 
powerful group, but it was not entirely clear how extensive was their juris
diction over the Arabs in the Provincia. The only evidence for control over 
other tribes comes from the Namara inscription itself which speaks of Imru' 
al-Qays's control of the tribes through his sons. 133 Not entirely clear either are 

128/bid. 
"'See the present writer in "Arethas, Son of Jabala," pp. 211-16. 
"•Although he spoke of the Qm;la'a, the larger tribal group to which, according to 

him, the Taniikhids belonged. On the analysis of this passage in Mas'iidi, see Chap. 10, App. 
2, supra, pp. 410-11. 

131Procopius, History, l.xvii.47. 
1320n this, see "The Taniikhids and Chalcidice," supra, pp. 465-76. 
133For the analysis of the relevant sentence in the inscription, see the section on the 
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their relations administratively to the Tanukhids of Chalcidice to whom they 
were related genealogically. 134 

(3) As has been indicated in a previous chapter, there were federate 
groups who belonged to tribes other than the Tanukhids and the Lakhmids. 135 

How these were related to the two groups administratively is not clear. Those 
in outlying regions such as Sinai may have been administratively independent 
of them. 

The revolt of Queen Mavia must be taken into account in this discus
sion. 136 Mavia mounted an offensive against Byzantium along a line extending 
from Phoenicia in the north to Egypt in the south. This does not necessarily 
imply that all these Arab foederati were under Mavia technically, but the 
situation imi-,lies at least some kind of control over a large number of tribes 
which attacked along a line extending from Phoenicia to Egypt. 137 

The revolt of Mavia was extraordinary and exceptional. The federate 
Arabs were perhaps united against Byzantium for this one occasion and for a 
special reason. If so, no firm conclusion can be drawn on the problem of 
federate centralization. Possibly because of this revolt and the second one in 
the reign of Theodosius, 138 Byzantium may have decided toward the end of the 
fourth century to abolish the basileia and decentralize whatever had been locally 
centralized of federate power in the Orient, as two centuries later it was to 
decentralize the power of another Arab federate group, the Ghassanids of the 
sixth century. 139 

3 

None of the foedera which were struck between Byzantium and the Arabs 
m the fourth century are extant. 140 Only bare references to such foedera have 

Namara inscription, supra, pp. 43-45. On the phrase "king of all the Arabs," which was 
most probably applied to the Arabs of the Peninsula, who are enumerated as conquered or 
vanquished by him, see ibid., pp. 37-43. 

1340n this, see "The List of Kings," p. 373 and Appendices 2 and 3, supra, pp. 410--15. The 
accommodation of Imru' al-Qays as refugee from l:IIra in Oriens may be paralleled by that of 
Qays, the Kindite chief, around A.D. 530. On this, see the present writer in "Byzantium and 
Kinda," pp. 66-70. 

135See "The Federate Arab Tribal Groups in Oriens," supra, pp. 381-95. 
" 60n this, see "The Reign of Valens," supra, pp. 138-202. 
137It does not necessarily follow from this that the federates whom Mavia led were set

tled along the line from Phoenicia to Egypt, which may have been only the front she chose 
when she opened her offensive against the Romans. The lack of toponymical indications in the 
sources makes it impossible to state with certainty where her federates were settled and what 
her tribal affiliation was. On this, see "The Reign of Valens," esp. Appendix 6, supra, pp. 
194-97. 

1380n this, see "The Reign of Theodosius," supra, pp. 210--14. 
' 39Noldeke, GF, pp. 31-33. 
140Valuable data on the status of the Arabs as foederati have survived m the treaty of 
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survived and some hints on their terms or clauses. The only course open is to 
attempt a reconstruction of these terms from these hints and references. 

A 

It is certain that the foedus was valid only as long as representatives of 
the contracting parties were alive. Its duration terminated with the death of 
one or both representatives of the two contracting parties, the king and the 
imperator, and then it had to be renewed. Thus the foedus lapsed with the death 
of the Arab king, Mavia's husband; 141 and from Mavia's revolt and the fact 
that she chose to strike only on the death of her husband, it may be inferred 
that when the treaty lapsed the two parties were no longer technically in a 
state or a relation of amicitia. It is also possible to infer that it lapsed again 
with the death of Valens at Adrianople in A.D. 378 and that this was 
the occasion for the ruffled course of Arab-Byzantine relations in the early 
years of Theodosius's reign. 

In view of the fact that the Arab federates in Oriens were not centralized 
in the fourth century as they were to be in the sixth, Byzantium must have 
concluded different foedera with the different Arab federate groups in Oriens. 142 

Perhaps the most important were the two foedera with the Taniikhids and the 
Lakhmids. The other tribes, some of whom were settled in the area from 
ancient times, may have had with Byzantium less elaborate foedera. 143 

B 

Were these Arab foederati of the fourth century settled within or without 
the Roman limes? 

The Arab foederati met Julian at Callinicum, 144 but whether their starting 
point before they joined him was in Roman territory is not clear. The chances 
are, however, that it was and that they, or at least part of them, were settled 
within the limes. The same applies to the Arab foederati who revolted during 
the reign of Valens under their queen, Mavia. 145 

A.D. 561 between the Persians and the Byzantines, which has been preserved by Menander; see 
the present writer in "The Arabs in the Peace Treaty of A.D. 561," Arabica, 3 (1956), pp. 
181-213. For the terms ofthefoedus between Byzantium and the Ghassanid Arabs, represented 
by the Emperor Anastasius and King Tha'laba respectively and preserved by Hisham-al-Kalbi, 
see the present writer in "Ghassan and Byzantium: A New terminus a quo," p. 239. Both treaties 
will be reexamined in the third volume of chis series, BASIC. 

1410n the anonymous king, Mavia's husband, see "The Reign of Valens," supra, pp. 
14o-42. 

1420n this, see the preceding section on organization and structure. 
143According co Piganiol, the term foederati designating the new units of the fourth 

century, barbarians settled within the empire and fighting under their own chiefs, appears in 
A.D. 406 in the Theodosian Code and in Olympiodorus; see EC, p. 329 note 10. 

144See "The Reign of Julian," supra, p. 107. 
14'They were most probably the Taniikhids, and if so, they were settled within the 

limes in the region of Chalcidice. 
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One group of foederati, however, were definitely settled within the limes, 
those of Imm' al-Qays of the Namara inscription. Namara was a Roman 
military station in the Provincia Arabia, and thus the Lakhmids of Imm' 
al-Qays were intra limitem. The same may be predicated of those Arab groups 
who were to be found well within the Roman frontier in the Sinai Peninsula. 
As has been said earlier, 146 Ori ens had many an arid zone where nomads 
roamed, and for security reasons within Oriens itself it was necessary to have 
Arab foederati settled near those arid zones who could effectively deal with 
their congeners. Thus the facts of geography argue for an Arab federate settle
ment within the limes, and this is confirmed explicitly by the sources, literary 
and epigraphic. 

The Goths along the Lower Danube were, therefore, not the only group 
of foederati who were in the fourth century settled on imperial territory, within 
the limes. The Lakhmids of Imm' al-Qays, "the king of all the Arabs," were 
likewise settled on imperial territory and, according to the incontestable epi
graphic evidence, years before the Goths. 147 Other Arabs were also settled in 
other parts of Oriens, e.g., Sinai, in Palestina Salutaris. 

It should be remembered that the existence of so many Arab federate 
pockets within the frontier in Oriens is largely due to the fact that the Arabs 
had been in virtual occupation of that region when the Romans appeared on 
the stage of Near Eastern history in the first century B.C. This explains how 
many Arab groups remained within the Roman frontier before and after the 
annexation of Nabataea, Palmyrena, and Osroene, in the second and the third 
centuries A.D. Other Arab groups, however, were newcomers, such as the 
Tanukhids and the Lakhmids of the fourth century. 148 

The question arises as to whether the settlement of the Arab foederati such 
as the Lakhmids within the limes entailed territorial sovereignty. It is quite 
unlikely that it did. Territory was allocated by Rome to the barbarians but 
was not ceded, and it remained Roman territory of which they had only the 
usufruct. 149 

146See supra, pp. 498-500. 
147The Lakhmids were settled certainly before A.D. 328 since their king, Imru' al-Qays, 

died in that year. Cf. what Piganiol says on the settlement of the Goths within the empire 
during the reigns of Gratian and Theodosius (EC, p. 328). However, the Lakhmids of Imru' 
al-Qays could not have rivaled in numbers the Goths settled by Theodosius, and so their 
settlement in the Provincia Arabia must recall that of the Salian Franks admitted by Constantius 
Chlorus into the island of the Batavi between the Lek and the Waal, for whom, see ibid., p. 223. 

148 And the Ghassanids of the sixth century. It is noteworthy that it was these new
comers, not the old tribes settled in Oriens before the Romans appeared in the Near East, 
that achieved paramountcy among the foederati. 

149It is possible that the Lakhmids, refugees from Persia, were considered laeti and their 
terrirory terrae laeticae; but whether this status can be reconciled with the tone and substance 
of the Namara inscription is not entirely clear. On the laeti and terrae laeticae, see Jones, 
LRE, vol. 1, p. 620. 
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Finally, there were those Arab tribes in alliance with Byzantium settled 
in that ill-defined zone beyond the limes, which has been termed the outer 
federate shield against the Arabian Peninsula. 150 

C 

What, according to the terms of the foedus, were the mutual obligations 
of the two contracting parties, Byzantium and the Arabs? More is known about 
the obligations of the Arabs than of Byzantium and these varied according as 
the federates were important groups such as the Tanukhids or relatively un
important ones, such as the various pockets of Arab federates in Sinai. A list 
of these obligations was compiled in an earlier chapter; 151 it remains to attempt 
an allocation of these obligations to the various federate groups: 

(a) Those along the Euphrates, whether in Trans-Euphratesia or Cis
Euphratesia, must have been expected to participate in the Persian Wars of 
the century, in the defense of the region against raiders from outside the limes, 
especially against the Arabs of 1:fira, 152 and in the maintenance of law and 
order against pockets of nomads who could have been roaming those arid 
zones. 153 Such were the Tanukhids of Chalcidice. Because of their geographical 
location in the north and their participation in the Persian Wars, thesefoederati 
were perhaps the most important of all the Arab foederati in Oriens since their 
military endeavors were not only inter-Arab but international, involving the 
secular struggle between the two empires. Their troops were part of the army 
of the Orient and its mobile striking force. 

(b) The Lakhmids of the Provincia Arabia may also have participated in 
the Persian Wars and possibly formed part of the reguli who joined Julian at 
Callinicum, but their participation is less certain than those in the north, the 
Tanukhids. Their assignment was more likely to have been related to law and 
order in the Provincia and in the adjacent areas of the Peninsula across the 
limes. 154 

1'°See the discussion in "The Federate Arab Tribal Groups in Oriens," supra, pp. 391-
94. With what principalities Byzantium contracted alliances in Inner Arabia in this century is 
not clear, since the history of the Peninsula in this century is obscure and has not yet been 
illuminated by archeological and epigraphic discoveries or by the literary sources, as the sixth 
century has been. In that century the power of Kinda in Inner Arabia emerges as a civitas 
foederata and Nonnosus's account is a valuable one for the diplomatic history of Arab-Byzantine 
relations in the sixth century; see the present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," pp. 57-73. 

lllSee "The Arabs along the Limes Orienta/is," supra, p. 490. 
msee supra, pp. 467-70. 
153They probably participated in quelling the revolt of Procopius during the reign of 

Valens, for which see "The Reign of Valens," supra, pp. 169-72. 
1"Possibly even participation in the quelling of the Jewish revolt against Gallus Caesar 

in A.O. 351 in much the same way that the Ghassanid phylarch of Arabia in A.O. 529 par
ticipated in the quelling of the Samaritan revolt. For the former revolt, see Avi-Yonah, Jews 
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(c) The various federate pockets in Oriens, e.g., in Sinai, which is known 
to have had Arabs living there, some of whom were a menace to its settled 
communities, must have been assigned almost entirely to the maintenance 
of law and order within the limes. They could sometimes be called upon to 

defend the various areas they lived in against outside marauders, such as those 
that lived on the other side of the Red Sea, but this must have been a rare 
occurrence. 155 It was most probably these petty Arab chiefs that were in this 
century endowed with the title of phylarchs. 

(d) As to those Arab tribes that lived outside the limes and were in some 
federate relation to Byzantium, constituting what might be termed the outer 
Arab shield, perhaps their most important obligation was the protection of 
the trade routes that passed through their territories into Oriens. 156 Those 
living in northern l:fijaz must have risen in importance because of the Persian 
Wars of the fourth century, when presumably the Mesopotamian route became 
dangerous and consequently the West Arabian route inherited most of its 
traffic, as was to happen again in the sixth century and for the same reason. 157 

D 

In addition to allowing the foederati to settle on Roman territory, the 
most important obligation of Byzantium toward these foederati was, perhaps, 
the payment of the subsidy 158 which they certainly received, 159 and it remains 
to determine whether it was in gold or in kind and what terms were used to 
describe the subsidy: 

From Ammianus's account of Julian's Persian campaign it is clear that 
the Arab foederati received salaria and munera160 from the emperor and also 

of Palestine, pp. 176-81; for the latter, see the present writer in "Arethas, Son of Jabala," 
pp. 207-9. 

155See the section on the Ammonii Monachi Relatio, supra, pp. 297-302. 
"'This protection had become all the more important after the fall of the great caravan 

city and commercial center in the third century that had performed that function, Palmyra. 
msee the present writer in "The Arabs in the Peace Treaty of A.O. 561" (supra, note 

140). 
'"On pay in the Roman army, see Jones, LRE, vol. 1, pp. 623-30. 
mcf. the Lazi, who did not receive subsidies, in spite of the fact that their chiefs 

received the emblems of office from the emperor and that they guarded the Caucasus for 
Byzantium. Apparently they were satisfied with permission to engage in commerce with the 
Romans of the Black Sea; Procopius, Wars, Il.xv.1-4. The comparison between the Lazi and 
the Arab federates of Byzantium is instructive. The latter apparently did not engage in commerce 
and thus, unlike the Palmyrene Arabs of the third century, were a purely military group. This 
made them quite dependent on the imperial subsidies, which was perhaps one way of exercising 
control over the Arab allies, especially after the Roman experience with a wealthy commercial 
community such as Palmyra was. 

1600n these two terms, see "The Reign of Julian," supra, pp. 108, 112. The two terms 
probably correspond to the stipendia and the donativa of the regular ~oman soldier, the annual 
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from emperors in previous reigns. The term annona is not used in any of the 
documents for the Arab foederati in the fourth century. 161 The conclusion that 
may be drawn from the use of the two terms by Ammianus is that the foederati 
did not, at least in Julian's reign, receive rations but money payments. 162 

These presumably were the foederati of the north who joined Julian's 
army; what the situation was in other parts of Oriens is not clear. The Namara 
inscription is silent on what the Arab allies of Byznatium in the Provincia 
Arabia received in return for their services; but a close examination of one of 
the terms used in the inscription could possibly yield the conclusion that 
among the Arab foederati in the fourth century at least the Lakhmids were paid 
in kind and received the annona. 163 

4 

What was the place of these Arab foederati in the Byzantine military 
establishment in Oriens in the fourth century? Not much is known or has been 
written on their role, tactical or strategic, in the operations of the army of 
the Orient and on such technical matters as their weapons and armor. The 
following may be gleaned from the sources for the reigns of Julian and Valens: 

(a) A fairly informative account of Arab participation in the Byzantine 
wars of the fourth century may be found in Ammianus's account of Julian's 
Persian campaign. 164 They serve as mounted auxilia and perform all the duties 
that go with those tactical units. 

(b) The most detailed account of their tactics may be found in the sources 
that describe their contribution to the wars of Valens, especially during the 
Gothic siege of Constantinople immediately after the battle of Adrianople. 165 

payments and the donatives. Whether the munera, the gifts, denoted the gold paid on the 
accession of the emperor and its quinquennial celebration is not entirely clear. The term is, of 
course, to be distinguished from the munera sordida. 

161Jones's unhesitating use of it (his phrase is annonae foederaticae, LRE, vol. 1, p. 611) 
is thus questionable and probably derives from the reference to the annonariis a!imentis in one of 
the Novels of Theodosius the Younger in the fifth century (ibid., vol. 3, p. 182 note 8). On 
the annona mi!itaris, see the relevant part in A. Serge, "Essays on Byzantine Economic History, 
I. The Annona Civica and the Annona Militaris." Byzantion, 16 (1944), pp. 393-444. 

16'Also implied in his haughty and well-known answer to the Arabs, "imperatorem be!
!icosum et vigilantem ferrum habere non aurum." However, it is difficult to believe that they did 
not receive rations, annona, for themselves or fodder, capitus, for their horses. Ammianus was 
describing an encounter of the emperor with the Arabs during a campaign, when the foederati 
would probably have been paid in gold, but this does not preclude their having been paid in 
kind also, under other circumstances. 

1630n this, see the present writer in "Observations," pp. 40-41; on a reference in Syriac 
to the annona which the Ghassanids received in the sixth century, see the present writer in 
Martyrs, pp. 102-3. 

164Their role in the campaign of Julian has been analyzed in Chap. 3, "The Reign of 
Julian," esp. sec. 2, supra, pp. 110-11. 

165See "The Reign of Valens," esp. sec. IX, "The Gothic War," supra, pp. 175-83. 
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They attack in wedge formation, as cuneus equitum, 166 the new cavalry unit, 
and they form a turma; their weapon is the long pike, 167 and it was the com
bination of the fleetness of their horses and the irresistible thrust of their long 
pikes that won the day against the Goths. 168 

Their place and role in the army of the Orient and the new army of 
Constantine in the fourth century should be clear by now: administratively, 
they would have been under the magister equitum per Orientem, 169 created by 
Constantine and reflecting the rising importance of the cavalry arm in Byzan
tine warfare, while their permanent state of readiness as cavalry would have 
allied them to the comitatenses, the mobile striking force of Constantine. 170 

5 
Much has been written on the legal status of the barbarians who secured 

a foothold within the limes since the fourth century, especially the Germans, 171 

and the same question may be raised about the Arabs. Were they or were they 
not considered Roman cives? 

No text of a treaty or a foedus between the Arabs and the Romans in 
the fourth century has survived that would make possible a definitive answer 
to this question. 172 The answer must therefore be constructed from hints and 

1660n the cuneus, the wedge, see Grosse, RM, pp. 51-53; Piganiol, EC, p. 334 and 
note 53. 

167There is no mention of their armor, but the presumption is that they wore coats of 
mail. Not long before the time of these foederati in the reign of Valens, the Palmyrene Arabs 
had the famous clibanarii in their armies, and one such unit survived in the ND; for this, see 
chap. 5 on the Notitia Dignitatum in RA. 

168Unlike most of the Arab units of rhe ND, enrolled regularly in the Roman army, 
and who were mounted archers (equites sagittarii), these foederati were mounted lancers. On the 
former, see chap. 5 in RA. 

169For these magistri equitum in the fourth century, see the list of magistri militum in 
PLRE, vol. 1, pp. 1112-14; also the list of duces and comites rei militaris, pp. 1118-21. 

170Their participation in the Gothic War, so far from their settlements in Syria, is evi
dence that they did belong functionally if not technically to the comitatenses in the sense that 
they were always ready and available to join that central striking force. The Ghassanids appar
ently functioned similarly in the sixth century. Their troops under Arethas fought in the Fourth 
Armenia and participated in the operations that centered around Martyropolis in A.O. 531; see 
The Chronicle of Zachariah of Mytilene, trans. F. J. Hamilton and E. W. Brooks (London, 
1899), p. 228. 

171See the discussion involving Stauffenberg, Kornemann, Heuss, and Mommsen con
cerning the Reichsanghiirigkeit of the Visigoths on the Lower Danube in B. Stallknecht, "Unter
suchungen zur Romischen Aussenpolitik in der Spatantike (306-395 n.Chr.)," Habelts Dis
sertationsdrucke (Bonn, 1969), pp. 16-20 and 88-91. 

172The only reference to a foedus in the fourth century-that with Mavia and her de
ceased husband-is informative on the lapse of the foedus with the death of one of the repre
sentatives of the contracting parties, while the accounts of the renewedfoedus in the ecclesiastical 
historians have favored only the religious clause. On all this, see "The Reign ofValens," supra, 
pp. 140-41, 152-59. 
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incidental references and can be presented only tentatively, namely, that the 
Arab foederati of the fourth century were not Roman citizens: 

( 1) A close examination of the relevant documents of the fourth century 
leads to that conclusion. The Namara inscription with its resounding phrases 
on the title, glory, and achievement of the Arab king are expressive of excessive 
pride in his Arabness rather than in a Roman nationality. And the course of 
Mavia's war and her relations with the Romans suggest the same conclusion. 173 

(2) The titles of the Arab chiefs could also argue in the same direction. 
Whether "basileus" or "phylarch," these were titles that allied these chiefs to 
the barbarian world and its political system and not to the Roman world. If 
the ranks that went with the titles, so familiar for the Ghassanids 174 of the 
sixth century, were available for examination, they might be reflective of an 
attempt to integrate at least the chiefs into the Roman system. But there is 
no evidence that these were applied to the chiefs of the Arab foederati in 
the fourth century. It is not, however, inconceivable that civitas was extended 
to some for distinguished service or an unusual Roman connection. 175 

(3) Their non-Roman status is indirectly confirmed by the Notitia Digni
tatum. The foederati are not listed in that document, with the possible ex
ception of the two Saracen units stationed in Phoenicia Libanensis. 176 These 
two units represent only 'a symbolic federate presence, if indeed they are units 
of foederati. Since the Notitia Dignitatum lists regularly employed units in 
the Roman army whose members were Roman cives, the noninclusion of the 
foederati could thus be expressive of the fact that these were not considered 
Roman citizens. 

(4) More, much more, is known about the Arab foederati of the sixth 
century, the Ghassanids, and the data could throw light on their legal status; 
such are their titles, their ranks, and their inclusion in the Byzantine-Persian 
treaty of A. D. 561. In that treaty they are clearly referred to as Saraceni and 
symmachoi, and the implication of the terms is that the Ghassanid foederati 
were not Roman cives. 177 Their kings may have been rewarded with the citizen
ship for exceptional services, but the rank and file remained non-cives. Retro-

"'Even the terms used by Socrates to describe Mavia's war with Valens, "the Saracen 
War," could suggest that the Romans were fighting non-Romans. 

"'For these ranks, see the present writer in "The Patriciate of Arethas," pp. 321-43. 
175Such as the marriage of Mavia's daughter to Victor, the magister equitum per Orientem 

in the late seventies. 
"'These two Saracen units in the ND present a well-known crux which has been dis

cussed in various parts of this book and in RA. 
177The pertinent clauses of the treaty circumscribe their freedom of action and thus en

croach on whatever sovereignty the Ghassanids had, but they do not imply that the Ghassanids 
were Roman citizens. The clauses are reflective of the paramountcy of the Byzantine partner 
in the Arab-Byzantine relationship. For the treaty, see the present writer in "The Arabs in the 
Peace Treaty of A.D. 561," pp. 181-213. 
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active arguments are not safe, but the presumption is that what was true of 
the Ghassanids in the sixth century was also true of the Tanukhids and the 
Lakhmids in the fourth. 

6 

Their Christianity distinguished these fourth-century foederr;,ti from the 
Arab allies of Rome in the preceding centuries, and it proved to be a powerful 
force in all aspects of their life and history. Two technical questions may, in 
this context, be raised in regard to the religious complexion of the foederati: 

( 1) How early or late in the fourth century did these foederati adopt their 
Christianity? 

(a) The Arabic sources 178 present the Taniikhids as already Christian in 
the Land of the Two Rivers and, what is more, as militantly so and so much 
so that they were prepared to abandon their territory on which they were set
tled along the Lower Euphrates and migrate to Roman territory. Thus in the 
case of the Taniikhids the question of when they adopted Christianity in the 
fourth century does not arise: 

(b) However, there is a statement in the Arabic sources to the effect that 
the Romans bestowed on them the kingship and dominion over the Arabs 
in Syria only after they became Christian. 179 Al-Mas'udI is thus, generally 
speaking, right in associating the Taniikhids with Christianity but may not 
have been accurate in thinking that they were converted on Roman territory. 
However, the two sets of data from the Arabic sources may be reconciled by 
suggesting that not all the Taniikhids who emigrated had been Christian. 
This is a phenomenon that is not entirely uncommon among Arab tribal 
groups, namely, that a part of the group adopts a religion or is influenced by 
a cultural current, while the remainder is not. 

(2) Was adoption of Christianity a condition laid down by the imperial 
government for the settlement of the Arab foederati?180 As has been indicated, 
the question does not arise in the case of the Taniikhids, but it possibly does 
in that of the Lakhmids, 181 and certainly in the case of other groups who had 

178See supra, pp. 418--19. 
179For the analysis of the relevant passage in Mas'iidI, see Chap. 10, App. 2, supra, pp. 

410--11. 
180The adoption of Christianity as a condition for settling barbarians within the boun

daries of the empire has been a vexed question; see the discussion involving the Goths and 
Arian Valens in A.O. 376 in E. Chrysos, To Bu~aV"tLOV xal ol f6-d}ot (Thessaloniki, 1972), 
pp. 122-28, 173. But see also E. A. Thompson, "Christianity and the Northern Barbarians," 
in The Conflict between Paganism and Christianity in the Fourth Century (Oxford, 1963), p. 65, 
and most recently, K. Schaferdiek, "Germanenmission," in Rea/lexicon fiir Antike und Christentum, 
76 (1977), cols. 492-548; and idem, "Zeit und Umstande des westgotischen Uber
gangs zum Christentum," Historia, 28 (1979), pp. 90--97. 

1' 10n the religious complexion of Imru' al-Qays, see "The Namara Inscription," supra, 
pp. 32-35. 
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not been Christian before they became foederati. There is no evidence available 
for answering the question definitively, but there is circumstantial evidence 
from the reigns of Constantine and Constantius which could suggest that that 
was indeed the imperial policy. 

Constantius's dispatch of Theophilus Indus to the world of the Southern 
Semites to spread Christianity does suggest that the imperator was aware of the 
value of Christianity for imperial political ends. 182 If Constantius was aware of 
the value of Christianity in those distant regions, it is natural to assume that 
he was aware of its value in closer regions in the Byzantine limitrophe in 
Oriens with its Arab tribes and foederati. 

For the reign of Constantine, it might be noted that the Arab foederati 
were already identifiable as a Christian group, and the fact is reflected in the 
episcopate of Pamphilus, who attended the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325 as 
their representative. 183 The chances then are that the Christianization of fed
erate groups such as the Arabs was probably an imperial policy in the Orient 184 

and that Constantius may have been imitating his father when he dispatched 
Theophilus to the world of the Southern Semites for the extension of Byzantine 
influence through the propagation of Christianity. 

V. THE BASILEIA 

The sources for the fourth century indicate that the chiefs of the Ar~b foederati 
or some of them were endowed with the title basileus. These sources are not 
informative on the many questions that may be raised concerning the basileia185 

of these Arab foederati. One can, therefore, only raise the pertinent questions 
and attempt partial answers. 

The following questions may be asked: Did these Arab kings of the fourth 
century become such by appellatio regis?186 Did they travel to Constantinople to 
be invested and crowned kings? 187 What were their insignia or emblems of 

1820n this mission, see supra, pp. 86-100. 
'"Cf. the case of the Goths in A.D. 376, supra, note 180. 
"'This tentative conclusion is based on the Greek rather than the Arabic sources for 

the history of these fourth-century foederati. 
'"On the problems involved in this important topic of the Arab federate basileia, see 

Appendix, infra, p. 520 and note 1. 
1860n this, see P. C. Sands, The Client Princes of the Roman Empire under the Republic 

(Cambridge, 1908), pp. 58-61, 71-73; 0. F. Winter, "Klientelkonige im romischen und 
byzanrinischen Reich," ]OBG, 2 (1952), p. 36. According ro B. Rubin, the basileia of the 
federate king, the Ghassanid Arethas, in the sixth century was by appellatio regis; see Rubin, 
Das Zeitalter lustinians (Berlin, 1960), p. 276. 

187 As Tiridates had done in A.D. 66 in the reign of Nero when he traveled to the first 
Rome, and Tzath, the king of the Lazi, in A.D. 522, in the reign of Jusin I, when he traveled 
to Constantinople; for a vivid description of the two visits, see CAH, 10, pp. 772-73 and 
A. A. Vasiliev, Justin the First (Cambridge, Mass., 1950), pp. 258-64 .. 
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royalty? 188 As allies of Byzantium, 189 were they sovereign rulers or vassals who 
had surrendered a part of their sovereignty? 

The few but significant data scattered in the sources may now be ex
amined and set against the background of Roman and Byzantine practice in 
dealing with allied and vassal kings and of the much more plentiful data on 
the Ghassanid basileia in the sixth century. 190 

The documents for the study of this problem are mainly two: the Namara 
inscription of Imru' al-Qays and the accounts of the ecclesiastical literary 
sources on Mavia and her revolt. 191 

1 

The Namara Inscription 
(1) Striking in the inscription is the phrase describing lmru' al-Qays as 

"the king of all the Arabs." It is unlikely that this is a reference to his king
ship over the Arab federates in Oriens, a reflection of his Byzantine connection. 
His kingship, however, is attested beyond any doubt in his epitaph. 

(2) Another phrase in the inscription is informative on his royal insigne, 
his crown, al-taj. This is valuable since it indicates that he was a malik 
mutawwaj, a crowned king, his insigne being the taj and not the circlet. 192 

(3) Not only the taj (the crown) but its wearer had come from beyond 
the limes, from the Persian Land of the Two Rivers into Byzantine territory. 

1"For a description of these emblems, see Vasiliev, Justin the First, pp. 26~1; on these 
emblems, ta m'.,µl30Aa tftc:; apxftc:;, as symbols of rule and legitimacy in connection with 
the chiefs of the Mauri in North Africa in the sixth century, see Procopius, Wars, III.xxv.3-8. 
It is noteworthy that these chiefs refer to the sending of these emblems as an old tradition, 
and this raises the question of whether one might not conceivably argue retroactively from the 
sixth century to an earlier period when discussing the same problem in its application to the 
Arab foederati in Oriens in the course of the three centuries before the rise of Islam. The 
emblems that the Mauri received from Byzantium consisted of a staff of silver covered with 
gold, a silver cap, a white cloak, a white tunic, and a gilded boot (ibid.). The equally colorful 
description of the emblems that Tzath, the king of the Lazi, received from Justin I may be 
compared with this one in Procopius. 

189 As the amici et socii populi Romani of Roman times; on the use of this phrase in the 
fourth century by Ammianus to describe the Arab foederati, see supra, p. 115 and note 34. 

190Retroactive arguments are dangerous and will hardly be employed in this discussion, 
in spite of what is said on the emblems of royalty and the tradition of sending them to the 
chiefs of the Mauri; see supra, note 188. 

191For the Nama.ra inscription, see supra, pp. 35-37; for the ecclesiastical literary sources 
on Mavia, see supra, pp. 138-202, where these sources have already been intensively analyzed. 
In the present section, some of the data extracted from these sources are put together and 
placed within a new context in order to elucidate the Arab federate basileia of the fourth century. 

192The employment of the term taj, crown, immediately brings to mind the well-known 
passage in the Ecclesiastical History of John of Ephesus describing the "coronation" in Constan
tinople in A.D. 580 of the Ghassanid King Mungir by the Emperor Tiberius, for which see 
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Thus Imru' al-Qays had already been king and a crowned one when he crossed 
over to the Romans, who only recognized him as such. 

(4) The question must remain open of whether or not he went to Con
stantinople. Other Arab kings and chiefs did so, 193 and the circumstances then 
prevailing justified the journey to the capital. In the case of Imru' al-Qays, it 
is impossible to tell. Furthermore, the Arabic verb asara could suggest that 
he crowned himself. 

(5) Was he a sovereign ruler or was he a vassal? The tone of the inscrip
tion and the absence of anything in it that might reflect vassalage all suggest 
that Imru' al-Qays considered himself a sovereign ruler. 194 However, his self
image may not have been an accurate reflection of reality. It is the fact that 
he was settled on Roman territory and probably received subsidies, which sug
gest that he must have surrendered part of his sovereignty. It is almost certain 
that he had no territorial sovereignty since Namara where he was buried was 
a legionary post within the boundaries of the Provincia Arabia. 

The Ecclesiastical Sources 
More informative in some respects but less so in others are the ecclesi

astical literary sources on the fortunes of Queen Mavia, the contemporary of 
the Emperor Valens. There are no references to insignia or to where in Oriens 
her Saracens were settled, as there are to Imru' al-Qays and his Saracens, but 
there are these complementary data: 

1. The term basileus is clearly used to designate the ruler of the Saracen 
group, and so is the term basilissa to describe his queen who ruled after him. 

2. The status of the Arab basileus is that of a foederatus. Both <JJtovba( 

(foedus) and EV<JJtOVOOL (foederati) are used in connection with Mavia, terms 
that are missing in the Namara inscription. 195 

3. It is not clear whether the foedus implied the sovereignty of the Arab 

Niildeke, GF, p. 25. Eicher tiij in the inscription does not mean the same as tiighii in John of 
Ephesus or the latter is unaware of Imru' al-Qays and his crown; for a recent treatment of chis 
passage in John of Ephesus, see E. Chrysos in "The Title BA~IAEY~ in Early Byzantine 
Relations," DOP, 32 (1978), pp. 50--51. The passage will be fully created in the third volume 
of chis series, BASIC. On the crown of Imru' al-Qays, see the present writer in "Observations," 
pp. 34-35, and supra, "The Namara Inscription," pp. 35-37. 

193Such as Imru' al-Qays, the phylarch who visited Constantinople in the reign of the 
Emperor Leo in the fifth century, for which see the present writer, "On the Pacriciace of Imru' 
al-Qays," pp. 74-82; the Kindice chief, Qays, early in the reign of Justinian, for whom see 
the present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," pp. 66-70; and Arechas the Ghassanid and his 
son Mungir who visited the capital in A.D. 563 and 580 respectively; see Niildeke, GF, pp. 
20, 25. The lase is the most relevant, as Mungir was crowned by Tiberius on chat occasion. 

1940n the references co the Romans in the inscription, see "The Namara Inscription," 
supra, pp. 43-47. 

1"For Mavia's deceased husband, the basileus, see the section entitled "The Anonymous 
King," supra, pp. 140-42. 
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basileus, which it could if it was the amicitia and societas of Roman times. The 
course of the war suggests that the foedus had been concluded by the two 
contracting parties on the basis of legal equality. Thus Mavia appears in the 
sources not as an insurgent but as a belligerent conducting an international 
war. Whether this was true in fact is not certain. The unusual circumstances 
during which Mavia fought her war with the empire and the fact that the 
peace was negotiated under duress because of the Gothic peril could explain 
the impression of sovereignty that the reader may gain of Mavia, but it also 
could have concealed the fact that the original foedus with the deceased king 
was in fact a foedus iniquum in spite of all outward appearances. 

2 

Whether the basileus of the ecclesiastical sources and the malik of the 
Namara inscription are related is not entirely clear. It is, therefore, not certain 
whether one could assume that the conclusions drawn on the one are valid for 
the other. 196 In spite of some questions which the examination of these two 
sets of sources has not resolved, it is possible to make the following general 
observations on the Arab basileia in the fourth century: 

(1) The tradition of the Arab basileia in the fourth century is established 
beyond doubt; 197 although some important details on it remain unknown, the 
sources have yielded enough data to suggest a fairly clear picture of it. 

(2) It is noticeable that unlike the Arab Ghassanid kings of the sixth 
century, only one title, basileus, is predicated of Mavia's deceased husband. 198 

The sources, which are few and not very informative, may be misleading on 
this point, but it is possible that the title phylarch was reserved for relatively 
unimportant Arabs chiefs in alliance with Rome. Hence the conclusion may 
be hazarded that these Arab figures in the fourth century, such as Imru' 
al-Qays and Mavia, who bore the titles malik and basilissa respectively, were 
the important ones militarily and politically in the Arab-Byzantine relation-

1""The presumption is that the basileus, Mavia's husband, was a Taniikhid, belonging to 
the Arab group that attained paramountcy among the Arab groups in Oriens in the service of 
Rome in the fourth century. It is, of course, not altogether impossible that he was a descendant 
of Imru' al-Qays, who belonged to the Lakhm. However, the two groups were related to each 
other, and when the term Taniikhid is used in this book to denote the dominant group of 
Arab foederati, it is in the sense of a large confederation which Taniikh in fact was, thus 
comprising various tribes and tribal groups in Oriens, possibly including the Lakhmids. 

197The reguli who joined Julian at Callinicum confirm the reality of the Arab basileia 
in the fourth century, attested by the Arabic Namiira inscription and the Greek ecclesiastical 
literary sources. 

198Not phylarch or patricius which, for instance, Arethas, the Ghassiinid, was, in addition 
to being basileus; see Noldeke, GF, pp. 12-14. The Byzantine titles of Arethas do not seem to 
appear in the same documents with basileus; this may be significant or it may be due to the 
paucity of what has survived of t~e sources. 
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ship and possibly ruled tribes of various affiliations but who were united as a 
confederation. This was true of the Taniikhids and possibly of the Lakhmids. 
Hence the appropriateness of the title basileus. 

(3) The basileia of these Arab figures was not created for their convenience 
by the Romans. Unlike other federate groups that had been settled in Oriens 
even before the Romans appeared on the stage of Near Eastern history, these 
Taniikhids and Lakhmids were outsiders and newcomers, hailing from the 
Land of the Two Rivers and Sasanid Persia's sphere of influence; they brought 
the concept of the basileia with them from the world to which they had 
belonged. 199 Thus Rome simply allowed them to continue the assumption of 
such titles, which did not belong to the Roman system but to the world of 
the barbarians whence they had hailed. 

(4) While Odenathus of Palmyra in the preceding century had such flat
tering titles as dux Romanorum, corrector totius Orientis, and imperator, Mavia's 
husband had only the tide basileus. 200 Perhaps this was a deliberate policy after 
the bitter experience with Palmyra, not to confer on the kings of the domi
nant Arab groups in Oriens titles other than the ones that belonged to the 
barbarian world, lest Roman titles should whet their imperial appetite. 201 

Toward the end of the fourth century, it seems that even the tide basileus 
may have been discontinued and that of phylarch appears, applied to the chiefs 
of the new dominant Arab group in the service of Byzantium, the Sali"}:lids, 
and not only to the minor ones. 202 

VI. THE P HYLARCHIA 

The most important title that described the chiefs of the Arab foederati was 
not a Latin but a Greek term, phylarch. As applied to the Arab federate 
chiefs, the tide had a long history. Inherited from the Roman and Hellenistic 
periods, it endured for some three centuries in the Byzantine period from the 
fourth to the seventh centuries, during which the institution for which it 

1991mm' al-Qays's father was 'Amr, the famous king ofl:lira, while the basileia among the Ta
niikhids is attested by a bilingual inscription, Greek and Aramaic, found at Umm al-Jimal in 
southern Syria, and it speaks of Jac;_lima, "the king of the Taniikh," in the third century A.D. 

")()Contrast with the Ghassanids, who had Roman titles in the sixth century; thus there 
may have been a development, unless the conclusion on the basileia of the fourth century with
out Roman titles has been drawn on insufficient evidence--{)n the few uninformative extant 
sources. 

201 It is possible that this was related to the two revolts of the Arab foederati in the reigns 
of Valens and Theodosius, for which see supra, pp. 142-50, 210-41. The title basileus or 
basilissa, allowed to the ruler or the chief of the dominant Arab federate group, may have 
given the foederati a sense of self-importance which disposed them to that self-assertiveness that 
twice resulted in revolts. 

202See Sozomen, HE, Vl.38.14, and the following section on the phylarchia. 
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stood evolved, reaching a high degree of complexity in the sixth century. 203 A 
correct understanding of the Arab-Byzantine relationship in these three cen
turies depends to a large extent on a correct understanding of the two terms 
phylarch and phylarchate, and yet no adequate study of both has appeared 
so far. 204 It is proposed here to discuss whatever can be extracted from the 
sources on the first phase of the evolution of the term and the institution in 
the first Byzantine century, the fourth. Concentration on the fourth century 
is desirable since it is only after the diachronous investigation of its history 
throughout these three centuries before the rise of Islam that this understudied 
but important adjunct military institution in the Roman army can be com
prehended. 205 

(1) The first question that arises in connection with the term phylarch is 
why in the Roman military system, the language of which was Latin, a Greek 
word was chosen to designate the Arab chiefs of the foederati? Two related 
questions also suggest themselves: why it was this particular word that was 
chosen and why it was not translated into Latin? 

(a) In answer to the first question, it may be said that this had been a 
term that had acquired wide vogue in its application to Arab chiefs in the 
late Hellenistic period and after it in the Roman. 206 It was only natural that it 
should have been retained in Byzantine times. 

(b) In answer to the question why it was this particular term almost to 
the exclusion of others 207 that had acquired vogue and was retained, it may be 
said that the etymology of the term may have been partly responsible. It 
implied a tribal structure of Arab society and this corresponded with its 
image in the mirror of Graeco-Roman historiography, especially in the fourth 
century, that is, after the destruction of the great Arab urban center that 

'°'Perhaps three phases in the evolution of the term and the institution may be dis
cerned, each phase being roughly coterminous with each of the three centuries of the Arab
Byzantine relationship before the rise of Islam. 

204Two contributions may be referred to in this connection: (a) Niildeke's discussion of 
the term in his GF, which is now out of date in many ways besides its concentrating only on 
the sixth century; for a critique of Niildeke's views on the phylarchia and basileia of the federate 
Arabs, see Appendix, infra, pp. 520-21; (b) F. Gschnitzer's article on the title phylarchos, 
which treats of the history of the term in classical literature in its application to the non-Greek 
world; see RE, Supplementbd. 11 (1968), s.v. Especially welcome and relevant is his section on 
the application of the term to the Arabs (cols. 1072-78), the value of which to the Byzantino
arabist is mainly heuristic. 

' 0'How little known this institution is may be seen from the fact that A. H. M. Jones 
telescopes the supportive documentation for his conception of the phylarchate throughout three 
centuries in one single note; see his LRE, vol. 2, p. 1252 note 8, annotating his text in vol. 
1, p. 611. 

2o6for this, see Gschnitzer, op. cit., cols. 1072-74. 
207Such as :rtpOEDpo~, :rtpOVOTjt~~' otpatTjyO~, €0vapxTJ~, for which see M. Rostov

tzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire (Oxford, 1957), vol. 1, p. 272. 
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had controlled the tribes and introduced a certain degree of urbanization and 
sedentarization among the Arabs of the steppes. The fall of Palmyra brought 
the Romans face to face with the world of the Arabian Peninsula, full of tribes, 
while the further bedouinization that set in after the fall of that city must 
have given an impetus to the reversion and regress toward nomadism already 
existent in Arabia. After the equation of Saraceni with Scenitae in the fourth 
century and the careless use of the term Saraceni to designate not only Scenitae 
but all Arabs, it was easy to conceive of the Arabs as nomads composed of 
tribes, phylai, and thus the termphylarch, chosen to designate their chiefs, was 
in the minds of the Graeco-Roman writers only apposite. 

(c) The Latin equivalent of phylarchos was tribunus, and such a military 
term might have been translated into the language of the Roman army, Latin, 
but it was not, and when it was used in Latin it appeared in transliterated 
form, phylarchus. 208 Perhaps the reason is that the Arab phylarch would easily 
have been confused with the Roman tribune. 209 The transliteration of Greek 
cpuAapxoi; into Latin phylarchus thus guarded against such confusion, but in 
so doing it also practically reserved the use of the term to the Arab chief and 
thus contributed to the emergence of the phylarchate as a distinctively Arab 
military office. 

Finally, it may be said that the application of the term was also appro
priate historically. The term, originally, had been used in ancient Athens for 
the commander of the cavalry furnished by each tribe; but since the Arab 
foederati, or allies of Byzantium in the fourth century, were horsemen, the old 
term was appropriate for their chiefs. 210 The application of the term phylarch 
to the Arab chiefs was, therefore, doubly appropriate in that etymologically 
it reflected the tribal structure of their society while historically it evoked the 
Athenian phylarch who was a cavalry commander just as the Arab chief was. 

Thus when the Greek term phylarchos was applied to the Arabs, it came 
to have three significations: (a) a tribal chief, the equivalent of the Arabic 
term shaykh; (b) a military commander who crossed the path of the Romans; 
and (c) an Arab commander in alliance with Rome, a foederatus. The triple 
signification of this single term presents problems in the examination of Greek 
texts pertaining to the Arabs since sometimes it is not clear from the context 
in which of the three senses the term was being used. 211 

208As in Ammianus, RG, XXIV.2.4; although there it describes the Lakhmid Mungir, 
the Arab ally of Persia; for the possible use of the nontechnical term ductor to d.escribe an Arab 
chief during Julian's campaign, see the chapter on Julian, supra, pp. 117-18. 

2090n the correspondence of phylarch to tribune, see Gschnitzer, op. cit., cols. 1071-72, 
1079. 

2100n Noldeke's views on the Arab phylarch and his Athenian counterpart, see Appen
dix, infra, p. 521. 

mFor examples of this ambivalence, see the reference to the phylarch Zokomos in Sozo
men, HE, Vl.38.14-16. In sec. 14, the term is used in the literal sense of a tribal chief, 
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(2) Perhaps the term phylarch was not applied to the principal Arab 
chiefs of the foederati such as the Tanukhids and the Lakhmids, who had the 
title basileus. It may have been reserved for the minor chiefs in Oriens, both 
those who were under the kings of the Tanukhids and the Lakhmids and those 
who were not but who were settled in other parts of Oriens, e.g., Sinai, 212 and 
who had been in Oriens before the Tanukhids and the Lakhmids went over to 

the Romans. The assignment of these lesser chiefs with the title phylarch was 
most probably local; they maintained law and order and policed the arid zones 
in which or near which they were settled against the inroads of the nomads 
both from within and without the limes. 

However, there may have been a development in the denotation of the 
term phylarch toward the end of the fourth century. Zokomos, the eponymous 
founder of the second group of foederati, the Salil)ids, in the fifth century, is 
referred to by Sozomen213 as "phylarch." This may be due to the fact that he 
happened to be the chief of a tribe when Sozomen recounted the story of his 
conversion to Christianity or to the fact that the ti de basileus, a unifying 
force among powerful Arab federate groups such as the Tanukhids, may have 
proved detrimental to imperial interests. 214 

(3) A third problem that presents itself is whether or not the phylarchal 
system was developed in the fourth century as it was to be in the sixth. In 
this latter century, it is almost certain that each province in Oriens, at least 
the limitrophe ones, had its own phylarch or phylarchs, 215 and, what is more, 
these phylarchs were assimilated into the Byzantine system of ranks, the 
lowest-ranking phylarch having the title clarissimus. 216 What exactly the situa
tion was in the fourth century is not clear, and no definitive answer can be 
given to this question because of the paucity of the sources. 211 The chances are, 

shaykh, but it is known that he was the eponym of the Zokomids (Sali:l:iids), the clients of 
Byzantium who succeeded the Tanukhids, and the fact is even implied in the text itself of 
Sozomen (sec. 16), which speaks of how these Saracens became formidable to the Persians
sure sign of their participation in Byzantium's Persian War as her clients. 

The ambivalence of the term (JYUAapxoi; might have been guarded against, at least par
tially, by the use of the term o.px(qmt-oi; for the first of the three significations, to denote a 
tribal chief. 

212For such a chief, see "Ammonii Monachi Relatio," supra, p. 298, but it is not clear whether 
he was a phylarch in the sense of an Arab chief or one allied with Byzantium; the chances are 
that he was the latter. 

213HE, Vl.38.14. 
2140n this, see the section on the basileia, supra, p. 514 and note 201. The Arabic sources 

of later rimes, however, refer to the Sali:l:iid chiefs as muluk, kings. Their titles will be dis
cussed in the second volume of this series, BAFIC. 

"'Malalas speaks of the "phylarchs of the provinces," and the phrase is significant; see 
Chronographia, p. 435, lines 3-4. 

2160n this, see the present writer in "The Parriciate of Arethas," pp. 323-24. 
217Not much can be extracted from the accounts of the Saracens of Sinai in the fourth 

century. However, there is that reference to the phylarchia in the Ammonii Monachi Relatio, 
supra, p. 298; for Obedianus (Ubayda) of Pharan, see ibid., pp. 301-2. 
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however, that the system was not very developed in the fourth century. This 
was the first century of the Byzantine period, the one that witnessed the first 
phase in the forging of the new Arab-Byzantine relationship after it had been 
shattered in the preceding century by the Roman-Palmyrene encounter. It is, 
therefore, natural to presume that in the fourth century this relationship was 
in its experimental phase during which the Byzantines were groping for a new 
formula of coexistence with the Arabs. 

(4) Finally, the termphylarch may be related to the problem of the image 
of the Arabs in the Byzantine period. The term Saraceni has already been 
discussed in connection with that image, and it has been suggested that its 
equation with Scenitae has projected an image of the Arabs as a nomadic 
people of tent-dwellers. 218 As the two terms phylarch and Saracen became almost 
conjugates, the former further distorted the image of the Arabs (already dis
torted by the latter as the equivalent of Scenites) by suggesting that the structure 
of their society was not sedentary but tribal and nomadic. 

VII. ARABS IN THE SERVICE OF BYZANTIUM 

In the Roman period, especially in the third century, some Arab figures 
reached the altitudes of imperial promotion in the military cursus. Such were 
Odenathus of Palmyra, who was dux Romanorum, corrector totius Orientis, and 
imperator, and Philip, who after being praetorian prefect was elevated to the 
purple and became the first Arab to attain to the principate. 

It is noteworthy that Arabs in the service of Byzantium do not come 
anywhere near the pinnacle reached by their predecessors in the Roman period, 
in spite of the important contributions they made to the Byzantine war effort 
in the fourth and sixth centuries. 219 Perhaps the sources that told of important 
Arab figures have not survived, 220 while some Arabs may have reached high 
ranks but their identity was obscured by their assumption of Graeco-Roman 
names. Even so, the chances are that no Arab reached the magisterium, as did 

The fourth century witnessed a provincial reorganization that left Palestine divided into 
three parts, Prima, Secunda, and Tertia (Saluraris); this may have entailed the increase of the 
number of phylarchs in the three Palesrines or at least their reallocation. 

218 Its Arabic equivalent, shaykh (sheik) has functioned similarly in modern times, by pro
jecting roughly the same image in Europe and America, bur it also connotes a romantic lover! 

219Cf. the impressive list of Germans in the service of Byzantium in Waas, "Germanen."" 
The ecclesia, perhaps, offered them a more spacious opportunity than the army in the Byzantine 
period. They could become bishops, as did Moses in the fourth and Aspeberos in the fifth 
century. 

" 0Ic was by the merest chance char rhe Namara inscription had miraculously survived 
before it was discovered some eighty years ago. Without it we should be completely in the dark 
on the important historical figure it commemorates, whose arms reached Najran in the South. 
Had it nor been for her orthodoxy, the ecclesiastical historians would nor have cared ro record 
the exploits of Mavia, and char important chapter written by her in rhe reign of Valens would 
have remained closed. 
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many of the German chiefs in the fourth and the following centuries. 221 The 
phenomenon may be accounted for as follows: 

( 1) In the fourth century it was the barbarian group along the Danube, 
the Germans, not the Arabs along the oriental limes, that exercised the atten
tion of Byzantium, and, as is well known, Constantine's policy led to a 
considerable degree of Germanization in the army. Hence the Arabs recede 
into the background both as a threat and as a barbarian group that had strong 
claims on the attention of the emperors. 222 

(2) The bitter experience with Arab Palmyra may have taught the Romans 
a lesson. Surely the ambitions of Zenobia were whetted by the successes of 
her deceased husband Odenathus, on whom Rome had conferred so many 
titles and honors. Perhaps after the Palmyrene experience the Romans were 
reluctant to place the Arab commanders in high positions from which they 
might develop imperial ambitions. 

(3) The fact that none of the Arab commanders reached the magisterium 
is of course also related to their legal status as foederati, nonregular troops in 
the Roman army whose members were citizens. 223 They were foederati, non
citizens to whom the magisterium would not have been open, and their chiefs 
were kings and phylarchs and thus were outside the strictly military cursus 
which led to that office. 224 

(4) Finally, their relations with Byzantium did not mature in the fourth 
century. It was punctuated by too many disagreements that led to revolts and 
withdrawals from the service, as happened in the reigns of Constantius, Julian, 
and Valens. 

Even so, the Arab foederati contributed two significant figures to the 
military history of Byzantium in the fourth century, one in the first half, 
Imru' al-Qays, "the king of all the Arabs," and another in the second half, 
Queen Mavia. 225 

"'Perhaps the sixth-century Arab figures, the Ghassanid king, Arethas, and his equally 
redoubtable son, al-Mungir, represent the ablest Arab military talent at the disposal of Byzan
tium, which reflected its recognition of their services by awarding them such high ranks and 
dignities as the gloriosissimate and the patriciate; see the present writer in "The Patriciate of 
Arethas," pp. 321-43. 

222The pressure on the Danube from the Germans also brought them within striking dis
tance of Constantinople itself. 

"'The Constitutio Antoniniana made of the provincials of the Provincia Arabia citizens, 
and thus the road was open for one of them, Philip, ro enter the army and be elevated ro 
the principate. 

224Whether their kings and phylarchs in the fourth century were endowed with the 
ranks that the Ghassanids were to be endowed with in the sixth is not clear; see the sections 
on the basileia and the phylarchia, supra, pp. 510-18. 

"'The extent of their achievements may be measured by the fact that the arms of the 
first reached Najran in South Arabia, while that of the second reached Thrace and defended 
Constantinople. 
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VIII. APPENDIX 

Th. Noldeke on the Basileia and the Phylarchia 

Noldeke did not research the fourth and fifth centuries in the history of Arab-Byzantine 
relations. As a result, his conception of both the basileia and the phylarchia in the 
fourth century is vague and indeed erroneous. It is therefore important to discuss his 
views, especially as some of them, e.g., on the Ghassanid basileia, have been unfortu
nately accepted and this has created some confusion in a related area of Byzantine 
studies, strictly Byzantine, namely the basileia of the Emperor Heraclius in A.D. 629. 1 

Noldeke notes that the Greek writers apply the term ~aOLA.EV£ (basileus) to the 
vassal princes of the empire; but they do so because they want to avoid the application 
of the term <pVA.apx°'; (phylarch) to these vassals, in view of the fact that the latter 
term had a different meaning in ancient Athens,' and he gives as an example the 
application of the term ~aOLA.LOOa (queen) to Mavia in the fourth century. 3 The 
statement comes immediately after another one on the basileia of the Ghassanid king 
Arethas, who, according to Procopius, was invested with the o.1;(wµa ~amMwi; in 
around A.D. 530, but who, according to Noldeke, did not assume it officially since 
it belonged exclusively to the Byzantine ruler. 

1. Noldeke's misconception of the Arab basileia derives from his misconception 
of the imperial basileia in the sixth century. The latter was never assumed officially 
by the Byzantine ruler, whose official title was always imperator, atrtoxpa-twp, and it 
was only in 629 that basileus became his title, when the Emperor Heraclius assumed 
it officially. 4 

2. Thus the premise from which Noldeke started crumbles and with it his 
conclusions on both the Ghassanid rulers of the sixth century and the retroactive 
arguments which he applied to the Arab rulers of the fourth century. These certainly 
had the title ~aOLA.Ell£ (basileus), of which Noldeke apparently was unaware. Mavia's 
deceased husband had it, the Arab chiefs (reguli) who met Julian at Callinicum during 
his Persian campaign had it, and so did Imm' al-Qays of the Namara inscription.' 
The Tanukhid and Lakhmid rulers in the fourth century derived their basileia from 
a tradition of kingship that had existed among the Arabs before they crossed over to 
the Romans from Persian territory. So when the Greek authors applied the term 
basileus to this or that fourth-century Arab ruler, they were only giving recognition to 
a dignity that the Arab rulers had already had, deriving from an Arab tradition and 
not one that was created for them after they migrated to Byzantine territory. Thus 
the Arab basileia in Oriens in this Byzantine period of three centuries before the rise 

1See Chrysos, ''The Title B~IAE~ ... pp. 46--51; for an examination of this section 
of Chrysos's article, see the present writer, "On the Titulature of the Emperor Heraclius," 
Byzantion, 51 (1981), pp. 288-94. 

2Noldeke, GF, p. 13. 
'Ibid., note 1. 
'It appears in one of his Novels dated A.D. 629; see the present writer in "The Iranian 

Factor in Byzantium during the Reign of the Emperor Heraclius," DOP, 26 (1972), pp. 
295-320. 

'Noldeke must have overlooked the references to these kings in the Greek and Latin 
sources, while the Namiira inscription was discovered after he wrote on this subject. 
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of Islam can be accurately grasped only when it is investigated diachronously and 
methodically, starting from the first Byzantine century, the fourth, and not vice 
versa, starting from the sixth and reasoning retroactively. 

3. Noldeke's views on the Arab phylarchia of the Orient are derivative from his 
misconception of the Arab basileia. Contrary to what he states, the Greek writers did 
not avoid the application of the term cpu1..apxoi,; (phylarch) to the Arab chiefs because 
the term had been applied to the Athenian phylarchs in ancient times. 6 

His interpretation of a well-known passage in Procopius' in support of his views 
on the term phylarch cannot be accepted. 8 Surely Procopius expressed himself the way 
he did because he had started by speaking of the duces, and as a purist he naturally 
chose to use the Greek term apxwv, which he had to explain in a clause as the 
equivalent of the Latin dux; then he spoke of (j)llA.UpXOL, and it was partly for stylistic 
reasons that he had to balance CtpXWV and the clause that followed it with l)youµEv0<; 
and its clause. But more important than stylistic considerations is that Procopius 
wanted to draw the attention of the reader to the fact that just as duces was a technical 
term for the Roman commanders in the provinces so was the term (j)llA.UPXOL, and this 
was especially necessary to do because (j)llA.UpXOL may have been taken as a literary 
locution meaning a tribal chief and because it was not a Latin but a Greek term 
rather isolated in a technical military terminology that was almost exclusively Latin. 9 

Noldeke wrote his monograph on the Ghassanids almost a century ago before 
what might be termed the "epigraphic revolution," 10 which revealed that Jagima was 
indeed king of the Tanukhids in the third century and that such figures in Arab
Byzantine relations as the Lakhmid Imru' al-Qays in the fourth century and the 
Ghassanid Arethas in the sixth do in fact represent the strong tradition of the Arab 
basileia in pre-Islamic times. 

6Noldeke, GF, p. 12. His views on the application of the term phy!arch to the Arabs 
and on its Athenian counterpart are invalidated by the many references to the Arab chiefs as 
phylarchs even before the Byzantine period; see Gschnitzer, RE, Supplementbd. 11, cols. 
1072-74. On the patterning of Arab tribes after the Greek phy!ai in urban centers, see ibid., 
col. 1071. On the appropriateness of the application of this old Athenian term to the Arab 
chiefs, see the section on the phy!archia, supra, p. 516. 

'0ii6El£ 6E OU'tE 'PffiµUL(l)V m:pU'tt(l)'t(OV apxffiv, OU£ 6oUXU£ XUA.OUOLV, OU'tE 
~apUXT]VCOV ,:ci>v 'PffiµULOL£ tvmt6v6ffiV t']youµEVO£ OL qJUA.UPXOL bttXUA.OUV'tm; Pro
copius, Wars, 1.xvii.46. 

'Noldeke, GF, p. 13 note 2. He starts his footnote as follows: "S.z.B. Procop a.a.o .... 
t']youµEVO£ o'i qJUA.UpXOL tmxaA.ouv,:m a!s hande!te es sich um ein fremdes oder vu!gares Wort." 
That t']youµEVO£ is often used instead of qiuA.apxo£ cannot argue that the Greek writers 
were trying to avoid qiu11.apxo£, as Noldeke suggests in the same footnote. 'HyouµEVO£ is 
the common term for "commander," "leader," and the term was thus used when writers were 
not being technical. However, t']youµEVO£ and t']yEµovia could be used for a special reason, 
as in the description of the Kindite Arab chief, Qays, over the Palestines, for which see the 
present writer in "Byzantium and Kinda," pp. 68-69. 

'This passage in Procopius is inter a!ia a precious guide to the most important of the 
three significations of the term phy!arch discussed in "Phy!archia," supra, p. 516. 

"'The term is inspired by the "archaeological revolution" discussed by Peter Brown in 
"Religious Dissent in the Later Roman Empire: The Case of Africa," History, 46 (1961), 
pp. 84-85. 





PART FOUR 

SYNTHESIS AND EXPOSITION 



KEY 

A !though it is not difficult to relate the various sections of this Synthesis 
to the corresponding chapters of Parts 1-111 on which it is based, this 

key will make explicit this relation and will help the reader to better find his 
way. 

I. "Federate-Imperial Relations" is based on Part One, Chapters I-VI. 
II. "The Political and Military Organization of the Foederati" is based 

on Part Two, Chapter X, Sec. II; Part Three, Sec. II, 1-3. 
III. "The World of the Foederati in the Arabic Sources" is based on Part 

Two, Chapter X, Secs. 1-V, and the four Appendices of that chapter. 
IV. "The Foederati and the Roman Frontier" is based on Part Three, 

Sec. I, 1-2. 
V. "Federate Cultural Life" is based on Part One, Chapter I, Sec. I; 

Part Two, Chapter XI, Secs. I-V. 
VI. "The Arab Episcopate" is based on Part One, Chapter VIII, Secs. 

I and IV; Part One, Chapter IX and its three Appendices. 
VII. "The Rise of an Arab Church" is based on Part One, Chapter IX; 

Part Two, Chapter XI, Secs. I-II. 
VIII. "Christianity and Arabism: Interaction and Reciprocal Influences" 

is based on the same material as the preceding section. 
IX. "The Image" is based on the relevant chapters in RA and on Part 

One, Chapter III, Sec. IV, and Chapter VII, Secs. I-II, IV-V. 



I. FEDERATE-IMPERIAL RELATIONS 

The Arab foederati of the fourth century crossed the paths of six emperors: 
Constantine, Constantius, Julian, Jovian, Valens, and Theodosius. The water
shed that divides this course of Arab-Byzantine relations is the reign of Jovian 
and the Peace that goes by his name, struck in A.D. 363. Until then the 
foederati had dealt with the house of Constantine, and their main contribution 
to the Byzantine war effort had consisted of their participation in the Persian 
Wars of that house. After A.D. 363 they treated with the house ofValentinian 
and that of Theodosius represented by Valens and Theodosius the Great, and 
their main contribution consisted of participation in the Gothic War in a new 
theater of war, in Thrace. A certain unity pervades the first period since the 
foederati had to deal with three members of the house of Constantine, the two 
Arians and the Apostate, while their theater of war was the familiar terrain 
of the Syro-Mesopotamian region. The second period abounds with surprises, 
both military and cultural. The scene of Arab-Byzantine relations is occupied 
by such colorful figures as Queen Ma via, her princess daughter, and their 
holy man, Moses, while the foederati fight on distant battlefields, in Thrace. 
The course of Arab-Byzantine relations in the reigns of six emperors of this 
century, beginning with Constantine and ending with Theodosius, may be 
presented as follows: 

Constantine 
The imperator who effected the translatio imperii from Rome on the Tiber 

to Rome on the Bosphorus adopted for his faith an eastern religion and 
contemplated a major war with the eastern secular enemy, Sasanid Persia, 
obviously had considerable interest in the East. The Arabs formed part of that 
East and as such they must have fallen within the purview of his designs, 
both those for Oriens and those for the Peninsula. 

The Byzantine period opens in the reign of Constantine with a significant 
historical fact in the history of Arab-Byzantine relations, namely, the client
ship of Imru' al-Qays, who died in A.D. 328 in the Provincia Arabia. He is 
styled in his epitaph "the king of all the Arabs," a description which although 
it may be an exaggeration, yet does contain a measure of truth in view of his 
many conquests in the Arabian Peninsula which the Namara inscription, the 
main source of his exploits, documents. In spite of his kingship, he could not 
have been entirely independent and must have been a client-king, the term 
that most adequately describes him. He was a king to his people but a client 
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to Rome, and in strict technical terminology he was afoederatus, receiving the 
annona and in return performing certain services for Byzantium. 

The inscription gives a glimpse of the structure of this client-kingdom 
in the Byzantine limitrophe in the reign of Constantine. Imru' al-Qays did 
not die issueless. He had sons, and these were also in the service of Rome. 
They were put in charge of certain Arab tribes, as cavalry commanders over 
mounted tribesmen, and were responsible to him. Just as his sons were sub
ordinate to him, so must Imru' al-Qays have been subordinate to the dux of 
Arabia and ultimately to the magister militum in Oriens. 

The function of the client-king was mainly military, although he and his 
foederati probably participated in protecting Roman commercial interests when 
these involved trade routes in the Arabian Peninsula. He participated in main
taining security within the confines of the Provincia and in protecting the 
Roman frontier from the raids and invasions of the Peninsular Arabs. The 
precious reference to his sons at the head of the tribes clearly implies that 
these also maintained an indirect Roman presence in what might be termed a 
Roman sphere of influence in Arabia, which in turn may have had something 
to do with the provincial reorganization of the Provincia Arabia and of Oriens 
in this period. 

The strong political and military presence of lmru' al-Qays in Arabia as 
reflected in the Namiira inscription is attested not only because of references 
to the tribes he conquered and the position of his sons as chiefs of these tribes; 
it is attested in a more dramatic way in his campaign against Najran in the 
distant Arabian South. If this campaign was conducted from his base in 
Arabia and if it was sponsored by the Romans, then it would have been a 
major military operation, one that would have had important implications for 
Byzantine foreign policy in Arabia, the Red Sea area, and the world of the 
Southern Semites. It would also make highly probable Constantine's assump
tion of the cognomen "Arabicus," attested in a Latin inscription hailing from 
Mauretania. 

The client-kingship of lmru' al-Qays appears in the middle of important 
military and diplomatic activities in the reign of Constantine: the campaign of 
the Sasanid king, Shapiir, in the Arabian Peninsula around A.D. 326, a cam
paign that brought him as far west as }:lijaz and the Roman limes, and a dip
lomatic thrust, echoes of which are audible in the Vita Constantini, involving 
alliances with the world of the Southern Semites, Ethiopia, and South Arabia. 
Set within this military and diplomatic context, the campaign of Imru' al-Qays 
against Najran in South Arabia, if conducted from the Provincia, could dem
onstrate the important place that the client-king had in Byzantium's scheme 
of things in the reign of the first Byzantine emperor. 

The first attested Arab client-king of the Byzantine period died in A.D. 

328 and was buried in Namara in the Provincia Arabia, the limes of which he 
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had guarded. The sources do not state who his successor was, but it is almost 
certain that he was one of those sons mentioned in the epitaph as ruling over 
the Arab tribes in his lifetime. The epitaph unfortunately leaves these sons 
anonymous, and anonymity indeed plagues the Arab foederati and their rulers 
until the reign of Valens in the latter part of the century. 

In the period that elapsed between the death of Imru' al-Qays in 328 
and that of Constantine in 3 3 7, the Arab foederati hardly figure in the annals 
of Arab-Byzantine relations. One would have expected them to participate in 
the Persian campaign of Constantine which he opened just before his death, 
especially as Imru' al-Qays and his sons most probably had had their brushes 
with the Sasanid king, Shapiir. Whether or not they did remains an open 
question, and the sources are sparse and uninformative. They possibly did, 
unless they had become disaffected because of doctrinal differences with the 
imperial government after Constantine veered toward the Arian definition of 
the faith under the influence of Eusebius of Nicomedia. 

If they were disaffected toward the end of the reign, this was most prob
ably due to the exile of the Nicene bishops by Constantine in the decade that 
followed the convocation of the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325, and one of 
these bishops was probably Pamphilus (or his successor) who was probably the 
bishop of the foederati and had attended that council. Furthermore, the exile 
of the leader of the Nicene party, Athanasius of Alexandria, in A.D. 336 may 
also have been an element in the disaffection of the orthodox foederati. 

The imperator who opted for the pars orientalis must also be credited with 
laying the foundation of a sound Byzantine policy toward the Orient and with 
it the Arabs. His relations with them apparently were friendly, and in his own 
territory, the Provincia Arabia, was settled "the king of all the Arabs," a 
powerful Arab ruler who must have contributed substantially toward the reas
sertion of Roman political and military presence and influence, both in Oriens 
and in the Peninsula, and who was not an unworthy successor to Odenathus 
of Palmyra in the preceding century. Imm' al-Qays is the best representative 
of the new Arab-Byzantine relationship in the fourth century, that of the 
foederati and the phylarchi. Constantine's success in converting barbarian ene
mies into friendly client-kingdoms was remarkable. But while his success on 
the Rhine, the Danube, and the Euphrates, with the Franks, the Goths, and 
the Armenians respectively, is well known, that on the limes Arabicus is not so 
well known and deserves better recognition for a more comprehensive appre
ciation of the achievement of the first Byzantine imperator. 

Constantius 
Constantius continued his father's policy in his support of Arianism, in 

the prosecution of the Persian War, and in the cultivation of the Semites. 
The foederati were in open revolt in A.D. 337, the year of Constantius's 
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accession. The death of Constantine meant the dissolution of the foedus, which 
had to be renewed between the new sovereign and the foederati. Already dis
satisfied with Constantine's Arian policy, the foederati apparently took advan
tage of the dissolution of the foedus and not only did not renew it, but also 
revolted. Constantius succeeded in reconciling them the following year, and 
the reconciliation was most probably made possible when Constantius allowed 
the exiled Nicene bishops to return, among whom presumably was the ortho
dox bishop of the foederati. Whether they were alienated again by the flight 
of Athanasius from Alexandria to Rome in A.D. 339 is not clear. The loss of 
the relevant books of Ammianus's Res Gestae for this first period from 33 7 to 
351, the year of the death of the emperor's brother Constans, makes it impos
sible to know whether the foederati participated, however intermittently, in 
the Persian War. But these books are extant from the year 353, when Ammi
anus finds them in revolt, till the end of the reign in 361, and yet there 
is no mention of Arab federate participation in the second Persian War of 
359-61. The presumption is that they were in revolt, and this may be related 
to Constantius's aggressive Arian policy in the fifties. 

More successful was Constantius's effort to win over the Southern Semites, 
of whom the South Arabians formed a part and to whom the historian Philo
storgius devotes the best part of his account. 

The emperor dispatches a diplomatic mission headed by Theophilus Indus 
to a South Arabia still in the embrace of paganism but which had a large 
and influential Jewish community. Theophilus, the miracle-worker, carries 
gifts to the ruler of South Arabia (referred to as ethnarch) consisting of two 
hundred Cappadocian horses and many other splendid gifts. He succeeds in 
converting the ethnarch of South Arabia and receives permission to found 
three churches in that region: one in Zafar, the capital of the J::Iimyarites of 
South Arabia, another in the port of Aden, and a third near the mouth of the 
Persian Gulf. 

After successfully performing his mission in South Arabia, he crosses to 

his native island of Dibos and to Iodice where he corrects certain religious 
customs, and then crosses over to Ethiopia, where he apparently failed to win 
over its two rulers to the Arian position. It is almost certain that Constantius's 
well-known letter to the two Ethiopian rulers concerning the recall of Fru
mentius and his dispatch to George the Cappadocian, the intrusive bishop of 
Alexandria (February 357-0ctober 358), was carried by Theophilus. The epis
copate of George is thus a chronological indication of the date of Theophilus's 
m1ss1on. 

The mission served ecclesiastical, commercial, and political purposes. In 
addition to spreading Christianity in South Arabia and amenability to Byzan
tine influence, it served Byzantine commercial interests in the Red Sea, Indian 
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Ocean, and Persian Gulf-the route to India. In the context of the Byzantine
Sasanid conflict, it had clear political and military implications in its acquisi
tion of new friends and allies in the world of the Southern Semites, especially 
as South Arabia in those days extended as far to the east as the Persian Gulf. 

The ecclesiastic who headed the embassy was a remarkable man. He 
emerges as a link between the reign of Constantine and that of Constantius as 
far as the world of the Southern Semites is concerned. Sent by the Dibans/ 
Divaeans as hostage to Constantine, he was formed and trained by Eusebius 
of Nicomedia. In the reign of Constantius, he emerged as an ardent Arian 
who returned to the region he had hailed from to convert it to Christianity. 
His career recalls that of his contemporary Ulphilas, the apostle to the Goths, 
an Arian like himself whose ancestors ultimately had hailed from Barbaria and 
who returned thither to preach in partibus infidelium. 

The mission of Theophilus thus represents a strand of continuity with 
the reign of Constantine, who had perfected the experiment of surrounding 
himself with a ring of friendly client-states along the limes in Europe and had 
made initial probes with the Southern Semites of the Orient. But it was 
Constantius who carried these initial probes to a successful conclusion with 
the dispatch of the miracle-worker, Theophilus Indus. Of the legacy of his 
father to which he fell heir, the spread of Arianism, the war against Persia, 
and good relations with the Orient, Constantius failed miserably in the first 
two and succeeded signally in the third, which must be adjudged a notable 
success both in its conception and in its execution. 

Thus in the late fifties Byzantium's sphere of influence in Arabia was 
remarkably extensive and firm. Western Arabia had practically been won over. 
Its northern part was within the Byzantine sphere of influence, and the fact 
is reflected in Imru' al-Qays's clientship, while the southern part was won 
recently by Theophilus Indus. Constantine's friendly relations with the South
ern Semites reflected in the Vita Constantini was raised to a higher power by 
the missionary effort of Constantius, a comprehensive one which encompassed 
that southern region in its entirety, from Ethiopia to the Persian Gulf. 

Julian 
What father and son had accomplished, the nephew undid. Julian's 

haughtiness alienated the Arabs, while the technical ground of the disagree
ment that developed between him and the Arabs was not doctrinal but the 
withholding of their salaria and munera. Thus, as far as Arab-Byzantine rela
tions are concerned, the reign constitutes a departure of some sort in the 
pattern of friction and disagreement between the foederati and the imperial 
government. 

References to the Arabs in the Res Gestae are many, both implicit and 
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explicit, and, unlike the reference in the sources to the reigns of Constantine 
and Constantius, they make possible an evaluation of the Arab contribution to 
Julian's Persian campaign and to the Byzantine war effort against Persia. 

These references open with the most important one, the passage in which 
Ammianus describes how the Arab reguli came to pay homage to Julian near 
Circesium, offered him the ex auro corona, and saluted him as dominus mundi. 

These reguli provide Julian with Arab auxilia who make their appearance at 
various junctures in the course of his march against Ctesiphon, at Circesium 
and Anatha. Implicit references find the Arabs between Zaitha and Dura, near 
Macepracta, near Perisabora, near Coche/Seleucia. The climax of the campaign 
was the battle for Ctesiphon in which, as has been argued, the Arabs take 
part. They retreat with Julian after the repulse at Ctesiphon until his death 
near Sumere. 

The contribution of the Arabs to Julian's army was their mounted aux
iliaries. As auxilia, they functioned throughout the campaign as cover for 
the legions. As mounted lancers they belonged to the cavalry arm and they 
also acted as guides and scouts. They most probably took part in the battle 
of Ctesiphon led by Julian himself, who had been pleased with their previous 
performance. 

Of the three groups of auxilia that were associated with Julian's Persian 
campaign, the Arabs, the Goths, and the Armenians, it was the first that 
participated effectively in the campaign; the second are mentioned only once, 
and the third failed to make an appearance. 

But Julian's relations with the Arabs were not constant. Disagreements 
developed after the battle of Ctesiphon during his retreat, when he denied a 
group of Arab auxilia their munera and salaria and added insult to injury with 
his famous reply, imperatorem bellicosum et vigilantem ferrum habere non aurum. 

He had been opposed to employing the service of auxilia in principle, and 
after Ctesiphon he felt he no longer needed them. These same Arab auxilia 
whom he had alienated before his death surrounded the Roman cavalry when 
these were at Dura during Jovian's retreat and after Julian's death. 

The Arab involvement in imperial affairs during the reign of Julian was 
not limited to their participation in the Persian War but also in his death. 
Since Ammianus wrote "incertum unde" of the lance that pierced his side, the 
question of Julian's death has been the subject of a lively discussion. Accord
ing to one theory, for which Libanius is mainly responsible, it was an Arab 
on the Roman side incited by some Christian group that killed Julian. The 
study of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century and especially in the 
reign of Julian himself permits the making of a new contribution to this old 
question, based on new data relating to Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth 
century. 
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It is possible that Julian was killed by an Arab, even as Libanius con
tends. If so, he could have been killed by one of two groups of Arabs: either 
a group inspired by a desire to take revenge on him for having denied them 
their munera and salaria, or a Christian Arab, one who was outraged by the 
religious orientation of the Apostate and his anti-Christian policy. The strong 
fanatic Christian complexion that the foederati assumed in the fourth century 
could easily explain the action of such a Christian Arab. 

Julian had an ambivalent attitude toward the Arabs, derivative from his 
contempt for all allies and auxilia and enhanced in the case of the Arabs 
because of their Christianity. As a result, he did not fully appreciate the value 
of effective Arab participation in the Persian War. The Arabs were familiar 
with the terrain of the region and were used to its climate. Above all, they 
were perhaps the only group that was enthusiastic for this Persian War of his, 
being revanchists, anxious to settle accounts with Shapii.r. A more sympathetic 
attitude toward them and a better appreciation of their potential for the war 
with Persia might have changed the course of his Persian War and his own 
career; and he might not have died when he did, as he did. 

Va/ens 
After their disagreements with Julian, the Arab foederati returned to the 

imperial fold in the reign of Christian Jovian. The emperor did not live long 
enough for Arab-Byzantine relations to develop significantly during his reign. 
But these did in the relatively long reign of Valens (364-78), which like that 
of Julian is the best documented of all the reigns of the fourth century for 
Arab-Byzantine relations. Unfortunately, this applies only to the last trien
nium, since little is known about the Arab foederati in the ten years or so that 
preceded that period. However, it is possible to recover some echoes of their 
activities in the earlier years, implicit as these echoes are. 

A 

In A.D. 365, during the rebellion of Procopius, the Arab foederati may 
have taken part in military operations against him under the command of the 
magister militum, Lupicinus. This may be inferred from the employment of 
such terms as catervae and auxilia to describe the troops under his command, 
and these terms could very well apply to the Arab foederati. Although Arian, 
Valens did in that year amnesty Athanasius, the hero of the Nicene party, to 

whom the Arab foederati belonged. Since the participation of these foederati was 
related to the theological controversies of the period, it is possible that the 
period A.D. 367-71, which was a truce in the middle of what was termed 
"the second Arian persecution," witnessed their return to the service. In this 
period there was an outbreak of violence by the Maratocupreni who dwelled 
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in a village by the same name near Apamea. They ravaged the region but 
were rooted out by the imperial army in A. D. 369. It has been argued that 
these were an orthodox group of the same religious persuasion as the Arab 
foederati and that their village was possibly the same that in later Islamic times 
was known in Arabic as Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, the seat of the Tanukhids who 
had been the foederati of Byzantium in pre-Islamic times. 

Thus, this decade extending from 365 to 375 is a period of disappoint
ments and uneasy relations, reminiscent of their relations with Constantius 
and affected by doctrinal differences between the two parties, especially after 
the orthodox Arabs discovered that Valens, like Constantius, was definitely in 
the Arian fold. In this decade, the king of the foederati would have been that 
king left anonymous in the sources but made famous through his illustrious 
wife, Mavia, who comes into prominence in the last three years of the reign. 

B 

Little is known about this anonymous king other than the fact that he 
was the king of the Arab foederati in the reign of Valens before his death ca. 
3 7 5. How long he had reigned before he died is not clear, but it is almost 
certain he was alive in A.D. 363 and was one of the Arab reguli who met Julian 
near Circesium and presented him with the golden crown. The fact that he 
was succeeded by his wife suggests that he had no male issue or, if he had, 
they were still minors; but he certainly had a daughter, the future wife of 
the magister equitum, the Sarmatian Victor. On his death, the foedus between 
Byzantium and the federate Arabs was dissolved, apparently automatically. 

It was the dissolution of this foedus that brought his widow, Mavia, into 
the limelight. Not only did she not renew it, but she also revolted openly, 
and this raises the question of the reasons behind her revolt. The ecclesiastical 
historians are clear on the point. At issue was the consecration of an orthodox 
bishop acceptable to the orthodox foederati, and not an Arian one repugnant to 
them. The bishop of the foederati may have died at about the same time that 
the anonymous king had, and he was possibly none other than Theotimus, 
who together with other bishops had signed the homoousian declaration ad
dressed to Jovian in A.D. 363, or who participated in the Synod of Antioch 
in A.D. 363. 

Mavia took the military initiative. She apparently withdrew extra limitem 
and attacked the outlying provinces of Oriens, adjacent to the limes orientalis. 
Rufinus speaks of her assaults against the towns and cities of the Palestinian 
and the Arabian limes and the neighboring provinces, which must have been 
Phoenicia and Egypt. Sozomen specifically mentions Phoenicia, which must 
have been Phoenicia Libanensis, and also Egypt. What is striking in her 
offensive was its wide range from Phoenicia to Egypt and her assault on towns 
and cities, and, what is more, her engaging the imperial armies in pitched 
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battles. Sozomen describes in some detail one of these pitched battles in which 
she first beat the hegemon of the Phoenician and Palestinian troops and then 
the strategos of Oriens himself. The secret of this unusual victory must be 
sought in two sets of circumstances. The foederati had learned how to fight in 
the Roman manner after their long association with Rome, and thus they 
could combine both Roman and traditional Arab methods of warfare, especially 
represented by the ghazat, the swift raid. Then there was the delicate inter
national situation, the preoccupation of Valens with the Persians and the 
Goths at that juncture. There was also general dissatisfaction in Oriens with 
his ecclesiastical policy. All this enabled Mavia to count on the support of 
those communities in Oriens that were orthodox and thus sympathetic to 
Mavia and her cause, the orthodox cause. 

The Roman counteroffensive is also described in Sozomen, and it reflects 
the strength and impetuosity of Mavia's offensive. In the pitched battle in 
which the Byzantines were worsted, the hegemon of the Palestinian and Phoe
nician troops had to invoke the aid of the strategos of Oriens for help against 
Mavia, who had pressed him hard. The implication is that the combined troops 
of the two provinces proved inadequate for containing Mavia. The strategos, 
unlike the commander who appealed to him, is known by name, Julius, the 
magister equitum et peditum per Orientem. He decided to engage Mavia alone 
without the aid of the hegemon, but he was defeated by Mavia, who commanded 
her troops in person. It was only when the hegemon disobeyed the orders of his 
superior, Julius, and rushed to his succor that he was able to extricate him. 
He did so first by throwing in his troops against those of Mavia, thus en
gaging her and enabling his superior to retreat, while he himself kept Mavia's 
troops from pursuing the magister by yielding ground and shooting arrows at 
them. 

The battle, which like Mavia's husband remains anonymous, was a major 
military engagement and a signal triumph for the queen of the foederati. This 
is reflected not only in the accounts of the ecclesiastical historians but also in 
the fact that some seventy years after the event it was still celebrated in 
victory odes by the Arabs. 

After these victories, the Byzantines sued for peace. No doubt it was the 
darkening skies of the international situation on both the Gothic and the 
Persian fronts that induced Valens to compound with Mavia. His acceptance 
of the consecration of an orthodox bishop, Moses, over her foederati is also 
consonant with the fact that his persecution of the homoousians ceased in 377 
with his departure for Constantinople to meet the Gothic peril. Thus the 
entanglement of secular and ecclesiastical history persists throughout the reign. 
The emperor well knew that he could not afford the fragmentation of the 
imperial army and its commitment to a provincial war in Oriens when the 
Goths were posing a threat to Constantinople itself. 
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The Moses for the sake of whom Mavia revolted and battled the Romans 
became an important figure in ecclesiastical history and hagiography. He was 
neither a deacon nor a presbyter before he became bishop, but a solitary, a 
"holy man" who lived in "a neighboring desert." When he was taken to 
Alexandria in order that he might be consecrated by Lucius, he refused to be 
instructed and consecrated by the Arian patriarch, arguing that matters of 
faith were not in question, only the depositions and banishment of orthodox 
bishops were. Finally, Moses was consecrated by the orthodox bishops in exile, 
and he returned to the foederati who had asked for his consecration as their 
bishop. This consecration signaled the end of tb.e federate-imperial confron
tation. Moses was an Arab and apparently was the first Arab bishop of the 
foederati. 

The extraordinary events of Mavia's war against Valens were attended by 
another extraordinary event, the marriage of Mavia's daughter to the magister 
equitum, Victor. The marriage, involving a princess, followed the conclusion 
of the foedus with Byzantium. Thus the romantic episode enacted by the queen 
in the annals of Arab-Byzantine relations was transformed into a fairy tale. 

The marriage must be adjudged a unique matrimonial transaction in the 
social history of Arab-Byzantine relations. As it united a Rhomaios and a non
Roman princess, it violated a Constitution issued by Valentinian and Valens 
prohibiting such i~termarriages, and it must have been made possible by 
special imperial permission. As a political marriage, it cemented the foedus 
concluded after the end of the Saracen War and strengthened the /ides that 
obtained between the federates and the imperial government. Victor was the 
magister equitum and his seat was Antioch. That he was both Christian and 
Orthodox could relieve the matrimonial union of being a marriage of polit
ical convenience and could impart to the matrimonial transaction a romantic 
element. Perhaps the marriage was not only arranged by the queen but was 
also desired by Victor himself as the surest means of keeping the /ides alive 
between the Arab foederati and the imperial government. He was, or must have 
been, a friend of the Arabs who as Master of Horse appreciated the value of 
the foederati as horsemen in the army of the Orient, and it is almost certain 
that it was Victor who persuaded Valens to conclude peace with Mavia. His 
stand for orthodoxy, which united him with Mavia, must have been another 
consideration that inclined him favorably toward Mavia and toward working for 
a settlement of the Saracen War in a manner favorable to the Saracen queen. 

C 

The last chapter in the history of Arab-Byzantine relations during the 
reign of Valens was written in Thrace and associated the Arabs not with 
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historical events of provincial interest in Oriens, but with those of the capital 
itself and possibly, even probably, with one of the major battles of this early 
Byzantine period, the battle of Adrianople in A.D. 378. The traditional account 
of Arab participation in the Gothic War associates the contingent sent by 
Mavia only with the aftermath of Adrianople, with the defense of Constan
tinople against the Goths, but their role was almost certainly much more 
extensive and may be divided into three phases: before, during, and after the 
battle: 

1. Zosimus explicitly states that Valens brought back with him from 
Antioch to Constantinople a contingent of Arab foederati who participated in 
the first phase of the Gothic War before the battle of Adrianople was joined. 
The battlefield was not far from Constantinople and the Arabs vanquished the 
Goths, and so much so that these had to recross the Danube and surrender to 
the Huns rather than be massacred by the Arabs. Three factors contributed to 
the Arab victory: the speed of their horses, the irresistible thrust of their long 
pikes, and the horsemanship of the riders in wielding these pikes with which 
they transfixed their adversaries from a distance. 

2. It is also possible, even probable, that the foederati fought at the battle 
of Adrianople, since it is quite unlikely that Valens took the trouble of 
marching these tested horsemen of the south from distant Antioch but did not 
pit them against the horsemen of the north in the major battle of the Gothic 
War. The chances, then, are that the Arab foederati took part in the historic 
battle and shared the fate that befell the imperial army. 

3. It was most probably the survivors of the carnage at Adrianople who 
took part in the defense of Constantinople immediately after. Just as Zosimus's 
description of their participation in the first phase gives important military 
details that account for their victory over the Goths, so does the account of 
Ammianus give equally valuable military details, more valuable than the sen
sationalism about one Saracen sucking the blood of his adversaries and thus 
frightening the rest and saving Constantinople! It is clear from his account 
that the Arabs formed a turma, which term gives them their correct place in 
the composition of the Byzantine force before Constantinople, and that as a 
cuneus they employed the wedge-formation tactic. 

Thus, of the three engagements with the Goths in the three phases of the 
Gothic War, the Arab foederati were victorious in the first and the third. The 
reign ends disastrously for imperator, imperium, and foederati with the catastrophe 
of Adrianople, but before his death in that battle Valens had restored Arab
Byzantine relations to normality, and his reign emerges as a remarkable one 
in the annals of Arab-Byzantine relations, remarkable inter alia for the federate 
loyalty that shines forth from the havoc of the war-loyalty to the ecclesia, 
loyalty to the imperium. 
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Theodosius 
Theodosius inherited from his predecessor Valens a group of Arab foederati 

who were orthodox in doctrinal persuasion and loyal in their allegiance to the 
empire, the Gothic War of which they had fought with distinction. A har
monious relationship was therefore expected between the orthodox foederati 
and the very orthodox emperor; and yet the reign of Theodosius witnessed 
the nadir of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century and the fall of the 
first Arab client-kingdom in the service of Byzantium in this pre-Islamic 
period, the dynasty of Mavia-the Tanii.khids. 

To the first triennium of the reign, A.D. 379-82, may be ascribed various 
causes of friction between Theodosius and the foederati, some of whom may 
have been still in Constantinople when he became emperor on 19 January 
3 79. The foedus between the foederati and the empire had lapsed with the 
death of Valens, and thus there was a period of uncertainty favorable for the 
development of disagreements. The Arab foederati, some of whom may have 
lingered in Constantinople, probably resented the pro-Gothic policy of Theo
dosius, but principally their disagreement or resentment must be related to 
the Settlement of A. D. 382, the terms of which were very favorable to the 
Goths. The Arabs, who considered that they deserved well of the empire, 
expected a favorable new foedus, similar to that which Theodosius struck with 
the Goths. But while Theodosius was willing to accommodate the Goths gen
erously, he probably was unwilling to treat the Arabs similarly. In the case of 
the Goths, he had no choice; in the case of the Arabs, he could ignore their 
demands since, unlike the Goths, they now posed no threat. 

Theodosius hailed from the West and had no experience in dealing with 
the Arabs. The Germanophile emperor was understandably cool and irrespon
sive toward them, especially as their image in the imperial mirror was far 
from attractive, having been conceived as rebels in the last years of the reign 
of his predecessor, while Libanius distorted their image even further when he 
addressed Oration XXIV to Theodosius on his accession in A. D. 3 79. In that 
oration, the influential orator accused the Arabs openly of having murdered 
a Roman emperor in the purple, the last member of the house of Constantine, 
Julian. 

The immediate cause of the rapid deterioration of federate-imperial 
relations must be sought in the dealings of the foederati with the Roman 
commanders in Oriens, in Antioch. The early reign of Theodosius witnessed 
innovations in the military administration, and Zosimus complains, among 
other things, of the huckstering of military provisions. This could have been 
a real cause of discontent; malpractice in the administration of the annona is 
indeed a recurrent theme in the annals of Arab-Byzantine relations. 

The foederati revolted in A.O. 383, and they were crushed in the same 
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year. It has been argued that the one who crushed them was none other than 
the new magister, the Frank, Richomer, a friend of Li bani us who had preached 
a gospel of revenge against the murderers of Julian and who had identified 
these murderers as Arabs. 

The signal failure of this second revolt may be attributed to many causes, 
the most important of which must be two: the international situation had 
changed since the first revolt; the Persian front was quiet and so was the 
Gothic front, while the ranks of the foederati had been thinned by their 
participation in the Gothic War. It was therefore an unfortunate conjunction 
of unfavorable circumstances that brought about the downfall of the Arab 
Christian foederati at the hands of a pagan magister, the German Richomer. 
Their best friend, perhaps their only friend, at the imperial court in Constan
tinople or at the magisterium orientate in Antioch, Victor, had retired the 
summer before in A.D. 382, possibly after disagreements with Theodosius 
concerning favorable terms for them. So it is certain that he could not be 
of help in this revolt as he had been in the first. As a private citizen and 
one away from the scene of operations in Oriens, there was not much that he 
could do. 

The undoing of the first Arab-Byzantine client-kingdom late in the fourth 
century during the reign of Theodosius was in one respect a departure from 
the pattern that unfolds in the examination of Theodosius's life work as a 
continuation of the work of Constantine-the pursuit of ecclesiastical peace, 
the conciliation and enlistment of the barbarians, and the unification of the 
empire. Constantine had Arab foederati settled on Roman soil, as he had the 
Goths, but while the Goths received from Theodosius a favorable settlement 
and an autonomous state on Roman soil after defeating the Romans, the Arabs 
of Mavia lost their prestige and position after fighting for Byzantium and in 
spite of the fact that, unlike the Goths, they belonged to the same doctrinal 
persuasion as the very orthodox emperor. 

The second revolt brought about the downfall of the foederati of Queen 
Mavia, and the effects of the revolt and the downfall may be stated as follows: 

1. Weakened by their participation in the Gothic Wars and crushed by 
Richomer, Mavia's foederati must have been greatly reduced in numbers. What 
is more, they ceased to be the dominant Arab group of foederati in the service 
of Byzantium. Another group arose, the SaliJ:iids, and lasted for over a century. 
Mavia's foederati, the Tanukhids, however, did not disappear from the 
federate scene in Oriens; they continued to form part of it until the seventh 
century. 

2. It is possible that the provincial reorganization in Ori ens which took 
place in this period was related to this second revolt of the foederati. Theodosius 
detached Egypt from the Diocese and created two new provinces, Palestina II 
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and Phoenicia Libanensis, the provinces that had been attacked by Mavia 
during her first revolt and possibly also during the second. 

Mavia and Chasidat 
Mavia is not explicitly mentioned in the Greek sources after the siege 

of Constantinople in A.D. 3 78, but two Greek inscriptions, one found outside 
Anasartha and another inside it, may refer to Mavia and her daughter. 

The first is dated A.D. 425 and enumerates the virtues of a lady by the 
name of Mavia and commemorates her erection of a martyrium in honor of St. 
Thomas. If the honorand in the inscription is indeed the queen, then she 
would have lived to a ripe old age, a pious woman who renounced the world 
after the failure of the second revolt in the reign of Theodosius. 

The inscription could also be valuable for throwing light on the vener
ation of the foederati for St. Thomas, whose cult was widespread in Meso
potamia, whence the Tanukhid foederati had hailed before they joined the 
Romans; on the area where these foederati were settled, namely, in Chalcidice; 
on their status as noncitizens since their martyrium was built extra muros; and on 
the fact that they were not a group of nomads but a sedentarized group who 
inter alia built churches and monasteries. 

The other Greek inscription, found inside the walls of Anasartha, speaks 
of a certain Silvanus who, acting on the suggestion of a young girl famed for 
her virtues and named Chasidat, built a shrine for the martyrs. 

It has been argued that this Silvanus could possibly have been Victor and 
that Chasidat was Mavia's daughter, left anonymous in the literary sources. 
If this is indeed the case, then Victor would have returned from Constantinople 
to Oriens only to find his princess wife dead or about to die and to erect at 
her wish a martyrium for the fallen among the foederati. 

Conclusions 
It is clear from the preceding narrative of the course of Arab-Byzantine 

relations in the fourth century that continual friction characterized the course 
of these relations. The pattern of participation and nonparticipation in the 
imperial wars was a reflection of the deep involvement of the foederati in the 
religious currents and controversies that rocked the century and is thus a clear 
indication that the foederati were not rude soldiers writing a chapter in the 
history of "trumpets and drums." 

The Arab foederati took their Christianity seriously and were deeply in
volved in the theological controversies of the period. They themselves were 
not theologians, but they were loyal soldiers who followed the lead of their 
commanders, and these occasionally, as in the case of Mavia, may not have 
been so superficially involved in the christological controversies of the fourth 
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century. The foederati followed the lead of their priests and bishops, who were 
Orthodox. Just as the Arian patriarch of Alexandria, Lucius, was known to 
them, so must Orthodox Athanasius have been. The foederati thus espoused 
the cause of Nicaea and its hero, Athanasius; in the latter part of the century, 
it was their holy man, Orthodox Moses, who was their hero. Even more 
important than the theological controversies which these foederati could not 
have comprehended were the depositions and the banishments of the Nicene 
bishops by the Arian emperors. These represented to the foederati concrete 
evidence for the iniquity of these emperors, and it was, therefore, the ill
treatment of the bishops that must have inflamed them. 

The strict Nicene position that the foederati took in the christological 
controversy was the basis of the pattern of their participation and nonpartici
pation in the wars of the period and their relations with the central govern
ment. Although this politico-religious involvement is attested explicitly only 
for the reign of Valens, the examination of the reign of Constantine has 
established the fact that this involvement started from the beginning of the 
Byzantine period in the reign of Constantine himself, when the Arian contro
versy broke out. 

In contrast with the qualified success of the house of Constantine with 
the Arab foederati in Oriens is its success in the extension of the Byzantine 
sphere of influence in Arabia, first in the reign of Constantine and then in 
the reign of Constantius. Toward the end of the latter reign, western Arabia 
and South Arabia were favorably disposed toward Byzantium. And yet these 
gains made by the first two members of the house of Constantine seem to have 
been lost after the Peace of Jovian. The two emperors who occupied the throne, 
Valens and Theodosius, seem not to have continued the Arabian policies of 
the first part of the century. The two were oriented toward the West, not 
the East, and had on their hands, especially after the Peace of Jovian, not 
the Persian problem in the East, but the Gothic problem in the North. It 
was perhaps owing to this that the strong Christian mission to South Arabia 
eventually came to naught. Judaism won the upper hand over Christianity 
in that region toward the end of the fourth century. This continued to be 
the case in the fifth century and until the first quarter of the sixth when 
Byzantium and its old ally Ethiopia engaged in a joint expedition that won 
the country to the Christian fold and returned it to the Byzantine political 
orbit. 

IL THE POLITICAL AND MILITARY ORGANIZATION OF THE FOEDERATI 

1 

Not much is known about the organization and structure of federate life. 
There was a dominant federate group, the Tanukhids, settled in Chalcidice 
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and there was a powerful Lakhmid presence in the Provincia Arabia. How 
these were related to each other administratively is not clear. There were 
federate groups in other parts of Oriens, and the relations of these to one 
another and to either of the two powerful groups, the Tanukhids and the 
Lakhmids, are also not clear. The revolt of Mavia could argue that she had 
some control over many tribes, but this may have been true only of the period 
of the crisis with the imperial government. The Namara inscription of Imru' 
al-Qays gives a glimpse of a family in power; the sons of Imru' al-Qays are 
in charge of the tribes but subordinate to their father, who is the supreme 
ruler and commander. Other than these two cases, there is nothing in the 
sources to suggest a strongly centralized federate organization in Oriens as a 
whole such as the Ghassanids possessed in the sixth century. All that one can 
say is that there was a dominant group within the federates of Oriens in the 
fourth century and that these were the Tanukhids. This paramountcy of one 
group, which in the case of the Tanukhids led to two revolts, one in the reign 
of Valens and another in that of Theodosius, may even have induced the 
imperial government toward the end of the century to favor a looser federate 
presence, even looser than mere paramountcy. 

2 

None of the foedera struck between Byzantium and the several federate 
groups are extant. So the terms of these foedera can only be reconstructed from 
hints in the sources. 

The foedus was most probably valid as long as the representatives of the 
contracting parties were alive. On the death of one of the two parties the 
foedus would lapse, and it would have to be renewed before the state of amicitia 
could be restored between them. Such was the situation when Mavia's husband 
died and such it was when Valens died. As the Arab allies were apparently 
not centralized in the fourth century, Byzantium concluded not one foedus 
but several foedera with the federates, and it is unlikely that the terms were 
exactly identical. 

The various groups of Arab foederati were settled on both sides of the limes. 
The Lakhmids were certainly settled in the Provincia Arabia since Namara, 
where their king was buried, is within the boundaries of the Provincia. And 
so were the Tanukhids, whose settlements were in Chalcidice. It is quite 
unlikely that settlement of some of the federates within the limes entailed 
territorial sovereignty. 

The mutual obligations of the two contracting parties can only be inferred 
or partly inferred. Those of the Arab federates mainly consisted of participa
tion in the wars of the empire against Persia and the Arabian Peninsula, in 
the maintenance of law and order both within and without the limes, and in 
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the protection of trade routes and caravans, and sometimes of monastic estab
lishments in desert and arid areas of Oriens, in Sinai and Chalcidice. Those of 
Byzantium entailed paying the subsidy, the annona, in addition to allowing 
some of the foederati to settle on Byzantine territory. It is a matter of detail 
whether the annona was paid in gold or in kind. Perhaps some were paid in 
kind, others in gold. Those who participated in Julian's Persian War received 
salaria and munera, and so evidently did the federates in the previous reigns. 

Their place and function in the Byzantine army of the Orient was that of 
mounted auxilia. The most detailed account of their armor and tactics may be 
found in the sources that tell of their contributions to the wars of Valens and 
the defense of Constantinople against the Goths, immediately before and after 
the battle of Adrianople. The Arab foederati attacked in wedge formation; their 
deadly weapon was the long pike which they skillfully wielded as mounted 
horsemen riding fleet steeds. They were under the magister equitum per Orientem, 
created by Constantine. And as cavalry, they formed part of the army of the 
Orient, reflecting the importance of the cavalry arm in the fourth century. 
Their mobility as cavalry could also ally them on critical occasions, as in the 
Gothic War of the reign of Valens, to the comitatenses, the mobile striking 
force of the new army created by Constantine. 

On the vexed question of whether or not the foederati were citizens, a 
problem that has been raised about other foederati, such as the Germans, there 
is no evidence that can settle this question decisively. The chances are that 
the Arab foederati were not considered cives, but it is conceivable that civitas 
may have been extended to some of their commanders for exceptional services 
to the state. 

One of the Arab federate groups, the Tanukhids, were Christian from 
their Mesopotamian days before they went over to the Romans. The other 
federate groups, some of whom had been in the area earlier than the fourth 
century, were Christianized, and their conversion was most probably a reflec
tion of official imperial policy. 

3 
The foederati of the fourth century appear ruled by kings. Such was the 

Lakhmid Imru' al-Qays and also Mavia's anonymous husband. "King" rather 
than "phylarch" seems to have been the political term that described their 
rulers. Some questions inevitably arise concerning this basileia of the fourth
century foederati, such as their insignia and the measure of their sovereignty. 

Information on' the royal insignia is limited in the sources to Imru' al-Qays 
who is described as a crowned king. The king came from the Land of the Two 
Rivers, and so the crown was Persian in origin. Whether the federate kings 
were sovereign rulers is not clear. The tone of the Namiira inscription suggests 
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sovereignty for Imru' al-Qays, while the details of Mavia's war suggest that 
Mavia was not an insurgent but a belligerent. All this may be deceptive. In 
spite of a certain measure of independence and in spite of the fact that the 
kings of the foederati may have been theoretically sovereign, the chances are 
that by settling on Roman territory and by accepting the annona they did 
surrender much of their sovereignty and that the foedus, in spite of all outward 
appearances, was in fact a foedus iniquum. Apparently the federate kings did 
not receive strictly Byzantine titles as the Ghassanid kings were to do in the 
sixth century. This may not have been entirely accidental. The lesson of 
Palmyra may have impressed on the Byzantines the undesirability of closely 
integrating the Arabs within the Byzantine system lest this should whet their 
imperial appetites. 

It is possible that the title basileus was discontinued toward the end of 
the century since the chief of the new dominant group that supersedes the 
Tanukhids appears carrying the title phylarch, although this may have been a 
nontechnical application of the term on the part of an ecclesiastical historian. 
Be that as it may, the term phylarch is the one that acquires vogue in the 
fifth and sixth centuries of this pre-Islamic period. 

The term had been used in Hellenistic and Roman times, and Byzantium 
inherited the usage from the immediate Hellenistic and Roman past. The 
term was not inapposite. Used in ancient Athens for the commander of the 
cavalry furnished by each tribe, it was appropriately applied to the commander 
of the Arab federates, who were also horsemen. But it also carried with it an 
implication that might have been a contributing factor to distorting the image 
of the Arabs. Many of these federates were certainly not nomads, and yet the 
etymology of the term phylarchos could suggest a tribal nomadic structure for 
the Arab federates. 

The term reached the climax of its development in the sixth century, 
but in the fourth it was apparently not very developed. The term was not 
applied to the kings of the federates as it was applied to the kings of the 
Ghassanids in the sixth, and this could suggest that it was probably applied 
to the minor commanders in charge of smaller military units. Over these 
phylarchs was the basileus, such as Mavia's husband or lmru' al-Qays. Never
theless, the term phylarch is more revelatory and significant than basileus in 
describing the Arab federate rulers and leaders. These were military figures 
and cavalry commanders, and the term phylarch captures this essential military 
reality more than the term basileus which denoted a political reality. Further
more, the federate basileus was functionally a phylarch, a supreme phylarch. 

Ill. THE WORLD OF THE F OED ERA TI IN THE ARABIC SOURCES 

With the exception of the ecclesiastical historians who noticed the Arabs in 
the reign of Valens, the Byzantine sources limit themselves to the political 
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and military aspects of Arab-Byzantine relations and conceive of the Arabs in 
general as foederati or Saracens who thus remain an anonymous people in the 
sources. 

This lack of specificity and inattention to other aspects of Arab-Byzantine 
relations, as important or even more important than the military aspect, are 
made good by the Oriental sources, especially the Arabic, which naturally 
evince more interest in these Arab foederati than the Byzantine sources do. It 
is therefore to these sources that one must turn for these other aspects. The 
most important of all the literary sources is the chief historian of these foederati 
and of pre-Islamic Arabia, Hisham al-Kalbi (d. ca. A.D. 820), a Muslim Arab 
who belonged to the powerful tribe of Kalb, the tribe that had played an 
important role in Oriens/Sham in Umayyad as well as in pre-Islamic times, 
and who thus was in a good position to write on the distant past of these 
Arab foederati. He was the first Arab historian to use epigraphy as an important 
and sometimes indispensable ancillary to the reconstruction of the pre-Islamic 
Arab past, and he wrote on the three groups of foederati, those of the fourth, 
the fifth, and the sixth centuries, the Taniikhids, the SaHJ:iids, and the Ghas
sanids respectively. For the fourth-century foederati, he is especially important 
since he is the chief literary source on the dominant federate group, Taniikh, 
and also on the Lakhmids, both the tribal group and Imru' al-Qays, "the king 
of all the Arabs." 

1 

The Arabic sources, which ultimately derive from Hisham, are agreed 
that the first group of Arab foederati in the service of Byzantium in the fourth 
century were the Tanukhids, a large tribal group that had crossed over from the 
Land of the Two Rivers and became the dominant Arab federate group. The 
Lakhmids of Imru' al-Qays of Namara in the Provincia Arabia were another 
very important federate group in the fourth century, and since they were 
related to the Taniikhids, it is possible to use the term Tanukhid in this 
capacious sense to include both these groups and thus to continue to use it 
for the dominant federate group in the fourth century. 

2 

According to the Arabic sources, the Taniikhids had only three kings: 
al-Nu'man, son of 'Amr; 'Amr, son of al-Nu'man; and al-l:fawari, son of al
Nu'man. These three kings have survived as mere names since nothing else is 
explicitly stated in the sources about them, but something, even much about 
them could be recovered if Hisham's book on the Taniikhids were extant. 
Since the Arabic sources speak of the Taniikhids and the Lakhmids in the ser
vice of Byzantium in the fourth century and since the term Taniikhid is an 
inclusive term, it is not altogether impossible that the first Taniikhid king in 
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the list, al-Nu'man, son of 'Amr, is none other than Imru' al-Qays, son of 
'Amr, of the Namara inscription, al-Nu'man being possibly a nickname of 
Imru' al-Qays. If so, then the Namara inscription would shed much light on 
the first Tanukhid king, al-Nu'man. As to the other two, nothing has survived 
in the Arabic sources about them. If the second or the third in the list can be 
identified with one of the Arab reguli who met Julian at Circesium or with 
the anonymous husband of Queen Mavia, then this list of three kings will 
receive some illumination. 

3 
The Arab federate presence in Oriens in the fourth century was multi

tribal in structure. In addition to the Tanukhids, there were other groups, 
some of whom were related to the Tanukhids and some of whom were not. 

The Tanukhids were the dominant federate group, settled in the north of 
Oriens, in Chalcidice. As a large tribal group or even a confederation, they in
cluded many tribes and were related to many others. Such were the Lakhmids, 
the tribe of Imru' al-Qays who had been king of }::lira on the Lower Euphrates 
before his defection to the Romans. The emigration of his tribe Lakhm, or 
part of it, with him from Persian to Byzantine territory is the natural explan
ation for the sudden appearance in Oriens of this Euphratesian tribe away from 
its original abode in the Land of the Two Rivers. His epitaph gives the 
Lakhmid group and its king a considerable degree of specificity: his death 
in A.D. 328 and the settlement of his tribe, the Lakhmids, in the Provincia 
Arabia. 

Other tribes certainly formed part of this federate presence in Oriens in 
the vast area extending from the Tigris to the Nile, and these may be presented 
as follows: ( 1) there were the two tribes Jugam and 'Amila, identified by some 
with the biblical tribes Edom and Amalee and going back to biblical times; 
they were settled in the southern part of the Provincia Arabia and in what 
later became Palestina Tertia; (2) there was also Balqayn, also identified by 
some with the Kenites, an old biblical tribe, settled in Trans-Jordan; (3) to 
the south of Jugam, there was BaH in northern }::lijaz; (4) Kalb, the powerful 
and well-known tribe, was settled between Syria and Mesopotamia, and one of 
its settlements was the strategic Du.mat al-Jandal; (5) SaH}:i, which was to 
become the dominant federate tribal group in the fifth century, was also 
already settled in Oriens. 

Tanukh was the dominant group in the federate-imperial relationship 
but exactly how it was related to the other groups within the federate frame
work is not entirely clear. There is no clear or explicit statement in the sources 
on whether the Tanukhids controlled the other federate tribes as the Ghassanids 
were to do in the sixth century. As to whether all these tribes enjoyed federate 
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status, this can only be conjecturally answered, but the chances are good that 
even such a tribe in the south of Oriens as Bali did enjoy a federate status 
of some sort, and much depends on how far in I:Iijaz the southern boundary 
of the Provincia Arabia extended. 

These tribes formed what might be termed the Arab shield in the Roman 
defense system in Oriens. The new shield superseded the one that had crum
bled in the third century with the fall of the last powerful Arab client-state, 
Palmyra. The vacuum created by that fall is consonant with the dominance of 
the Taniikhids in the fourth century. According to the Arabic sources, they 
were the enemies of the Sasanids and the Palmyrenes-Rome's adversaries
and, what is more, they were Christianized and consequently were doubly 
welcome in the embrace of the new Christian Roman Empire. 

4 

Where in Oriens these federate tribes were settled is a matter of consider
able importance. The provinces or regions associated with their names have 
been generally identified. As to the precise localities wherein they were set
tled, the sources have contributed the following toponyms: Namara in the 
Provincia Arabia for Lakhm, Diimat al-Jandal for Kalb, Thelsee and Betroclus 
in Phoenicia Libanensis for the two units of Saracen equites mentioned in the 
Notitia Dignitatum. 

As to the dominant federate group, the following localities or their vicin
ities were associated with the Taniikhids, or suspected of an association with 
them: Thainatha (Umm al-Jimal), Chalcis, Beroea, Anasartha, Callinicum, 
Zabad, ~awwaran, and Ma'arrat al-Nu'man. In Islamic times, the Taniikhids 
were associated with Epiphania (l:Iama), Laodicaea (Lagiqiyya), and Jabal 
Bahra' and Taniikh, the mountain range that extends from Laodicaea to 
Emesa. 

IV. THE F OED ERA TI AND THE ROMAN FRONTIER 

1 

The Taniikhids were settled in Chalcidice, and as foederati they naturally 
played an important role in the defense of that strategic region. The elucida
tion of their history as Byzantium's foederati in the fourth century and the 
identification of the area of their settlement in Chalcidice make possible a 
new understanding of certain features of the so-called limes of Chalcis and its 
defense in the Byzantine period. The history of this limes has been written 
without much attention to or knowledge of the place of the federate Taniikhids 
in its defense. This place may be summarized as follows: 

Just as Arab Palmyra had shouldered much of the defense of the region 
in the third century, so did the Taniikhids, settled in Chalcidice, in the 
fourth but, of course, on a much reduced scale. 
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(1) Of the various types of fortifications that have been enumerated as 
belonging to the limes of Chalcis, three could have been associated with the 
Arab foederati: the polygonal enclosures; the towers that watched over the 
caravaneers; and the posts with their enclosures watching over the watering 
places. The two terms that belong to the military terminology of Arabic in 
this pre-Islamic period, namely, ~ira and ~acfir, the military encampments 
and enclosures, may be related to these three types of fortifications noted by 
the military historians of the limes of Chalcis. 

(2) Knowledge of the toponymy of the limes can be advantaged by the 
recovery of a number of toponyms associated with the Tanukhids in both 
pre-Islamic and Islamic times. These are Chalcis, Beroea, Anasartha, Cal
linicum, ~awwaran, Zabad, Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, Epiphania, and Laodicaea. 

(3) The military assignment of the Tanukhids within this defense system 
of the limes was fourfold. (a) The fourth century witnessed continual wars 
with the Persians, and the Tanukhids undoubtedly participated in those wars 
but mostly in the Trans-Euphratesian region where the Persian Wars of the 
fourth century were fought. They also had other asssignments this side of the 
Euphrates. (b) Chalcidice protected Antioch itself, the capital of Oriens, from 
Persian and Saracen attacks. (c) There was also a large eremitic community in 
the desert of Chalcis and this, too, needed protection. (d) Perhaps more 
important was their assignment to contain the new threat posed by the rising 
power of }:lira on the Lower Euphrates, the capital of the Lakhmid Arabs, 
the clients of Persia who mounted offensives against Oriens. This inter-Arab 
war between the Tanukhids of Chalcidice and the Lakhmids of }:lira, waged 
this side of the Euphrates, could partly explain the rise of the limes of Chalcis 
as an internal limes in spite of the rise of the Strata Diocletiana with its advanced 
posts against the Arabian Peninsula. 

2 

Federate Arab participation in the defense of Oriens was naturally more 
extensive than the Tanukhid defense of Chalcidice. It extended over the whole 
limes orientalis from the Tigris to the Red Sea. The history of this participation 
lacks specificity, but it is as real as the challenge to which this participation 
was a response on the part of Rome and Byzantium. The challenge consisted 
of constant pressure on the long Roman frontier with Arabia and the Arabs in 
the Orient, especially in sectors of the limes orientalis where the threat was 
more from the Arabs than from the Persians, as in the case of the limes 
Arabicus. The Arab element may be considered relevant in the discussion of 
the following features of the defense system in Oriens: 

(1) The two limites, the limes interior and the limes exterior. These two 
terms with which historians of the limes orientalis had operated have been 
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superseded by a better one, the fortified territory or region which the limes 
orientalis was. Arab tribes, federate or semi-federate, lived on both sides of this 
limes, and this fact enables the historian of the limes to discard the term limes 
exterior completely in favor of such terms as an indirect Roman sphere of 
influence or presence through the federate relationship with these Arab tribes. 
How far in Arabia this indirect Roman presence extended depends on the 
southern boundaries of the Provincia Arabia, which are likely to have been 
deeper in Arabia than has been realized. Latin and Greek inscriptions have 
been found in Diimat al-Jandal and in al-l:Iijr in l:Iijaz respectively, testifying 
to the presence of detachments from III Cyrenaica, the legion of Bostra in 
the Provincia. These inscriptions at least document a Roman presence, in the 
midst of federate or allied Arab tribes. It is practically certain that in addition 
to the well-knownfoederati who lived within the limes orientalis in Oriens there 
were these tribes of the limitrophe and outside the limes who formed the outer 
Arab shield in the Roman sphere of influence in Arabia. 

(2) Internal limites that run transversely to the line of the main limes. 
Three of these transverse lines have been discussed by military historians: the 
limes of Chalcis, the limes Palestinae, and the limes of Singara, and all of them 
are controversial. However, the new data on the Saracens and on the Arab 
foederati in Oriens could fortify the arguments of those who believe in their 
reality. As the limes of Chalcis has been discussed in connection with the 
Taniikhids, it remains to discuss the limes of Palestine and the limes of Singara: 

(a) It is possible that after the withdrawal of legio Fretensis from Jerusalem 
to Ayla ca. 300 that some form of limes was wanted to protect Palestine; 
hence the rise of this limes across the northern Negev. The character of 
Palestine as a Holy Land with loca sancta and as a place of pilgrimage to be 
protected against raiding Saracens could also have been a factor in the rise of 
this limes. The sources have disclosed the existence of pockets of Saracens in 
southern Palestine and Sinai that could have posed a security problem. 

(b) The rise of the limes of Singara in Mesopotamia may be partially 
explained by reference to events in Mesopotamia that involved the Arabs. One 
of these could have been the fall in the third century of I:Iatra and Edessa, 
the two Arab fortresses, to the Persians and to the Romans respectively. The 
consequent nomadization and unrest could have called for a protective line of 
fortification. The area may also have witnessed an inter-Arab war between the 
Persian Arabs and the Byzantine Arabs in much the same way that Chalcidice 
witnessed it between the Taniikhids and the Arabs of I:Iira. Thus, in account
ing for the rise of these internal transverse timites, the Arabs have to be 
taken into account at least as a partial explanation. 

Aerial photography, which has uncovered the existence of many enclosures 
along the limes orientalis, may have contributed some solid evidence for the 
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participation of the Arab foederati in the defense of the limes and has offered 
heuristic clues for the excavation of these sites. Although the pioneers of aerial 
photography as a technique for researching the limes orientalis did not think 
these enclosures were Arab establishments, the chances are that they were 
indeed Arab, perhaps none other than a line of l}iras and f?aqirs, with which 
these pioneers were unfamiliar. These enclosures were structurally distin
guished from the Roman castella which they were designed to reinforce in an 
auxiliary fashion. This answers to the description of the f?iras and f?aqirs of the 
Arabs, called in Greek paremboles. Thus, these l}iras and f}aqirs must have 
been spread along the limes orientalis and not only in the region of Chalcidice 
involving ~he Tanukhids, to whom reference has already been made. 

The challenges that came not only from the Arabs but also from the 
Arabian Peninsula and that brought about the Roman response that organized 
the defense of the Orient may be summarized as follows: (a) challenge from 
the rising power of J::IIra and its Arabs, the clients of Persia on the Lower 
Euphrates; (b) pressures from the Arabian Peninsula, affecting that sector of 
the limes orientalis that extended from Circesium on the Euphrates to Ayla on 
the Red Sea. In addition to inroads from the J::liran Arabs, there was Shapur's 
major campaign in the Arabian Peninsula in the third decade of the fourth 
century, which established the Persian sphere of influence in many parts of 
that Peninsula and advanced it to within striking distance of the limes. A new 
political configuration in Arabia may have posed a threat to Byzantine security 
in the fourth century. Toward the beginning of that century, the famous 
South Arabian king, Shammar Yuhar'ish, united all the kingdoms of the 
Arabian South, and this could have constituted a menace to Byzantine interests 
in Arabia. The campaign of Byzantium's client Imru' al-Qays against South 
Arabia could have been a response to that challenge, as possibly could have 
been the transference of legio Fretensis from Jerusalem to Ayla. The combat 
readiness of the limes Arabicus in the fourth century may be related to all 
these challenges from Arabia. 

In addition to pressures against the limes orientalis, extending from Cir
cesium to Ayla, there were pressures against the Byzantine defense system 
in the Sinai Peninsula sometimes from the Arabs and sometimes from non
Arab tribes such as the Blemmyes. The sources have preserved echoes of such 
pressures, those of Saracen pagan pockets and of the Blemmyes against the 
monastic establishments in Sinai. The Pharanite Arabs are specifically men
tioned as defenders of the monastic and urban establishments in the south of 
Oriens, not only in Sinai but also in Egypt, a little-known chapter in the 
history of the defense system in the Orient. 

Thus the Arabs were heavily involved in the history of the limes orientalis 
from Mesopotamia to Sinai, both as its raiders and as its watchmen. This was 
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inevitable since this limes rose mostly in response to their challenges, becoming 
for centuries the frontier of Arab-Byzantine coexistence. And it was the Arabs, 
the Muslim Arabs, that finally decreed it out of existence in the seventh 
century. 

V. FEDERATE CULTURAL LIFE 

The Arab federate groups in Oriens were not composed of rude soldiers 
fighting the wars of Byzantium in the fourth century. There was a pronounced 
and extensive cultural dimension to this presence, and it encompassed alle
giance to Christianity and its defense, the composition of Arabic poetry, and 
the rise of a simple form of a liturgy celebrated in Arabic. This cultural 
dimension of the Arab federate presence can best be examined in the case of 
the Lakhmids and the Taniikhids, or simply the Taniikhids in the capacious 
sense of this term. As little or nothing is known about the cultural life of 
the other tribes that formed the federate shield, the exploration of the federate 
cultural dimension must, therefore, begin with the Lakhmid "king of all the 
Arabs." 

lmru' al-Qays 
The military achievements of "the king of all the Arabs" actually pale 

before his contribution, however indirect and accidental, to Arabic culture in 
Oriens in the pre-Islamic period. It is his Euphratesian background that is the 
key to understanding this contribution which involves the Christian religion, 
the traditions of literary Arabic, and possibly some impressive architectural 
remains. 

The epitaph that commemorates his death is silent on his Christianity, 
but the Arabic literary source is not. The chances are that he was Christian, and 
this is consonant with the religious complexion that the foederati of the fourth 
century-the new type of foederati-assumed in this century. The Arabic 
source states that he converted to Christianity while he was still a client of 
Persia, that is, before he joined the Romans. The presumption is that his 
religion was the cause of his decision to leave the service of the Sasanids and 
join the Romans whose emperor, Constantine, had adopted the same religion. 

His building of that imposing structure, the palace of Mushatta in 
Trans-Jordan, has been suggested by some and denied by others. But more 
important than his putative construction of Mushatta is his contribution to 
the rise or development, probably the former, of the traditions of Arabic and 
literary Arabic in the western half of the Fertile Crescent, in Byzantine Oriens, 
the future Sham of the Arabs. His funerary inscription carved on his tomb
stone set up at Namara is the earliest attested monument of literary Arabic 
that has survived in the midst of a region the Arabs of which had used non-
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Arabic languages, such as Aramaic, Greek, and Latin, as the languages of 
their inscriptions. The Namara inscription is striking in its sudden appearance 
as an Arabic inscription, almost splendid in its linguistic isolation among the 
multiplicity and variety of non-Arabic inscriptions that are to be found in 
Oriens. Imru' al-Qays came from an area on the Lower Euphrates that had 
an important urban center for the tradition of literary Arabic and was to 
become the great center of that tradition in northern Arabia, namely, }:IIra, 
the capital of the Lakhmids for some three centuries before the rise of Islam. 
It is almost certain that it was this emigration of Imru' al-Qays from }:IIra and 
his change of allegiance that gave to the Arabs of Oriens, apparently culturally 
dominated by non-Arab and non-Arabic cultural currents, a taste of the tra
ditions of literary Arabic. The equally striking phenomenon, noted by the 
ecclesiastical historian Sozomen, namely, the use of the Arabic language for 
the composition of the victory odes of Queen Mavia over the Arian emperor, 
Valens, has in the employment of Arabic in the Namara inscription an obvious 
background. 

Christianity 

The allegiance of the Taniikhids to Christianity went back to their old 
Mesopotamian days when they were still living in the Land of the Two Rivers. 
The monastery of }:Ianna in the Arab city of }:Iira on the Lower Euphrates 
could testify to their affiliation with Christianity while still in those regions 
or to that of their }:Iiran relatives, who, too, were Christian. The sources that 
recorded the chapter which they must have written in the history of Chris
tianity in Oriens in pre-Islamic times are not extant, but one Syriac source, the 
History of A~iidemmeh, recorded that chapter for the Mesopotamian Taniikhids 
in the sixth century, and the story that this History tells throws much light on 
Taniikhid Christianity in Oriens in pre-Islamic times. Inter alia, the History 

describes the process of conversion, the rise of a simple ecclesiastical hierarchy 
among them, the construction of churches and monasteries, and the generous 
response of the Arabs to appeals for contributions in support of the poor and 
of the ecclesiastical structures, especially the monasteries, and finally the zeal 
of the Taniikhids for the new faith. This would have been the story of the 
Taniikhids and Christianity in Oriens also in the fourth century. Some ele
ments of this picture are paralleled in the sources for the federate Taniikhids: 
the zeal they display for Christianity under their queen, Mavia, in the reign 
of Valens and the building of a martyrium for St. Thomas outside the walls 
of Anasartha, if the Mavia who built it was indeed the queen or one related 
to her. 

As little is known about the Taniikhids after the fourth century, cor
respondingly little or nothing is known about their Christianity, but there is 
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no doubt that it persisted and did so undiluted. In the fourth decade of the 
seventh century, the Taniikhids fought with Heraclius against the Muslim 
Arabs, and their loyalty to their faith is reflected in accounts of their encounter 
with the Muslim commander, Abu- 'Ubayda, in the district of Chalcis/Qin
nasrin. Only some of them adopted Islam, while those near Beroea/Aleppo 
remained Christian and paid the poll tax. 

Throughout the Umayyad period, the Tanukhids flourished, forming 
part of the ajnad, the military corps of Arab Oriens/Sham, and retaining 
their Christianity. In the reign of the Abbasid caliph, al-MahdI, they were 
noticed by the sources, during his visit to Syria in A.D. 780. It was 
a colorful and dramatic episode. The Taniikhids, five thousand strong, go out 
to meet the caliph, riding their horses and wearing their turbans. Apparently 
they had expected good treatment from the new Abbasid caliph on the ground 
of his matrilineal descent, which related him to them as a South Arabian 
group, but they were rudely disappointed. Their leader was beheaded, where
upon most of them adopted Islam. The caliph destroyed their churches and 
inscribed on their hands the word "Qinnasrin" (Chalcis) in green. Apparently 
their women did not apostasize and served in the churches of the region for 
a long time after. 

As to their religious foundations and establishments in this fourth century 
and in subsequent centuries of the pre-Islamic period, they have to be sought 
in the area where they were settled, this side of the Euphrates in Chalcidice. 
In addition to churches, they must have built and endowed many monasteries, 
in view of the spread of monasticism to the region where they settled, the 
desert of Chalcis, which in the fourth century became a flourishing center for 
anchorites and eremites. Reference to Taniikhid establishments in sixth-century 
Mesopotamia is made in the History of Afiidemmeh and to their churches in 
eighth-century Chalcidice in the reign of al-MahdI in the Arabic and Syriac 
sources. Exactly where in Chalcidice their religious establishment was in the 
fourth and subsequent centuries of the pre-Islamic period is a matter of con
jecture. They probably extended from Ma'arrat al-Nu'man in the south to 
Zabad in the north. The references come from various sources, Islamic and pre
Islamic, Christian and Muslim. They speak of a church in Ma'arrat al-Nu'man 
and a monastery near it. Possibly Taniikhid also were the monastery of Ana
sartha, Dayr Khuna~ira of the Arabic sources, the church of St. Thomas out
side Anasartha, dedicated or built by Mavia, and finally, "the monastery of 
the Arabs" in the same region at the time of the Muslim Conquest. 

The history of Taniikh in the fourth century is almost anonymous. Even 
Mavia's husband, whose death occasioned the extraordinary events in the reign 
of Valens, has remained so in the sources. But this anonymity is relieved or 
possibly relieved by two Greek inscriptions found inside and outside Anasartha: 
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the first records the dedication of a martyrium to St. Thomas by a lady pre
sumably of the dynasty of Tanukh, and it speaks of her virtues; the second 
records the erection of a shrine for the martyrs at the request of a pious young 
child by the name of Chasidat. In the Islamic period it is also relieved of this 
anonymity in the eighth century. The dramatic encounter of Tanukh as a 
political and military entity with al-Mahdi:, the last scene it enacted in Oriens 
before it made its final exit, reveals the name of its last martyr-chief, now 
recovered from the sources, Layth, son of Ma):iaga. 

Liturgy 
The Taniikhid allegiance to Christianity had an important dimension 

that is significant to Arabic culture in pre-Islamic times, namely, the rise of 
an Arabic liturgy, and it is this that endows the history of these Arab foederati 
with more significance than that of the assimilated Arab cives. It is for the 
benefit of the former that an Arabic liturgy could have been prepared. 

The case for the rise of a simple Arabic liturgy in the fourth century to 
serve the needs of the foederati is strong, and it rests on concrete evidence for 
the state of the Arabic language and its employment in significant forms of 
self-expression. The Namara inscription that recites the glories of the deceased 
"king of all the Arabs" is written in Arabic and so are the epinician odes that 
celebrate the victories of Mavia over the imperial armies. Unlike the Arab 
Rhomaioi, these foederati were possessed of a considerable measure of Arab iden
tity. When it is remembered that Arab Petra, according to St. Epiphanius, 
celebrated its pagan liturgy in the fourth century in the Arabic language, the 
chances are that the Arab foederati, still closer to Arabia than the assimilated 
Rhomaioi of Petra, are likely to have celebrated the liturgy of the faith to 
which they had been converted in the Arabic language. In the Life of St. 
Hilarion, one liturgical term, barech/barik ("bless") has survived, and it has 
been argued that this was the Arabic term "bless" since it was used by the 
Saracens around Elusa, who, it is natural to suppose, spoke Arabic. If Mavia 
and her foederati fought so hard for orthodoxy and if her people used the 
Arabic language to celebrate her victories, it is not unnatural to suppose that 
the short Nicene Creed for which they fought was recited in Arabic. This 
simple liturgy of the fourth century is most probably the earliest Arabic 
liturgy to come into existence in the Patriarchate of Antioch. 

Poetry 
The victories of Mavia over the imperial armies of Valens did not pass 

unnoticed or remain unsung. Arab poets of the time composed on Mavia's 
victories odai that remained in circulation for a long time to come and were 
heard by the ecclesiastical historian Sozomen toward the middle of the fifth 
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century. Those who composed these odai have remained anonymous, but at 
least their tribal affiliations may be conjectured to have been Taniikhid or 
Lakhmid, that is, belonging to tribes that had emigrated from the Lower 
Euphrates and eastern Arabia, where the tradition of literary Arabic was 
stronger than in the western half of the Fertile Crescent. 

These poems, nonextant and anonymous as they are, have great signifi
cance since they are the earliest attested in the history of Arabic poetry. 
The odai celebrated victory and thus they were primarily epinician, at any 
rate those about which Sozomen was informed. Therefore, they must belong 
to the well-known poetic genre on the ayyam, the battle-days of the Arabs, 
cycles of poems that sang the virtues of the warriors. But it is almost certain 
that in addition to their epinician character they must have presented Chris
tianity in its orthodox version since this was the issue around which the war 
was fought. It surely must have been a theme, if not the main theme, of these 
odai. If so, then these odai would represent the earliest nonextant instances 
of Arabic religious poetry or at least poetry that echoed religious and doctrinal 
positions for which the foederati fought. Such odes were composed in the sixth 
century for another group of foederati, the Ghassanids, and in these splendid 
odes religious terms were used, including the term for orthodox, Arabic qawim, 
which the Ghassanids, Monophysites as they were, considered themselves to 
be. But the odai composed for Mavia antedate these Ghassanid odes by some 
two centuries, and they must then be adjudged the earliest attested Arabic 
poems expressing Christian terms and sentiments to be composed in Oriens. 

Diwan 
The odai composed to celebrate the victories of Mavia could not have 

been an isolated phenomenon. They presuppose a tradition of poetic com
position earlier than the eighth decade of the fourth century when these odai 
were composed. It is almost certain that other poems were composed before 
and after in the fourth century and that they were lost in the process of 
transmission. 

That this must have been the case is inferable from the existence of a 
diwan, a collection of poems for Taniikh, which was circulating in the Islamic 
period. There is a reference to it in the work of an Andalusian philologist of 
the twelfth century and to a diwan of Taym Allat, a constituent tribe of the 
confederation that Taniikh was, which was consulted by the blind Taniikhid 
philosopher-poet Abii-al-'Ala' in Baghdad in the eleventh century. As the 
historian Hisham al-Kalbi wrote a monograph on the Taniikhids, it is possible 
that this diwan or a portion of the poems included in it formed part of his 
.111onograph. If so, the diwan of Taniikh would not have been composed late in 
Islamic times, but in the eighth century, not so distant from the pre-Islamic 
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past. It is, therefore, almost certain that a portion of this diwan contained 
poems that went back to this pre-Islamic past when Tanii.kh was the dominant 
federate group in the fourth century, and also after that century when it 
continued to form part of the federate scene in Oriens until the Arab Conquests 
in the seventh. 

VI. THE ARAB EPISCOPATE 

In addition to the rise of an Arab client-kingdom, a basileia and a phylarchia 
in Oriens, there arose also the rudiments of a twin institution, an Arab 
federate episcopate, to be distinguished from that of the Arab Rhomaioi. The 
rise of an Arab church in the fourth century has to be related to the federate 
episcopate rather than to that of the assimilated Arab Rhomaioi of the limi
trophe provinces. It is for this very reason that the history of this federate 
church is important in the history of Arabic culture before the rise of Islam 
because certain important components of that culture in this distant past can 
best be discussed in relation to it and in the process, perhaps, be recovered. 

1 

The extant names of the bishops of the Arab federate episcopate in 
Oriens within the Patriarchate of Antioch in the fourth century are three: 
(1) Pamphilus who participated in the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325; it is 
almost certain that he was the bishop of the Tanii.khids, the dominant group 
of Arab foederati in the service of Byzantium in the fourth century; whether 
or not he was Arab ethnically is not clear. (2) Theotimus who participated in 
the Synod of Antioch in A.D. 363, held during the reign of Jovian; like 
Pamphilus, he was most probably bishop over the Tanii.khids, but unlike him 
something is known about his immediate antecedents before he participated in 
the Synod of Antioch. Apparently he had been won over to the Acacian 
position a few years before his participation in that synod. (3) Moses, the 
famed bishop of the reign of Valens, who, it is explicitly stated, was ethnically 
an Arab. He is the only one among the three in this short episcopal list who 
is not merely a name in a synodical or a conciliar list. Something is known 
about his character, beliefs, and encounters in this century of theological 
controversies. 

Moses had been a solitary before he appeared in the limelight of ecclesi
astical history in the fourth century, and he is distinguished from the two 
other bishops in many ways. He had been a holy man and a miracle-worker 
before he was singled out for the episcopal dignity and was consecrated bishop 
under extraordinary circumstances-by the orthodox bishops in exile. He also 
became a missionary and an ecclesiastical diplomat who composed federate
imperial differences. Finally, he became a saint of the universal church, and 
his feast falls on the seventh of February. 
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Apparently, the foederati in the fourth century were represented in church 
councils by one bishop only. This does not necessarily imply that they had 
only one bishop in Oriens. As to the seat of these federate bishops, the chances 
are that it was somewhere in Chalcidice where the Tanukhids, the dominant 
group among them, were settled, possibly in Anasartha. The existence of 
bishops over the Arabs suggests the existence of an ecclesiastical hierarchy, 
especially the lower grades such as presbyters and deacons. This is natural to 
suppose. All these bishops were, of course, orthodox, and so were the Arabs 
in the fourth century. This list, short as it is, is thus invaluable for making 
possible the writing of an ecclesiastical history of the Arabs in the fourth 
century, especially the rise of an Arab church. 

2 

The Arab Christian presence in the Patriarchate of Antioch is not limited 
to that of the foederati. Io addition to the federate presence and that of the 
assimilated Arabs-the Rhomaioi of the Diocese of Oriens and the Patriarchate 
of Antioch-there was a significant Christian Arab presence in Sinai and in 
the whole of Palestina Tertia. It is this last presence, reflected in various 
spots in the province, that has claims on the attention of the ecclesiastical 
historian of the Arab Christian Orient in the fourth century. The status of 
some of these Arabs as foederati-the Arabs who are the main concern of this 
book-is not clear, but often they are referred to as Saracens, while those 
living in an oasis or a town such as Pharan were actually living in Saracen 
surroundings, in what is called in the sources the desertum Saracenorum, and in 
the Byzantine limitrophe so close to the world of the Arabs as Saracens that 
their Arab ethos remained strong. So they are quite close to the foederati dis
cussed in this book. Because of their isolation and the complete Arab ambience 
within which they lived, they are likely to have had a simple form of an Arabic 
liturgy in church services, and thus they are important for the investigation 
of the rise of an Arabic liturgy in the fourth century. 

Palestina Tertia had three main centers of Arab Christianity; one was in 
the north in the Negev, Elusa, while the two others, Rhaithou and Pharan, 
were in the southwest of the Sinai Peninsula. 

( 1) Elusa was the capital of Palestina Tertia; it was there that the gar
landed priest of the pagan Saracens was converted by St. Hilarion and became 
Elusa's first priest, thus signaling the rise of an incipient ecclesiastical hierarchy 
in Elusa, which became an episcopal see the Arab bishops of which are known 
for the fifth and sixth centuries. 

(2) Rhaithou was the center of an eremitic community, dominated in 
this century by its holy man, Moses, the hermit of Rhaithou, who according 
to the Ammonii Monachi Relatio spent seventy-three years in the monastic life. 
His influence in Sinai was extensive and must have extended to the 'Araba 
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Valley whence he drew to the monastic community of Rhaithou from Ayla 
and Petra Joseph and Paul, presumably Arab inhabitants of these two Arab 
cities. He also converted Obedianus, the Arab chief of Pharan, who in turn 
became the defender and propagator of Christianity in that region. 

(3) Pharan's Christianity derived from that of Rhaithou, and it developed 
quickly into a Christian Arab center. Ca. 400 it appears as an episcopal see, 
and its first attested bishop, Nathyr, was probably an Arab. Pharan developed 
into the great center of Arab Christianity in the Sinai Peninsula and was 
adorned with churches and monasteries. 

Thus the centers of Arab Christianity in Sinai may be divided into two 
categories: (1) the Arab monastic center of Rhaithou and (2) the two episcopal 
sees of Elusa and Pharan, where was born and developed an ecclesiastical 
hierarchy. 

The ecclesiastical history of the foederati is plagued by some anonymity 
and vagueness as to where in Oriens their episcopal see was. In contrast with 
this, the history of Christianity in the south of Oriens, in Palestina Tertia, is 
blessed with some specificity. Its three main centers are well-known toponym~, 
Elusa, Rhaithou, and Pharan, and so are the figures associated with them, 
Hilarion of Elusa, Moses of Rhaithou and Pharan, and Obedianus of Pharan. 

VII. THE RISE OF AN ARAB CHURCH 

The rise of an ecclesiastical hierarchy for the Arab federates in Oriens and the 
possibility that Moses was not the only one who was ethnically Arab among the 
bishops of the federate episcopate raise the question of whether or not an Arab 
church came into being in the fourth century. An examination of the con
stituent elements of an Arab church leads to the conclusion that such a church 
did come into existence in the fourth century, forming an Arab component 
within the Patriarchate of Antioch. 

(1) After a long association with the Graeco-Roman world and that of 
the Aramaeans in Syria, the Arab foederati learned the languages of their 
neighbors. But there is no doubt whatsoever that their first language was 
Arabic, which they used in their inscriptions and in the composition of the 
epinician odes commemorating their victories over the Arian emperor, Valens, 
as explicitly stated by the ecclesiastical historian Sozomen, who himself heard 
them as late as the middle of the fifth century and who is thus a primary 
source for this important aspect of their identity-their retention of the use 
of their own native language in significant forms of self-expression. 

It is this basic fact that can lead to the investigation of the difficult prob
lem of a pre-Islamic Arabic liturgy the existence of which is an established fact 
for other Oriental and Semitic peoples such as the Armenians, the Copts, the 
Syrians, and the Ethiopians, but which in the case of the Arabs has remained 
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problematic. These foederati in Oriens must have worshiped through an Arabic 
form of the liturgy, undoubtedly a very simple form of it, since at least 
for some time after their arrival in Oriens this was the only language they 
understood. 

(2) Only scattered references to their churches and monasteries have sur
vived in the sources, but they are sufficient to suggest that this dimension of 
institutional Christianity was not lacking in the Arab church of the fourth 
century. A precious passage in the Syriac History of A~iidemmeh, the Mono
physite bishop of the sixth century who converted the Arabs of Mesopotamia, 
some of whom were relatives of these fourth-century foederati, is very revealing 
as it describes in detail the process of conversion among the Arabs, involving 
inter alia the churches and monasteries which they endowed and continued to 
support and some of which carried the names of their chiefs. The explicit 
Syriac text on their relatives in Mesopotamia and the references in the Arabic 
sources to the churches and monasteries of the Arab foederati in Syria itself 
suggest that the latter were as enthusiastic as the former in the endowment 
of ecclesiastical foundations. 

(3) Perhaps the most striking datum that can argue for the reality of 
this Arab church in the fourth century pertains to the reign of the Emperor 
Valens, during which Mavia, the orthodox Arab queen, fought for the faith 
of Nicaea against the Arian Vaiens and finally forced him to sue for peace on 
her own terms, one of which was that the bishop of her Saracen foederati must 
be an Arab holy man by the name of Moses. Even the most conservative 
analysis of this crucial passage in the ecclesiastical historian Socrates suggests 
that there was an element of Arab self-assertiveness in Mavia's insistence on 
an Arab bishop. If the bishop was Arab, and if the worshipers were Arabs who 
had not abandoned the use of their own native language, it is only natural 
to suppose that the lower ranks of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, which were 
even closer than the bishop to the worshipers, were also Arab or mostly Arab. 

The synodical and conciliar lists of the fourth century reveal the names 
of at least two other bishops of these Arab foederati: Pamphilus, who partici
pated in the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325, and Theotimus, who took part 
in the Synod of Antioch in 363. Whether these were Arabs remains to be 
shown, but their names argue for the reality of an Arab episcopate in Oriens, 
within the Patriarchate of Antioch, in the fourth century. The last in the list, 
however, Moses, was certainly Arab, and his consecration may suggest either a 
continuation of a tradition of electing Arab bishops for the Arab foederati or a 
dissatisfaction on the part of the foederati with bishops who were not Arabs 
and a desire to have one who was, thus reflecting the first recorded articulation 
of an Arab sentiment in ecclesiastical history. 

If an episcopate of the Arab federates came into being in Oriens in the 
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fourth century, if the clergy was, as has been argued, Arab or partly Arab, 
if the foederati spoke their own native language, which they used in significant 
forms of self-expression, if there existed a simple form of an Arabic liturgy, 
and if the federates, as has been argued, built and endowed churches and 
monasteries, then an Arab national church may be said to have come into 
being in the fourth century in Oriens. 

In addition to the rise of an Arab church and an Arab ecclesiastical 
hierarchy in the fourth century, monasticism spread among the Arabs of 
Oriens in this century. Again, as in the case of the church of the federates, 
anonymity plagues the Arab monastic establishment in Oriens in the fourth 
century. Moses, the bishop of Mavia's Arabs, had been a solitary before he was 
consecrated bishop, but where in Oriens his desert retreat was is not clear. It 
is, however, reasonable to suppose that there was an Arab monastic presence 
in Chalcidice where the Arabs formed an important demographic component. 
Arab Sinai tic Christianity, however, again provides some specificity for Arab 
monastic life in the person of Moses, the hermit of Rhaithou, which emerges 
as an attested Arab monastic center in Oriens in the fourth century. 

Finally, Arab Christianity in the fourth century could count among its 
constituent elements not only an ecclesiastical hierarchy and the rudiments of 
a monastic establishment but also participation in the community of Christian 
saints, represented by St. Moses. 

VIII. CHRISTIANITY AND ARABISM: 

INTERACTION AND RECIPROCAL INFLUENCES 

In this context of the appearance of an Arab church of the foederati in Oriens 
in the fourth century, the question of the interaction between their Arabness 
and their Christianity inevitably arises. The Christian religion enriched the 
lives of all those peoples to whom it was preached, and those peoples in 
turn enriched Christianity each in their own peculiar way, thus creating that 
diversity within the unity of Christian church and culture represented by such 
versions of this diversity in the Orient as the Armenian, the Syrian, the 
Coptic, and the Ethiopian. Unlike that of other Oriental and Semitic peoples, 
Arab Christianity could develop freely for only a relatively short period. Never
theless, the mutual interaction between Arab culture and Christianity was as 
fruitful as their mutual indebtedness was beneficial. 

1 

The adoption of Christianity by the Arab foederati supplied just that ele
ment which had been missing in their ethos and which their own uninspiring 
pagan pre-Islamic religion had not supplied. The Arab moral order represented 
by murii'a, 1 Arab virtus, was now supplemented by a spiritual one, and thus 

'For murii' a (muruwwa), see Nicholson, Literary History of the Arabs, pp. 82-87. 
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their Christianization represents a spiritualization of their ethos and their 
attainment of a new identity. Christianity created among them new levels of 
spiritual experience unknown to them before. 2 

The rise of an ecclesiastical hierarchy and an organized Arab church 
brought into being new sources of authority, spiritual ones. Obedience to 
ecclesiastical authority created a new form of discipline, supplementing the 
other one, that of the phylarchs. Instances in the Islamic period are not 
lacking to demonstrate the submission of unruly Arabs to the authority of the 
clergy, 3 while the staunch federate support of orthodoxy implied submission to 
ecclesiastical authority in doctrinal matters. 

Christianity gave rise to new human types unknown to them before: the 
monk, the martyr, and the saint. These Christian types were revered by the 
Arabs in pre-Islamic times, and all three are represented in the fourth century: 
the monk by Moses of Rhaithou; the saint by Moses, Mavia's bishop; and the 
martyrs by those who fell for orthodoxy in battle, possibly attested in a Greek 
inscription found in Anasartha. 

Christianity terminated in a sense the ethnic isolation of the Arab foederati 
and diluted whatever ethnocentric feelings they might have had. The universal 
character of the Christian ecclesia and the community of Christian doctrine and 
faith affiliated them with the larger Graeco-Roman world and that of the 
Mediterranean communities among whom Christianity had spread and who 
consequently all became spiritually related. Thus the old distinction between 
Greek and Roman on the one hand and barbarian on the other was obliterated, 
at least to a certain extent. Perhaps there is no better reflection of the sense 
of new brotherhood to which the foederati belonged than the marriage of their 
queen's orthodox daughter to the very orthodox Master of Horse in Oriens, 
Victor, and the canonization of their bishop, Moses, whom the Chruch re
members each year on the seventh of February. 

Finally, Christianity had its impact on the Arabic language, the resources 
of which were thus employed toward the attainment of new and higher levels of 
literary expression in two important domains: 

(a) The rise of a simple Arabic liturgy in the fourth century in Oriens 
entailed the employment of the Arabic language for accommodating the rites 
and expressing the truths of the Christian faith. New terms must have appeared 
in Arabic 4 under the influence of Christianity, and new motifs must have been 
employed, expressed through the medium of Arabic. 

(b) The composition of the odai in honor of Mavia's victory must, as has 

'For the speech of the Arab martyr of the sixth century, Arethas (l::larith), see the present 
writer in Martyrs, pp. 50-51. 

'See Nicholson, op. cit., p. 240. 
'For Christian terms that entered Arabic in the pre-Islamic period, see L. Cheikho, Al

Na{rdniya wa A.diibuha, vol. 2, pp. 157-226; and Jeffery, Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur'an. 
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been argued, be considered the earliest instance of the expression of religious 
sentiments through the medium of Arabic poetry; and in this sense they 
are the earliest examples of Arabic religious poetry. Thus, like the Arabic 
liturgy, these odai illustrate the interaction between Christianity and the Arabic 
language. This interaction is especially important for a poetry like that of the 
pre-Islamic Arabs where the simplicity and monotony of desert life did con
duce to a certain exiguity in poetic themes, and this remained the case until 
the sixth century, just before the rise of Islam when the poets themselves 
were aware that they were ruminating. This poetry, written under the in
fluence of Christianity, derived not from the Arabian scene, but from an 
extra-Peninsular spring, and thus it represents an important stage in the 
thematic evolution of Arabic poetry and the expansion of its expressive range 
from its constricted pastoral surroundings to the spacious confines of the new 
spirituality. 

2 

The Arab ethos responded well to the challenges, the spiritual challenges, 
of the new faith. All the components of the pagan muru'a-courage, hospi
tality, devotion, and chivalry-the old secular virtues that had been exercised 
in the service of the old ideals, found now a new field for their application, 
Christianity. The result of this interaction was the emergence of a new identity 
and a new loyalty. 

The course of Arab-Byzantine relations in the fourth century demonstrates 
how the pagan Arab ethos, now spiritualized, was enlisted in the service of 
Christianity. It begins with lmru' al-Qays who probably left the service of 
Shapii.r on religious grounds. If so, it was the Arab ideal of wafa' and wala', 
faithfulness and devotion or loyalty, that impelled him to leave. The defense of 
orthodoxy in the wars of the fourth century and the stand of the foederati 
behind their clergy are also examples. One component of federate mores, 
namely, extending protection to those who seek refuge, is instanced in the 
account of the orthodox bishops sent into exile by the Arian emperors. 

Thus it may be said that the Christianization of the foederati, far from 
representing a retreat from traditional Arab identity, actually enriched that 
identity and raised it to a higher spiritual level. 

IX. THE IMAGE 

Christian Byzantium inherited from pagan Rome an image of the Arabs which 
had been fashioned in the four centuries that elapsed from the Settlement of 
Pompey to the reign of Diocletian and which formed the substrate of the new 
Byzantine image that grew in the three centuries before the rise of Islam 
beginning with the fourth century. 
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The extension of civitas to the Arab provincials by the Constitutio Antoni
niana and the adoption of Christianity by many of the Arabs in the Roman 
period had considerably leveled the differences between the Arabs and the 
Graeco-Roman establishment and had somewhat improved the image of the 
Arabs in an empire of which they now were citizens and with Christian writers 
who naturally were well-disposed toward those who shared the same spiritual 
fold. Yet the image of the Arabs had remained dim in the Roman period, and 
it was this dim image that Byzantium, Christian as it was, inherited. 

Of the various groups of Arabs of whom the Graeco-Roman writers 
formed an image, only two mattered in the Byzantine period: (1) the new 
group, the series of foederati, who represent the new Arab-Byzantine relation
ship in the fourth century, and (2) the Arabs who appear in the sources as 
either raiders of the Roman frontier or of the urban centers within the limes. 
Both are called Saracens. It is these two groups whose image is powerfully 
reflected in the mirror of Byzantine historiography, both secular and ecclesi
astical. The two historiographical currents absorb the old Roman one, each 
contributing new elements for the growth of a new image. 

1 

Secular Byzantine historiography inherits from its pagan Roman prede
cessor the image of the Arabs as barbari and latrones. The chief exponent of the 
new secular current is Ammianus Marcellinus. Inter alia, he equated the Arab 
Scenitae, the tent-dwellers, with the Arabs in general, both sedentary and 
nomadic, and called both Saracens, thus obliterating important distinctions 
between various groups of Arabs who were thus subsumed under this umbrella 
title of Saraceni; confusion was his contribution. The term drew a picture of 
the Arabs as nomads and as undesirable neighbors or allies of the empire, 
raiders and marauders. More than any other historian of the fourth century or 
of this early Byzantine period, Ammianus is responsible for the image of 
the wandering Arab, the tent-dweller, the Scenites, and the raider of the limes, 
which, moreover, was riveted through his literary art, expressed in such 
graphic phrases as vita est itlis semper in fuga and Saraceni tamen nee amici nobis 
umquam nee hostes optandi. 

The Byzantine perception of the Arabs in the latter half of the fourth 
century was not such as to correct the image transmitted by the distorting 
mirror of Ammianus. Because of friction with the imperial government con
cerning the true definition of the faith, the Arab foederati revolted continually 
in this century, and consequently they gained the reputation of being rebels 
and unreliable allies who rose up against the central government throughout 
the century. 

The involvement of the Arabs in the death of Julian brought in a new 
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element in the formation of the image of the Arabs, namely, that of regicides. 
This was the contribution of Libanius to the growth of the Arab image in the 
fourth century. In Oration XXIV, dated A. D. 3 79, addressed to the new 
emperor, Theodosius, he openly accused the Arabs of having murdered the 
last member of the house of Constantine. As Julian has never ceased to fascinate 
posterity, the manner of his death, in which the Arabs were involved, con
tinued to project a regicidal image of the Arabs long after the fourth century. 
Thus, between the two pagan writers of the fourth century, the last great 
Roman historian and the influential Greek orator and friend of Julian, an 
image of the Arabs was formed, which did not cease to influence subsequent 
Byzantine historiography. 

2 

Just as Ammianus was the chief creator of the Arab image among the 
secular historians of the Byzantine period, so was Eusebius among the ecclesi
astical historians, and it is to him that the Arabs owe their inclusion in the 
annals of ecclesiastical history. Eusebius, however, projected an unflattering 
image of them. He wrote toward the end of the Roman period, and his image 
is that of the Arabs of three Roman centuries. But as the father of ecclesiastical 
history, Eusebius's image of the Arabs naturally influenced subsequent ecclesi
astical historiography. For him the Arabs of the Old Testament were uncove
nanted Ishmaelites, outside the promises, while in Christian times they con
tributed many a heresiarch. 

Even so, Eusebius's Ecclesiastical History presented an improved image of 
the Arabs, although somewhat marred by the indelible mark that the Arabs as 
Scenitae!Saraceni had left on the Graeco-Roman mind. But it was an improve
ment of some sort. The figure of the Emperor Philip, the Christian Arab, 
provides a good example of how the writers of Late Antiquity were divided 
in their evaluation of the Arabs according as they were pagan or Christian. 
To a Christian writer such as Eusebius, Philip the Arab was praiseworthy; to 
a pagan writer such as Dexippus or Aurelius Victor or Zosimus, he was the 
opposite, worthy of condemnation that also involved the people to whom he 
belonged, the Arabs, described as ethnos cheiriston. 

The major ecclesiastical writer after Eusebius who has contributed to the 
formation of the image of the Arabs is Jerome. The translator and continuator 
of his Chronicon repeated what his model had written and added something 
from his own experience, namely, the image of the Saracens familiar to him in 
the desert of Chalcis and later in southern Palestine in Bethlehem. Jerome had 
firsthand knowledge of the Saracens/Scenitae because of his sojourn in these 
two areas in Oriens. In spite of the rise of the Limes Diocletianus and the 
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annexation of all the Arab client-kingdoms by the end of the Roman period, 
pockets of Saracens remained within the limes and of course outside it, and 
these raided the frontier. What drew the attention of the ecclesiastical writers 
to the Saracens was that these Saracens happened to be around places of special 
interest to them, namely, the loca sancta and the Holy Land. Hence the pic
ture of Saracens revolving around and attacking monasteries, churches, and 
monks, all of which was recorded by the ecclesiastical historians, of whom 
Jerome was one. With the equation of Saracen with Arab, this image was 
transferred to the Arabs in general. 

Although the Christianization of the Arabs of Oriens, or most of them, 
contributed to an improvement in their image since they were now part of 
the ecclesia of the new Christian Roman Empire, yet their conversion to Chris
tianity brought with it a new problem. The image of the Arabs as Christians 
was tarnished by the accusation of heresy, hurled against them by Eusebius 
but more so by another fourth-century ecclesiastical writer, St. Epiphanius, 
who in his Panarion enumerated the heresies associated with the Arabs and 
thus indelibly fixed their image as heresiarchs, a view conveyed powerfully 
through the phrase Arabia haeresium ferax. 

Linguistic usage, too, contributed to the deterioration of the image of 
the Arabs in this period. Exactly when Saracen was first equated with Scenites 
is not entirely clear, but by the fourth century it was established usage, 
which operated to the disadvantage of Arab/Saracen groups who were not 
scenitae, including the foederati. The term Saracen, almost pejorative now be
cause of this equation, experienced further deterioration when it was equated 
with the biblical term that designated the Arabs, namely, Ishmaelites. This 
carried with it the biblical signification of uncovenanted Ishmaelites, outside 
the promises, a semantic dimension made firm by the false patristic etymology 
given to the term Saracen and relating it to Sarah. 

The term Saracen thus became charged with pejorative overtones, repre
senting the confluence of the two streams of secular and ecclesiastical his
toriography. From secular historiography it carried the two dimensions of 
scenites and latro and from the ecclesiastical, that of uncovenanted Ishmaelite. 

In a world won over to Christianity, what mattered more was not what 
the secular historians said about the Arabs and their image, but what the 
Bible and the ecclesiastical historians said. The latter were represented in the 
Greek East by Eusebius whose authoritative voice as the father of ecclesiastical 
history remained audible on the Arabs. In the Latin West it was carried by 
the Latin translation of his Chronicon and of his Ecclesiastical History. The two 
works spread over the Latin West and dominated its historiography, and with 
that domination the image of the Arabs transmitted in Eusebius's work reached 
the Latin West, centuries before the Arabs did. 
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3 
Toward the end of the fourth century there occurred an important devel

opment in the image of the Arabs in ecclesiastical history. Even as St. Jerome 
was writing, there arose a new group of ecclesiastical writers heralded by 
Rufi.nus, who had an entirely different attitude to the Arabs and the barbarians 
of the Byzantine borderland. In the pages of his Latin Ecclesiastical History 
he projected an image of the Arab foederati not as heretics but as orthodox 
and, what is more, fighting for orthodoxy against the heretical imperial 
government of Arian Valens. In this he was followed by three writers of the 
fifth century, Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, who continued the tradition 
of Rufinus in projecting a somewhat improved image of the Arabs in ecclesi
astical history. 

EPILOGUE 

1 

Before the century turned, the Arab federate horse had galloped for Byzan
tium in various regions of the pars orientalis and the Near East, reaching such 
distant places as Najran in the South and Constantinople in the north. The 
foederati had taken part in the stirring events of this fourth century, the 
century of Constantine and Shapur, and the highlights of this participation 
may be reflected in the following enumeration: the mysterious and arduous 
campaign to South Arabia, which may have brought about the collapse of the 
newly united Arabian South; possible participation in the battle of Ctesiphon 
in Julian's Persian War; involvement in the death of the last member of the 
house of Constantine; possible participation in the fateful battle of Adrianople 
in A.D. 378; and finally, the successful defense of Constantinople in the 
aftermath of that battle. Of all these activities, their involvement in the death 
of Julian is perhaps the most important. That death changed the course of 
history in the fourth century, and if the Arabs were involved in his death, as 
is possible, even probable, then the Arabs would have been the agents of that 
historic change. 

If the century is dominated on the Byzantine and the Persian side by 
Constantine and Shapur respectively, on the Arab side and in the context of 
Arab-Byzantine relations in this fourth century it is dominated by three large 
historical figures, Imru' al-Qays, the doughty warrior, Mavia, the heroic and 
romantic queen, and Moses, the holy man, bishop and saint. 

(1) In the lapidary style of the Namara inscription, Imru' al-Qays is 
described as "the king of all the Arabs." Appropriately enough in this context, 
he was known to the two sovereigns, Shapur and Constantine. He had served 
Shapur before defecting to the Romans and becoming Constantine's ally. He 
takes his place alongside Tiridates of Armenia and 'Ezana of Ethiopia as 
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Christian rulers with whom Byzantium allied itself in this period and who 
watched Byzantine interests in their respective territories. The Arab king's 
assignment related to Arabia, the Provincia and the Peninsula. 

(2) Just as Imru' al-Qays dominates the scene of Arab-Byzantine relations 
in the first half of this century, so does Mavia in its second half. Hers was an 
extraordinary career. She led her troops in person, and her military presence 
was felt in. various parts of the Circumscription of Oriens, indeed in its three 
continents, represented by its major cities, Alexandria, Antioch, and Constan
tinople. Ever victorious in battle, even against the magister utriusque militiae of 
the Orient, she lives in the annals of ecclesiastical history as the Arab heroine 
and defender of orthodoxy in the fourth century against Arian Valens. 

(3) The career of her bishop, Moses, is equally extraordinary. A solitary, 
he stands firm in his orthodox faith against the Arian bishop of Alexandria, 
Lucius, refuses to be consecrated by him, is consecrated instead by orthodox 
bishops in exile, becomes a bishop, diplomat, missionary, and finally attains 
immortality, if immortality consists in being remembered, by becoming a 
saint of the universal church. 

Of these three large Arab historical figures of the fourth century, it is 
the third that is the best known. While lmru' al-Qays is known to a few 
epigraphists and Mavia to a few ecclesiastical historians and both to a few spe
cialists on the fourth century, Moses is known to a much wider circle. Mil
lions of Christians throughout the centuries have remembered this Arab of the 
fourth century while celebrating his feast on the seventh of February. Moses 
has entered the ecclesiastical calendar of the Christian Church, and in this 
sense he lives in the consciousness not of a few academics, but of a large 
segment of humanity as part of le passe vecu. 

2 

The Taniikhid foederati fell from power as the dominant federate group 
late in the fourth century during the reign of Theodosius. But they did not 
disappear and remained part of the federate scene in Oriens till the Arab 
Conquests. Even then they played an important role and an even more impor
tant one in Umayyad times in Bila.cl al-Sham. 

( 1) Between their fall late in the fourth century and the Arab Conquests 
in the seventh, they formed part of the federate shield in Oriens and con
tinued to participate in the defense of the Diocese. But they might have 
contributed to the difficulties of the Ghassii.nid supreme phylarch in the sixth 
century because of their orthodoxy and their strong feeling of tribal identity. 

(2) In that fateful decade, the fourth decade of the seventh century, they 
participate in the defense of Oriens against the Muslim Arabs. They fight 
under the Ghassii.nid Jabala at Du.mat al-Jandal and in the decisive battle of 
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the Yarmuk in A.D. 636. The Muslim commander, Abu-'Ubayda, finds them 
in the vicinity of Chalcis/Qinnasrin and Beroea/ Aleppo where some adopt 
Islam, while others remain staunchly Christian. In A.D. 639 they counter
attack with Heraclius, who, however, fails to recover Oriens from the Muslim 
Arabs. 

(3) The Umayyads made of Oriens/Sham the heartland of their Islamic 
caliphate and rested their power on the ajnad system of tribes and tribal 
groups in Sham, many of whom had been these very foederati and of whom the 
Tanukhids were one. This ensured for the Tanukhids and other federates a 
new lease on life, and they participated in the wars and politics of the 
Umayyad period and dynasty until its fall in A.D. 750. 

(4) The Abbasids transferred the caliphal heartland from Sham to Iraq, 
and this spelled ruin for the ajnad, including the Tanukhids. It was not long 
after the fall of the Umayyads that the Abbasid caliph, al-Mahdi, made a 
visit to Syria in A.D. 780 during which he encountered the Tanukhids. The 
encounter effectively brought to an end the life of the Tanukhids as an autono
mous Christian community in Oriens, a position they had occupied since the 
fourth century. Shortly after, those who did not adopt Islam and were not 
assimilated into the Muslim community left for other regions where there was 
a strong Christian presence, one of which was the Caucasus. 



Addenda 

Part One: Chapter I, i 
The Namara Inscription 

A welcome addition to the literature on the Namara inscription is an article by Henry 
I. MacAdam, entitled "The Nemara Inscription: Some Historical Considerations," 
which appeared in al-Abf?iith (Beirut), 1980, pp. 3-16, and is written from the view
point of an archeologist and Roman historian. I am entirely in agreement with his 
interpretation of the most significant part of the inscription on pp. 9-13. The term 
al-Bad', applied to Imm' al-Qays and discussed on pp. 6-7, may turn out to be 
al-Badan, the new reading in the still unpublished MS al-Maniiqib al-Mazyadiyya. 

This is a valuable British Museum MS which, to my knowledge, was first used 
by M. J. Kister in his fundamental article, "Al-l:fira: Some Notes on its Relations 
with Arabia," Arabica, 15 (1968), pp. 143-69. Its most relevant part to BAFOC is 
the one that deals with Imm' al-Qays while he was still king of l:fira. His achieve
ments, recounted in the MS, are summarized by Kister on pp. 166-67. On p. 166 
he mentions that his title was al-Badan, which, according to the MS, is related either 
to his great height and size or to the fact that he habitually wore coats of mail. The 
title was also applied to another king of l:fira, his grandson and namesake, who ac
cording to some authorities was the one who was called al-Badan, not his grandfather. 

"Al-Badan" could very well have been the correct term which described Imm' 
al-Qays and which was corrupted into "al-Bad'." It describes him as clibanarius or 
cataphractarius and the description rings true in view of his Persian connection while 
still in l:f1ra. The description is valuable since it indicates that the Lakhmid cavalry 
were clad in the Persian manner as before them the Palmyrene had been in the third 
century. 

On what is supposed to be the capital of a column found at the site of Imm' 
al-Qays's tomb in Namara, crosses or what look like crosses appear engraved on this 
capital. If so, this should argue for the Christianity of Imm' al-Qays, discussed supra, 

pp. 33-34; for this capital, see Heinz Gaube, Ein Arabischer Palast in Siidsyrien: 
ij.irbet El-Baiqa (Beirut, 1974), Tafel I, 3. 

Part One: Chapter IV, Appendix vii 
Rufinus 

F. Thelamon's doctoral dissertation has appeared as a book, entitled Paiens et 
chritiens au IVe siecle, Etudes augustiniennes (Paris, 1981). Her views on Mavia, Moses, 
and the Church of the Saracens, published in a resume of her dissertation in 1979, have 
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already been analyzed. The unabridged chapter in the original manuscript 1s now 
available in the printed book, pp. 123-47, and it is a sensitive and perceptive analysis 
of the account of Rufinus, written from the point of view of an ecclesiastical historian 
of the fourth century. Since I have already commented on her conclusions, expressed 
in the resume, I shall limit myself to a few more observations, called for by the reading 
of the relevant chapter in her book: 

1. The Arabs of Mavia are presented as nomads throughout the chapter and the 
influence of Ammianus Marcellinus is clear (pp. 128-30). Various chapters in BAFOC 
have drawn attention to this misconception. 

2. The war of Mavia with the empire is presented not as a war of religion that 
involves a Christian monk and bishop-Moses (pp. 137-39). It remains to be shown, 
however, that the ecclesiastical historian privileged the religious clause in the foedus. 
No clause is mentioned other than the one pertaining to Moses, and if there had been 
others, Sozomen would or might have mentioned them in view of his interest in 
military details pertaining to Mavia's war. The assumption that one of these clauses 
left implied was the contribution of auxilia (p. 136) is only an inference which, more
over, does not take into account that Mavia's Arabs were already foederati but in revolt 
as orthodox Christians against Arian Valens. The military history of the Ghassanids, 
the Monophysite Arab foederati of the sixth century, and their encounters with the 
Chalcedonian emperors provide instructive typological affinities which will be treated 
in BASIC. 

3. The analysis of the case of Aspebetos, the Arab bishop/phylarch of the fifth 
century, is valuable, but it is doubtful whether it is really a parallel case with that of 
Moses in the fourth, whether it can justify conclusions on the independence of the 
church or see of the Saracens, and finally whether this argues for nonacculturation 
(pp. 139-41). This will be examined in detail in BAFIC in which there will be an 
extensive chapter on Aspebetos and the bishops of the Parembole. 

4. The magister equitum et peditum per Orientem against whom Mavia battled was 
not Victor (p. 135). Victor was then magister equitum (PLRE, vol. 1, p. 958). Julius 
was the one against whom Mavia fought since it was he who was the magister equitum 
et peditum per Orientem (PLRE, vol. 1, p. 481). 

5. The authoress subscribes to the view put forward in Le limes, pp. 193, 239, 
that it was normal for Arab princes to give their daughters in marriage to Roman 
officers (pp. 135-36). It has been argued in this book that this was not so and that 
the case of Mavia's daughter was unique; see section VI in the chapter on the reign of 
Valens and also the chapter entitled "Two Greek Inscriptions." 

6. The myth of Mavia's Roman origin, discussed by the authoress (p. 131) and 
to be found in such a late author as Theophanes, goes back to Theodoros Anagnostes 
as explained in Appendix V of the chapter on the reign of Valens. 

7. The authoress rightly corrects R. Devreesse (p. 134 note 50), whose error was 
discussed more elaborately, supra, section II of the reign of Valens. Her caution in 
accepting the view that the see of Pharan was created for Moses around A. D. 3 71 
is also welcome (p. 14 3 note 81). 
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Part Two: Chapter XI, iii 
Arabic Poetry in the Fourth Century A.D. 
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Sozomen's account contains the earliest explicit reference to the composition of 
Arabic poetry. Before him Bardai~an in the early part of the third century A.D. 

made his well-known reference to poetry and its noncultivation by various peoples. 
Among these he included the Tayaye and the Sarqaye, two groups of Arabs who 
presumably lived in the eastern and the western halves of the Fertile Crescent respec
tively. Since he recognizes a third group of Arabs, the 'Arabaye, it is tempting ro 
think that these were not included in his list of peoples who did not cultivate poetry. 
It is equally tempting ro think that he meant by 'Arabaye the inhabitants of Beth
'Arabaye in Mesopotamia, not far from Edessa and the Arab Abgarids, where the 
composition of Arabic poetry in this early period is not alrogether inconceivable in a 
region culturally so rich and diversified. For these two references to the Arabs and 
the composition of poetry, see Bardai~an, The Book of the Laws of Countries, ed. and 
trans. H. J. W. Drijvers (Assen, 1965), pp. 46, 50; for Beth-'Arabaye and the 
Abgarids, see B. Segal, "Pagan Syrian Monuments in the Vilayet of Urfa," Anatolian 
Studies (London), Vol. III, 1953, pp. 104-7. 

Addenda and Corrigenda 

Byzantium and Arabs in the Fourth Century, (BAFOC), has benefited from reviews 
of it, which appeared after its publication in 1984. These may be found on pp. 543-547 
in the volume that followed, Byzantium and the Arabs in the Fifth Century, (BAFIC), 
published in 1989. 

The most recent reexamination of the Pahlevi Paikuli inscriptions of the Persian 
king, Narseh, by Helmut Humbach and Prods 0. Skjaervo has invalidated the view 
that the Lakhmids of }:lira were related to the Abgarids of Edessa, as argued by Ernst 
Herzfeld and U. Monneret de Villard in the first half of the twentieth century, a view 
adopted by the present writer in BAFOC, with reference to the Lakhmid king Imru' 
al-Qays, the client king of Byzantium during the reign of Constantine, BAFOC: pp.34, 
n.11; 36, n.20; 46, n.62; 48, n.89; 67, n.151. These two scholars have conclusively 
shown that the inscription has one 'Amr, the Abgarid, and another 'Amr, the Lakhmid, 
since the inscription has not one but two 'Amrs. Hence, the Abgarid origin of Imru' 
al-Qays as expressed in BAFOC has to be changed and possibly related tO South Arabia, 
the view of the Arab geneologists. 

Irfan Shahid, Dumbarton Oaks 
March 2006 
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Other Oriental Sources 
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Maps 



Map I illustrates "Byzantium and the Arabs before the Rise of Islam." It shows 
the main caravan cities of western Arabia and the western Fertile Crescent as 
well as three major centers of Arab Christianity, namely, }:IIra of the Lakhmids, 
Jabiya of the Ghassanids, and Najran of the }:Iarithids. Jabiya as a Christian 
center is not as important as }:IIra or Najran and its place is not as clear, but it 
was the capital of the Ghassanids, who were ardent champions of Christianity. 
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Map II illustrates "The Fourth Century: A Synoptic View." The four toponyms 
marked on the map represent the farthest points reached, or possibly reached, 
by the Arab foederati in the fourth century, namely, Adrianople, Constan
tinople, Ctesiphon, and Najran. 
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Map III illustrates "The Reign of Constantine." It shows toponyms associated 
with the Roman military presence in northwestern Arabia and in Oriens. In 
addition to Namara, which appears on the map, l:IIra and Najran are associated 
with Imru' al-Qays; but for these two toponyms, see Map I. 
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Map IV illustrates "The Reign of Constantius": the extension of Byzantine 
influence in South Arabia by the building of churches in Aden, in Zafar, and 
near the Strait of Hormuz, possibly in Diba. 
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Map V illustrates "The Reign of Julian" and the participation of the Arabs in 
Julian's Persian campaign. The letter "E" marks places at which the partici
pation of the Arabs is explicitly attested. 
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Map VI also illustrates "The Reign of Julian." The letter "I" marks places at 
which the Arabs are implicitly referred to in Julian's Persian campaign. One 
of these places lies between Zaitha and Dura but, owing to the small scale of 
the map, it could not be marked. 
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Map VII illustrates "The Arabs in the Works of St. Jerome: Vita Hilarionis" 

and "Ammonii Monachi Relatio" in Chapter VIII, "The Arab Presence in Oriens." 
The map shows places associated with the Arabs in the Negev and Sinai: 
Elusa, Pharan, and Rhaithou. 
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Map VIII illustrates "Toponymical Observations." For two toponyms associated 
with the Lakhmid and Tanukhid federates, namely, Namiira and Thainatha, 
respectively, and also for Duma, see Map III. 
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Constantine and, 54, 55, 61, 64--65, 526 
Judaism in, 65, 100n, 528, 539 
mission of Theophilus Indus to, 86-90, 

93-94, 528-29, Map IV 
Arabia, West, 14, 15, 17, 19, Map I 
Arabia Deserta, 465 
Arabia Felix, 242, 243n, 488 
Arabia haeresiumferax, 28, 201, 563 
Arabia Petraea, 306 
Arabian Empire, of Shammar Yuhar'ish, 41, 

548 
Arabian Ladder, 146, 147n 
Arabian Peninsula, xvi, xvii, 9, 14, 15, 31 

Arab foederati and, 22, 23 
Byzantinization in, 18-19 
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campaign of Shapiir II in, 34, 36, 61, 62-
63, 66-67, 526 

Christianity in, 87, 90n, 94n 
cradle of Islam, 352 
nomads, raids of, 227, 398, 487-90 

Arabic language, 21, 290---91, 3 5 5 n, 446-4 7, 
470, 490-98. See also Poetry, Arabic 

celebration of pagan liturgy in, 291-93, 
552 

Christianity and, 435-43, 553, 556, 559-
60 

at Mt. Sinai, 307-8, 320---21, 322 
Namara inscription and, 31, 549-50 

Arabicus, cognomen of Aurelian, 5 7, 60n; Con
stantine, 4, 56-60, 72-73, 526 

Arabs, xvi, xvii, 81. See also Foederati, Arab 
and individual tribes and tribal groups 

Church of, 339-40 
conversion to Christianity, 275, 288-93 
nomadic, of Arabian Peninsula, 16, 19, 

85, 227, 398, 487-90 
relations with Rome, xv, xvi, 13-14 

Arabs, image of, 1, 8, 560--64 
in ecclesiastical history, 28, 277-82, 293-

95, 562-64 
in Res Gestae, 82-86, 239, 561 
in works of Julian the Apostate, 82-86 

Arabs, Muslim, xvii, 10, 17, 132, 149, 382, 
383n, 384, 423. See also Arab Conquests; 
Umayyads 

Arabs on the Frontiers of Byzantium and Iran, The 
(Pigulevskaia), xviii-xix 

Aramaic language, 21, 437, 447, 491, 493, 
497-98 

Arcadius, emperor, xv, 218 
Arda/, of Lakhmid kings, 354n 
Ardashir, Persian king, 211, 371 
Arethas (al-1:Iarith b.Jabala) Ghassanid king of 

6th cent., 25, 81n, 158n, 391, 412, 
455,488, 512n, 513n, 519n, 520, 521 

Arethas, saint, martyr, 25, 235n 
Arianism 

among the Arabs, 17 ln, 188 
Constantine and, 527 
Constantius and, 81-82, 91-94, 96, 527, 

528-29 
mission of Theophilus Indus, 93-94 
resistance of Arab foederati to, 18, 527 
Valens and, 531, 532 

Arintheus, magister peditum, 165, 166n, 167n 
Aristotle, translations of, 409, 410 
Armenia, 22, 25, 33, 64, 70, 71, 133, 171, 

467n 

Church, liturgy of, 530, 556, 558 
Julian's Persian campaign and, 111, 132n, 

135 
migration of Taniikhids to, 427, 429, 45 7 
Persia and, 215-16n 

Arsaces, Armenian king, 111 
Arsacids, 353n 
Arwa, mother of al-MahdI, 429 
Asad b. Na'isa, 454 
Asds, Arab tribes, Imm' al-Qays and, 31, 35, 

37-38 
Asfar, books, 353, 354n, 355, 358, 362, 364 
Ash'ar Fahm, 45 ln 
Ash'ar Tanilkh, 449, 450, 454 
Asia, Central, Christian missionaries in, 19 
Aspebetos, Arab bishop and phylarch of 5th 

cent., 34, 55n, 119n, 333, 496n, 518n, 
568 

Assanitae, 117, 119-21 
Assyria, 22, 125, 133, 467n 
A.ram, fortifications, 404 
Athanarich, Gothic chief, 205 
Athanasius, saint, patriarch of Alexandria, 

55n, 136n, 171, 338n, 531, 539 
Apologia, 9 l 
exile, 78, 79, 80, 92n, 527, 528 

Audiani, Christian heretics of 4th cent., 278 
Augustus, emperor, 15, 40n 
Auranitis (I:Iawran), 38n, 4 ln, 383n 
Aurelian, emperor, 13, 14, 17, 57, 60n, 

371n, 373n 
Aurelius Victor, 562 
Autobiography (Libanius), 126, 135-37, 217 
Auxilia, Arab, 253, 506, 541 

in Julian's army, 107-13, 116, 132-33, 
530 

during reign ofValens, 170-71, 531, 535 
'Awana b. al-1:Iakam, 35 ln 
al-Aws, Arab tribe, 122n 
Aws ibn-Qallam, 122-23 
Axum, 19, 86, 90---93, 94 
Ayla, 49, 50, 74, 81n, 299n, 300n, 305, 

345, 480, 488, 489, 548 
'Ayn al-Tamr, 434n 
Ayyam, battle-days, 130, 152, 444-46, 452-

53, 473, 487, 553 
Azd, Arab tribal group, 35n, 37, 52n, 98, 

374, 389, 430, 450, 451 
Ghassanids and, 121, 122n 

Babylonia, 133, 421, 467 
Bacurius, Iberian king, 207n 
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Baghdad, 349, 351, 430, 449, 450, 452, 
456, 553 

Bahra', Arab tribe, 382, 383, 384n, 407 
Bakr, Arab tribe, 382n 
BakrI, Arab geographer, 226, 417, 460--61 
Balad, 421 
BalagurI, 2, 401-2, 426, 427-29 
Bait, Arab tribe, 382, 383, 388, 395n, 545 

settlements, 384, 399, 544 
Baitg, river, 286, 406 
Balkans, 10n 
Balqayn, Arab tribe, 382, 395n 

biblical origin, 387, 388, 389, 390-91, 
544 

settlements, 384, 392, 399, 401, 544 
Banii-al-}:Iarith b. Ka'b, 44 ln 
Banii-al-Qa'qa', 402 
Banii-al-Qayn, 196, 384. See also Balqayn 
Banii-Asad b. Wabara, 451 
Banii-Buqayla, Arab tribe, 362 
Banii-Hilal, Arab tribe, 428, 429 
Banii-Marina, 345n 
Banii-Mawiya, 196--97 
Banii-~ali]:i, 306, 382, 385, 461 
Ban ii-Sa.ti', 362, 3 77, 419 
Barbary (East Africa), 90n 
Bardai~an, 33, 34, 569 
Bar-Hebraeus, 424-26, 427, 428 
Barochius, bishop of Arabia, 335n, 342-44 
Basil of Caesarea, saint, 163n, 165-67, 265, 

337n 
Basileia 

of Arabfoederati, 501, 510--14, 517, 541-
42 

of Heraclius, 520 
Noldeke on, 5 20--21 

Basiis War, 444, 446 
al-Baralyawsi, 449 
Batavi, 182, 270, 271, 503n 
Bathaniyya, 383n 
Beersheba, Edict of, 499 
Beeston, A. F. L., 100--102, 497n 
Beirut, 457n 
Belisarius, 22, 8 ln, 329 
Berbers, 16 
Beroea (Aleppo), 181,334,482, 566 

Tanukhid settlements, 226, 371, 401-4, 
405, 407, 545, 546, 551 

in Vita Ma/chi, 284, 285, 286 
Beryllos, bishop of the Arabs of Bostra, 343 
Beth- 'Arabaye, 569 
Bethelia, 275, 277 
Bethlehem, 284, 288, 291, 435, 562 

Betroclus, 393n, 398-99, 486n, 545 
Bezabde, 79, 80 
Bible, 562, 563 

Arabic, 4, 8, 435-36, 440, 442-43 
Old Testament, 295, 306n, 307n, 308, 

325, 416 
Septuagint, 245n 
Syriac, 237 

Bidhakhsh, Persian title, 119 
Bilad al-Sham, xviin, 10--11, 445, 565, 566 
Birsama, 393n, 399n 
Bishops, of Arab foederati. See also 

Moses, saint, bishop of Mavia 
Arianism and, 82, 527, 528 
exile, 154-56, 527, 528 
during Mavia's revolt, 142-43, 532, 534 
Pamphilus, 330--37, 527, 554, 557 
religious policy of Julian and, 115 
Theotimus, 330, 334-37, 532, 554, 557 

Bishr, ancestor of Hisham al-KalbI, 351 
Biya', churches, 354, 355-56 
Black Sea, 487n, 489n, 505n 
Blau, 0., 119, 386n 
Blemmyes, 65n, 240n, 548 

and martyrs of Rhaithou, 297-98, 300--
303, 315, 327 

Book of Bahram Chiibin, 408 
Book of Rustam and Isfandiydr, 408 
Book of the Himyarites (Simeon of Beth-Ar

iliam), 102 
Bostra, 48, 15 ln, 323n, 343, 399, 547 

Era of, 292, 358n 
Boudicca, Briton que<;n, 192, 258, 264 
Bowersock, G. W., 13, 199-201, 478 
Biittner-Wobst, T., 128 
Butherich, magister, 206n 
Butler, H. C., 415-16 
Byzantine army, of the Orient, xvii, 8, 22-23 
Byzantine-Persian treaty (A.D. 561), 508 
Byzantium and the Arabs in the Fifth Century 

(Shahid), xv-xvi, xvii, xix, 9, 385n, 461 
Byzantium and the Arabs in the Sixth Century 

(Shahid), xv-xvi, xvii, xix, 9, 460, 461 
Byzanz au/ den Wegen nach Indien (Pigulev

skaia), xviii-xix 

Caesarea, 50n, 72, 167, 243n, 329 
Caleb, Ethiopian Negus of 6th cent., 97n, 

224n, 378, 414n 
Caliphate, Islamic, xviin, 9, 16 
Callinicum, 107, 110, 113, 132, 142, 162n, 

400 
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battle (A.O. 531), 81n, 455 
Taniikhids and, 545, 546 

Cambyses, 125n, 127n 
Camel, battle of the, 351 
Canard, M., xviii 
Cannae, battle of, 271-72 
Cappadocia, 162, 163, 166---68, 211, 337n 
Carrhae, 109 
Carthaginians, 272 
Casket, W., 359 
Caste/la, 14, 465, 471, 473, 482, 484, 489, 

498, 548 
Castra, 14, 465, 471, 486, 489, 491, 496 
Cataphractarius, 567 
Catervae, 171, 531 
Catholici, Nestorian, 356 
Caucasus, 489n, 505n, 566 
Caussin de Perceval, A. P., xviii, 5, 340, 

341n, 368n 
Cavalry units, in Byzantine army, 22 
Ceylon, 97, 104n 
Chabot, J.B., 424n 
Chaeremon, bishop of Nilopolis, 156n 
Chalcedon, Council of, 5 ln, 341 
Chalcidice 

monasticism in, 186n, 465-76, 558 
Taniikhid settlements, 398, 400--407, 424, 

433-34, 467-68, 470-72, 540, 545, 
Map VIII 

Chalcis (Qinnasrin), 294, 382, 423, 566 
limes, 288, 398, 467-80, 482, 545--47 
monasticism in, 284, 433, 465n 
Taniikhid settlements, 226,371, 400--404, 

405, 407, 545, 546, 551 
Charles Martel, 187 
Chasidat, 227-38, 538, 552 
Cheikho, L., 44 ln 
Chionitae, allies of Shapiir II, 80 
Chosroes, Persian king, 160n, 356, 466, 469 
Christianity, 100-104, 155 

Ammianus Marcellinus and, 261-62n, 266, 
267, 268 

of Arab foederati, xvii, 8, 16---19, 21, 24-
25, 71, 418 

in Ethiopia, 11-12, 55n, 91-93 
Hisham al-Kalbi on, 355, 363 
ofTaniikhids, 224-25, 381, 418-35 

Chronicle (Michael Syrus), 194 
Chronicon (Eusebius of Caesarea), 244n, 562, 

563 
Chronographia (Malalas), 50, 57-58 
Chronographia (Theophanes), 190, 194 
Chronography (Bar-Hebraeus), 424n, 425n 

Cilicia, 211 
Circesium, 110, 134, 400n, 487, 488, 5 30, 

548 
Circumcision, 87 
Cis-Euphratesia, 467 
Civitas, 17, 486, 541 
Clarissimus, rank, 20, 517 
Clibanarii, 507n, 567 
Clysma, 298 
Coche/Seleucia, 109, 110, 530 
Codex Sinaiticus, 332 
Cognomina, of emperors, 4, 56---59, 60n, 72-

73, 273, 526 
Colchis, 134 
Comes Orientis, 18 
Comes rei militaris, 15 On 
Comitatenses, 22, 507, 541 
Comte, A., 367n 
Constans, emperor, 78, 338, 528 
Constantine, emperor, 25, 55, 72, 380, 519, 

528, 529 
cognomen, Arabicus, 4, 56---59, 72-73, 526 
conversion, 33, 71, 525 
eastern policy, 22, 53-56, 62-72, 135, 

525-27, 537 
eastern trade routes and, 69-70, 526 
ecclesiastical policy, 76, 78, 330-31, 527, 

539 
reign, xv, xx, 2, 7, 11, 27, 31-73, 525-27 
reorganization of Provincia Arabia, 48-53, 

72 
South Arabia and, 40, 64-65, 526 
Tricennalia, 61, 70 
Visigoths and, 66, 67, 72 
wars with Persia, 66-68, 70-72, 134, 

525-27 
Constantine, pope, 187 
Constantine, son of Heraclius, 457n 
Constantinople, xvn, 93-94, 137, 160n, 162, 

168, 275-76 
Council (A.O. 381), 167, 174n, 205, 206, 

219 
defended by foederati of Mavia, 27, 84, 138, 

139, 175, 176, 179, 183, 252-57, 535, 
Map II 

federate kings in, 5 10, 5 11 
Constantius, emperor, 2, 55, 72, 74, 79-80, 

83 
eastern policy, 54, 69, 135 
ecclesiastical policy, 81-82, 91-92, 93-94, 

96, 338, 528 
letter to 'Ezana and Saizana, 86, 91-92, 

101, 105, 528 
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Constantius, emperor (cont.) 
mission to Ethiopia and l:Iimyar, 42, 528 
Persian Wars, 74, 77-82, 94-95, 465, 

467, 527, 528 
Southern Semites and, 69, 86-106, 510, 

528-29 
Victor and, 164, 165 

Constantius Chlorus, 57n, 503n 
Constitutio Antoniniana, 17, 342, 343n, 437, 

519 
Coptic papyri, 33, 61 
Copts, 92n, 556, 558 
Cornelius Palma, legate, 242, 245 
Corrector totius Orientis, title of Odenathus of 

Palmyra, 63n, 514, 518 
Cosmas, saint, 26 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 104-5nn, 304n 
Costa, P. M., 73 
Crusius, 0., 128 
Ctesiphon, 41, 47, 108, 465 

battle, 25n, 109-14, 117, 123, 132, 165, 
530, Map II 

Cumont, F., 392n 
Cuneus, military formation, 177-78, 179, 

253, 254n, 256-57 
Cuneus equitum, of Arab foederati, 22, 507 
Cypriots, bishops of, 276 
Cyril of Scythopolis, 333n 
Cyrus, 125n, 127n 

al-I;)abi' ibn al-I:Iarith, 3 79n 
Dabiq, 404, 425n 
I;)aja'ima, 380, 382, 412. See also Sali]~ids 
Dalmatia, 294 
Dalmatus, St., monastery in Constantinople, 

168--69 
Damascus, 49, 486n 
I;)amc,lam, monastery, 384n 
Damian, saint, 26 
Danube, river, 67, 178, 180--81, 487, 503, 

519 
I)at al-Salasil, 3 84 
Dawiid, Sa!Ii)id king of 5th cent., 224n, 

236n, 378n, 379n 
Dayr al-Naqira, 434 
Dayr Dawiid, 474n 
Dayr I:Ianna, 362, 377,419,434, 550 
Dayr l:Ian=?ala, 355n, 420n 
DayrHind, 226n, 355,356,364, 441n, 460 
Dayr l:Iisma, 383n, 384n 
Dayr Khun~ira, 434, 551 
Dayr 'fayaye, 434 
"Days of Ignorance," 352 

I;)ayzan, Ghassanid king, 117 
al-I;)ayzan, son of Mu'awiya, 422 
De Magistratibus (John Lydus), 51 
De Nuptiis Gentilium, Constitution of Valen-

tinian and Valens, 159n 
Dead Sea, 155, 476 
Decapolis, 50n 
Dedication, Council of, in Antioch (A.D. 341), 

78-79 
Deni)a, 420n 
Desvergers, N., 458--59 
Devreesse, R., 145n 

authenticity of Ammonii Monachi Relatio 
and, 308-16, 328 

on ecclesiastical history of Arabs, 330n, 
340--42 

Dexippus, 562 
Diba, 94, 98 
Diba al-BI'a, 89n, 98 
Diba al-Ghurfa, 98 
Diba al-l:Ii~n, 98 
Dibos, island of, 53n, 96-99 

mission of Theophilus Indus to, 90, 96-99, 
528 

Dillemann, L., 103 
[)immis, 430, 43 ln 
DinawarI, 117 
Dio Cassius, 73 
Diocletian, emperor, 57, 60n, 341, 467, 

472-73 
military measures of, 14, 22, 69, 484 
reign, xv, 11, 12, 366 
reorganization of Provincia Arabia, 48-53 

Diodorus Siculus, 243n 
Dionysius, patriarch of Alexandria, 155n 
Diva, Divi, 86, 94n, 97n, 98 
Diwan, 354, 384n 

ofTaniikhids, 448-55, 553-54 
Dome of the Rock, Jerusalem, 131 
Dominica, empress, wife of Valens, 178 
Domnus, monk of Rhaithou, 300n 
Doulos, hegoumenos of Mt. Sinai monastery, 

297, 313 
Druidism, 264 
Dubayy ~ diminutive of Diba, 98 
I)ubyan, Arab tribe, 384n 
Duces, 20 
Ductor, 117-18 
Duj'um, first king of Sa!Ii), 375 
Duma, 385, Map III 
Diimat al-Janda! (al-Jawf), 62, 382, 478 

battle, 382, 387n, 455, 565 
fortress, 238, 385 
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inscriptions, 52n, 385n, 417 
Kalb in, 385, 392, 398, 544, 545 

I;umayr, 398n, 406, 469n, 486n 
:Qu-Qar, 444, 446 
Dura, 108-10, 112, 113, 530, Map VI 
Dussaud, R., 31, 315 
Dux Arabiae, 15 ln, 228 
Dux Phoenicis, 228 
Dux Romanorum, cicle of Odenachus of Pal

myra, 63n, 514, 518 

Ecclesiastical History (John of Ephesus), 37, 
511n 

Ecclesiastical History (Philoscorgius), 86-106 
Ecclesiastical History (Rufinus), 198-99, 564 
Ecclesiastical History (Theodorec), 184-85, 188 
Edessa, 13, 20, 296, 397, 472, 482 

fall of, 371, 547 
martyrium co Sc. Thomas, 224-25 
in Vita Ma/chi, 284, 285, 286 

Edom, biblical tribe, 384, 544 
Egeria, 5 ln, 225, 295-97 
Egypt, xvin, 147n, 295, 393 

Mavia's revolt and, 142, 144, 146, 149 
separation from Diocese of Oriens, 212, 

215, 342, 489, 537 
Eilac, Gulf of, 144, 324 
Elim, in Sinai, 299n 
Ella-'Amda, Negus of Ethiopia, 42n, 55n 
Ella-Asbel,ia (Caleb), Negus of Ethiopia, 414n 
Elusa, 311,441, Map VII 

in Anonymus of Placentia, 319, 320 
bishops of, 291, 556 
in Vita S. Hilarionis, 288-93, 438, 552, 

555 
Emesa, 146n, 468, 486n 

Heraclius's counteroffensive in, 457--60 
'Emesh, 424n 
Empey Quarter, 12 
Enclosures, Saracen, 483-85, 486, 546, 547-

48, Pis. I-II 
Ephesus, Council of(A.D. 431), 333n 
Ephraim, bishop, 356 
Epiphania (l:fama), 402n, 407, 545, 546 
Epiphanius, saint, 278-79, 291-92, 437, 

552, 563 
Equites indigenae, 486 
Equites sagittarii, 179n, 5 07 n 
Equites Saraceni, 15 ln, 486n, 545 
Equites Saraceni Thamudeni, 486n 
Eremboi, as term for Arabs, 227, 230, 232, 

236, 334 

Ethiopia, Ethiopians, xvii, 91, 92n, 556, 558 
Constantine and, 61, 64--65, 69, 526 
Conscancius and, 86, 528, 529 
expedition with Byzantium against South 

Arabia, 19, 40-42, 61 
mission of Theophilus Indus co, 90--93, 

528 
Vita Constantini and, 53-54 

Echnarch, 54, 88, 105, 528 
Euchai:ca, 192 
Eugenius, Theodosius I and, 208n, 216n 
Euphratensis, 345, 473, 474 
Euphrates, river, 107, 111, 132, 133-34, 

465, 466, 479 
limes, 489 
Lower, 21, 24 
in Vita Ma/chi, 285-86 

Eusebia, empress, wife of Conscancius, 89n 
Eusebius, bishop of Samosaca, 155n 
Eusebius of Caesarea, 189, 312, 313n, 343n 

on Arabian heresies, 278-79, 563 
on the Saraceni, 244n, 562 
Vita Constantini, 53-56 

Eusebius of Nicomedia, 527, 529 
Euscachius, bishop, 171, 341 
Euchymius, saint, 89n, 119n, 153,311, 496n 
Eucychius (Sa'Id b. al-Batriq), 305n, 306, 

313, 327, 329, 385 
Euzoius, Arian patriarch of Antioch, 155 
Excursatores, scouts, 108, 109 
Expositio Totius Mundi et Gentium, 98, 183 
'Ezana, Negus of Ethiopia, 55n, 92, 105n 

conversion to Christianity, 11-12, 13, 19, 
64, 69 

letter from Conscancius, 86, 91-92, 101, 
105 

cicle, 42n 

Fabius Cunccacor, 271-72 
Fadawkas, as personal name, 120 
Fahm, Arab tribe, 372n, 451 
Far Ease, 15, 19, 40 
Faran, Arab tribe, 306n, 384n 
Farwa, Jugami chief of 7th cent., 399n 
Federlin, P., 476 
Fihr, tutor of Jagima, 369n, 413n, 415-16 
Fihrist (Ibn-al-Nadim), 360, 408-10 
Fimyun, missionary in Najran, 87n 
First Oration (Julian the Apostate), 74, 75 
Fischer, A., 495-96n 
Flavius Terencianus, praeses of Maurecania, 56 
Foederati, Arab, xvi, xvii, 2-4, 8, 13-16, 18-
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Foederati, Arab (cont.) 
24, 499-500. See also Ghassanids; Lakh
mids; Salil:iids; Tanukhids 

in Ammianus Marcellinus, 107-24, 251-68 
basileia, 501, 510-14, 517, 520-21, 541-

42 
bishops of, 26, 527, 528, 554-58 
in Byzantine army of the Orient, 499, 506--

7 
Christianity of, xvii, 7, 8, 13, 16--19, 21, 

24-25, 133, 261, 418-35, 509-10, 
531, 541-49 

christological controversies and, 82, 5 38-
39 

Church of, 8, 26, 158, 554-58 
fighting methods, 147-48, 248, 533 
in Gothic War ofValens, 27, 28, 535 
Julian's death and, 107,113, 530-31 
in Julian's Persian campaign, 27, 107-24, 

530-31, Maps V-VI 
legal status, 499, 507-9 
organization and structure, 499, 500-501 
orthodoxy of, 28, 205, 206 
in Persian Wars of Constantius, 74-86 
during reign of Theodosius I, 203-14 
revolt during reigns of Constantius, 75-86, 

527-28; Theodosius I, 204-21, 536-37; 
Valens, 28, 138, 142-52, 170, 532-34 

settlements, 3-4, 323, 502-4 
Foedus, between Byzantium and the Arabs, 

15, 205, 207, 208, 267, 478, 528 
Mavia and, 140, 142-43, 158-60, 162, 

164, 532, 534, 536 
terms, 499, 501-6, 507, 512-13, 540, 

542 
Forsyth, G. H., 329 
Fortified territory, 478, 547 
Fraenkel, S., 497n 
Franks, Salian, 503n 
Fravitta, Gothic chief, 159n 
Fritgausus, Briton king, 264 
Fritigil, queen of Marcomanni, 188n, 192 
Frumentius, bishop of Ethiopians, 55, 86, 

91n, 92, 528 

Gaatha, Gothic queen, 192 
Galerius, caesar, 57, 58, 60n, 70-71, 333n 
Galilea, 50n, 387n 
Gallienus, 135 
Gallus, caesar, 50n, 74, 79, 145n, 260, 504n 
Gallus, cousin of Constantius, 93 
Gangra, 192 

Gascou, J., 327 
Gaul, 172 
Gaulanitis, 50n, 145, 174n, 467n 
Gaza, 275 
Gelasius of Caesarea, 199, 201 
George, bishop of the Arabs, 422, 436n 
George of Cyprus, 339n, 405n 
George the Cappadocian, Arian patriarch of 

Alexandria, ~l, 92n, 528 
Germania (Tacitus), 350 
Germans, 8-9, 16, 218 

Ammianus Marcellinus on, 240, 250 
in imperial administration and army, 206, 

210, 518-19 
Geschichte der arabischen S chrifftums (Sezgin), 

462 
Getica (J ordanes), 3 5 0 
Ghassanids, 23, 367n, 382, 383, 475 

Arab Conquests and, 457n 
Arabic poetry and, 22, 453, 553 
Arabic sources on, 369-70 
conflict with Lakhmids, 468-69, 474; 

Salil:iids, 412 
asfoederati of Byzantium, xvi, 13, 22, 117, 

474-76 
in l:lira, 120, 214 
Hisham al-KalbI and, 350, 358 
identified with Assanitae, 120 
kings, 542 
in Medina, Yathrib, 52n 
Monophysitism of, 25, 28, 76n, 129, 193, 

337, 553 
Noldeke on, xviii, 5-7 
phylarchs, 20 
St. Sergius and, 225, 319-20n 
settlements, 406--7 

Ghassdnischen Fiirsten (Niildeke), xviii, 5 
Ghazat, raid, 147, 148, 533 
Ghul, M., 384n 
Gibbon, E., 267n 
Gildo, Mauritanian prince, 207n 
Gloriosissimate, rank, 18, 20, 519n 
Gordian, emperor, 13, 46n, 128n 
Gothic War of Valens, Arab foederati in, 22, 

27, 138, 158, 164, 175-83, 535 
Goths, 22, 134, 170n, 487, 503 

in Julian's Persian campaign, 108, 111, 
116n, 530 

during reign of Valens, 149, 161, 163, 
175, 533, 535 

Theodosius I and, 204, 536 
Gratian, emperor, 165, 208n, 247n, 252, 

269, 270, 503n 
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Greek language, 409-10, 470, 493, 495, 
496. See also Inscriptions 

Gregentius, saint, 89n 
Gregory of Nazianzus, saint, 165-67, 219, 

232 
Gregory of Nyssa, saint, 90n 
Gregory the Illuminator, saint, 33 
Gregory III, pope, 186-87 
Guidi, I., 103 

I:Iabashat, 39 
l:f.ac/ir, military camp, 402-7, 426,428,469, 

471, 481-85, 546, 548 
l:f.adith, Muhammadan traditions, 364, 365 
I:Iadramawt, 104n 
Hagar, mother of Ishmael, 308n, 322 
Hagarenes, as term for Arabs, 389n 
I:Ialab (Aleppo), 377 
l:Iama, I:Iamat (Epiphania), 377, 545, 546 
Al-l:f.amdsa (Abii-Tammam), 450n, 454n 
al-Hamdani, 349, 364, 407 
l:Iamza al-I~fahani, 195n 
al-I:Ianafi:ya, 100n 
Hannibal, 272, 294n 
Hannibalianus, nephew of Constantine, 38n, 

57n, 72 
Hansen, G. C., 191-92 
I:Ian'.(:ala, 420n 
I:Iarith, Kindite king, 44, 47n 
al-I:Iarith b. Ka'b, Arab tribe, 122, 429 
al-I:Iarith ibn Namir al-Taniikhi, 455 
Hartmann, M., 404n 
Hariin al-Rashid, 106n, 226n, 426, 428, 456, 

457 
Hashimites, of Aleppo, 428, 429n 
I:Iasidta, as personal name, 236-37 
I:Iatim al-Ta'i, Arab poet, 195n 
I:Iatra, 13, 371, 387n, 397, 472, 482, 547 
al-I:Iawari, b. al-Nu'man, king of Taniikhids 

in 4th cent., 375, 376, 377, 378-79, 
381, 412, 415, 461, 543 

I:Iawran (Auranitis), 38n, 4 ln, 383n 
Hebrew language, 491, 493 
Hellebich, magister, 206n, 209, 210n 
Hellenism, Arabs and, 12, 17 
Heraclius, emperor, xv, xx, 11, 12,337,423 

basileia, 520 
counteroffensive against Emesa, 457-58 
Taniikhids and, 456, 551, 566 

Heresies, Christian, Arabs and, 8, 201, 278-
79 

Herod, 243n 
Herodotus, 108n, 127n 

Hierarchy, imperial, phylarchs and, 18 
Hieropolis, 114, 115, 132 
l:Iijaz, 10, 15, 23, 39, 52-53, 489 
al-1:lijr, 52n, 478, 547 
Hilarion, saint, 153, 275, 288-93, 311, 555 
l:f.ilf, 354n 
l:f.ilf Kalb wa Tamim (Hisham al-Kalbi), 359 
I:Iim~ (Emesa), 404 
l:limyar, I:Iimyarites (Sabaeans), xvii, 11-12, 

13, 15, 87, 353. See also Arabia, South 
Byzantine agents in, 86, 94 
conversion to Christianity, 15, 528 
Vita Comtantini and, 53-54 

Hind, Kindite princess, 226n, 356, 420n 
Hind, wife of Imru' al-Qays, 374 
Hippolytus of Rome, 278, 279 
I:Iira, city, xvii, 21, 23, 35n, 226-27n, 466, 

467, 471n, 488, 491, Map I 
as Christian center, 24, 94n 
Ghassanids in, 120 
Hishiim al-Kalbi and, 351-52, 353-58, 

364 
Imru' al-Qays and, 3 1- 5 3 passim 
Malechus (Podosacis) and, 122-23 

l:f.ira, military camp, 18, 20,403,471, 481, 
484, 485, 546, 548 

etymology of, 490-98 
I:Iiri script, 355n, 358n 
Hisham, Umayyad caliph, 353, 363n, 365n, 

408-10 
Hisham al-Kalbi, historian, 35n, 408-10, 

451, 460 
Akhbar Tanukh wa Ansabuha, 360, 369, 

450, 451 
as hisrorian of pre-Islamic Arabia, 2, 3, 

349-53, 362-66, 543 
on lmru' al-Qays, 32, 33, 45, 52n 
Al-jamhara, 351, 352n, 359, 362, 365n 
Kitab Muluk al 'f awa'if, 353n, 366n 
names of, 349n, 460-61 
on the Na~rids, Lakhmids, 353-58 
on the Tanukhids, 350, 358-61, 369-72, 

376, 391, 543; and al-Mahdi, 424n, 
427, 431-32, 434 

works, 350-51, 353n, 359-60, 461 
l:lismii, 383, 383-84n, 386n, 399 
Historia Augusta, 37 ln 
Historia Ecclesiastica (Eusebius of Caesarea), 

279, 562, 563 
Historia Ecclesiastica (Sozomen), 140, 274-77, 

444 
Historia Tripartita (Theodorus Anagnostes), 

190-94 
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History (Procopius of Caesarea), 500 
History of Al/udemmeh, 420-22, 432-33, 436n 

on Christianity of Taniikhids in 6th cent., 
550, 551, 557 

l;Iiyar, city, 402-3, 407 
Ijiyiir, military camps, 226 
Hodoeporicon, 186---87n 
Hoffmann, G., 491-93, 495, 497 
Holy Fathers, Chapel of, at Mt. Sinai, 316---18 
Holy Land, 185, 187, 288, 305, 308, 480 

federate Arab defense of, 547 
pilgrimages, 51n, 313, 547 
Saracen raids in, 295 

Hormisdas (Hormuz), Persian prince, 55, 62, 
67n, 119 

Hormuz, Strait of, 54, Map IV 
Hucumbra (Symbra), 108, 109, 110, 113 
Hiid, Arabian prophet, 352 
Hugayl, Arab tribe, 403, 452 
I;Iujr, son of al-I;Iarith, 129n 
Huns, 240,250,266,294,487 
I;Iusayn, T, 378n, 443, 462 

'Ibad, Arab tribe, 354 
'Ibiid Allah, servants, slaves of God, 418 
Iberia, 171 
Ibn-al-'Adim, 458n, 459 
Ibn-al-Athir, 457n, 458 
Ibn-al-KalbI, 460, 461. See also Hisham al-

KalbI 
Ibn-al-Muqaffa', 409-10 
Ibn-al-Nadim, 408-9, 449, 450, 452 
Ibn-Habib, 359 
Ibn-I;Ianbal, 423n 
Ibn-I;Iazm, 372n 
Ibn-I;Iubaysh, 458 
Ibn-Khaldiin, 359,411,412 
Ibn-Qutayba, 411-12 
Ibn-Sallam, 444 
Idumaeans, 243n 
1/tiriiq walad Niziir (Hisham al-KalbI), 359 
Ila.ha, Mount, 415, 417, 478 
Imma, 284 
Imperator, title, 63n, 514, 518, 520 
Imm' al-Qays, of Namara inscription, 315, 

331, 357-58, 447, 488, 500, 567 
campaign in Najran, 32, 35, 38--43, 63-

64, 66, 72-73, 526 
Christianity of, 33, 129, 414-15, 549 
client of Constantine, 32-53 passim, 62-

64, 525-27, 565; Persians, 32-53 pas
sim, 62-64, 565 

crown, 36---37, 56n, 511, 511-12n, 541 
epitaph (Namara inscription), 31-53, 549 
kingship, 149, 511-12, 513, 520, 521, 

527, 541 
al-Nu'man and, 414-15, 544 
sons, 32, 43--45, 51, 66, 141, 500, 526, 

527, 540 
Taniikhids and, 373-74, 412 
Vita Constantini and, 53, 54-55 

Imm' al-Qays, of 5th cent., 34, 193n, 305-6 
Inbiih al-Ruwiit, 434 
India, 19, 40, 56n, 98 
Indian Ocean, 89, 94, 528-29 
Indians 

embassy to Constantine, 55, 61 
in Philostorgius, 105-6 
in Vita Constantini, 53-56, 61, 65 

Indice, 87, 90, 99, 528 
Inscriptions, 3, 4, 17, 364, 366n, 389 

Arabic, 4, 7, 157n, 226---27, 470. See also 
Namara inscription 

Aramaic, 21, 292n, 437, 550 
Baraqish, 72-73 
cognomina of Roman emperors and, 56-60, 

72-73 
Dumar al-Janda!, 385n, 547 
Ge'ez (Ethiopic), 101 
Greek, 17, 101, 142, 157n, 214, 216, 

222-38, 538, 547, 550, 551-52, 559 
in l;IIra, 355-57 
Latin, 4, 17, 56-60, 229, 385n, 417,526, 

547, 550 
at Mt. Sinai, 316-19 
Pahlevi, 61 
Sabaic, 7, 40--41, 61, 103, 120, 369n, 

493,495,496 
Syriac, 424 
Umm al-Jimal, 35n, 127n, 200, 369n, 

371, 373, 413n, 415-16, 514n 
in Zabad, 404, 470 

Inshad, 446, 462 
Iotabe, 15 
Iraq, 349, 351, 566 
Irmad (Yaquc), 360, 365 
'Isa b. Maryam, 454 
Isaac of Constantinople, saint, 165-69, 206n, 

231, 236 
!saurians, 241, 294 
al-I~bahani, 365n 
Ishmael, 306, 308, 322, 326, 352, 362 

sons of, 295, 416 
Ishmaelite, as term for Arab, 157, 244n, 286, 

328, 562, 563 
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Islam, xvi, xvii, 9-11, 24, 352, 365 
Taniikhids and, 431,451, 455-57, 566 

Isma'il b. Yasar, 410 
lsndd, 3 
Igakhri, 404n, 407 
Italy, 23 
Itinerarium, of St. Willibald, 186-87n 
Itinerarium Egeriae, 295-97, 319, 327 
Ituraeans, 55n, 179n, 416 
Iyii.d, Arab tribe, 362, 382, 383, 396-97, 

404n, 419n 
Arab Conquests and, 457n, 467n 

Jabal 'Amil, 387n 
Jabal Bahrii.', 545 
Jabal Taniikh, 407, 545 
Jabala b. al-Ayham, Ghassii.nid king, 400n, 

455, 565 
Jabala b. Salim, katib, 364n, 408-9 
Jii.biya, 94n, Map I 
Jacob Baradaeus, Monophysite bishop, 154n, 

158n 
Jagima, 36, 127n, 369, 374, 375,377,419, 

450 
Arabic poetry and, 438, 448n, 45 ln, 453n, 

454 
in Umm al Jimal inscription, 35n, 200, 

413n, 415-16, 514n, 521 
Zenobia and, 371, 373, 416 

al-jahiliya, 352n 
Al-jamhara (Hishii.m al-Kalb!), 351, 352n, 

359,362, 365n, 424n, 431n, 434 
Jarm, diwan of, 451 
al-Jawf. See Diimat al-Janda! 
Jawlii.n, 383n, 405n, 406 
al-Jazira (Mesopotamia), xviin, 384n, 457 
Jerome, saint, 1, 331, 435 

Arabs in works of, 280, 284-95, 562-63 
Letters, 288n 
Vita Ma/chi, 284-88, 289, 293 
Vita S. Hilarionis, 284, 288-93, 438, 441 

Jerusalem, 49, 50n, 131-32, 139,430,480 
Patriarchate, 342 

Jesus Christ, 296, 419, 454 
Jethro, father-in-law of Moses, 306n, 308, 

321, 322, 324-26 
Jews, 50n, 89, 245n 

revolt against Gallus Caesar, 79, 145-46n, 
504n 

Jig', Ghassanid, 412 
jiwar, protection, 156n 
John, bishop of Osroene in 5th cent., 341 
John Chrysostom, saint, 169n 

John lydus, 51, 130 
John of Damascus, saint, 187 
John of Ephesus, 37, 157n, 494, 5 lln 
Jones, A.H. M., 201 
Joseph, monk ofRhaithou, 299n, 300n, 305, 

556 
Joshua, biblical figure, 306n, 321 
Joshua the Stylite, 179n 
Jovian, emperor, 143, 531, 532 

in Julian's Persian campaign, 107, 112, 
130n, 132, 530 

libanius and, 135-37, 217-18 
Peace of, 27, 71n, 72n, 305n, 397n, 473, 

482, 483, 525 
Victor and, 164, 165, 271n, 273 

Judaea, 50, 153, 476 
Judaism, among the Arabs, 24, 188, 275, 

277 
in South Arabia, 65, 100n, 528, 539 

Jugii.m, Arab tribe, 382, 395, 481 
biblical origin, 326, 387, 389, 390-91, 

544 
settlements, 149, 383-84, 387, 392, 399, 

401, 544 
Julian the Apostate, emperor, 38, 55, 164, 

165, 530 
attitude toward the Arabs, 82-86, 262, 

530-31 
conflict with Arab foederati, 111-13, 130, 

132-33, 209n, 530-31 
death, 124-37, 203, 209, 210-18, 262, 

530-31, 536, 537, 561-62 
First Oration, 74-75, 77-78, 85-86, 133 
Persian campaign, 27, 107-37, 162, 465, 

466, 530-31 
religious policy, 115, 130, 531 

Julius, magister utriusque militiae, 151, 161, 
170n, 172n, 208, 209n, 272, 533, 568 

Justin I, emperor, 41, 76n, 510n, 511n 
Justinian I, emperor, 146n, 229, 242, 305n, 

306, 339n, 461, 469 
Arabfoederatiand, 76n, 78,215,366,391, 

512n 
fortress at Mt. Sinai and, 313, 318, 480-

81n 
limes orientalis and, 468, 472-73, 474 
reconquest of Africa, Italy, 23, 67n 

Kaegi, W. E., xixn 
Kafa'a, equality in social rank, 160 
Kahlii.n, 387 
Kalb, Arab tribe, 84n, 382, 388, 417 

Hishii.m al-KalbI and, 351-52, 359, 543 
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Kalb, Arab tribe (cont.) 
Mavia and, 146n, 196-97, 238 
in service ofUmayyads, 395, 430n, 456 
settlements, 392, 398, 544, 545 

Kana'is, churches, 354, 355, 357 
Kanisat al-A 'rah, in Ma'arrat al-Nu'man, 405, 

434 
Kawad, Persian king of 6th cent., 229, 466 
Katib, translator, secretary, 354, 355, 364n, 

408-10 
Kebra Nagast, 314 
Kemal-Eddin, 458n 
Kenites, 384, 544 
Keturah, wife of Abraham, 87, 322 
Khabur, river, 107, 286, 404n, 479 
Khan al-Abyac;I, 229, 234-35 
Khan al- 'Ajjas, 398n 
Khaybar, 412 
Khazars (Goths), 116n 
al-Khazraj, Arab tribe, 122n 
Khuna~ira, 405, 456. See also Anasartha 
Kinda, Arab tribe, 13, 47n, 97, 356, 366, 

382-83, 474n, 504n 
Kister, M. ]., 461, 567 
Kitiib al-Ghazawiit (lbn-I:Iubaysh), 458n 
Kitiib Muluk al-'.(awa'if (Hisham al-KalbI), 

353n, 366n, 408 
Kufa, 349, 351, 361 
Kufi: script, 355n, 358n 
Kuthayyir, Islamic poet, 384n 
Kutub, books, 353, 354n 

Lagiqiyya (Laodicaea), 407, 545, 546 
Lagarde, P. de, 492, 497 
Lakhmids, 20, 23, 306, 395n, 481. See also 

Imru' al-Qays 
Arabic sources on, 3, 353-58, 369, 382, 

543 
clients of Persia, xvii, 13, 23, 45-46, 466-

67, 468, 474, 488 
conflict with Ghassanids, 468-69, 474 
conversion to Christianity, 76 
migration to Oriens, 48 
during reigns of Constantius, 74; Theodo

sius I, 214 
settlements, 142, 383, 392, 398, 503, 

540, 544, 545, Map VIII 
Tanukhids and, 387, 500-501 

Laodicaea (Lagiqiyya), 407, 545, 546 
Laqab, nickname, 377, 414 
Laterculus V eronensis, 48- 5 0 
al-Lathiq, nickname of Dawud, SalI~id king, 

378n, 379n 

Latin language, 21. See also Inscriptions 
Latinius Pacatus Drepanius, 203-4, 210, 213 
Latrones, Arabs as, 86, 561 
Layth ibn-M~aga, 426, 431, 432, 552 
Lazi, 505n, 510n, 51 ln 
Lebanon, Southern, 387n 
Legio III Cyrenaica, 52n, 399n, 416, 547 
Legio VI Ferrata, 50n 
Legio X Fretensis, 49, 50n, 74, 8 ln, 480, 

547, 548 
Lek, 503n 
Leo I, emperor, 34, 193n 
Libanius, 114, 115, 165 

Julian's death and, 107, 124-29, 135-37, 
203, 209, 210-18, 530-31, 536, 537, 
562 

Orations, 108n, 125-28, 135-37, 209,212, 
214, 216-18, 536, 562 

Licinius, Augustus of rhe East, 57-59, 60n 
Limes Aegypti, 393n, 486n, 489 
Limes Arabicus, 489, 490, 527, 546, 548 
Limes de Chalcis, Le (Mouterde and Poidebard), 

467-76 
Limes Diocletianus, 14, 23, 487, 489, 562 
Limes orientalis, 14-15, 18 

federate Arab defense of, 391-94, 396-400, 
476-90, 546-49. See also Tanukhids 

Limes Palestinae, 50n, 288,479, 480-81, 483, 
547 

Limitanei, 14, 22 
Limites 

exterior, interior, 392, 399n, 473, 476n, 
477-80, 546-47 

transverse internal, 479-80, 483, 486, 
490, 547 

Liturgy, Arabic, 4, 8, 26, 291, 293, 307-8, 
338, 420n, 436-42, 448, 549, 555, 
556-58 

Lucian, bishop of Arca, 334 
Lucius, Arian bishop of Samosata, 185 
Lucius, Arian patriarch of Alexandria, 147n, 

539 
Moses, bishop ofMavia, and, 138, 153-55, 

184-85, 439-40, 534 
Lupicinus, Byzantine military officer, 170-

71, 531 

Ma'add, Arab tribe, 32, 35, 38, 43, 44-45, 
52, 450n 

Ma'an, 399n 
Ma'arrar al-Nu'man 

church in, 551 
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Tanukhids and, 174-75, 405-6, 407, 
433, 434, 532, 545, 546 

Yaqut on, 377-78 
MacAdam, H. I., 567 
Macedonia, 270 
Macedonians, at Synod of Antioch, 334 
Macedonius, Chalcedonian patriarch, 192 
Macepracta, 109, 110, 530 
Mada'in ~aliJ:i (al-l:lijr), 52n, 478 
MagJ:iij, 31, 38, 41n 
Madyan, 326, 383-84n, 386n, 399 
Magister equitum, 22, 160, 161, 209, 229, 

507, 541. See also Victor 
Magister militum, 18, 20, 150, 526, 531 
Magister peditum, 166 
Magister praesentalis, 163n, 164, 166, 167, 

168 
Magister utriusque militiae, 142, 161, 170n, 

172n, 179n, 533 
Magisterium, 518-19 
Magnentius, 78n, 79, 24 ln 
Magnus (Ma'n), son of Abgar V, 296 
al-MahdI, Abbasid caliph, 338n 

encounter with Tanukhids, 423-32, 456-
57, 551, 552, 566 

Hisham al-KalbI and, 349, 361, 451 
Malakan, Malikan, 383n, 415, 416-17, 478 
Malalas, 49-50, 211-12, 468, 472, 475 

on raids of Saracens, 57-58 
Malchus, monk, 284-87 
Malchus of Philadelphia, 193n 
Malechus (Podosacis), Persian Arab chief, 80-

81, 108, 117n, 119-23, 466, 471n 
Malik, Arab personal name, 119 
Malik, grandfather of al-Nu'man, 415 
Malik, of BalI, 384, 388 
Malkikarib, 100-101, 103 
al-Ma'mun, Abbasid caliph, 349 
Manazil, 426, 428 
Mango, C., 106 
Mani, 33 
Manichaeism, 33, 34, 425n 
Mannos of Edessa, 245n 
al-Man~ur, Abbasid caliph, 429 
Maratocupreni, 172-75, 531-32 
Marcian, emperor, 342 
Marcion, 33 
Marcomanni, 188n, 192, 248 
Marcus Aurelius, emperor, 245, 248 
Margoliouth, D.S., 353n, 365-66, 443, 462 
Ma'rib, 72, 104n 
Marinus, bishop of Palmyra, 345 
Marinus, father of Philip the Arab, 345n 

Mariya, Ghassanid princess, 194n 
Marj Ra.hit, battle of (A.D. 684), 456 
Maronia, 285 
Marouta, 420n 
Martyrium Arethae, 102 
Martyropolis, 507n 
Martyrs, of Arab foederati, 227-28, 232-33, 

235n 
Marwan I, Umayyad caliph, 456 
Marwan II, Umayyad caliph, 456 
Marwanids, 365n, 395n, 430n, 456 
al-MarzubanI, 453n, 454 
Mas'udI, 2, 359, 360, 369, 454n 

on the Tanukhids, 369, 372-73, 375, 
376, 410-11, 500,509 

Mauretania, 56, 59, 72, 73, 526 
Mauri, 511n 
Maurice, emperor, 164n, 214n, 215 
Mavia, queen, xix, 184-85, 308-11, 388, 

470 
Ammianus Marcellinus and, 257-68 
Anasartha inscriptions and, 222-38 
Arabic poetry and, 444-46, 448, 452-54, 

462 
basileia, 512-13, 5 20 
Christianity of, 188-90 
daughter, 127, 141, 142, 158-64, 175, 

190-9ln, 197, 222-38, 532, 534, 538, 
559 

defense of Constantinople by, 55n, 8 ln, 
176-78, 535 

ethnic origin, 190-94 
husband, 138, 140-42, 171n, 309, 366, 

379n, 502, 512-14, 520, 532, 541, 
542, 551 

martyrium to St. Thomas, 538, 551 
Moses and, 330, 333, 336, 337n, 340, 

439-40 
name of, 191, 194-97, 222n 
revolt during reigns of Theodosius I, 204-

21, 223,501; Valens, 28, 76, 128, 129, 
138, 142-52, 170, 183-84, 532-34, 
565, 568 

tribal affiliation, 195, 196-97, 238 
Zokomos and, 201 

Mawiyya, mother of Imru' al-Qays, 374 
Maxentius, 58n 
Maximianus, co-Augustus with Diocletian, 

58n 
Maximinus Daia, 58n, 333n 
Maximus, Theodosius I and, 207n, 216n 
Mayerson, P., 201, 317, 327-29 
Maysan, 472 
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Maysara ibn-Masriiq al-'Absi, 457n 
Maysiin, wife of Mu'awiya, 197n, 430n 
Mecca, 10, 15, 16, 307n 
Medina, 52n, 121, 122n, 412 
Meletius, patriarch of Antioch, 171 
Menander, 502n 
Menas, monk of Rhaithou, 304n, 305n 
Menna, bishop at Council of Constantinople 

(A.D. 536), 174n 
Meropius, 92 
Mesopotamia, 19, 66--07, 287, 382, 465, 

467,473 
cult of St. Thomas in, 224-25 
dux of, 284, 285 
federate Arab defense of, 396-97, 547, 548 
Roman, xvin 
Taniikhids and, 224-25 

Mesrop, 435n 
Metrodorus, philosopher, 56n, 61n, 68 
Michael Syrus, 140n, 194, 424, 426-27, 428 
Midian, Midianites, 308, 321, 324-25 
MiJ:irab Dawiid, 132 
Minucius Rufus, magister equitum, 271 
Mi~r, xviin 
Modares, magister, 206n 
Moesia, 208n, 220, 270 
Mommsen, T., 392 
Monastery of the Forty, Mt. Sinai, 318 
Monasticism, 19, 383-84n, 419, 420n, 421, 

490 
Mongols, 16, 452 
Monneret de Villard, U., 36 
Monoimus, Arab Christian heretic, 278, 279 
Monophysitism, 18, 19, 163n, 192-93, 427, 

441n, 442 
of Ghassanids, 25, 28, 201-2, 337, 553 

Moors, 266 
Moses, as personal name, 300n 
Moses, biblical figure, 299n, 306n, 308, 321, 

325 
Moses, monk of Rhaithou, 555-56, 558, 559 

in Ammonii Monachi Relatio, 297-305, 309-
10 

conversion of Obedianus, 147n, 556 
Moses, bishop of Mavia, and, 185-86, 300, 

309-10 
Moses, saint, bishop of Mavia, 25, 26, 28, 

150, 330, 335-37, 339-40, 343, 558, 
559 

career, 152-58, 188, 554, 565 
consecration, 138, 143, 154-55, 184-85, 

533, 534 
ethnic origin, 184, 185-86, 534, 557 
Lucius of Alexandria and, 439-40 

Moses ofRhaithou and, 185-86, 300, 309-
10 

Pope Gregory III, St. Willibald, and, 186-
87 

in Theodoret, 144n, 184-85 
Mouterde, R., 475 
Mu'ag, Taghlibite chief, 432 
Mu'awiya, as personal name, 195-96 
Mu'awiya, Kindite prince, 97 
Mu'awiya, son of Qays, 160n 
Mu'awiya, Umayyad caliph, 196n, 197n, 

430n, 450n, 456n 
Mu9ar, Arab tribe, 35n, 351, 446n, 45 ln 
Mufassir, .exegete of Qur'an, 352 
Muhammad, father of al-Saffiil_i, 429 
Muhammad, prophet, 98, 307n, 314n, 349, 

377, 399n 
on Arab nomads, 249n 
concept of Umma, 363 
Heraclius and, 423n 
Nocrurnal Journey, 132 

Muhammad al-KalbI, father of Hisham al-
KalbI, 351, 352, 359n, 362n, 364 

Mu'jam (BakrI), 460, 461 
Mu'jam (al-Marzubani), 453n 
Mu'jam (Yaqiit), 365, 460 
Munderichus, 150-5 ln 
Mungir, Ghassanid king of 6th cent., 47n, 

8 ln, 164n, 193n, 398n, 5 ll-12n, 519n 
Mungir, son of Hisham al-KalbI, 353 
Mungir III, Lakhmid king of 6th cent., 35n, 

226n, 312, 402, 466, 468, 47 ln, 488 
Munera, of Arab auxilia, 108, 112-13, 130, 

134n, 136, 209n, 505, 506n, 529-31, 541 
Al-Muqtaqab (Yaqiit), 43 ln 
Muru'a, 281, 558, 560 
Mushatta, palace of, 549 
Musil, A., 201, 417, 476n, 477-79 
Musnad (Ibn-J:Ianbal), 423n 
Musonianus, praetorian prefect, 86, 94 
Mu'ta, battle of, 382, 383n, 384, 388, 395n 
AI-Mu'talif (al-A.midi), 45 3n, 454 
al-Mu't~im, 429n 
al-Muthallam b. 'Amr, Taniikhid poet, 452n, 

454-55 

Naaman, biblical figure, 378 
Naarmalcha, 109 
Nabataea, Nabataeans, 23, 37, 48,292, 341-

42, 387 
in Ammianus Marcellinus, 239, 242-43, 

246-47 
annexation, 40, 242, 245 
script, 413, 447 
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Nabi ~alil], 385n 
al-Nabigha, 6th-cent. poet, 436n, 440n, 451 
al-Najiishi (Al]mad b. 'Ali), 360 
Najran, xvii, 15, 19, 87, Maps I-II 

campaign of Imru' al-Qays in, 32, 35, 38-
43, 61, 63---<54, 66 

Christianity in, 24, 104n, 312 
in 6th cent., 122-23 

Namara, 503, 512, 545, Map III 
burial site of Imru' al-Qays, 31-33, 526 
Lakhmids in, 398, 399 
military units in, 399n 

Namara inscription, ii (illus.), 470, 511-13, 
518n, 525, 526 

analysis of, 31-53, 58---<>l, 567 
Arabic poetry and, 443, 445, 446-48 
Baraqish inscription and, 72-73 
Hisham al-Kalbi and, 350, 357-58 
importance of, xix, 2, 7, 544, 549-50 
Tanukhids and, 374,411, 412-14 

Names, Graeco-Roman, adopted by Arabs, 
191, 345 

al-Namir, Arab tribe, 382, 383, 396--97, 
467n 

Narse, Persian king, 71 
Nasab, genealogy, 352n, 356 
Na~rids, royal house of Lakhmids, 353-58 
Nathyr, bishop of Pharan, 303n, 307-8, 556 
Nau, F., 459 
Nawaqil Quqa'a (Hisham al-Kalbi), 359 
Negev, 153, 288, 289, 294, 319, 438, 441, 

479, 547 
Christian Arab presence in, 480, 555, Map 

VII 
Negus, of Ethiopia, 40, 42, 55 
Nero, emperor, 258, 510 
Nessana Papyri, 499 
Nestorianism, 193n, 44 ln, 442 
Nicaea, Council of (A.D. 325), 33, 345, 510, 

527, 554, 557 
bishop of the Goths in, 3 31 
Pamphilus and, 330--32, 334, 338, 344 
subscriptions of, 76 

Nicene Creed, 334, 335, 343, 440, 552 
Nicephorus Callistus, Byzantine historian, 

139n, 192n, 194 
Nili Narrationes, 304n, 314, 316--18, 319, 

499 
Nilus of Ancyra, saint, 314, 317 
Nisibis, 79, 80, 284, 285, 397n, 421 
Nizar, Arab tribe, 372n, 451, 454n 

Imru' al-Qays and, 31, 35, 37-38 
Noldeke, T., 103, 379n, 402, 408-10, 411 

on the Arabic sources, 117, 365, 375 

on the basileia and the phylarchia, 520--21 
on the Ghassanids, xviii, 5-7, 476 
methodology of, xix, 5 
works, xviii, 5, 116n 

Nonnosus, 43, 88n, 504n 
Notitia Dignitatum, 151, ·l 77n, 179n, 240n, 

473, 485-86 
Arab military units "in, 81, 393-94, 398-

99, 508 
Arab presence in Egypt and, xvin 
Thainatha in, 415,416 
Thamudi Arabs in, 385n 

al-Nu'man, last Lakhmid king of !:lira, 160n, 
197, 354n 

al-Nu'man b. 'Amr b. Malik, Tanukhid king 
of 4th cent., 375, 376--78, 379, 381, 
405, 543-44 

Imru' al-Qays and, 411, 414-15 
in Mas'udi, 410 

al-Nu'man b. Bashir, companion of Muham
mad, 377 

Numerus, in Julian's army, 109, 111, 113, 
117-18, 130n 

Nu~ayris, 425n 

Obadiah, as personal name, 328 
Obedianus ('Ubayda), Arab chief of Pharan, 

142n, 145n, 146-47n, 298-99, 300n, 
301-4, 310-11, 313, 328, 556 

Odenathus of Palmyra, 12, 13, 141, 248n, 
369, 527 

titles, 38n, 63n, 514, 518, 519 
war with Persians, 81, 135, 472, 475 

Oikonomides, N., 234n 
Olympiodorus, 502n 
Oman, Gulf of, 98 
Omar, caliph of 7th cent., 249n, 457n, 458 
Orations (Libanius), 108n, 125-28, 135-37, 

209, 536, 562 
Oriens, Diocese of 

definition, xvin 
provincial reorganization during reign of 

Theodosius I, 147n, 212, 215 
strategos of, 148 

Origen, 343n 
Orontes, river, 465 
Osroene, 20, 250n, 341, 473 
Ostrogoths, 208n 
Ozogardana, 108, 119, 134, Map V 

Paganism 
of the Arabs, 13, 188, 287-90, 552 
among Arabs of Mt. Sinai, 321, 324 
in Petra, 5 5 2 
in South Arabia, 87, 528 
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Pahlevi, 408-9 
Palens et chretiens au !Ve siecle (Thelamon), 567-

68 
Palestina Prima, 50n, 51, 144n, 145, 150, 

48 ln, 496n, 503 
Palestina Secunda, 537 
Palestina Tertia, 15, 23,288,297,305,309, 

315, 323n, 324, 392, 399-400, 476, 
480 

Christian Arab presence in, 555-56 
Constantine and, 50-51 

Palestine, 48, 49, 139, 275, 277, 393 
dux of, 150 
hegemonia of, 366 
Mavia's revolt and, 142, 144-46, 149, 

532-33 
provincial reorganization in 4th cent., 212, 

215, 518n 
Palmyra, Palmyrenes, 12, 20, 21, 69, 135, 

342,345,369,387,465,472,487 
in Ammianus Marcellinus, 239, 246-47 
fall of, 13, 14, 16, 17, 371, 373, 390, 

478 
limes, 489, 490 

Pamphilus, bishop of Arab foederati, 78, 330-
38,340,343,344,527 

at Council of Nicaea, 76, 510 
Pan, ape sent to Constantius, 105-6 
Panarion (Epiphanius), 278, 291-92, 563 
Panegyricus (Julian the Apostate), 251 
Panegyricus (Latinius Pacatus Drepanius), 203-

4 
Pannonia, Pannonians, 77, 208n, 249, 266, 

270 
Pantaenus, 54n, 87 
Paran, biblical home of Ishmael, 306-8 
Parembole, Arab, in Palestine, 333,341,345, 

476 
Parembole, military camp, 20, 226, 311, 484, 

496, 548 
Patriciate, 519n 
Paul, hegoumenos of Rhaithou, 299n, 300n, 

305, 556 
Pelagius, bishop of Laodicaea, 154n 
Peri Basileias (Synesius of Cyrene), 218 
Perim, 90n, 97 
Perisabora, 109, 110, 112, 530 
Persia, Persians, xv, xvii, 11, 13, 15, 43,211 

conflict with Rome, Byzantium, 14, 27, 
466,467,468,471,472,473, 525-27 

Constantine and, 66-68, 525-27 
Constantius and, 74, 77-82, 527, 528 
Lakhmids and, 23, 353, 466-67 

Persian Gulf, 62, 89-90, 95, 528, 529 

Persian language, 408-10 
Peshi~ta, 493, 496n 
Peter, martyr of Diocletian's reign, 312 
Peter, patriarch of Alexandria, 312, 313n, 315 
Petra, 16, 17,20,48, 155,299n,300n,305, 

552 
Petrus, bishop of Ayla, 345 
Petrus (Aspebetos), bishop and phylarch, 34, 

55n, 119n, 333, 496n, 518n, 568 
Phaeno, mines of, 155 
Pharan, in l:lijaz, 325 
Pharan, in Sinai, 142n, 153, 185-86, 296-

304, 306-8, 311, 313, 326, 327, 441 
in Anonymus of Placentia, 319, 321-25, 

328 
as Christian center, 303, 304, 548, 555-

56, Map VII 
Philip the Arab, emperor, 128n, 248n, 345n, 

518, 519, 562 
Philosrorgius, 103n, 104-5 

on Julian's death, 124, 130 
on mission of Theophilus Indus, 53n, 54n, 

69, 86-106, 528 
Phocas, emperor, xv 
Phoenicia, 49, 3 3 5 , 341, 486n 

division of, 212, 215 
dux of, 146n, 150 
hegemon of, 142, 148, 150-51, 179n, 213n, 

533 
Libanensis, 47n, 145, 149, 229, 393, 398, 

508, 538, 545 
Maritima, 145 
Mavia's revolt and, 142, 144-45, 149, 

532-33 
Photius, patriarch of Constantinople, 93, 96n 
Phylarch, phylarchate, 18, 20, 22, 117, 118, 

128, 332n, 337, 341, 481, 508, 513-
18, 519n, 541, 542 

in Anasartha inscription, 227, 229, 234-
35, 238 

beginnings of, 26, 200, 332n, 527 
Ghassanid, 164n 
Imru' al-Qays and, 46-48 
Noldeke on, 520-21 
in Palestine, 15, 305-6, 496n 

Piers, 266 
Piganiol, A., 502n, 503n 
Pigulevskaia, N., xviii-xix 
Pilgrimages, 5 ln, 295-97, 313, 547 
Plessner, M., 461 
Pliny, 350 
Podosacis (Malechus), 80-81, 108, 117n, 

119-23, 466, 471n 
Poetry, Arabic, 5, 8, 21-22, 26, 227n, 235-
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36, 438-39, 441, 443-55, 462, 549, 
556, 559-60, 569. See also Dfwan 

in Sozomen, 4, 152n, 275, 276, 550, 552-
53 

Poidebard, A., 470n, 475, 476n, 477, 481, 
483-85 

Poiciers, battle of, 187 
Poll tax, 430, 551 
Pompey, 20, 250 

Settlement of, xv, 11, 12, 366 
Postes, 469, 471 
Procopius, of Caesarea, 43, 229, 51 ln, 520, 

521 
on Arab foederati, 147, 149n 
on buildings of Justinian, 473, 474 
History, 500 
Mt. Sinai and, 312, 313n, 328-29, 480-

8 ln 
Procopius, usurper, 111, 137, 170--71, 490 
Procursatores, skirmishers, 107-10, 182 
Provincia Arabia, 10, 295, 406 

in Ammianus Marcellinus, 239, 242 
Imru' al-Qays and, 39--40, 51-52, 526 
Lakhmids in, 48, 398 
provincial reorganization, 48-53 
southern boundary, 383, 386, 545, 547 

Psamathea, suburb of Constantinople, 168, 
231 

Pseos, monk of Rhaithou, 299 
Ptolemies, 17 
Ptolemy, Chair of, 304n 
Ptolemy, geographer, 206, 350 
Publius Cornelius, Roman cavalryman, 73 

Qalnan, 367, 450n 
Qiina', 89n 
Qasr al-Azraq, 478 
Qasr Burqu', 478 
Qays, Kindite chief of 6th cent., 160n, 366, 

50 ln, 512n, 52 ln 
Qay~ar (Caesar), 412 
Qaysites, 428, 456 
al-Qif~I, 449 
Qinnasrin (Chalcis), 423n, 424, 429, 432 

Tanukhids and, 226, 371, 400--404, 405, 
427, 428-29, 451,455,456,458,551, 
566 

Tayy in, 382 
Qismil, 384n 
Quadi, 248, 266 
Qm;la'a, Arab tribal group, 37-38, 367, 384n, 

388, 389, 45 ln 
Hisham al-KalbI and, 351, 359 
in Mas'udI, 410--11 

Qur'an, 132, 24 ln, 249n, 443 
Arabian Prophets in, 385n 
exegesis of, 352, 359n, 365 
J:lawarI in, 3 79 
Hisham al-KalbI and, 352, 359n, 362-63 

Qu~ayy, Meccan chief, 412 
Qu~ba, 383n 

RabI'a, Arab tribe, 35n, 446n, 458n 
Rabino, H. L., 316 
Raphidim, in Sinai, 299n, 302n, 306n, 321, 

325 
Raqash, grandmother of Imru' al-Qays, 374 
al-Raqqa (Callinicum), 402n, 406 
Rasulids, dynasty, 379n 
Ray~a, wife of Muhammad the father of al

SafraJ:i, 429 
Red Sea, xvii, 53n, 89, 90n, 91, 97, 466, 

487, 489, 526, 528 
Reguli, Arab, 107, 118, 140, 141, 162n, 366, 

381, 504, 513n, 520, 530, 532, 544 
Res Gestae (Ammianus Marcellinus), 79-80, 

466 
on Arabfoederati, 181-83, 397,400 
Arabs in, 75, 83-86, 239-74, 529-30 
lost books, 74, 79, 80, 84, 86n, 251, 528 

Restitutor Orb is, title of Odenachus of Palmyra, 
135 

Rex regum, title, 63n, 72 
Rhaithou, 297-307, 309, 311, 312, 315, 

327, 555, Map VII 
martyrs of, 297, 311-12, 313, 314n 
monastery, 147n, 153, 185-86 

Rhomaioi, Arab, xvi, xvii, 152n, 174, 242, 
244, 247, 277, 278, 342, 343, 436, 
552, 554, 555 

bishops of, 344--45 
Byzantinization among, 17, 18 
conversion to Christianity, 288-90 
in Pharao, 303 
in 7th cent., xvii 

Richomer, magister, 164n, 206n, 209, 
fall ofTanukhids and, 203, 210--14, 216-

18, 537 
Robin, C., 102-3, 104n 
Rome and the Arabs (Shahid), xvn, xvi, 200 
Rosenthal, F., 460, 491n 
Rossini, C. , 497 n 
Rothstein, G., 356-570, 365, 492, 497 
Rufinus, 56n, 92, 197-201, 229, 567-68 

image of Arabs in, 278, 282, 564 
on Mavia and Moses, 153, 198-99, 201 
omissions of, 103n 

Ruhban, 454 
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Rum (Rhomaioi), 403 
Ru~apha (Sergiopolis), 405n, 406, 420n, 465n 
Russell, D. A. F. M., 234n 
Ruwwafa, 394 
Ryckmans, J., 100-101, 103 

Saba, Sabaeans, 87n. See also Arabia, South; 
}::limyar; Shammar Yuhar'ish 

Sabaic language, 364, 366n, 413, 493-98 
Sabianus, tribune, 284, 285 
Sabinianus, magister equitum per Orientem, 285 
al-Safral:i, 429 
Sagittarii, Arab, 55n 
Sahak, 435n 
al-Sa'id, 414-15 
Sa'Id b. al-Batriq (Eutychius), 305n, 306, 

313, 327, 329, 385 
St. Catherine's monastery, Mt. Sinai, 314n, 

316-19 
St. George, hospice of, near Elusa, 320 
Saizana, Negus of Ethiopia, 92, 105n 

letter from Constantius, 86, 91-92, 101, 
105 

$akhr al-Ghayy, 403, 404n 
Sa/aria, of Arab auxilia, 108, 112-113, 130, 

134n, 136, 209n, 505, 529-31, 541 
$alil:i, prophet, 385, 394n, 461 
Sa!Il:iids, 22, 141, 341, 372, 399n, 412 

Arabic sources on, 6, 369-70, 382, 411-12 
as dominant federate group, xvi, 13, 196, 

203, 204, 215, 337, 537 
Hisham al-KalbI and, 350, 358 
settlements, 392, 474-76, 544 

Salim, father of Jabala b. Salim, 408 
Sallustius, praetorian prefect of Gaul, 134 
Samalla, Taghlibite chief, 432 
Samaritans, 91n, 504n 
Samawa, 197n, 398n, 417n, 479n 
Samlaqa, 412 
Sapores, magister, 207n, 209 
Saraceni, as term for Arabs, xvi, 3, 126-27, 

279-80, 328, 332, 334, 366, 380, 
389n, 397n, 469,487, 508, 563 

in Ammianus Marcellinus, 84-85, 239-49, 
251, 260 

equated with Scenitae, 200, 516, 518, 561, 
563 

in the Notitia Dignitatum, 393n 
patristic etymology, 280--81 

Sarah, wife of Abraham, 280, 563 
Sardica, Council of (A.D. 343), 335, 338 
Sarmatia, Sarmatians, 67, 164, 231, 248, 

249, 266, 270--71, 274 

Sarmaticus, cognomen of Roman emperors, 273 
Sarqaye, 569 
Sasanids, 11, 353n, 355. See also Persia 
al-Sari', nickname of al-Nu'man, 377, 379 
Satraps, 54, 5 5n 
Saturninus, magister, 168, 219, 220 
$awalil:ia, monastery, 385n 
$awwaran 

as Christian center, 403, 404 
Tanukhids in, 339, 403, 404, 407, 545, 

546 
Saxons, 266 
Sayf al-Dawla, 402n 
Sayyid, chief, 354n, 432 
Sbai:ta, 314n 
Scenarchia, 250, 405 
Scenas Veteranorum, 393n 
Scenitae, as term for Arabs, 128n, 279-80, 

366, 469 
in Ammianus Marcellinus, 84-85, 239-49, 

251, 260 
equatedwithSaraceni, 200,516,518,561, 

563 
Schiwietz, S., 317 
Scipio, 271 
Scots, 266 
Scythians (Goths), 108n, 170n 
Scythians, bishops of, 276 
Sebastea, Forty Martyrs of, 3 17 
Sebastian, military leader in Julian's army, 

111, 179 
Second International Symposium on Pre

Islamic Arabia, Riyad, Saudi Arabia 
(1979), 100 

Seleucia, Council of (A.D. 359), 333n, 335, 
338, 342-45 

Seleucids, 17, 250 
Seleucus Nicator, 174, 250n 
Sepahbad, Persian title, 119n 
Septimius Severus, 56n, 59n 
Serendib (Ceylon), 97n 
Serendivi, 86, 94n, 97n 
Sergiopolis (Ru~apha), 405n, 406, 420n, 465n 
Sergius, saint, patron of Ghassanids, 225, 

226, 320n, 405n, 420n 
Settlement of A.D. 382 with the Goths, 204, 

207, 213, 219-21, 272, 536 
Settlement of A.D. 387 with the Persians, 27 
Sevi'enko, I., 316-17 
Severus, Monophysite patriarch of Antioch, 

76n, 193 
Sezgin, F., 462 
Shahanshah, Iranian title, 38 
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Shammar Yuhar'ish, 12, 32, 41, 488, 548 
Shapiir I, 13, 418, 422, 468, 472, 475, 482 
Shapiir II, 11, 39, 71, 466 

allies of, 80-81, 122 
campaign against Arabian Peninsula, 34, 

36, 61, 62-63, 66-67, 71, 72, 487n, 
488, 489, 526, 548 

conflict with Byzantium, 27, 526, 527 
Shapiir III, 204, 211 
Shari' al-Tanukhiyyin, 457n 
Shari'a, 430 
al-SharqI al-Qu~amI, 35 ln 
Shaykh, tribal chief, 516, 516---17n, 518n 
Shboul, A., xixn 
ShI'ites, 349, 353n, 360, 365 
Shu'yab, Qur'anic prophet, 326 
~iffin, battle of (A.D. 657), 378n, 456 
Silvanus, ancesror of Rufinus, 229 
Silvanus (Victor), 227-38, 470, 538 
Simeon, saint, 89n, 153, 311 
Simeon of Beth-Argiiim, Monophysite bishop, 

102, 312, 338n 
Sinai, Mt., 480-8 ln 

as Christian center, 297-329 
in Anonymus of Placentia, 319, 320-21 
martyr tradition in, 316-19 

Sinai Peninsula, xvin, 144, 153, 295, 399-
400, 548 

Christian Arab presence in, 555-56, Map 
VII 

Singar, Mt., 482, 483n 
Singara, 79, 80, 397n, 421 

limes, 479, 481-83, 547 
Sisinnius, pope, 187 
Slavs, 16 
Socotra, island, 90n, 97 
Socrates, ecclesiastical historian, 143, 159, 

275-76 
on Arab foederati of reign of Valens, 139, 

150, 177, 275-77, 453 
on ethnic origin of Mavia, 190-94 
image of Arabs in, 564 
on Moses, bishop ofMavia, 153, 154, 157, 

557 
Sohaemus of Emesa, 245n 
Sources, for Arab-Byzantine relations 

epigraphic, 2. See also Inscriptions 
Greek and Latin, xviii, xx, 1-7 
Oriental, xx, 1-7, 397n, 543--44, 550 

Southern Semites 
Arab foederati and, 24, 526 
Constantius and, 86---106, 135, 527-29 
mission of Theophilus Indus to, 5 10 

Souwar, 404n 
Sozomen, 1, 132n 

on the Arabfoederati, 177, 274-77 
on Arabic poetry, 4, 151-52, 235-36, 

443--46, 448, 453, 462, 552-53, 556 
image of Arabs in, 564 
on Julian's death, 124, 125 
on Mavia, 190-94, 199-200, 308-10, 

532-33 
on Moses, bishop of Mavia, 15 3-5 7, 308-

10, 335-36 
on Zokomos, 188-89, 380, 516---17n, 517 

Spain, 205, 208 
Stein, A., 481 
Stilicho, magister, 206n 
Strabo, 243n, 287, 350 
Strata Diocletiana, 14, 47n, 49, 50n, 63, 

472-73, 487n, 546 
Strido, 294 
Strymon, river, 95 
Sufyanids, 395n, 430n 
al-Sukkari, 452n 
Sulaym, Arab tribe, 307n 
Sumere, 530 
Surandela, castellum, 322-23n, 324n 
Surenas, 108, 109, 119, 121 
Symbra (Hucumbra), 108, 109, 110, 113 
Symmachus, 213 
Synesius of Cyrene, 218 
Syria, 18, 20, 139, 211, 395 

Coele, 49, 335 
Latin and Greek inscriptions in, 17 
al-MahdI in, 423-32 
Muslim conquest of, 17,382,401, 474n 

Syriac language, 277, 290-91, 438, 441, 
470, 491-97 

Syriac liturgy, 556 
Syrian Church, 558 

TabarI, 2, 52n, 353n, 382,413, 425n, 488 
on Arabs in Julian's Persian campaign, 

116---17, 123 
on Heraclius's counteroffensive, 458, 459 
on Hisham al-KalbI, 354n, 355-57, 359, 

365 
works of, 116, 352n, 458 

Tabiik, 15, 197, 383n, 384, 399n 
Tacitus, 258, 259, 264, 350 
Tafarruq al-Azd (Hisham al-KalbI), 359 
Taghlib, Arab tribe, 382, 383, 396---97, 417, 

432, 467n 
Ta'I, 421n 
Taienos, as term for Arab, 126---28, 136 
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Taj, crown, 36-37 
Taj al- 'Arus (ZabidI), 496 
Takrit, 421, 429 
Tamim, Arab tribe, 354 
Tanukhids, 20, 47n, 53, 67, 382, 410-11, 

416 
Arabic and Syriac sources on, 4-6, 367, 

543--45, 550 
as a confederation of tribes, 3 72, 387, 

413n, 500, 513n 
bishops of, 330--45 
in Chalcidice, 465, 467-68, 470-76 
Christianity of, 76, 333, 337-38, 403-6, 

418-35, 439, 454-57, 509, 541, 550-
52 

churches and monasteries of, 339, 424-26, 
431, 432, 433-35, 550, 551 

death of Julian and, 127 
diwan, poetry of, 443-55, 553-54 
dominant foederati of Byzantium, xvi, 13, 

27, 544--45 
fall of, 196, 203-21, 392, 537 
Heraclius's counteroffensive and, 422-23, 

457-60 
Hisham al-KalbI on, 3, 350, 358-61, 543 
Imru' al-Qays and, 373-74, 412 
in Islamic period, 4, 7, 455, 456-57 
kings, 141,197,368,372,373,375,381, 

543--44 
along limes orientalis, 465, 468, 470-76 
list of kings, 360, 373-81, 411-15 
al-MahdI and, 423-32, 451,452, 456-57, 

551, 552, 566 
migration from Mesopotamia, 370-71, 372 
during reign of Constantius, 74, 77-78, 

83-84 
in service of Umayyads, 449, 450n, 551, 

566 
settlements, 142, 174-75, 225-26, 392, 

397-98, 400--407, 532, 540, 544, 545, 
Map VIII 

Taprobane (Ceylon), 104n 
Targum, 493 
Tarikh (TabarI), 458 
Tarn, W.W., xix 
Tarsus, 137 
Taurus region, xvin 
Tayaye, 421n, 569 
Tayenoi, as term for Tanukhids, 330-32, 334, 

342 
Taym Allat, Arab tribe, 449, 450-51, 553 
'fayy, Arab tribe, 126-27, 332n, 382, 383, 

416-17, 421n, 436n 

TazI, 421n 
Temple, at Jerusalem, 131-32 
Terentius, comes et dux of Armenia, 166n 
Tertiaci, cavalry troops of, 109, 113, 117 
Thaddeus, saint, disciple, 225 
Thainatha, 415-16, 545, Map III 
Tha'laba, Ghassanid king, 502n 
Thamud, Arab tribe, 385, 390, 393-94, 

399n 
Thantia, 415-16 
Tha'r, Arab concept of revenge, 130 
Thebaid, 299, 327 
Thelamon, F., 198-99, 201, 567-68 
Thelsee, 393n, 398-99, 406, 486n, 545 
Themistius, 165 
Theodora, empress, 25, 158n, 163n, 339n 
Theodorapolis, 339n 
Theodoret, 124, 139, 155n, 163n 

image of Arabs in, 564 
on Mavia and Moses, 144n, 184-85, 188 

Theodoric, 23 
Theodorus, Monophysite bishop, 158n 
Theodorus Anagnostes, Byzantine historian, 

140n, 190-94, 197-98 
Theodosian Code, 502n 
Theodosius I, emperor, xv, 2, 7, 159n, 165, 

167, 203-21, 536-38 
Ammianus Marcellinus and, 263, 265 
ecclesiastical policy, 167, 205, 266 
fall of Arabfoederati and, 28, 203-14, 501, 

502, 536, 537 
foedus with Arabs, 140n, 536 
imperial administration under, 203, 206, 

207n, 536 
Libanius and, 125, 126, 128, 536, 562 
provincial reorganization in Oriens, xvin, 

147n, 212, 215, 489, 537-38 
Settlement of A.O. 382 with the Goths, 

204, 207, 213, 219-21, 272,473, 536 
Theodosius II, emperor, 34, 189, 216n, 474 
Theophanes, Byzantine historian, 140n, 190, 

194, 568 
Theophilus Indus, 99, 106, 333n 

mission to Southern Semites, 86-106, 510, 
528-29 

in Philostorgius, 53n, 54n, 69-70 
Theotimus, bishop of Arab foederati, 143, 

330, 334-38, 340, 343, 344, 532 
Thessaly, 270 
Thomas, saint, Apostle 

cult, 224-25 
martyrium dedicated to, 222-27, 233-34, 

339,434,470, 538, 550, 551-52 
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Thomas, saint, Syrian monk, 224 
Thrace, 27, 162, 163 
Tiberias, 50n 
Tiberius, emperor of 6th cent., 37, 5 ll-12n 
Tigris, river, 111, 112, 113, 133, 479 
Tiran, king of Armenia, 7 ln 
Tiridates, king of Armenia, 33, 64, 510n 
Toparchs, 54 
TourJ, 469, 471 
Trace de Rome, La (Poidebard), 483 
Trade routes, 15, 23 

Constantine and, 69-70, 526 
Mesopotamian, 14, 15, 16, 305n, 505 
in Palestina Tertia, 23, 305 
West Arabian, 14-16, 17, 305n, 505 

Trajan, Byzantine military officer, 163, 166 
Trajan, emperor, 17, 40, 48, 133, 242 
Trans-Jordan, 24 
TribunuJ, 516 
Tripoli, 449 
Tu'aye, 421 
Turbans, 431 
Turks, 10n, 16 
Turma, Arab, 109, 111, 118, 177-78, 181, 

182, 256-57, 507, 535 
Tyre, 91n 
Tzath, 510n, 51 ln 

'Ubayda, as personal name, 301-2, 304n, 313, 
328 

'Ubayda (Obedianus), 142n, 145n, 146-47n, 
298-99, 300n, 301-4, 310-11, 313, 
328, 556 

'Ugra, Arab tribe, 382-83 
Ukaydir, lord of Oiimat, 382n 
Ulphilas, 103n, 205, 333n, 337n, 435, 529 
'Umar II, Umayyad caliph, 43 ln 
Umayyads, 17, 131, 229n, 351, 363, 430n 

ajnad system, 10-11, 361, 395, 551, 566 
caliphs, 408-10 
Christianity and, 425-26 
fall of, 423, 426, 456 
Taniikhidsand, 449, 450n, 456,551,566 

Umm al-Jimal, 415-16, 545 
inscription, 35n, 127n, 200, 369n, 371, 

373, 413n, 415-16, 514n 
Umma, 363 
Ursicinus, 85, 239n, 261, 262, 265, 273 
al-'Uzza (Venus), 289, 292-93, 437 

Valens, Arab heresiarch, 278 
Valens, emperor, 126, 380, 531, 534 

Arian policy, 143, 162, 163, 166-68, 170, 
171, 531-32 

Goths and, 22, 27, 149, 467, 533, 535 
reign, 138-202, 531-35 
revolt of Arab foederati and, 28, 76, 453, 

532-34 
Vicror and, 163, 164, 165 

Valentinian, emperor, 159n, 172, 249, 263, 
534 

Valerian, emperor, 135 
Valesians, Christian heretics, 278 
Vandals, 23 
Vasiliev, A. A., xviii, xix 
Vectiga/eJ, Arab, 287, 331 
Venus (al-'Uzza), 289, 292-93, 437 
Victor, magiJter equitum, 127, 182, 231-32, 

538 
Ammianus Marcellinus and, 264--65, 268-

74 
Christianity of, 160--61, 165--69 
imperial career, 161, 164--65, 213, 271n, 

273, 568 
during Julian's Persian campaign, 162, 

165, 268-70 
marriage to Mavia's daughter, 141, 158-

64, 175, 190-9ln, 229, 258, 532, 559 
during reign of Theodosius I, 209, 213, 

219-21, 537 
Vil/eJ-refugeJ, 404n, 469, 471 
Vir comulariJ, title of Odenathus of Palmyra, 

63n 
Visigoths, 9, 27, 66, 67, 72 
Vita Comtantini (Eusebius of Caesarea), 53-56, 

58-60, 65, 69, 526, 529 
Vita Euthymii, 476 
Vita /Jaacii, 168, 219-20, 230n, 231 
Vita Ma/chi (Jerome), 284-88, 289, 293, 

465n, 482 
Vita S. HilarioniJ (Jerome), 284, 288-93, 

438,441, 552 

Waal, 503n 
Wadi al-Na~ara, 435n 
Wadi al-SirJ:ian, 52n, 63 
Wadi 'Araba, 144 
Wafa', 338, 560 
Wahb b. Munabbih, 349 
Wahballat, son of Odenathus of Palmyra, 

38n, 57n, 141 
Wa'il, Arab tribe, 382n 
Wala', 338, 560 
Waqidi, Arab tribe, 382n 
Willibald, saint, 186-87 
Woodward, E. L., 8, 201-2 
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Xenophon, 127n 

Yaman, Yamanites, 364, 399n, 456 
Ya'qiibI, 404n, 407,411,427, 429-30 
Yaqiit,226, 377,404n,405n,416-17,434n 

Hisham al-KalbI and, 364n, 365, 43 ln, 
460 

inscription of Dayr Hind and, 355, 356, 
460 

Irshiid, 365 
Mu'jam al-Bu/din, 365 

Yarmiik, battle of (A.D. 636), 11, 24, 382, 
384, 387n, 446, 455, 457n, 566 

Yathrib (Medina), 52n, 121, 122n, 412 
Yatur, Yetur, 416 
Yawm, 444, 445, 446 
Yazid, son of Man~iir al-}::Iimyari, 429 
Yazid, son of Mu'awiya, 197n, 430n, 450n 
Yukinna, governor of Aleppo, 459 
Yusuf, }::Iimyarite king, 104n 

Zabad (Zebed), 403-4, 470 
Taniikhids in, 339, 403-4, 407,433,469, 

545, 546, 551 

ZabidI, 496 
Zafar, 89, 101, 528, Map IV 
Zaitha, 109, 110, 530, Map VI 
Zawba'a, Ghassanid, 412 
Zenobia, 12, 13, 138, 141, 146n, 158n, 192, 

264n, 369 
Ja4Ima and, 371,373,416 
revolt against Rome, 20, 36, 248n, 519 

Z1za, 455 
Zoara, 155 
Zokomids, 140n, 188-89, 517n. See also 

SalIJ:iids 
Zokomos, 139n, 141, 157n, 201, 204, 412 

Sozomen on, 189, 274-75, 277, 308-11, 
380, 516-17n, 517 

Zoroastrianism, 24, 33 
Zosimus, 209, 269-70, 562 

on Arab /oederati of reign of Valens, 139, 
175-76, 178-83 passim 

on defense of Constantinople by Arab 
/oederati, 252, 253, 254n, 255, 256, 
259, 535 

Zuhayr ibn-Janab al-KalbI, 223 
al-ZuhrI, 409n 



Plates 



Key 

The "Saracen enclosures" are extremely important to the study of the Arab 
foederati and photographs of them are rare, having appeared in works written 
a very long time ago. Consequently, two of these photographs are presented in 
this book for the convenience of the reader to illustrate the section devoted to 
these enclosures in "The Arabs along the Limes Orienta/is" (supra, pp. 476-
90). 

The two Plates are reproduced from those of MacDonald's article in 
Antiquity (supra, p. 553 note 77), the plates of which were in turn reproduced 
from original aerial photographs taken by Poidebard himself. The captions of 
the two plates in Antiquity have been kept, but Plate III appears as Plate I in 
this book and Plate VIII as Plate II. 



Plate I ljan Al-Qagar, with cistern and later accretion of Bedouin enclosures 



Plate II Bedouin enclosure 




